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PEEFACE.

IT is a remarkable fact, that notwithstanding the

innumerable histories which have appeared of Mary

Queen of Scots, and notwithstanding the warm con-

troversy to which the question of her guilt or inno-

cence has given rise, the specific charges preferred

against her at the Conference at Westminster in 1568

have never hitherto been published. It is well known

that on that occasion a Book of Articles was pro-

duced by her accusers before they exhibited their

proofs to the Commissioners of Queen Elizabeth ; but

in none of the voluminous collections relating to the

subject is this document to be found. A copy of

the Articles has, however, been preserved among
the interesting collection of contemporary papers

known as the Hopetoun Manuscripts ; and it is now

given to the public, with the permission of the Earl

of Hopetoun, to whom it belongs, and of the Lord

Clerk Kegister, the Eight Honourable Sir William
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Gibson-Craig, in whose custody it has for the present

been deposited.

As the authenticity of the Articles may be ques-

tioned, the following reasons are submitted to the

reader in proof of their genuineness :

In the first place, their title, which is peculiar,

corresponds exactly with the title of the Book of

Articles referred to in the Journal of Queen Eliza-

beth's Commissioners of the 6th of December 156 8,"*

when the document was first produced ; and they also

consist, like that referred to, of five parts.

Secondly, They are not only written in a contem-

porary hand, but they are written in the same hand

as a considerable portion of the Eegister of the Privy

Council of Scotland. This important fact was pointed

out to the writer by Mr Thomas Dickson of the

Kegister House, Edinburgh, to whom he has been

indebted for much valuable assistance in the pro-

secution of his researches.

A specimen of the handwriting of the Articles, and

of that which appears in the Kegister of the Privy

Council about the same period, will be found at the

beginning of the first chapter. It may be added that

the handwriting bears a very strong resemblance to

that of Alexander Hay, who was clerk to the Privy

Council at the time of the Westminster Conference,

and for several years afterwards. But upon this

point no confident opinion can be expressed.

*
Goodall, ii. 234.
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The last and strongest proof of the authenticity

of these Articles is their identity in various passages

with the 'Detection' of Buchanan, which was pub-

lished some time after the Westminster Conference.

It is clear, from a comparison of these passages, that

both are not original; and as the Articles were in

existence before the publication of the '

Detection/

the obvious inference is, that Buchanan inserted por-

tions of them in his famous libel.

Another interesting document is printed in the

Appendix, which was supposed to have been lost

namely, the Journal of the proceedings at Westmin-

ster* on the day upon which the silver casket, con-

taining the alleged letters of Queen Mary to Bothwell,

was produced. We learn from this paper the order

in which the letters and other documents were ex-

hibited to the Commissioners of Elizabeth.

A facsimile of a portion of the testamentary inven-

tory of the jewels of the Queen of Scots, discovered

some years since,t is given at page 148. The inven-

tory was made out shortly before the birth of her

son in June 1566.

Through the researches of Professor Schiern of

Copenhagen, the date of the capture of Nicolas

Hubert, commonly called
" French Paris," has been

ascertained. This is an important point considered

with reference to the authenticity of the depositions

which bear his name. A letter from Professor Schiern

* See Appendix C. f In the Register House, Edinburgh.
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to the writer will be found on the subject at page

45.

The writer further desires to express his best thanks

to Mr David Laing of Edinburgh, and to Mr John

Hill Burton, Historiographer of Scotland, for the

valuable assistance they have rendered him on many
occasions in the prosecution of his work."*

* There is an inaccuracy at page 48 which was not noticed until

after it had passed through the press. It is there stated, or at least

implied, that Mary of Lorraine before her death " received the minis-

trations
"
of the Protestant minister John Willock. But the authority

on which this is stated namely, a letter of Thomas Randolph, who
was in Edinburgh at the time shows only that she consented to an

interview with Willock.
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MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS,

AND HEE ACCUSERS.

CHAPTEE I.

STATE OF SCOTLAND IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY DEATH OF

JAMES V. PROGRESS AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE REFORMA-

TION.

DURING the latter half of the fifteenth century the

power of the feudal aristocracy in western Europe un-

derwent a perceptible decline. In England this result

was in a great measure due to the long and destructive

contests between the houses of York and Lancaster. In

France and Spain it was brought about partly by the

growth of modern commerce, partly by the character

and policy of their respective kings. A decided increase

of the royal authority was a necessary consequence in

all these countries of the diminished influence of the

great vassals of the Crown ; and we perceive in the

policy of Henry VIL, of Louis XL, and of Ferdinand

V., a vigour and a steadiness of purpose unsurpassed

by that of the most celebrated of their predecessors.

A



STATE OF SCOTLAND IN

While these important changes were taking place

among her neighbours, the condition of Scotland

remained unaltered. Her nobles had never been

weakened like those of England by the wars of

a disputed succession, and her towns had as yet

acquired no political importance. It was in vain

that during this and the succeeding century the

most strenuous efforts were made by the Scottish

kings to break down the overgrown power of

their great vassals. In all these struggles the latter

proved victorious, and of the first five Jameses no

fewer than three perished, the victims of aristocratic

anarchy.* The division of nearly the whole of the

Church lands among a body of men already too power-

ful, was a necessary result of the Eeformation ; and

from the death of James V. until the union of the two

crowns, Scotland was oppressed by a nobility the most

rapacious and corrupt that probably ever existed. Pre-

vious to this time the people seem to have fared better

at the hands of their feudal lords than in the neighbour-

ing countries. In Scotland, one fruitful element of

discord diversity of race was wanting. Although her

Celtic and Teutonic inhabitants were essentially dis-

tinct, and occupied different portions of the kingdom,
their chiefs and nobles were, for the most part, men of

native birth. The exception consisted of Anglo-Saxon
and Anglo-Norman adventurers, comparatively few in

number, who, having obtained their lands by royal

grant or by marriage, soon acquired, in the midst of

strangers, the language and the habits of their adopted

* These were James I., James III., and James V. James II. and
James IV. were killed in the English wars

;
the one at Roxburgh, the

other at Flodden.
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country. To this community of blood and language
between the vassal and his lord, we may probably
attribute the remarkable fact, that although we have

innumerable examples in Scottish history of insurrec-

tions of the nobles against the Crown, we have none

of an insurrection of the people against the nobles. In

England, in France, and in Germany, the tyranny of

the feudal lords led, throughout the middle ages, to

frequent sanguinary outbreaks on the part of the un-

happy peasantry ;
and as the Scots were not more

patient of oppression than their neighbours, the absence

of any such commotions among them can only be ex-

plained by the existence of a better state of feeling

between the two great orders of society.

Between the nobles and the people there existed an

intermediate class peculiar in some respects to Scotland.

These were the so-called lesser barons, lairds, or landed

gentry, who held their estates directly from the Crown.

The possessions of these men were often insignificant

in extent, but, in virtue of their tenures, they enjoyed
the privilege of a seat in Parliament, and were thus

placed, for the time being, on a footing with the nobles

and titled ecclesiastics. They all, in fact, together with

the burgesses, or representatives of the royal burghs,
sat and voted in the same House; and although the in-

fluence of the nobility was ever paramount, the theory,
at least, of Parliamentary equality was fully recognised."*

* Gilbert Stuart, Public Law of Scotland, 129. In criminal pro-

ceedings the lesser barons or lairds were also on a footing of equality
with the nobility. At the trial of the Earl of Bothwell for the murder
of Darnley, in 1567, the jury of fifteen consisted of eight peers, two sons

of peers, and five lairds namely, Lochinvar, Langton, Cambushethan,
Barnbogle, and Boyne. Keith, ii. 545 ; edition printed for the Spottis-
woode Society in 1844.
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Unlike the nobles, the Church and clergy of Scot-

land were in general conspicuous for their loyalty.

No aspiring prelate ever attempted like a Beckett to

trample on the authority of the Crown : we may add

that no pusillanimous prince ever consented like John

to surrender their independence and his own to the

See of Eome. The popes, indeed, while in the zenith

of their power, sought to appropriate to themselves

the ecclesiastical patronage of Scotland as well as that

of other countries. But in the reign of William, sur-

named the Lion, this attempt was successfully resisted.

On the death of the Bishop of St Andrews in the

year 1178, Pope Alexander III. claimed the right, in

conjunction with the Chapter, of nominating his suc-

cessor ;
but William, unconvinced by the arguments,

and undismayed by the threats of the Pontiff, not only

refused to recognise his nominee, but banished him

and all his kindred from Scotland.* A similar spirit

was displayed in the following century by Alexander

II., who at firstt refused to allow a Papal legate to

enter Scotland, and who eventually consented to re-

ceive him, only on condition that he signed a declara-

* Annals of Scotland, by Sir D. Dalrymple, i. 143 ;
Bower's History

of the Popes, vi. 160.

f The jealousy entertained of Rome by the early Scottish kings was

remarkable. Alexander was at York on a visit to Henry III., when the

Pope's representative applied for permission to visit Scotland ;
but the

northern monarch replied that no Papal legate had ever entered his king-

dom, or ever should, if he could help it (Mat. Paris, anno 1237). Two

years later the application was renewed, when Alexander again declared

that the presence of the legate was not required in Scotland, for that

Christianity already nourished there, and the Church was prosperous.

Paris says that although the Papal representative proceeded no farther

north than Edinburgh, he contrived to collect a considerable sum of

money, with which he departed secretly when the king was in a distant

part of his dominions (anno 1239).
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tion that his visit should not be deemed a precedent.

Still later we find that Sir William Wallace, when

Guardian of the kingdom, deposed the Bishop of St

Andrews, who was charged with favouring the designs

of Edward L, and appointed in his stead a prelate

whose fidelity and zeal were above suspicion."''
5
"

An-

other instance of the supremacy of the executive

authority occurred in the reign of James V., who in

the year 1533 committed the Primate of Scotland to

prison on account of his refusal, it is supposed, to pay
certain contributions which had been levied on the

property of the Church.t These repeated assertions of

the supremacy of the temporal power led to important
results ; for the kings of Scotland continued down to

the time of the Keformation to exercise the sole right

of nominating the bishops and other dignitaries of the

Church ; and from vacant benefices, fines, and other

casualties incident to ecclesiastical patronage in the

feudal ages, a considerable portion of the royal revenue

was derived.

Few monarchs of Scotland enjoyed a greater share

of popularity than James V. His high spirit, his love

of adventure, his literary tastes, and, above all, his

readiness on all occasions to redress the wrongs of the

humblest of his subjects, acquired for him a title of

which he was justly proud. But the
"
King of the

Commons/' as he was affectionately called, was des-

tined to find, as many of his ancestors had found

before him, that the goodwill of the people was no

* This extraordinary stretch of authority was made the subject of

formal complaint by Edward to Pope Boniface VIII. See Documents
and Records to illustrate the History of Scotland, by Sir F. Palgrave,
332.

t Pinkerton, i. 321.
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security against the ambition of the nobles. During
his minority, the intolerable tyranny of the Douglases
made so deep an impression on his mind that he would

never, after arriving at manhood, suffer any member
of that domineering house to live in Scotland. The
dislike which in his boyhood he had imbibed against
his stepfather, the Earl of Angus,* and his kindred,

.extended by degrees to the whole order of nobility ;

and James sought and found his ablest counsellors

among the clergy. We learn from Sir Ealph Sadler,t

who was better acquainted with Scotland than any

English statesman of the day, that this order of men
were alone capable, from their habits and education,

of rendering efficient aid to the king in the conduct

of public affairs. Interest as well as intellectual

sympathy therefore induced James to prefer them to

the unruly and unlettered barons, whose power his

ancestors had in vain attempted to break down, and

which eventually proved fatal to himself. Excluded

from all state employment, the nobles were disposed
more readily to listen to the doctrines of Luther and

Calvin, which were now making considerable progress

throughout the kingdom.
It was not from spiritual zeal alone that they began

to look with favour on the new faith. The plunder of

the monasteries in England under Henry VIII. was a

precedent which they might hope would one day be

followed in the northern kingdom, where the posses-

sions of the Church were, comparatively speaking, of

immense extent and value. But James, though not

* He married Margaret Tudor, widow of James IV., and eldest sister

of Henry VIII.

f Despatches, i. 47.
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opposed to the reformation of abuses,"* adhered steadily

to the religion of his forefathers. Henry appears all

along to have believed that by means of a personal

interview he should succeed in persuading his nephew
to renounce his spiritual errors ;

but on three several

occasions James declined, under different pretexts, to

meet him at York. There can be no doubt that Car-

dinal Beaton and the other clerical advisers of James

did their utmost to prevent the meeting, and they

were probably actuated on this occasion by political as

well as by religious motives. All the worst features

in the character of Henry became more and more con-

spicuous towards the close of his reign. His temper,

always overbearing, became ungovernable when he

encountered the slightest opposition; and we have

undoubted proof that, before the last meeting proposed

at York, he had formed the design t of kidnapping his

nephew while he was engaged in a hunting expedition

near the Border, and of carrying him off a prisoner

into England. Henry's Council had the spirit and the

*
James, in his laudable desire to improve agriculture, had introduced

various kinds of foreign stock into the kingdom, and was himself the

owner of large flocks of sheep. Henry suggested through his ambassador

that it would be more becoming in a prince to increase his revenue by

taking into his hands the possessions of the richest abbeys in his king-
dom than by meddling "with sheep and such mean things." James

replied that there was not an abbey in Scotland that would not readily

supply him with anything it possessed,
" and so what needs us to spoil

them ?" Sadler then referred to the disreputable lives of the monks.
"
Oh," quoth the king,

" God forbid that, if a few be not good, for them
all the rest should be destroyed ! Though some be not," quoth he,
" there be a great many good ;

and the good may be suffered, and the

evil must be reformed, as ye shall hear," quoth he,
" that I shall help to

see it redressed in Scotland, by God's grace, if I brook life." Sadler,

i. 30, 31.

+ For the plan of Henry and the remonstrance of his Council, see Bur-

ton's History of Scotland, iii. 367.
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prudence to express their decided disapproval of the

treachery meditated by their master;"" and, thwarted in

his intentions of making either a convert or a prisoner
of the King of 'Scots, Henry gave vent to his rage and

disappointment by declaring war.

In the autumn of 1542 the Duke of Norfolkt en-

tered Scotland at the head of a powerful army ; but

the left wing of the invading force was defeated near

Jedburgh J by the Earl of Huntly ;
and partly from this

cause, partly from the scarcity of provisions, Norfolk

was soon compelled to retreat. James had summoned
the Crown vassals to assemble in the neighbourhood
of Edinburgh, and, unmindful of his father's fate, re-

solved to follow his retreating enemies into England.
But the consequences of his past policy now became

strikingly apparent. He had mortally offended his

nobles by his systematic neglect, and it was now their

turn to make him feel the weight of their resentment.

They flatly refused to cross the Border, asserting that

they were not bound by their allegiance to leave their

native country. It was in vain that the young king,

elated with the victory of Huntly, used all his powers
of persuasion, which were naturally great, to overcome

the disaffection of his nobles
;
and it was in vain that

he afterwards, with a smaller army, attempted the in-

vasion of Cumberland. At Solway Moss they not on]y
refused to obey the leader he had appointed to com-

mand them, but they laid down their arms, without

striking a blow, to a few hundred English troops. This

last disaster literally broke his gallant heart. He saw

* See the memorial in Burton's History of Scotland, iii. 367.

t He was the son of the conqueror of Flodden.

At Haddenrig.
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that his rebellious nobles had left him no choice be-

tween a hopeless war and a humiliating peace ; and

his untimely death furnishes a solitary example of a

prince of vigorous intellect, and in the very prime
of manhood, sinking under the weight of intolerable

grief.
* His only surviving legitimate child was eight

days old when she became Queen of Scotland.

Under circumstances exactly similar, Edward I. had

proposed a marriage between his son, the first Prince

of Wales, and an infant Queen of Scotland, and the

terms offered by that politic monarch were to all ap-

pearance so reasonable and just that they were readily

accepted by the Scots ;t but the premature death of

their queen had the effect of postponing for three cen-

turies the union of the two crowns. Henry now re-

vived the project of his great predecessor, and a mar-

riage between Prince Edward, who was now five or

six years old, and the heiress of Scotland, was so obvi-

ous a mode of establishing permanent peace between

the two countries, that the proposal was at first re-

ceived with favour by the most intelligent politicians

in both. But the arbitrary and capricious conduct of

the English king eventually proved fatal to the scheme.

Among the prisoners taken at Solway Moss were the

Earls of Glencairn and Cassilis, and the Lords Max-

well, Somerville, Oliphant, and Gray. There were also

in London at this time the Earl of Angus and his

brother Sir George Douglas, who had been banished

from Scotland by James, and whom Henry, capricious

in friendship as in hatred, had treated during their long

* " He could die," says Drummond,
" but could not digest a disaster.

Robertson, History, i. 285.

t Rapin, book ix.
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exile with princely liberality. The King of England
now determined to employ the prisoners of Solway
Moss and the Douglases, who had so long been pen-
sioners on his bounty, in promoting the marriage of his

son ; and they, one and all, consented to use their in-

fluence in Scotland for that purpose. But Henry had

another and a still more ambitious object in view at

this time. The projected marriage must necessarily be

delayed for many years ;
but Henry desired to annex

Scotland to his dominions in his lifetime, and the

Scottish prisoners, on condition of being set at liberty,

bound themselves by a secret treaty to aid the king in

his design. Whether they were sincere in their profes-

sions may be a question, but, in any case, they found

on their return to Scotland that Henry's scheme of

annexation was utterly impracticable. The project of

the marriage had revived afresh among the people all

the ancient jealousy of England; and had "the assured

lords," as Henry and his Council were wont to call

them, ventured to take up arms on behalf of the Eng-
lish king, they could not have counted upon a single

follower even among their own retainers. Sir George

Douglas, who on various occasions during the previous

fifteen years had borne arms against his countrymen in

the service of Henry, explained to the English ambas-

sador in the most graphic language the impossibility at

this time of carrying into execution his master's scheme.
" There is not so little a boy," said Douglas,

" but he

will hurl stones against it ; and the wives will handle

their distaffs, and the commons universally will rather

die."
* He added, that these sentiments were shared

by many noblemen, and by the whole body of the clergy.

*
Sadler, i., embassy to Scotland in 1543.
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It was necessary, therefore, to keep Henry's design a

secret from the people. But ' '

the assured lords
"
became

objects of general suspicion; and before the negotiations

for the marriage were finally concluded, an incident

occurred which had probably more effect than anything
else in determining the Scots eventually to break off

the match.

Certain Scottish merchant-ships, relying on the truce

between the two countries, had taken refuge from the

weather in English harbours, and were seized by com-

mand of the king, who alleged that they were carrying

provisions to his enemies the French. The resentment

of the Scots, and particularly of the inhabitants of Edin-

burgh, at this proceeding, was extreme. They foresaw,

as a consequence of the projected alliance with Eng-

land, the entire loss of their trade with France ; and

such was the excitement in Edinburgh, that Sir Ralph
Sadler deemed it prudent, with a view to his personal

safety, to retire to the impregnable fortress of Tan-

tallan, a stronghold of the Douglases, near Dunbar.

Henry, although indignant that his ambassador should

not have deemed himself secure in the capital of Scot-

land, appears to have felt that he had committed a

mistake ; for he made some proposition, the terms of

which are not known, to the owners of the captured

ships. It was one, however, which they instantly re-

jected, as inconsistent alike with their honour and

with the interests of their country. Sir Ealph Sadler,

in a letter to the Privy Council, states that they were

greatly offended at the condition proposed to them,
" and say," he adds,

"
they will not only lose their

ships and goods without making any further suit of the

same, but also they will lose their lives rather than
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grant that condition, and become traitors to their own

country."
* Mr Tytler justly contrasts the spirit and

patriotism of these honest traders with the servility and

treachery of their noble countrymen; and the pains
taken by Henry to conciliate the former, indicate that

the middle class in Scotland had already acquired some

importance.

The growing dislike of the people to the English

marriage was witnessed with the utmost satisfaction

by the whole body of the clergy, who did their utmost

to deepen and extend it ; and Henry, irritated beyond
measure at the obstinate jealousy of the Scots and the

entire failure of his schemes, once more prepared for war.

On the death of James V., the Earl of Arran, chief

of the family of Hamilton, and next heir to the crown

after the infant queen, was duly chosen governor of

the kingdom. But this nobleman, who possessed no

talents for government,t was only nominally at the

head of affairs. The person who exercised the greatest

influence in Scotland for several years after the death

of James was Cardinal Beaton, a prelate of great capa-

city and courage, devoted to the French alliance and

to the old religion. Mary of Lorraine, the queen-

dowager, naturally inclined to the party of whick the

cardinal was the head, and their joint influence com-

bined with an English war to retard the progress of

the Eeformation in Scotland. Henry regarded with

intense hostility the man who from the first had

*
History of Scotland, iv. 307.

t " A very gentle crature, and a simple man, easily to be ruled."

Sadler, 75. See also State Papers, Henry VIII., iv. 289, in which the

queen-dowager, a most intelligent observer, gives him the same character :

" He is assuredly," she says,
" a simple and the most inconstant man in

the world
;
for whatsoever he determineth to-day he changeth to-morrow."
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detected, and who finally defeated, his policy in that

country, and to rid himself of his enemy he did not

scruple to employ the weapons of the assassin. Car-

dinal Beaton was barbarously murdered at the Castle

of St Andrews in 1546; and it cannot now be doubted

that the crime was approved, and that its perpetrators

were rewarded, by the King of England.*
Beaton has been very generally represented as a

cruel persecutor of the Reformers ; and the putting to

death of a fellow-creature because his religious opin-

ions differ from our own, is a thing so revolting to

modern notions, that we regard with unmixed abhor-

rence all such acts of tyranny. But these were not

the sentiments of the sixteenth century. It is certain

that many Catholics, as well as many Protestants, then

regarded the destruction of their enemies as a sacred

duty; and it is but fair, before we condemn the in-

humanity of Beaton, to compare his conduct with that

of contemporary rulers. Beaton is not accused by

any one of putting to death more than seven persons,

including the celebrated George Wishart ; and it is

to be observed, that not one of these victims of in-

tolerance perished by torture. Even Wishart, who, we
have every reason to believe, was plottingt the death of

the cardinal at the time of his capture, was not com-

mitted alive to the flames.J Compared with the in-

numerable victims of religious tyranny who perished
under horrible tortures in England under Henry VIII. ,

in France under Henry II., and in Spain under Philip

*
Tytler's History of Scotland, iv. 454, notes and illustrations.

f See Burton, iii. 466, and the authorities there quoted.
This is stated even by Buchanan, one of Beaton's worst enemies.

History, lib. xv. Among Beaton's victims there was one woman, who
was put to death at Perth by drowning. Keith, i. 98.
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II. and compared with the wholesale butcheries of

the Duke of Alva in the Netherlands the persecutions

of Cardinal Beaton sink into insignificance; and consi-

dering the age in which he lived, and the power that he

enjoyed, he probably deserves rather to be commended
for his moderation than denounced for his barbarity.

The death of the cardinal proved fatal to Catholi-

cism in Scotland ; and notwithstanding the hostili-

ties with England, the Keformation made steady pro-

gress. These hostilities were chiefly remarkable for

the unprecedented display of national animosity which

they exhibited, and it is impossible to read without

a shudder the savage orders issued by Henry to his

generals in the north.* So barbarous were these, that

we find on one occasion the English borderers, inured

as they were to war in its rudest form for centuries,

refusing to obey them.t We find, on another occasion,

that the tombs of the Douglases, who had now turned

* The Earl of Hertford, who held the chief command, is instructed

to " bum Edinburgh," so that it
"
may remain for ever a perpetual

memory of the vengeance of God." The general is then to " sack Leith,

putting man, woman, and child to fire and sword without exception."
Hertford is then to cross over to Fife " to spoil and turn upside down
the cardinal's town of Saint Andrews, sparing no creature alive within

the same, specially such as either in friendship or blood be allied unto

the cardinal." It is right to state that these orders were issued before

the cardinal's murder. Hamilton Papers, quoted by Robertson, i. 322.

In March 1548, we find Hertford, then Duke of Somerset, directing
his lieutenant, Lord Grey, to burn " as much houses and corn "

as he

could. The latter afterwards reports that he has burnt Musselburgh
and Dunbar, which latter town " burned handsomely." Record Office.

The correspondence of the time abounds with such details. The

abbeys and religious houses were not spared, and one of Hertford's

officers boasts of burning a nunnery. Duddley to Hertford, January
1548

; Record Office.

t They refused to burn the standing corn in Scotland. Record Office ;

Hertford to Henry VIII., 18th September 1545. Hertford says that

in consequence Irish troops were employed for the purpose.
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against Henry, were wantonly destroyed at Melrose by
an invading force under Sir Ealph Evers and Sir

Brian Layton. But the outrage was speedily avenged

by the chief of that warlike house at Ancrum Moor,

where the English army was totally defeated, with the

loss of both of its commanders.* It was, in short,

a war of fierce retaliation on the part of Henry and

his successors, and of stubborn resistance on the part

of the Scots a war generally disadvantageous to the

latter, who sustained at Pinkie, in 1547, a defeat

hardly less disastrous than that of Flodden, but not

permanently affecting the interests or the policy of

either country.

The ancient alliance between Scotland and France

naturally became closer during these hostilities, and

a treaty of marriage between the young queen and

the Dauphin was concluded in 1548. Some of the

most experienced statesmen of France disapproved of

a match which they believed would endanger the old

alliance between the two kingdoms ; but the ambi-

tion of the house of Guise, the zeal of the Scottish

clergy, and the prejudices of the people, rendered all

opposition unavailing, and at the age of six Mary
sailed for the country which was intended to be her

future home.t About the same time a considerable

body of French troops was despatched to Scotland,

with the aid of which the war with England was pro-

* They were both buried not inappropriately at Melrose, where the

tomb of Sir Ralph Evers may still be seen.

t It is a proof of the extreme good-nature of the queen-dowager
that she allowed her husband's eldest illegitimate son, the Lord James,
to accompany her daughter to France. He was ten or twelve years
older than his half-sister, and he was thus introduced at the French
Court under the most favourable circumstances.
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tracted for two years longer. A general peace was

concluded between the three countries at Boulogne on

the 24th March 1550.

In the following year Mary of Lorraine visited

France, and on her return to Scotland she had an

interview with Edward VI. in London. The young

king revived the project of his marriage with her

daughter, to which it is said that the queen-dowager,

probably foreseeing more clearly than her ambitious

brothers that the days of Catholicism in Britain were

numbered, was at this time by no means averse."* It

is said that she even undertook to use her influence

with the King of France to induce him to annul the

contract between the Dauphin and her daughter. But

all these projects were extinguished by the premature
death of Edward VI. in 1553.

The Earl of Arran, who on the departure of the

young queen for France had been created Duke of

Chatelherault by Henry II., still remained Eegent of

Scotland ; but it was a post for which his mild and

irresolute nature rendered him eminently unfit ; and,

with the consent of the Parliament, he resigned it

in favour of the queen-dowager on the 10th of April

1554. It was a very remarkable circumstance that a

Catholic and a stranger should, without the slightest

opposition, have been thus acknowledged as regent

by a people among whom the doctrines of Calvin had

now fairly taken root, and who had never before

obeyed a foreigner or a female. But the queen-

dowager was a princess of singular merit. Her
amiable disposition, and her excellent understanding,

inspired both affection and esteem among all classes

*
Keith, i. 138.
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of the people. She had, as well from prudence as

humanity, protected the reformers from persecution,

and it was chiefly through their influence that she

was raised to the regency. In the crisis through
which Europe was passing, it was impossible to hold

the balance evenly between the contending factions.

But such was the general belief in her integrity, that

in an age of unexampled intolerance, her enemies re-

proached not her but her ambitious brothers with the

errors of her administration.'5'" Besides appointing

several of her countrymen to important offices t in

Scotland, she was induced by her French advisers to

propose the establishment of a standing army, on the

model of that of France. The nobility by their silenceJ

seemed to acquiesce in this unconstitutional innova-

tion ; but it encountered the most strenuous opposi-

tion on the part of the lairds or landed gentry, three

hundred of whom, headed by one of their number,
James Chalmers, presented to the regent a spirited

remonstrance, in which they declared that they had in

times past successfully defended their country against

foreign invaders without the aid of mercenary soldiers,

and that they were equally well prepared to do so for

the future. They further represented that nothing

* " Erat enim singular! ingenio prsedita, et animo ad equitatem ad-

niodum propenso." Buchanan, Hist., lib. xvi.

t Du Rubay, an advocate of Paris, was appointed vice-chancellor of

the kingdom ;
another Frenchman, Vilniont, was appointed comptroller

of the royal revenues ; and another was made governor of the Orkneys.
Keith, i. 160. The Scots had for centuries before enjoyed every spe-

cies of patronage, as well civil as military, in France
;
but it seems they

had no notion of reciprocity in these matters.

t Fletcher of Saltoun says that "
by their silence

" on this occasion
"
they betrayed the public liberty." Political Works, 22.

Of Gadgirth, in the county of Ayr.

B
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could be more disastrous for the kingdom than that

those who were bound by honour and by interest to

shed their blood in its defence should delegate that

duty to men who fought for hire, and who therefore

could never be relied upon in time of need.'* The

regent had the good sense at once to abandon a

project which she perceived had raised a dangerous
amount of discontent ; and from the readiness with

which it was withdrawn, we may infer that it was

only proposed in deference to the wishes of her French

advisers.

It is by no means improbable that this incident

materially affected the subsequent course of British

history. If the princes of Lorraine had succeeded

in establishing a standing army in Scotland, we can

hardly doubt that, under the circumstances, the exam-

ple would have been followed in England; and in

that event, the great struggle between the Commons
and the Crown in the following century might have

had a different termination from that which actually

occurred.

With regard to religion,! the regent endeavoured,

not without success, to moderate the animosities of

the rival parties ; but a circumstance which at first

sight promised to strengthen the Catholics, had directly

the contrary effect. The accession of Mary to the

English throne, and the persecutions which followed,

induced many Protestants to take refuge in Scotland,

*
Keith, i. 162.

f According to the Protestant leaders, she showed no favour to the

monasteries. In a letter to Knox, dated 10th March 1556, they say,
" We see daily the priors, enemies to Christ's gospel, in less estimation,

loth with tJie queen's grace and the rest of the nobility of our realm."

Keith, i. 152.
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where, under the milder rule of the regent, they were

not only allowed to live in peace, but found the means

of making converts to the new faith. Among these

refugees, John Willock, a celebrated preacher, soon

acquired a remarkable degree of influence over the

reformers of every class.
*

On the 24th of April 1558, Mary Stewart was

married to the Dauphin, in pursuance of the treaty

which had been concluded ten years before ; and on

the 17th of November following, Elizabeth, on the

death of her sister Mary, succeeded to the English
throne. This event opened new prospects of aggran-
disement to the house of Lorraine. The most pro-

minent members of that family were Francis, Duke of

Guise, and his brother the cardinal the one the most

distinguished soldier, and the other the most ambitious

statesman, of France. His triumphant defence of

Metz against the Emperor Charles V., and, still more,

his recent capture of Calais t from the English, in

whose hands it had remained for upwards of two

hundred years, rendered the duke at this time the

idol of his countrymen ; while his brother, though

personally less popular, exercised immense influence

at the Court of Henry II. It was at the instigation

of these ambitious princes that Mary and her hus-

* Willock had originally been a Franciscan friar of Ayr. After em-

bracing the Reformed faith he went to England, whence, on the accession

of Mary, he returned to his native country.

f Cecil was probably the only Englishman who doubted at this time

whether the loss of Calais was a subject for regret. In one of the

numerous memoranda in his own handwriting which he has left behind

him, we find the following query :

"
Whether, if Calais were had, it was

better for the realm, or more chargeable than worth ?
"

Public Record
Office

; 18th July 1559. The secretary would not have ventured to ex-

press his doubts in public.
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band assumed, on the accession of Elizabeth, the arms

of England in addition to those of Scotland and

France. Elizabeth and her ministers well under-

stood the imputation and the menace intended by
this bold step. It meant, that in the eyes of the

princes of Lorraine, and of all good Catholics, the

Queen of England was a bastard, and that the Queen
of Scots was the true heiress of Mary Tudor. To this

circumstance we may trace the commencement of that

rivalry between the two queens which led to conse-

quences so serious to both.

While the princes of Lorraine were indulging in

these vain dreams, their sister became aware that a

crisis was fast approaching in Scotland. From the

toleration with which she had all along treated the

Protestants, we may conclude that it was her object

to effect eventually a compromise between the two

religions ; but the arbitrary counsels of her French

advisers on the one hand, and the fanatical spirit of

the Keformers on the other, rendered all such efforts

unavailing. The regent experienced, in short, the

fate of all who attempt, in time of revolution, to con-

ciliate contending factions. She lost, for a time at

least, the confidence of both. It had long been the

custom in Scotland, when men were about to embark

in any dangerous enterprise, to sign a "
band," or bond,

by which they obliged themselves to stand by each

other at the hazard of their lives;* and at the insti-

* Matthew Paris says that it was a custom of the men of Galloway

(and that district included in his day nearly the whole of the south-west

of Scotland from the Solway to the Clyde), derived from the remotest

times, before engaging in any dangerous enterprise, to pledge themselves,
in blood drawn from their own veins, to stand by each other to the

death. This ceremony was performed, in the words of the historian,
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gation of John Knox, who was then at Geneva, the

Protestant leaders formed themselves into a league for

the maintenance and the extension of their faith, under

the name of the
"
Congregation of the Lord;" while on

their opponents they bestowed the no less significant

appellation of the
"
Congregation of Satan." There

can be no doubt that, from the time of the formation

of this league, it was the intention of Knox and his

friends to attempt to establish their religion by forced

Protestantism had been established by the royal

authority in England, and it was subsequently sup-

pressed by the royal authority in France ; but the

religious revolution which took place in Scotland in

1560 was wholly the work of the people, and it was

marked by all the excesses which invariably accom-

pany popular commotions.

The Covenant subscribed by the leading Reformers

was very naturally regarded as a declaration of war

by their opponents; and the latter replied to the

challenge by reviving the persecution of the Pro-

testants, which since the death of Beaton had been

entirely abandoned. The attempt, as it proved, was

to the last degree impolitic, and tended only to

widen the breach between the opposing parties. The

" In signum quod essent ex tune in antea, indissolubili et quasi con-

sanguineo foedere colligati ; et in prosperis et in adversis, usque ad

capitum expositionem indivisi." M. Paris, fol. edit., 430. Is it to

this barbarous practice that we are to trace the origin of those political

and religious leagues of which Scottish history contains such numerous

examples ?

* The parties to this bond declared that they would "
continually

apply our whole power, substance, and our very lives
"

in maintaining
their doctrines. And again, that they would wage their lives against

Satan, and all who troubled the foresaid Congregation. Keith, i.

154.
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victim selected for punishment was a priest named

Walter Mill, who had for many years openly pro-

fessed the new doctrines. He was condemned to

the flames by the primate Hamilton/"" and the great

age and unshaken fortitude of the sufferer filled the

spectators with sympathy and admiration. Walter

Mill was the last victim of Catholic persecution in

Scotland.

Jnstead of intimidating the Protestant leaders, this

act of tyranny only induced them to assume a bolder

tone. The regent in vain attempted to interpose her

authority between them and the archbishop, and the

Lords of the Congregation soon afterwards defied

both the temporal and the spiritual power by openly

celebrating the Protestant form of worship at Perth.

The preachers who had thus violated the law were sum-

moned to appear before the regent and her Council at

Stirling, but as they failed to obey the summons, they
were denounced as rebels in due form. From this

time the queen-regent is charged by Knox, and the Pro-

testant historians who have followed him, with various

acts of dissimulation and falsehood ; but it was neces-

sary for the Protestant leaders to justify their rebellion,

and we require better evidence of the truth of these

charges than the unsupported testimony of her most

unscrupulous enemy.t
While matters were in this critical state, Knox

returned to Scotland. The zeal, the energy, and the

*
Keith, i. 157.

t It is to be observed, that in none of their numerous public docu-

ments do they accuse the regent of breach of faith. Even their famous

Act of Deprivation, which enumerates their charges against her, is silent

on this point. See Keith, i. 234. See also on this subject the notes in

Hume, chap. 38 ;
and Lingard, vi. 15.
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dauntless spirit of that remarkable man, were well

known to the Eeformers of every class ; and from the

time of his arrival in his native country he seems,

by common consent, to have assumed the direction of

the religious revolution which was impending. He
reached Edinburgh in the beginning of May 1559.

On the llth of the same month, in defiance of the

prohibition of the regent and the Council, he preached
at Perth, and he denounced on that occasion, with

such excessive violence, idolatry and image-worship,
that the populace, in a frenzy of religious rage, de-

faced the churches, and totally destroyed the monas-

teries of that ancient city. Knox shortly afterwards

proceeded through the adjoining counties of Fife, Stir-

ling, and the Lothians, at that time the most pros-

perous and populous in Scotland ; and wherever he

appeared, the same scenes of savage violence announced

his presence and proclaimed his power. In the course

of a few weeks innumerable religious edifices, includ-

ing the metropolitan Cathedral of St Andrews * and

the Abbey of Scone, where from time immemorial the

kings of Scotland had been crowned, were either irre-

parably damaged or levelled with the ground. The

great Eeformer might boast with Attila, that desola-

tion followed on his track whichever way he turned.

In the midst of these disgraceful scenes, the Con-

gregation was alarmed by the intelligence that Mary

* Of the destruction of this edifice, the finest in Scotland, Knox speaks
in a tone of levity in which he rarely indulged. In a letter to Anna
Lock, dated 23d June, after informing her that the "reformation" of

Saint Andrews began on the 14th, he says :

" The bishop" (i. e., the pri-
mate Hamilton) "assured the lords, that if they suffered me to preach,
twelve harquebutts should light upon my nose at once. Oh burning
charity of a bloody bishop ! "Public Record Office.
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Stewart had unexpectedly become Queen of France.

In the end of June her father-in-law, Henry II., was

accidentally killed at a tournament at Paris, and her

husband, the amiable but feeble Francis, succeeded to

the crown. By this event the princes of Lorraine

acquired for a time the sole direction of affairs in

France. During the lifetime of Henry, the great ser-

vices and the high character of the Constable Mont-

morency induced that monarch on many occasions to

prefer his moderate counsels to those of his ambitious

rivals. But the unbounded influence which the young-

queen possessed over her husband Francis, and the

deference which she naturally paid to her uncles the

cardinal and the Duke of Guise, enabled them easily

to triumph over every competitor for power. Even
the influence of the queen

- mother, Catherine de

Medici, was all but annihilated during this short

reign; and she justly blamed and heartily hated her

daughter-in-law on that account.

The alliance which had been so eagerly courted by
the Scots, in their anxiety to thwart the policy of

Henry VIII.
,
had now resulted in the union of the

crowns of Scotland and France. But the anticipations

of those who had planned and carried out this project
were signally disappointed. Instead of cementing the

ancient friendship between the two countries, the mar-

riage of the Queen of Scots to a French prince was

followed by discontent of the most serious kind. So

long as the alliance between the French and Scots was

of a purely military character, and directed against

their common enemies, the Plantagenet kings of Eng-
land, it was maintained with a fidelity upon both sides

of which there are few examples in history. But the
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attempt in the time of Mary to render the connection

still closer not only weakened but destroyed it. Nor

is it difficult to account for this result. The Scots,

ever intensely jealous of foreign interference, regarded

with deep dissatisfaction the continued presence of

French soldiers in their capital, the advancement of

Frenchmen to important offices in the state, and the

airs of superiority which the latter were too apt to

assume. Among a rude and warlike people, these

feelings soon found expression, and it required all the

address of the regent to prevent an open rupture. In

spite, indeed, of all her efforts, the discontent of the

Scots increased to such a degree, that even the leading

Catholics became anxious for the withdrawal of the

French troops. The Earl of Huntly, by far the most

powerful of the Catholic nobles, and a professed ad-

herent of the regent, preferred
* at length the interests

of his country to those of his religion.

The death of Henry II. was regarded as a serious

misfortune by the Scottish Eeformers. They were

induced to believe that at the time t he was inclined

to a change of policy in Scotland ; but they had

nothing to hope, and everything to fear, from the

princes of the house of Guise, who, they were well

aware, would henceforth wield the entire power of

France. But the prospect of fresh dangers only roused

the fearless spirit of Knox to fresh exertions. It had

become evident that a collision between the rival fac-

tions was now inevitable, and he did not hesitate to

* " He found many delays," says Randolph, but at length subscribed

the bond of the Congregation. Letter to Norfolk of 28th April 1 560 ;

Record Office.

t Keith, i. 222.
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prepare his hearers for the coming conflict by exhort-

ing them "to die like men or live victorious." The

regent, ever averse to extreme measures, made vari-

ous attempts to come to terms with the Protestant

chiefs. She offered them at last a complete amnesty
for their rebellion, provided they would put a stop to

the wanton destruction of religious houses, and pro-

vided they would prevent their preachers from publicly

addressing the people. In the excited state into which

the country had been thrown, it is hardly necessary to

say that the first condition would have been worthless

and impracticable without the last ; but both were

peremptorily rejected.
" The lords and the whole

brethren," says Knox, "refused such appointment,

declaring that the fear of no mortal creature should

cause them to betray the verity known and professed ;

neither yet to suffer idolatry to be maintained."*

Finding it impossible to come to any terms with

the insurgents, the regent retired to the fortress of

Dunbar, at that time probably the strongest in Scot-

land. A detachment of a thousand men soon after-

wards arrived from France, and she received intelli-

gence that one of her younger brothers, the Marquis

d'Elbeuf, would speedily follow with a much larger

force.

The insurgent lords now occupied the capital, but

Leith, the port of Edinburgh, was still in the hands of

the royalists, and the regent employed her best French

officers in strengthening its walls. The Protestant

chiefs thought fit to protest against this very obvious

* Knox to Anna Lock, 23d June 1559 ; Record Office. It is to be

observed that he expresses no doubt in this letter as to the good faith of

the regent.
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and necessary step. Her reply was simple, and sin-

gularly expressive of the dangers by which she was

surrounded. "Like as a small bird still pursued,"

she said,
"
will provide some nest, so her majesty could

do no less but provide some sure retreat for herself

and her company."
* The lords now resolved upon a

very extraordinary step. On the 21st of October they

met under the presidency of Lord Kuthven, who pro-

posed to them the following question :

" Whether she,

that so contemptuously refused the most humble re-

quest of the born counsellors of the realm, being but a

regent, whose pretences threatened the bondage of the

whole commonwealth, ought to be suffered so tyran-

nically to domineer over them." Much difference of

opinion having been expressed, it was resolved that

the preachers should be heard upon the subject, and

John Willock and John Knox unhesitatingly declared

that, under the circumstances, the regent might be

lawfully deprived of her authority. This opinion, ex-

pressed in the most emphatic language, appears speedily

to have overcome the scruples of the Congregation,
for the members present forthwith agreed, without a

dissentient voice, that the regent should be deposed.
An instrument, which they termed an Act of Depriva-

tion, was drawn up, and proclaimed at the market-

cross of Edinburgh on the same day. They thereafter

despatched a letter to the regent, in which they in-

formed her that they had, in the names of their sove-

reigns, suspended her commission ;

"
and," they added,

"
as your grace will not acknowledge us, our sovereign

lord and lady's true barons and lieges, for your sub-

jects, no more will we acknowledge you as our regent
*

Keith, i. 229, note.
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or lawful magistrate unto us, seeing if any authority

you have, by reason of our sovereign's commission,

granted unto your grace, the same for most weighty
reasons is worthily suspended by us, in the name and

authority of our sovereigns, whose counsel we are

of native birth in the affairs of this our common
weal." *

The deposition of the regent was only intended as

a prelude to a more important step. The Earl of

Arran, eldest son and heir of the Duke of Chatelherault,

had embraced the Reformed faith while he was serving
in the Scottish Guard in France ; and he had made
his escape with difficulty from that country, where it

is said that, in consequence of his change of religion,

his life was in danger,t On his arrival in England, he

was supplied with money for his immediate wants by
Cecil ; and he was honoured with a private interview

by Elizabeth at Hampton Court. What passed on

that occasion is unknown, but the Lords of the Con-

gregation, with the fervour peculiar to their country,
had previously arrived at the conclusion that the

surest way to establish Protestantism in Britain was

to marry the Earl of Arran to the Queen of England.
Their native sovereign might then be deposed as they
had deposed her mother from the regency, and the

Duke of Chatelherault would easily be induced to

resign his title to the crown of Scotland in favour of

his son. It was a bold, and, to all appearances, not

an impracticable scheme ; but there were serious ob-

stacles in the way, as the Congregation afterwards

discovered.

The marriage appears to have been first suggested to

*
Keith, i. 234. f Keith, i. 228.
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Throgmorton, the English ambassador in Paris, by
Alexander Whitelaw, an emissary of the Congre-

gation. Throgmorton gave him a letter to Cecil.

"Sandy/' he says, "proposed a marriage between the

queen and the Earl of Arran, the chief upholder of

God's religion." Throgmorton adds, referring farther

to Whitelaw :

" This bearer is very religious, and

therefore you must let him see as little sin in England
as you may. He seemeth to be very willing to work

what he can that Scotland may forsake utterly the

French amity, and be united to England."
"
Sir," con-

tinues the ambassador, "in these services and occa-

sions, to preserve you from further inconveniences, the

queen's purse must be open, for fair words will not

serve."
*

It is probable that Cecil attended to the re-

commendation of Throgmorton upon both points, as

we know that the secretary cordially approved of the

projected marriage between Arran and his mistress.!

As the queen-dowager returned no reply to the in-

solent communication of the insurgent lords, they pro-

ceeded to attack Leith, which by this time had been

carefully fortified by its French garrison. But they
soon discovered that the capture of this place was an

enterprise beyond their strength. All their attacks

were steadily repulsed, and instead of taking Leith,

they were themselves in the course of a few weeks

driven from Edinburgh, which was again occupied by
the troops of the regent. Previous to this event an

incident occurred highly characteristic of the manners

of the age. Elizabeth had privately instructed her

resident at Berwick, Sir Ealph Sadler, to transmit a

* Letter of 28th June
;
Public Record Office,

t Haynes, 359, 362.
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sum of money to the Congregation, of which she knew
that they stood much in need. It was intrusted to

Cockburn of Ormiston, who passed Dunbar, with its

French garrison, in safety; but as he was approaching

Haddington, on the night of the 2d of November, he

was suddenly attacked and wounded by the Earl of

Bothwell, who carried off the treasure to his castle of

Crichton, in the neighbourhood. Bothwell was at this

time a young man of five or six and twenty, but,

though a Protestant, a stanch adherent of the Regent.

Early next day his castle was attacked by a force of

seven hundred men, both horse and foot, despatched

by the Congregation to avenge their loss. Such was

the speed of their movements, that Bothwell had

barely time to throw himself upon a horse without a

saddle,* and effected his escape. The troops of the

Congregation, balked of their prey, pillaged his castle,

but failed to recover the treasure which he had inter-

cepted. To the demand of the lords that he should

restore the money, Bothwell replied by sending a "
car-

tel of defiance "t to the Earl of Arran, now their osten-

sible chief, but who prudently declined the invitation.

Such is the first appearance in history of James Hep-
burn, Earl of Bothwell, a man who was ever after-

wards regarded as an enemy both by Elizabeth and

the Protestant leaders, and whose name and fortunes

* " He was departed suddenly upon a horse, without saddle, boots, or

spurs." Henry Balnaves to Sadler, 4th November ;
Public Eecord

Office.

f Randolph to Sadler, 4th November
;
ibid. D'Oysell, the French

commander in Scotland, says it was only .1000 that Bothwell inter-

cepted Teulet, i. 380
;
and Sadler himself says the same see his

letter to Randolph of 4th November ;
Record Office. Mr Tytler must

therefore be mistaken in setting it down at four times this sum see

Hist., v. 105.
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were afterwards so fatally connected with those of

Mary Stewart.

On their discomfiture at Leith, the insurgents retired

to Stirling, where, after much anxious deliberation,

they resolved to seek the active aid of the Queen of

England.
William Maitland of Lethington,"* a man of aston-

ishing talents and address, who served and betrayed

all parties in their turn, and who, notwithstanding,

continued to be courted by all until the day of his

death, was the person selected to proceed to London

on this important mission. He had acted as secretary

to the regent down to the time when she retreated to

Dunbar ; but, with characteristic inconstancy, he then

went over to her enemies, who evinced the sense of the

acquisition they had made by employing him in a

service so congenial to his tastes.

On his arrival in London he found that the ablest of

the English ministers, Sir William Cecil, was fully in-

formed as to the critical position of the Protestants in

Scotland, and was prepared to advise his mistress at

all hazards to assist them. But in this, as in other

important transactions during her reign, Elizabeth

exhibited a singular amount of indecision. She was

well aware that Mary, as Queen both of France and

Scotland, was now a very formidable rival ; and she

was also aware of the determination of the princes of

Lorraine to crush, if possible, the Eeformation in Scot-

land an event which she had every reason to dread.

But, on the other hand, she could not but regard the

Congregation as rebels ; and to support them openly

against their lawful sovereign was a dangerous prece-
* He was the eldest son of Sir Richard Maitland of Lethington.
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dent, which might some day be turned against herself.

Her doubts and fears were shared by the Lord Keeper,
Sir Nicholas Bacon, who was of opinion that she

should continue to assist the Scots in secret, but that

open intervention should be avoided, as it would bring

about a rupture with France, and England was not

then in a condition to engage in a great war.* Cecil

knew well that it would be dangerous to aid, as it

would be dangerous to abandon, the Congregation ; but

of the two perils he considered that the first would be

the least. It required all his address, at this moment-

ous crisis of British history, to overcome the scruples

of his mistress, shared as they were by some of the

most eminent of her Council. Elizabeth at length con-

sented, though with the utmost reluctance, that a fleet

should be sent to Scotland. But it was very doubtful

whether the promised aid would arrive in time. Cecil

had discovered that preparations were being made in

France, on the most extensive scale, for the support of

the regent. It was known that her health had been

failing for some time past ; but the English envoy in

Paris had ascertained that two of her brothers, the

Marquis d'Elbeuf and the Duke d'Amaule, were pre-

paring to proceed to Scotland, the first to succeed his

sister as viceroy, and the second to follow shortly

afterwards with an army of 20,000 men.t

A circumstance which probably weighed more with

Elizabeth than all these warlike preparations was the

ostentatious manner in which Mary's pretensions to

* Harl. MS., 253, 83 b. His speech is printed in the Calendar of

State Papers (Foreign) for the year 1559.

f Henry Killigrew to Queen Elizabeth, 27th December
; Record

Office. He had previously written that there were eighty sail ready to

carry stores to Scotland 14th November. Ibid.
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the crown of England were at this time paraded by
her uncles. We learn from the English envoy then

in France, that on her entry with her husband into

Eheims and Blois, the arms of England were displayed

with those of Scotland and France. On her entering

Chatelherault, we learn from the same source that the

Queen of Scots walked first under a crimson canopy,
on which were emblazoned the arms of Scotland, Eng-

land, and France. The young king followed under a

canopy which bore the arms of France alone.* The

circumstance that the princes of Lorraine should have

thus caused their niece to take precedence of her hus-

band in his own dominions, furnishes a striking proof
of their unbounded influence ; and, considering the

preparations which were being made to send a power-
ful army into Scotland, it can hardly be doubted that

it was their intention at this time to assert her claim

to the crown of England by force. But upon this, as

on a still more memorable occasion, the elements

proved singularly propitious to Elizabeth. In the

midst of boisterous winter weather her fleet reached

the Firth of Forth in safety ; but two separate expedi-
tions which left the coast of France about the same
time were driven back, with the loss of many ships, a

vast quantity of arms and provisions, and at least

3000 soldiers. Only two vessels, commanded by the

Count de Martigues, lieutenant of the Marquis d'Elbeuf,

reached the Forth, where they were immediately at-

tacked and taken, after a desperate fight, by a Scottish

volunteer.t The marquis himself regained Dieppe with
*
Henry Killigrew to the queen, November 29 ; Record Office.

t
" This feat," says Norfolk,

" was done by one Andrew Sandes, a

merchant, who is a great Protestant." Norfolk to Cecil, 18th January
1560; Record Office. Arran to Maitland, 20th January; ibid.

C
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difficulty, where it was resolved that a fresh expedition

should be fitted out forthwith. But the discovery very
soon afterwards of the Huguenot conspiracy of Amboise,
which had for its object the destruction of the princes

of Lorraine, put a stop to all such preparations.

The foreign policy of Elizabeth at this time may be

easily described. It was simply to foment in secret

internal discord in every country from which she ap-

prehended danger to her own. Her ministers were

obviously of opinion that, in the divided state of par-

ties, and with her doubtful title to the crown, they
could not venture on a bolder course. But the inter-

vention in Scotland was about to assume a shape,

under the auspices of Cecil, for which there was no

precedent, and for which it was not easy to find a

plausible pretext. It was necessary, nevertheless, to

make the attempt ; and when, accordingly, the French

ambassador in London * demanded explanations as to

the armaments in the river, and the warlike prepara-

tions in the northern counties, Elizabeth assured him

of her intention to maintain the general peace so re-

cently concluded,t and invoked the curse of heaven

upon the heads of those who should be the first to

break it. In a letter to Mary of Lorraine, who had

asked for similar explanations, Elizabeth even assumed

the language of injured innocence. She thought it

much, she said,
"
that no surer account is made of her

honour in this case," and that "her doings shall be

always constant and agreeable to honour." }

Her admiral in Scotland, William Winter, was in-

* M. de Noailles. t At Gateau Cambresis, in April 1559.

J Elizabeth to the Queen - Dowager of Scotland, 28th November
;

Record Office.
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structed to hold language of a similar kind. On his

arrival in the Forth, a herald from the regent was

sent on board his ship, to demand whether he came as

an enemy or as a friend. Winter replied, according

to his orders, that he had been commissioned to con-

voy certain transports laden with provisions to Berwick ;

that, finding no safe anchorage there for his ships, he

had run into the Forth, expecting to meet with good
and friendly entertainment; but instead of that, the

French garrisons at Burntisland and Inchkeith had

fired upon him "
many cruel shot of cannon and cul-

verin ;" and, finally, that hearing of their great cruelty

to the Congregation, he had determined to give them

all the aid in his power,
"
whereof the queen his mis-

tress was nothing privy."
"
r " The design is too trans-

parent," was the very natural remark of the regent,t

The remark will apply generally to the whole of the

foreign policy of Elizabeth ; for, with all her unri-

valled powers of mendacity, she very rarely succeeded

in deceiving any one except her friends.

The contest about to commence between these two

remarkable women now called forth the intervention

of a third, hardly less remarkable than either. The

Duchess of Parma, who governed the Netherlands in

* Addressed to the Privy Council, 25th January; Record Office.

t In her letter to De Noailles, the French ambassador in London.

Teulet, i. 408. Winter acted in strict accordance with his instructions

from the Duke of Norfolk, who commanded in the north. These were,
to aid the queen's friends, and to prevent any French ships from entering
the Forth

;

" and this he must seem to do of his own head, as if he had no
commission from the queen." Instructions of Duke of Norfolk to Winter,
22d January 1560 ; Kecord Office. Cecil had previously desired Throg-
morton to give the most pacific assurances to the French Government.
"If," he says, "they shall ask whether she" (Elizabeth) "means to aid
the Scots or no," he might assure them that at his departure no such thing
was meant. Cecil to Throgmorton, 30th December; Record Office.
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the name of her brother the King of Spain, had

watched with deep interest the progress of events in

Scotland ; and we are at first surprised to find that,

of the two parties then struggling for ascendancy, a

Catholic and a Spaniard should have preferred the tri-

umph of the Protestants to that of their opponents.

But the reason is easily explained. The Duchess of

Parma regarded with just apprehension the gigantic

schemes of ambition cherished by the princes of Lor-

raine. If they succeeded in the attempt which they
seemed about to make, of uniting the monarchies

of France and Britain, she had too good reason to

fear that the Netherlands,* and probably the empire
of the Indies, would speedily be lost to Spain. She

strongly urged her brother Philip, therefore, to put an

end to the war in Scotland by means of friendly medi-

ation, and thus prevent the triumph of the Protestants

on the one hand, or of the Guises on the other. The

advice, from a Spanish point of view, was so obviously

sound, that it was approved both by the Duke of Al-

va t and his master. If the Spanish king had acted

promptly in the matter, his intervention might have

proved fatal to Elizabeth's meditated policy in Scotland.

But his procrastinating habits enabled her to persevere,

without giving any cause of just offence to Philip.

When the Spanish envoy reached London with instruc-

tions to negotiate, he was informed, and he himself

admitted, that the Queen of England could not then

recede from her engagements, and that his master had

interfered too late.

* The Duchess of Parma to Philip, 6th January 1560. Teulet, ii. 62.

f Duke of Alva to the Bishop of Arras, 20th March. Ibid., ii. 75.

J See his letter to the Duchess of Parma. Ibid., ii. 113.
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While Elizabeth was thus secure on the side of

Spain, events were taking place in France which effec-

tually prevented any further reinforcements being sent

from thence to Scotland. The Protestant princes of

the house of Bourbon regarded with the utmost jeal-

ousy the power and the arrogance of the Guises ; and

Elizabeth, by the advice of Cecil, now began to pursue
the same policy in France which she had commenced

in Scotland. Throgmorton, her ambassador in Paris,

was instructed to seek a private interview with An-

thony de Bourbon, King of Navarre. They met, ac-

cordingly, at midnight, in the town of St Denis. The

English ambassador commenced by informing the king
that the queen his mistress entertained the highest
esteem for his virtues, and was desirous of forming an

alliance with him, "for the honour of God, and the

advancement of true religion." The king well under-

stood the meaning of this language, but he was cautious

and reserved; and although he expressed his satis-

faction at the prospect of an alliance with the Queen
of England in so sacred a cause, he should prefer, he

said, for greater security, to correspond directly with

herself.""" Shortly afterwards, a Huguenot gentleman
named La Eenaudie, a noted partisan of the Bourbons,

proceeded to England, whence he returned with prom-
ises of aid as soon as the anticipated rising of the Protes-

tants took place. At the same time, Elizabeth sent into

Brittany a certain Captain Tremaine, to open up a com-

munication with the Protestants of that province. En-

couraged by the promises of help held out by the Eng-
lish queen, they convened a secret meeting at Nantes,

and the famous conspiracy of Amboise was the result.

*
Forbes, i. 174.
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That plot, which had for its object the seizure of the

young king and queen, the destruction of the house

of Lorraine, and the usurpation of the government by
the Bourbons, was detected and defeated by the vigi-

lance of the Duke of Guise. The design of the con-

spirators was to assemble in large numbers in the

neighbourhood of the Castle of Amboise, where the

Court was residing, under the pretext of petitioning

the king for a redress of grievances. Their ostensible

chief was La Eenaudie, but the real leader of the

movement was the Prince of Conde, brother of the

King of Navarre. On the 16th of March, a number

of persons, chiefly peasants, but many of them armed,

attempted to force an entrance into the royal residence.

But the Duke of Guise had taken effectual measures

to resist the attack, and they were speedily repulsed,

leaving behind them some forty or fifty prisoners.

These were treated with much humanity by Francis,

who, along with Mary Stewart, was intended to have

been made a prisoner, had the plot succeeded. The

young king not only pardoned nearly the whole of

the insurgents on the spot, but dismissed them with

small presents of money.
*

It is probable that the con-

spirators attributed this amiable conduct on the part

of Francis to the weakness or the disaffection of his

guards, for they renewed the attack on the following

day in much more formidable numbers. But they

were speedily attacked and routed by the Duke of

Guise. Conde and Coligni, who were both residing at

the Court, were compelled, to avoid suspicion, to fight

*
Throgmorton, who was at Amboise at the time, says that the king

gave them a crown a-piece, and one man, who had been hurt, five crowns.

Forbes, i. 376.
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against their fellow -
conspirators. Their tool, La

Kenaudie, was taken and hanged at the palace-gate,

and a number of other executions followed the final

discomfiture of the conspiracy.""" Such was the pre-

lude to those terrible wars of religion in France, which

only terminated with the extinction of the house of

Valois.

Although the Huguenot plot had failed, it proved of

essential advantage to Elizabeth. By embittering the

rival factions in France, it obliged the princes of Lor-

raine to look to their own security at home, instead of

seeking to extend their influence abroad. Inflamma-

tory libels began at this time to be circulated against

them throughout France, and we find Throgmorton

suggesting that some of these might be carried into

Normandy and Brittany by the English merchants

trading to those parts.t The English ambassador also

speaks of a rumoured expedition of the Earl of Arran

to the coast of France. J In the menacing aspect of

affairs, therefore, it became impossible to send the re-

inforcements to Scotland which had been so long pro-

mised, and were so urgently required by the regent.

While Elizabeth and her ministers were thus en-

deavouring in secret to kindle the flames of civil war

in France, a formal treaty had been concluded at

Berwick by the Duke of Norfolk in the name of his

mistress and certain lords of the Congregation, in the

name of the Duke of Chatelherault,
" second person

*
Lingard, vi. chap. 1.

t
" It will be well to make current the proclamation by means of

merchants through Brittany and Normandy, to animate the people more

against the house of Guise." Throgmorton to Cecil, 6th April ;
Record

Office.

Ibid. On the 27th February. Keith, i. 258.
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of the realm of Scotland," the express object of which

was the expulsion of the French from that country.
It must have been a severe trial to the pride of the

English queen thus to be forced to place herself on

a footing of equality with the rebellious subjects of

a neighbouring sovereign ; but she was now too far

committed to the policy of Cecil to recede. She still,

notwithstanding, sought to conceal her real intentions

from the Scottish regent. She assured her, some days
after the conclusion of the treaty, that

" she means

nothing more than good and sure peace, and all that

she does is to that end."""" She even gravely informs

the regent in the same letter that, as she had com-

plained of certain acts of hostility committed by her

admiral in the Forth, she had directed the Duke of

Norfolk "
to make inquisition into Winter's doings/'

although she was perfectly aware that Winter was

acting under the express instructions of the duke.

Mary of Lorraine, undeceived by all this outward

show of amity, was now in a position of extreme per-

plexity and danger. She had fully expected to be

relieved from her onerous duties before this time, by
the arrival of her two brothers in Scotland ; and she

had made arrangements for returning thereafter to her

native country. But disappointment and disaster,

instead of crushing, seemed only to awaken all the

energies of that heroic nature. Although suffering

from a mortal malady, abandoned by the whole of the

principal nobility,t and deprived for an indefinite time

* Elizabeth to Queen - Dowager of Scotland, 6th March
; Record

Office.

t Bothwell was at this time in France, and the Lords Seton and
Borthwick alone, among the nobles, adhered to the regent.
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of all prospect of aid from France, the regent bore up

against the malice of her fortune with an intrepidity

which never was surpassed. Indulging in no vain

regrets for her letters written at this time are free

from all expressions of impatience or despondency
she sought to cheer the drooping spirits of her country-

men with the certain hopes of assistance in the sum-

mer. Her efforts were warmly seconded by D'Oysell

their commander, a brave and experienced officer, who,

in anticipation of a speedy and general attack upon

Leith, took every available means of strengthening

its defences.

On the 30th of March, an English army of 8000

men, under the command of Lord Grey, crossed the

Tweed, in accordance with the treaty of Berwick.

They were joined on their march to Edinburgh by the

Earls of Arran, Argyll, Glencairn, and other leaders

of the Congregation, with their followers. On the

approach of the hostile armies, the regent retired to

Edinburgh Castle, the governor of which, Lord Ers-

kine, had observed a strict neutrality in the contest,

and who now deemed it his duty to offer an asy-

lum to the mother of his sovereign. The English

encamped at Eestalrig, about a mile south-east of

Leith ; but Lord Grey soon found that his Scottish

allies were in want of everything necessary for a siege.

Above all, they wanted money, which he could not

spare, and without which the feudal vassals of the

Protestant lords could not be maintained in the field.

The English commander found, moreover, that the

defences of Leith were stronger than he anticipated ;

and, to crown his difficulties, Elizabeth began to waver

in her resolution of prosecuting the war. On the 5th
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of April, Grey writes to the Duke of Norfolk, who
still remained at Berwick, that

" he knows not which

way to turn/'* and that the queen seemed now desir-

ous that the matter should be ended without blood-

shed.

As the regent was all along anxious for the resto-

ration of peace, it is probable that hostilities might
even yet have been avoided, but for the reckless gal-

lantry of her countrymen. On the 6th of April, a

portion of the garrison of Leith was seen advancing
towards the English camp. The leaders were warned,

by a message from Lord Grey, to retire ; but they re-

plied, in terms of proud defiance, that they were upon
the territory of their mistress, and were ready and able

to resist all armed invaders. They then forthwith

opened fire on the English outposts, and a sharp con-

flict ensued. The latter were completely taken by

surprise, but they maintained their ground with com-

paratively little loss, until a body of horse from the

Congregation turned the scale against their assailants,

who eventually were driven back to their entrench-

ments, leaving behind them upwards of 100 men.t

The siege was now commenced in earnest, and in

their next adventure the French were more successful.

On Easter Monday, the 14th of April, an attack was

made on the besiegers by the Count de Martigues, the

only person of note in the ill-fated expedition of the

Marquis of Elbeuf who appears to have reached Scot-

land ; and the affair was managed with such skill and

courage, that he inflicted on the enemy a loss of 600

men, besides destroying several of their heavy guns.J

Although blood had been thus freely shed, there was

* Record Office. f Ibid. J Keith, i. 272.
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now a fresh attempt at negotiation. A few days after

the last successful sally of the French, John de Monluc,

Bishop of Valence, arrived in Edinburgh with full

powers from his mistress and her husband to negotiate

a peace. On visiting the queen-regent in the castle,

he seems to have been shocked at the change in her

appearance. In writing to her daughter on the follow-

ing day, he says :

" The health of the regent has failed

her; so has all else, save the greatness of her heart and

the clearness of her judgment. She dreads these

troubles as little as if she had all the forces in the

world at her back/'"'
5
"

On meeting with the English
and Scottish lords, the bishop proposed that a peace
should be concluded by the withdrawal of the French

from Scotland, with the exception of a limited number

of troops to garrison Inchkeith, Dunbar, and Leith.

The English leaders, Lord Grey and Sir James Croftes,

advised the Congregation to accept the terms ; or, as

they expressed themselves,
"
finding the execution of

the enterprise against Leith not so easy as was sup-

posed, lacking sufficient power of men, they pressed
the Scottish lords to be content to fall to some

accord."! But Maitland did his utmost to thwart the

compromise proposed. He knew that it would be

unsatisfactory to Cecil
; and it suited neither his own

views nor those of the Lord James, both of whom, as

well as their potent English ally, desired the total

expulsion of the French. The arguments of Mait-

land finally prevailed, and hostilities were forthwith

recommenced. Elizabeth by this time had once

more changed her mind, for in writing to the Duke

* Calendar of State Papers (Foreign), 1559, Preface,

t Grey and Croftes to Norfolk, 22cl April.
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of Norfolk on the 14th of April she says, "the more

hardly the Frenchmen were handled in the siege the

better;""* and a reinforcement of upwards of 2000

fresh troops having arrived in the camp, it was resolved

to proceed with the siege with the utmost vigour.

The fire of four-and-twenty heavy guns was directed

for several successive days and nights against the walls

of Leith, and orders were issued for a general assault

as soon as the breaches were rendered practicable.

At daybreak on the 7th of May, accordingly,

10,000 English and Scottish soldiers, with 500 sailors

from the fleet, advanced to the assault. The storming

parties passed the ditch without difficulty, but they
found it impossible to ascend the breaches, and the

scaling-ladders with which they were provided were

too short to be of any service. The French were fully

prepared for the attack, and even the woment of the

garrison were of essential service in repelling the

besiegers, who, after a stubborn but unavailing struggle

of several hours, were driven back at all points, with

the loss of 1500 men.J It is said that the queen-

regent watched the progress of the fight from the

battlements of the castle, which commanded a com-

plete view of the ground occupied by the contending
forces ; and Knox relates with indignant scorn, that

* Kecord Office.

t " For besides that they charged their pieces, and ministered unto

them other weapons, some continually casting stones, some carried chim-

neys of burning fire, and some brought timber and impediments of

weight, which with great violence they threw over the wall upon our

men, but especially when they began to turn back." Knox's History,

243, folio edit.

% The Spanish ambassador in London says, the assailants were hotly

pursued during their retreat, and that they lost several guns. Teulet,

ii. 128.
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after witnessing the victory of her countrymen, she

immediately attended mass.*

It was indeed a proud day for France. A handful

of half -famished veterans, entirely cut off from all

communication with their country, had triumphantly
defeated the entire military power of Britain. There

were loud complaints of mismanagement both by and

against the English commanders ; and Lord Grey was

ungenerous enough to attribute to the cowardice of his

men a result which was clearly due to his own incom-

petence.t Another incident which happened shortly

afterwards reflects but little credit on the English

general. The malady under which the regent was

suffering had now assumed the form of dropsy, and

she applied to the commander of the garrison in Leith

to send her a surgeon. But her letter was intercepted

by Lord Grey, and, alas for the boasted days of

chivalry ! he committed the letter of the sick princess

to the flames. We are told by KnoxJ that when it

was held to the fire, it was found to contain some

private message to D'Oysell. But this circumstance

is not mentioned by Lord Grey himself, or by any
of the numerous correspondents from the camp; and

even if it were true, it could afford no justification

for his conduct.

The queen -regent appears to have regarded with

characteristic equanimity both the ungallant behaviour

* Knox's History, 224.

t Lord Grey himself writes to Norfolk on the 4th of May, that " no
assaultable breach has yet been made ;" yet on the same day the orders

for the assault were issued. Public Record Office. On the 8th, the day
after the assault, Norfolk writes to Cecil :

" The thing was marvellously
ill handled, for there was no breach saultable no scaling-ladders long

enough by two yards and more." Ibid.

t History, 246.
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of her enemies and the triumph of her troops. She was

neither irritated by the one nor unduly elated by the

other. On the 17th of May, she writes to D'Oysell
"
that she is better, and that she has been her own

physician as well as surgeon.* At the same time, she

made another and a last attempt to come to terms with

the insurgents. Maitland explained that nothing but

the entire withdrawal of the French from Scotland

would induce the Allies to consent to peace. To this

demand the regent now expressed her readiness to

yield. Experience had convinced her, that so long as

a French force remained in Scotland there could be

no permanent peace. And although her brother, the

Duke of Guise, had assured her that she might con-

fidently expect ample reinforcements in July, she took

upon herself, now that the military honour of France

was saved, to accede to the hard terms offered by the

Congregation. But there was one obstacle to the

restoration of peace which was found to be insuper-

able.
" The regent," says Maitland,

" could in no

wise digest the compact made with England." t It

was indeed impossible that she could recognise the

right of her daughter's rebellious subjects to conclude

a treaty with a foreign power. Upon this point Mary
of Lorraine was resolute ;

and as the Scottish lords

were too deeply committed to the policy of England to

recede from their engagements, the negotiations were

abruptly broken off.

Meanwhile the failure of the assault not only put

an end to active operations, but fears began to be

entertained for the safety of the besiegers. Sir Ealph

Sadler, who had joined the camp, in writing to the

* Record Office. t In his letter to Cecil of 14th May; Record Office.
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Duke of Norfolk for immediate reinforcements, assures

him " that if the enemy knew their weakness, it might
be over- dangerous.

""*
It was now calculated that a

fresh army of 20,000 men would be required to expel

the French from Scotland. But Elizabeth at this time

had neither the inclination nor the means of furnish-

ing so large a force. She did consent that additional

troops should be sent to Scotland, but, at the same

time, she accused her ministers of having involved her

in difficulties and dangers, which, from the first, she

had foreseen. As Cecil had been the chief adviser

of the expedition, she insisted, by way of retribution,

that he should proceed at once to Scotland, and en-

deavour to repair, if possible, the mischief that had

been done to the character of her policy and the credit

of her arms. Cecil was compelled, though with much

reluctance, to comply with the commands of his im-

perious mistress ; and the result proved that she was

not mistaken in the selection she had made.

Mary of Lorraine was still regarded as the main

obstacle to the success of the Protestants in Scotland.

A letter from Throgmorton, which reached Cecil while

on his journey northwards, contained the following
words :

" For the love of God, provide by one means
or another that the queen-dowager were rid from

thence
"
(Edinburgh Castle),

"
for she hath the heart

of a man of war."t But Throgmorton's fears were

now groundless, for, while he wrote, the regent
was on her deathbed. In spite of shattered health

and hopes, she had steadfastly maintained her post,

inspiring all around her with that confidence in

the final success of her daughter's cause which she

* On the 7th May; Record Office. f June 7; Record Office.
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herself had never ceased to feel ; but she paid the

penalty of her devotedness at last. Finding that

her end was approaching, she expressed a wish

to speak with the chiefs of the Congregation, and

the Duke of Chatelherault, the Earls of Argyll,

Glencairn, and Marischal, and the Lord James, re-

paired to her apartments in the castle. To them she

expressed her deep sorrow for the troubles which

afflicted Scotland ; and, as the best means of restoring

peace, she earnestly recommended that the forces both

of France and. England should be withdrawn. She

then reminded the lords of the ancient league with

France, and of the youth and inexperience of her

daughter, which furnished additional claims upon their

loyalty. For herself, she asked only their forgiveness if

she had erred in the performance of her duties, or if she

had ever at any time given any one of them just cause

of offence. The words of the dying princess, at once

so magnanimous and gentle, were listened to with

deep emotion by the Protestant chiefs, who, though in

arms against her authority, all acknowledged and ad-

mired her private virtues. As the last and only means

of testifying their affection, they entreated her to

receive the ministrations of their favourite preacher,

Willock ; and she showed her immeasurable superiority

to the prejudices of her age and her religion by com-

plying with their request/''
5
"

Thus died, amidst the

tears of her enemies, the best and wisest woman of the

age. Knoxt alone sought, by means of the most

* " She is well content to speak with Mr Willocke, who is presently

with her." Randolph to the Duke of Norfolk, 8th June; Record Office.

f
" The question was moved of her burial : the preachers boldly gain-

stood that any superstitious rites should be used within that realm."

Knox, 281. In another part of his History, he asserts that she was the
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loathsome slanders, to vilify the character of this ex-

cellent princess ; and it was doubtless at his instigation

that the rites of Christian burial were denied to her

remains in Scotland.

A few days after the death of the regent, Cecil

arrived in Edinburgh, accompanied by an experienced

diplomatist, Dr Wotton, Dean of Canterbury. The

English secretary soon discovered that the two most

important members of the Congregation were Maitland

and the Lord James; the one from his political talents

the other from the zeal and courage he had displayed

in the Protestant cause, as well as from his near

relationship to the queen. Mary and her husband

named as plenipotentiaries to treat with the represen-

tatives of Elizabeth the Bishop of Valence and Charles

de la Kochefoucault, Lord of Kandan. During the

negotiations which followed, the English troops had

various friendly meetings with the garrison of Leith,

whose gallantry they could not but admire, but whose

hospitality they had no desire to share/*

Cecil was well aware of the shortness of provisions
in the French camp ;

and he calculated that Winter's

fleet would be able to intercept any fresh supplies.

There was only one quarter whence danger might
still be apprehended. Catherine de Medici had about

this time addressed the Court of Spain, complaining of

the treacherous policy of Elizabeth, and pointing out

mistress of Cardinal Beaton, and even that the cardinal was the father of

Mary. He further insinuates that she was the mistress of D'Oysell, &c.
* On the first occasion of their meeting on Leith sands, the English

produced abundance of good cheer, in the shape of beef, capons, beer,
and wine. The French produced one starved capon and half-a-dozen

roasted rats, and they boasted that they had abundance of such fare.

Record Office.
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the dangers which threatened both France and the

Netherlands if "the heretics of Scotland "* succeeded

in their insolent demands. Spain might still, there-

fore, be induced by these representations, backed by
the influence of the Duchess of Parma, to interfere, and

thus arrest that thorough triumph of Protestantism in

Britain, upon which the English secretary had set his

heart. But Philip, as usual, was silent and sluggish ;

and although Cecil had no military force at his com-

mand sufficient to expel the French, he felt secure

from foreign intervention, and was thus enabled to

assume a tone of superiority t towards their repre-

sentatives which finally induced them to accede to

all his demands.

The principal conditions of the treaty of Edinburgh,
which was signed on the 5th of July, were, that the

Queen of Scots and her husband should, in
"
all times

coming, abstain from using and bearing the title and

arms of the kingdom of England ;" that during the

absence of Mary in France the government of Scotland

should be administered by a council partly named by
her, and partly chosen by the States of the kingdom ;

and, finally, that the forces both of France and England
should forthwith return to their respective countries.

But with regard to the leaders of the Congregation a

serious difficulty arose. On the one hand, Elizabeth

was bound to protect them against the consequences
of their rebellion ; on the other, it was very doubt-

* Catherine de Medici to the Duke of Alva, 21st May. Teulet, ii. 140.

t Writing to the Duke of Norfolk on the 26th of June, he says,
" I

have gotten more by bragg than by eloquence ;" and on the 2d of July
he speaks of "a brawling message" which he had sent to the Bishop of

Valence, which appears to have had the desired effect, for the treaty was

signed three days afterwards. Record Office.
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ful whether the French commissioners had any au-

thority from their sovereigns to come to terms with the

Scottish insurgents. Cecil, however, succeeded in

obtaining on their behalf a series of
"
concessions,

"*

amounting, in fact, to a complete amnesty for their

past conduct; and the French commissioners stipu-

lated that these concessions should be ratified by
their sovereign in the same manner as the provi-

sions of the treaty. Within a few days after it

was signed, the troops both of England and France

quitted Scotland.

Sir Nicolas Bacon had objected to the Scottish ex-

pedition among other reasons, because England pos-

sessed at the time no efficient commanders ; t and the

complete failure of the military operations at Leith

seemed to justify the opinion of the Lord Keeper. It

was reserved for Cecil to repair, by a signal diplomatic

triumph, the blunders of his military colleagues ; and

he was justly proud of his achievement. His language,

usually so cold and measured, assumes on this occasion

a tone of exultation proportioned to the decisive nature

of the treaty he had just concluded. "
It would finally

procure," he confidently assures his mistress,
"
that

conquest of Scotland which none of her progenitors
with all their battles ever obtained ; namely, the whole

hearts and goodwill of the nobility and people." f
That sagacious minister did not overrate the import-
ance of the negotiations in which he had been so suc-

cessfully engaged. Ages of inveterate war and of far-

reaching policy had hitherto failed to unite the British

*
Keith, i. 296.

+ See his speech, already referred to, p. 32.

t Quoted by Tytler, v. 128.
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kingdoms, but religious sympathy at length promised
to bring about that which had baffled the power and

skill of the greatest monarchs. Cecil well knew that

if Scotland remained Catholic, the prospects of a

peaceful union were more than ever hopeless.

Elizabeth owed even more to her good fortune on

this occasion than to the prudence and dexterity of

her favourite minister. A singular fatality attended

all the movements of her enemies. The succession of

disasters which befell the French armaments at sea,

and the impossibility at the time of supplying their

loss the procrastinating policy of Philip and, finally,

the death of Mary of Lorraine were circumstances

which all essentially contributed, and perhaps were

all indispensable, to her success.

The commissioners of Francis and Mary, among
their other concessions to the Congregation, consented

that the States of the kingdom should assemble on the

10th of July, and that on that day an adjournment
should take place until the 1st of August. The in-

terval of three weeks was fixed to enable the French

commissioners to communicate to their sovereigns the

conditions of the treaty they had concluded, and to

enable them to summon the Parliament in the ordinary

form. But Francis and Mary refused to ratify the

treaty of Edinburgh, mainly on the ground that their

undertaking not to wear the arms or assume the title

of England "in all times coming" might bar the claim

of the Queen of Scots even after the death of Eliza-

beth ; and the words had no doubt been introduced

by Cecil with that intent. Neither did the Queen of

Scots and her husband give their assent to the pro-
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posed meeting of Parliament, so that the Convention

of States which met in August 1560 was possessed of

no lawful authority.

The nobility, the barons, and the burgesses as-

sembled, notwithstanding, in large numbers on the

appointed day ; but as no representative appeared, and

no commission was sent on the part of their sovereigns,

many were of opinion that the meeting of the States

was unlawful. A whole week was spent in discussing

this essential point, but it was eventually decided by
a large majority that the Parliament was legally con-

stituted. This matter being settled, they proceeded
to elect

"
the Lords of the Articles," a committee

through which all measures required to be submitted

to a Scottish Parliament.'"" A petition was then pre-

sented by a number of the Eeformers, praying that

the doctrines which were tyrannically maintained by
the Papists should be forthwith denounced and abol-

ished. The petition further declared,
"
that in all the

rabble of the clergy there was not one lawful minister

according to the word of God." It denounced them
"
as thieves and murderers, rebels, traitors, and adul-

terers," and called upon Parliament to pronounce them
as unworthy of authority in the Church of God, and

to expel them for ever from the great council of the

nation. The petition concluded by demanding, first,

that various doctrines of the Koman Catholic Church,

including transubstantiation, the practice of grant-

* The mode in which the Lords of the Articles were chosen is thus

described by Randolph :
" The order is that the lords spiritual choose

the lords temporal, and the lords temporal the spiritual, and the bur-

gesses their own." Letter to Cecil, 8th August ;
Record Office.
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ing indulgences, and purgatory, should be abolished ;

secondly, that the profanation of the holy sacraments

be prevented, and the discipline of the ancient Church

restored ; and, lastly, that the Pope's usurped autho-

rity should be abolished, and the patrimony of the

Church employed in the sustentation of the ministry,

the establishment of schools, and the maintenance of

the poor. With regard to the first two points no diffi-

culty was experienced. In the course of a few days a

new Confession of Faith was drawn up, and adopted
with only three dissentient voices.* An Act was then

passed abolishing the mass under the most stringent

penalties. Offenders were in the first instance to be

scourged, and to forfeit the whole of their property of

every description ; for the second offence, the punish-
ment was perpetual banishment

;
and for the third, it

was death. Another Act was passed abolishing the

authority of the Pope within the realm ; but to that

portion of the petition which prayed for the restora-

tion of the patrimony of the Church to the purposes
to which it was originally designed, no attention was

paid. The Protestant nobles, who had seized upon
the Church lands in the general confusion, were pre-

pared to proceed to any extremities against their

Catholic fellow-subjects, but they refused to part with

the smallest portion of their newly -gotten wealth.

Knox, speaking on this occasion of his noble patrons,

observes
"
that there were many that for worldly

* " The Earl of Atholl and the Lords Somerville and Borthwick alone

dissented, saying
'

they would believe as their fathers before them had

believed.' The Popish prelates were silent." Spottiswoode, 327; Keith,

i. 321.
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respects abhorred a perfect reformation
; for how many

within Scotland that have the name of nobility are

not unjust possessors of the patrimony of that Kirk V*
The Convention of States, improperly called a Par-

liament, which without any lawful authority had abol-

ished the ancient religion and established a new form

of worship in its stead, separated on the 27th of

August 1560.

*
History, 239.



CHAPTEE II.

THE RETURN OF MAKY TO SCOTLAND.

THE government of Scotland was now entirely in the

hands of the Protestant nobility, who, enriched with

the spoils of the Church, and enjoying the powerful

support of the Queen of England, seem at this time to

have renounced, in everything except in name, the

authority of their native sovereign. After the adjourn-

ment of their so-called Parliament, they despatched
the Earls of Morton* and Glencairn, along with

Maitland of Lethington, on a special mission to Eliza-

beth, to thank her for her timely intervention, and to

make a formal proposal for her marriage with the Earl

of Arran. Before taking this important step they had

announced their intention to the King of France ;t but

without asking or obtaining the consent of Francis

and his queen, they proceeded at once to the execution

of their design. They had already secured the cordial

support of Cecil, J who saw in the projected marriage

* Morton was a son of that Sir George Douglas, and a nephew of that

Earl of Angus, who had taken refuge in England in the time of James

V. Morton, although professing Protestantism, had remained in retire-

ment at Dalkeith until the arrival of the English army in Edinburgh
induced him to join the Congregation.

t Teulet, ii. 150. Haynes, 359, 362, 363.
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the best guarantee for the maintenance of the Kefor-

mation, and the best prospect of defeating the danger-

ous claims of Mary Stewart and the ambition of her

uncles.

Elizabeth received the Scottish deputation with all

courtesy. She spoke in flattering terms of the Earl

of Arran, but concluded by declaring that she was

content with her maiden state, and that God had

given her no inclination to marriage. The represen-

tatives of the Congregation did not think fit to renew

their offer, at which the queen was much offended.

There is no reason for supposing that she ever seriously

entertained the notion of marrying the Earl of Arran ;

but she complained that, while kings and princes per-

severed for months and even years in their suit, these

Scots did not deign to ask her a second time.*

While the Scottish lords sent two of their most

important members and their ablest statesman to

the Court of Elizabeth, they despatched a single

knight, Sir James Sandilands, to Paris, to acquaint
their own sovereign with their proceedings. By him

Mary was informed that the States of Scotland had

been convened without her authority, and that the

exercise of the religion which she professed had been

prohibited under the pain of death. The Cardinal of

Lorraine warmly complained to Throgmorton of these

lawless proceedings, and of the studied indignity with

which the Scottish lords treated their mistress, by

sending to her as their representative.
"
a mean man,"

while to the Queen of England they despatched
"
a

great and solemn legation." t Sir James Sandilands

was further informed that the "concessions" in favour

*
Haynes, 364. t See Tytler, v. 151.
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of the lords, which had been extorted by Cecil from

the French commissioners, were wholly invalid, as the

latter had no authority to grant them.

But the death of Francis II., who had always been

a sickly youth, proved shortly afterwards a serious

blow to the influence of the cardinal and that of his

aspiring family. The young king died on the 6th of

December, and the event was hailed with indecent

exultation by the leaders of the Congregation, who
did not hesitate to announce it as a special interposi-

tion of Providence on their behalf.
*

They concluded

that the last link of the old alliance between France

and Scotland was now for ever broken, and that the

princes of Lorraine would find sufficient occupation in

struggling to maintain their influence at Court, and in

watching the Huguenot conspiracies which had been

provoked by their ambition. Catherine de Medici

now regained the influence which she had lost while

Mary Stewart was queen. Catherine was wholly indif-

ferent to religion, except as an instrument of govern-

ment; but even her powers of dissimulation could not

conceal the satisfaction with which she witnessed the

diminished rank and influence of her accomplished

daughter-in-law. Mary, whose health had been im-

paired by her close attendance upon her husband

during his last illness,t remained for some months in

retirement, and she had the singular good fortune, so

* " He was suddenly stricken with an aposthume in that deaf ear

that never would hear the truth of God." Knox, 259.

t " On the 6th December the king departed to God, leaving as

heavy and dolorous a wife as of right she had good cause to be, who by

long watching with him during his sickness, and painful diligences about

him, and especially by the issue thereof, is not in best tune of her body,

but without danger." Throgmorton to the queen, 6th December ;
Re-
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long as she continued to reside in France, to escape

calumny of every description. Yet when she was a

prisoner in England it was confidently asserted by her

enemies that she had murdered her first husband in

France, as well as her second husband in Scotland.*

The work of the Eeformation in Scotland now pro-

ceeded without the prospect of interruption from any

quarter, and in the early part of the following year a

Convention of States approved generally of the Book

of Discipline, composed by Knox. To his plan of

ecclesiastical policy, including the abolition of bishops

and the election of ministers by the people, a ready
assent was given. But it was in vain that he at-

tempted to obtain any settled provision for the clergy

out of the confiscated Church lands. He has even the

candour to admit that some of the Reforming nobles

were much more oppressive landlords than their

Popish predecessors.t It is but just to add that the

establishment of parish schools,^ and a plan for the

maintenance of the helpless poor, formed portions of

his general scheme.

cord Office. Notwithstanding this unimpeachable testimony, Mr Froude

asserts that before her husband's body was cold, Mary
" was speculating

on her next choice." Vol. vii. 300.

* This story is told by Dr Thomas Wilson, a great friend of Cecil,

and Wilson gave as his authority the Bishop of Ross, one of Mary's most

zealous advocates. The matter may be dismissed as utterly ridiculous,

for all the world know that the death of Francis not only deprived

Mary of the crown of France, but compelled her to leave the country to

which she was so strongly attached. See Murdin, 57.

t
" To our grief, we hear that some gentlemen are now more rigorous

in exacting the tithes and other duties paid before to the Church than

ever the Papists were
; and so the tyranny of priors is turned into the

tyranny of lord or laird." Spottiswoode, i. 352.

$
"We judge that in every parish there should be a schoolmaster, such

a one as is able, at least, to teach the grammar and Latin tongue."

Spottiswoode, i. 345.
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But while allowing Knox all credit for his honest

zeal, and still more for his enlightened views respect-

ing the education of the people, we must not suppose
that the remarkable success which from first to last

attended his efforts had in the slightest degree dimin-

ished his blind hatred of his religious rivals. Nearly
two years had elapsed since war had been declared

against the monastic houses in the central counties

of Scotland ; but in the other districts of the coun-

try, north, south, and west, numbers of religious

establishments still remained a standing reproach
to all true Reformers. It was now resolved that this

reproach should exist no longer ; and an Act it

was so called by its authors was passed for the

total destruction of those remaining monuments of

superstition. This barbarous edict was obeyed to the

letter. All that was most venerable in architecture

and valuable in art at that time in Scotland was

ruthlessly assailed. The libraries
4

'

5
'

and ancient records

contained in the religious houses nay, even the tombs

of the dead did not escape the general wreck. There

is nothing in all history to be compared with this

exhibition of fanatical fury. No invading army ever

committed such merciless havoc in the territory of an

enemy. No people ever before or since deliberately

destroyed, with all the formalities of law, the monu-

* " The registers of the Church and bibliotheques were cast into the

fire. In a word, all was ruined
;
and what had escaped in the time of

the first tumult, did now undergo the common calamity, which was so

much the worse that the violences committed at this time were coloured

with the warrant of public authority." Spottiswoode, i. 372. We are

informed by the same authority that the work of destruction was super-

intended in the north by the Lord James
;
in the west, by Earls of

Arran, Argyll, and Glencairn
;
and in other parts, by

" some barons

that were held most zealous." Ibid.
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ments of art and industry bequeathed to them by
their own ancestors.

In the midst of these dismal scenes, two envoys
sailed for France to invite the widowed queen to re-

turn to her native country. The Catholic party sent

for this purpose John Leslie, afterwards the cele-

brated Bishop of Ross ;
the Protestants were repre-

sented by the Lord James Stewart, the natural brother

of the queen. The Lord James was received with ex-

treme cordiality as well by his sister as by her uncles,

who sought by the most flattering offers of preferment

in France to induce him to resume his original pro-

fession of the Church. But he remained faithful to

his new convictions ; nor does there appear to be any

ground for doubting his sincerity. We find, however,

that his spiritual zeal did not render him by any means

indifferent to his temporal welfare. Although he re-

fused all offers of ecclesiastical preferment in France,

he had previously sought, through his sister's influence,

to obtain a restoration of his pension from that coun-

try, which had been discontinued during the religioiis

war in Scotland.*

A charge of a much more serious kind has been

made against the Lord James. He had visited the

Court of Elizabeth on his way to France ; and it is

asserted that, after having insinuated himself into his

* " Whereas Lord James, Bastard of Scotland, had out of a "bishoprick

and abbey of this country yearly 2500 crowns, he has made suit to the

king and queen both for the arrears and the continuance thereof. The

queen has answered, that if he accomplish her favour according to the

trust she has of him, he shall not only regain this, but also all the good
favour that shall be showed him, whether he dispose himself to be eccle-

siastical or temporal." Throgmorton to Cecil, 29th November 1560 ;

Record Office.
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sister's confidence and ascertained her real wishes and

intentions, he immediately thereafter communicated

them to the English queen. The evidence of this

charge is contained in a letter of Throgmorton, who
was still at this time ambassador in France. Mary
had told her brother, among other matters, that she

had no intention at that time of ratifying the treaty

of Edinburgh that she preferred the friendship of

France to that of England and that she would prefer

marrying a foreign prince to any of her own subjects.

She was at this time at Eheims, where the Lord James

took his leave of her ; but on his arrival in Paris he

immediately communicated all to Throgmorton. In

a letter to Elizabeth the ambassador describes the

interview as follows :

" The Lord James being the

same day, the 22d of April, arrived at this town,

came to my lodgings secretly unto me, and declared

unto me at good length all that had passed between

the queen his sister and him, and between the Cardinal

Lorraine and him, the circumstances whereof he will

declare to your majesty particularly when he cometh

to your presence. I suppose he will be in England
about the 10th or 12th of May.""* In the same letter

Throgmorton plainly informs his mistress how, in his

opinion, the services of the Lord James, in thus per-

forming the office of a spy, ought to be rewarded. He

says that, in the present state of Europe, he sees no

danger likely to arise to Elizabeth except from the

side of Scotland ; and to guard against that, he re-

commends that she should win over to her party
"
the

wisest, mightiest, and most honest of that nation."

"And though, "he adds, "if it be to your majesty's
* See Tytler, v. 179.
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great charge as 20,000 yearly, yet it is to be in no

wise omitted or spared." Then, after recommending
the Earl of Arran, he adds,

" and in like manner the

Lord James, whose credit, love, and honesty, is com-

parable, in my judgment, to any man in that realm."

Again he says,
"
I do well perceive the Lord James to

be a very honourable, sincere, and godly gentleman,
and very much affected to your majesty, upon whom

you never bestowed good terms better than on him, in

my opinion."
*

From the latter expression it would appear that

Elizabeth had already given the Lord James some

substantial proof of her regard ; and it is obvious from

his conduct at this time that he was desirous of se-

curing a pension as well from Protestant England as

from Catholic France.

At no period of her career did Mary appear to

greater advantage than during her widowed life in

France. Deprived in the course of a few months both

of her mother and her husband, openly slighted by
Catherine de Medici, and even to some extent ne-

glected by her uncles, who were at this time too fully

occupied with the affairs of France to give much of

their attention to those of Scotland, she was at the

age of eighteen thrown almost entirely upon her own
resources. Yet she not only conducted herself with

the utmost prudence, but she proved herself no un-

worthy antagonist in negotiation with one of the wis-

est of Elizabeth's counsellors. It is from Sir Nicolas

Throgmorton himself that we learn these particulars,

* See the letter in Tytler, v. 180. On the 6th of May Elizabeth re-

plies to Throgmorton :

" We mean," she says,
" to use the Lord James

to his contentation." Record Office.
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and his letters clearly show that early acquaintance
with adversity had both sharpened and strengthened
her excellent natural abilities. Beligion was one of

the first subjects discussed between them. Throgmor-
ton had no doubt been instructed to sound her real

sentiments upon this essential point ;
and it would

have been easy for Mary, with a view to the English

succession, if she had been as dishonest as her enemies

assert, to have expressed herself in a way so as to induce

him to believe that a change might possibly take place

in her opinions. But she stopped the English ambas-

sador at once by a frank avowal of her faith.
"
I

will be plain with you," she said
;
"the religion which

I profess, I take to be the most acceptable to God ;

and, indeed, neither do I know, nor desire to know,

any other. I have been brought up in this religion,

and who might credit me in anything if I might
show myself light in this case ?

"
and she concluded

the conversation with these words :

" You may per-

ceive that I am none of those that will change my
religion every year ; and as I told you in the begin-

ning, I mean to constrain none of my subjects, but

would wish they were all as I am ; and I trust they
shall have no support to constrain me,""* a pointed
allusion to Elizabeth's unprecedented intervention

in Scotland, to which her ambassador made no

reply.

Mary, having now determined to return to Scot-

land, had applied to Elizabeth for a safe-conduct, as

well to insure her from capture during the voyage, as

to enable her to land in England in case of need. It

happened that the request was made by D'Oysell, who
*

Throgmorton to Elizabeth, 23d June. Keith, ii. 33.
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had so successfully defended Leith, and who had sub-

sequently become Mary's minister in London. Eliza-

beth not only rejected the request on the ground that

the Queen of Scots had refused to ratify the treaty of

Edinburgh, but she either was, or affected to be, ex-

tremely indignant that any such request was made ;

and her tone and gestures were remarked by a num-

ber of persons who happened to be present.
* At

the next interview of Throgmorton with Mary, she

complained in warm terms of the want of courtesy

exhibited by her sister queen.
"
It seemeth," she

said,
" she maketh more account of the amity of my

disobedient subjects than she doth of me their sover-

eign, who am her equal in degree, though inferior in

wisdom and experience, her nearest kinswoman and

her nearest neighbour. But, Mr Ambassador, it will

be thought very strange amongst all princes and

countries that she should first animate my subjects

against me ; and, second, being a widow, to impeach

my going into my own country. I ask her nothing
but friendship. I do not trouble her state, nor practise

with her subjects. The queen, your mistress, doth say
that I am young and do lack experience ; but I trust

that my discretion shall not so fail me, that my pas-
sion shall move me to use other language of her than

it becometh of a queen and my nearest kinswoman/' t

This allusion to the unseemly violence exhibited by
Elizabeth was so pointed, that we are surprised to find

*
D'Oysell told Throgmorton that Elizabeth threatened to prevent

Mary returning to Scotland at all. The English ambassador remarks,
"

It would have been better had no such things been said, and passage
granted." Throgmorton to Cecil, July 26 ; Record Office. Cecil, we
shall find, appeared to be of a different opinion.

t Letter of 20th July. Keith, i. 47.

E
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Throgmorton repeating it thus to his mistress, word

for word. With respect to the treaty of Edinburgh,

Mary informed the ambassador that it was impossible

she could ratify it without first consulting the nobility

and States of Scotland.
" The matter," she said,

"
is

great it toucheth both them and me ; and in so great

a matter, it were meet to use the advice of the wisest

of them. The queen, your mistress, saith that I am

young; she might say that I were as foolish as young,
if I would, in the state and country I am in, proceed
to such a matter of myself without any counsel."

Throgmorton next referred to her wearing the arms of

England, but Mary was equally ready with a reply :

" Mr Ambassador," she said,
"
I was then under the com-

mandment of King Henry my father, and of the king

my lord and husband ; and whatsoever was then done

by their order and commandment, the same was in

like manner continued until both their deaths since

which time, you know, I neither bore the arms nor

used the title of England."
4
"

But in spite of the spirit and self-possession which

she displayed in presence of the English ambassador,

the young queen did not seek to hide from him her

sense of the difficulties and perils which lay before

her. She trusted that the wind might prove favour-

able ; but if not, and she was driven on the English

coast, his mistress would have her in her power.
" And if," continued Mary,

" she be so hard-hearted

as to desire my end, she then may do her pleasure.

Peradventure that might be better for me than to

live."t Never were anticipations of a dismal future

more cruelly fulfilled.

*
Keith, ii. 47. t Ibid., ii. 51.
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Although the Protestant chiefs had, through their

representative, the Lord James, invited, with profound

expressions of loyalty, the queen to take up her resi-

dence in her native country, we have abundant proof

that they were in reality opposed to her return. In a

letter addressed by Maitland to Cecil about this time,

he informs the English secretary that there is no

danger of any breach of peace between the two realms

so long as the queen is absent ;

" but her presence,"

he adds,
"
may alter many things." Eandolph, who

was now the English resident in Edinburgh, writes in

the same strain.
"
I have shown your honour's let-

ter," he writes to Cecil,
" unto the Lord James, Lords

Morton and Lethington. They wish, as your honour

doth, that she might be stayed yet for a space ; and if it

were not for their obedience' sake, some of them care

not though they never saw her face.""* The same

language is held by Cecil, who, on the 12th of August,
after Mary had sailed, writes to the Earl of Essex :

"The Scottish queen was, the 10th of this month, at

Boulogne, and meaneth to take shipping at Calais.

Neither those in Scotland nor we here do like her

going home. The queen's majesty hath three ships in

the north seas to preserve the fisheries from pirates.

/ think they will be sorry to see her pass"^ It is

asserted by Camden that the Lord James, after invit-

* Printed in Robertson, iii., Appendix, 287. The real name of the

English resident was " Thomas Randall." He seems to have become

acquainted with the Earl of Arran at Geneva, and he afterwards accom-

panied or followed him into Scotland, where he remained for some time

a guest of the Hamiltons. Before Mary's return he had been appointed

permanent resident, and adopted the name of "
Randolph," probably be-

cause he was so called in Scotland. Elizabeth and Cecil always called

him by his proper name of " Randall."

t Wright's Elizabeth, i. 69.
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ing his sister to return to Scotland, instigated the

English ministers to intercept her on the high seas;

and the tone of Cecil's letter would lead us to suspect

that such was their intention.

It would have been a harsh proceeding, but it might
have been justified by a rigorous application of the

law of nations, as understood and practised in the

sixteenth century. Mary had refused to ratify the

treaty of Edinburgh ; she was unprovided with a safe-

conduct, and she therefore might be treated as a public

enemy. These considerations, with the undoubted

aversion of the Protestant party, both in England
and in Scotland, to the return of the Queen of Scots

to her dominions, and the presence of an English

squadron in the North Sea, make out, at least, a case

of strong suspicion against the enemies of Mary.
And this suspicion is not diminished by a subsequent
letter from Cecil, in which he expresses himself as

follows :

" The 19th of this present [month], early in

the morning, the Scottish queen arrived at Leith with

her two galleys. The queen's majesty's ships that

were upon the seas to cleanse them from pirates saw

her and saluted her galleys, and, staying her ships, ex-

amined them of pirates, and dismissed them quietly."
*

But Castelnau, who was on board the queen's galley,

tells quite a different story. He says that they were

in some alarm lest they should be taken by the Eng-
lish ships of war, of which they came in sight during
the voyage ; but they found that the queen's galleys

sailed so much faster that the former could not have

overtaken them.t Castelnau says nothing of the

salute mentioned by Cecil, and Cecil is silent as to

* See Keith, ii. 59, note. f Castelnau Memoires, lib. III. chap. i.
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the significant fact that one of the transports belong-

ing to the Queen of Scots, and conveying the Earl of

Eglinton and his attendants, was actually taken and

detained by the English squadron/"" This latter cir-

cumstance, considered with reference to the known

wishes both of Cecil and the Congregation, will pro-

bably lead the reader to conclude that it was the

intention of Elizabeth and her ministers to make a

prisoner of the Scottish queen at this time, if they
had succeeded in intercepting her.

An incident occurred immediately on Mary's arri-

val in Scotland which afforded her an insight into

the character and habits of the people of her native

kingdom.
The ascetic doctrines of the Reformers appear at

first to have been regarded with extreme dislike. The

entire devotion of Sunday to religious observances was

especially distasteful to the inhabitants of the towns,

and a short time before the queen's arrival the young
men of Edinburgh had, in spite of the prohibition of

the magistrates, celebrated, according to ancient cus-

tom, the masque of Robin Hood and Little John, whose

fame and popularity, it thus appears, had extended

beyond the Tweed,t It was a serious aggravation of

the offence that the pantomime had been performed

upon a Sunday ; and in consequence of this defiance

both of the spiritual and the temporal power, the ring-

leaders were apprehended, and an unfortunate shoe-

maker who had played the part of the immortal out-

law was condemned to death. The punishment was

*
Tytler, v. 193.

t Knox says,
" the rascall multitude were stirred up to make a Robin

Hood." See p. 300 and 306.
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so outrageously disproportioned to the offence, at least

in the eyes of his comrades, that they made an on-

slaught on the Tolbooth, where the condemned man
was confined, and liberated not only him but all his

fellow-prisoners, without regard to the character of

their offences. It was fortunate for the youths who
had thus violated the law and defied the clergy, that

their sovereign arrived in time to prevent any further

mischief. They repaired in a body to the queen while

she was on her way to Holyrood, and sought pardon
for the outrage they had committed. Mary, not un-

willing, probably, to mark her sense of the tyranny of

the preachers, who, for a mere act of folly, would have

consigned a fellow-creature to the gallows, dismissed

the riotous apprentices with an admonition to con-

duct themselves peaceably for the future ; an act of

clemency for which she was duly censured by her

enemies/""

Mary was accompanied to Scotland by three of her

uncles, the Duke d'Aumale, the Marquis d'Elbeuf,

and the Grand Prior. There were also in her suite

the Count d'Amville, eldest son of the Constable

Montmorency, together with Brantome, Castelnau, and

the poet Chatelar, whose tragic fate has for ever asso-

ciated his name with the no less unfortunate object

of his idolatry. But she had returned to her native

country, as we have seen, against the wishes of the

ruling faction. The Catholic nobles, to whom she must

naturally have looked for support, had for some time

been deprived of all share in the government; and

the preachers regarded her as the mortal enemy
of their religion. Without experience and without

*
Knox, ubi supra.
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friends, nothing can be imagined more hopeless than

the prospects of Mary Stewart on her return to Scot-

land. But the young queen had resources within

herself which were not dreamed of in the sour philo-

sophy of the Eeformers. The surpassing beauty of

her person, of which she alone appeared to be un-

conscious and the still more irresistible charm of her

manner and address, for which she was indebted less

to her courtly training than to her kindly heart

created a profound impression upon a people who,

although the most self-willed and turbulent in Eu-

rope, ever regarded their native monarchs with a sort

of superstitious veneration. She was, moreover, the

daughter of one of their best-beloved kings, and the

virtues of her mother were fresh in the recollection of

all. Many of the characteristics of both parents were

conspicuous in Mary, but, unfortunately for her, those

of her father predominated. She inherited all his high

spirit and ready wit, his love of letters, and, we must

add, his love of favourites ; for in selecting those to

whom she gave her confidence, she was usually guided
less by interest than by impulse. Had she possessed

her mother's calm temper and consummate tact, she

might possibly have steered in safety through the sea

of troubles which lay before her ; but her more ardent

and impressionable nature, although it inspired far

warmer feelings of attachment, betrayed her at times

into indiscretions of which her enemies took every

possible advantage, and which they finally contrived

to turn to her destruction.

From his uncompromising hostility to her mother,

it was natural that Mary should regard Knox as her

worst enemy in Scotland ; but she was not deterred
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on that account from seeking an early interview with

the great Keformer. It has been assumed that she

sought by this mark of attention to flatter and to fas-

cinate the enemy of her religion ; but her language, as

recorded by himself, certainly implies no such purpose.
On their meeting she asked him directly, though with

her wonted urbanity, why he had instigated her sub-

jects to rebel against her, and why he had written a

book against her just authority ? Knox answered

no less plainly, that he had obeyed the Word of God

by denouncing idolatry.
" You think, then," said the

queen,
"

I have no just authority." Knox replied

that learned men in all ages had expressed their

opinions with freedom ; and, alluding to his
'

First

Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous Eegiment
of Women/ he had the vanity to insinuate a com-

parison between that quaint piece of boorish bigotry
and the '

Kepublic
'

of Plato, who had been a reformer

like himself. But he was willing in future to keep his

opinions to himself.
"

If," he continued,
"
the realm

finds no inconvenience from the regiment of a woman,
that which they approve I shall not further disallow

than within my own breast, but shall be as well

content to live under your grace as Paul was to live

under Nero/' The complacency with which the Ke-

former likened himself first to Plato and next to St

Paul, while he compared the young queen to the

bloodiest of all the Koman tyrants, is highly charac-

teristic of the intolerable arrogance of the man.*

*
Although this conversation is related by Knox himself (p. 311-315),

we can hardly believe that he used language so gratuitously offensive.

The truth is, that the Reformer was much given to boasting, and his ex-

aggerations frequently border on the ludicrous. On a subsequent occa-
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Mary had been accustomed to listen to comparisons

very different at the Court of France; but she restrained

her feelings, and allowed the Keformer to proceed with-

out interruption. Her patient demeanour even induced

him to express a wish that no evil should result to her

from his book, which he explained
" was written most

especially against that wicked Jezabel," Mary of Eng-
land.

" But ye speak of women in general/' said the

queen, justly regarding his work as a libel upon her

sex ; and she asked him how he could reconcile with

the Divine command his doctrine that subjects should

not obey their rulers. Knox replied, that true religion

was derived from God, and that subjects were not

bound to conform to the religion of their princes,

otherwise the Hebrews must have conformed to the

religion of Pharaoh, Daniel to that of Darius, and

the early Christians to that of the Eoman emperors.
"
But," rejoined the queen,

" none of those men raised

the sword against their princes ?
"

Knox, evading the

question, replied that they resisted by not obeying.
" But they resisted not with the sword," repeated

Mary, perceiving her advantage.
"
God, madam,"

replied Knox,
" had not given them the power and

the means." Mary had now driven her adversary to

a point whence escape was impossible, and she asked

him plainly whether he believed
"
that subjects having

the power may resist their princes 1" Knox could no

longer avoid a direct reply.
"

If," he said,
"
princes

exceed their bounds, madam, no doubt they may be

resisted, even by power;" and he instanced the case of

sion he tells his readers, with much apparent satisfaction, that he caused

the queen to weep so bitterly that "scarce could Marnock, one of her pages,

get handkerchiefs to hold her eyes dry" (p. 359).
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a father being struck with frenzy, in which case his

children might bind his hands. " Even so, madam,
is it with princes that would murder the children of

God that are subject unto them."

Mary did not stop to examine the transparent

fallacy of his comparison, but she seems to have com-

prehended on the instant the full import of the doc-

trines she had just heard propounded.
"

I perceive,"
she answered, with equal brevity and truth,

"
that my

subjects shall obey you and not me, and shall do what

they list, not what I command." To this plain speech
the Keformer replied, that his sole desire was that both

princes and people should obey God.

At this point Mary made an avowal of her faith, as

explicit as she had formerly made to Throgmorton,

declaring
"
that she believed the Church of Eome to

be the true Church of God." This was too much for

the intolerance of Knox. " Your will, madam," he

exclaimed,
"

is no reason ; neither doth your thought
make the Eoman Harlot to be the true and immaculate

spouse of Christ;" and he forthwith launched the fiercest

invectives against the Church of Eome, with all her

countless abominations. "
My conscience is not so,"

replied the queen, without noticing his insulting tone

and language.
"
Conscience, madam," continued Knox,

in the same strain of insolent freedom,
"
requires know-

ledge, and I fear that right knowledge ye have none.

Have you heard any teach but such as the Pope and

the cardinals have allowed ?
" "

You," said the queen,
"

interpret the Scriptures in one way, and they in

another; whom shall I believe, and who shall be

judge ?
" Knox replied, that he was willing to argue

the matter with the most learned Papist in Europe,
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and would demonstrate the utter vanity and falsehood

of the Papistical religion ; and with this empty boast

the interview was brought to a close.

It was unfortunate for the queen that, according to

Knox's own narrative, she had maintained throughout
the superiority, as well in temper as in argument.
Had there been a spark of generosity in the Reformer's

nature, he could not have failed to admire, in one so

young, the native clearness of her intellect, and even

the steadfastness with which she clung to the per-
secuted faith of her fathers. But his egotism seems

to have been wounded by his discomfiture, for it is

certain that he ever afterwards regarded Mary with

feelings of personal hostility. The Lord James had

alone been present at the interview, and he appears by
his silence to have approved of the harsh behaviour of

Knox
; but the more cultivated and penetrating Mait-

land perceived that the conduct of the Reformer was

more likely to confirm a young and high-spirited prin-
cess in her religious opinions than to convert her to

the new doctrine.
"

I could wish he would deal more

gently with her," he says at this time, in a letter to

Cecil ;

" but surely, in her comporting with him, she

doth declare a wisdom far exceeding her age."
*

The remark of Maitland was equally true as regards

Mary's conduct in temporal affairs. To the great dis-

appointment of the Earl of Huntly and the Catholic

nobility, she selected the Lord James and Maitland,

two of the most active leaders of the Reformation, as

her principal advisers
; and she issued a proclamation

declaring that she had no intention of disturbing the

religion which she had found existing on her arrival in

*
Tytler, v. 200.
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Scotland. As an earnest of her sincerity, she shortly
afterwards gave her sanction to a scheme for providing
a settled income for the Protestant clergy out of the

confiscated Church lands. The greed of the Protestant

nobles rendered the provision thus secured a very
slender one ; but the assent of the queen to this meas-

ure was a matter of great importance, as it amounted,
in fact, to a recognition on her part that the Eeformed

religion was legally established in Scotland."""

Mary's first care therefore was, to conciliate the

Keformers
; her second was, to preserve amity with

England. Elizabeth, having failed to intercept her

at sea, had hastened to congratulate her on her safe

arrival in her native country, explaining with suspi-

cious anxiety that the ships of war which she had seen

on her voyage had only been sent to look for pirates.

Mary probably saw through the flimsy pretext; but

she had escaped the threatened danger, she was sin-

cerely desirous at this time of establishing friendly

relations with Elizabeth, and she replied in cordial

terms to the congratulations of her sister queen, t

Previous to the arrival of Mary in Scotland, an im-

portant proposal had been made by the Lord James

respecting the vexed question of the succession. He

suggested to Cecil, as the best means of establishing

permanent friendship between the two queens and their

respective countries, that Mary should be declared the

next heir to the crown of England in the event of

Elizabeth dying childless. { It was clearly the most

*
Tytler, v. 209.

t Randolph to Queen Elizabeth, 6th September ;
Record Office.

Notwithstanding the suspicious conduct of Murray at this time, it

must be admitted that the proposal which he now made seems incon-

sistent with his alleged complicity in the design of Cecil to intercept the
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equitable arrangement that could be devised, but Eliza-

beth, for obvious reasons, refused to entertain it. She

believed, and probably with justice, that by acknow-

ledging Mary as her heir, and thus stimulating the

hopes of the English Catholics, she would have placed
her throne in immediate jeopardy. The proposal was

shortly afterwards repeated in a more formal manner

by Maitland, and no less formally declined.

It is confidently asserted by a certain class of

writers, that Mary Stewart, although not yet nineteen

years old, returned to Scotland with the fixed deter-

mination of overthrowing the Protestant religion and

restoring the ancient faith, as a stepping-stone to the

throne of England.'* It is asserted no less confidently

by others, that her brother, the Lord James, from the

time that he espoused the cause of the Congregation,
had fixed his affections on his sister's crown. But the

conspicuous personages of history frequently incur

censure, or obtain credit, for designs which they have

probably never seriously entertained ; and it must be

admitted that the conduct, both of the queen and of

her brother, at this time, seems to refute the imputa-
tions which they have severally incurred. If Mary
had determined on the overthrow of the Eeformed

religion, we cannot believe that she would so readily
have consented to endow the Protestant clergy. If

the Lord James had determined on seizing on the

Scottish crown, his proposed plan of settling the suc-

queen on her voyage to Scotland. But the Lord James was so wary a

politician that we are often at a loss to make out his real intentions. Even
his friend Throgmorton writes about this time that he does not know
what the Lord James " meaneth." Quoted by Tytler, v. 187.

* She came, according to Mr Froude,
" with a purpose fixed as the

stars to trample down the Reformation." Vol. vii.
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cession which was made, as it appears, without his

sister's knowledge was clearly inconsistent with any
such intention. That the enemies of both should sus-

pect them of sinister designs was a necessary conse-

quence of the peculiar position in which each stood.

It may be assumed that Mary would gladly have seen

the ancient faith restored in Scotland, but she had too

much sense to attempt impossibilities, and she yielded
with a good grace to circumstances which were beyond
her control. That the Lord James, on the other hand,

was suspected of the most ambitious projects, even by
his friends, we have abundant proof; but his prema-
ture death must ever render it impossible to determine

whether these suspicions were founded in truth.

The queen naturally claimed for herself the same

privilege which she had iso freely accorded to her Pro-

testant subjects namely, that of worshipping God

according to her own creed. But this reasonable com-

promise was vehemently opposed by the more fanati-

cal section of the Eeformers ; and Knox declared that

he would rather see 10,000 Frenchmen in Scotland than

a single mass. It is creditable to the Lord James that

he should on this occasion have resisted the tyranny
of the preachers, and obtained for his sister the privi-

lege of attending mass in her own private chapel.

The Eeformers appeared to think that the surest

way of converting their sovereign was by taking every

possible means of insulting her religion. Shortly after

her arrival, she was entertained at a banquet in Edin-

burgh Castle ; and after the repast, a child descended

from the roof and presented her with a Bible. As the

walls of the chamber were decorated with scenes from

the Old Testament, representing the punishment of
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idolaters, the queen could be at no loss to under-

stand the allusion to her religion. It was intended,

on the same occasion, to have burnt a priest in effigy ;

but this part of the pageant was omitted, through the

influence of the Earl of Huntly.* A proclamation was

issued by the Town Council of Edinburgh shortly after-

wards, ordering the removal from the city "of all

monks, friars, priests, nuns, adulterers, fornicators, and

all such filthy persons," under the pain of branding on

the cheek and perpetual banishment. Knox and the

preachers continued, meanwhile, to threaten the nation

with the vengeance of Heaven if idolatry was suffered

to remain. We learn further from Eandolph, that

the question began to be mooted, whether the prin-

cess, being an idolater, was to be obeyed even in civil

matters. The English envoy, who was by this time

pretty well acquainted with the character of the Scots,

adds the following significant reflection :

"
I think

marvellously of the wisdom of God, that gave this

unruly, inconstant, and cumbersome people no more

substance nor power than they have, for then would

they run wild."t

The queen bore so patiently all her multiplied annoy-

ances, that she won insensibly the goodwill of all

classes of her subjects. She continued, at the same

time, on the most friendly terms with Elizabeth. On
the occasion of the Lord James's marriage, which took

place a few months after Mary's arrival in Scotland,

she pledged the health of the Queen of England, and

gracefully made a gift of the cup, which was of gold,

and weighed twenty ounces, to the English ambas-

*
Randolph to Cecil, 7th September. Keith, ii. 83.

t Tbid., llth November. Ibid., ii. 111.
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sador.* She at the same time created her brother Earl

of Mar, which ancient title had been for some time in

abeyance.

An incident occurred about the same time, which,

though trifling in itself, was the cause of much annoy-
ance to the queen, and led eventually to serious con-

sequences.

It was discovered that the Earl of Arran, notwith-

standing his professions of sanctity, had a mistress

in Edinburgh at this time, whom he used to visit in

secret. One night after supper, the Marquis d'Elbeuf,

the Lord John Stewart, one of the queen's half-brothers,

and the Earl of Bothwell, who probably was the ring-

leader on the occasion, determined to see the lady who

had captivated the Calvinist leader
; and, repairing to

her residence in disguise, they were so well received

that they repeated their visit on the following evening.

On the second occasion, however, they were refused

admittance ; whereupon, being heated with wine, they

proceeded to break open the doors of the house. The

news of the disturbance soon spread ;
the retainers of

Arran and of Bothwell hastened to the spot, and but

for the prompt interference of the magistrates, aided

by the presence of Huntly and of the Lord James, a

pitched battle must have taken place in the streets

an occurrence by no means unusual in that lawless

age. The next day, the queen sharply reproved the

perpetrators of this foolish outrage, t and commanded

Bothwell, who had no doubt taken the most active

part in it, to leave Edinburgh for a fortnight. But

the Assembly of the Kirk, which happened to be sit-

*
Randolph to Cecil, 12th February 1562; Record Office.

f Ibid., 27th December. Keith, ii. 130.
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ting at the time, was by no means satisfied that the

matter should be thus lightly passed over. This now
formidable body presented an address to the queen,

demanding that
"
the principal actors of this heinous

crime/' including, of course, her uncle and her brother,

should be brought to trial, and punished according to

law. The queen had no choice but to yield to the

clamour of the preachers, or to incur the imputation

of sheltering her relatives from the consequences of

their folly. To the great disgust of the Assembly, she

chose the latter course ; informing them that her uncle

was a stranger in the country, and that care should

be taken that such scenes should not be repeated.

"And so," says Knox, "deluded the just petition of

her subjects."*

But the matter did not end here. Between Both-

well and the Hamiltons there existed a feud of some

standing, for which no cause can be assigned, except
that they represented at this time the two most power-
ful families in the south of Scotland. But as Both-

well, as well as Arran, was a stanch Protestant, their

notorious enmity was a scandal to the Congrega-

tion, and Knox did his utmost to reconcile them.

Unfortunately, as it happened, for both, the Reformer

succeeded.

From the time of the queen's arrival in Scotland,

the Hamiltons, conscious, apparently, of their treason-

able project in promoting the Arran marriage, had

kept aloof from Court. But shortly after the recon-

ciliation brought about by Knox, the Earl of Arran

sought an audience of the queen, and accused him-

self and Bothwell of a design of murdering the Lord

* Knox's History, 326.

F
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James and seizing on the government. He further

said that the whole plot was contrived by Bothwell,

who, in consequence of the information, was imme-

diately arrested. Elizabeth and Cecil appear never to

have doubted that the Queen of Scots would not fail

to avail herself of so fair an opportunity for crushing

the Hamiltons, who had ever sided with her enemies,

and who were the next heirs of her crown. But it was

not in the nature of Mary Stewart to trample on a

fallen enemy ; and we learn from Kandolph that when
the Duke of Chatelherault appeared before her, bewail-

ing with tears the ruin of his house, she received him

with "
all gentleness.

"*
It was afterwards discovered

that Arran, who had been leading an irregular life,

was deranged ; yet many were disposed, notwithstand-

ing, to give credit to the charge he had made against

Bothwell. That notorious person was young, daring,

profligate, and needy, and was but too likely to engage
in any enterprise which promised to recruit his dilapi-

dated fortunes. Before, however, any steps could be

taken to verify the charge against him, he made his

escape from Edinburgh, whither he did not venture to

return for upwards of two years.

It has never been asserted that the queen, at this

period of her career, showed any partiality for Both-

well. From his rank, and the extent of his possessions,

* " She has used his father, himself, and their friends with all gentle-

ness, the more to let them know, and the world judge, that she loved

them as kinsmen, and esteemed them as her successors. Unto the one

she promised a reasonable sum towards his living during his father's

life, and remitted unto the other many things that he was in danger
for, both in body and goods." Randolph to Cecil, 9th April ; Record

Office. This is strong testimony, as Randolph came first to Scotland as

the friend and guest of the Hamiltons. See also his letter to Cecil of

25th April.
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he had acted as a member of her Council from the

time of her return to Scotland. But beyond restoring

to him certain lands which appear to have formerly

belonged to his family, she distinguished him with

no mark of favour. On the contrary, she seemed to

think, and we find that Cecil * was of the same opinion,

that there was some truth in the accusation preferred

by Arran. Some months after that occurrence, Both-

well addressed her in penitent terms from his Border

Castle of Hermitage in Liddesdale. But on this occa-

sion Mary was more than usually firm.
"
Anything

he can do or say," observes Randolph, t
" can little pre-

vail. Her purpose is to put him out of the country."

Finding the queen inexorable, Bothwell shortly after-

wards sailed for France. That the queen should have

shown so much forbearance towards the Hamiltons,

while she turned a deaf ear to the man of whom
her enemies afterwards asserted she was so violently

enamoured, is a circumstance not easily explained.

From the gossiping letters of Randolph we learn

nearly all that is known at this time of the disposition

and habits of the Queen of Scots. Her early mis-

fortunes, and the many vexations to which she was

subjected, do not appear to have permanently affected

her naturally cheerful temper. She seems to have

been easily moved to mirth, and would indulge at

times, in presence of the English envoy, in laughter of

the most undiplomatic kind. Her modern enemies

assert that this frank and open demeanour was the

*
Writing on the 8th June to the English ambassador at Madrid, he

says,
" There was something, but not so much as Arran uttered." Record

Office.

t Randolph to Cecil, 23d September ;
Record Office.
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result of consummate deceit ; as if any girl of nineteen,

or indeed any human being, could conceal their real

character from those immediately around them. It is

certain, at all events, that neither Kandolph nor Cecil,

who were both sufficiently prejudiced against the

Queen of Scots, suspected her at this time of those

deep and desperate schemes of which modern writ-

ers, who are credulous enough to follow Knox and

Buchanan, are wont to accuse her. The truth is, that

the moderation of Mary in matters of religion had

proved as offensive to the Catholic fanatics of Spain
as it was to the Protestant fanatics of Scotland.

" The

Spanish Council," says Throgmorton,
"

dislikes the

toleration the Queen of Scots allows to the Protestant

religion in Scotland, and that she begins to order the

Church lands in such sort as she does;"** alluding, no

doubt, to the provision made for the Protestant clergy.

Cecil, on the other hand, entirely approved of the pol-

icy and conduct of the Scottish queen.
" The whole

governance," he says,
"
rests in Lord James and the

Laird of Lethington. The others that have credit are

the Earls Marischal, Argyll, Morton, and Glencairn,

all Protestants. The queen quietly tolerates the Ke-

formed religion through the realm, who is thought to

be no more devout towards Eome than for the con-

tentation of her uncle." t

Although Mary mixed freely in the amusements of

her Court, even Knox admits that in Council, in which

she spent much of her time, she always showed a

becoming gravity. We learn from Kandolph J that

*
Throgmorton to Cecil, 24th March 1862 ;

Record Office,

f Cecil to Sir Thomas Challoner, ambassador in Spain, 8th June
1562 ; Record Office.

t Letter to Cecil, 24th October ;
Record Office.
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she was in the habit of appearing at the Council board

with some piece of needlework in her hand, with which

she employed herself at intervals during the discus-

sions of her ministers. We learn from the same

authority that she read Livy every day at this time

with George Buchanan, who for his services was after-

wards appointed lay Abbot of Crossraguel Abbey
* in

Ayrshire, and Principal of St Leonard's College, St

Andrews.

The elevation of the Lord James to the post of

principal adviser of the queen was regarded by no

one with greater jealousy than by the Earl of Huntly.
As chief of the Catholic nobility and chancellor of

the kingdom, he probaby expected, on Mary's return

to Scotland, to occupy the first place in her Coun-

cil ; but the policy, which she had wisely adopted, of

surrounding herself with Protestant advisers, proved
fatal to his hopes. The queen had other reasons for

distrusting Huntly. Throughout the whole of the

religious struggle he had played a double game
ever promising his powerful aid to the stronger side,

but in reality never helping either. A professed ad-

herent of Mary of Lorraine so long as fortune favoured

her arms, and a partisan of the English alliance when
the tide turned against her this crafty earl seemed

indifferent to the rival religions, so long as he retained

his vast possessions and his unrivalled influence in

the north. These possessions had been steadily in-

* He received this appointment from Queen Mary in November
1564. See also letter of Randolph in Keith, ii. 242. The appointment
was a valuable one, and rendered Buchanan for the first time in his life

independent. See Chalmers, i. 105. He was appointed Principal of St

Leonard's by Murray, who was Prior of St Andrews. Life of Buchanan

by Irving, 117.
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creasing for several generations, but an incident now

occurred which effectually checked the growth of a

family whose ambition, fortunately for the sovereigns

of Scotland, did not equal its worldly prosperity.

It happened that Sir John Gordon, a younger son

of Huntly, accidentally met the Lord Ogilvie one

summer evening in the streets of Edinburgh They
had had a previous quarrel, and being both accom-

panied by armed retainers, swords were forthwith

drawn, and Lord Ogilvie was dangerously wounded by
his opponent. The magistrates, who appear to have

behaved with becoming spirit on the occasion, caused

Gordon to be apprehended and committed to close

custody,* and, at the same time, sent an account of

the affair to the queen, who was then at Stirling. She

replied to the communication of the magistrates on

the same day on which she received it, thanking
them heartily for their diligence in apprehending the

disturbers of the peace ;

"
for," she continued,

"
albeit

the party be great, as ye write, yet nevertheless shall

their greatness, nor respect of their kindred, stay us

to execute justice. as accords."t We learn, from what

subsequently occurred, that these were no empty words;
but that she was resolved, if possible, to put down
the barbarous practice of private warfare among her

subjects.

Before any proceedings could be taken, however, Sir

John Gordon contrived to make his escape from prison,

and fled to Aberdeenshire. Unfortunately for him, the

* The order is characteristic. He was to be kept in ward, and watched

by twelve men,
"
upon his awn expenses" until it should be known

what was the result of Lord Ogilvie's wound. Keith, ii. 155.

t Keith, i. 157.
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queen had determined about this time to visit the

northern part of her dominions. On her arrival in

the country of the Gordons, the Countess of Huntly

pleaded earnestly for the pardon of her son. But the

queen insisted that he should proceed immediately to

Stirling Castle, and there deliver himself up to the

governor. With this injunction Gordon promised to

comply ; but he again escaped from his guards, and

fled with a body of horse to the northern part of his

father's vast domains, where he finally concerted

measures with the earl for destroying their enemy
the Lord James, and seizing the person of the

queen.

It is surprising that a politician so crafty and cau-

tious as Huntly should have ventured to embark in

this desperate enterprise. But the influence of his

son, and the dread of being stripped of his princely

power by the Protestant advisers of the queen, finally

induced him to take up arms. Mary was at this time

at Aberdeen, and she was alarmed by the intelligence

that Huntly was advancing upon the town with a

large force. But the Lord James was deficient in no

quality that is requisite for worldly success. Marching
out of Aberdeen at the head of a small body of pike-

men, he encountered and totally defeated the undisci-

plined Highlanders opposed to him. Huntly himself

fell in the engagement, and his rash and unfortunate

son, who appears to have been the sole cause of the

rebellion, was beheaded a few days afterwards at Aber-

deen. No other member of this noble family perished
on the scaffold. Lord Gordon, the eldest son, although
condemned to death, was pardoned by the queen ; and

the same clemency was extended to his youngest
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brother Adam, who was also actively engaged in the

rebellion.*

The rich earldom of Murray had been for some time

in possession of Huntly ; but it was now bestowed, as

a reward for his services, upon the Lord James. The

Lord- James also shared largely in the plunder of

Strathbogie, the residence of Huntly, and reputed to

be the finest house in Scotland. The Earl of Morton

was appointed chancellor in the place of Huntly; and

having thus reduced to complete obedience the north-

ern counties, the queen returned to Edinburgh.
It happened that this year there was a very late

and scanty harvest in the north of Scotland, a circum-

stance which Knox attributed entirely to the presence
of the queen.

"
So," he exclaimed,

" did God punish
the idolatry of our wicked rulers,"t But EandolphJ
informs us that the harvest had failed before the queen
reached Aberdeenshire, so that the Eeformer was mis-

taken as to the facts whence his pious reflections were

derived.

If, as her enemies assert, Mary returned to her

native country with the fixed determination of restor-

ing the old religion, her consent to the total ruin of

the chief of the Catholic nobility is simply inexplicable.

The forfeiture of Huntly involved also that of his kins-

man the Catholic Earl of Sutherland, and of a number
of the northern gentry retainers of both families. But,

* Adam Gordon afterwards became the hero or the villain of the fine

tragical ballad of " Edom o' Gordon." See Percy's Reliques of Ancient

Poetry.

t Knox, 352. Randolph to Cecil, 31st August ; Record Office.

She seems to have been greatly irritated by the perverse conduct
of Huntly.

" The queen," says Randolph,
"

is determined to bring him
to utter confusion" (12th October, to Cecil).
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in truth, this charge has been made against the queen

upon certain preconceived notions of her character,

and in total apparent ignorance of circumstances. In

Scotland, as in Protestant Germany, the patrimony of

the Church had been shared among the magnates of

the land, who had, on that account, the strongest in-

terest in maintaining the new religion. A restoration

of the ancient state of things in Scotland, where the

nobles were all-powerful, was a political impossibility.

Nothing short of a successful foreign invasion could

have brought it about ; and that, in the disturbed

condition of France, was out of the question. In

England, as Elizabeth well knew, there was much

greater danger of reaction, because the wealth of the

Church had been chiefly shared among new men and

minions of the Court, who were naturally regarded

with little favour, either by the old nobility or by the

people.

In consequence of the exile of Bothwell and the

attainder of Huntly, Murray has been accused of a

design to undermine the power of the great nobility,

with a view to paving his way to the crown. But this

accusation rests upon no sufficient proof. He was in

no way responsible for the flight of Bothwell, or for

the rebellion of the Gordons, an incident clearly arising

from the feudal anarchy which prevailed in Scotland.

The expedition to the north, moreover, seems to have

been planned, not by Murray, but by the queen her-

self ;

* and had any premeditated design existed to

crush the Earl of Huntly, a sufficient force would have

been provided for the purpose. As it was, the rash

* "It "is rather devised by herself than greatly approved by her

Council." Randolph to Cecil, 10th August 1562
;
Record Office.
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attempt of Huntly completely took the royal party

by surprise, and they were indebted for their safety

to the loyalty of some of the northern clans.

The queen thus succeeded for a time in curbing the

insubordination of her nobles, but she found it impos-

sible to check the insolence of the preachers. Every

attempt which she made to conciliate Knox was rudely

repelled. That fierce disciple of Calvin not only re-

garded his sovereign as an incorrigible idolatress, but

as an enemy whose death would be a public boon.

He had even the audacity to express these savage

sentiments in the pulpit/"" He denounced in the same

public manner the amusements of the Court, and, in

particular, the deadly sin of dancing. Yet, in spite

of these rigorous denunciations, the Reformer was by
no means indifferent to female attractions ; for, at the

mature age of fifty-eight, we find that he was paying
his addresses to a girl of sixteen.!

Throughout the winter, Mary had watched with

painful interest the progress of events in France.

Catherine de Medici had been induced, through her

ceaseless jealousy of the house of Guise, to conciliate

the Protestants by consenting to the famous edict of

January 1562, which secured liberty of worship to the

Reformers. But this truce between the rival factions

was soon violated by both ; and, stimulated by pro-

mises of aid from England, the Prince of Conde', in

the month of April, at las.t raised the standard of

* "
They pray," says Eandolph,

" that God will either turn her heart

or send her a short life." Eandolph adds, in his sarcastic manner,
" of what charity or spirit this proceedeth, I leave to be discussed

by the great divines." 28th February 1563
;
Eecord Office.

f Eandolph to Cecil, 22d January 1563
;
Eecord Office.
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rebellion. Elizabeth soon afterwards entered into a

treaty with the leader of the Huguenots, as she had

done, two years before, with the Duke of Chatelhe-

rault, as representing the Scottish insurgents. She

engaged to send into Normandy a body of 6000

troops, and to provide a sum of 100,000 crowns ; and

although her ministers had been labouring incessantly

for two years to stir up a Huguenot rebellion, she

stated that,
"
in arming her subjects, she meant only

the peace of Christendom/' * She further stated that

she had taken up arms, not against her ally the King
of France, but to protect the people of Normandy

against the tyranny of the house of Guise. Pretences

so ridiculous deceived no one, and the Duke of Guise

personally remonstrated with Throgmorton as being
the instigator of the civil war a charge which the

English ambassador did not think fit to deny.t In

the mean time, the royal army, led by the duke and

the King of Navarre, who had now changed sides,

advanced upon Kouen. The town was held by a

Huguenot officer of Scottish descent, the Count Mont-

gomery, who, aided by a few hundred English volun-

teers, made a most obstinate defence. It was of the

utmost consequence to Elizabeth to prevent the fall of

this important place ; } but, with all her undoubted

abilities, she seemed ever incapable of acting with de-

cision in any emergency. No efficient aid was sent to

the relief of Eouen ; and on the 26th of October, the

* 20th Sept ; Record Office. f Forbes, ii. 79.

$ Sir Thomas Smith, the English ambassador in Paris, informs Cecil,

that if a sufficient force had been sent to relieve Rouen, all Normandy
must have fallen into the hands of Elizabeth. Letter of 8th Nov. ;

Record Office.
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Duke of Guise succeeded, after a desperate struggle,

in storming the town. *

The King of Navarre had been mortally wounded

during the siege ; and Guise next proceeded to meas-

ure his strength with the Prince of Conde. On the

19th December, the rival chiefs met at Dreux. The

issue of that famous battle was long doubtful, and

both sides at first claimed the victory. But the Duke
of Guise, who lost one of his brothers in the engage-

ment, t remained master of the field, with Condd for

his prisoner. Throgmorton, who was in the Huguenot

camp, was made a prisoner at the same time ; but

after being detained for a few weeks, he was allowed

to return to England.

Mary could not but watch with deep anxiety the

progress of a struggle in which her favourite uncle,

the illustrious Duke Francis, was the leader on one

side, and one of her most devoted admirers, the Prince

of Conde, on the other. To the English ambassador

she expressed herself on the subject with her usual

frankness. She told him that she could not but con-

sider her uncles as true subjects; that she heartily

wished them well, as by nature she was bound to do.

But she added,
"
she would not condemn those who

were not of her mind." J

The Duke of Guise, after his victory at Dreux, pro-

ceeded to invest Orleans, the chief stronghold of the

Huguenots ; but on the very eve of the day which had

been fixed for the assault, he fell beneath the bullet of

*
Castelnau, who was present, says that the duke behaved with great

humanity on this occasion, and did his utmost, after the town was taken,
to save the citizens from the fury of his soldiers. Memoirs, 177.

f The Grand Prior received a wound from which he never recovered.

J Randolph to Cecil, 2d Nov
;
Record Office.
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an assassin. He lived for some hours after receiving

the fatal wound ; and it is worthy of note that, like

his sister, Mary of Lorraine, this great soldier recom-

mended with his latest breath, to his successors, a

policy of peace and toleration. The murder of the

Catholic chief was hailed with exultation by his ene-

mies. Coligni declared that it was the greatest bless-

ing that could have'happened to France ;* and Knox
did not hesitate to assert that the Almighty had guided
the aim of the assassin, t But the death of the Duke of

Guise proved in the end a source of terrible calamities,

and most of all to the Protestants themselves. His

adherents never ceased to proclaim Coligni as the true

murderer; and thus was roused, and kept alive, a

spirit of revenge which found a vent, some nine years

later, on the eve of St Bartholomew, and dealt a blow

to Protestantism in France which it never afterwards

recovered.

The command of the English forces in France had

.been bestowed on the Earl of Warwick, who, in ac-

cordance with the treaty concluded with Conde, occu-

pied Havre de Grace. But the parsimony of Eliza-

beth soon told with fatal effect on the expedition.
The soldiers were so miserably supplied, not only with

food and clothing, but even with arms, that no active

operations could be attempted. It was in vain that

Warwick and his officers complained J again and again

* See the letter of Coligni to the queen-mother, quoted by Lacratelle,
Guerres de Religion, ii. 134.

f
" God had stricken that bloodie tyrant, the Duke of Guise."

Knox, 361.

I On 24th November, Warwick writes to the Council that there is

neither bread nor beer in the queen's stores. Two days later, on the

26th, Wood writes that the soldiers are without bedding ; and on the
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to the Council on the subject ; and a deadly epidemic,
the necessary consequence of cold and want, soon be-

gan to decimate his men. Conde', in the mean time,

became an object of universal unpopularity. His

countrymen did not fail to contrast his conduct with

that of his murdered rival, who had wrested from the

English their last stronghold in France ; while he had

invited back the hereditary enemies of his country,

and put them in possession of a seaport far more valu-

able than Calais. Stung by these reproaches, and not

unwilling to punish the duplicity of Elizabeth, who
had failed to supply him with the money she had pro-

mised, Conde and his friends now made peace with

the royalists, and both advanced to the attack of

Havre. Elizabeth pretended to hold the town in trust

for her ally the King of France, but neither Protest-

ants nor Catholics would listen to such vain pretexts.

Two breaches were soon made in the walls
;
and War-

wick, unable with the wreck of his army to resist

an assault, surrendered the town, on condition of his

being allowed to return with his troops to England.
Thus ended the inglorious expedition of 1563, which

reflected as little credit on the arms as on the policy

of Elizabeth.

About this time a painful sensation was created at

the Scottish Court by the tragic fate of the poet Cha-

telar. On his own account, as well as on that of his

patrons the Montmorencys, the queen had treated him

with every attention; and had even, it is said, amused

herself at times by replying in verse to his produc-

2d December, Vaughan writes to Cecil as follows :
" The Essex men

arrived here altogether unfurnished with armour and weapons ;
and to-

day 500 Devonshire, like unfurnished, arrived." Eecord Office.
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lions.* Chatelar either misinterpreted her courtesies,

or, as is more probable, they had the effect of unset-

tling his reason ; and one night at Holyrood he con-

trived to conceal himself in the queen's bedchamber.

On being discovered, he was ordered immediately to

quit the Court. But with a degree of infatuation in-

compatible with sanity, the unhappy man only two

days afterwards followed the queen in secret to Burnt-

island, and was again found concealed in her chamber

in that place. The screams of her ladies soon brought

Murray to the spot, and the intruder was secured and

sent to prison,t

It is impossible to acquit the queen of all blame in

this unfortunate affair. Chatelar was condemned to

death for his audacious conduct, and she allowed him

to perish on the scaffold. It may be said, and it is no

doubt true, that if she had interfered to save his life,

the worst construction would have been put upon her

motives ; but it would have been better to incur such

imputations than to allow a punishment to be inflicted

so disproportioned to the offence.

About this time proceedings were taken, under the

statute of 1560, against a number of persons in the

west of Scotland, including John Hamilton, Archbishop
of St Andrews, for celebrating mass ; and it is curious

to find that the wilds of Ayrshire, which a century
later were the haunts of persecuted Presbyterians, were

* Hume, chap, xxxix.

t Knox says that the queen ordered Murray to slay the intruder on
the spot,

" and never let him speak word" (p. 351). His whole account

of the story is grossly over-coloured. Mary was certainly not in the habit

of giving such peremptory orders
;
but we can well believe that she was

extremely indignant on the occasion. What would her enemies have
said if she had shown no resentment at all ?
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now the resort of persecuted Catholics, who on the

bleak moorlands, or beneath the shelter of some

friendly rock, worshipped in secret according to the

faith of their fathers. Some of the more zealous

Eeformers, impatient of the proverbial tardiness of

the law, did not hesitate to attack and disperse the
"
idolaters," when they found them thus engaged.

The queen, as well from sympathy with her Catholic

subjects as from her desire to maintain the public

peace, remonstrated with Knox respecting these lawless

proceedings. But he not only defended but applauded
them. He asserted that private individuals might
even slay with their own hands idolaters and enemies

of the true religion;* and he quoted a number of

passages from Scripture in proof of his assertion.

Mary had now remained a widow for upwards of

two years. In the interval a host of suitors had sought
her hand, among whom were the Kings of Sweden and

of Denmark, the Archduke Charles, brother of the

Emperor, and Don Carlos, the Infan^fof Spain. Of

these, both Mary and her uncles would have pre-

ferred the last to any of his competitors. But the

unconquerable jealousy which Catherine de Medici

entertained of the house of Guise, and of her daughter-

in-law, proved fatal to this ambitious alliance,t Eliza-

beth was equally opposed to a marriage between the

Queen of Scots and the heir of the foremost Catholic

power in Christendom. The two queens were at this

time, to all appearance, on the most friendly footing ;

and it was arranged in the summer of 1562 that a

*
History, 353.

t Burton's History of Scotland, iv. 248, and the authorities there
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personal interview should take place between them at

York. Some twenty years before, it had been pro-

posed that their fathers should meet in the same city,

but the project was defeated through the just suspi-

cions entertained by James of the intentions of his

uncle. The position of affairs was now reversed.

Mary looked forward with girlish delight to the

prospect of meeting her sister queen ; while Elizabeth

hesitated, delayed, and finally declined the interview.

It has been conjectured that she dreaded the superior

attractions of her rival ; but a more powerful motive

for her conduct may be found in the fact that the

majority of the nobility and gentry in the northern

counties regarded Mary's title to the English crown

as better than her own.

Although the project of the interview was aban-

doned, the friendly intercourse between the two queens
continued

;
and after an infinite number of letters and

messages had passed between them on the subject of

Mary's marriage, Elizabeth at length, to the astonish-

ment of every one, recommended her chief favourite,

the Lord Kobert Dudley, as a husband for the Queen
of Scots.

Mary could not fail to contrast both the rank and

the reputation of this celebrated person with the host

of royal and princely suitors who had sought her

hand.* But she was anxious above all things at this

time to have the question of the succession settled, and
she seriously entertained the proposal of Elizabeth, on
the tacit understanding that she should be recognised
* See anonymous letter in the Record Office, supposed to be written

by the Laird of Grange. Dudley had a year or two before been accused

by public rumour of the murder of his wife, Amy Robsart. See Lingard,
vi. 34, note.

G
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as next heir to the English queen. By her language
and her conduct at this time, Elizabeth certainly led

Mary to believe that such was her intention ; and

commissioners were eventually appointed to discuss

the matter at Berwick. The negotiations were pro-

tracted by every kind of artifice : but it became

necessary at length for Elizabeth to declare her real

intentions
;
and by rejecting the terms upon which

alone Mary would have consented to accept Dudley, a

proposal which in reality was acceptable to none of

the parties concerned, fell to the ground.
There can be no doubt that Elizabeth was insincere

throughout, and that she never really intended to

part with her worthless favourite. Mary, on the other

hand, was induced to listen to the project only from

motives of public policy or of private ambition ; while

the future Earl of Leicester entertained at this time

such sanguine hopes of marrying Elizabeth herself,

that he was believed by the best-informed historian

of the age to have taken every means in his power
to defeat the negotiations for his marriage with the

Queen of Scots. ~*

The only motive which can be assigned for the

conduct of Elizabeth in this transaction was her

anxiety to prevent the Queen of Scots marrying a

foreign prince ;
and even before the projected match

with Dudley was definitively broken off, she had com-

menced a new series of intrigues with the same object.

Matthew Stewart, Earl of Lennox, had been ban-

ished from Scotland some twenty years before on

account of his treasonable dealings with Henry VIII.,

who, by way of recompense, gave him in marriage his

* Camden, book i.
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niece, the Lady Margaret Douglas, daughter of the

Earl of Angus and of Margaret Tudor, widow of

James IV. Elizabeth now wrote strongly to Mary in

favour of Lennox, who was at this time a pensioner

of the English Court; and in consequence of her

friendly intervention, the banished earl obtained per-

mission to return to his native country. But the incon-

sistencies of the English queen almost surpass belief.

No sooner had she gained Mary's consent for Lennox

to return to Scotland than she asked her to revoke it ;

but Mary and her ministers not only refused to com-

ply with this new freak, but they expressed, in lan-

guage sufficiently plain, their opinion of Elizabeth's

capricious conduct. What induced her to change her

mind so suddenly it would be idle to conjecture ; but

finding from Mary's firmness that she could not now

recede, she put the best face on the matter, and

allowed Lennox to proceed to Edinburgh in the belief

that she had acted as his friend throughout. We find

a hurried note written about this time by the Queen
of England to her chief minister, which, unlike her

compositions in general, seems to bear the genuine

impress of her feelings. She finds herself, she says,

in a perfect "labyrinth;" and she begs Cecil, who was

sick at the time, to extricate her, and to find for her

some excuse or explanation which she can make to

the Queen of Scots.'* The note is dated about the

* The note, which is in Latin, is as follows :

" In ejusmodi laber-

intho posita sum de response meo reddendo R. Scotiae tit nescio

quomodo illi satisfaciara, quum neque toto isto tempore illi nllum re-

sponsum dederim nee quid mihi dicendum nunc sciam. Invenias igitur

aliquid boni quod in mandatis scriptis Randall dare possem ;
et in hac

causa tuam opinionem mihi indica." The date of the note, endorsed in

Cecil's hand, is 23d September 1564. Record Office.
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time when Lennox arrived in Edinburgh, and there

can be little doubt that it refers to her correspondence

respecting him.

Mary, notwithstanding the equivocal conduct of her

sister queen, not only gave Lennox a cordial recep-

tion, but she called a Parliament expressly for the

purpose of reversing his attainder. On this occasion,

Kandolph informs us that she made " an oration,

showing the reason of restoring Lennox, and the

rather because it was at the request and suit of her

sister of England."'* In the same Parliament the

celebration of the mass, excepting in the queen's

private chapel, was again prohibited under the sever-

est penalties.!

In the early part of the following year, Henry, Lord

Darnley, the eldest son of Lennox, obtained permis-
sion from Elizabeth to visit Scotland ; and it is said

that from the time of their first interview, which took

place at Wemyss Castle, in the county of Fife, in Feb-

ruary 1565, Mary fixed her affections on her hand-

some kinsman.J It seems most probable that this was

the case, for a woman of Mary's powers of intellect

must have speedily detected the true character of

Darnley had she not been under the influence of a

passion which is proverbially blind. It is worthy of

note that the Cardinal of Lorraine expressed himself

at this time in terms of strong disparagement of

Darnley, and would apparently have preferred the

gallant leader of the Huguenots, the Prince of Conde,

*
Randolph to Cecil, 3d December ; Keith, ii. 259.

+ Ibid.

$
" The Queen of Scots no sooner saw him but presently she fell in

love with him." Camden, book i.

He called him " un gentil hutaudeau." Teulet, ii. 199.
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as a husband for his niece. All things considered,

Conde was perhaps the most eligible of all the suitors

of the Queen of Scots ; but, unfortunately for her, he

appeared in the field too late.

The practice of dissimulation was so habitual with

Elizabeth, that her wisest ministers were often at a

loss to discover her real intentions. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that the same difficulty should have

been experienced by historians, and that the conduct

of this great queen should often appear inexplicable.

From the time that she allowed Darnley to visit Scot-

land, she could not but perceive that a marriage be-

tween him and the Queen of Scots was a probable con-

tingency. She had frequently expressed to Mary her

wish that she should not marry a foreign prince ; and

considering the warm interest which she now pro-

fessed to take in the Lennoxes, the Queen of Scots

might naturally conclude that her choice of Darnley
would not be unacceptable to her English sister. But

as soon as it was known in London that this marriage
was likely to take place, Elizabeth declared, through
her Privy Council, that it was "

directly prejudicial to

the sincere amity between both the queens, and conse-

quently perilous to the peace of both realms." * The

reasons which induced the Council to .come to this

conclusion were not explained.

Active steps were immediately taken to break off

the match. The Countess of Lennox, who was in

London, was placed in confinement, and Throgmorton
was sent on a special mission to the Scottish Court.

But Mary had by this time made up her mind to be

fooled no longer by the tortuous policy of Elizabeth,

*
Keith, ii. 276.
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and her language to the English envoy, though per-

fectly temperate, was clear and decisive. She ex-

pressed her surprise at the opposition of her sister to

her marriage, since she had followed her advice in

choosing an Englishman in preference to any foreign

prince. She added, that she thought that no one could

be more acceptable, both to the Queen of England and

to her own subjects, than Lord Darnley, who was

descended from the royal blood of both kingdoms.

Finally, she informed Throgmorton that her marriage
would not be celebrated for three months, and

she trusted in the interval to overcome any objec-

tions which her sister entertained on the subject.

Before the English ambassador took his departure

she sent him a present of a gold chain weighing fifty

ounces.*

It must be admitted that Mary on this occasion

kept Throgmorton in the dark on a very important

point. We now know that she had t already privately

married Darnley, but that they had determined to

wait for the Pope's dispensation, which was neces-

sary on account of their relationship, before the cere-

mony was celebrated in public. But the conduct of

Elizabeth had been such that we need not be sur-

prised at Mary's silence on the subject of her private

marriage.

Notwithstanding the elaborate display of opposition
* See his letter to Queen Elizabeth of 21st May 1565 ; Keith, ii.

284.

t See the letters of the French ambassador in London to Catherine

de Medici of 2d and 10th May ; Teulet, ii. 195, 196. See also a con-

temporary memoir addressed to Cosmo de Medici, by which it appears,

that the private marriage took place in Stirling Castle in an apartment
fitted up by David Riccio for the occasion :

" Fossero da un capellano

catolicamente sposati in camera di esso David." Labanoff, vii. 86.
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on the part of the English queen, we have every reason

to believe that she was not in reality averse to the

projected match. She would, no doubt, if she could,

have prevented Mary from marrying at all ; but find-

ing that impossible, she took the most effective means

of preventing her from making, what she especially

dreaded, a fresh alliance with one of the great Catholic

powers. We cannot believe that she would have

allowed the handsomest youth in her dominions to

visit the Court of a young and beautiful queen, to

whose hand it was well known he aspired, if she had

been really opposed to the marriage.'" Why, then,

did Elizabeth make a show of opposing a match which

would effectually avert the danger she so much
dreaded ? The only answer is, that this pretended

opposition gave her an opportunity and a pretext for

interfering in the internal politics of Scotland. To

create and to perpetuate dissensions in that country
was the easiest way of weakening the authority of

the Crown, and of preventing a rival, whom she al-

ways feared, from engaging in any enterprise which

might endanger her own security.

It was not, indeed, until after she was aware that

there was a powerful party opposed to the marriage
that she openly took part against it. The return of

Lennox to his native country was not regarded with

favour by either faction. Full of ambition, yet void

of ability, his former career in Scotland had been con-

spicuous only for its violence and its weakness. It

was soon discovered that Darnley inherited in an ex-

aggerated degree all the vices of his father. He had

made enemies of the Protestant chiefs before he had
* She never allowed Mary to see her own favourite Dudley.
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been a month at the Scottish Court ;

* and he deeply
offended Murray in particular by remarking, when

looking over a map of Scotland, that his earldom was

far too large.t Shortly after this silly speech was

reported to him, Murray left the Court and began to

concert measures with his brother-in-law the Earl of

Argyll and the Duke of Chatelherault for preventing

Darnley's marriage with the queen.

A period of three years and a half had now elapsed

since Mary had returned to Scotland, during the whole

of which time the chief share of the government had

been intrusted to Murray ; and those who believe in

his disinterested affection for his sister may defend the

course he now took on the ground that he sought to

prevent her making an imprudent marriage. Those

who believe that ambition was his ruling passion will

conclude that he was driven into rebellion by his re-

luctance to lay down his power, or to share it with one

whom he both disliked and despised.

While matters were in this uncertain state, the Earl

of Bothwell, who was still an exile in France, sued for

permission to return to Scotland. It is worthy of

notice, with reference to subsequent events, that the

queen was decidedly averse to his return, and for a

reason which no woman was likely to forget. if
He did,

however, make his way to Scotland notwithstanding,

and sought a refuge among his lawless vassals in

Liddesdale. From thence he was summoned to take

* " Glencairn and Morton much dislike him, and wish him away."

Randolph to Cecil, 19th February ; Keith, ii. 265.

t Randolph to Cecil, 20th March ; Ibid., ii. 275.

t
" The queen misliketh Bothwell's coming home, and hath summoned

him to undergo the law. He is charged to have spoken dishonourably
of the queen." Randolph to Cecil, 15th March.
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his trial in Edinburgh for his alleged conspiracy to

murder the Earl of Murray. He repaired to the cap-

ital accordingly; but on the approach of Murray and

Argyll, with upwards of 5000 followers * in their

train, to attend his trial, he very naturally dreaded

the result, and fled a second time from Scotland.

From the time of Darnley's arrival in Scotland

there is a marked change in the tone of Kandolph's
letters. The numerous details which this active diplo-

matist furnishes respecting the queen and her Court

during the years of her widowhood enable us to form a

very fair and a very favourable notion of her character

and conduct. But from the time that Darnley appears

upon the scene, he begins to paint her in colours less

and less attractive, until the fair original is entirely

lost. Misconceiving, in all probability, the real inten-

tions of his mistress, he did his utmost, in secret concert

with Murray and his friends, to prevent the marriage.

He even abused his privilege of ambassador so far as

to become a channel for supplying them with money
an offence for which Mary obliged him eventually to

quit her dominions. It is curious to find that the first

fault he finds with the Scottish queen after Darnley's

arrival is her toleration.
" Her will to continue Pa-

pistry," he says,
" and her desire to have all men live

as they list, so offendeth the godly men's consciences,

that it is continually feared that these matters will

break out to some great mischief." t This was precisely

* " The company that came to this town in favour of my Lord of

Murray are esteemed five or six thousand. I never saw a greater assem-

bly." Randolph to Cecil, 30th March
;
Record Office.

f Randolph to Cecil, 20th March; Keith, ii. 269. Lodge describes

Randolph as being
" of a dark intriguing spirit, full of cunning and void

of conscience. There is little doubt," he adds,
" that the unhappy divi-
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the policy which four years before Mary had announced

to Throgmorton that it was her intention to pursue.
She had told that minister that she neither desired to

change her own religion nor to interfere with that of

her subjects, and Eandolph here unwittingly informs

us that she had kept her word. But we need not be

surprised that in such an age these wise and just

maxims should have been the subject of reproach.

Eandolph had a reason for calling attention to the

matter at this time. He knew that Mary's subjects

were now seeking to deprive her of the right which

she had never denied to them. Ever since her return

to Scotland she had been accustomed to celebrate mass

in private, and this right, as we have seen, had been

expressly sanctioned by the Parliament of the preceding

year. But her projected union with the son of the

Catholic Earl of Lennox roused the zeal and animosity
of the Reformers to such a pitch that the Assembly of

the Kirk which met in 1565, and was attended by the

Earls of Morton, Argyll, and Glencairn, presented,

under the name of a supplication, a solemn remon-

strance to the queen, in which they declared that
"
the

practice of idolatry" could not be tolerated in the

sovereign any more than in the subject, and that the
"
Papistical and blasphemous mass

"
should be wholly

abolished.

To this demand the queen replied in language no

less plain. She said
" that where it was desired that

the mass should be suppressed and abolished, as well

in her majesty's own person and family as amongst

sions in Scotland were chiefly fomented by this man's artifices for more

than twenty years together." See Lodge, Illustrations, i. 431. The por-

trait is not overdrawn.
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her subjects, her highness did answer for herself, that

she was noways persuaded that there was any impiety
in the mass, and trusted her subjects would not press

her to act against her conscience ; for, not to dissemble,

but to deal plainly with them, she neither might nor

would forsake the religion wherein she had been edu-

cated and brought up, believing the same to be the

true religion, and grounded on the Word of God." She

further declared to "her loving subjects that she, neither

in times past nor yet in time coming, did intend to

force the conscience of any person, but to permit every
one to serve God in such manner as they are persuaded
to be the best, that they likewise would not urge her

to anything that stood not with the quietness of her

mind." "*

Nothing could exceed the savage rudeness of

the language of the Assembly ; nothing could exceed

the dignity and moderation of the queen's reply.

The faction of which Murray was the chief proceed-
ed after the meeting of the Assembly to more active

measures. A convention of the nobles had been sum-

moned to meet at Perth, to which the queen formally
announced her intention of marrying Lord Darnley.
Neither Murray nor Argyll appeared on this occasion ;

and the night before she left that city she received

intelligence that these noblemen had formed the design
of murdering Darnley, and of seizing and imprisoning
her on the following day, while they were on their

journey to Edinburgh. On hearing this alarming news,

Mary summoned the Earl of Atholl and Lord Euthven,
who was sheriff of the county, to attend her next

morning at daybreak with 300 horsemen ; and travel-

ling at full speed, she passed Lochleven, where her

*
Spottiswoode, ii. 30.
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brother then was, long before he was aware of her

approach. Two hours later Argyll appeared with his

followers on the banks of the lake, but by this time

the queen had crossed the Forth, and was safe beyond
the reach of the conspirators.

Among the attendants of the queen was Lord

Erskine, an uncle of Murray, and on passing Loch-

leven that nobleman sent a message to his nephew,

asking why the queen entertained at this time such

strong suspicions of his loyalty. Murray, in reply,

declared to his uncle that her suspicions were un-

founded, and that sickness had prevented him attend-

ing the convention at Perth,* and still detained him

at Lochleven. We know these particulars from Ean-

dolph, who was acting at the time in close concert

with Murray.
We know from the same authority that to the queen

Murray assigned a different reason for his absence

namely, that Darnley and his father, the Earl of

Lennox, had conspired to murder him. As both these

reasons cannot be true, we are naturally led to suspect

that both may be false, and this suspicion is greatly

strengthened by his subsequent conduct.

Upon hearing that he accused Lennox and his son

of a design to murder him, the queen despatched

messengers to her brother desiring him to come to

Edinburgh and substantiate the charge. Murray re-

plied that he could not come except at the risk of his

* He told his uncle " that the cause of his being there was the fluxes

that took him at Edinburgh, which stayed him from coming to St John-

ston" (Perth). Randolph to Cecil, 4th July j Keith, ii. 314. Two days

before, Randolph had written to Cecil that Murray would have come to

Perth, but that he " was assuredly advertised that it was intended that

he should have been slain there." Keith, ii. 300,
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life, upon which the queen transmitted a safe-conduct

for himself and eighty followers. But he still declined

to appear ; and as he and his fellow-conspirators now
relied on assistance from the Queen of England, which

had been promised to them through Eandolph and the

Earl of Bedford/* marshal or governor of Berwick,

they prepared to take up arms against their sovereign.

In a letter addressed by Murray to Bedford at this

time he says,t
" We crave your lordship's comfort as

of one to whom God hath granted to know the subtile

devices of Satan against the innocent professors of

the Gospel ;

"
and he entreats him especially to assist

them against the queen's friends in the Border country,

from whom he apprehended the greatest danger to his

party.

The only pretext, indeed, which Murray could put
forward for his rebellion was, that the Keformed reli-

gion was in danger ; and to this effect rumours were

carefully spread abroad, as well in England as through-
out Scotland. Upon these reports reaching the queen,
she issued a proclamation denying in the most explicit

terms any intention of interfering with the religion of

her people ; and she at the same time addressed letters

with her own hand to various of the Protestant lords

and gentry, declaring that all such rumours were

utterly false, and that she never did and never would
"
impede or molest any of her subjects "J in the free

exercise of their religion, and reminding them of the

*
Francis, second earl

;
see Lodge, i. 431.

f See Keith, ii. 342. Randolph, the secret associate of the rebels, at

the same time implored Cecil " to let loose some strapping Elliots upon
Lord Hume," the queen's chief supporter on the Border. Randolph to

Cecil, 4th July ; Record Office.

t Caligula, book x. 316.
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policy she had invariably pursued since her return

from France. At the same time the Crown vassals of

twelve counties were summoned to assemble forthwith

with arms and provisions for fifteen days. This step

was taken in consequence of intelligence having been

received that Murray and his adherents were arm-

ing in the west with the design of marching on the

capital.

A few days after this proclamation was issued

namely, on the 29th of July the queen was publicly

married to Lord Darnley at Holyrood; and it is a

striking proof of the unbounded affection which she

entertained for him, that she immediately bestowed on

him the title of king. It cannot be doubted that this

step was alike imprudent and illegal, for Mary had no

power to confer this title without the sanction of her

Parliament. But such was the popularity she had

acquired by her mild and equitable administration,

and her amiable personal qualities, that no opposition

was raised to this unprecedented stretch of the prero-

gative. Her subjects had long desired that she should

marry, and the validity of the title which her extreme

affection for her husband had induced her to bestow

upon him was never seriously questioned. This cir-

cumstance enables us to test the value of the opinion
and the testimony of Randolph, who had informed

Cecil a few weeks before* that the queen, after her

engagement with Darnley, had incurred the universal

contempt of her subjects. We shall soon find further

proof that he was grievously mistaken.

*
Keith, ii. 300.



CHAPTEE III.

FROM THE QUEEN'S MARRIAGE TO DARNLEY UNTIL THE

MURDER OF RICCIO.

MURRAY and his adherents had retired from the Court

solely, as they professed, on account of their disap-

proval of the queen's marriage. But failing in their

attempt to break off the match, and fearing probably
that they had advanced too far to recede with safety,

they next determined to deprive their sovereign of her

crown. Such revolutions were common in Scottish

history ; and relying on the religious sympathies of the

people, as well as on the aid of the Queen of England,

they commenced operations with excellent prospects of

success. Their nominal chief was Chatelherault, the

next heir of the crown, who, forgetting the queen's

generous forgiveness of his past intrigues, allowed

himself on this occasion to become the tool of Murray.

Argyll was omnipotent in the West Highlands ; and

Glencairn, the most powerful nobleman in the south-

west, although he had been present at the queen's

marriage, and had even some days afterwards attended

a Privy Council which ordered Murray to return to

Edinburgh under pain of treason, proceeded immedi-

ately afterwards to join the insurgents. The Earl of

Eothes, Lord Ochiltree, the father - in - law of Knox,
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Lord Boyd, and Kirkaldy of Grange, at the same time

took open part with the enemies of the queen.
Thus reinforced, the rebels advanced to the neigh-

bourhood of Glasgow ; but they speedily retreated on

the approach of the queen, who, with a hastily-collected

levy of 5000 horse, prepared to give them battle. She

rode at the head of her troops with pistols by her side,

and was accompanied by her husband and his father,

the Earl of Lennox. Morton, the chancellor, was also

present, although we know from subsequent events

that his sympathies were with the rebels. The latter,

although not venturing to face the royal forces in the

field, now made a dash at Edinburgh, which they sur-

prised and occupied with a body of 1300 horse. The

expedition was planned and led by the best soldier

in Scotland, the Laird of Grange. But they quickly
found that they had entirely mistaken the feeling of

the people. It was in vain that the leaders of the

Congregation called on them to arm in defence of

the
"
Evangel," which was, they declared, in the most

imminent danger. All their efforts had no effect in

lessening the queen's popularity; and although the

men of Edinburgh were promised the most ample
rewards, both in this world and in the next, if they
would join in the rebellion, they stood obstinately
aloof. Disappointed in the quarter where they least

expected, the insurgents retreated rapidly by way of

Lanark towards Dumfries, intending there to await

the promised aid from England. While Murray and

Kirkaldy were thus engaged, Argyll plundered in the

most merciless manner the earldom of Lennox,* which

adjoined his own possessions.

* Paul de Foix, the French ambassador in London, to Catherine de

Medici, 18th September 1565; Teulet, ii. 226.
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While the queen was preparing to follow the insur-

gents to Edinburgh, she heard of their hasty retreat to

the south. Thus assured of the loyalty of the capital,

she advanced by way of Stirling into the Protestant

county of Fife, where the rebels had many secret

sympathisers ; and at St Andrews the noblemen who
were in arms against her were publicly proclaimed
traitors. She then crossed the Tay and imposed a

fine of 2000 merks on the town of Dundee, the pro-
vost of which was an avowed partisan of Murray. At
the same time that this penalty was inflicted, a pro-

clamation was issued stating that many persons had

been induced to join the rebels in the belief that the

Reformed religion was about to be overthrown, but

that all such reports were false and groundless, and

that all privileges enjoyed by the Protestants would be

confirmed by the Parliament which was shortly about

to meet.* The queen and her husband returned to

Edinburgh by way of Perth and Dunfermline, and

reached Holyrood on the 19th of September, after an

absence of nearly a month, during which time the

rebels never ventured to make a stand against the

royal forces.

Before her return to Edinburgh, Mary had applied
to the King of Spaint to aid her in suppressing the

rebellion, the leaders of which, she truly said, were

seeking to deprive her of her crown. Whether she

was justified in taking a step of such importance may
be matter of dispute ; but it is to be observed that

her enemies had both sought and obtained foreign aid

*
Keith, ii. 368, note.

t See her letter of 10th September 1565. Lettres inedites de Marie
Stuart

; Labanoff, 303.

H
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before she applied to Philip. She knew that Elizabeth

had furnished money to the rebels, and that they con-

fidently expected from the same quarter a supply of

troops. Elizabeth had further evinced her sympathy
with the insurgents, and her hostility to her sister

queen, by sending Darnley's mother, the Countess of

Lennox, to the Tower. Mary had every reason, there-

fore, to conclude that the Queen of England intend-

ed to adopt the cause of the insurgents as her own;
and she appealed to Philip and to her brother-in-

law, the King of France, on the broad ground that

it was the duty of all princes to resist such lawless

proceedings.

Before an answer could be received from Spain, Cas-

telnau had arrived in Edinburgh as ambassador from

France; but, to the infinite surprise and disappoint-
ment of the Scottish queen, the French envoy, acting
no doubt under the instructions of Catherine de Medici,

earnestly recommended her to make peace with the

insurgents. Mary did not fail to detect the real object

of this treacherous advice, and she had the spirit and

the prudence to reject it on the spot. She told Cas-

telnau that she would rather lay down her life than

become the vassal of her rebellious subjects, and see

her native kingdom, which had ever been a monarchy,
converted into a republic. She was grievously dis-

appointed at the message of her brother-in-law, for to

him she had looked with the utmost confidence for

help; and she took occasion to remind his ambassador,

with much animation, of the services which in times

past her countrymen had rendered to the kings of

France. She finally declared that she could neither

with the honour nor with the security of her crown
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adopt the recommendation he had been instructed to

make to her.*

Mary was never more clear-sighted and self-pos-

sessed than in the presence of immediate danger, and

she seems to have acted on this occasion entirely on

her own responsibility. Morton, her chancellor, whose

sympathies were known to be with the rebels, had

retired at this time to one of his castles ; and we learn

from the French envoy that, although Maitland re-

mained at Court, he too was justly regarded with

suspicion.t But the wisdom of the queen's decision

was speedily proved by the result. She was no doubt

by this time assured of her power and popularity,

and to have come to terms with men who were in

open rebellion would have been a confession of weak-

ness which no friend could have recommended her to

make. The course taken by the French ambassador

can only be explained by the deadly dislike enter-

tained by Catherine de Medici of her daughter-in-law,

through whom she sought to inflict a fresh humiliation

on the house of Guise.

Elizabeth regarded with much uneasiness the pro-

gress of events in Scotland. The insurgent lords had

boasted loudly of the number and strength of their

adherents ; yet they had not only accomplished no-

thing, but they were daily begging for assistance,

without which it was becoming obvious that their

enterprise must be speedily abandoned. Paul de Foix,

the French ambassador in London, had discovered that

6000 crowns had been sent from the English treasury

* Letter of Mauvissiere
; Teulet, ii. 251. In the same letter he says of

Darnley,
" II n'est possible de voir un plus beau prince ;" but he seems

to have taken no part in the discussion with the ambassador.

t Teulet, ii. 255.
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to the rebels in the north ; and he mentioned the fact

to Elizabeth in person, but she most solemnly as-

sured him that he was misinformed."* Subsequently to

this, Eobert Melvill,t an emissary of the insurgents,

arrived in London, and after various meetings of the

Council, the French ambassador ascertained that he

obtained 20004 It was also debated in Council

whether it would not be advisable to send a body of

troops to Scotland ; but, as usual, Elizabeth could not

definitively make up her mind. As a measure of pre-

caution, however, and lest her rival should be pro-

voked by her treacherous policy to cross the Border,

she ordered up to Court the three northern earls of

Northumberland, Cumberland, and Westmoreland,

representing the great houses of Percy, Clifford, and

Nevill, who all still adhered to the old religion, and

were all suspected of favouring the claims of the Queen
of Scots.

The Earl of Bedford, a most zealous Protestant, was

eager to take part with the insurgents ; and in obedi-

ence to the hint he had received from Murray, he had

threatened to attack Lord Hume, the most powerful

partisan of Queen Mary on the eastern border. But

Elizabeth rebuked the indiscreet zeal of her warden,
and ordered him to take no step that might lead to

a breach between the two countries. She authorised

him, however, to furnish Murray with 1000 and with

300 soldiers a number, we need hardly say, absurdly

inadequate for the occasion. Bedford was further in-

* " Elle nya avec serment." Teulet, ii. 225.

t A. brother of Sir James, the author of the Memoirs.

Letter of Paul de Foix of llth October ; Teulet, ii. 239.

Ibid., 233.
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structed to send these troops
"
as if from himself," and

"
in the most secret sort possible," so that his mistress

might not be compromised in anyway; for she assured

him that she had no intention, for many reasons,
"
to

maintain any prince's subjects to take arms against

their sovereign."
*

Bedford accordingly, to avoid suspicion, sent the

troops by small detachments to Carlisle, to be in readi-

ness to move northwards. But by this time the cause

of the insurgents was hopeless. In the beginning of

October Mary left Edinburgh at the head of a feudal

army of 18,000 men; and the rebels, being wholly
unable to make head against such a force, speedily

dispersed as she approached Dumfries. The greater

number of the leaders, including Murray, fled to Car-

lisle, where they were hospitably received by Bedford.

But Elizabeth had now to play a part which taxed her

ingenuity to the utmost. She had secretly encouraged
and supported the fugitives in their rebellion, yet it

was necessary to repudiate in public all such dealings ;

and on hearing of their arrival in her dominions, she

forbade them, in a tone of lofty displeasure, to approach
her person, t

Shortly after Mary's marriage, Elizabeth had re-

quired her to send her husband back to England, of

which country he was a born subject. The bearer of

this extraordinary message was John Tamworth, a

gentleman of the privy chamber ; but Mary, having
been apprised beforehand of the nature of his com-

mission, declined to see him, and desired him to put
his message in writing. In refusing this preposterous

* See her letter in Robertson, Appendix, No. xiii.

t Lingard, vol. vi. chap. ii.
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demand, Mary recommended to her sister queen to

content herself with the government of her own do-

minions, instead of stirring up mischief among her

neighbours. Tamworth, who appears to have been a

vain, arrogant man, and had probably been selected

for the mission on that account, refused a safe-

conduct on his leaving Edinburgh, because it was

signed by Darnley as well as by the queen. But he

paid dearly for his folly ; for on his journey home-

wards he was seized as a vagrant by Lord Hume, and

detained a prisoner for several days. Eandolph com-

plained of the treatment of his countryman ; but Mary

replied, that as he had refused a safe-conduct, he had

no one to blame but himself.*

Murray, accompanied by Gavin Hamilton, Abbot of

Kilwinning, had taken his departure for London before

it was known that Elizabeth had forbidden his presence

at Court. On hearing of his approach, she had recourse

to an expedient of a highly characteristic kind. The

French and Spanish ambassadors had charged her in

plain terms with stirring up dissensions in Scotland,

with the purpose of averting them from her own do-

minions, and she resolved to reply to this accusation

in the most public and emphatic manner. Summoning
Murray and his companion to appear at Court, she

asked them, in presence of the two ambassadors and

of her ministers, whether she had ever at any time

encouraged them in their rebellion. Murray began to

speak in Scotch, when the queen interrupted him by

desiring that he would speak in French, which she

better understood. The scene had been arranged be-

forehand ; and, falling on his knees, he declared
"
that

*
Keith, ii. 355.
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her majesty had never moved them to any opposition

or resistance against their queen's marriage."
"
Now/'

exclaimed Elizabeth, in her most triumphant tone,
"
you have told the truth ;

for neither did I, nor

any in my name, stir you up against your queen, for

your abominable treason may serve for example to my
own subjects to rebel against me. Therefore get you
out of my presence ; ye are but unworthy traitors."

*

This astounding exhibition of meanness and falsehood

and folly, which, it is certain, imposed upon no one

who witnessed it, is without a parallel in history.

The energy and prudence displayed by the Scottish

queen in suppressing this dangerous rebellion, go far

to refute a prevalent notion that she was indebted to

the counsels of Murray for the previous success of her

administration. It is admitted even by those who
hold this opinion, that at no period of her career were

her abilities and address more conspicuous.! And her

moderation in success was still more remarkable than

the resolution which enabled her to achieve it. Not

one of the rebels suffered death ; and her speedy par-

don of the Duke of Chatelherault, who had so re-

peatedly conspired against her crown, of which he was

presumptive heir, was an instance of generosity unex-

ampled in the history of princes. The Earl of Argyll,
the Master of Maxwell, and other rebel chiefs, were

treated with equal lenity. But the ingratitude and

treachery of Murray had excited her resentment to

such a degree that she refused to listen to all solici-

tations those of Elizabeth included on his behalf.

This refusal, which, under the circumstances, was both

natural and just, has been magnified by Eandolph,
*

Keith, ii. 378. f Robertson, ii. 123.
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with mysterious malignity, into something very ter-

rible,
* and by a modern German author into some-

thing more dreadful still. But in spite of her calum-

niators, contemporary as well as modern, it would

have been well for Mary Stewart if she had persisted

in refusing to overlook her brother's treachery. We
learn, however, from Kandolph himself, t that she soon

began to relent ; and we know that within six months

after his flight to England she was imprudent enough
to receive once more into her confidence the man who
had deliberately plotted her destruction.

During the operations against the rebels the Earl of

Bothwell had been allowed to return to Scotland. Lord

Gordon, who had remained in prison ever since his

father's rebellion, at the same time obtained his liberty.

He had embraced the Protestant faith during his con-

finement, but this circumstance did not prevent the

queen from restoring to him the forfeited earldom of

Huntly.J The Earl of Sutherland, who had been im-

plicated in the rising of the Gordons, and who after-

wards had fled to Flanders, was also permitted to

return to Scotland. These nobles were all possessed

of great territorial influence, and they formed an im-

* See a letter of Randolph, who had now entirely espoused the cause

of the rebels. See also a new and monstrous calumny invented by M.

Von Raumer against the Queen of Scots, but which no one seems to

have adopted but himself. Von Raumer's Elizabeth and Mary, 69.

t " Towards my Lord of Murray I find that some part of her ex-

tremity is assuaged. She neither useth so grievous words as she hath

done, nor so impatient to hear him spoken of." Letter to Cecil, 24th

January 1566; Stevenson, 151.
" The queen said to Huntly,

' My lord, go with me to mass ; your
father and mother were of this religion, and your enemies the contrary.

1 have restored you to your liberty and lands.' He said,
'

Madam, I will

spend my life and fortune in your service
;
but as to mass I desire to

be excused.'
"

Drury to Cecil, 16th February 1566.
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portant accession to the party of the queen. To all

appearance her position was now more secure than at

any period since her return from France. The ease

and rapidity with which she had suppressed Murray's

rebellion, aided though he had been by the chiefs of

the Protestant faction, furnished conclusive proof that,

in spite of her religion, she had won the affection of

all classes of her subjects ; and if her husband had

possessed even a very moderate share of prudence, her

marriage must have added greatly to her popularity.

But it was soon discovered that Darnley was a most

unhappy compound of insolence and imbecility. The

imperious airs which he assumed led Eandolph to pre-

dict more than once that, if he did not mend his man-

ners, he should have but a short life in Scotland;*

and his habits of dissipation, and total incapacity for

business, convinced the queen, when it was too late, of

the error she had committed in bestowing upon him

the title of king. It was at this critical period that

Kiccio rose high in favour with his mistress. The

office which he held that of secretary for the queen's

French correspondence was one which had previously

been filled by a foreigner and a Papist named Eaulet

without creating any jealousy among the courtiers.

But Eiccio was an able and accomplished man, thor-

oughly versed in the troubled politics of the day; and

the queen, who seems to have placed implicit confi-

* "
People have small joy in this new master, and find nothing but

that God must either send him a short end or them a miserable life."

Letter to Cecil, 3d June 1565
; Keith, ii. 291.

" What shall become of him "
(Darnley)

" I know not, but it is

greatly to be feared that he can have no long life amongst this people.
He is counted proud, disdainful, and suspicious, which kind of men
this soil, of any other, can worse bear." 2d July ; Keith, ii. 299.
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dence in his integrity, was in the habit of consulting
him on the most important affairs. The Italian has

been accused of assuming at this time the most offen-

sive and disdainful airs even towards the chief nobility;

but these accusations rest only on the authority of his

assassins, and their apologists Knox and Buchanan.

Melvill, who was also a stanch Protestant, and who,
from his residence at Court, had much better means

of information, says nothing of Biccio's arrogant
demeanour to the nobles, but he describes in very

graphic language their rude and rough behaviour to

him. They would not only frown fiercely upon him,

but would thrust him bodily aside when they encoun-

tered him at Court.* The poor secretary complained
to Melvill on the subject, and he gave him some very
sensible advice. Indeed Melvill speaks of him in the

most friendly terms throughout.
Eiccio was hated because he had gained the confi-

dence of the queen, and because she, unaccustomed

or unable to conceal her real sentiments, made no

secret of the value she placed upon his services. Mr
Froude justly remarks, with reference to the favour she

showed to Eiccio, that Mary was "warm and true

in her friendships;"! and her high spirit would lead

her to disregard the prejudices of her '"country on a

subject on which she deemed herself perfectly com-

petent to judge. It is easy to say that it was indis-

creet to repose such confidence in this friendless

foreigner : it is less easy to point out among her

turbulent and treacherous nobles a single man whom
she could trust.J In seeking elsewhere for fidelity

* Melvill's Memoirs, 54. f History, viii. 191, note.

J It was, in all probability, with reference to the envy entertained
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and loyalty, she followed the example of her father.

Like him, too, she soon experienced the fatal conse-

quences of offending an aristocracy jealous to the last

degree alike of its own privileges and of the authority

of the Crown.

Darnley, previous to his marriage, had found a firm

and powerful friend in Eiccio. The astute Italian did

not fail to perceive that the alliance of his mistress

with the first prince of the blood in England was, all

circumstances considered, the most advantageous that

she could make.* But an incident happened soon

after the marriage which entirely changed the feelings

of Darnley towards the secretary. Not content with

the title of king, which Mary had so imprudently be-

stowed on him, he demanded in addition, at the in-

stigation of his father, the crown-matrimonial, which

would have secured to him the privileges of royalty

during his natural life. Mary, by the advice of Riccio,

resisted this fresh demand ; and this opposition to his

will effaced in the feeble mind of Darnley all memory
of past obligations, and led him to regard as his worst

enemy the man to whom he was probably indebted

for the title he possessed. Morton and Maitland, who
had been the secret associates and were still the secret

of Riccio by the nobles, that Mary wrote the memorandum, printed by
Labanoff, vii. 297, in which she asks if the nobles, whether they in-

herit the virtues of their ancestors or not, are to monopolise all the

power in the State. "
If," she says,

" the sovereign finds a man of

humble condition and pooY in worldly goods, but of a generous spirit

and faithful heart, and capable of serving the State, must he be debarred

from all advancement," &c. ? It appears that Mary was as far in advance

of her subjects in her notions of political justice as she was in her

notions of religious toleration.
* Melvill gave the queen the same advice in very decided terms.

Memoirs, 56.
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friends of the rebel lords, still held the highest offices

in the kingdom, and they did not fail to turn to the

profit of their banished comrades the volatile and

violent temper of the king. Darnley had hitherto

strenuously opposed the pardon of the rebels, but

hatred of Eiccio now induced him to join the power-
ful party who had secretly supported them in their

rebellion, and who had since attempted, to the utmost

of their power, to screen them from the consequences
of their crime. It was necessary, with this object, that

the Parliament which had been summoned to meet in

the spring of 1566 for the purpose of attainting the

rebels should not be allowed to assemble. It was

therefore resolved, that before the time appointed for

its meeting Riccio should be murdered, that the queen
should be made a prisoner, and that the conspirators,

with Darnley as king, should thereafter seize upon the

government.
While these nefarious schemes were in preparation,

two special envoys arrived from France to congratu-

late the queen upon her marriage. She at the same

time received a message from Spain of a very secret

and important character. The leading Catholic powers
had at this time entered into a confederacy for the

suppression of Protestantism, and the Queen of Scots

was invited to join it. It is highly probable, though
we have no proof of the fact, that Philip required her

assent to the league as the price of the assistance

which during the late rebellion she had sought at his

hands. Whether or not this was the case, we are

assured that, forgetting her solemn and oft-repeated

promises to her Protestant subjects, she was induced

to become a party to this dangerous confederacy.
" To
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this fatal resolution," says Eobertson, "may be im-

puted all the subsequent calamities of Mary's life."*

The same opinion is expressed in still stronger terms

by Mr Tytler.
" In an evil hour," he says,

" she signed
the league." And he adds :

" This may, I think, be re-

garded as one of the most fatal errors of her life, and

it proved the source of all her future misfortunes. She

united herself to a bigoted and unprincipled associa-

tion, which, under the mask of defending the truth,

offered an outrage to the plainest precepts of the Gos-

pel," &c.t It is also asserted by Mr FroudeJ that

the Queen of Scots at this time signed the Catholic

league. Before proceeding with our narrative it is

necessary to examine the evidence upon which this

very serious charge has been made.

It consists of a single passage in a letter written by

Eandolph to Cecil on the 7th of February 1566. It is

to the following effect :

" There is a band lately devised,

in which the late Pope, the Emperor, the King of Spain,
the Duke of Savoy, with divers princes of Italy and

the queen-mother, suspected to be of the same confed-

eracy to maintain Papistry throughout Christendom.

This band was sent out of France by Thornton, and is

subscribed ~by this queen, the copy thereof remaining
with her, and the principal to be returned very shortly,

as I hear, by Mr Stephen Wilson, a fit minister for such

a devilish device. If the copy hereof may be gotten,
that shall be sent as I conveniently may." It is to

be observed that Eandolph spoke only from hearsay,

*
History, ii. 144. f History, vii. 20.

% History, viii. 235. He also says that France was a party to the

league, which at this time was certainly not the case.

Kobertson, iii. Appendix, 315.
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for he does not say that he had seen either the "band"
itself or the copy. It is also to be borne in mind that

the whole of his correspondence betrays at this period
a spirit of bitter hostility to the queen, and that she

sent him out of Scotland very shortly afterwards on

account of his notorious dealings with her rebel sub-

jects. On a point of such interest we want some

better evidence than the hearsay testimony of such a

witness.

But none such exists. On the contrary, the Earl of

Bedford apprised Cecil a week later that Eandolph
had been misinformed. The letter of Bedford, which

is dated the 14th of February, contains the following

passage :

" There is a league concluded between the

King of Spain, the Duke of Savoy, and divers other

Papist princes, for the overthrow of religion, as you
shall hear more by others, which is come to this

queen's hand, but not yet confirmed"
*

The question remains, whether it was confirmed at

any subsequent period ; and this has not been asserted

by Kandolph or by any other person. If the Queen
of Scots had joined the league, the fact could not have

been long concealed, and her enemies would not have

failed to make it a just and constant matter of reproach.

As it is, the Protestant historians of the period Knox
and Buchanan in Scotland, Camden and Holinshed

* Stevenson's Illustrations, 159. Bedford, who was at Berwick,

probably forwarded in this letter the very letter of Randolph which

he contradicts. He says at the commencement,
" I send you herewith

Mr Randolph's letters, whereby you shall, I doubt not, understand the

whole state of things there." It is to be observed that he has taken the

description of the league from Randolph's letter, but with the impor-
tant distinction that it was still unsigned. Bedford probably derived

this additional information from Randolph himself.
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in England, and De Thou in France are all abso-

lutely silent on the subject.

In addition to this strong negative testimony, we
have positive testimony from contemporary Catholic

sources as to the powers which did join the league.

These were the Pope (Pius V.), the Emperor, the

Kings of Spain and Portugal, the Dukes of Bavaria

and Savoy, and the republic of Venice."* Neither

France nor Scotland, therefore, were at this time par-

ties to the league.

From documents recently brought to light, we find

that Catherine de Medici, although invited to join it,

stood persistently aloof. The famous interview be-

tween her and the Duke of Alva took place at Bayonne

during the previous summer, and the duke loudly

complained of her obstinate refusal to join the reli-

gious league.t She was wholly occupied, he says, in

forming matrimonial schemes for her daughters. But
the subtle Florentine had another motive for the ap-

athy with which she listened to the pious arguments
of Alva. It was her policy at this time to hold the

balance between the rival religions. By oppressing
Conde' and the Protestants, she would have restored

the Cardinal of Lorraine and his brothers to the un-

bounded influence they formerly possessed.

Upon the whole, we may conclude, from the letters

of Kandolph and Bedford, that an attempt was made at

this time by Philip to induce the Queen of Scots to

join the Catholic league ; and we may conclude, from

the absence of all further testimony on the subject,
that she declined to do so. Irrespective altogether of

*
Gonzales, Apuntamientos, 322.

t Papiers d'Etat du Cardinal de Granvelle, ix. 312, 324.
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her engagements to her subjects, we may assume that

she was actuated by two powerful motives in arriving

at this decision. In the first place, she no longer re-

quired the aid of the King of Spain, for she had suc-

ceeded in completely suppressing Murray's rebellion

with her own resources. In the second place, as

France had not joined the league, she would naturally

be indisposed to take a step of such importance with-

out the example and concurrence of her great Conti-

nental ally.

But it cannot be denied, on the other hand, that

she had very powerful inducements to join the Catholic

confederacy. Her religious sympathies were always

strong ;
and when we consider the innumerable pro-

vocations which she had received from the Protestant

faction since her return to Scotland the plots of the

nobles, the insolence of the preachers, and the incessant

intrigues of Elizabeth it is not easy to overrate the

strength of the temptation to which she was exposed.

There was not a man in all her dominions to whom
on the occasion she could look for friendly counsel.

The influence of Eiccio at this time was great, and

we cannot doubt that he did his utmost to induce

the queen to join the league. If her husband was

intrusted with the secret, which is very doubtful, his

rash and intolerant temper must have prompted him

to second the advice of the Italian. Her Catholic

advisers could not fail to represent that her refusal to

join the confederacy would alienate her friends with-

out conciliating her enemies ; and the whisperings of

ambition, as well as the memory of bitter wrongs,

might have tempted many a wiser sovereign than

Mary Stewart to hail the proffered opportunity of
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victory and vengeance. A spirit of disaffection pre-

vailed at this time throughout the dominions of her

rival which might have been readily turned to serious

account. The northern English counties, as subse-

quent events proved, were ripe for rebellion; and

the great Irish chieftain O'Neal had made proffer of

his friendship and allegiance to the Queen of Scots.

Never, indeed, did such a weight of responsibility rest

upon a young and friendless woman. Upon her de-

cision it depended whether or not a terrible religious

war should be kindled, not in Scotland alone, but

throughout the British kingdoms a war similar to

that which had already burst forth in France, and

which in the following century desolated Germany for

thirty years. Every passage in the life of the Queen
of Scots has been ingeniously misrepresented by the

persevering malice of her enemies, but they will find

it difficult to suggest an unworthy motive for her

conduct on this occasion. By refusing to join the

Catholic league, she maintained her solemn promises
to her Protestant subjects the chief of whom, we
shall find hereafter, remained her stanchest friends in

the days of her misfortune she averted the demon
of religious discord from her dominions, and posterity
will applaud the wisdom as well as the magnitude
of the sacrifice which she made at this momentous
crisis.

Buchanan attributes the murder of Eiccio to the

jealousy of Darnley and the hatred of the nobles ; but

we now know that personal vengeance was but a

secondary object with the conspirators who contrived

his death, and that they regarded that only as a

step to the main objects which they had in view, and

i
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which were, in fact, the restoration of the rebel lords,

the deposition of the queen, and the elevation of

Darnley to the vacant throne.

From a statement made by two of the conspira-

tors, and therefore to be received with extreme sus-

picion, it appears that Darnley first communicated to

his bastard uncle, George Douglas/* his design of

murdering Eiccio. Douglas then sought counsel of

Lord Kuthven, who was married to a kinswoman of

the house of Angus, and who was consequently re-

lated to the king. Euthven, well knowing the weak

and fickle character of Darnley, refused to join in

any enterprise unless he would solemnly swear to

conceal it from the queen. To this Darnley at once

consented. Euthven further demanded, as a condi-

tion of his taking part in the conspiracy, that
"
the

lords banished for the Word of God might return to

their country and estates/' t To this Darnley also

agreed, on the understanding that they, as well as the

conspirators in Scotland, should undertake to obtain

for him the crown-matrimonial, which was at this time

the grand object of his ambition.

The preliminaries of the conspiracy being arranged,

it was next communicated to Lord Lindsay who was

also married to a lady of the family of Douglas and

to the Earl of Morton, the most powerful member of

that great house, and chancellor of the kingdom.

* A natural son of the Earl of Angus, who married Margaret Tu-

dor. But Melvill, who was at Court at the time, says, with more pro-

bability, that it was George Douglas, at the instigation of Morton,
who "put in his" (Darnley' s) "head such suspicions of Riccio that

the king was prevailed with to give his consent to his slaughter."

Memoirs, 64.

t Ruthven and Morton's Narrative
; Keith, iii. 261.
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Crafty and smooth, yet resolute and enterprising, this

high functionary was readily induced to embark in an

undertaking which promised to gratify both his avarice

and his ambition. None of the Scottish nobles had

shared more largely in the plunder of the Church,

none made louder professions of religion, and none

were more dissolute in private life than Morton. It

had been whispered that, in the Parliament which

was about to meet, the Crown would resume possession

of certain lands which he had improperly obtained.

Morton was therefore as desirous as the rebel lords

that it should not assemble at the time appointed.

He further made it a condition of his joining the

conspiracy, that Darnley and his father should give

up all claim to the immense possessions of the house

of Angus, and that these should be settled on the

young earl, who was at this time a boy of eleven,

and of whom Morton was both the uncle and the

guardian.
*

So far the conspiracy assumed the character of a

family compact. It seemed to owe its existence to

the hereditary enmity of the house of Douglas to that

of Stewart. But it aimed at a revolution of such

consequence, that it was deemed necessary to com-

municate the designs of the conspirators not only to

the chiefs of the Protestant party, but to the English
resident in Scotland. In a letter addressed by Ban-

dolph to his friend and patron Dudley, now Earl of

Leicester, on the 13th of February, he expresses him-

self as follows : "I know that there are practices in

hand, contrived between the father and son, to come

to the crown against her will. I know that if that

*
Melvill, 148.
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take effect which is intended, David, with the consent

of the king, shall have his throat cut within these

ten days. Many things grievouser and worse than

these are brought to my ears ; yea, of things intended

against her own person, which, because I think better

to keep secret than to write to Mr Secretary, I speak

of them but now to your lordship/'
*

Between the date of this letter and the execution

of the plot there was ample time for Leicester and his

colleagues to have warned the Scottish queen of the

danger which threatened her ; but from their silence,

and still more from the subsequent conduct both of

Kandolph and Bedford, we are forced to conclude

that the designs of the conspirators were approved by
Elizabeth.

Eandolph, a few days after he had written to the

Earl of Leicester, was detected supplying money to

the chief of the conspirators, Murray.t On being
summoned before the Privy Council, and confronted

with the man to whom he had given the money, the

language of the English envoy was so insolent, and

even defiant, that he probably considered the success

of the intended plot and the speedy return of his

friends, the banished lords, as certain. To the charge
made against him he said he was responsible only to

his own Government, and he even declared that he

would not quit his post. But Mary acted with be-

coming spirit on the occasion. She sent him off forth-

with to Berwick under an escort, and complained to

his mistress of his extraordinary conduct.^

* See Tytler, vi. 334.

f It was Murray who first signed the bond for Riccio's murder.

% Tytler, vii. 20.
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The next step of the conspirators was to come to

terms with the rebel leaders, who had taken up their

residence in Newcastle; and thither the Earl of Lennox

was despatched with two bonds, the one already signed

by his son, and the other for the signature of Murray
and his friends. That Lennox was allowed to visit

England at this time, while his wife was a prisoner in

the Tower, affords additional proof of the connivance

of Elizabeth in the plot. By the first bond Darnley
bound himself to obtain their complete pardon

"
as

soon as by their help and supply he obtained the

crown-matrimonial." He further engaged that they

should be restored to the full enjoyment of their estates

and titles, and that they should be allowed the free

exercise of their religion. The second bond, which

was signed by Murray and his friends on the 2d of

March, bound them, at the first Parliament after their

return, "to grant the crown-matrimonial to Darnley
all the days of his life;" and further, to maintain the

said noble prince in his just title to the crown of

Scotland, "failing of succession of our sovereign lady."

In other words, he was to be preferred in the suc-

cession to the Duke of Chatelherault,* with whom

Murray had conspired only a few months before to

dethrone Darnley.
The following significant clause follows the obliga-

tion to maintain Darnley as next heir to the queen :

" And if any manner of persons will usurp or gainsay
the said just title, the said lords shall maintain, defend,

and set forward the same as best shall please the said

noble prince, without fear of life or death ; and shall

seek and pursue them that usurps as shall please the

* The duke was at this time in France.
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said noble prince to command, to extirpate them out

of the realm of Scotland, or take or slay them."*

On Sunday the 3d of March commenced the national

fast, and on that day the denunciations of idolatry

from the pulpits of Edinburgh were more than usually

violent. The texts were chosen from those portions

of Scripture which describe the vengeance incurred by
the persecutors of God's people ; and from the inflam-

matory language used, we may conclude that the fact

of the plot had been communicated at least to some of

the clergy, and that they took this mode of preparing
the public mind for the expected revolution.

A few days later Elizabeth received further intelli-

gence of the impending plot. On the 6th of March

Bedford and Eandolph wrote jointly to their mistress

from Berwick,
"
that a matter of no small consequence

was about to take place in Scotland." They added,
" We hope that by this means my Lord of Murray
shall be brought home without your majesty's further

suit or means to the queen his sovereign, and there-

upon we have thought it good to stay the sending
of your majesty's letters in his behalf."t The fact

of their keeping back the letters of their mistress is

a clear proof of the confidence entertained by Bedford

and his colleague in the success of the conspiracy.

On the following day, the 7th of March, the Parlia-

ment was opened by the queen in person. It was in

vain that she entreated Darnley to accompany her.

* The original of this bond is in the charter-chest of the Earl of

Leven, and is entitled,
" Ane band maid by my Lord of Murray and cer-

tain other noblemen with him before the slauchter of Davie." It is

signed by Murray, Glencairn, Argyll, and Rothes, and Lords Boyd and
Ochiltree. Maitland Club Miscellany, iii.

t Kecord Office.
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Until he obtained that cherished object of his ambi-

tion, the crown-matrimonial, he appears to have been

resolved not to appear before the representatives of the

nation. He rode off to Leith attended by his boon

companions, leaving the queen to appear alone at the

Tolbooth, where the Parliament was assembled. The

only business of importance transacted on the day of

its opening was the summoning of the rebel lords to

appear on the 12th of March, under pain of the for-

feiture of their titles and estates.

To defeat this measure the conspirators now pro-

ceeded to the execution of their plans. Considering
the number of persons who were in the secret, it is

surprising that it should never in any shape have

reached the ears of the queen. Eiccio, it is said, was

apprised of his danger by a French astrologer; but,

being of a cheerful and lively temper, he disregarded
and even derided the friendly warning. It is probable
that Darnley may have heard that Riccio had received

some private intelligence on the subject, for it is said

that he played tennis with his victim on the day before

the murder with the object of lulling all suspicion.*

It had been at first proposed to put Riccio to death

in his own chamber, but we are informed by Morton
and Ruthvent that Darnley insisted that the deed

should be committed in the presence of the queen.

* Miss Strickland, Lives of the Queens of Scotland.

f Narrative. It is far more probable that this suggestion came either

from Morton himself or at least from some one of the conspirators more

intelligent than Darnley. In a memoir upon the subject of Eiccio's

murder preserved at Florence, and sent from Scotland at the time, it is

said that it was at first proposed to kill Kiccio while he was playing at

tennis, but that one of the conspirators suggested instead that he should
be killed in presence of the queen, in order to cast suspicion in the eyes
of the people upon her honour. Labanoff, vii. 86.
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His accomplices were probably not unwilling to gratify

his wish, as the murder of the favourite in the pre-
sence of the sovereign might lead the people to sus-

pect that the alleged jealousy of her husband was not

without foundation. Nor could the chief conspirators
have been blind to the danger of committing such an

act of violence before the eyes of a woman who was in

the sixth month of her pregnancy. But we have seen

that the contingency of the queen's death was ex-

pressly provided for, and that in that event Darnley
would have been immediately proclaimed her successor,

to the exclusion of the house of Hamilton.

The evening of Saturday the 9th of March was fixed

by the conspirators for the execution of their project ;

and as soon as it was dark, Morton, with 160 armed

retainers, quietly took possession of the inner court of

the palace and secured the outer gates. Darnley had

supped earlier than usual, and on entering her cham-

ber by a private staircase, he found the queen still at

table with the Countess of Argyll. Riccio, Arthur

Erskine, captain of the guard, and several other per-

sons, were also present. Darnley seated himself by
the queen, and, placing his arm round her waist,

seemed more than usually amiable. But she was

speedily startled by the appearance of Euthven, who,
clad in full armour, had followed the king up the

private staircase, and who, ghastly pale from a dis-

ease which soon afterwards proved fatal, had gathered

up his dying energies for the part assigned to him in

the bloody drama. The unhappy secretary recoiled

from the unwelcome visitor, and instinctively took

refuge behind the queen's chair. George Douglas and

other of the conspirators now entered the room, and
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the queen, turning to her husband, asked whether they
had come by his invitation. He answered in the ne-

gative, while some of the conspirators advanced to

seize their prey. But the queen, rising from her seat,

confronted the assassins, and commanded them in-

stantly, upon pain of treason, to quit her presence.
*

The conspirators hung back, disconcerted by this un-

expected display of self-possession ; and Darnley in

particular, to use their own words,
"
wist not what to

do." At this critical time the well-known war-cry of

the Douglas, a sound that was rarely welcome now
to the ears of Scottish monarch s, was heard ringing

through the palace. It proceeded from the followers of

Morton, who, impatient of delay, were crowding up
the main staircase to the queen's apartments. En-

couraged or reproached by the shouts of his clans-

men, George Douglas now rushed past the queen and

stabbed Eiccio with his dagger. Another ruffian, Ker
of Faudonside, held a cocked pistol to her breast. In

the confusion the supper-table was overturned, the

lights extinguished, and the hapless victim of brutal

prejudice and bigotry, whose only crime was fidelity

to his mistress, was dragged from her presence and

instantly butchered on the landing outside her apart-
ments. So eager were his assassins, that some of them
even stabbed each other in their fierce haste to shed

the blood of the idolater.t

The Earls of Bothwell, Huntly, and Atholl were at

supper in another part of the palace. Hearing the

* See Mary's letter to the Archbishop of Glasgow, in Keith, Melvill's

Memoirs, and the Narrative of Morton and Ruthven.

t Drury says that one of Ruthven's followers came to Berwick with
his arm bound up in consequence of a wound received in this way.
27th March, Drury to Cecil.
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tumult, and apprehensive for the safety of the queen,

they hastened to the inner court with their servants

and retainers, and forthwith assailed the followers of

Morton. Ruthven repaired to the spot as fast as his

feeble frame could carry him, and calling Huntly and

Bothwell aside, assured them, by all that was sacred,

that the queen was safe, and that everything had been

done with the sanction of the king. Thus assured,

the two earls consented to retire to their apartments.
But on learning that Murray, the declared enemy of

both, was expected to return to Scotland immediately,

they contrived in the course of the night to make
their escape from the palace.

Another attempt, which proved equally unsuccess-

ful, was made on the queen's behalf. The Provost of

Edinburgh, accompanied by a body of armed citizens,

proceeded immediately to the palace on hearing that

she was in danger, and finding the gates locked, in-

sisted upon seeing their sovereign. Mary would gladly
have shown herself to her loyal subjects from her apart-

ments, which were on the second floor of the palace ;

but the conspirators, some of whom never left her side,

declared that if she ventured to approach the window

they would "
cut her in collops

" * and throw her over

the wall. They deputed Darnley meanwhile to pacify
the people, by declaring to them that the queen was

safe and well, and that the sole cause of the disturb-

ance was the just punishment of an enemy of their reli-

gion and a pensioner of the Pope. As that personage
was believed in Scotland to be the accredited repre-

sentative on earth of the devil, the artifice succeeded,

and the people were induced to return to their homes.

* See her letter to her ambassador in Paris, in Keith.
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Indignation at the atrocious outrage to which she

had been subjected, and grief for the loss of her faith-

ful servant, seem at first to have prevented the queen
from realising the perils of her situation; and the

passionate reproaches with which she assailed the cor-

onetted cut-throats who gathered round her after the

murder, relieved, no doubt, the violence of the shock

she had received/'
5
"

She forgot, while giving vent to

her natural feelings of sorrow and resentment, that she

was a prisoner in her own palace, and surrounded by

assassins, of whom her husband seemed to be the chief.

But in the course of the night such complete prostra-

tion followed that her attendants were in the utmost

alarm lest premature labour should commence. Their

fears were not realised. The excellent constitution of

the queen enabled her to surmount the first of the

dangers, to which it was the obvious intention of the

conspirators to subject her.

The latter lost no time in proceeding to the exe-

cution of their plans. On the day following Kiccio's

murder the Parliament was dissolved by a proclama-
tion issued in the name of the king alone ; and all

prelates, peers, barons, and burgesses who had come

to attend it were by the same authority commanded
to leave Edinburgh within three hours under the pain
of treason. The banished lords and their associates

could now return in safety ; and accordingly, on the

* Ruthven and Morton, in their Narrative prepared at Berwick for the

use of Cecil, state that the queen used the most threatening language to

Darnley, declaring that she would cause him " as sorrowful a heart
"
as

he had caused to her
;
and many historians have adopted as genuine the

testimony of two men who were not only fresh from the commission of

this atrocious crime, but who were the queen's worst enemies. To treat

as absolutely authentic the testimony of such men is clearly opposed to

the simplest rules of evidence.
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afternoon of the same day, being Sunday, the Earls of

Murray and Eothes, Lord Ochiltree, the father-in-law

of Knox, Kirkaldy of Grange, and various others,

made their appearance in Edinburgh/"" Murray re-

paired at once to Holyrood and had an interview with

the queen. At the sight of her brother all her former

affection for him seems to have revived. She em-

braced him with the utmost warmth, exclaiming, that

"if he had been present he would not have allowed

her to be so cruelly handled." t It is said that the

future regent of Scotland was moved to tears at the

sight of his sister's distress. Yet we know, when he

felt or affected to feel so deeply for her situation,

that he had bound himself to aid, to the utmost of his

power, to deprive her of her crown, and to transfer it

to her worthless husband.

Italy has been generally regarded as the country
where in the middle ages the art of political perfidy

reached the highest degree of perfection ; but we may
search the annals of Rome or Venice in vain for the

details of any plot which for depth of villainy can

match with that of which the murder of Riccio was

only the first act. What were the consequences to be

anticipated from that atrocity? Probably the mis-

carriage, perhaps the death, J of the queen ; and, fail-

ing these contingencies, her deposition and imprison-
ment. What was to follow next ? The elevation to

* The fact of their leaving Newcastle before the murder of Riccio, is

a proof of their perfect confidence in the success of the plot.

t Mr Froude assures his readers that this was all feigned, and that she

hated her brother " with the hate of hell." Vol. viii. 260.

J Melvill, who was at Holyrood at the time, says :

" For she being

big with child, it appeared to be done to destroy both her and her child
;

for they might have killed the said Riccio in any other part at any
time they pleased." Memoirs, 66.
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the throne of a prince who was an object of hatred

and contempt to every one of his associates, and whose

incorrigible folly would speedily afford them an oppor-

tunity and a pretext for depriving him of his authority.

Then, and not till then, would the true objects of

Riccio's murderers be disclosed namely, the usurpa-
tion of the government, with the certain support of

the more fanatical section of the Scottish Protestants,

and the hardly less certain support of the Queen of

England. Machiavelli never conceived he has cer-

tainly not described a plot more devilish in its

designs than that which was devised ostensibly for

the death of Riccio, but in reality for the destruction

both of Mary Stewart and of her husband.

So far the conspiracy had proved successful. Riccio

was slain, the Parliament was dissolved, the banished

lords had been recalled, the queen was a prisoner, and

it had been resolved to confine her in Stirling Castle ;*

but before this project could be effected, the plans and

hopes of the conspirators were scattered to the winds

by the amazing spirit and resolution of their sovereign.

Perceiving symptoms of returning affection on the part
of Darnley, and perceiving, too, that he began to regard
with distrust, if not with dread, his new associates,

she succeeded in persuading him to fly from a scene

of such imminent peril to both. Arthur Erskine, cap-
tain of the guard, provided horses for the purpose
and accompanied only by that faithful officer, by
one of her women named Margaret Carwood, and by
three other attendants, Darnley and the queen escaped
from Holyrood at midnight on the Tuesday after

Riccio's murder. They rode first to Seton, the

*
Tytler, vii. 33.
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residence of one of Mary's most devoted friends, and

from thence to the Castle of Dunbar, behind whose

massive walls they were safe from all pursuit."''

It may be asked whether Darnley was really jealous

of Kiccio. It is so asserted in Euthven and Morton's

Narrative, yet that document itself contains strong

proof to the contrary. Darnley, in speaking of the

queen, is represented as saying that
"
she was a true

princess, and he would set his life for what she prom-
ised,"t These words, which, we must remember, are

reported by two of her worst enemies, seem to be wholly

incompatible with jealousy ; nor is Darnley's subse-

quent conduct, in escaping with his wife, consistent with

that absorbing passion. It is most probable that he was

throughout the dupe of Morton and his associates, and

that whatever jealousy he may have felt of Biccio was

the result of their intrigues. Darnley had sufficient

motives for joining the conspiracy in his eager desire

not only to obtain the crown - matrimonial, but to

supersede the Hamiltons in the succession, in both of

which designs he was supported by his unscrupulous
father.

In a hurried letter which Mary addressed to her

uncle, the Cardinal of Lorraine, on her arrival at

Dunbar, she subscribed herself
" A Queen without a

Kingdom." But she was speedily undeceived. The

heart of the nation was deeply moved by the news

* They arrived at Dunbar at daybreak, and it appears that, notwith-

standing the condition in which she was, and the dangers she had

escaped, the queen was none the worse of her midnight ride. After the

astonished warders had lighted a fire for their unexpected guests, she

asked for some fresh eggs, and cooked them herself for breakfast.

Memoir to Cosmo de Medici
; Labanoff, vii.

f Keith, iii. 276.
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of her captivity, her sufferings, and her escape. The

stirring tidings sped swiftly through the Lowland

counties, and within three days 8000 Border spears
had assembled at Dunbar. Bothwell, whose influence

in that part of the kingdom was very great, along
with Huntly, Atholl, and a host of other peers and

gentlemen, hastened to join the army of the queen.

Morton, Ruthven, and the greater part of their

associates, perceiving now that their enterprise was

hopeless, fled to England and took up their residence

at Newcastle, which Murray and his friends had left

only a few weeks before. Maitland, who had taken

an active part in the plot, but who had artfully kept
in the background, retired to the Highlands ; and

Knox, grieving deeply over the discomfiture of his

friends, took his departure for the west.



CHAPTEE IV.

PROM THE MURDER OF RICCIO UNTIL THE BAPTISM OF

THE PRINCE.

AFTER residing a few days at Dunbar, Mary proceeded
to Haddington on her return to Holyrood. While on

her journey she was met by Melvill, bearing a letter

from her brother repudiating in the strongest language
all connection with the men who had committed " the

late atrocious murder.""* With incredible facility Mary
not only pardoned Murray and his associates, but

received her brother once more into her confidence.

If it was amiable in the sister to forgive, it was unwise

in the queen to forget, his ingratitude and treachery.

Mary was not aware that at the very time when he

was disclaiming all connection with the murderers

of Eiccio, he was using his utmost influence with

his English friends Bedford and Eandolph on their

behalf.t

The queen was now inclined to carry her clemency

*
Melvill, 66.

t On the 27th of March Bedford and Randolph write to Cecil as

follows :

" My Lord of Murray, by a special servant sent unto us, de-

sireth your honour's favour of these noblemen as his dear friends, and
such as for his sake hath given this adventure ;" then follow the names
of Morton, Ruthven, Lindsay, and the rest. Sir H. Ellis, Letters on

English History, ii. 220.
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still further, and to pardon, under certain conditions,

even the assassins of her secretary ;

* but Darnley

became alarmed for his own safety, and strenuously

resisted the proposal. Morton was in consequence

deprived of the great seal, and Huntly was created

chancellor in his stead. Maitland, who at this time,

probably because he knew too much, was an object

of especial aversion to Darnley, was deprived of the

valuable lands formerly belonging to the Abbey of

Haddington, and these, on account of his recent ser-

vices, were bestowed upon Bothwell. A short time

before namely, on the 16th of February the earl

had married, with the entire approbation of the queen,
the Lady Jane Gordon, a sister of Huntly.
On the return of the Court to Edinburgh, Darnley

took a still more effectual mode of exasperating his

late associates. With an audacity and a recklessness

of consequences which seem hardly compatible with

sanity, he made a solemn declaration before the Privy
Council to the effect that he was wholly innocent of

the late murderous plot; and on the 21st of March a

public proclamation to this effect was made at the

market-cross of Edinburgh. When intelligence of these

extraordinary proceedings reached the exiled conspira-
tors their indignation knew no bounds. Even in that

fierce age there were certain canons held to be sacred

and binding upon all men. To refuse to prosecute an

enterprise to which he had set his name and seal, and

still more to betray a comrade, exposed the offender

*
Only two persons suffered death for the murder of Riccio namely,

Thomas Scot and Henry Yair the one a lawyer, the other a rene-

gade priest, and both dependents of Lord Ruthven. Two other persons
were condemned to death, but were pardoned on the intercession of the
Earl of Bothwell. Keith, ii. 424. ^

T7" A **
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to almost certain vengeance. Darnley henceforth "be-

came doubly hateful to his late associates. To him

alone they attributed the failure of their enterprise ;

and lie had not only deserted them at the time when
success seemed certain, but he was now seeking to

purchase his own safety with their ruin. The motives

which afterwards induced Morton and Maitland to

join in the conspiracy against Darnley's life are there-

fore sufficiently apparent.
In the mean time they determined, in retaliation, to

make a full exposure of his treachery and falsehood.

The bonds which Darnley had signed were laid before

the queen,* and she then discovered that, notwith-

standing his public denial, he had not only taken a

principal part in the plot against Eiccio, but that he

had also conspired to usurp her crown. The agony of

mind which she suffered on making this discovery has

been touchingly described by one who witnessed it.

False both to her and to his fellow-murderers, the

wickedness and folly of her husband filled her with

despair.t Mary Stewart was no longer the trium-

phant queen, but the broken-hearted woman, whose

confidence in the object of her affections was utterly

destroyed. We need not be surprised that, with

such feelings and such prospects, she began to re-

gard the cares of royalty as an intolerable burden, and

that she seriously contemplated retiring to France.

Her design was to appoint a regency of nobles to

* u The queen hath now seen all the covenants and bonds that passed
between the king and the lords, and now findeth that his declaration

before her and the Council of his innocency of the murder of David

was false." Randolph to Cecil, 4th April.

f
" So many great sighs she would give, that it was a pity to hear

her." Melvill, 74.
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govern her unruly kingdom during her absence
; and

she even had fixed upon their names.* But her

chief advisers strongly opposed this extraordinary

project ; and as the period of her confinement was

approaching, it was for the time laid aside. It is

remarkable that, although she must now have known
that Murray was accessory to the murder of Riccio,

she still continued to treat him with all apparent
confidence and respect. It having been determined

that she should await her delivery in Edinburgh Castle,

as the place of greatest security in the kingdom,

Murray and his brother-in-law, Argyll, who less than

a year before had headed a rebellion against her, were

the only two nobles who were permitted to take up
their residence within the fortress. It is not surpris-

ing that, considering all that she had suffered, the

queen felt a strong presentiment that she should not

survive her confinement ;
and to secure as far as possi-

ble the peace of her kingdom in case of her death, she

now endeavoured to reconcile the feuds between her

chief nobility. Murray and Bothwell had long been

enemies ; Huntly regarded Murray as the author of

his father's ruin ; and a hereditary feud existed be-

tween Atholl and Argyll : but, in obedience to the

wishes of the queen, they all now engaged to renounce

their mutual animosities.t

The queen also at this time made her will, which

unfortunately has been lost; but in the year 1854

a paper was accidentally discovered J which may be

considered as a portion, and an interesting one, of

* These were Murray, Mar, Huntly, Atholl, and Bothwell. See letter

of Maitland to Randolph, 27th April ; Cotton. Lib., Cal., b. 244.

t Tytler, vii. 37. In the Register House, Edinburgh.
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the missing deed. This is a complete inventory of

her jewels, with a bequest of each written in her own

hand, but which was to take effect only in the event

of the death both of herself and her child.
"
If the

infant lives," she writes with her own hand at the foot

of the inventory,
" he is to have all."

It has been generally assumed that Mary never for-

gave Darnley for his share in Riccio's murder
;
but it

would appear from this document, that as the period

of her confinement approached, her resentful feelings

had subsided, if they had not altogether passed away.
To him she bequeathed a variety of her choicest jewels

far more than to any one else ; and there is one

bequest in particular which bespeaks a revival of her

affection for the father of her unborn child in lan-

guage of the most expressive kind. The last of the

many bequests she made to Darnley was that of the

ring with which he had married her. Was all this

consummate acting 1 and if so, to what end ? Or

did she not in these brief words give vent to the

irrepressible feelings of her heart 1

" There are," says Mr Robertson,
"
as many as

twenty-six bequests to her husband : among them a

watch studded with diamonds and rubies ; a little dial

set with rubies, pearls, and turquoises ; a St Michael

containing fourteen diamonds ; a chain of gold enam-

elled in white, containing two hundred links, with

two diamonds in each link ; and, of more interest than

all, a diamond ring enamelled in red, against which

the queen writes :

'

It was with this that I was mar-

ried : I leave it to the king who gave it me/ " *

* Preface to Queen Mary's Inventories, by the late Mr Joseph Robert-

son, p. 33.
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Mr Froude asserts
4" that while Mary was thus long-

ing to return to France, and hardly hoping to survive

her confinement, she was, notwithstanding, full of

projects of the most daring and desperate kind. He
informs his readers that she was at this very time pre-

paring to stir up a rebellion in Ireland; and after-

wards, with the aid of the English Catholics, to invade

England, and to assert by force of arms her title to

Elizabeth's crown.

Mr Froude gives, as his authority for these asser-

tions, a letter addressed to Cecil from Scotland by one

Christopher Euxbie or Kokesby, who had contrived

through some treacherous device to obtain an audience

of the Scottish queen. This man had fled from Lon-

don to escape imprisonment for debt. He was after-

wards employed by Cecil as a spy ;
and from the vilest

of human occupations he eventually, as we shall find,

aspired to become an assassin. It is upon the sole

authority of this enterprising person that Mr Froude

asserts that Mary, broken in spirit and anxious to be

relieved of the cares of State, was meditating a rebel-

lion in Ireland and an invasion of England. What
credit is to be attached to the uncorroborated testimony
of a spy and of such a spy it is for the reader to

determine. It may be mentioned as a proof, among
innumerable others, of the indulgent temper of Mary,
that she allowed this miscreant to remain in Scotland

in spite of the discovery which was very soon made
of his real character and objects.

The birth of her son, which took place on the 1 9th

of June, created the utmost satisfaction among all

classes of her subjects ;
and the readiness with which

* Vol. vii. 281.
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Elizabeth consented to stand godmother to the prince

furnishes additional proof that she was not in reality

averse to her marriage with Darnley. Soon after the

birth of the prince, Maitland, who though a party to

the conspiracy against Riccio, had taken a less pro-

minent share in it than his associates in England,
received a pardon from the queen. It was obtained

by the solicitation of Murray and Bothwell, who,

along with the accomplished secretary, now adminis-

tered the affairs of the kingdom.
As soon as the queen was able to travel after her

confinement she proceeded by water on a short visit

to the residence of the Earl of Mar, near Alloa. Two

years and a half after the event> namely, in December

1568 it was alleged, in the 'Book of Articles' pre-

sented by the Earl of Murray at Westminster, that she

was accompanied on this occasion by certain
"
notori-

ous pirates," retainers of Bothwell,
" without any one

honest man to accompany her;" and, moreover, that

during her visit at Alloa she lived in open and scan-

dalous intimacy with Bothwell. Buchanan, in his
'

Detection/ published three years later namely, in

1571 repeats the same story almost in the same words.

This story, so repulsive alike to decency and common-

sense, is not only unconfirmed by any contemporary

evidence, but it is directly contradicted by the Privy
Council register of the day. It would no doubt be

the duty of Bothwell, as hereditary high admiral, to

provide a vessel for the accommodation of the queen.

We do not find, however, from the register that he

accompanied her on this occasion ; but we do find

that among her attendants were not only her host the

Earl of Mar, but the Earl of Murray himself, who
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afterwards presented this slanderous accusation against

his sister before Elizabeth's commissioners at West-

minster.*

Darnley had occupied apartments in the castle

during the confinement of the queen, and after the

birth of his son a better understanding seemed to be

growing up between the royal pair. We may fairly

conclude, from the contents of the queen's testament,

that she at least was inclined to forget the past ; but

the suspicious and violent temper of the king soon led

to fresh troubles. We learn from a letter of the Earl

of Bedford, that soon after the birth of the prince

Darnley had conceived the strongest antipathy to

Murray, and had even threatened to kill him.t The

queen was again forced to attempt the work of recon-

ciliation, the antagonists on this occasion being her

brother and her husband, who had both but a few

* See Chalmers, i. 279.

THE BOOK OF ARTICLES. THE DETECTION.

The queen
"
suddenly past out of the " She suddenly entered into a ship

Castle of Edinburgh by water to Alloa, there prepared for her, which ship was

conducted with certain notorious pirates provided by William Blacater, Edmund
such as William Blacater, Edmund Blacater, Leonard Robertson, and Tho-

Blacater, Leonard Robertson, Thomas mas Dickson, Bothwell's servants, and

Dickson, and their fellows, armed men, famous robbers and pirates. With this

and dependers on Bothwell to the great train of thieves, all honest men wonder-

admiration of all honest persons, seeing ing at it, she betook herself to sea, tak-

her take the sea without any one honest ing not any other with her, no not of

man to accompany her. In Alloa, what her gentlemen nor necessary attendants,
was the form of her behaviour," &c. for common honesty. In Alloa Castle,

where the ship arrived, how she behaved
herself I had rather every man should

with himself imagine it than hear me
declare it," &c.

From this and other passages it is clear that Buchanan, in composing
his '

Detection,' borrowed largely from the ' Book of Articles.'

t
" The queen has declared to Murray that the king bears him evil

will, and that he said to her that he is determined to kill him
; finding

fault that she doth bear him so much company, and in like manner she

(

wills Murray to speak it at the king," &c. Bedford to Cecil, 3d August ;

Von Raumer, 88.
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months before joined in a conspiracy against her

crown, if not against her life. If we may judge by
the results, her efforts were attended with but slight

success.

It is worthy of note that Darnley should never, so

far as we know, have exhibited any jealousy or even

dislike of Bothwell. That nobleman had now acquired

so great an ascendancy at Court, and was so much

hated on that account, that a plot had been already

formed for his overthrow/"' Mary has been much

blamed for the favour which she showed at this period

for this celebrated person, but the explanation is sim-

ple and obvious. Bothwell was the only one of the

great nobles of Scotland who from first to last had

remained faithful both to her mother and herself.

We have no proof of the charge made against him by
the unhappy Arran ; and whatever may have been his

follies or his crimes, no man could say that James

Hepburn was either a hypocrite or a traitor. Though
stanch to the religion which he professed, he never

made it a cloak for his ambition; though driven into

exile and reduced to extreme poverty by the malice of

his enemies, he never, so far as we know, accepted of a

foreign bribe. In an age when political fidelity was

the rarest of virtues, we need not be surprised that his

sovereign at this time trusted and rewarded him. "We

may add, that although the common people admired

his liberality and courage, Bothwell among his brother

* " I have heard that there is a device working for the Earl of Both-

well, the particularities whereof I might have heard, but because such

dealings like me not I desire to hear no further thereof. Bothwell lias

grown of late so hated that he cannot long continue." Letter of 12th

August ; Von Raumer, 89. If Bedford had furnished us with the parti-

culars of the "
device," it might have thrown much light on subsequent

events.
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nobles had no friends. His chief reliance, next to the

favour of the queen, was placed upon his Border vassals

and dependants men whose lawless habits rendered

them impatient of repose, and who were ever ready at

the bidding of their lord to embark in any enterprise,

however dangerous or desperate.

At this time the Earl of Morton and his associates

were making strenuous efforts to obtain pardon for

their treason. Murray, Maitland, and Bothwell all

interceded with the queen in their behalf ; and, with

her habitual readiness in forgiving injuries, she would

have yielded to their entreaties but for the resolute

opposition of Darnley. He knew that he was the

cause of Morton's exile, and he justly feared the

resentment of the man he had betrayed. A vague
sense of impending danger seemed to haunt the mind

of the young king at this time, and he even expressed

his determination of quitting Scotland altogether. On

hearing of his intention, the queen, in presence of her

Council and of Du Croc, the French ambassador, en-

treated her husband to state his reasons for this extra-

ordinary proceeding.
" She likewise," says Du Croc,

" took him by the hand, and besought him for God's

sake to declare if she had given him any occasion for

this resolution ; and entreated he might deal plainly,

and not spare her." The lords also inquired whether

they or any of them had given him cause of offence.

To these appeals Darnley replied,
"
that he had no

ground at all given him for such deliberation." He
then took his leave of the queen in these words,
"
Adieu, madam ; you shall not see my face for a long

space," and retired. This occurrence took place, we
find from Du Croc's letter, on the 30th September.*

*
Keith, ii. 451. From a letter of Robert Melvill to Archbishop
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The continued vexation which the conduct of her

husband caused to the queen did not prevent her

neglecting her public duties. At this time the lawless

condition of the Borders, aggravated if not caused by
the intrigues of Morton, who still resided in Northum-

berland, induced her, by the advice of her ministers,

to proceed to Jedburgh for the purpose of holding an

assize. The queen arrived at that place on the 8th

of October. On the previous day an incident had

occurred which has given rise to much discussion.

Bothwell had been appointed warden of the marches

by Mary of Lorraine, and he had displayed much

activity at this time in apprehending the leading

delinquents ; but one noted freebooter, John Elliot of

Park, who had long set the law at defiance, was still

at large. On the 7th of October this man was descried

by Bothwell in the upper part of Liddesdale. Elliot

fled, and Bothwell, being doubtless the better mounted

of the two, followed and overtook him. The outlaw,

seeing that escape was impossible, turned fiercely on

his pursuer, and a desperate hand-to-hand encounter

took place, in which Elliot was slain on the spot, arid

Bothwell was stretched senseless on the field. When
his followers came up for with characteristic daring

he had left them far behind* they believed that he

was dead; and to that effect Lord Scrope wrote to

Cecil on the following day from Carlisle. But Both-

well, although severely wounded and insensible from

Beton it appears that Darnley was very violent at this time against

Maitland ; the Justice-Clerk, Bellenden ;
and the Clerk-Register, James

MacgilL Keith, ii. 461.
* " His lordship being foremost, and far before his company, encoun-

tered one John Elliot of the Park hand to hand," &c. Lord Scrope to

Cecil, dated Carlisle, 8th October
;
Record Office.
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loss of blood, had received no fatal injury, and he was

removed to his Castle of Hermitage, which, fortunately

for him, was not far distant.

The business of the assize at Jedburgh occupied

from the 8th till the 15th of October; and upon the

latter day, on the close of the proceedings, the queen,

accompanied by her brother, paid a visit to Bothwell,

who was now recovering from his wounds. They
remained at the Castle of Hermitage for two hours,"'"

and returned to Jedburgh, a distance of eighteen

miles, on the same day. This simple act of courtesy

on the part of the queen has been represented by her

enemies as a clear proof of her guilty passion for

Bothwell ; but it is only by a very gross misrepresen-

tation of the circumstances that any such inference

can be drawn. Viewed by the light of the evidence

which we now possess, it cannot be said that there

was anything unbecoming in this mark of attention

on the part of the sovereign to a very powerful and a

very loyal subject, who at the time had nearly lost his

life in the public service.

Let us see how this incident is related by Buchanan.

After describing Bothwell's encounter, he says:
" When

news hereof was brought to Borthwick to the queen,
she flingeth away in haste like a mad woman, by great

journeys in post, in the sharp time of winter, first to

Melrose and then to Jedburgh. There, though she

heard sure news of Ris life, yet her affection, impatient
of delay, could not temper itself, but needs she must

* Carlisle is about twenty- five miles distant from Hermitage. The

respective dates of Bothwell's wounds and of the queen's visit are* cor-

rectly given in the ' Diurnal of Occurrents.' On the day following her

visit a mass of papers was sent to Bothwell from Jedburgh, no doubt

relating to the business of his office. Chalmers, i.
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bewray her outrageous lust ; and in an inconvenient

time of the year, despising all discommodities of the

way and weather, and all dangers of thieves, she betook

herself headlong to her journey, with such a company
as no man of any honest degree would have adven-

tured his life and his goods among them.""" According
to this statement, Mary proceeded with the utmost

speed, not from Jedburgh, but from Borthwick Castle

to Hermitage, a distance of some sixty miles, as soon

as she heard of Bothwell's wound. Buchanan further

states that the journey was performed in winter, and

that she travelled in the worst company. But Buchanan

did not publish his narrative until five years after the

event ; t and it was addressed, in the first instance, to

Englishmen in England, who were necessarily unac-

quainted with the facts. Subsequent historians have

repeated, though in language less gross, the story of

the queen's ride to Hermitage.
"
Mary instantly flew

thither," says Eobertson,
" with an impatience which

has been considered as marking the anxiety of a lover,

but little suited the dignity of a queen.
"
J And

Laing, relying implicitly on the highly-coloured narra-

tive of Buchanan, says,
"
It is certain that she posted

to the Hermitage on the first notice of Bothwell's

wound."

If Kobertson and Laing had had access to the Public

Kecord Office, theywould have found from Lord Scrope's

correspondence, written at the time, and without any
motive for misrepresenting the truth, that instead of

*
Detection, English edition, 10. This description, like that of the

queen's trip to Alloa, is evidently taken from the Book of Articles.

See Appendix B.

f The first edition of the Detection was published in 1571.

J Vol. ii. 172. History, i. 17, note.
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hastening to visit Bothwell immediately on hearing of

his wound, the queen did not stir from Jedburgh until

the business of the assize was finished, fully a week

afterwards; that the journey was performed not in

the midst of winter, but in the middle of October,

when the weather in the south of Scotland is often

fine
;
and that, instead of being attended by the worst

of company, the companion of her journey was her

brother, who was the Kegent of Scotland, and, we may
add, the patron of Buchanan, at the time the latter

composed his famous libel.

It happened that Du Croc, who had accompanied the

queen to Jedburgh, addressed a letter to Paris on the

same day on which she rode to Hermitage ; and after

describing the incomprehensible conduct of Darnley,
and the complete discredit into which he had fallen

in consequence of his follies, the French ambassador

expresses himself as follows respecting the queen :

"
I

never saw her majesty so much beloved, esteemed, and

honoured, nor so great a harmony amongst all her

subjects, as at present is by her wise conduct ; for I

cannot perceive the smallest difference or division."*

The contrast between the testimony of this disinter-

ested witness, written on the spot, and the subse-

quently invented slanders of Buchanan, is sufficiently

instructive.

While the Court was still at Jedburgh, the queen
was seized with a dangerous fever, the result, according
to the opinion of Maitland,t of the continued vexation

and anxiety which she suffered through the perverse
conduct of her husband. For more than a week her

life was in imminent peril, and she awaited the result

* See Keith, ii, 451. f Tytler, vii. 49.
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with characteristic fortitude and resignation. She

earnestly recommended her son to the Earl of Murray,
and entreated him and his brother nobles to live in

peace. She declared her intention of dying in the

religion in which she had been brought up ;
and she

besought her brother not to deal harshly with her

Catholic subjects after she was gone.* She sent her

affectionate remembrances to the King of France,

through Du Croc, who was no less impressed by her

becoming behaviour than by the utter indifference

displayed by Darnley.
" The king," he says,

"
is at

Glasgow, and has not come to this place, although he

has received notice, and has had ample time to come

had he been willing. His conduct can admit of no

excuse."t Darnley did at length make his appearance
at Jedburgh, but it was not until, contrary to the

expectation of her physicians, his wife had recovered.

He remained only a day at Jedburgh, and then returned

to Glasgow, where his father, who had never ventured

to Court since the murder of Riccio, at the time resided.

In the slanderous narrative of Buchanan we are told,

that as soon as Darnley heard of the queen's illness

f< he hasted in post to Jedburgh, to comfort her in her

weakness, and by all the gentle services that he possibly

could, to declare his affection and hearty desire to do

her pleasure," but that he was treated with studied

rudeness and contempt.;];

As soon as the queen was able to travel she returned

by way of Kelso and Dunbar to Edinburgh ; and she

took up her residenc?, probably by the advice of her

* " That he would not be over-extreme to such as were of her religion."

Knox, 399. Knox would not have mentioned the circumstance unless

he had deemed it discreditable to the queen.

f Letter of 24th October
; Keith, ii. 467. J Detection, 11.
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physicians, at the Castle of Craigmillar, a massive

feudal fortress three miles to the south of the capital.

Her husband, about the end of November, also resided

here for several days, and he then set out alone for

Stirling, where it had been arranged that the prince

should be baptised. We learn from Du Croc that

during the king's visit matters went on much as usual.

Darnley was as imperious and intractable as ever, and

the queen, with weakened health and broken spirits,

regarded with alarm every movement of her wayward
husband.

"
I could wish to be dead !

"* were the ex-

pressive words which she repeated again and again at

this time to the French ambassador, who vainly endeav-

oured, to the utmost of his power, to restore peace to

the royal household.

It was after the departure of Darnley from Craig-

millar that the famous conference took place to which

the murder of that unhappy youth may be directly

traced.

We have a detailed account of all that passed on

this occasion from two of the parties who were present

Huntly and Argyll both of them Protestants, and

one of them the brother-in-law of Murray. According
to their statement, Maitland and Murray first opened
the matter to Argyll by lamenting the continued ab-

sence of Morton and his friends, who were prevented

through Darnley's influence from receiving a pardon.
Maitland then suggested that the most certain means

of procuring the pardon of the exiles would be by ob-

taining a divorce between the queen and her husband,
who regarded Morton and his associates as his mortal

enemies. To this Argyll observed that he did not see

*
Keith, i. xcvi.
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how this could be done.
"
My lord," said Maitland,

"
give yourself no concern. We shall find the means

well enough to make her rid of him, so that you and

my Lord of Huntly will only behold the matter and not

be offended thereat." The three councillors next sought

Huntly and Bothwell, who were both also residing at

Craigmillar, and after conferring with them, they all

proceeded in a body to the presence of the queen.

Maitland then, after adverting to the extraordinary

conduct of the king, and the continued vexation

which it had caused to her majesty, suggested that

if she would consent to pardon Morton and his com-

panions in exile, means might be found to obtain a

divorce between her and her husband. He added that

this step had now become necessary, as well for the

sake of her own peace of mind as for the public wel-

fare. The proposal of the secretary was so warmly
seconded by the noblemen present, that the queen at

first expressed a conditional approval of it. She said

that if a lawful divorce might be obtained without

prejudice to her son, she might be induced to consent

to it. To this Bothwell observed that a divorce might

certainly be obtained without affecting the rights of

the prince, adding, by way of illustration, that he

himself had inherited his father's titles and estates

although his parents had been divorced. A question

then arose as to the place where the king should re-

side in the event of a divorce taking place ; but the

queen, upon further reflection, suggested that, instead

of seeking a divorce, she herself should retire for a

while to France. This notion, which, we have seen,

she entertained before the birth of her son, was strenu-

ously opposed by Maitland in the following significant
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words :

" Do not imagine, madam, that we, the prin-

cipal nobility of the realm, shall not find the means of

ridding your majesty of him without prejudice to your
son ;

and albeit my Lord of Murray here present be

little less scrupulous for a Protestant than your grace

is for a Papist, be assured that he will look through

his fingers and behold our doings, saying nothing to

the same." To this mysterious speech the queen at

once replied : "I will that ye do nothing through
which any spot may be laid on my honour or con-

science ; and therefore, I pray you, rather let the

matter be in the state that it is, abiding till God of

His goodness put remedy thereto.""'

To these allegations, so far as they affect the Earl

of Murray, he subsequently gave in a written reply,

which is still extant.
" In case," he says,

"
any man

will say and affirm that ever I was present when any

purposes were holden at Craigmillar in my audience,

tending to any unlawful or dishonourable end, or that

ever I subscribed any band [bond] there, or that any

purpose was holden anent the subscribing of any band

by me to my knowledge, I avow they speak wickedly
and untruly, which I will maintain against them, as

becomes an honest man, to the end of my life." This

language is very vague, for he only expressly denies

what was not alleged namely, that he had signed

any bond at Craigmillar. He goes on to say :

"
Only

this far the subscription of bands by me is true, that

indeed I subscribed a band with the Earls of Huntly,

Argyll, and Bothwell, in Edinburgh, at the beginning
of October the same year, 1566, which was devised

in sign of our reconciliation in respect of the former

* Protestation of Huntly and Argyll ; Keith, iii. 290.

L
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grudges and displeasures that had been amongst us ;

whereunto I was constrained to make promise before

I could be admitted to the queen's presence, or have

any show of her favour," &c.'* This latter allegation

we know to be untrue. We know that Murray had

regained the queen's favour long before the month of

October. We know that in June he and Argyll were

the only two noblemen who resided in Edinburgh
Castle during the queen's confinement; and in the

event of her death, we cannot doubt that they would

have continued to administer the government, at least

until the return of the Duke of Chatelherault, who was

then in France. We learn, further, from the correspond-

ence of the Earl of Bedford, that in the month of Au-

gust the queen and her brother were on the best terms.
" She confessed before the whole house," says Bedford,
"
that she would not be content that either he

"
(mean-

ing Darnley)
"
or any other should be unfriendly to

Murray,"t The reason, therefore, assigned by him for

becoming a party to the bond in October cannot be

the true one.

As the queen, on reflection, positively refused to

entertain the project of a divorce,! those who proposed

it eventually resolved to pave the way for the return

of Morton and his friends by the murder of the king.

In accordance with the savage custom of the age, a

bond was drawn up, in which he was declared to be
"
a young fool and tyrant/' who was unworthy to rule

* Answer of Murray; Keith, iii. 294.

t Quoted by Von Raumer, 88.

J As a Catholic, she knew that the only ground upon which she could

seek a divorce was upon that of consanguinity, and that her marriage
could not be dissolved on that account without affecting the rights of

her son. Ormiston's Confession ;
State Trials, vol. i.
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over them ;
the subscribers therefore bound themselves

to remove him by some expedient or another, each

engaging to stand by the other in this deadly enter-

prise at the hazard of his life and fortune. The deed

was drawn up by Sir James Balfour, an experienced

lawyer, but the most corrupt and treacherous of men,

who at this time was an active tool of Bothwell ; and

it was signed by both, as well as by Huntly, Argyll,

and Maitland. Murray, we have seen, solemnly de-

clared that he did not sign it ; and this is consistent

both with the wary character of the man and with

the significant expression used by Maitland in his pre-

sence,
"
that he would look through his fingers and

behold their doings, saying nothing to the same."

This transaction took place in the beginning of De-

cember 1566.

On the 17th of the same month the prince was

baptised at Stirling in presence of the principal no-

bility, and of the English, French, and Piedmontese

ambassadors.
" The queen," says Du Croc,

" behaved

herself admirably during the baptism, and showed so

much earnestness to entertain all the goodly company
in the best manner, that this made her forget in a

good measure her former ailments.""* But he adds,

that she sent for him a few days afterwards, and he

found her
"
weeping sore," and complaining of "

a

grievous pain in her side."
"

I am much grieved," he

continues,
"
for the many troubles and vexations she

meets with."

Du Croc furnishes us in the same letter with several

particulars concerning Darnley, whose conduct at this

time appears to be altogether inexplicable. He went
*

Quoted by Chalmers, i. 304.
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to Stirling, as we have seen, from Craigmillar ; but Du
Croc says that he did not believe he would be present

at the baptism; and the French ambassador was right.

Two days before the ceremony the king announced

his intention of leaving the town; but he remained

notwithstanding, although, to the surprise of the

guests, he did not appear either at the baptism or at

the entertainments which followed. So unaccountable

was his behaviour that Du Croc positively refused to

see him, although he sent several messages on the day
of the baptism desiring an interview.

" His deport-

ment is incurable," says Du Croc,
" nor can there be

ever any good expected from him." If the statement

of Camden, that the Earl of Bedford was instructed

not to give Darnley the title of king,"* is true, his

absence from the baptism is sufficiently accounted

for ; and we know as a fact that that title was never

accorded to him in his lifetime by Elizabeth.

The sullen and capricious conduct of Darnley may
also have arisen from his belief that Morton and his

accomplices were at length about to receive the par-

don which had been hitherto withheld. Darnley had

every reason to dread the return of these men to Scot-

land. He had not only denounced and betrayed them,

but they knew that it was entirely through his influ-

ence that their exile had been prolonged. After the

baptism of the prince a fresh attempt was made by the

chief advisers of the queen namely, Murray, Bothwell,
and Maitland to obtain the pardon of their friends

;

and the powerful aid both of the French ambassador

and of the Earl of Bedford, who spoke in the name

and by the desire of his mistress, rendered it impos-
* Camden, book i.
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sible for Mary on such an occasion to resist the joint

intercession of her chief nobility and her sister queen.

Robertson attributes the pardon of Morton and his

friends entirely to the influence of Bothwell. "Mary,"
he says, "who had hitherto continued inexorable to

every treaty in their behalf, yielded at last to the

solicitations of Bothwell/' * But Elizabeth took to

herself the sole credit of obtaining Morton's pardon.
In a letter written some months afterwards to Throg-

morton, she says :

" The Earl of Morton had refuge
in our realm when we might have delivered him to

death ; and," she adds,
" he was restored to his pardon

for gratifying us upon instance made by our order at

the Earl of Bedford's being with the queen,"t

On the 24th of December Mary signed Morton's

pardon. His most active accomplice, Ruthven, was

now dead; but the queen's pardon extended to the son

and representative of that nobleman, to Lord Lindsay,
and to seventy-five other persons, who were all impli-

cated in the conspiracy to murder Riccio and dethrone

their sovereign. It is worthy of note that the latter

purpose was accomplished by these very men within

six months after they received their pardon.
The only two persons exempted from the general

amnesty were George Douglas, who had stabbed the

secretary in presence of the queen, and Ker of Fau-

donside, who had held his pistol at her breast during
the perpetration of the murder.

On the same day upon which the pardon of the Earl

* Vol. ii. 184.

t Queen Elizabeth to Throgmorton, 27th July 1567 ; Keith, ii. 705.

This agrees with the letter written by Bedford to Cecil at the time.

See Chalmers, ii. 291.
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of Morton was signed, Darnley suddenly left Stirling

for Glasgow without even taking leave of the queen.
His disapproval of the amnesty was no doubt the

cause of his abrupt departure. Buchanan does not

hesitate to assert that he was poisoned by his wife

before he left Stirling,"* and that he was taken ill on

the road to Glasgow from this cause.

This is not the only charge which Buchanan makes

against the queen. He informs us that, both before

and after her illness at Jedburgh, she was living in

open and notorious adultery with Bothwell. He tells

us further, that after having attempted to poison her

husband at Stirling, she made a second unsuccessful

attempt to poison him at Glasgow; and, lastly, he

assures us that it was her intention, after having mur-

dered her husband, to destroy her child.

These accusations are of a most extraordinary kind,

but the proofs adduced in their support are more

extraordinary still.
" When he

"
(Darnley)

" was

preparing to depart for Glasgow," says the author of

the
'

Detection/
"
she caused poison to be given him.

You will ask, By whom ? In what manner ? What
kind of poison 1 Where had she it 1 Ask you these

questions? as though wicked princes ever wanted

ministers of their wicked treacheries. But still you

press me, perhaps, and still you ask me, Who be these

ministers ? If this cause were to be pleaded before

grave Cato the censor, all this were easy for us to

prove before him that was persuaded that there is no

adulteress but the same is also a poisoner. Need we
seek for a more substantial witness than Cato, every

* This is first insinuated in the ' Book of Articles.' See Appendix B.

It is roundly asserted by Buchanan. See Detection, 48.
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one of whose sentences antiquity esteemed as so many
oracles 1 Shall we not in a manifest thing believe

him whose credit hath in things doubtful so oft pre-

vailed 1 Lo ! here a man of singular uprightness, and

of most notable faithfulness and credit, beareth witness

against a woman burning in hatred of her husband,"

&c.*~ It is hard to believe, yet it is impossible to dis-

pute, that the author of this rare piece of rhetoric was

accounted one of the most accomplished scholars of

the age.

And where was Buchanan, it may be asked, at the

time of the prince's christening ? We know for cer-

tain that he was at Stirling, assisting at the entertain-

ments given in honour of that event, and extolling to

the skies in pedantic Latin verses the virtues of the

sovereign whom he tells us every one knew at the

time to be a monster of lust and cruelty.t There can

be no possible mistake upon this point. It is true

*
Detection, 49. Malcolm Laing labours hard to prove that this por-

tion of the ' Detection
'

namely, the " Oration
" was written not by

Buchanan, but by Dr Thomas Wilson, an English civilian
;
but the

answer to this is simple and conclusive. The first Scotch edition of the
'

Detection/ published in 1571, bears the initials of Buchanan, and it

contains the " Oration
"
as well as the "

Detection," and both in Scotch,
which Wilson could not have written. But when we find Buchanan

acknowledging in the title-page that he was the author, it is idle to

speculate further on the matter. A copy of the first Scotch edition is

to be found in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh.
t The following lines of Buchanan were addressed to the queen 011

the occasion of a masque which was performed before the English and
French ambassadors and the other guests at Stirling :

" Virtute ingenio, Regina, et munere formae

Felicibus felicior majoribus,

Conjugii fructu sed felicissima, cujus

Legati honorant exteri cunabula

Rustica quern donis reverentur numina silvis,

Satyri relictis, naiadesque fontibus," &c.

Opera, lib. iii.
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that the
' Detection

'

was not composed for some years
after the baptism of the prince ; but in that atrocious

libel Buchanan tells us that for months before that

event she was living in adultery with Bothwell

namely, at Edinburgh, Jedburgh, and other places

and in a manner so public and notorious,
"
as they

seemed to fear nothing more than lest their wicked-

ness should be unknown."* If these charges were

true, Buchanan himself knew, and every one else

knew, when he was celebrating the virtues of the

queen at Stirling, that she was the most abandoned

of her sex. If he knew them to be false, no literary

assassin was ever guilty of such villany.

Buchanan composed his libel when the Queen of

Scots was a fugitive in England, notoriously to serve

the purposes of his new patrons, who had driven her

from her native kingdom. He had been the most

assiduous of her flatterers so long as she occupied her

throne, but from the time that she became the tenant

of a prison he pursued her with the malice of a demon
;

and his slanders, as we have already stated, were

addressed, in the first instance, not to his own coun-

trymen, but to Englishmen in England, who had no

means either of verifying or refuting them. The ene-

mies of the Scottish queen exhibited their wonted skill

in purchasing the services of Buchanan to blacken

the character of their sovereign. His repute as a

scholar secured for his book a wide and rapid circula-

tion. The monstrous fictions of the
' Detection

'

were

duly copied in process of time by Knox and by De
Thou. They disfigure innumerable pages of Eobertson,

of Laing, and of Mignet, although these historians, one

*
Detection, 13.
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and all, refrain from quoting his libel as an authority.

But a well-known modern author has displayed more

candour and more courage. Mr Froude unhesitatingly

declares his belief in the truth of the
'

Detection;' and

he asserts, moreover,
"
that it will receive at last the

authoritative position which it deserves."* We can

therefore be at no loss to ascertain whence he has

derived his notions of the character and conduct of

the Queen of Scots.

It is a striking proof of the carelessness with which

history is written, that not one of the authors who
have adopted the slanders of Buchanan has taken the

trouble to ascertain whether or not they were con-

firmed by any contemporary evidence. Had they
done so, they would have found that none such exists.

There is no proof whatever that any calumnious re-

ports were in circulation respecting Bothwell and the

queen during her husband's lifetime. These were first

put in circulation not before, but after Darnley's mur-

der
;
and this is a circumstance especially deserving of

attention.

But if we have no evidence of the existence of any
such injurious reports we have abundant evidence of

a contrary kind. We have abundant proof that at

the very time when, according to Buchanan, the Queen
of Scots was leading a life of the most notorious pro-

fligacy, she never stood higher in the estimation both

of her own subjects and of her partisans in England.

By far the most trustworthy testimony which we pos-
sess concerning Scotland at this time consists of the

letters written by the English and the French ambas-

sadors in that country. But neither in the despatches
*

History, x. 320, note.
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of the Earl of Bedford, who was no friend to the Queen
of Scots nor in those of Sir William Drury, the English
resident at Berwick, who carefully transmitted to Cecil

every piece of gossip respecting the Scottish Court

nor in those of Du Croc, who, though favourably dis-

posed towards Mary, was a man of known integrity,"
5'

do we find the most distant allusion to any unbecom-

ing conduct upon her part. On the contrary, in the

opinion of Du Croc, she never stood higher in public

estimation than during the latter part of 1566. The

Parliament of England, which met in November of

that year, was evidently of the same mind. Both

Houses addressed the queen on the subject of the suc-

cession, praying her in the name of the nation not to

allow the question to remain any longer unsettled.!

Although the name of the Queen of Scots was not

mentioned, Elizabeth was well aware that the move-

ment proceeded from the partisans of Mary, who, in

both branches of the Legislature, but especially in the

Upper House, were at this time more numerous and

active than ever. Considering the difficulties of her

position, Mary had, upon the whole, conducted the

government of Scotland with remarkable prudence
and success ; and her moderation in matters of religion

induced even the most powerful of the Protestant

nobility to regard her claims with favour. The birth

of a son who inherited all the rights of the eldest

daughter of Henry VII.
, gave additional strength to

the pretensions of the house of Stewart. But Eliza-

beth declined, though in very ambiguous terms, to

make any settlement of the succession. She, however,

* Holinshed describes him as " a wise aged gentleman."

f Rapin, book xvii.
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commissioned the Earl of Bedford, before he proceeded
to Scotland, to make a final attempt to obtain from

the Queen of Scots a confirmation of the treaty of

Edinburgh ; and with this object the English ambas-

sador was empowered to make concessions of the most

important kind. Cecil had overreached the French

commissioners at Edinburgh by introducing words

into the treaty which were clearly intended to bar

Mary and her descendants from the English succession,

but Elizabeth was now willing to remove this obstacle

to its fulfilment.
" Our meaning is/' she said in her

instructions to Bedford,
"
to require nothing to be

confirmed in that treaty but that which directly ap-

pertains to us and our children, omitting anything
in that treaty that may be prejudicial to her title as

next heir after us and our children, all which may
be secured to her by a new treaty betwixt us."

*

Nothing could be more equitable than this proposal

on the part of Elizabeth. It was, in fact, substantially

the same as that which Mary herself had formerly
made. But whether the temptation of adopting in

her turn the tantalising policy of her rival was too

strong to be resisted, or whether, as is more probable,
she was guided by the mischievous advice of Maitland,

she did not reply directly to the overture of Elizabeth.

She suggested instead, that before proceeding further

*
Keith, ii 462. The whole of the instructions are drawn up in the

most friendly spirit. As godmother of the prince, Elizabeth sent a pre-
sent of a splendid gold font to be used at the baptism.

" You may say

pleasantly," she says in her instructions to Bedford, speaking of her

present,
" that it was made as soon as we heard of the prince's birth,

and then it was big enough for him
; but now he, being grown, is too big

for it, therefore it may be better used for the next child," &c. The
whole of Elizabeth's conduct at this time is inconsistent with her pro-
fessed opposition to Mary's marriage.
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in the matter of the succession, it should be ascertained

whether or not the will of Henry VIII. excluding the

descendants of his eldest sister Margaret was genuine
or not/* This proceeding on the part of Mary raises

the suspicion that, remembering the habitual duplicity

with which she had been treated, and relying on her

flourishing prospects, she cherished the hope of being
able at some future time to challenge her rival's title

to the crown of England. But all such aspirations, if

she ever entertained them, were very soon afterwards

dashed to the ground ; and thus the only opportunity
which occurred during the lifetime of the two queens
of settling their differences on a just and solid basis

was thrown away.
Before the Court left Stirling a step was taken by

the queen which has been generally attributed to the

influence of Bothwell. There can be no doubt that

the murder of Darnley had been resolved upon at

Craigmillar ; and we may conclude, from subsequent

events, that Bothwell had determined, with the aid

and probably at the instigation of his associates, to

marry the royal widow. But as the earl was already

married, it would be necessary to procure a divorce ;

and it is alleged, and it is probable, that with this

object he obtained a restoration of the consistorial

jurisdiction of the Archbishop of St Andrews, which

had been abolished by the Convention of States in

1560. As the Countess of Bothwell was a Catholic,

and she and her husband were within the prohibited

degrees of consanguinity, a divorce might be obtained

on that ground in the court of the primate. If there

was the slightest evidence to show that Mary was

*
Keith, ii. 491 ; Mary to Elizabeth, 3d January 1567.
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cognisant of the schemes of Bothwell, the restoration

of the consistorial jurisdiction of the archbishop at this

time would be a circumstance of strong suspicion ;

but no such evidence exists, nor do we even know by
whom the measure was proposed. It might have been

suggested to the queen by Maitland, who was acting

at the time in close concert with Bothwell ;
and being

recommended by her Protestant advisers, we can well

believe that it would receive no opposition at her

hands.

The General Assembly of the Kirk, which was

sitting at Edinburgh at the time, protested strenuously

against the restoration of the archbishop's court, de-

claring
"
that the queen should be informed that this

was a violation of the laws of the realm, and the

setting up again of the Koman Antichrist." In order

to appease the discontent of the Protestant clergy,

means were taken for increasing their very slender

stipends. They accepted the boon under protest that

it should prove no bar to their claim to the whole

patrimony of the Kirk/* of which they had been un-

justly deprived.
*

Spottiswoode, ii. 47.



CHAPTEE V.

THE PLOT AGAINST DARNLEY THE ALLEGED LETTERS OF

THE QUEEN TO BOTHWELL.

DAKNLEY had imprudently set out for Glasgow at a

time when smallpox was prevalent in that city, and

we learn from the Earl of Bedford that the queen,

on hearing that her husband had caught that infec-

tious malady, sent her own physician to attend him.'
55

'

Buchanan, writing five years afterwards, to serve the

purposes of the dominant faction in Scotland, asserts

that, instead of sending her own physician to Glasgow,

she actually prohibited her husband during his illness

from receiving medical attendance of any kind.t It

does not require the express contradiction of Bed-

ford to convince us of the falsehood of this ridiculous

accusation.

About the middle of January the queen returned

from Stirling to Edinburgh, accompanied by the in-

fant prince. The Earl of Morton had by this time

* Bedford to Cecil, 9th January 1567 ; Record Office. Bedford was

then at Berwick. After the christening of the prince the English am-

bassador visited the Earl of Murray in Fife, where he was received

"with much honour, great cheer, and courteous entertainment" (letter

to Cecil of 30th December). He then proceeded to Edinburgh and

Berwick.

f
" And yet all this while the queen would not suffer so much as a

physician once to come at him." Detection, 16.
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returned to Scotland ; and even before he reached his

own home, Bothwell and Maitland met him, and pro-

posed that he should join in the conspiracy for the

murder of the king. This remarkable interview took

place at Whittingham Castle * in East Lothian, the

residence of a kinsman of Morton's ; and according to

the confession of that nobleman made before his exe-

cution in the year 1581, he refused to take part in

the enterprise unless it was approved by the queen.

The conspirators assured him that this was the case ;

but as they failed to produce any evidence of her

assent, he says that he declined to join them. This

incident occurred about the 20th January 1567.

Morton was thus, by his own confession, acquainted
with the fact of the conspiracy ; and there are strong
reasons for believing that, notwithstanding his denial,

he aided in the prosecution of the plot. Motives still

more powerful than revenge urged him, as well as

the other conspirators, to seek Darnley's death. Mor-

ton and Maitland, as well as Murray, had imposed

upon the generous nature of the queen in the disposal
of the crown-lands, and they knew that Darnley had

expressed his disapproval of the improvident bounty
of his wife. They knew, moreover, that by the law
of Scotland any such grants made without the sanc-

tion of Parliament might be revoked at any time

before the queen attained the age of twenty - five.t

* A portion of the castle is still in good preservation. There is a

splendid yew-tree in front of the building, under which tradition says
the conspirators discussed the plan of Darnley's murder. Mr Froude
has made the strange mistake of converting Whittingham Castle into a

"hostelry." He makes the conspirators meet "in the yard of the

hostelry of Whittingham." Vol. viii. 351.

t Stat. James II., anno 1437. Gilbert Stuart, Public Law of Scot-

land, 49.
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The fears of the conspirators were not imaginary,
for during the preceding reign various grants which

James V. had been induced to make to his nobles

during his minority were cancelled before he arrived

at the full age prescribed by law/* Mary had now
entered her twenty

- fifth year, and it was of the

utmost consequence to the conspirators to obtain a

confirmation of their titles in the Parliament which

was about to meet in the spring. If this opportunity
were allowed to pass, the queen might at any time

before December 1567 resume the extensive grants of

crown and Church lands which she had made to

the chief of the Protestant nobility before her mar-

riage. The conspirators had good reason to fear

that Darnley would exert all his influence to induce

her to take this step ; and as his illness might not

improbably lead to a reconciliation between the royal

pair for they all knew her forgiving temper the

danger was obvious and imminent. Although Both-

well had shared less in the bounty of the queen than

his associates, we know he had a motive no less

powerful for seeking the death of Darnley. Thus was
formed the third plot of the Protestant nobility for

the destruction of Darnley and the queen. Two had

already failed, but the conspirators were at length to

reap the fruits of their perseverance and audacity.
If it is asked why Maitland and Morton should

have lent themselves to the daring schemes of Both-

well, the answer is plain. They knew that, if success-

ful, they must prove fatal both to him and to the

queen. Bothwell had long been regarded as an enemy
by the faction of which Murray was the chief. The

*
Stuart, Public Law of Scotland, 52.
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reconciliation between them was recent, and it had

never been sincere.* The murder of Darnley, followed

by the marriage of the queen to Bothwell, could not

fail to exasperate the people ;
and amid the general

discontent the Protestant chiefs would have an excel-

lent opportunity of carrying out their long-meditated

scheme of seizing on the government. Eobertson

seems to think it incredible that men should help to

elevate a confederate whom they hated with a view to

his ultimate ruin ; yet we know that the very same

men had played the very same game with Darnley

only a few months before. They had engaged to

obtain for him the crown-matrimonial as the price of

Ids adhesion to the conspiracy against Eiccio ;
but

who can doubt that, if Darnley had ever acquired that

dignity, he would have been speedily hurled from it

by the men to whom he was indebted for his eleva-

tion ? The plot for the destruction of Darnley failed

from causes already explained ; the plot for the ruin

of Bothwell was entirely successful.

While the enemies of Darnley were maturing their

murderous schemes, various alarming rumours reached

the queen. It was reported, on the one hand, that her

husband intended to crown the infant prince prepara-

tory to his assuming the government in the name of

his son
; arid, on the other hand, it was rumoured that

it was intended to place the king himself in ward.

One Hiegate, who was town-clerk of Glasgow, was
said to have circulated these reports ; but upon being
summoned before the Privy Council, he denied the

accusation. The queen was much annoyed by these

rumours, and in writing to her ambassador in Paris

* See Bedford's letter of 3d August preceding, ante, 151.

M
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on the 20th of January, she spoke with some irritation

respecting both Darnley and his father, whom she

appears to have considered in some way responsible

for their circulation.
" As for the king our husband,"

she says in this letter, "God knows always our part

towards him ; and his behaviour and thankfulness to

us is equally well known to God and the world, espe-

cially our own indifferent"* subjects see it, and in their

hearts, we doubt not, condemn the same. Always
we perceive him occupied and busy enough to have

inquisition of our doings, which, God willing, shall

always be such as none shall have occasion to be

offended with them, or to report of us anyways but

honourably, however he, his father, and their fautors

speak, which we know want no goodwill to make
us have ado, if their power were equivalent to their

minds," &c.t

As she set out on the day following the date of

this letter to visit her husband in Glasgow, some his-

torians have drawn from it the most unfavourable J

conclusions ; but these seem to be unwarranted. Mary
had too good reason to be annoyed at the conduct

of Lennox and his son, and it was natural that she

should give expression to her annoyance while writing
to one of her most faithful friends. To interpret such

expressions as a proof of settled hatred of her husband

is unreasonable and unjust. What would her enemies

have said if, instead of giving vent to her real feelings,

her letter had abounded in expressions of ardent affec-

tion ? "Would they not have asserted, and with far

more justice, that such hypocrisy raised the strongest

suspicion of her guilt?
*

I.e., impartial. f Keith, i. 101. J Mignet, i. 204.
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Mary left Edinburgh, according to her enemies, on

the 21st'" of January, accompanied by Bothwell, who

was sheriff of the county, and by his brother-in-law,

the Earl of Huntly. They stopped that night at Cal-

lander, near Falkirk, the residence of Lord Livingstone.

The queen remained at Callander on the following day,

and the two earls returned to Edinburgh. On Thurs-

day the 23d she proceeded to Glasgow, and as she

approached the city, the Hamiltons and other of the

neighbouring gentry received her with every demon-

stration of loyalty. The Earl of Lennox was residing

at Glasgow at the time, but instead of waiting on

the queen, he sent a retainer named Thomas Crawford

to acquaint her that he durst not venture into her

presence in consequence of the displeasure she had

expressed respecting him at Stirling. Annoyed appa-

rently at this fresh instance of perversity on the part

of her father-in-law, Mary curtly replied that there was

no medicine against fear, and proceeded on her journey.

It is hardly necessary to observe that her language
and bearing to the messenger of Lennox were entirely

in accordance with the sentiments which she had ex-

pressed three days before to her ambassador in Paris.

The same remark holds good with regard to her

first meeting with Darnley. Those historians who
seek to make the queen's conduct accord with their own

preconceived notions, assert that she loaded him with

caresses in order to gain him to her purpose.
"
By

all her words and actions/' says Eobertson,t
"
she en-

deavoured to express an uncommon affection for him."

* This is disputed by Goodall, Chalmers, and others
;
but it is my in-

tention throughout to take the case against the queen as it has been

presented by her accusers. See Appendix D.

"I ii. 190.
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" She employed the most tender assiduities," says

Laing,"* "to remove his suspicions and regain his con-

fidence, to sooth and assure his mind, and to persuade
him to return in a litter to Edinburgh." Mignett
uses language equally strong ;

but none of these histo-

rians give us any authority for their assertions.

We have, however, the deposition of a witness who

professed to have heard from Darnley's own lips his

account of his first interview with the queen ;
and

beyond a natural expression of sorrow for his sickness,

we do not find a word to justify these imputations.
On the contrary, instead of that extraordinary display
of affection which has been conjured up by the ima-

gination of modern historians, we find that Mary at

once proceeded to question her husband respecting
the alarming rumours which had reached her in Edin-

burgh. She interrogated him closely upon these and

other matters, and especially respecting his alleged

design of leaving Scotland. It appears that sick-

ness and solitude had rendered Darnley a wiser man ;

and after replying to her inquiries, he made a full

confession of his follies, pleading youth and want

of friends as the cause of his misconduct. He ex-

pressed at the same time his unalterable affection for

the queen, and his earnest and only wish that they

might live once more together.^ It was not Mary,

therefore, but her husband, who on this occasion was

lavish in his professions of attachment ; but she

readily gave him her hand in token of reconciliation,

and it was agreed that they should proceed together
* Vol. i. 26. t Vol. i. 204.

"
I desire no other thing but that we may be together as husband

and wife. And if ye will not consent thereto, I desire never to rise

forth of this bed." Deposition of Thomas Crawford
;
Record Office.
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to Craigmillar as soon as he was able to travel. Such,

according to Thomas Crawford, the person above men-

tioned, was the first interview between the queen and

her husband. Crawford declared upon his oath that

Darnley communicated the particulars to him imme-

diately afterwards, and that he forthwith committed

them to writing. Although the latter statement is

suspicious, the narrative of Crawford bears, upon the

whole, a strong air of probability. Nothing could be

more natural than the behaviour of the queen through-
out. We have seen that she left Edinburgh in a state

of annoyance at the rumours which were afloat, and

this feeling was probably aggravated by the rude

apology which Lennox made for his non-appearance
as she entered Glasgow. We find that the moment
she meets Darnley she gives vent to the feelings which

are uppermost in her mind. Her language is certainly

not that of flattery, for nearly all her questions are in-

direct reproaches of her husband ; but she is speedily

silenced by his penitent and affectionate demeanour,
and a reconciliation more or less complete takes place
between them. Is it at all surprising that Mary, who
had twice forgiven the treachery of her brother, who
had forgiven Maitland and Chatelherault, Morton and

Lindsay and Euthven, should, under the circumstances,
be induced to overlook the errors of a husband whom
she had certainly married from affection, and who now
made so full a confession of his follies ?

Her enemies accuse her of having feigned at this

time an affection for the man she detested, that she

might entice him away to the fatal Kirk -of-Field
;

but if this had been her design, we should have ex-

ported that her conduct would have been the reverse
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of that which Crawford has described. We should

have expected that when she met her husband con-

scious guilt would have assumed the guise, if not of

ostentatious sympathy, at least of smooth attention.

We should have thought that at all events she would

have refrained from touching upon any topic which

was likely to annoy him. She knew his wayward
and captious temper ;

and the slightest provocation

might, by widening the breach between them,, have

led to the derangement of all her plans. But instead

of approaching her husband with expressions of affec-

tion real or feigned, she addressed him at once in the

language of complaint. If Darnley's spirit had not"

been subdued by sickness, it is too probable that he

would have replied in a recriminatory tone, and the

alleged project of the queen must have fallen to the

ground. As it was, he spoke, for the first time in his

life, rationally and calmly ; and it is most important
to observe that the proposal for a reconciliation came

not from the queen, but from him. It was he who
first proposed that they should live again together as

man and wife. It is from testimony which the enemies

of the queen themselves produced namely, from Craw-

ford's deposition that we learn this most material fact.

It is assumed by the historians adverse to the queen,

that she went to Glasgow at this time of her own

accord, or rather at the instigation of Bothwell. The

Bishop of Ross,"'
5

"

on the contrary, states that she visited

Darnley at his own request. The testimony of so

warm a partisan of Mary is to be received with cau-

tion ; but we find it confirmed in the most positive

manner by the queen's enemies. According to Craw-

* See his " Defence of Queen Mary's honour," printed in Anderson.
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ford's deposition, she asked her husband, on their first

meeting, what was meant by the cruelty mentioned
"
in his letters" "It is of you only," replies Darnley,

"
that will not accept my offers and repentance ;

"
and

he proceeds to express the utmost contrition for his

past conduct. The principal letter produced against

the queen at Westminster contained a passage identi-

cal in meaning* and almost in words with that just

cited; so that, whatever theories modern historians

may form on the subject, it was certainly admitted

by the queen's enemies at the time that Darnley had

written to her from Glasgow, expressing sorrow for

his misconduct, and seeking a reconciliation. Her

visit to that city, therefore, which has been regarded
as one of the strongest proofs of her guilty complicity
with Bothwell, admits, according to the testimony of

her enemies, of a most simple and natural explanation.

It is asserted that while the queen was at Glasgow
she wrote certain letters to Bothwell ; and it may be

admitted that, if these letters are genuine, she was

accessory to the murder of her husband. It will

therefore be necessary to pause in our narrative, while

we invite the attention of the reader to these justly-

celebrated productions.

The firstt of the alleged letters in the English
edition of Buchanan's '

Detection
'

is to the following
effect :

* " You ask me "
(it is Darnley who speaks)

" what I mean by the

cruelty contained in my letter
;

it is of you alone, that will not accept
my offers and repentance." See No. 2 of the queen's alleged letters

to Bothwell in this chapter.
t This letter is often printed as the second of the series

;
but it is placed

first by Buchanan, and we know that it was the first produced at West-
minster.
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LETTER No. 1.

It appears that with your absence there is also joyned for-

getfulness, seeing that at your departing you promised to

make me advertisement of your news from time to time. The

waiting upon them yesterday caused me to be almost in such

joy as I will be at your returning, which you have delayed

longer than your promise was. As to me, howbeit I have

no further news from you, according to my commissions I

bring the man with me to Craigrnillar upon Monday, where

he will be all Wednesday ;
and I will go to Edinburgh, to

draw blood of me, if in the mean time I get no news to the

contrary from you. He is more gay than ever you saw him
;

he puts me in remembrance of all things that may make me
believe he loves me. Perhaps you will say that he makes

love to me, of the which I take so great pleasure that I

enter never where he is but incontinent I take the sickness

of my sore side, I am so troubled with it. If Paris *
brings

me that which I send him for, I trust it shall amend me. I

pray you advertise me of your news at length, and what I

shall do, in case you be not returned when I am come there
;

for in case you work not wisely, I see that the whole burden

of this will fall upon my shoulders. Provide for all things,

and discourse upon it first with yourself. I send this by
Betoun, who goes to one day of law of the Lord of Balfours. I

will say no further, saving I pray you to send me good news

of your voyage. From Glasgow this Saturday in the morning.

The letters are eight in number, and this is the only
one that bears a date. The writer says that according
to her commission she

"
brings the man to Craigmillar

on Monday/' an expression which implies that it had

been previously agreed between her and Bothwell that

her husband should be brought to that place ; but

according to another piece of evidence produced by
the queen's enemies, Bothwell had already been pre-

paring another place for the reception of the king.
* A French servant of the queen.
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At the Conference at Westminster in 1568, Murray

produced a journal or diary of events in Scotland, com-

mencing with the birth of the prince, and ending with

the battle of Langside. According to this journal, the

queen could not possibly have had a commission to

bring her husband to Craigmillar, for on the day before

her letter was written, Bothwell was preparing the

house at the Kirk-of-Field for the reception of the

king.* How is this contradiction to be accounted for?

We learn from the deposition of Thomas Nelson,

the only one of Darnley's servants who survived the

catastrophe at the Kirk-of-Field, that it was first pro-

posed at Glasgow that Darnley should accompany the

queen to Craigmillar ;

" but because he had no will

thereof/' t the purpose was altered, and he was taken

to the Kirk-of-Field instead. But it is inexplicable

how Bothwell should have known of this decision

before the queen herself. On the Saturday morning,
the 25th of January, she writes positively that she

will bring her husband to Craigmillar ; yet on the day
before, according to the journal, Bothwell knew that

he was coming to the Kirk-of-Field, and was making
his preparations accordingly.

This letter was produced before Elizabeth's commis-

sioners both at York and at Westminster, and there

was a person in England at the time who could have

given important evidence regarding it. Archibald

Beton,J by whom it is alleged to have been carried,

" And Bothwell, this 24th day [of January], was found verray tymus,
ng the king's ludging that wes in preparing for him

;
and the same

nycht tuik journay towards Lyddisdail." See Appendix D.

t Howell's State Trials, i.

t See the list of the queen's attendants who accompanied her to

England. Chalmers, i. 441.
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was at Bolton Castle in attendance upon his mistress,

the Queen of Scots ; but no attempt was made to

obtain the attendance of this most necessary witness,

nor was any question put to him on the subject.

The second letter, also said to have been written

from Glasgow, was the most important piece of evi-

dence produced against the Queen of Scots. A con-

temporary copy of it in English, marked with Cecil's

hand, is still preserved in the Public Eecord Office. It

is as follows :

*

LETTER No. 2.

Being gon from the place where I had left my heart, it

may be easily judged what my countenance was, considering
what the body may without heart, which was cause .

that till dinner I had used little talk, neither would anybody
adventure himself thereunto, thinking that it was not good so

to do.

Four miles from thence a gentleman of the Earl of Lenox

came and made his commendations and excuses unto me, that

he came not to meet me, because he durst not enterprise so to

do, considering the sharp words that I had spoken to Conyng-
ham, and that he desired that I would come to the enquisi-

tion of the facts which I did suspect him of. This last was of

his own head without commission
;
and I told him that he-

had no receipt against fear, and that he had no fear if he did

not feel himself faulty. And that I had also sharply answered

to the doubts that he made in his letters, . . . as though
there had been a meaning to pursue him. To be short, I have

made him hold his peace ;
for the rest it were too long to tell

you. Sir James Hamilton came to meet me, who told me
that at another time he went his way when he heard of my
coming, and that he sent unto him Houstoun, to tell him that

* This letter contains various short passages which are not to be

found in the Scotch, Latin, or French versions of the letters. These

passages I have put in italics.
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he would not have thought that he would have followed and

accompany himself with the Hamiltons. He answered that

he was not come but to see me, and that he would not follow

Stuart nor Hamilton but by my commandment. He prayed
him to go speak to him : he refuses it. The Lord Luse, Hous-

toun, and the son of Caldwell, and about forty horse, came to

meet me, and he told me that he was sent to one day o' law

from the father, which should be this day, against the signing

of his own handwriting, and that, knowing of my coming, he

hath delayed it, and hath prayed him to go see him, which

he hath refused, and swearing that he will suffer nothing at

his hands. Not one of the town came to speak with me,

which maketh me to think that they be his, and they so

speaketh well of them, at least his son. The king sent for

Joachim,* and asked him why I did not lodge nigh to him,

and that he would rise sooner, and when I came, whether it

were for any good appointment that he came, and whether I

had not taken Paris and Gilbert to write, and that I sent

Joseph. I wonder who hath told him so much even of the

marriage of Bastian. This bearer shall tell you now, upon
that I asked him of his letters. And where he did complain
of the cruelty of some of them. He said that he did dreme,

and that he was so glad to see me that he thought he should

dief indeed, that he had found fault with me.J
I went my way to sup. . . . This bearer shall tell you

of my arriving. He prayed me to com agayne, which I did
;

and he told me- his grief, and that he would make no testa-

ment, but leave all unto me, and that I was cause of his sick-

ness, for the sorrow he had, and that I was so strange unto

him. And, said he,
"
you asked me what I meant in my

letter to speak of cruelty. It was of your cruelty, who will

not accept my offres and repentance. I avow that I have
don aniisse, but not that I have also always disavowed

;
and

* In the Scotch, "sent for Joachim yesternight;" in the French, "le

roy appella hier Joachim ;" in the Latin,
" rex accersivit Joachimum

heri." Goodall, ii. 4.

t
" For glaidness," in the Scotch, and the same literally rendered in

the French and Latin.
" That I was pensive," in the Scotch, French, and Latin.
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so have many other of your subjects, and you have well par-

doned them. I am young. You will say that you have also

pardoned me in my time, but that I return to my fault. May
not a man of my age, for want of counsel, fail twice or thrice,

and misse of promise, and at the last repent and rebuke him-

self by his repentance ? If I may obtain this pardon, I pro-

test I will not make fault again. And I ask nothing but that

we may be at bed and table together as husband and wife
;

and if you will not, I will never rise from this bed. I pray

you, tell me your resolution hereof. God knoweth that I am

punished to have made my god of you, and had no other

mind but of you. And when I offend you sometime, you are

cause thereof; for if I thought, when anybody doth any

wrong to me, that I might for my resource make my moan
thereof unto you, I will open it to no other

;
but when I hear

anything, being not familiar with you, I must keep it in my
mind, and that troubleth my witts for anger."* I did still

answer him, but that I shall be too long. In the end I asked

him whether he would go in the English ship. He doth dis-

avow it, and sweareth so, but confesseth to have spoken to

the men. Afterwards I asked him of the inquisition of Hie-

gate. He denied it till I told him the very words, and then

he said that Minto sent him word that it was said that some

of the Councill had brought me a letter to sign to put him in

prison, and to kill him if he did resist, and that he asked

Minto himself, who said unto him that he thought it was

true. I will talk with him to-morrow upon that point. The

rest, as W111+ Hiegate hath confessed; but it was the next day
that he came hither. In the end he desired much that I

should lodge in his lodging. I have refused it. I have told

him that he must be purged, and that could not be done here.

He said unto me,
" I have heard say that you brought the

litter, but I would rather have gone with yourself." I told

* The whole of this passage agrees almost word for word with Craw-

ford's deposition.

t This passage is unintelligible in the English, "but a reference to the

Scotch explains it. "As to the rest of Willie Hiegate, he"
(i. e.

t
the king)

" confessed it
;
but it was the morne after my dimming" (i. e.,

after the

queen's arrival in Glasgow)
" or" (i. e., before)

" he did it."
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him that so I would myself bring him to Craigmillar, that his

physicians and I also might serve him without being far from

my son. He said that he was ready when I would, so as I

would assure him of his request. He hath no desire to be

seen, and waxeth angry when I speak to him of Wallcar, and

saith that he will pluck his ears from his head, and that he

lieth
;
for I asked him before of that, and what cause he had

to complain of some of the lords, and to threaten them. He

denyeth it, and saith that he had already prayed them to

think no such matter of him. As for myself, he would rather

lose his life than do me the least displeasure ;
and used so

many kinds of flatteries, so coldly and so wisely, as you would

marvyle at. I had forgotten that he said that he could not

mistrust me for Hiegate's word, for he would not believe that

his ownself (which was myself) wold do him any hurt
;
and

indeed it was said that I refused to have him let blood* But

for the others, he wold at least sell his life deare ynoughe ;

but that he did suspect nobody, nor would, but love all that

I did love. He would not let me go, but wold have me to

watche with him. I made as though I thought all to be

true, and that I would think upon it, and have excused my-
self from sitting up with him this night, for he saith that he

sleepeth not. You never heard him speake better nor more

humbly; and if I had not proof of his heart to be as waxe,
and that mine were not as a diamond, no stroke but coming
from your hand would make me but to have pity of him.

But fear not, for the place shall continue till death.f Bemem-
ber also, in recompence thereof, not to suffer yours to be won

by that false race that would do no less to yourself. I think

they have been at school together. He hath always the tear

in his eye. He saluteth every man, even to the meanest, and

* In the Scotch, "to subscrive the same;" in the French, "souscrire

& cela ;" in Latin,
"

ei rei subscribere." Laing suggests that the Eng-
lish translator must have mistaken "

signer" for "
saigner." Laing, ii.

159.

f In quoting this passage, Mr Froude has altered "place" into "plan,"
thus " the plan shall hold to the death." See vol. viii. 358. But he has
misunderstood the meaning of the writer. "Place," in the Scotch,
means castle or place of strength. It is correctly translated in the

French version of the letter,
"
forteresse." Goodall, ii. 12.
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maketh much of them, that they may take pity of him. His

father hath bled this day at the nose and at the mouth guess

what token that is. I have not seen him
;
he is in his cham-

ber. The king is so desirous that I should give him meat

with my own hands, but trust you no more there where you
are than I do here. This is my first journey ;

I will end to-

morrow. I write .all, how little consequence soever it be of,

to the end that you may take of the whole that shall be best

f for vou to iudsre. ^ T i i i ^ L T i i

<
J J 8

!- I do here a work that I hate much,
t for your purpose. )

l)ut I had begun it this morning; and you not list to laugh to

see me so trimly make a lye at the least dissemble, and to

mingle truth therewith. He hath almost told me all on the

bishop's behalf and of Sunderland, without touching any
word unto him of that which you had told me

;
but only be

much nattering him and praying him to assure himself of

me, and by my complaining of the bishop, I have disclosed

all,* I have known what I would. I have taken the worms out

of his nose. You have heard the rest. We are tied to with

two false races. The good yeere^ untye us from them. God

forgive me, and God knit us together for ever, for the most

faithful couple that e'er He did knit together. This is my faith

I will die in it. Excuse it if I write ill
; you must guess the

one-half I cannot do withal, for I am ill at ease, and glad to

write unto you when other folke be asleep, seeing that I can-

not do as they do, according to my desire, that is between

your arms, my dear life, who I beseech God to preserve from

all ill, and send you good rest, as I go to seek mine, till

to-morrow in the morning, that I will end my bible. J But

it grieveth me that it should let me from writing unto you
of news of myself, much I have to write so long the same is.

* The words in italics only occur in this version of the letter.
" I

have taken the worms out of his nose" is obviously a French phrase

literally translated,
" tirer les vers du nez."

t In the Scotch,
" the devill sunder us ;" in the Latin,

" diabolus nos

sejungat." The French translator, mistaking the meaning of both, makes

it,
" le diable nous vueille separer." Goodall, ii. 14.

t In the Scotch bylle," or "
letter," which both the English and

French translators have converted into " bible."
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Send me word what you have determined hereupon, that we

may know by the one the other's mind for marring of any-

thing. I am weary, and am asleep, and yet I cannot forbear

scribbling as long as there is any paper. Cursed be this

pocky fellow that troubleth me thus much, for I had a

pleasanter matter to discourse unto you but for him. He is

not much the worse, but he is* ill arrayed. I thought I

should have been killed with his breath, for it is worse than

your uncle's breath
;
and yet I was set no nearer to him than

in a chair ly Ms bolster^ and he lieth at the further side of

the bed.

The message of the father by the way. The talk of Sir

James Hamilton of the ambassador. That the Lord of Lusse

hath told me of the delay. The questions that he asked of

Joachim, of my state, of my company, and of the cause of

my coming, and of Joseph.
The talk that he and I have had, and of his desire to please

me, of his repentance, and of the interpretation of his letter,

of Will Hiegate's doing, and of his departure, and of the L.

of Livingstoun.
I had forgotten of the L. of Livingstoun, that he at supper

said softly to the Lady Reres, that he drank to the persons I

knew of, if I would pledge them. And after supper he said

softly to me, when I was leaning upon him and warming

myself,
" You may well go and see sick folk, yet can you not

be so welcome unto them as you have this day left some-

body in pain, who shall ne'er be merry till he hath seen you

again." I asked him who it was
;
he took me about the body,

and said,
" One of his folk that hath left you this day." Guess

you the rest

It is a question among the queen's enemies whether

this letter was written at one or two sittings. The

* In the Scotch,
" he has received very mickle ;" in the French, "il

en a pris beaucoup," alluding apparently to the illness i. e., the small-

pox from which he was recovering.
"
111 arrayed" is evidently nonsense.

The Latin closely follows the Scotch and the French, inultum tamen

accepit."

t In the Scotch, at the bed-fute ;" in the French,
" a ses pieds ;"

in the Latin,
" ad pedes ejus."
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former proposition is maintained by Laing, the latter

by Eobertson and Hume. It is only necessary to

remark at present, that if the letter was divided into

two parts, this passage regarding Lord Livingstone

may be considered as a postscript to the first.

It will be observed that the description given by
the queen of her first interview with Darnley corre-

sponds exactly with the deposition of Crawford. The

agreement, indeed, is so remarkable as to lead us to

suspect that the same person who drew up the deposi-

tion either wrote or furnished the materials for the

letter. We can readily believe that Darnley should

have communicated to his confidant the result of his

interview with the queen ; but why she should describe

it with equal minuteness to Bothwell it is difficult to

explain. We should imagine that about the last' thing
a woman would do in writing to her paramour would

be to repeat with painful accuracy her conversations

with her husband ; but if the letter is a forgery, the

temptation to make it agree with the deposition of

Crawford would be very strong. We find, in fact,

that they are almost identical."* That any two per-

* THE DEPOSITION OF CRAWFORD. THE ALLEGED LETTER OF THE QUEEN.

"Ye asked me what I mentbye the "Ze ask me quhat I mene be the

crueltye specified in my lettres
; yat crueltie contenit in my letter

;
it is of

procedethe of yow onelye, that wille not zow alone, that will not accept my ofieris

accept mye offres and repentance. I and repentance. I confess that I have

confesse that I have failed in som faillit, but not into that quhilk I ever

thingis, and yet greater faultes have denyit ;
and sicklyke hes failit to sindrie

bin made to yow sundrye tymes, which of zour subjectis, quhilk ze have forgiven,

ye have forgiven. I am but yonge, and I am zoung. Ze wil say, that ze have

ye will saye ye have forgiven me diverse forgevin me oft tymes, and zit yat I re-

tymes. Maye not a man of mye age, turne to my faultis. May not ane man
for lacke of counsell, of which I am of my age, for lacke of counsell, fall

verye destitute, falle twise or thrise, and twyse or thryse, or in lacke of his prom-
yet repent, and be chastised bye expe- eis, and at last repent himself, and be

rience ? If I have made any faile that chastisit be experience ? Gif I may ob-

ye hul think a faile, howsoever it be, I tain pardoun, I protest I sail never mak
crave your pardone, and protest that I fault agane. And I craif na uther thing
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sons should agree, with such perfect accuracy, in

relating from memory a conversation of this length,

i- a circumstance that must strike with astonishment

hot yat we may be at bed and buird to-

gidder as husband and wyfe ;
and gif ze

wil not consent heirunto, I sail nevir ryse
out of yis bed. I pray zow, tell me zoor

resolution. God knawis how I am pun-
ischit for making my god of zow, and for

having na uther thocht but on zow
;
and

gif at ony tyme I offend zow, ze are the

caus
;
becaus quhen ony offendis me, gif

for my refuge I nricht playne unto zow,
I wald speik it unto na uther body; but

quhen I heir ony thing, not being famil-

iar with zow, necessitie constrains me
to keip it in my breist," &c.

shall never faile againe. I desire no

other thinge but that we may be together
as husband and wife. And if ye will

n< it consent hereto, I desire never to rise

forthe of this bed. Therefore, I praye

yow, give me an answer hereunto. God
knoweth howe I am punished for mak-

ing mye god of yow, and for having no

other thought but on yow. And if at

any tyme I offend yow, ye are the cause
;

for that when ainie offendethe me, if for

my refuge I might open mye minde to

yow, I woulde speak to no other; but

when anie thing is spoken to me, and ye
and I not beinge as husband and wife

ought to be, necessitie compelleth me to

kepe it in my brest," &c.

See Burton, iv. 441. So far there is an entire agreement between the

deposition and the letter
;
* and it may be asserted with perfect confi-

dence, that if the conversation between the queen and Darnley had been

taken down in shorthand on the spot by two experienced reporters, the

iv.-emblance would not have been so exact. If the reader will cast his

eye over the two subjoined reports, he may test at once the truth of this

in. They are taken from the columns of the two daily journals
which have the largest circulation in the kingdom, and they profess to

give verbatim the commencement of the judge's charge in a recent case

which created an extraordinary degree of interest. It will be found that

although the train of thought is identical in both, the form of expression

frequently varies, and that the structure of the sentences is entirely dif-

ferent. There is nothing, in short, like that "
overwhelming

"
resem-

blance which we find between the deposition of Crawford and the alleged
letter of the queen.

In the case of Saurin v. Star the Lord Chief-Justice is reported to have
commenced his charge to the jury as follows, in

THE 'TIMES,' 27TH FEBRUABY 1869.

"Gentlemen, I congratulate you on

having arrived at the conclusion of this
' monster cause,' arising out of the miser-

able squabbles of a convent, which might
much better have been disposed of, and

ought to have been disposed of, by the

THE DAILY TELEGRAPH '

DATE.

OF SAME

" Gentlemen of the Jury, I congrat-
ulate you most heartily upon having ar-

rived at last at the closing day of what,
to use a modern phrase, I may call this
< monster case.' I regret very heartily,

The former, it will be observed, is in English, and the latter in Scotch.

N
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every one who has marked the discrepancies which

every day occur in courts of justice between intelligent

witnesses even upon the simplest matters of fact.

visitorial jurisdiction of the bishop, ac-

cording to the constitution of the

order. But the cause is here
;
and

however little it may interest us, no

doubt it is of deep and vital importance
to the parties concerned, and we must
endeavour to ascertain on which side

the truth and justice lie. There is no
doubt that, in consequence of the revela-

tions of convent life which the trial has

elicited, it has acquired a factitious in-

terest and importance which, if it had
related to disputes arising in any other

religious society, it never would have

possessed. We must take care that

neither party derives any unfair advan-

tage from the religious element mixed up
in the case. The plaintiff has what the

defendants may deem a great advantage
to her and a great disadvantage to them
- that they are here upon their trial

before a Protestant jury ;
and I must

warn you against allowing any religious

prepossessions or prejudices to operate
to the advantage of one party or the

disadvantage of the other. I believe I

am addressing twelve gentlemen who be-

long to our great Protestant community,
and as such, perhaps also as thinking

men, you may think that convent life is

an object of dislike and of suspicion."

knowing from your various avocations

how valuable time is to you, that upon
you should have fallen the lot to try
this long and wearisome case. On pub-
lic grounds I regret that the time of this

court, when so many cases of importance
are waiting for trial, should have been

now for nearly a month occupied with a

case of this description, arising out of

the miserable jealousies of convent life,

which I think would have been much
better, and I think ought to have been,

investigated by that visitorial power
which, according to the rules and con-

stitution of the convent, has authority
over it. But the case is here

;
and

however little it may interest us, it is of

deep and -vital importance to the parties

concerned, and we must deal with it

according as the interests of justice re-

quire, and what is right between the

parties, and endeavour to ascertain to

the best of our ability on which side the

truth lies. And again, however unin-

teresting this case may be to many,
there can be no doubt that, in consider-

ation of its being connected with a reli-

gious association and bringing to light

what passes in convent life, this trial

has acquired a factitious importance

which, if it had related to disputes on

any other matter, it would certainly

not have possessed; and we must take

care that neither party derives any un-

due advantage from the religious ele-

ment which is mixed up in the consider-

ation of these questions. The parties

are here before a Protestant jury, and I

trust you will forgive me for warning

you not to allow your religious pro-

fession or religious prejudices to inter-

fere for the advantage of one or for the

disadvantage of the other. I believe I

am addressing twelve gentlemen who

belong to our great Protestant com-

munity, and as such, and probably as

thinking men, you may look upon con-

vent life as an object of dislike."
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But here we have not two but three persons, all

acting independently of each other, and all repeating

in the very same series of sentences, and almost in the

very same words, the same story. Crawford, we must

remember, did not hear the conversation. It was only,

he says, repeated to him by Darnley from memory,
and from memory he says he wrote it down. The

queen too writes it down from memory, without any

intelligible motive for so doing, and sends it off to

Bothwell ;
and the agreement between the deposition

and the letter is truly described by Mr Burton * as

"
overwhelming." It is indeed so overwhelming that

we cannot believe both to be genuine. A true expla-

nation of the matter is probably to be found in a cor-

respondence which is still preserved at Hamilton.

In the month of Junet 1568, after Mary had fled

to England from the fatal field of Langside, the Earl

of Lennox, who was then at Chiswick, and John

Wood, secretary to the then Regent Murray, addressed

a letter to Thomas Crawford at Glasgow, desiring him
"
by all possible methods to search for more matters

against her." This was preparatory to the conference

which was about to take place at York.

Crawford's attention is particularly directed to the

following points by Lennox, or, to speak more properly,

by Wood, who no doubt both suggested and wrote the

letter. He is, among other matters, to give them all

the information he can collect as to
"
the time of the

queen's arrival at Glasgow ; the company that came

with her
;
and what purpose [discourse] Thomas Craw-

ford held with her at her coming to the town. How

* Vol. iv. 441.

t The letter is dated on the llth. See Hamilton Papers.
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long she remained there with the king ;
her usage and

custom to entertain the king ; if she used to send any

messages to Edinburgh ; by whom ; and what women
were in her company," &c.~*

Although Crawford was thus expressly asked if the

queen during her visit to Glasgow sent any messengers
to Edinburgh, his deposition is silent on the subject.

Her enemies afterwards asserted that she sent two

namely, Beton and Paris and that each carried a

letter to Bothwell. If the circumstance had been

true, it could hardly have been concealed from Craw-

ford; but he speaks of nothing but of his conversa-

tions with Darnley, and we cannot doubt that it was

in consequence of the Chiswick letter that his deposi-

tion was produced some few months afterwards. The

queen's letter was exhibited at the same time, and

thus a very intelligible explanation is afforded of the

exact resemblance of the two. That both are genuine
is morally impossible ; but we can well believe that

the narrative of Crawford is substantially true, and

that it was afterwards appropriated almost word for

word by the forger of the queen's letter, who, with

the common failing of forgers, has overshot his mark

by proving far too much.

Laing, who examines this letter with the utmost

attention, is unaccountably silent respecting Craw-

ford's deposition ; but this historian, who invariably

expresses himself with a degree of confidence which

much diminishes that of his readers, asserts that this

letter is a genuine and most characteristic composition
of the Scottish queen.

"
Nothing is explained," he

* Hamilton Papers, 120. Two other retainers of Lennox namely,
Robert Cuningham and John Stewart were written to at the same time,
but apparently without any result.
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says,
"

of which Bothwell was informed ; nothing

omitted of which he required information." * These

remarks are unfortunate, for she dwells upon details

which, unless he were the most inveterate of gossips,

could have little interest for Bothwell, while she mis-

leads him on the only point of practical interest in

the letter. Bothwell would probably care little about

Darnley's confessions and complaints, but he would

no doubt be eager to know where his victim was to

be lodged on his arrival in Edinburgh. The queen is

made to inform him that her husband is to be brought
to Craigmillar, but we know that he was brought

directly to the Kirk-of-Field.

With regard to its internal evidences of authenti-

city, every reader of this letter must judge for himself.

It was necessary for the enemies of the queen to show

that she entertained at this time a violent passion for

Bothwell, and a no less violent hatred of her husband.

The letter, accordingly, contains abundant proofs of

both. She not only expresses the most extravagant
attachment for her supposed paramour, but she seems

to anticipate with savage joy the approaching fate of

Darnley. She exultingly contrasts her own heart of

adamant with her husband's heart of wax ; and to

her guilty fancy the bleeding of his father's nose and

mouth foreshadows the intended murder. " Have ye
not desire to ]augh to see me lie so well?"'* she then

exclaims, as she paints the perfidious arts with which

she lulls the suspicions of her helpless victim.

Hume pronounces the style of this letter to be "
na-

tural," though inelegant. But human depravity surely
has its limits, and the most hardened wretches do not

* Vol. i. 329. f See the Scotch version in Goodall.
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boast, and least of all in writing, of their treachery and

cruelty. Even in the realm of fiction we find no such

revolting picture. The most terrible woman that Shake-

speare ever painted was, it so happens, a former queen
of Scotland; but although determined at all hazards

that Duncan shall be slain, Lady Macbeth indulges in

no unseemly levity with the partner of her crime, nor

does she gloat with fiendish delight over her intended

victim. Calm, resolute, remorseless, she inspires us

with terror it may be, at last with pity, but never with

disgust. The brutal levity of Bothwell's correspondent

inspires the latter sentiment alone.

There are hundreds of genuine letters of the Queen
of Scots still extant, many of which are universally

admitted to be models of good feeling and good taste.

In none do we find the smallest approach to unbecom-

ing levity or coarseness of expression ; and the same

remark applies to her reported conversations, which

differ notably in this respect from those of her more

fortunate rival. Are we then to believe that a prin-"~

cess, famed throughout Europe for intelligence and

humanity, sank all at once to the depth of wickedness

depicted in this Glasgow letter ? It is obvious that a

charge of this heinous kind ought to be supported by
the strongest evidence. Whether that which was pro-

duced in its support answers to this description will

be considered in its proper place.

There is only one other passage in the first portion

of the letter to which we would call the attention of

the reader, and that is to the concluding paragraph or

postscript.

This postscript is perhaps the most remarkable pas-

sage in the whole letter. It represents Lord Living-
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stone and Lady Reres talking openly in tHe presence

of the queen of her guilty intimacy with Bothwell.

The queen says that while she is at supper Lord Living-

stone * alludes in a familiar bantering way to her fond-

ness for Bothwell, and proposes to drink his health.

How many persons were present we are not informed,

but this is said in the hearing at least of Lady Reres.

In the same bantering tone Lord Livingstone alludes

to the queen's visit to her sick husband, yet she betrays

not the smallest resentment or even surprise at this

impertinence. On the contrary, she seems pleased and

flattered ; for we find her shortly afterwards at the

fireside leaning bodily on the man who had just spoken

slightingly of her husband and proposed the health of

her paramour. She even represents herself as asking
who that person is ; and by way of reply Livingstone
"

thristit her body"t Anglice, nudged her majesty
in the ribs. She not only takes all in good part, but

dwells with evident satisfaction on the whole scene.

A fair critic J of these letters has observed that they
bear unmistakable marks of having been written by
a man, and this scene in particular is so intensely
coarse that we can hardly believe it to have been

painted by a female hand. The colours are too glaring
and too gross. Not only is the queen represented with

the morals of a Messalina, and with manners that

would disgrace a kitchen-wench, but she actually de-

scribes to her paramour her suspicious familiarities with

another man. Would not the last incident have been

instinctively concealed even by the most abandoned
woman in the world ?

Lord Livingstone was at this time a young man and a Protestant.

t In the Scotch. See Goodall. J Mademoiselle de Keralio.
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If Mary's courtiers ventured upon such allusions in

her presence, we may be sure that they said much more

behind her back ; and if this were so, how comes it

that we hear nothing of her intimacy with Bothwell

before her husband's death ? We know that she was

surrounded by enemies and spies, who were ever on

the alert to spread abroad anything to her discredit.

The envoys of Elizabeth, the Protestant lords and the

Protestant preachers, the Earl of Lennox and his par-

tisans, were all upon the watch, yet all are silent on

the subject. Mary herself, as she informed her ambas-

sador in Paris only four days before the alleged date

of this letter,* was perfectly aware of the perilous posi-

tion in which she stood, and more especially of the

close attention with which all her actions were watched

by the relatives of her husband. Yet it was in Glasgow,
where her husband was residing at the time, and where

the Lennoxes were in the midst of their friends and

adherents, that Mary is represented as talking and

joking with her attendants about her guilty intimacy
with Bothwell.

We proceed with the remainder of the letter :

This day I have wrought till two of the clock upon this

bracelet, to put the key in the clift of it, which is tied with

two laces. I have had so little time that it is very ill, but

I will make a fairer
;
and in the mean time take heed that

none of those that be here do see it, for all the world would

know it, for I have made it in haste in their presence. I go
to my tedious talk. You make me dissemble so much that I

am afraid thereof with horrour, and you make me almost to

play the part of a traitor. Remember that if it were not for

obeying you, I had rather be dead. My heart bleedeth for it.

To be short, he will not come but with condition that I shall

*
Laing asserts that this letter was written on Friday the 25tli January.
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promise to be with him as heretofore at bed and board, and that

I shall forsake him no more
;
and upon my word he would do

whatsoever I will, and will come, but he hath prayed me to

tarry till after to-morrow. He hath spoken at the first more

pleasantly* as this bearer shall tell you, upon the matter of

the Inglishman and of his departure ;
but in the end he cometh

to his gentleness again. He hath told me, among other talk,

that he knew well that my brother had told me at Stirling

that which he had said there, whereof he had denied the half,

and specially that he was in his chamber. But now to make
him trust me I must feign something unto him

;
and there-

fore, when he desired me to promise that when he should be

well we should make but one bed, I told him (feigning to

believe his fair promises) that if he did not change his mind
between this time and that, I was contented, so as he would

say nothing thereof; for (to tell it between us two) the lords

wished no ill to him, but did fear lest, considering the threat-

ening which he made in case we did agree together, he would
make them feel the small account they have made of him,
and that he would persuade me to pursue some of them, and

for this respect should be in jealousy if 4 , .
, , LJ

(at one instant f
without their knowledge I did break the game made to the

contrary in their presence. And he said unto me very pleas-
ant and merry,

" Think you that they do the more esteem you
therefore ? But I am glad that you have talked to me of the

lords. I hope that you desire now that we shall live a happy
life

;
for if it were otherwise, it could not be but greater in-

convenience should happen to us both than you think. But
I will do now whatsoever you will have me do. I will love

all those that you shall love, and so as you make them to love

me also. For so as they seek not my life I love them all

equally." Thereupon I have willed this bearer to tell you
many pretty things ;

for I have too much to write, and it is

late, and I trust him upon your word. To be short, he will

go any where upon my word. Alas ! I never deceived any-
b< >dy ;

but I remit myself wholly to your will, and send me
* In the Scotch,

"
verray bravely ;" French,

" fort asprement;
"
Latin,

" valde ferociter."
^/l*'**" ^

y-

*.
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word what I shall do, and whatsoever happen to me, I will

obey you. Think also if you will not find some invention

more secret by physick,* for he is to take physick at Craig-

millar, and the bath also, and shall not come forth of long-

time. To be short, for that I can learn he hath great sus-

picion, and yet, nevertheless, trusteth upon my word, but not

tell me as yet anything : howbeit, if you will that I shall

avow him, I will know all of him
;
but I shall never be will-

ing to beguile one who putteth his trust in me. Neverthe-

less you may do all, and do not esteem me the less therefore,

for you are the cause thereof. For, for my own revenge, I

would not do it. He giveth me certain charges (and these

strong) of that that I fear even to say that his faults be pub-
lished

;
but there be that commit some secret faults, and

fear not to have them spoken of so lowdely, and that there

is speech of greate and small, and even touching the Lady
Reres, he said,

" God grant that she serve you to your honor
;

"

and that any may not think, nor he neither, that mine own

power was not in myself, seeing I did refuse his offers. To

conclude, for assurety he mistrusteth her of that that ye know,
and for his life. But in the end, after I had spoken two or

three good words to him, he was very merry and glad. I have

not seen him this night for ending your bracelet, but I can

find no clasps for it
;

it is ready thereunto, and yet I fear lest

it should bring you ill hap, or that it should be known if you
were hurt. Send me word whether you will have it, and more

money, and when I shall return, and how far I may speak.

Now, asfar as I perceive,
la

C 1 may do much without you.
Guess you whither I shall not be suspected. [

As for the rest,

he is mad when he hears of Ledinton, and of you, and my
brother. Of your brother he sayeth nothing, but of the Earl

of Argyle he doth
;
I am afraid of him to hear him talk, at

the least he assureth himself that he hath no ill opinion of

him. He speaketh nothing of these abroad, neither good nor

ill, but avoideth speaking of them. His father keeping his

* A hint as to the use of poison.

t These two sentences are not to be found in the Scotch, French, or

Latin versions.
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chamber, I have not seen him. All the Hamiltons be here,

who accompany me very honestly. All the friends of the

others do come always when I go to visit him. He hath sent

to me, and prayeth me to see him rise to-morrow in the

morning early. To be short, this bearer shall disclose unto

you the rest; and if I learn anything, I will make every night

a memorial thereof. He shall tell you the cause of my stay.

Burn this letter, for it is too dangerous, neither is there any-

thing well said in it, for I think upon nothing but upon

grief
*
if you be at Edinburgh.

Now if to please you, my dear life, I spare neither honor,

conscience, nor hazard, nor greatness, take it in good part,

and not according to the interpretation of your false brother-

in-law, to whom, I pray you, give no credit against the most

faithfull lover that ever you had or shall have. See not also

her whose feigned tears you ought not more to regard than

the true travails which I endure to deserve her place, for

obtaining of which, against my own nature, I do betray those

that could lett me. God forgive me, and give you, my only

friend, the good luck and prosperity that your humble and

faithfull lover doth wish unto you, who hopeth shortly to be

another thing unto you, for the reward of my pains. / have

not made one word, and it is very late, although I should

never be weary in writing to you, yet will I end, after kiss-

ing of your hands. Excuse my evil writing, and read it over

twice. Excuse also that I scribbled, for I had yesternight

no paper, when I took the paper of a memorial. Pray re-

member your friend, and write unto her, and often. Love me

always as I shall love you.

The English copy of the letter in the Eecord Office

ends here. To the Scotch copy are attached the fol-

lowing memoranda :

" Kemember you of the purpose
of Lady Eeres, of the Englishmen, of his mother, of

* In the Scotch,
" I am thinkand upon nothing but fascherie. Gif

ye be in Edinburgh at the ressait of it, send me word sone." And this

is literally copied in the Latin and the French.
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the Earl of Argyll, of the, Earl of Bothwell* of the

lodging in Edinburgh." These are copied literally

both into the French and Latin.

How are we to account for the many variances be-

tween this contemporary English version of the letter

and the Scotch, French, and Latin versions ? The

exact agreement between the three latter is remark-

able
; and, as was long ago pointed out,t both the

Latin and the French are literal and even servile

translations from the Scotch. Have, then, the English
and the Scotch translations been both made from the

same original ? and if so, why do we find so many
variances between them ? Or were there two different

originals of this famous letter ? As the alleged orig-

inals have long since disappeared, these are questions
which no one can answer. We only know that from

first to last everything connected with these letters is

involved in mystery and contradiction.

Between the first and the last half of this long letter

there is a decided contrast. In the first, the fierce and

reckless spirit of the writer is manifest throughout ;
in

the latter half, she is full of remorse for the crime she

is about to commit. She gives vent to this feeling

again and again. She never deceived any one before ;

she abhors the treachery she is practising on her

victim ; her heart bleeds for him ; and she would

rather be dead than proceed with her hateful task.

This picture appears to be no less overdrawn than that

exhibited in the first half of the letter. In that she

paints herself as a being devoid alike of human feeling
and of womanly decency ;

in this she is burdened with

* Why the Earl of Bothwell should be reminded of himself no one
has explained. f By Goodall.
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a conscience so sensitive and tender that we cannot

believe its possessor could ever have become a mur-

deress. The difference between the two portraits leads

us to suspect that this extraordinary letter was the

work of different hands.

We have already stated that there is a difference of

opinion among the enemies of the queen as to whether

it was written at one or at two sittings. Kobert-

son** says it was plainly written at different times,

and the language of the letter itself seems to place the

matter beyond all doubt. And, first, as to the time

when it was commenced : it is clear from more than

one expression that that could not have been at the

earliest before Friday the 24th of January. In the first

portion of the letter the writer says,
" The king sent

for Joachim yesterday, and asked of him why I lodged
not beside him." And again: "As to the rest, William

Highgate, he confessed it; but it was the morning after

my coming ere he did it." This latter phrase renders

it very improbable that the letter could have been

begun so early as Friday night, because in that case

we should have expected that the writer would have

said
"
this morning," as a person naturally would

when speaking of the day upon which they are writ-

ing.
' The day after my arrival

"
would plainly

imply some day previous to the present.

There is another difficulty. We have seen that the

first letter is dated on "
Saturday morning." If we

believe, therefore, that the second was begun on Friday

night, we must conclude that the queen sent away the

niu- while the other was still unfinished a possible,

but a very improbable, occurrence.

*
Dissertation, iii. 247.
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But assuming, with Laing, that the letter was begun
on Friday, it contains a variety of passages which show

that it was not finished upon that day. Towards the

close of the first half the writer says,
"

I beseech God
to preserve [you] from all ill, and send you good rest,

as I go to seek mine, till to-morrow in the morning,
when I will end my bylle."

* And towards the close

of the second part she says,
" Excuse also that I scrib-

bled, for I had yesternight no paper, when I took the

paper of a memorial ;

"
meaning, it may be presumed,

that her paper had failed on the previous night, and

that she had used that on which she had made the

memoranda which we find in the middle of the letter.

But if we conclude that the letter was begun on

the Friday and finished on the Saturday night, an

insuperable difficulty arises. The queen, according to

the testimony of her enemies, arrived in Glasgow upon

Thursday the 23d of January, and left that city on

Monday the 27th, accompanied by her husband. If,

therefore, the letter was not finished until Saturday

night or Sunday morning, it was not possible for her

to receive an answer to it, which it is asserted she did,

before she quitted Glasgow. To obviate this difficulty,

and in direct contradiction to the language of the

letter itself, Laing asserts that it was both begun and

finished on Friday night, and sent off to Bothwell on

the following morning.

According to Robertson, therefore, the queen sent off

one letter on Saturday morning while she was busy

writing another. According to Laing, she sent off on

the same morning two separate letters, by two separate

messengers, a distance of some fifty miles, in the depth
* Printed " bible

"
in the English translation.
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of winter; and what is still more remarkable, neither of

these letters contains the slightest allusion to the other.

But assuming for the moment that Laing is right,

let us trace the subsequent history of this letter. It

was carried to Edinburgh, he tells us, by Nicolas

Hubert, commonly called French Paris, a servant of

the queen, and by him delivered to Bothwell. This

could not have been before Saturday afternoon the

25th. On the day following, which would be Sun-

day the 26th, but not till "after dinner-time,"
*

Paris,

we are told, received an answer from Bothwell to carry

back to the queen. This Paris was not produced at

the Westminister conferences, although we have reason

to believe that he was in Scotland at the time. We
know at all events that he was in Scotland a few

months afterwards, and Elizabeth naturally wished to

have this most important witness examined in London;
but instead of sending up the living man, the Eegent

Murray sent up his alleged deposition after he had

been summarily put to death as an accomplice in the

murder of the king. We shall have occasion by-and-

by to refer to this document. We only wish at pre-

sent to call attention to that portion of it which relates

to the alleged delivery of the queen's letter to Bothwell.

It is thus possible, according to the supposition of

Laing, that Paris might have reached Glasgow with

Bothwell's reply before the queen left that city on

Monday morning. But another difficulty of a still

more formidable kind remains to be surmounted. On

ring to the journal or diary of the Eegent Murray
^1 ready noticed, we learn that, instead of being in

P]dinburgh on the 25th and 26th of January, Bothwell
* See the second deposition of Paris. State Trials, i.
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was in Liddesdale, some seventy miles distant/"* The

testimony of Paris is thus contradicted, on a vital

point, by the very men who produced it.

To overcome this fresh obstacle, Laing has recourse

to a conjecture, or rather to an assertion unsupported

by any kind of proof. He says that Murray's journal

was purposely falsified in respect of the journey of

Bothwell to Liddesdale, and that he only went instead

to Whittingham, in East Lothian, for the purpose of

meeting Morton, to induce him to join in the conspir-

acy against the king. In starting this theory, Laing

appears to have forgotten that he made a most serious

charge against the queen's accusers, whose credit he

was labouring to maintain. By thus asserting that

they manufactured evidence to suit their purposes, he

virtually admits the allegation which the queen all

along made against them ;
but he deemed it essential

to uphold the credit of Paris, whose testimony, if true,

is obviously of the first importance. With nothing

but the purest conjecture to guide him, Laing even

ventures to assert that Bothwell, after sending off his

reply to the queen, proceeded to Whittingham on Sun-

day night the 26th of January, to meet the Earl of

Morton." t

But we have decisive proof to the contrary. In a

letter dated the 23d of January, Sir William Drury
informs Cecil that Bothwell had before that time been

at Whittingham to meet Morton.J We learn further

from Archibald Douglas, a brother of the Laird of

* See Appendix D. t History, i. 310.

I
" The Lord Morton lyeth at the Lord of Whittingham' s, where the

Lord Bothwell and Ledington came of late to visit." Drury to Cecil,

23d January; Border Correspondence. Whittingham is distant from

Berwick about forty miles.
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Whittingham, who was residing at the castle at the

time of this mysterious interview, that it took place

before the queen left Edinburgh. We learn this from

the fact that after the meeting Douglas accompanied
Bothwell and Maitland back to Holyrood, where, he

says, the queen then was. As she arrived in Edinburgh
on the 14th, and left it on the 21st of January, the in-

terview must have taken place in the interval, and not

while she was in Glasgow, as Laing, in his eager desire

to uphold the testimony of Paris, so rashly asserts.

The chronological objections to these two letters are

therefore insurmountable. They do not appear to have

been perceived by Eobertson or Hume. They were per-

ceived by Laing, who did his best to overcome them

with what result it is for the reader to determine.*

It is to be observed, and the fact speaks for itself,

that during the lifetime of the Queen of Scots her

enemies did not venture to make public this alleged

deposition of Paris. In the most defamatory writings
which they published against her they never even

referred to it. It was quietly deposited in the reposi-

tories of Cecil, and in the State Paper Office, where it

still remains, and it was first given to the world in

Anderson's Collections upwards of a century and a half

after Darnley's death.

Mr Froude on this subject is wholly unintelligible. According to

him, the queen left Edinburgh on Thursday the 23d, arrived in Glas-

gow the following day, and the same evening wrote the long letter; but
this is clearly contradicted by various expressions already referred to.

Mr Froude further asserts that the letter must have been written either

by Mary Stewart or by Shakespeare a remark which we fear few of his

: s will consider complimentary to the great dramatist. Vol. viii.

353-366. He further says that after writing her letter she went to

sleep
" with the soft tranquillity of an innocent child," &c. ; and he

even gives his reasons for this assertion. P. 361.

O
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Before concluding the subject of this famous Glas-

gow letter it is necessary to refer to a document pre-

served at Simancas, which throws upon it a very inter-

esting light. The Earl of Murray, on his way from

France to Scotland, passed through London in the end

of July 1567.* He there had an interview with the

Spanish ambassador, De Silva, whom he informed that
"
a letter "t had been discovered of the queen to Both-

well, and he proceeded to acquaint the Spanish envoy
with its contents. The matter is so important that

we shall give it in De Silva's own words. Murray, he

says, assured him that the truth respecting the death

of Darnley
u
hadj become known beyond a doubt by

means of a letter written by the queen to Bothwell of

more than three sheets of paper, written in her own

hand, and signed with her name. In this letter, she

wrote, in substance, that he was not to delay putting
their plans in execution, because her husband addressed

her in such flattering words to win her over to his side

* From a letter of Leicester to Throgniorton, we find that Murray
arrived in England on the 23d July. Record Office.

t
" Una carta."

J The following is the passage in the original quoted by Mr Froude,
ix. 119: "

Que se habia sabido sin duda por una carta de la reyna

scripta a Bothwell, de mas de tres pliegos de papel, toda in su propria
mano y firmada de su nombre. En la qual escribia en sustancia, que
no tardase en poner en execution lo que tenian ordenado, porque su

marido le decia tantas buenas palabras por enganarle y traerle a su

voluntad, que podria ser que la moviese a ello
;
sino se haria lo demas

con presteza, y que ella misma iria a traerle, y vendrian a una casa en

el camino, a donde procuraria se le diese algun bevediza
; y que si esto

no pudiese hacerse le pondria en la casa a donde estaba ordenado lo del

fuego para la noche que se habia de casar un criado suyo, camo se hizo.

Y que el se procurarse de desembarcar de su muger, apartandose della o

dandole alguna bebida con que muriese, pues sabia que ella por el se

habia puesta en aventura de perder su honra y reyno y lo que tenian

en Francia y d Dios," &c.
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that he might possibly succeed if they did not act

quickly. That she would therefore go and fetch him

[i. e., her husband] herself, and that they would come

to a house on the road, where she would contrive to

have some drink given to him ; and that if this could

not be done, she would take him to the house where

the explosion was arranged to take place on the night
when one of her servants was to be married, just as

it happened in fact. That Bothwell meanwhile must

contrive to get rid of his wife either by a divorce or

by giving her some drink to cause her death ; for he

knew well that she [the queen] for his sake had risked

her honour and her kingdom, and all she had in

France, and God," &c. Murray added that he knew
the contents of this letter from one who had seen and

read it. This was most probably an emissary named
Nicolas Elphinstone, whom he had sent from France

to Scotland, but who by this time might have been in

London, or who might have communicated in writing
the information given by Murray to De Silva.

Mr Froude, to whose industry I am indebted for this

interesting document, informs his readers that it con-

tains an "accurate description"* of the long Glasgow
letter. Let us pause for a moment, and ascertain if

possible wherein this accuracy consists.

In the first place, it is clear that the letter described

by Murray could not have been written from Glasgow,
because in it the queen volunteers "

to got and fetch
"

her husband. If she had been writing by his bedside,

* VoL ix. 134.

t
" Iria a traerle." The whole passage implies that she visited Darn-

ley at his own request ;
but it suited the purpose of her enemies after-

wards to allege that she went to Glasgow of her own accord.
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as her enemies afterwards asserted, she could not have

used this language. In the second place, the letter

bore the queen's signature. Thirdly, it expressed her

intention to cause poison to be given to her husband at

some house on the journey obviously between Glas-

gow and Edinburgh. Fourthly, if this attempt failed,

she was to bring him on to the Kirk-of-Field, which

was to be burnt or blown up on the night of her ser-

vant's wedding. Lastly, she urged Bothwell to get
rid of his wife either by a divorce or by poison. These

are all circumstances peculiarly striking and impres-

sive, and which neither Murray nor the Spanish envoy,
both of them able and acute men, and accustomed both

to listen and to speak with caution, were likely to have

misstated or misunderstood. But it is manifest that

the description thus given by Murray, and transmitted

immediately afterwards by De Silva to the King of

Spain, is not a description of the long letter. It was

written from Glasgow, where the king then was. It

was not signed by the queen. It contained no hint

of any attempt to be made on Darnley's life while he

was on the road to Edinburgh. It contained no allu-

sion to the intended explosion at the Kirk-of-Field.

Lastly, it contained no allusion either to the divorce

or to the murder of Lady Bothwell.

What is the obvious and necessary inference ? Is

it not that the forgers, in the first instance, drew up a

letter couched in far stronger terms than that which

they eventually produced ? "Whenever," says Kobert-

son, "a paper is forged with a particular intention,

the eagerness of the forger to establish the point in

view, his solicitude to cut off all doubts and cavils,

and to avoid any appearance of uncertainty, seldom
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fail of prompting him to use expressions the most ex-

plicit and full to his purpose.""''" In writing this pas-

sage, we could well imagine that the historian had his

eye on the Simancas description of the Glasgow letter ;

but he never saw it. He only defined with perfect truth

the general characteristics of forgery; and if we do not

find these in the description given by Murray of his

sister's declared intention to murder her husband by
one means or another, and to get rid of her rival, Lady
Bothwell, by murder also if other means failed, it is

impossible to say where they are to be found.

But we must assume that, upon consideration, the

letter described by Murray, which seems to have been

the first rough draft of the forgery, was withdrawn,

and another substituted in its place. In the letter

actually produced at Westminster, the queen's sig-

nature had disappeared ; and instead of the various

deadly projects described by Murray, we have a single

hint as to the poisoning of the king.t But even this

is couched in language so obscure that it hardly at

first arrests the attention of the reader. Lastly, the

conspiracy to murder Lady Bothwell takes the milder

form of jealousy, which, though sufficiently prominent,

suggests no notion of intended violence. With these

judicious alterations, and the important aid of Craw-

ford's deposition, we may fairly assume that this letter,

undoubtedly the most material piece of evidence pro-
duced against the Queen of Scots, was finally prepared.
We have now to say a few words as to the language in

which these two letters were said to have been written.

* Vol. iii. 242.

t The writer speaks of some more secret device "by physic. See letter

No. 2, ante.
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We have the first detailed account of their contents

at York in October 1568, when they were privately

shown to the commissioners appointed by Elizabeth

to inquire into the charges made against Mary by her

rebellious subjects. The two foregoing letters were

produced, with other letters and documents, by the

Earl of Murray and his associates, to prove the guilt

of their sovereign, and they were produced in the

Scotch language. Of this we have the best possible

evidence. The original despatch addressed by the

English commissioners to Elizabeth is still preserved
in the Cotton Library; it contains a number of ex-

tracts from the two preceding letters, and these extracts

are all in Scotch. That, in making these extracts, the

English commissioners forwarded them as the iden-

tical expressions of the Scottish queen appears to be

certain. The letters were produced neither as copies

nor translations, but as the original letters of the

Queen of Scots. Upon this point the words of the

commissioners are clear and positive. "And* these

men here," they say, referring to Murray and his asso-

ciates,
" do constantly affirm the said letters and other

writings which they produce of her own hand to be

her own hand indeed, and do offer to swear and take

their oaths thereupon." No words can be more explicit.

Yet the same men who produced these letters privately

at York in Scotch, produced the very same letters

publicly at Westminster in French, and affirmed no

less solemnly that the latter were the originals. This

suspicious contradiction admits of only two explana-
tions. There was either wilful misrepresentation on

the part of the Scottish commissioners at York, or

*
Goodall, ii. 142.
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their meaning was misunderstood by the English com-

missioners.

Laing* ridicules the notion of men producing as

originals the same letters both in Scotch and in French

in the course of a few months ;
but the history of

these letters from first to last is involved in obscurity,

and the Scotch commissioners might have a motive

for their conduct of which Laing was not aware. We
learn from the Earl of Sussex,t the ablest of Elizabeth's

representatives at York, that the Scotch commissioners

had neither the wish nor the intention to proceed with

the inquiry after they had displayed in private the

alleged letters of the Queerf of Scots. They were after-

wards forced by circumstances to proceed with the

inquiry at Westminster ; but if they had no such in-

tention when they produced their pretended originals

at York, their conduct admits of ready explanation.

Our doubts as to the original language of these two

letters are increased by another circumstance. They
were afterwards published in Scotch, in French, and

in Latin
;
but Mr GoodallJ proved, upwards of a cen-

tury ago, that of these the Scotch were unquestionably

* Vol. i. 218. t See his letter in Lodge, i. 458, and Appendix A.

That both the Latin and the French versions of the letters which
we now possess are translations from the Scotch is clearly proved by
the fact that the Latin translator, whoever he was, misunderstood

various Scotch words, and that his blunders have been copied literally

by the French translator. Some of these blunders are ludicrous enough.
For example, the queen is made to say in the long letter,

" I am irkit
"

(wearied),
" and gangand to sleep ;

" and the Latin translator, mistaking
"

irkit
"

for naked, makes her say
" nudata sum." In the French we

have the same blunder,
" Je suis toute nue." Again, the Scotch word

"
bylle," or letter, is converted in the Latin into " biblia ;" in the French,

" bible." The " Laird "
of Luss is called " comarchus "

in Latin and
"
prevost

"
in French, although there never was a burgh of that name

in Scotland. See Goodall, i.
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the original. Mr Goodall maintained that, by showing
that the French of these letters was a translation, and

a very bad translation, from the Scotch, he had con--

clusively proved the forgery. But the enemies of the

queen replied, that he could not prove that the French

version of the letters which we now possess was that

produced at Westminster, and that unless he did so

his argument fell to the ground. They further assert

that the originals produced at Westminster are now

lost, and that the Scotch are only translations from

those originals. This is in substance the reply of

Laing, who has gone more carefully into the matter

than any one else, to the argument of Goodall ; and

we shall have occasion presently to inquire into this

branch of the controversy. We proceed meanwhile

with an examination of the remaining letters alleged

to have been written by the queen before her hus-

band's death.

The two preceding letters are both, as we have seen,

stated to have been written from Glasgow. They
are followed in the English edition of the '

Detection/

by three others, also alleged to have been written by
the Queen of Scots to Bothwell ; but there is nothing
contained in any of these which indicates with any

degree of certainty the place where or the time when

they were written.'*

Of the first of these letters, and the third in the

English edition of the '

Detection/ a French copy is

still to be found in the Eecord Office, and of this the

following is a certified copy :t

* There have been an infinite variety of conjectures upon the subject,
but with these it is unnecessary to trouble the reader.

t State Papers (Mary Queen of Scots), 1568, vol. ii. No. 66. This

letter has never been previously printed in the original French.
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LETTER No. 3.

Monsieur si lenuy de vostre absence celuy de vostre oubli

la crainte du dangier, taut promis d'un chacun a vostre tant

ayme personne peuvent me consoller Je vous en lesse a juger

veu le malheur que mon cruel sort et continuel malheur

mavoient promis a la suite des infortunes et craintes tant

recentes que passes de plus longue main les quelles vous

scaves mais pour tout cela Je me vous accuserai ni de peu de

souvenance ni de peu de soigne et moins encores de vostre

promesse violee ou de la froideur de vos Ires mestant Ja tant

randue vostre que ce quil vous plaist mest agreable et sont

mes penses tant volonterement, aux vostres a subjectes que

je veulx presupposer que tout ce que vient de vous precede
non par aulcune des causes de susdictes ains pour telles qui
sont justes et raisounables et telles qui Je desir moyme qui
est lordre que maves promis de prendre final pour la seurete

et hounorable service du seul soubtien de ma vie pour qui
seul Je la veus conserver et sens lequel Je ne desire que
breve mort or est pour vous tesmoigner combien humblement
sous voz commandemens Je me soubmets Je vous ay envoie

en signe d'homage par paris lornement du cheif conducteur

des aultres membres inferant que vous investant de sa de-

spoille de luy qui est principal le rest ne peult que vous estre

subject et avec ques le consentement du cueur au lieu du

quel puis que le vous ay Ja lesse Je vous envoie un sepulcre
de pierre dure poinct de noir seme de larmes et de ossements,
la pierre Je la compare a mon cueur qui comme luy est talle

en un seur tombeau ou receptacle de voz commandements et

sur tout de vostre nom et rnemoire qui y sont enclos, comme
mes cheveulx en la bague pour Jamais neu sortir que la mort

ne vous permet fair trophee des mes os comme la bague en

est remplie en signe que vous aves fayt entiere conqueste de

moy, de mon cueur et jusque a vous en lesser les os pour
memoir de vre victoire et de mon agreable perte et volontiere

pour estre mieux employe que je ne le merite. Lesmail

demiron est noir qui signifie la fermete de celle que lenvoie

les larmes sont sans nombre ausi sont les craintes de vous
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desplair les pleurs de vostre absence et le desplaiser de ne

pouvoir estre en effect exterieur vostre comine je suys sans

faintise de cueur et desprit et a bon droit quant mes merites

seromt trop plus grands que de la plus perfayte que Jamais feut

et telle que je desire estre et mettray poine en condition de

contrefair pour dignement estre emploit soubs vostre domina-

tion resents la done mon seul bien en aussi bonne part come

avecques extreme Joie Jay fait vostre mariage qui jusques
a celuy de nos corps en public ne sortira de mon sein, comme

merque de tout ce que Jay ou espere ni desire de felicite en

ce monde or craignant nion cueur de vous ennuyer autant a

lire que je me plaise descrir Je finiray apres vous avoir baise

les mains daussi grande affection que je prie Dieu (0 le seul

soubtien de ma vie) vous la donner longue et heureuse et a

moy vre bonne grace come le seul bien que je desire et a

quoy je tends Jay dit a ce porteur ce que Jay apris sur lequel

Je me rernets sachant, le credit que luy donnes comme fait

celle qui vous veult estre pour Jamais humblee et obeisante

loyalle femme et seulle amye qui pour Jamais vous voir en-

tierement le cueur le corps sans aucun changement comme
a celuy que Je fait posseur du cueur du quel vous pouves
tenir seur Jusques a la mort ne changera car mal ni bien

ongue ne estrangera.*

Indorsed,
" To prouf the affectioun, 2 French Ire."

I certify that the foregoing is a true and authentic copy,
H. J. SHARPE,

Assistant-Keeper of Public Records.

March 3, 1869.

* The following is the copy of this letter in the English edition of

the ' Detection :

' " My lord, if the displeasure of your absence, of your

forgetfillness, the fear of danger so promised by every one to your so loved

person, may give me consolation, I leave it fo you to judge, seeing the

mishap that my cruel lot and continual misadventure, has hitherto pro-

mised me following the misfortunes and fears as well of late as of a long
time by-past, the which you do know. But for all that I will in no wise

accuse you, neither of your little remembrance, neither of your little care,

and least of all your promise broken, or of the coldness of your writing,

since I am else so far made yours, that that which pleases you is accept-

able to me, and my thoughts are so willingly subdued unto yours, that

I suppose that all that cometh of you proceeds not of any of the causes
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"
If Mary's adversaries forged her letters," says Ko-

bertson, "they were certainly employed very idly when

aforesaid, but rather for such as be just and reasonable, and such as I

desire myself. Which is the final order that you promised to take, for

the surety and honourable service of the only supporter of my life. For

which alone I will preserve the same, and without the which I desire

not but suddain death. And to testifie unto you how lowly I submit

me under your commandments. I have sent you in sign of homage by
Pareis the ornament of the head, which is the chief guide of the other

members. Inferring thereby, that by the seising of you in the posses-

sion of the spoil of that which is principal, the remnant cannot be but

subject unto you, and with consenting of the heart. In place whereof

since I have else left it unto you, I send unto you one sepulture of hard

stone coloured with black, sawin with tears and bones. The stone I

compare to my heart, that as it is carved in one sure sepulture or har-

bour of your commandments, and above all of your name and memory,
that are therein inclosed, as is my heart in this ring never to come

forth, while death grant unto you to one trophie of victory of my bones,

as the ring is filled, in sign you have made one full conquest of me, of

mine heart, and unto that my bones are left unto you, in remembrance

of your victory, and my acceptable love and willingness, for to be better

bestowed than I merit. The ameling that is about is black, which sig-

nifies the stedfastness of her that sendeth the same. The tears are with-

out number, so are the fears to displease you, the tears for your absence,

the disdain that I cannot be in outward effect yours, as I am without

faintness of heart and spirit, and of good reason, though my merits were

much greater than that of the most profit that ever was, and such as

I desire to be, and shall take pains in conditions to imitate, for to

be bestowed worthily under your regiment. My only wealth receive

therefore in as good part the same, as I have received your marriage
with extreme joy, that which shall not part forth of my bosome while

that marriage of our bodies be made in publick, as sign of all" that I

either hope or desire of bliss in this world. Yet my heart, fearing to

displease you, as much in the reading hereof, as it delights me in the

writing, I will make an end, after that I have kissed your hand, with
as great affection as I pray God (0 the only supporter of my life) to give

you long and blessed life, and to me your good favour, as the only good
that I desire, and to the which I pretend. I have shewn unto this bearer

that which I have learned, to whom I remit me, knowing the credit that

you give him, as she doth, that will be for ever unto you an humble and
obedient lawful wife, that for ever dedicates unto you her heart, her

body, without any change as unto him that I have made possessor of my
heart, of which you may hold you assured, that unto the death shall no

ways be changed, for evil nor good shall never make me go from it."

Detection, English edition, 142.
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they produced this."""" In this opinion every one will

agree. The reader cannot fail to be struck with the

total difference of tone between this letter and that of

the two former. The Glasgow letters breathe only of

lust and murder. The one before us is written, to all

appearance, by a wife to her husband, in very modest

and becoming language. She fears some danger threat-

ens his person ; she gently reproaches him with his

forgetfulness, and with the coldness of his writing ; she

sends him a gift in testimony of her unchangeable
affection and it is worthy of notice that she sends it

by Paris, who was said to have carried the most im-

portant of the letters ; and she finally describes herself

as his obedient lawful wife. Is this the language of a

murderess? and were these simple and tender thoughts
traced by the same hand which composed the Glasgow
letters ? We believe they were not. We believe that

this is a genuine production of the Queen of Scots, but

that it was addressed not to Bothwell, but to her hus-

band, Darnley. Her allusions to the dangers which

threaten him, her complaint of his neglect, and, above

all, her reference to their marriage, all point to Darn-

ley, and not to Bothwell, as the person to whom it was

addressed.

No one has asserted that the Queen of Scots was

ever privately married to Bothwell ; but we now know
that she was privately married to Darnley at Stirling t

some months before she was publicly married to him

in Edinburgh. In this letter she obviously alludes

both to their private and their public marriage to

the one as a past, and to the other as a future, event.

The inference is plain, that this letter was written

* Vol. iii. 34. t Ante, chap. ii.
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in the interval between their private and their public

marriage.

She speaks of the absence of her husband ; but this

could not possibly refer to Bothwell, for from the time

that she married him until she was made a prisoner at

Carberry Hill, which was exactly one month, we know
that he never left her for a single day.

None of the letters produced at Westminster were

either signed, sealed, or addressed ; and to mix up a

few genuine productions of the queen with those in-

tended to prove her guilty of the murder, was a device

well worthy of the men who had usurped her crown,

and afterwards sought to justify their conduct by

blasting her reputation.

The next letter contained in the English edition of

the
*

Detection
'

is entitled "Another letter to Bothwell,

of her love to him."

We have this letter in Scotch, in Latin, and in

French. Of these the French is obviously the original,

and it is therefore subjoined in that language :

*

LETTER No. 4.

J'aye veille plus tard la - haut que j'en eusse fait, si ce

n'eust este* pour tirer ce que ce porteur vous dira : que je
trouve la plus belle commodity pour excuser vostre affaire,

qui se pourroit presenter. J'ay promis, que je luy meneray
demain cestuy-la. Vous aiez en soin, si la chose vous semble

commode. Maintenant j'ay viole 1'accord
;
car vous aviez def-

fendu que je n'escrivisse, ou que je n'envoyasse, par devers

vous
;
neantmoins je ne Tay faict pour vous offenser. Et si vous

scaviez en quell crainte je suis a present, vous n'auriez point
tant de soup9ons contraires en vostre esprit; lesquels toutesfois

je supporte,et pren en bonne part,comme provenans de la chose,

* From the text of Whitaker, ii. 235.
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que je desire le plus de toutes celles qui sont soubs le eiel, et

que je poursuy avec extreme diligence, a scavoir, vostre amitie" ;

dont tant de devoirs que je fay me rendent certaine et as-

suree. Quant a moy, je n'en desespereray jamais ;
et vous

prie, que suivant vos promesses, vous me faciez entendre vostre

affection : autrement festimeray que cela se faict par mon mat-

heureux destin, et par la faveur des astres envers celles, qui

toutesfois n'ont une tierce partie de loyaute*, et volonte que fay
de vous obeir; si elles, comme si j'estoye une second amye de

Jason, malgre moy, occupent le premier lieu de faveur : ce que

je ne dy, pour vous a comparer a cet liomme en Vinfelicite quil

avoit, ny moy avec une femme toute esloignee de misericorde,

comme estoit celle-la : combien que vous me contraignez estre

en aucune partie semblable a elle, en toutes les choses qui
vous concernent, ou qui vous peuvent garder et conserver a

celle, a laquelle seule vous estes entierement de droict
;
car

je vous puis m'attribuer comme mien, qui vous ay acquis seul

loyaument, en vous aimant aussi uniquement, comme je fay,

et feray tant que je vivray, me rendant assuree contre les

travaux et dangers qui en pourront advenir. Et pour tous

ces maux, desquels m'avez este la cause, rendez moy ceste

faveur, que vous ayez souvenance de lieu qui est prochain d'icy.

Je ne demande pas que vous me teniez promesse demain ;
ains

que nous nous assemblions, et que n'adjoustiez point de foy
aux suspicions, sinon 1'experience faicte. Je ne demande

autre chose a Dieu fors qu'entendiez ce que j'ay en 1'esprit,

qui est vostre
;
et qu'il vous garentisse de tout mal, au moins

pendant que je seray en vie
; laquelle je ne tient point chere,

sinon en tant que moy et elle vous sommes agreables. Je

m'en vay coucher, et vous dy a Dieu. Faites moy certaine de

bon matin de vostre portement ;
car je seray en peine jusques a

ce que je 1'entende. Comme Voyseau eschappt de la cage, ou la

tourtre qui est sans compagne, ainsi je demeureray seule, pour

phurzr vostre absence, quelque brieve qu'elle puisse estre. Ceste

lettre fera volontiers ce que je ne pourray faire moy-mesmes,
si d'adventure, comme je crain, vous ne dormez desia. Je n'ay
ose escrire en presence de Joseph, Sebastian, et Joachim, qui
ne faisoient que de partir quand j'ay commence a escrire ces

choses.
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The remark of Eobertson respecting the previous let-

ter appears to be almost as applicable to this. It refers

to some matters which can now only be the subject

of conjecture ;
and it contains nothing from which we

can infer that the writer contemplated the commission

of any crime. My own impression is, that it is a

genuine letter of the queen, but that, like the former,

it was addressed not to Bothwell, but to Darnley.

But it contains one or two passages which bear, or

have been made to bear, a suspicious aspect. We
have marked these in italics ; and on comparing them

with the Scotch version of this letter, they will be

found to differ from the French, which clearly appears
to be the original. In the passage respecting Jason,

for example, "celles" in the French is rendered into
" her

"
in the Scotch, in order to indicate Lady Both-

well, of whom, according to the long Glasgow letter,

the queen was inordinately jealous. This would

imply that Mary had been Bothwell's mistress before

his marriage, and that she was now jealous of his

wife, as Medea became jealous of Glauce
; but no

one, not even Buchanan, asserts that any intimacy
subsisted between the queen and Bothwell before his

marriage, so that the alleged reference to Lady Both-

well cannot be the true one. Darnley, we know, gave
the queen abundant cause of jealousy; and assuming
that this letter was addressed to him, we cannot but

conclude that she here alludes, half in jest, half in

earnest, to some Court scandal of the day. We need

hardly add that Medea, the "
unpitiful woman,"

* to

* See the Scotch translation, Wliitaker, ii. 262. The Latin trans-
lator of the letter, who may have been Buchanan, appears to have
noticed the error, and attempted to correct it by omitting the words
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whom she obviously alludes, was not the second, but

the first love of Jason. This is just such an over-

sight as we might expect from a female hand. It is

not one that the alleged forgers of the letters, Mait-

land or Buchanan, were at all likely to have made.

A more remarkable variation between the French

and the Scotch of this letter remains to be noticed.

The passage near the close which we have marked in

italics runs as follows :

" Comme Toyseau eschappe

de la cage, ou la tourtre qui est sans compagne, ainsi

je demeureray seule, pour pleurer vostre absence,

quelque brieve qu'elle puisse estre." In the Scotch this

passage is rendered thus :

" Mdk gude watch. Gif the

burd eschaip out of the caige, or without hir mate,

as the turtur I sail remane alone for to lament the

absence, how schort yet sa ever it be/' *

No one can doubt which of these passages is the

original ; and no one can doubt that the remarkable

variation between the two has been made by design.

Nothing, in short, can be more clear and simple than

the French ; nothing more clumsy and confused than

the Scotch, the sense of which is made to differ en-

tirely from the original. The words "mak gude
watch" do not occur in the French at all. Why
they have been introduced in the Scotch is abun-

dantly clear. They entirely change the sense of the

original by giving a criminal meaning to a sentiment

as innocent as ever was expressed by woman. We
need not, therefore, be surprised that this monstrous

"comme si j'estoye" thus, "ut ipsse, velut secunda Jasonis arnica, me
invita"," &c. But this does not mend the matter, for the writer still

describes her as the woman " tarn aliena" a misericordia." Whitaker,
ii. 262.

*
Ibid., ii. 276.
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interpolation attracted the attention of Elizabeth's

commissioners at York. " The queen wrote to Both-

well/' they say,
"
especially to make good watch that

the bird escape not out of the cage.""* They only

had the Scotch version of the letter before them, and

that, they were solemnly assured, was written in the

queen's own hand.

The next letter in the English 'Detection' is en-

titled
" Another letter to Bothwell concerning the

departure of Margaret Carwood, who was privy and

a helper of all their love/' A copy of it is still pre-

served in the Kecord Office in the original French as

follows : t

LETTER No. 5.

Mon cceur helas ! fault il que la follie (Tune famine dont vous

cormoisses asses 1'ingratitude vers moy soit cause de vous don-

ner displesir veu que je neusse sceu y remedier sans le scavoir
;

et despuis que men suit apersue je ne vous lay peu dire pour
scavoir comment je me gouvernerois car en cela ni autre chose

je ne veux entreprandre de rien fayre sans en scavoir votre

volontay, laquelle je vous suplie me fayre entandre car je la

suivray toute ma vie plus volontiers que vous ne me la de-

clareres, et si vous ne me mondes ce soir ce que voiles que

jen faisse je m en deferay au hazard de la fayre entreprandre
ce qui pourroit, nuire a ce a quoy nous tandons tous deux, et

quant elle sera mariee je vous suplie donnes men une ou jen

prandray telles de quoy vous contanteres quant a leur condi-

, mays de leur langue ou fidelite vers vous je ne vousen

respondray. Je vous suplie qune opinion sur aultrui ne nuise

en votre endroit a ma Constance. Soupsonnes moi mays quant

je vous en veulx rendre hors de doubte et mesclersir ne le refuses

ma chere vie et permettes que je vous face preuve par mon
obeissance de ma fidelite* et Constance et subjection volontaire,

*
Goodall, ii. 150. f Also printed by Laing, ii. 342.

P
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que je prands pour la plus agreable bien que je scaurois resce-

voir si vous le voulles accepter, et nen faytes la ceremonie car

vous ne me scauries davantage outrasger ou donner mortel

ennuy.*

Laing asserts t that the copy of this letter now in

the Eecord Office is in the original French, and he is

probably right ; but beyond the slanderous title pre-

fixed to it in the '

Detection/ it contains nothing to

show either that it was addressed to Bothwell or that

it referred to Margaret Carwood. Laing J informs us

that that person, who was one of the queen's attend-

ants, was married to Bastian Paiges, another of her

servants, on the night preceding Darnley's murder;

but this is a mistake. Bastian was indeed married on

* Record Office, Scotland, December 1568. The following is the

translation of this letter in Buchanan's '

Detection,' p. 144 :

" My heart, alas, must the folly of a woman, whose unthankfulness

toward me you do sufficiently know, be occasion of displeasure unto

you ? considering that I could not have remedied thereunto without

knowing it ? And since that I perceive it, I could not tell it you, for

that I knew not how to govern my self therein. For neither in that,

nor in any other thing, will I take upon me to do any thing without

knowledge of your will : Which I beseech you let me understand ;

for I will follow it all my life, more willingly than you shall declare it

to me. And if you do not send me word this night what you will that

I shall do, I will rid myself of it, and hazard to cause it to be enter-

prized and taken in hand, which might be hurtful unto that whereunto

both we do tend. And when she shall be married, I beseech you give
me' one, or else I will take such as shall content you, for their condi-

tions, but as for their tongues or faithfulness toward you, I will not

answer. I beseech you, that an opinion of another person be not hurt-

ful in your mind to my constancy. Mistrust me, but then I will put

you out of doubt and clear my self. Refuse it not, my dear life, and

suffer me to make you some proof by my obedience, my faithfulness,

constancy, and voluntary subjection, which I take for the pleasantest

good that I might receive, if you will accept it, and make no ceremony
at it, for you could do me no greater outrage, nor give more mortal

grief."

t See vol. ii. Appendix. Vol. i. 304.
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that night, but to another person.
*

Margaret Car-

wood, who had accompanied the queen in her perilous

flight to Dunbar after Kiccio's murder, was not mar-

ried until after the death of Darnley; and in recogni-

tion of her faithful service the queen settled upon her

a small pension. Laing insinuates that this was

intended to purchase the silence of her confidant; and

if it had been an unwonted act of liberality on the

part of Mary, there might be some ground for the

imputation ; but it is well known that she was at all

times generous beyond her means to every one who
had claims upon her bounty; and the fact that she

thus publicly acknowledged the services of Margaret
Carwood seems to refute the notion that she could be

the person whose misconduct is the subject of this let-

ter ; and which, like the two former, appears to have

been addressed, not to Bothwell, but to Darnley.
The internal proofs of this are very strong. The

queen is vexed at the misconduct of one of her women,
and still more so at the displeasure of her correspond-

ent, whoever that might be. But can we suppose that a

profligate like Bothwell would give himself a moment's

thought about the misconduct of a waiting-woman 1

And can we suppose that the queen would have ap-

plied to him to find her another in her place ? Such

an application could only have been addressed to her

husband. And is anything more probable than that

the silly meddling, Darnley should have mixed him-

self up in an affair like this, and caused annoyance to

every one by his interference ? A recent able writer t

justly observes that there is a touch of quiet humour

* See Inventory, &c., by Mr Joseph Eobertson, Preface,

t Mary Stuart, her Guilt or Innocence, by A. M. Caird.
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in the queen's remark,
"
as for their tongues or their

faithfulness to you I will not answer," words which

might be addressed most appropriately to her wayward
husband.

There is only one passage in this letter to which

it is possible to attach a criminal interpretation. It

occurs in the middle, and it appears to have no neces-

sary connection either with what precedes or what

follows it. In the English edition of the
' Detection

'

it is rendered as follows : "And if you do not send me
word this night what you will that I shall do, I will

rid myself of it, and hazard to cause it to be enter-

prized and taken in hand, which might be hurtful

unto that whereunto both of us do tend." What is

meant by this obscure sentence it is impossible to say.

It is the only unintelligible portion of the letter, and

if it were struck out the sense of the remainder would

be clear and consistent ; but, unfortunately, we have

not the original letter of the queen. It is only a copy
which is preserved in the Eecord Office, and it is a

copy furnished by her enemies. If we had the origi-

nal, we might possibly find that this mysterious sen-

tence, like the manifest interpolation in the preceding

letter, had been introduced by the same unscrupulous
hands.

^ We have now laid before the reader all the letters

alleged to have been written by Queen Mary to Both-

well before the murder of her husband. We have

stated our belief that the first two are forgeries, and

that the three last are genuine letters addressed to

Darnley, although they may have been in parts inter-

polated by her enemies. Of the different versions

which exist of the first two letters the Scotch is indis-
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putably the original. It appears no less clearly that

of the last three, which we believe to be genuine let-

ters of the queen, the originals are in French. These

circumstances are so material to this inquiry that we

are here induced to anticipate our narrative by glanc-

ing at the subsequent history of these famous letters.

Three of them were first produced at York in Scotch

in October 1568. In December of the same year the

same letters were produced at Westminster in French,

with the addition of five others, which were also in

French, making eight in all. None of these letters

appeared in print for three years afterwards namely,
until November 1571 when they were published in

London in Latin, appended to the
'

Detection
'

of

Buchanan. In the following year a French edition of

that work appeared, which bore on its title-page the

name of an Edinburgh printer ; but it is admitted that

no such person existed : and it is maintained by the elder

Tytler that the book was printed in London under the

auspices of Cecil ; while Laing contends, with greater

probability, that it was printed at Eochelle. The

point is not of material interest; but it is necessary to

observe that the translator of this French edition, who
seems to have been a Huguenot, and a determined

enemy of the Queen of Scots, states expressly that her

letters were written
" some in French and some in

Scotch." In his preface he says,
" Au reste les epitres

mises sur la fin, avoient ete escrites par la royne,

partie en Francois, partie en Escossois, et depuis
traduictes entierement en Latin, mais n'ayent connois-

sance de la langue Escossois, j'ay mieux aime' exprimer
tout ce que j'ay trouve' en Latin," &c.* Laing has

*
Quoted by Laing, i. 260.
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attempted to explain these expressions of the French

translator as follows. He says that when he speaks
of "

les epitres mises sur la fin/' he includes the

sonnets "* as well as the letters, and that he means

that the former were written in French and the latter

in Scotch ; but this explanation is contradicted in the

very passage which Laing quotes to prove it. The

epistles of which the French translator speaks as hav-

ing been written by the queen
"
partie en Francois,

partie en Escossois," were afterwards
"

traduictes

entierement en Latin." Now, as the sonnets never

were at any time translated into Latin, the expression
"
epitres mises sur la fin

"
could only apply to the

letters, which had, we know, been previously translated

into that language.
The testimony of this contemporary writer, who

asserts that the letters were originally written " some

in French and some in Scotch," is therefore of the

utmost importance. Although an avowed enemy of

the Queen of Scots, and engaged in the work of her

enemies, he here unwittingly contradicts them upon
a most essential point. And the testimony of this

anonymous translator confirms our belief, that of these

letters some were written in Scotch and some French,

and that the former were forged and the latter

genuine.

Goodall proved so conclusively, more than a century

ago, that of the different versions of the two Glasgow
letters which now exist the Scotch is the original, that

the point has never since been disputed ; but the re-

* In addition to the letters certain sonnets were produced at West-

minster, alleged to have been sent by the queen to Bothwell. See

Appendix F.
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ply of Laing has already been stated. He says that

Goodall could not prove that the French version of

the letters which we now possess was that produced
at Westminster, and that unless he could prove that

he proved nothing. We know that Murray only ex-

hibited the alleged originals, and left only copies in

the hands of Cecil. These so-called copies, Laing

asserts, were in reality Scotch translations "* of the

queen's letters. These Scotch versions were after-

wards translated into Latin, and from the Latin once

more turned into French. Hence the ludicrous blun-

ders which they contain, and which Goodall so suc-

cessfully detected and exposed.

Laing's argument assumes, therefore, as a funda-

mental point, that no French copies of the letters were

left with Cecil after the Westminster conferences ;

but the language of Cecil himself leads us to a dif-

ferent conclusion. The journal of the proceedings at

Westminster, corrected in many places with his own

hand, states that on the 8th of December 1568 the

Kegent Murray and his colleagues produced various

writings, alleged by them to have been written by
their queen, which writings "being copied, were read

in French, and a due collation made thereof, as near

"The copies," says Laing, "which Murray delivered, were the

Scotch translations afterwards published." Vol. i. 220. But how could

Laing possibly know this ? Various of the papers produced by Murray
are still preserved in the Cotton Library and in the Record Office

;
and

if the eight letters for eight were produced in all had been left with

Cecil in Scotch, some of them at least would in all probability have still

remained. As it is, we still find four out of the eight letters in the Re-

cord Office, and of these two are contemporary translations in English,
and two are contemporary copies in French. Against this evidence are

we to take the bare assertion of Laing, that Murray left only Scotch

copies of the letters in the hands of Cecil ?
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as could be, by reading and inspection, and made to

accord with the originals, which the said Earl of

Murray required to be redelivered, and did thereupon
deliver the copies, being collationed, the tenor of all

which seven writings hereafter follow in order, the first

being in manner of a sonnet,
*

Dieux, ayez de moi,'
*

&c. There is nothing here to confirm the assertion of

Laing that Murray left translations instead of copies.*"

The contrary is not only distinctly stated, but a

portion of the first line of the first of the sonnets

is actually given in French in Cecil's own hand-

writing, and it is identical with that which we now

possess.

On the 13th of the same month we find another

entry in the journal to the same effect.
" There were

produced,
"

it says,
"
sundry letters written in French."

The journal adds,
" Of which letters the originals,

supposed to be written with the Queen of Scots' own

hand, were then also presently produced and perused."

Here we have it distinctly stated that both copies and

originals were in French. There is not a word as to

translations in Scotch or in any other language.

The assumption, therefore, that Murray left with

Cecil, not French copies, but Scotch translations, of

the letters, is contradicted by Cecil himself. It is con-

tradicted also by Murray in a paper drawn up by
him on the 15th of October 1569, in which he says
that

"
copies

"
of the letters

" were delivered to Mr

Secretary, in whose hands they remain;" whereas in

*
Laing says that "

being copied implies that the letters were already

copied, not that they were copied then on the spot ; being copied, they
were read in French, that tJie copies themselves were in a different lan-

guage" But of this fact, upon which his whole argument depends, he
offers no proof whatever. Laing, i. 166.
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a letter written some time before, he had spoken of

translations, thus clearly distinguishing between the

two.* It is contradicted, lastly, by the collection in

the Record Office, in which no Scotch translations

of the queen's letters are now to be found, but in

which may still be seen the two copies in French

of the letters produced at Westminster, which have

already been laid before the reader.

Buchanan's '

Detection/ in which these letters first

appeared in print, was published under the auspices
of Cecil in 1571; and if the secretary had had in his

possession genuine copies of genuine French letters,

we cannot suppose that he would have allowed to

be appended to the libel of Buchanan the blundering
translations from the Latin and the Scotch which for

a couple of centuries passed for the true productions
of Mary Stewart. Even if we admit the truth of

Laing's assertion, that translations only of the queen's
letters were left in London, Cecil, at the time of the

publication of the '

Detection/ might readily have

obtained from his Scottish allies genuine copies of the

Glasgow letters. The fact that no such copies were

obtained at that or at any other time clearly justifies

the suspicion that no French originals of these letters

ever existed.

Before concluding this chapter, we cannot but refer

to a point which is placed in a most prominent light
in these letters namely, the violent attachment ex-

pressed by the writer to her correspondent.
If we were told that a woman, twenty-four years old,

* In a letter to Queen Elizabeth, dated the 8th June 1568, Murray
speaks of Queen Mary's letters as being

" translated in our language."
Goodall, ii. 75.
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had all at once become violently enamoured of a man
whom she had known from her childhood, we should

think the incident a most remarkable one. We know

that in fiction, as well as in real life, attachments of

this kind usually spring up in a different way. It

is not between old, but between new acquaintances,

that that phenomenon, which Lord Bacon philosophi-

cally calls
"
the mad degree of love/' is wont to exhibit

itself. It may perhaps be suggested that Mary was

all along secretly attached to Bothwell ;
but of this

we have not the smallest proof. Bothwell was a

member of her Council from the time that she arrived,

in Scotland in 1561 until he fled to France in 1563,

when both were single, yet we hear not a whisper of

this attachment. On the contrary, we learn from an

impartial source that, instead of regarding him with

favour at this period of his career, she entertained, for

very sufficient reasons, a decided prejudice against

him.* That he afterwards acquired her confidence is

not to be disputed. The fidelity and zeal which he

displayed after Biccio's murder naturally increased his

influence ; and we need not be surprised that, look-

ing back at his unwavering loyalty to her mother and

herself, and contrasting his conduct with that of his

brother nobles, the queen was eventually induced to

regard him as one of the chief supports of her author-

ity. That he was hated upon this account, and that

plots were laid for his destruction, we learn from the

Earl of Bedford
;
but it is to the political ascendancy

* On the 15th of March 1565, Kandolph informs Cecil that the queen
is averse to Bothwell's return because he had "

spoken dishonourably
"

of her (Keith, ii. 266) ; yet in little more than a twelvemonth afterwards

her enemies represent her as being madly enamoured with him.
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of Bothwell that the English ambassador refers. He

says nothing, arid he hints nothing, as to any personal

preference of the queen for her powerful subject. The

only incident to which her enemies can point in proof
of such is her visit to Hermitage Castle, the circum-

stances attending which Buchanan has so outrageously

misrepresented to serve the purpose of his patrons.



CHAPTEK VI.

THE MURDER OF DARNLEY.

THE queen left Glasgow, accompanied by her husband,

on Monday the 27th, and they arrived in Edinburgh
on the 30th of January.* A house had been fitted up
for his reception in the southern suburbs of the town,

just outside the walls. The situation was high and

healthy as compared with that of Holyrood, which

was distant about three-quarters of a mile. According
to the deposition of Paris, it was Maitland who fixed

upon the locality ; and we know that the house be-

longed to Eobert Balfour, a brother of the man who,
after the conferences at Craigmillar, had prepared the

bond for the king's murder.

The house was small, consisting only of two storeys,

with cellars underneath. The upper part was occupied

by the king. Immediately below his sleeping-room

a bed was fitted up for the queen, and she passed at

least two nights at the Kirk-of-Field during Darnley's
brief residence at this fatal spot. To all appearance
the reconciliation between the royal pair was now

complete. This is not disputed by the queen's ene-

* The dates here given are those set forth "by the queen's accusers at

Westminster. See Journal, Appendix D.
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mies, who assert, however, that she was only playing
out the perfidious game which she had commenced

at Glasgow.
Within a week after Darnley's arrival an incident

occurred which probably induced the conspirators to

accelerate their movements. The king, who was now

steadily regaining strength, was warned by Lord

Eobert Stewart* that a plot had been formed against

his life, and he advised him to quit the Kirk-of-Field

without delay. Darnley forthwith told the queen,

who sent for her brother the Lord Eobert, and ques-

tioned him on the subject in the presence of her hus-

band. To the amazement of Darnley, Lord Eobert

denied that he had ever spoken to him upon the mat-

ter. Darnley, in his rage, gave him the lie, and both

young men seizing their weapons, the queen in alarm

called upon Murray, who happened to be at hand, to

help her to preserve the peace. The conduct of the

queen upon this occasion, so perfectly natural in every

way, has subjected her, nevertheless, to the most odious

imputations. Buchanan does not hesitate to assert

that her real object was to incite a quarrel between

her husband and her brother,
"
making account that

it should be gain to her whichever of them both per-
ished ;" and after she had accomplished her purpose of

setting them by the ears, he adds, with intense ab-

surdity, that she called on Murray to separate them
in order that they both might kill him.t Laing, who

* A half-brother of the queen, and lay abbot of Holyrood.
t Detection, 19. Very similar in character is a charge which he

against the queen some time before the birth of the prince. He
says she instigated her husband to seduce her brother's wife, the Coun-
tess of Murray, in order not only that she might be revenged upon three

persons all at once whom she hated, but that she might obtain a divorce
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could not fail to perceive the gross inconsistency of

these accusations, adopts, or rather insinuates, the first,

while he rejects the last."* But the queen's behaviour

was clearly more consistent with innocence than guilt.

If instead of inquiring into the matter on the spot, she

had striven to calm her husband's apprehensions, and

to persuade him that they were groundless, by throw-

ing discredit on her brother, such conduct might well

have given rise to suspicion. But we cannot believe

that, if she had been a party to the plot against her

husband, she would at this critical time have run the

risk of confronting him with her brother, who evidently

knew something of the conspiracy. Conscious guilt

must instinctively have shrunk from so obvious a

danger of exposure.

Two days after this incident namely, on Sunday
the 9th of February Murray left Edinburgh for St

Andrews, alleging to the queen, who had earnestly

requested him to remain, the illness of his wife as the

cause of his departure. His retirement on the very

day on which it had been determined to assassinate

the king is further confirmatory of Maitland's state-

ment made in Murray's presence at Craigmillar, that

he would look through his fingers at any attempt that

might be made to get rid of Darnley. But we cannot

give credit to the assertion of Leslie, that while on his

from Darnley on account of the adultery. The atrocity of this accusation is

surpassed by its absurdity. Buchanan, who had lived much in Catholic

countries, knew, or ought to have known, that among Catholics adultery

was no ground of divorce. The Council of Trent, several years before,

had definitively settled the question by the famous canon commencing
" Si quis dixerit ecclesiam errare," &c., and declaring marriage to be indis-

soluble. This canon was promulgated on the 14th November 1563, some

time before the marriage of Darnley. Pothier, iii. 365, art.
" Divorce."

*
Laing, i. 34.
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journey to St Andrews the future regent said to his

servant, "This night ere morning the Lord Darnley

shall lose his life.""* To have betrayed his knowledge
of the plot at such a time was entirely inconsistent

with the reserved and wary nature of the man.

On the evening of this day the queen had promised

to be present at a masked ball at Holyrood, to be

given in honour of the marriage of two of her ser-

vants, Sebastian Paiges and Christina Hogg. Both

the enemies and the advocates of the queen assert that

this night was fixed for the murder, as it was known

that she would sleep at Holyrood, and that there would

be no one at the Kirk-of-Field except Darnley and his

attendants.

The queen visited her husband as usual upon the

evening preceding the murder, accompanied by Huntly
and Bothwell, and remained at the Kirk-of-Field until

it was time to attend the mask. They then separated
for the night, apparently on the most cordial terms, t

and the queen returned to Holyrood.

Meanwhile, according to the depositions or confes-

sions of five persons, four of whom were afterwards

executed for the murder, a quantity of gunpowder
was placed in the queen's chamber, which we have

stated was immediately below that of the king. Three

of these men were servants of Bothwell namely,

George Dalgleish, William Powrie, and Patrick Wil-

son. The two others were his kinsman and namesake,
John Hepburn of Bolton, and John Hay, younger of

Talla, one of his Border retainers. According to these

depositions, Dalgleish and Powrie brought the powder
*

Leslie, 75. In Anderson's Collections.

t See the deposition of Nelson
; State Trials, i. 929.
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from Bothwell's apartments at Holyrood ; and after it

had been emptied in a heap in the queen's chamber,

to which they gained access by false keys, a match

a few inches long was lit by Hepburn and Hay, and

laid on the floor so as to communicate with the pow-
der. It was past two in the morning before their pre-

parations were completed ; and hastening from the

spot after the match was lighted, they waited, in com-

pany with Bothwell, who joined them at the town

wall, until the explosion took place. They all then

made the best of their way, but by different routes, to

Holyrood.*
All these depositions were attested by the Justice-

Clerk Bellenden ; and Laing asserts
"
that nothing

can be better authenticated." t But when we consider

that they were all made before a secret tribunal, and

probably all extorted by torture, the language of this

very confident historian appears to be unwarrantably

strong. The attestation of the justice-clerk proves

nothing, as the depositions were taken not before him,

but before the lords of the Secret Council "J namely,

Morton, Huntly, Argyll, Maitland, and Balfour who

were all more or less implicated in the king's murder,

and who were not likely therefore to produce any evi-

dence against themselves. Laing himself admits, on

the authority of a letter of Eobert Melvill, that Hay,
when he was first arrested in September 1567, accused

Huntly as well as Bothwell of the murder. The Earl

of Bedford, in a letter to Cecil, throws still further

light upon the subject. "Hay of Talk," he says,
"
opened the whole device of the murder, declaring

* See the depositions in Howell's State Trials, i.

t Vol. ii. 10. J State Trials, uU supra.
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who were the executioners of the same, and went so

far as to touch a great many not of the smallest"*

All these charges, however, are suppressed ; for in the

deposition of Hay no person of note is directly accused

except Bothwell, and on this point all the other depo-

sitions agree. The depositions and confessions of Hay
and his accomplices further agree in stating that only

nine persons were at the Kirk-of-Field on the occasion

of the murder.

But we have the testimony of Murray t himself that

there were between thirty and forty persons concerned

in the crime. Sir William Drury furtherJ states that

Ker of Faudonside, the unpardoned rebel, who had an

outstanding score against Darnley, which, according to

the usage of the age, could only be washed out with

blood, was seen on horseback with several followers

close to the Kirk-of-Field at the time of the explosion.

He had crossed the Tweed at the risk of his liberty

and life expressly to see the work of vengeance done,

and no doubt to render aid, if aid were needed ; and

he must have ridden hard to reach Northumberland

again before the dawn. This incident, upon which

Drury, who was himself at Berwick, was not likely to

be misinformed, illustrates at once the ruthless man-

ners of the age ; and it shows that the knowledge of

the intended murder was not confined to the conspira-
tors in Edinburgh.
Some other circumstances in the depositions require

notice. According to Hay and Hepburn, the placing
of the powder was a work of some difficulty. They

* Bedford to Cecil, 5th September 1567; Record Office.

t Letter of De Silva; Froude, ix. 37.

I Letter to Cecil, 24th April ;
Record Office.

Q
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first attempted to bring it into the house in a barrel ;

but the back door by which they entered was too

small, and they were obliged to carry it in bags into

the queen's chamber, where they emptied it in a heap
on the floor.""" According to the same witnesses, the

queen, along with her attendants, was with her hus-

band in the room immediately above while all these

preparations were going on. There were, besides, re-

siding in the house, six or seven of Darnley's servants,

some of whom occupied the lower part of the house

adjoining the queen's apartment ; and how all these

operations could be completed in so small a building
without disturbing any of the inmates is one of the

mysteries of the Kirk-of-Field still unexplained.

But the chief objection to the truth of the depo-
sitions of Hay and Hepburn is their account of the

mode in which the house was destroyed. By assert-

ing that the whole of the powder was placed in the

queen's apartment, an attempt was obviously made to

implicate her in the murder. But if the powder had

been placed in her room, consequences must have

ensued very different from those which actually took

place. The whole of the upper part of the house must

undoubtedly have been destroyed, and the lower part
must have been shaken to its base. But we learn

from a variety of sources that the very foundation-

stones, of great size and weight, were blown into the

air. This could not possibly have happened if the

powder had been placed above these stones that is, in

the queen's apartment. The powder necessarily must

have been placed below them to produce such results.

Upon this point there is a singular concurrence

* " Evin directly under the kingis bed." Deposition of Hepburn.
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of contemporary authority. A French envoy named

Clernault, who was in Edinburgh at the time, says

the house must have been blown up by a mine."55
"

Sir

James Melvillt and the 'Diurnal of Occurrents'J tell

the same story. In the indictment against the Earl

of Morton, who was afterwards tried and convicted

of the murder, it is stated that the gunpowder had

been placed by him and his accomplices
" under the

ground and angular stones, and within the vaults,"

&c., of the house. Lastly, Buchanan himself says in

his
'

Detection
'

that the murderers had kept the key
of the lower room,

" where they had undermined the

wall and filled the holes with gunpowder." This is

the more remarkable, as the depositions of Hay and

Hepburn first appeared in print appended to his
' De-

tection/ and he thus contradicts them on a point mate-

rial to the reputation of the queen.
The depositions to which we have referred were all

taken in the summer or the autumn of 1567, when the

Queen of Scots was a prisoner in Lochleven, and Both-

well was a pirate on the North Sea. At that time the

confederate lords, who had usurped the government,
had no interest in accusing any one else of the murder

of Darnley. The queen and her alleged paramour,
with their subordinates, were, not only according to

these depositions, but according to the public declara-

tions, put forward at the time as the only guilty parties;

but as time passed, and circumstances changed, we find

other distinguished persons accused of the murder. In

*
Quoted in Von Raumer, 96. t Memoirs, 78.

J Printed by the Bannatyne Club. This interesting journal, which is

generally accurate as to facts, was, according to its editor, the late Thomas

Thomson,
"
evidently written by a contemporary observer residing in

Edinburgh." See the Preface. P. 69.
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the autumn of 1569 the Queen of Scots was no longer
at Lochleven. She was still, indeed, a prisoner, but

in England ; and the most powerful of the English

nobility, with the view of settling the question of the

succession, had strongly approved of her marriage with

the Duke of Norfolk. In Scotland, Maitland, who had

once more, and for the last time, changed sides, sup-

ported the proposal with all his might; but it was

strenuously opposed by the dominant faction, of which

Murray was the chief. It was just at this critical

time that Maitland was accused by the confederates,

his former associates, of the murder of Darnley.
In support of the accusation, the depositions of Paris,

to which we have already referred, were produced. We
may add that these depositions also contain matter

implicating Huntly, Argyll, and Sir James Balfour,*

who had all by this time left the side of the confed-

erates, and were acting as the chiefs of the queen's

party in Scotland.

But the depositions of Paris are chiefly remarkable

for the accusations which they contain against the

queen herself. He is the only witness who, according
to her enemies, directly charged her with adultery and

murder. His testimony, therefore, demands special

attention.

This man, as we have already stated, was not pro-
duced at Westminster. But according to a letter of

Murray to Queen Elizabeth, Paris arrived in Leith

about the middle of June 1569 a few months after the

conferences had closed. By the same letter it appears
that the Queen of England had requested that he should

not be immediately put to death. Murray informs her,

* See the depositions of Paris.
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however, that, some seven or eight days before the

receipt of her letter, Paris had been executed ; but he

trusts his testimony left
"
shall be found so authentic

as the credit thereof shall not seem doubtful." *

We have strong reasons for believing that in this

letter Murray did not give the true date of the arrival

of Paris in Scotland, and that the truth was concealed

from Elizabeth and her ministers for a very obvious

reason. If Paris had been in Britain at the time of

the Westminster conferences, he ought certainly to

have been produced ; for we know that two witnesses

far less important namely, Crawford and Nelson

were produced. It was necessary, therefore, to account

for the absence of Paris ; and Murray's letter, if true,

sufficiently explained the cause.

But from the subjoined paper, for which I am in-

debted to Professor Schiern of Copenhagen, it appears
that Paris was delivered up to Captain Clark, an emis-

sary of Murray, the then Eegent of Scotland, on the

30th of October 1568. As the conferences at West-

minster lasted until the middle of December of that

year, there was ample time to have sent him to London

to be examined if the regent had so desired.

Are we, then, to believe that, after Paris had been

given up, Clark remained all winter with his prisoner
in Denmark ? and if not, what credit are we to give
to Murray's letter? This is the first, and not the

least, suspicious circumstance which attaches to the

depositions of Paris,t

* See the letter
; Laing, ii. 269.

t
" '

Ego Johannes Klarck Scoticorum cohortium supremus Capitaneus,

profiteer hoc meo chirographo accepisse me a Nobili ac prsestanti Do-
mino D. Petro Oxe de Gislefeldt, Regni Danise Magistro Curiae, duos viros,

utpote Vilhelmum Murranum etParidem Gallum, qui dicuntur proditores
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We have two depositions of this person the first

apparently a voluntary one, the second made in reply

to interrogatories and both taken at St Andrews on

the 9th and 10th of August 1569. We have no record

of his trial beyond the fact that Murray states in the

above-mentioned letter that he
(

"
suffered death by

order of law
"
on the 1 6th of that month. We are not

informed by whom he was interrogated, nor by what

court he was condemned. We are not informed why
he was sent away from Edinburgh, where it was usual

to bring political offenders to trial, and where all the

other murderers of Darnley, without exception, had

been tried and executed. The removal of so important
a prisoner from the ordinary seat of judicature, and the

absence of all judicial proceedings respecting him, are

the next circumstances of suspicion which attach to the

depositions of Paris.

The first of these does not implicate the queen. It

represents Bothwell as acquainting Paris with the pro-

ject of the murder a few days before it was perpetrated.

Paris says he is horror - struck ; and he attempts to

dissuade the earl from engaging in so dangerous an

necnon interfectores Sereniss : Regis Scotorum piiss : memoriae Henrici,

etc., quos prsefatos me oblige sisturum coram judices Regni Scotici, ibi

examinandos ac puniendos, si sontes reique fuerint, liberosque pronun-
tiatos demissurum, hac tarnen lege, ut eis concedetur [sic] tempus unius

niensis, amicos ac propinquos suos sollicitandos [sic], si quos habuerint,

qui eos de crimine, quo sunt inusti, purgare possint aut velint. Hsec ita

firma atque vera esse, sigillo meo proprio atque native muniendum volui.

Datum Roschildise, 30 Octobris, Ao. 1568.'
" This letter was found by me in the Danish archives. Roskilde, where

it was written the 30th October 1568, is, as you know, an ancient city in

Zealand. Believe me, your most obedient,
" FKEDERIK SCHIERN,

"Professor of History at the University of Copenhagen."
February 16, 1869.

It thus appears that Paris was delivered up nearly a twelvemonth
before his so-called depositions were produced.
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enterprise. Bothwell, instead of listening to him, bullies

and blasphemes, and threatens him with certain death

if he reveals his secret or disobeys his orders. He then

tells Paris that many of the chief nobility are in the

plot, upon which the Frenchman ventures to ask if the

Earl of Murray is among the number. " The Earl of

Murray, the Earl of Murray," said Bothwell, hastily,
"
will neither help nor hinder us ; but it is all one." *

Paris further says, that when he heard, on the morning
before the murder, that Murray was about to leave

Edinburgh, he immediately concluded that that pru-
dent nobleman had resolved to be out of the way
during the perpetration of the crime. It is by way of

compliment that Paris introduces this remark ; for he

eulogises Murray's character and conduct in the most

extravagant manner throughout. But the observation

is worthy of note, as showing the general belief which

prevailed as to Murray's foreknowledge of the murder.

There is only one circumstance related in the first

deposition which in any way affects the queen. Paris

says that on the Saturday before the murder he was

told by Margaret Carwood to fetch away from the

Kirk-of-Field the coverlet of the queen's bed.t Her
enemies assume, therefore, that it was a valuable one,

and that she wished to preserve it. The incident,

whether true or false, is really too trifling for discus-

sion, and would not require notice but for the analo-

gous story of the removal of Darnley's bed, to which

" Monsieur de Morra, Monsieur de Morra, il ne veult n'ayder ne

nuyre ; mais c'est tout ung." First Deposition of Paris.

t Paris does not say whether it was valuable or not. Laing says it
" was probably valuable

"
(vol. ii. 36). Mignet, more positive, says it

was " une riche couverture q'elle ne vouloit sans doute pas y laisser a
veille de 1'explosion" (tome i. 215) an excellent example of the pro-
gress of calumny.
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we shall have occasion presently to refer. We pro-

ceed meanwhile to the second deposition of Paris.

The first sentence is sufficiently startling :

"
In-

terrogue quant premierement il entra en credit vers

la royne. Eesponce que ce fust comme la royne

estoyt a Callendar allant a Glasco, qu'alors elle luy

bailla une bourse la ou il avoit environ trois ou quatre

cens ecus, pour la porter a Monsieur de Boduel," &c.

According to this statement, when the queen was at

Callendar House, on her journey to Glasgow to visit

her husband, she gave to Paris a purse of money to

deliver to Bothwell, who at the time was living under

the same roof. Why she could not have given the

money to Bothwell himself Paris does not explain,

nor can any reason be suggested why she should have

thus so unnecessarily committed herself to a man who
on that very day apparently entered her service.

Bothwell having escorted the queen to the bounds

of his sheriffdom, returned to Edinburgh ; and Paris,

according to his deposition, accompanied the queen to

Glasgow. After remaining for
" two days there," he

says the queen sent him with a letter to Bothwell in

Edinburgh ; but we have already shown that Paris is

contradicted upon this point by the journal produced

by the queen's accusers at Westminster, according to

which Bothwell was at this time in Liddesdale.*

Paris says that before setting out with the letter

the queen told him to say to Bothwell,
"
Que le roy

la voulloyt baiser, mais elle ne pas voullu de peur de sa

*
Ante, p. 208. Paris is also contradicted by Mr Fronde, for, instead

of allowing him to remain two days in Glasgow, he sends him off with

the queen's long letter to Bothwell immediately after his arrival. Yet
Mr Froude treats the Frenchman's so-called deposition as absolutely
authentic. Vol. viii. 353.
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malladye." Paris further says that Bothwell told him

that every night, while the queen was at Holyrood,
"
Lady Keres iroit bien tard le querir pour 1'amener a

la chambre de la royne."

Monstrous though these passages are, the second

deposition of Paris contains passages more monstrous

still. Previous to the murder, he says he went to

the queen to ask for the keys of her chamber at the

Kirk-of-Field, and in the following words :

"
Madame,

Monsieur de Boduel m'a commande de luy porter les

clefs de vostre chambre; et qu'il a envie d'y faire

quelque chose, c'est de faire sauter le roy en Tair par

pouldre." If we believe all this, and, in particular,

that a menial servant should venture to ask his mis-

tress for the keys of her bedchamber because Both-

well wanted to blow up her husband with gunpowder,
it is impossible to entertain a doubt of the queen's

guilt.

For this reason the authenticity of the deposi-
tions of Paris has been strenuously maintained by the

queen's enemies.
"
It is in vain," says Hume, in the

first edition of his History,
"
at present to seek im-

probabilities in Nicolas Hubert's dying confession, and
to magnify the smallest difficulty into a contradiction.

It was certainly a regular judicial paper, given in

regularly and judicially, and ought to have been can-

vassed at the time if the persons whom it concerned

had been assured of their own innocence." *

We have here a notable example of the extraordi-

nary carelessness of-that eminent historian. The short

sentence we have last cited contains no fewer than

three distinct and palpable mistakes. In the first

* Hume's History, ii. 500, first edition.
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place, the paper containing the depositions of Paris

was authenticated by no judicial authority. Secondly,
it was not given in regularly and judicially, for it

was secretly sent up to London in October 1569,

many months after the termination of the West-

minster conferences. Lastly, it was impossible that it

could have been canvassed at the time by those whom
it concerned, for it was not only kept a profound
secret from the queen and her friends during her life,

but it was not made public for nearly a century and a

half after her death. The depositions of Paris were

first given to the world in the Collections of Anderson

in 1725.

Laing is not more successful in his attempt to

maintain the credit of Paris. ,The fallacy of his ar-

gument as to the chronology of the Glasgow letters

has already been exposed.
" But the chief objection,"

says Laing,
"
that no mention is made before whom

the examination was taken, is removed by the attesta-

tion of the clerk of Council." *
Laing adds that Hay,

who attended the regent officially,
" was undoubtedly

employed to interrogate Paris on the circumstances

concealed in his first declaration." Biit, notwithstand-

ing Laing's confident assertion, we have unquestionable

proof, not only that Hay was not present on the occa-

sion referred to, but that he has furnished us with a

falsified version of the so-called deposition of Paris,

by omitting the names of the witnesses before whom

*
Laing, ii. 46. The following is the attestation of the copy of the

depositions of Paris in the Cotton Library :

" This is the trew copy of

the declaration and deposition of the said Nicholas Howbert als Paris,

quhairof the principall is markit every leif with his awin hand ;
and

the same being red againe in his presence, he avowit the same, and all

partes and clauses thereof, to be undoubtedlie trew." Ita est Alexander

Hay, scriba Secreti consilii, S. D. N. Regis ac Notarius-Publicus,
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it was actually taken. The original depositions, marked

at the foot of each leaf with the initials of Paris, are

preserved in the Eecord Office, to which Laing informs

us he had not access when he wrote his History ;* and

we find that they were taken, not in presence of Alex-

ander Hay, as Hay's attestation to the copy in the

Cotton Library led Laing to believe, but
"
in presence

of Mr George Buchanan, Master of St Leonard's

College in St Andrews; Mr John Wood, Senator of the

College of Justice
;
and Eobert Eamsay, writer of this

declaration, servant to my lord regent's grace."

The notary, Alexander Hay, was thus guilty of a

double fraud. In the copy of the depositions pre-

served in the Cotton Library he not only omitted the

names of the real witnesses appended to the original,

but he represented himself to have been the sole wit-

ness of the declaration of Paris. Hay thus rendered

himself liable to very severe penalties. On referring
to the Scottish Statute-book, we find and the circum-

stance is extremely significant that forgery, and more

especially forgery by notaries, was at this period a

very common, offence. In the year 1540 an Act was

passed for the punishment of false notaries. By the

Statute of 155 It the penalties of forgery attached not

only to the makers and users of false instruments, but

to the "falsifiers of any writings whatever." The

preamble of a subsequent statute passed in 1555

speaks of "
the great and many falsehoods daily done

within this realm by notaries;" and we find by this

Act that Alexander Hay had rendered himself liable

to the loss of his right hand, to the forfeiture of the

whole of his personal estate, and to banishment for

life. But as he was clerk of Murray's Privy Council,
*

Laing, ii., Appendix. f Scotch Acts.
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as well as a notary-public, he no doubt considered

himself secure.

Nothing is known of the depositions of Paris, there-

fore, except that they are professedly written by a

servant of Murray, and are attested by two of his

creatures, Buchanan and Wood, both pensioners of

Cecil, and both mortal enemies of the Queen of Scots.

But although the depositions were, according to the

document in the Eecord Office, taken in presence of

Buchanan, that historian has unaccountably rejected

the evidence of Paris the most important of all the

witnesses against the queen, and the only one, in fact,

who accused her directly of the crimes imputed to her.

To the
'

Detection/ which was published two years

afterwards, Buchanan appended the depositions of

Hay, Hepburn, and Dalgleish ; but the depositions of

Paris are omitted. In his
'

History of Scotland/ pub-
lished subsequently, although he refers on various

occasions to Paris, he is equally silent on the subject of

his depositions. It is impossible to assign any reason

for the rejection of these by Buchanan, except their

manifest extravagance and absurdity, which, even he

concluded, could not impose on the worst enemies of

the queen. Subsequent historians, we have seen, have

shown less discrimination ; and Mr Froude adopts
at the present day as absolutely genuine the incred-

ible narrative of Paris, by transferring to his pages
some of its most sensational passages, without even

acquainting his readers that its authenticity has ever

been called in question/*

The evidence of Thomas Nelson, the only one of

Darnley's servants who escaped with his life from the

*
History, ix. 5.
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Kirk-of-Field, and whose deposition was produced at

Westminster, contains various matters prejudicial to

the queen, although it does not directly charge her

with the murder.

Nelson says that, on her arrival at the Kirk-of-Field

with her husband, a bed of black figured velvet had

been placed in his room, but that she ordered it to be

taken away and an old travelling bed to be set up
in its stead, thus implying that Mary Stewart was

the most economical of murderesses.'
5''' Nelson further

says that on the night of the murder she had pro-

mised to sleep at the Kirk-of-Field ; but after remain-

ing some time with the king, she suddenly remembered

her engagement to attend the mask at Holyrood, and

returned to the palace with her attendants. But it is

most improbable that her intention to be present at the

ball should not have been known beforehand. Nelson

further says that the queen ordered an old door to be

used as a cover for the king's bath, to convey the

notion, apparently, that the house was meanly fur-

nished and ill-adapted for an invalid. Finally, to con-

nect her with the plans of the assassins, he says that

the door of the queen's apartment was always kept

locked, and that the keys were kept by her servants

Beton and Paris, the two men who, it will be remem-

bered, were the alleged carriers of the two Glasgow
letters,t

A document lately discovered may satisfy us that

some at least of Nelson's allegations are false. A con-

temporary inventory of the furniture contained in the

Kirk-of-Field at the time of the explosion shows that

the king's chamber was furnished, not with an old

* See State Trials, i. 930. f See the two letters, ante.
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travelling bed, but with one of violet velvet, richly

ornamented with gold and silver lace.* From an entry

on the margin of the inventory, we find, further, that

the queen had made a present of this bed to Darnley
in the previous month of August, at a time when, ac-

cording to the slanders subsequently invented by her

enemies, she was treating him with studied indignity

and neglect. The same document contains a complete

list of the other articles provided for the king's apart-

ment ; and we find that it was amply, and even luxu-

riously, furnished according to the fashion of the age.

There were supplied from Holyrood couches of silk and

velvet, tapestry to cover the walls, and a Turkey carpet,

which at the time must have been a rarity in Scotland.

The next piece of evidence we possess respecting

the murder is the confession of Ormiston commonly
called, from his complexion, "The Black Laird"

previous to his execution on the 13th December 1573.

He was convicted upwards of six years after the com-

mission of the crime; and his confession was made, as

it appears, to John Brand, one of the ministers of

Edinburgh, who attended him in his last moments.

Ormiston, who was one of Bothwell's Border retainers,

says that the earl spoke to him on the subject of the

murder only two days before it was committed, and

that
" he utterly refused

"
to join in the plot.

"
If it

were upon the field," he added, "to fight unto the

death, I should not fear my skin cutting." Bothwell

replied,
"
Tush, Ormiston ; you need not take fear of

this, for the whole lords have concluded the same long

* Published by Mr Joseph Kobertson. It appears that, of forty-five

beds contained at Holyrood, only three were ornamented in this

manner. See preface to the Inventory.
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since at Craigmillar, all that were there with the queen,

and none dare find fault with it when it shall be done."

He says that, notwithstanding, he took no active part

in the plot, except to give directions how the train

should be fired. But he does not state where the

powder was placed, an omission which is to be re-

gretted; for there is an air of truthfulness about Or-

miston's confession which leads us to give much more

credit to it than to any of the preceding depositions.

After the murder, Ormiston says that Bothwell showed

him a bond signed by four or five names, which he

assured him were those of Huntly, Argyll, Maitland,

and Sir James Balfour ;* and he said that many more

had promised, who would stand by him in case of need.

Bothwell then read the bond to him, which, as far as

he remembered, was to this effect,
"
that it was most

profitable for the commonwealth, by the whole nobility

and lords undersigned, that such a young fool and

proud tyrant should not reign nor bear rule over them ;

that they all had concluded that he should be put off

one way or another, and whosoever should take the

deed in hand, or do it, they should defend and fortify

it," &c. Bothwell further informed him that the bond

had been drawn up by Sir James Balfour, and signed
a quarter of a year before the deed was done. That

such a bond existed no one doubts, and the fact is

wholly inconsistent with the tenor of the Glasgow let-

ters and the depositions first produced, which charged
the guilt entirely to the queen and Bothwell.

The next piece of evidence in order of time is the

confession of the Earl of Morton, who, after having
been Regent of Scotland, was in June 1581, fourteen

* Confession of Ormiston
;
State Trials, i. 944.
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years after the event, tried and executed for the mur-

der of Darnley. The record of the trial is very imper-
fect ; but we learn that he was found guilty of being
"
art and part, foreknowledge and concealing of the

treasonable and unnatural murder
"
of the king. What

witnesses appeared against him we do not know ; but

from a letter written by Sir John Foster,""" warden of

the middle marches, to Sir Francis Walsingham, two

days after the execution, we learn that the first piece

of evidence produced at the trial was the testament

of Bothwell, who had died in Denmark in 1577. We
may assume, therefore, that this deed contained mat-

ter implicating Morton. Sir John Foster in the same

letter makes mention of a bond of
" manrent

"
granted

by Morton to Bothwell, by which he probably alludes

to the Craigmillar bond.

Morton in his confession, which was taken before

three of the clergy of Edinburgh, of whom John Brand

was one, admitted that on his return from England
Bothwell met him at Whittingham and invited him to

join in the plot against the king. Morton added that

he refused to do so, because the queen's consent in

writing, which he said Bothwell had promised to ob-

tain, was never shown to him. He also admitted that

he received his kinsman Archibald Douglas after the

murder, although he well knew that he was concerned

in it. Morton was thus guilty, by his own confession,

as an accessory after the fact, as well as of both the

charges laid against him.

On the day after Morton's execution, a man named
John Binning, who had been in the service of Archi-

bald Douglas at the time of the murder, was also tried

* See the letter, dated 4th June ; Chalmers, ii. 419.
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and convicted at Edinburgh. Binning confessed be-

fore his death, not only that his master was concerned

in the plot, but he accused also John Maitland, Abbot

of Coldingham, brother of the secretary, and Eobert

Balfour, brother of Sir James, and owner of the house

at the Kirk-of-Field.*

In consequence of Binning's confession, an attempt
was made to arrest Archibald Douglas, who was in

Scotland at the time ; but he contrived to make his

escape. Some years afterwards he addressed a letter

to the Queen of Scots, who was then at Tutbury, in

which, though he naturally conceals his own guilt, he

throws much additional light on the circumstances

preceding the murder.

Douglas had been concerned in the murder of Eiccio,

and he fled to England with the rest of the assassins ;

but through his influence at the French Court he con-

trived to obtain a pardon, and was allowed to return

to Scotland before any of his associates. By them he

was naturally employed to solicit the good offices of the

leading men in Scotland on their behalf. Douglas

says that the persons to whom he applied were Murray,
Atholl, Argyll, Bothwell, and Maitland, who was his

brother-in-law. In reply to his application, these men
declared that they had determined to obey Darnley no

longer ; that they, as well as others,
" had thought it

convenient to join themselves in league and band ;" and
that if the Earl of Morton " would enter into that band
and confederacy with them," they would to the utmost

of their power endeavour to obtain his pardon from the

queen. We have here an exact repetition of the nego-
tiations which preceded the murder of Eiccio.

* Pitcairn's Criminal Trials.

R
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Douglas says that he repaired with these proposals

to Newcastle, just as Lennox had done a year before

with the proposals for the assassination of the Italian.

Upon explaining them to the Earl of Morton,
"
in the

presence of his friends and company," Douglas says

that they all agreed
"
to enter into the said band ;

"

and that on the occasion of the baptism of the prince,

the banished lords, as was well known, received their

pardon. Douglas proceeds to say that he was at Whit-

tingham when Morton arrived there on his return from

England, and that while the earl was there, Bothwell,

accompanied by Maitland, paid him a visit.
" "What

speech passed there amongst them," continues Douglas,
"
as God shall be my judge, I knew nothing at that

time ; but at their departure I was requested by the

said Earl Morton to accompany the Earl of Bothwell

and the secretary to Edinburgh, and to return with

such answer as they should obtain of your majesty,
which being given to me by the said persons, as God
shall be my judge, was no other than these words :

' Show to the Earl of Morton that the queen will hear

no speech of that matter appointed unto him/ When
I craved that the answer might be made more sensible,

Secretary Lethington said that
'

the earl would suffi-

ciently understand it/
"* We have here a confirmation

of Morton's statement, that the conspirators promised
to obtain the queen's written consent. That they had

any grounds for their assertion we have no proof what-

ever.

The whole conduct of Morton as here described is

highly characteristic. We have seen that that crafty

politician had taken the precaution before the mur-

*
Robertson, iii., Appendix, 415.
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der of Kiccio to obtain the written assent of Murray
and his associates to the plot. But the murderers of

Darnley were satisfied with Morton's promise, which,

being in daily dread of forfeiture, he readily gave.

When, however, he had obtained his pardon, he de-

clined to fulfil his engagement except on a condition

which he could never expect to be complied with. It

is not improbable, therefore, that, availing himself of

this and other pretexts, he did not sign the bond for

Darnley's murder. He had already gained his object

without doing so
; and he could watch the progress

of events in comparative security, while his more rash

confederates would incur all the danger of the enter-

prise.

We have now laid before the reader, as shortly as

the nature of the subject will admit, the whole of the

evidence extant relating to the death of Darnley. We
find that, for more than two years after that event, no

one was publicly charged with the murder except
Bothwell and the queen; and we know that it was
the interest of the ruling faction in Scotland at the

time to confine the accusation to these two persons.
We find that, after the leaders of that faction com-

menced to quarrel amongst themselves, they began to

accuse each other of the crime ; and eventually that

it was laid to the charge, upon evidence more or less

trustworthy, of nearly all the principal nobility of

Scotland. The murder was at first represented as one
of a purely domestic character, arising from the queen's
hatred of her husband and her violent passion for

Bothwell
; and the Glasgow letters were obviously

fabricated to give this aspect to the case, for they im-

plicate only her and her supposed paramour. But this
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view is inconsistent with the undoubted guilt of the

leading nobility, who, from motives either of interest

or revenge, nearly all desired Darnley's death. An

impartial examination of the facts cannot fail to lead

us to the conclusion that the mysterious assassination

of the king was not a domestic,'but a political, crime ;

and it was one which for many a day secured political

power to that faction which from the first had opposed
his marriage, and had never ceased from the time of

his arrival in Scotland to lay plots for his destruction.

The history of the depositions and confessions con-

cerning the murder is therefore very remarkable.

They first exhibit Bothwell and the queen as the only

prominent actors in the tragedy. To them are added,

in process of time, Huntly, the chancellor ; Argyll, the

lord-justice ; Maitland, the secretary; and Sir James

Balfour, who, we may add, was afterwards President

of the Court of Session. Next follows the Kegent
Morton and his kinsman Archibald Douglas ; and last

of all, John Hamilton, Archbishop of St Andrews, is

introduced upon the scene, to prove, apparently, that

all the most powerful families in Scotland were banded

together for the destruction of the unhappy king.

The charge against the Primate of Scotland, how-

ever, rests solely on the authority of Buchanan ; and

in making it, he contradicts himself in his own peculiar

manner. After circumstantially describing, in the

eighteenth book of his
'

History of Scotland/ the part

that Bothwell and the queen took in the perpetration

of the murder, he informs us, in the twentieth book of

the same work, that the crime was committed not by
them, but by the Archbishop of St Andrews and his

servants, who at the time occupied the town house of
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the Duke of Chatelherault, in the vicinity of Darnley's

temporary residence.
" The Archbishop of St An-

drews," says the historian,
" who lodged in the next

house, when the proposition of killing the king was

made to him, willingly undertook it, both by reason

of old feuds between their families, and also out of

hopes thereby to bring the kingdom nearer to his

family ; upon which he chooses out six or eight of the

most wicked of his vassals, and commended the matter

to them, giving them the keys of the king's lodgings ;

they then entered very silently into his chamber, and

strangled him when he was asleep. And when they

had so done, they carried out his body through a little

gate into an orchard adjoining to the walls, and then

a sign was given to blow up the house."* Buchanan

here gives the most direct contradiction to the deposi-

tion of Hay, Hepburn, and the rest, which he himself

had first published, and which all agreed in declaring
that the king had perished in the explosion, and that

he " had been handled by no man's hands." t

There is only one way of accounting for these ex-

traordinary contradictions. We must assume that

when Buchanan wrote the eighteenth book of his

History Murray was regent, and therefore it was neces-

sary to blacken the character of the queen. When he

wrote the twentieth book, Lennox was regent ; and to

gratify his hereditary hatred of the house of Hamil-

ton, he had hanged the Primate of Scotland J an act

unprecedented in the history even of that turbulent

*
History, book xx., edition of 1722.

t Confession of Hepburn ; State Trials, i. 927.

t The archbishop was hanged at Stirling in April 1571. On the gibbet
a paper was fastened, on which appeared the following lines :
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country under the pretext that he was one of the

murderers of Darnley. To justify this barbarous act,

Buchanan, disregarding or forgetting what he had pre-

viously written, lays the whole blame of the murder

upon the archbishop. The passage we have cited is

consistent alike with this author's habitual contempt
of truth, and with his steady adherence to the ruling

powers for the time being, whether a Mary Stewart,

a Murray, or a Lennox, administered the affairs and

dispensed the patronage of the State.

The question naturally arises, Whether, when we find

that so many of the leading men in Scotland were

concerned in the murder of Darnley, it was possible

for the queen to have remained in ignorance of the

plot? But to this it may be answered, that the Scottish

nobles had in that age brought the art of secret plotting

to the highest degree of perfection, and that the queen
had been kept entirely in the dark respecting the con-

spiracy against Riccio, in which a still greater number

of persons, including her own husband, were engaged.
Not the slightest intimation of the plot reached her

ears until the assassins of her secretary stood before

her. Assuming that she was innocent, the enemies of

Darnley had still stronger motives for secrecy; for the

crime they contemplated was of a still more heinous

kind, and in case of miscarriage they could count upon
no external aid. It was hopeless for them to look, in

" Cresce diu felix arbor, semperque vireto,

Frondibus, ut nobis talia poma feras."

On the same night, says the contemporary author of the ' Historic of

King James the Sext,' two other lines were added as " ane antidote to

the first," as follows :

" Infelix pereas arbor, si forte virebis

Imprimis utinam carminis auctor eris."

P. 118.
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case of need, as the murderers of Eiccio had done, for

sympathy and succour from the English Government.

The necessity of self-reliance, therefore, and the dan-

gers of failure, would naturally induce the conspirators

to observe the utmost secrecy and caution in the pro-

secution of their design.

Before concluding this chapter, it is necessary to

advert to a topic which has given rise to some differ-

ence of opinion namely, the manner of Darnley's

death. We learn that besides the king there were six

persons in the house at the time of the murder. A
valet named William Taylor slept in his master's

room. On a gallery or corridor outside there were

Nelson to whose deposition we have referred a man
named Symonds, and a boy ;

and in the lower storey

were two grooms named Macaig and Glen.*" Of

these persons four were buried in the ruins namely,

Symonds, the boy, and the two grooms. Nelson was

extricated unhurt. The body of Darnley in his night-

dress, and of his servant Taylor, were found in an

orchard at a distance of no less than eighty yards
from the house, and in the direction of the town wall,

without any mark of violence upon either of them.

The king's slippers and a fur pelisse belonging to him

were lying by his side.

It was the universal belief at the time that the

king and his servant had been strangled, and that the

house had been afterwards destroyed ; but this notion

is directly at variance with the depositions of Hay,

Hepburn, and Paris, all of whom assert that the king

perished in the explosion; and Humet and Laing,| who

* See the depositions of Nelson and others
; State Trials, i.

+ Chapter xxxix. J Chapter vii.
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have done their best to uphold the credit of these wit-

nesses, maintain that they spoke the truth, and that

the opinion formed on the spot was erroneous, because

in that age the explosive powers of gunpowder were

imperfectly understood.

This is a bold assertion, when we consider that gun-

powder had been employed in warfare for upwards of

two centuries before the death of Darnley ;
and the

notion of these historians is inconsistent with a circum-

stance related by Sir "William Drury in a letter which

neither of them ever saw. Drury says that the mode

of putting the king to death had been duly discussed

by the murderers, and that Captain Cullen, a creature

of Bothwell, advised them,
"
for more surety, to have

the king strangled, and not to trust to the train of

powder alone, as he had known many so saved." *

Drury says in the same letter that "the king was

long of dying, and to his strength made debate for

life ;

"
thus corroborating the account of the murder

given by every contemporary writer. We may add

that the Count Moretta, ambassador of the Duke of

Savoy, who was in Edinburgh at the time, reported

that certain women who lived near the spot where the

king's body was found declared that they overheard

his cries for mercy while he was in the hands of his

murderers.t

If we suppose, with Hume and Laing, and the depo-

sitions of the witnesses upon which they rely, that the

king was blown up in the air, we must believe it pos-

*
Drury to Cecil, 24th April.

t " Oh fratelli miei, habiate pieta di me per amor di colui che hebbe

misercordia di tutto il mondo." Despatch of the Pope's nuncio from

Paris to Cosmo de Medici ; Labanoff, vii. 108.
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sible, in the first place, that a human body, nearly

naked, could be thrown a distance of eighty yards

without any marks of violence ; we must believe that

another body was thrown to the same spot and with

the same results ; and, lastly, we must believe that the

king's pelisse, as well as his slippers, were also blown

to his side by the explosion, or placed there without

any imaginable motive, while all the five remaining
inmates of the house were buried in the ruins.

The Count Moretta, an intelligent and impartial

observer, has left us what appears to be by far the

most probable account of the king's murder. From
all he could learn upon the spot, he was led to believe

that Darnley,* upon overhearing the assassins, at-

tempted, along with his attendant, to make his escape,

but that they were perceived when hastening from the

house, and were forthwith pursued, overtaken, and

strangled. There was a stair communicating with

his apartments from the outside, which would enable

the fugitives to leave the house without disturb-

ing the other servants; and the articles of clothing
found by Darnley's side had probably been snatched

up in haste by Taylor to protect his master in his

flight

No one could have been worse adapted for the posi-
tion in which fortune had placed him than this un-

happy youth. From the time of his arrival in Scotland

his imperious demeanour had proved to the last de-

gree offensive to the nobles, who were accustomed to

receive, or rather to exact, a very different kind of

treatment even from their native sovereigns. But he

neither knew himself nor the people among whom his

* See the despatch above referred to.
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lot was cast. Although addicted to the lowest vices,

he aspired to rule with not one quality to guide him

except that habit of dissimulation which his ex-

perience of courts had taught, but which could not

hide those fatal defects of character which raised up

against him a host of enemies, and prevented him

apparently from ever making a single friend. His

meddling and treacherous disposition thus involved

him in political intrigues, the true bearing of which

he could not comprehend; and he became first the

tool, and finally the victim, of men who, he vainly

imagined, were to be the instruments of his shallow

ambition.



CHAPTEK VII.

FROM THE DEATH OF DARNLEY UNTIL THE TRIAL OF BOTHWELL.

ON the day following Darnley's murder the queen,

received a letter from her ambassador in Paris, inform-

ing her of some impending danger, and advising her

to double her guards.
* He had received his informa-

tion, he said, through the Spanish embassy; but the

friendly warning, to use her own words, came too late.

Nothing in the conduct of the queen at this critical

time seems to be open to censure or suspicion. We
hear of no extravagant display of grief when the tid-

ings of her husband's death reached her. Bothwell,

the murderer, we are told, shouted "
treason

"
t with

all his might when the news came to Holyrood ; but

we hear of no passionate ejaculations on the part of

his supposed accomplice. Buchanan, in his accustomed

strain of exaggeration, says that, on hearing of the

news, she
"
settled herself to rest, with a countenance

so quiet and mind so untroubled that she sweetly

slept till the next day at noon." J But the letter which

she immediately addressed to her ambassador in Paris

exhibits none of this superhuman composure.
" The

matter," she said, "is horrible, and so strange as the like

* Miss Strickland, v. 187.

t Deposition of Powrie; State Trials, i. 918. J Detection, 24.
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was never heard of in any country."
* In consequence

probably of the warning she had received from Paris,

she took up her residence in the castle, where she re-

mained in close seclusion until after Darnley's funeral.

On the llth of February a Privy Council was held,

at which it was determined that a reward of 2000,

besides a grant of land, should be offered to any one

who should discover the king's murderers. At this

Council two women were examined, whose evidence

has only recently been discovered. They lived in the

neighbourhood of the Kirk-of-Field, and they said that

after the explosion, which induced them to look into

the street, they counted nineteen men running in the

direction of the city. One of these witnesses t said

that she laid hold of one of the men as he passed her

door; that he wore a silk cloak; but that he shook her

off, and continued his flight without speaking. The

evidence of these women furnishes additional proof
of the unreliable character of the depositions of Hay,

Hepburn, and Dalgleish, who speak only of nine per-

sons being concerned in the murder.

Mary has been accused of a criminal degree of

inactivity after the death of her husband ; and her

conduct at this time has been contrasted with the

extraordinary energy which she displayed after the

murder of Eiccio.J But the circumstances were widely
different. Eiccio had been put to death almost before

* Letter to Archbishop Beaton
; Chalmers, i. 318.

t The name of this courageous matron was Meg Crokat, wife of a

servant of the Archbishop of St Andrews. She says that she was in bed

with her " twa twins " when she heard the " crack." She then ran to

the door in her "
sark," and heard her neighbour, Barbara Martin,

"flyting" with the men who were running past, and calling them
"traitors." Hopetoun MSS. in the Register House, Edinburgh.

Mignet, i. 221.
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her eyes. The leading conspirators against him

Ruthven, Morton, and their accomplices were known

to all the world. The dangers which threatened her

were obvious and imminent, and she met and over-

came them with characteristic intrepidity. But assum-

ing that she was innocent of the plot against her hus-

band, it may be asked what she could have done. The

whole affair was at the time involved in impenetra-
ble mystery ; but we now know for certain that the

queen's own ministers w^ere the murderers. Her chief

officers of justice Huntly, the chancellor, and Argyll,

the lord-justice were both in the plot. Bothwell, the

sheriff of the county, had taken an active share in the

perpetration of the murder; and Maitland, the secre-

tary, who had first proposed to get rid of Darnley, was

probably the most guilty of all. It is said, notwith-

standing, that she ought to have caused this and that

person to be arrested* on suspicion ; but, except in the

most despotic countries, sovereigns do not take upon
themselves such duties. These necessarily devolve on

the officers appointed for the purpose ; and in the pre-

sent instance the queen's advisers had the strongest

possible motives for preventing the truth being known.
She could not move a step without their assistance,

and they were themselves the principal criminals. We
need not therefore be surprised that no active measures

were taken at this timet for the apprehension of the

*
Robertson, book iv.

t Mary herself alluded in a very pointed manner to the apathy ex-
hibited by her ministers at this time. In the memorial which she
addressed to the different European Courts from Carlisle in the follow-

ing year, she says,
" Her majesty could not but marvel at the little dili-

gence they used, and that they looked at one another as men who wist
not what to say or do." Labanoff, vii. 318.
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subordinate delinquents, whose disclosures might have

implicated not only Bothwell but his colleagues.

Murray meanwhile pursued his usual cautious and

selfish policy. Instead of repairing to Edinburgh* to

aid his sister, as she earnestly desired, with his counsel,

in the unprecedentedly painful situation in which she

was placed, he remained quietly in Fife for some

weeks after the murder a circumstance which con-

firms our belief, at least, of his foreknowledge of the

crime. It is worthy of note that Morton, the most

constant of Murray's adherents, also at this time paid
a visit to St Andrews.

Mr Froude informs his readers that on the first

news of Darnley's murder,
"
the general instinct had

settled
"
upon the queen ; t and in proof of this asser-

tion he cites an extract from a despatch of De Silva,

the Spanish ambassador in London, to Philip II. But

we may observe generally with reference to the Span-
ish authorities, that they entertained at this time no

friendly feeling towards the Queen of Scots. Cecil, J

as we have seen, had perceived this some time before
;

and her refusal to sign the Catholic league would

tend to confirm the prejudices of Philip. He had,

moreover, every reason to regret the loss of Darnley,
of whose marriage with the Scottish queen he had

from the first approved, and whose bigotry and zeal

he might reasonably hope, in the progress of events,

to turn to the profit of their common faith.

Let us now see how far the authority cited by Mr
Froude bears out his assertion. It appears that Mo-

* " She hath twice sent for the Earl of Murray, who stayeth himself

by my ladie in her sickness." Drury to Cecil, 28th February, B. C.

f Froude, ix. 18, note in the original Spanish. J Ante, p. 84.
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retta, the ambassador of the Duke of Savoy, left Edin-

burgh on the day after Darnley's murder. On his

arrival in London he had an interview with De Silva,

and the latter asked him plainly whether he believed,

from "
all he had seen and heard, the queen to be

guilty."
4 ' The form of the question sufficiently betrayed

the prejudice in the mind of the Spanish envoy. But

Moretta, who at the time could know nothing as to

the truth, declined to express any opinion.
" He

neither," says De Silva,
" accused the queen, nor did

he say that she was free from blame,"t He told the

Spanish ambassador simply nothing, for he had nothing
to tell. The incident itself is wholly unimportant, ex-

cept in so far as it clearly shows the unkindly spirit

with which the Queen of Scots was at this time re-

garded by the Spanish Court. It is obvious from De
Silva's letter that it was he himself, and not the man
who had just quitted the scene of the murder, who

expressed suspicion of the queen.
The truth is that the most various and contradic-

tory reports were immediately circulated respecting
the death of Darnley. We learn from two antagon-
istic sources CamdenJ and Buchanan that it was

at first rumoured that Murray and Morton were the

authors of the crime
; and as both of these men had

been notorious enemies of the king, it was natural that

suspicion should attach to them. Melvill, on the

other hand, says that every one suspected Bothwell.
||

*
Froude, ix. 18, note in the original Spanish.

" No la condeno de palabra, no la salb6 nada." In another
letter written by De Silva to the Spanish ambassador in Paris, in which
he describes Moretta's visit, he says nothing as to any suspicion of the

queen. He merely says that Moretta could tell him nothing as to who
were the authors of the crime. Teulet, v. 19.

I Book i. Book xviii.
|f Memoirs, 78.
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Another rumour attributed the plot to Catherine cle

Medici ;* and one more extraordinary still ascribed

it to Elizabeth,t who had intended to destroy both

Darnley and her hated rival the Queen of Scots. As

no proofs had yet come to light, conjecture was al-

lowed to run riot, and new theories and fresh suspi-

cions were taken up apparently and thrown aside from

day to day.

But the most extravagant theory of all is stated by
the Spanish ambassador in France in a letter which

furnishes additional and conclusive proof of the un-

friendly feeling with which the Queen of Scots was at

this time regarded by the Court of Spain. He says that

she was suspected of having murdered her husband

in order
"
that she might send the infant prince into

England, and establish heresy throughout the whole

kingdom."f If her orthodoxy had not been strongly

suspected, a notion so utterly preposterous could never

have been entertained. But toleration was a thing

incomprehensible to Spanish politicians ; and they

assumed, no doubt, that as the Queen of Scots had

refused to join in their projected crusade against Pro-

testantism, she might not only be induced to take

part with their enemies, but was capable of any crime.

Meanwhile the enemies of the queen in Scotland

were not idle. On the 1 6th of February, the morning
after Darnley's funeral, an anonymous placard was

found affixed to the door of the Tolbooth, charging the

Earl of Bothwell, Sir James Balfour, David Chalmers,

and black John Spens with the murder of the king ;

and that
" the queen was assenting thereto, through the

* Frances de Alava a Philip II.; Teulet, v. 23.

f The same to the same ; ibid., v. 21. J Ibid.
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persuasion of the Earl of Bothwell and the witchcraft

of the Lady Buccleuch."* Another placard appeared

a few days afterwards, accusing three French servants

of the queen, named Francis, Bastian, and John de

Bourdeaux, and also Joseph Kiccio,t the brother of the

secretary. Voices, too, were heard in the streets in

the middle of the night accusing the queen and Both-

well ;
but no one came forward publicly to make any

charge, in spite of the large rewards that were offered

for the discovery of the murderers.

On the 16th of February, the queen, by advice of

her physicians, took up her residence at Seton Castle,

a distance of eight miles from Edinburgh. She was

accompanied by a numerous retinue, including the

Primate of Scotland; but in whatever direction she

now turned, slanderous tongues and pens were busily

at work. Since the dismissal of Kandolph, Elizabeth

had maintained no permanent resident in Scotland ;

but Sir William Drury transmitted at this time from

Berwick a variety of scandalous stories against the

Queen of Scots, which are only worthy of notice as

showing the tactics now adopted by her enemies, and

which, we may add, they continued without intermis-

sion during the remainder of her unhappy life. Their

successive conspiracies against her crown had all sig-

nally failed; but she was a woman, and they might
effect by slander what they could not accomplish by
force. In a country where religious prejudices ran so

high, the work of calumny was easy. No matter what
was the nature of the accusation against a Catholic

*
Keith, ii. 519.

After the murder of his brother, the queen had appointed Joseph
Riccio to the vacant post of secretary for French correspondence.
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queen, so long as it was boldly made and frequently

repeated, it was sure to gain a certain amount of

credit in the end.

As to Drury's means of information at this time he

is ominously silent ; but we may safely conclude that

the scandals which he transmitted so industriously to

England were supplied either by paid informers whom
Cecil maintained in Scotland,

* or by the queen's worst

enemies in Edinburgh. That his correspondents, who-

ever they might be, furnished him with a mass of false

intelligence we have abundant proof.

On the 1 7th of February, for example, the day after

the queen left Edinburgh, he writes that he had "
cer-

tain knowledge
1 '

that the queen had gone to Dunbar

along with Bothwell,t This information was untrue,

for she proceeded no further than Seton ; but she was

thus represented by her enemies as visiting Bothwell

at one of his castles within eight days of the murder

of her husband.

A few days later Drury sends up a fresh piece of scan-

dal. The Countess of Bothwell, he says,
"

is extremely

sick, and not likely to live, being marvellously swol-

len" insinuating, obviously, that she was poisoned.

But the prediction contained in this letter was un-

fortunate, for the lady lived for upwards of sixty years
afterwards.J A fitting sequel to this story is to be

*
Christopher Rokesby was still in Scotland, and we shall find that

a brother of his named Anthony was in Edinburgh a few months later.

We may conclude that there were other men of the same stamp engaged
in the same nefarious work.

t Record Office.

J The Lady Jane Gordon, after her divorce from Bothwell, married,

first, Alexander, eleventh Earl of Sutherland, and on his death in 1594

she married a third husband, Alexander Ogilvy of Boyne. She died in

1629. Keith, i. 573, note.
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found in the same letter.
" The queen and Bothwell,"

says Drury and it is instructive to observe how the

two are always coupled together at this time in the

writings of her enemies " have been shooting at the

butts against Huntly and Seton for a dinner at

Tranent, which the latter had to pay."*

Strangely inconsistent with this piece of malicious

gossip are the accounts which Drury himself furnishes

at this time respecting the queen's health. We know
that she had not yet recovered, and perhaps never

did recover, the effects of her dangerous illness at Je'd-

burgh ; and the Marshal of Berwick informed Cecil

that
"
she breaketh much/' and is subject to frequent

fainting fits.t Yet in the most inclement season of the

year, and in defiance of all decency, she is represented
as

"
shooting at the butts" then, as now, essentially

a summer pastime on the bleak shores of the Firth

of Forth within a fortnight of her husband's murder.

Want of judgment she had occasionally shown, but so

gross a want of feeling and of self-respect was incom-

patible with the whole of her previous and the whole

of her subsequent career.

We learn, however, on better authority than that of

Drury's nameless correspondent, that this story of the

shooting
- match at Seton is equally veracious with

the alleged visit of the queen to Dunbar, and the

alleged dying condition of Lady Bothwell. We find

from the
*

Diurnal of Occurrents' which was certainly

tier has given a place to this incident in his '

History of Scot-
land' (vii. 91) ; but this historian, although thoroughly honest, is too apt
to give implicit credit to original papers especially if he finds them

Record Office without sufficiently considering the circumstances
under which they were written.

t Quoted by Mi?s Strickland, v. 228.
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written by no partisan of the queen, for every un-

favourable rumour against her is set down with rigid

impartiality that Bothwell did not accompany her to

Seton at this time at all, but that he and his brother-

in-law Huntly remained at Holyrood in charge of the

prince.
%

In further proof of Bothwell's complete ascendancy
over the queen, it is asserted that she gave him about

this time the command of Edinburgh Castle ; but not

only does no record exist of this appointment, but we
learn from an entirely independent source that, instead

of acting in concert with Bothwell at this time, the

queen, apprehensive for her personal safety, was anx-

ious to retire to France. We learn this important fact

from a letter addressed by the Spanish ambassador

in Paris to Philip II., and it furnishes the best reply
to the countless calumnies invented at this time by
the queen's enemies, and so carefully transmitted to

Cecil by his emissaries in the north.

On the 15th of March Don Frances de Alava writes

to Philip in the following terms :

" The Queen of

Scotland is so much alarmed that I understand she

is anxious to come to this kingdom, to live in a town

assigned to her for her dower ; but here they are

opposed to her coming, and do their utmost to induce

her to remain where she is. Rambouillet has declined

to go and condole with her on the death of the king.

No other person has yet been named." t

* "
Upon the 16th day of February our sovereign lady passed from

Holyrud House to Seyton, and left the Earls of Huntly and Bothwell

in the Palace of Holyrud House to keep the prince unto her return-

ing." Diurnal of Occurrents, 106.

t Teulet, v. 22. Catherine de Medici was no doubt opposed to her
return.
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Exposed to unknown dangers, surrounded by traitors,

and suffering in health, nothing could be more natural

at this time than her desire to seek an asylum in the

country where she had spent her happy youth. We
have seen that after the murder of Eiccio she had

experienced the same feelings of nervous apprehension,

and expressed the same earnest desire to retire to

France; and at the conference at Craigmillar, some

eight months afterwards, she had repeated the same

wish to her ministers. We need not, therefore, be

surprised that, after a catastrophe still more appalling

than the murder of her secretary, she should long to

quit scenes associated with such dismal recollections,

and be prepared to abandon, at least for a time, the

apparently hopeless task of ruling her lawless subjects.

But how are we to reconcile this earnest and ever-

recurring wish to retire to France with her alleged

infatuated love for Bothwell ? We cannot doubt that

he was aiming at the crown; and if, as her enemies

assert, she was acting in close concert with him from

the time of Darnley's death, how are we to explain the

attempt she now made to quit the scene where her

presence was indispensable to the accomplishment of

his designs
? Her return to France must necessarily

have proved fatal to his daring schemes ; for he could

never hope to obtain her hand while she resided in that

country. It may be said that the Spanish ambassador

was misinformed ; but he states the matter so circum-

stantially, and the wishes of the queen, as described by
him, accord so entirely with her previously expressed

desires, that we cannot, without disregarding the plain-
est rules of historical evidence, reject his testimony.

It is asserted, notwithstanding, that within a few
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weeks of her husband's death she signed two separate

contracts binding herself to marry Bothwell, who was

at the time not only a married man, but who had

married his wife about a year before with the entire

approbation of the queen. But it would require

stronger evidence than the oath of Morton to induce

us to believe that any woman in her senses would

commit an act of such superlative folly, and we have

no other evidence upon the subject. One of these

so-called contracts, bearing the signature of the Queen
of Scots, is preserved in the Cotton* Library; but it is

so palpable a forgery that Malcolm Laingt admits that

it is not the original. But there is certainly nothing
on the face of the document to show that it is a copy,

while there is an obvious attempt to imitate the signa-

ture of the queen, but which could not for a moment

impose upon any one acquainted with her actual hand-

writing.

The first contract is without date. The second,

which is said to have been written by Huntly, the

chancellor, is dated on the 5th April ; and in it Both-

well undertakes "
to prosecute and set forward the

process of divorce already begun and intended betwixt

him and the said Dame Jane Gordon," &c.| But it is

certain that no process of divorce was begun at this

time. It was not, in fact, commenced until the last

week of April, when the queen was a prisoner at

Dunbar. This is admitted by the very men who first

produced the alleged contract in the following year
before Elizabeth's commissioners at York. "

It plainly

appears," says Buchanan,
"
by the judicial acts before

the two several ecclesiastical ordinary judges, wherein

*
Caligula, c. i. 202. f Vol. i. 361. J See Appendix E.
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is contained the whole process of the divorce between

the said earl and Dame Jane Gordon, his wife, that the

one of the same processes was intended and begun the

26th day of April, and the other the 27th."* We
know from other sources that Buchanan in this instance

told the truth ;
and we thus have conclusive proof that

the contract must have been drawn up after the date

which it now bears.

In the beginning of March Henry Killigrew had

arrived in Scotland, bearing letters of condolence from

Elizabeth. Mary returned to Edinburgh to receive the

English envoy, who in a letter to Cecil t described the

interview. Referring to Darnley's murder, Killigrew,

who appears to have been both observant and discreet,

says,
"

I find great suspicions and no proof." He adds

that there was a general misliking among the com-

mons, who seemed to think that
"
the detestable murder

of their king was a shame to the whole nation." The

industrious circulation of every species of calumny

against the queen, when the popular mind was in this

feverish state, was a fitting prelude to the remarkable

incidents which shortly afterwards occurred.

We learn from Killigrew's letter that Murray had

by this time returned to Edinburgh, for he entertained

the English ambassador at dinner ; and we further

learn that among the guests present on the occasion

the Earl of Bothwell was one. The remaining guests
were Huntly, the lord chancellor; Argyll, the lord-

justice ; and Secretary Maitland. It is remarkable

that Murray should have invited no one to meet the

English ambassador except the murderers of Darnley;

*
Anderson, ii. 96.

t Dated the 8th March
; printed by Chalmers, i. 324.
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for it cannot now be doubted that all these men had

joined in the conspiracy, and it can hardly be doubted

that Murray knew the fact. He knew, at all events,

that Bothwell, whom he was now receiving at his

table, had some weeks before been placarded as the

chief assassin.

When the notion of getting rid of Darnley first

occurred to Maitland, he probably little dreamed of the

astonishing results which followed. To put out of the

way a mischievous and incorrigible fool appeared, no

doubt, a meritorious act in the eyes of the unscrupulous

secretary. The history of Scotland recorded many a

deed of violence* committed under circumstances of

far less provocation ;
and Maitland and his fellow-

conspirators might not unnaturally conclude that the

excitement consequent upon the death of one, whom
no one could sincerely mourn, would quickly pass

away. But circumstances at this time had given a

prominence to the affairs of Scotland in the eyes of

western Europe which they never previously assumed.

The character and the prospects of the Queen of Scots

were discussed with almost as much interest in Paris

and Madrid as they were in London ;
and the news of

the mysterious murder of her husband, speedily fol-

lowed as they were by rumours most injurious to her-

self, alarmed even her most devoted friends. On the

9th of March her ambassador in Paris t described the

state of feeling in that city in the following expressive

words :

" Of this deed, if I should write all that is

* It appears that Darnley only met the fate of the majority of his

predecessors. The first entry in the contemporary Diary of Birrel is

thus quaintly expressed :

" There has been in this realm of Scotland one

hundred and five kings, of whilk there was slaine fyftie-six."

f James Beaton, Archbishop of Glasgow.
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spoken here, and also in England, of the miserable

state of that realm [Scotland] by the dishonour of the

nobility, mistrust and treason of your whole subjects

yea, that yourself is greatly and wrongously calum-

niated to be the motive principal of the whole, and all

done by your command, I can conclude nothing by
what your majesty writes to me yourself that since it

hath pleased God to preserve you to take a rigorous

vengeance thereof, that rather than it be not actually

taken, it appears to me better in this world that you
had lost life and all."

* This letter, which contained,

besides, much excellent advice, was written in reply to

Mary's despatch announcing her husband's death ; but

if the honest prelate had been aware that on the day
before his letter was written the murderers of Darnley
had been entertained at dinner by the Earl of Murray,
and that they were in fact the queen's chief officers of

State, he would hardly have expressed surprise that

the crime still remained unpunished.
In this letter we find another sample of the sullen

spirit exhibited at this time towards the Queen of

Scots by the Court of Spain. The archbishop says

that when he thanked the Spanish envoy in Paris for

the warning he had given him respecting the plot

against Darnley's life, the latter apprised him, and he

said he had his information from the same source,

"that there was yet some notable enterprise against
the Queen of Scots, whereof he wished her to beware

in time ;

"
but upon being questioned, he refused all

further information on the subject.t

The Earl of Lennox had not ventured to appear at

Court since Kiccio's murder
; but on receiving the

*
Keith, i. 104 t Stevenson, 175.
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news of his son's death he commenced a correspon-

dence with the queen, in which he entreated her to

take immediate steps for the detection and punish-
ment of the assassins. The two first letters which

passed between Mary and her father-in-law have been

lost. The second letter of Lennox, which is dated the

20th of February,'* from his Castle of Houston, in

Eenfrewshire, begins by thanking the queen for her
" most gracious and comfortable

"
answer, and suggests

that, as the delinquents have not yet been discovered,

a Parliament should be summoned to devise the best

means of accomplishing that object. The queen sent

an immediate reply, for it is dated from Seton on the

following day, informing him that she had already

anticipated his wishes ; for that before the receipt of

his letter she had summoned a Parliament, in which,
"

first of all, this matter (being most dear to us) shall

be handled, and nothing left undone which may
farther the clear trial of the same."

Lennox replied to this letter on the 26th of Feb-

ruary by making a fresh suggestion. He had first

advised that a Parliament should be summoned, and

when his daughter-in-law replied that she had already

anticipated his wishes in that respect, he suddenly
shifted his ground. He says that

"
the time is long

to the Parliament ;

"
that the matter in hand is not "

a

Parliament matter, but ought rather to be with all

expedition and diligence sought out and punished/'

He then adds that he has heard that the names of

certain persons have been placarded on the door of

the Tolbooth of Edinburgh as guilty of the murder,
and he entreats the queen to cause such persons to be

*
Keith, ii. 525, and following pages.
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forthwith apprehended. The queen's answer to this

letter is dated the 1st of March, and she says that so

many names have been mentioned in the placards

that it is impossible to determine against whom to

proceed ;
but she adds,

"
if there are any names men-

tioned in them that you think worthy to suffer trial,"

proceedings should be forthwith taken against them,

according to the laws of the realm.

To this invitation Lennox, though apparently so

impatient to proceed, returned no answer until the

17th of March, when he furnished to the queen the

following names viz., the Earl of Bothwell, Sir James

Balfour, David Chalmers, and black John Spens, as

also certain foreign attendants of the queen namely,

Francis, Bastian, John de Bourdeaux, and Joseph Kic-

cio; "which persons," he adds, "I assure your majesty,

I for my part greatly suspect. I doubt not," he con-

tinues, "but your majesty will take order in the

matter according to the weight of the cause."

Mary replied to this letter on the 23d of March,

stating that she had summoned a council of her nobles

for the following week, which she trusted Lennox

would be able to attend, and that measures would

then be taken for bringing to trial the persons he had

named. Lennox did not think proper to avail himself

of the queen's invitation ; but, in accordance with his

desire, an order was made by the Privy Council on the

28th of March for the trial of the Earl of Bothwell, and
all other persons suspected as principals or accessories

e murder of the king. The trial was fixed for the

1 2th of April, fifteen clear days being thus allowed

to elapse between the citation and the arraignment of

the accused. Certain modern historians, copying the
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wilful blunders of Buchanan, have asserted that forty

days ought to have been allowed,""" and that the time

was purposely shortened to prevent Lennox from col-

lecting his witnesses. But the charge is wholly un-

founded; for the law of Scotland then usually pre-

scribed, and now invariably prescribes, fifteen days as

the period which must elapse between the citation and

the trial of a prisoner.

Nothing could be more becoming than the tone of

Mary's correspondence with Lennox at this time. The

claims which he had upon his daughter-in-law were

slight indeed. She had restored him to the titles and

estates he had most justly forfeited, and within a

twelvemonth afterwards he had repaid her generosity

by conspiring against her life. But she lost sight, in

his calamity, of the detected traitor, and addressed

him with a degree of sympathy and consideration

which, to do him justice, he does not seem to have

expected. If she had made any parade of affection

or esteem for her father-in-law, she might, under the

circumstances, have been justly accused of deceit ; but

*
Fronde, ix. It was only in case the person accused of treason was

"
fugitive

"
that forty days were allowed. If he was in custody, or if he

appeared, there was nothing in the ancient law of Scotland to prevent a

person charged with that crime from being put on his trial forthwith.

Skene, Lawes of Scotland, 132, edition of 1609. Cases occurred even

in the seventeenth century in which persons were cited and arraigned
on a single day's notice. Hume on the Criminal Law of Scotland, ii.

257. But it was usual to allow the accused a certain time to prepare
his defence; and long before the trial of Bothwell namely, in 1493 in

the reign of James IV., an Act was passed which provided that persons

charged with robbery should be cited within fifteen days. This practice

seems to have been gradually followed in other criminal charges ;
and

since the establishment of the Court of Justiciary, some two centuries

ago,
" the practice," says Hume,

" has been uniform for the allowance

of fifteen days in all cases and circumstances whatever." Hume, uli

supra.
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her letters, though expressed with perfect courtesy,

and evincing her readiness to comply with his wishes

to the utmost of her power, make no display of sen-

timents which it was impossible that she could feel

towards such a man.

Having received notice of the day fixed for Both-

well's trial, Lennox proceeded to Stirling on his way
to Edinburgh. He had no evidence whatever to offer

against Bothwell, for none was discovered for some

months afterwards; but he rapidly collected a host,

not of witnesses, but of armed retainers to the num-

ber, it is said, of 3000 with whom he at first in-

tended to march to Edinburgh. Had he done so, a

bloody conflict in the streets could hardly have been

avoided ;
for the town was filled at the time with the

adherents of Bothwell, among whom might be num-

bered all the officers of State. In case of a collision,

therefore, the chances were decidedly against Lennox,

and on mature reflection he appears to have arrived

at this conclusion. On the 1 1th of April, accordingly,

the day before the trial, he addressed a letter to the

queen from Stirling, alleging that he was sick and

unable to travel, and requesting her meanwhile to im-

prison the suspected parties, and to postpone their

trial, that he might have "
sufficient time

"
to seek

"
for manifestations of this most odious crime." Fin-

ally, he requested the queen to grant him her com-

mission for apprehending such persons as he should be

informed were present at the murder of his son.*

The unreasonable nature of these fresh demands is

sufficiently apparent. Lennox had applied in the most

urgent terms to the queen to proceed against the per-
*

Keith, ii. 538.
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sons he had named ;
and he now asked that their trial

should be postponed, and they should be committed

to prison for an indefinite time, upon no other evidence

than that of anonymous libels. The final request

that he, a private nobleman holding no office in the

State, should be empowered to imprison any one he

might suspect, was quite in keeping with the rest of

his demands.

The silence of Lennox upon a point which has been

strongly urged against the queen at this time is

worthy of notice. It is alleged by Mr Froude,* on

the authority of a letter from Sir John Foster, warden

of the middle marches, that Lennox received notice

to come to Edinburgh with not more than six at-

tendants, a circumstance which, if true, afforded him

the best justification for his non-appearance. But the

silence of Lennox furnishes the best reply to the hear-

say information of Foster,t It is further to be ob-

served that Kobert Cunningham, the person who was

sent by Lennox to Edinburgh to protest against the

trial of Bothwell being proceeded with, was equally

silent on the subject. We cannot believe that this

would have been the case if Lennox had had so sub-

stantial an excuse for his absence. In his letter to the

queen he expressly states that he wishes the trial post-

poned, among other reasons, that he may "convene

his friends for keeping of the same." He could hardly
have used this language if he had received notice that

only six were to be allowed to attend him.

The real explanation of Foster's letter is to be found,

apparently, in the Scottish Statute-book. Some years

*
History of England, ix.

f He was at Alnwick at the time.
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before Bothwell's trial namely, in 1555* an Act had

been passed prohibiting the pursuer or prosecutor in

any criminal case from appearing at the bar with more

than four attendants, while six were allowed to the

accused. If Lennox received formal notice of this

statute, it is easy to perceive how the mistake may
have originated, and that a prohibition which applied

only to the number of friends who were to appear

along with him in court, might be taken to apply to

the whole of his followers.

The probability appears to be that Lennox, having
in reality no evidence to offer against Bothwell, had

intended to proceed to Edinburgh with the design of

usurping the government in the name of his grandson,
the infant prince; but that either his courage failed

him at the critical moment, or that his friends refused

to follow him in so hazardous an expedition.

A few days before the trial of Bothwell, Murray
set out for France. He had no inducement that we
are aware of for visiting that country, and we learn

that he left Scotland against the wishes both of the

French ambassador and of the queen.t It is most

improbable that she would have opposed his departure
if she had been privy to the designs of Bothwell.

Whether Murray was aware of them we do not know,
but it was remarked that when any dangerous enter-

prise was about to be attempted he always contrived

to be out of the way. We know that the murderers
of Darnley had now matured their plans, and we have

* The Act provides that the parties accused " shall have with them at
the barre sit of their maist honest, wise, and substantious friends, able
to give councel," &c.

;

" and the partie persewer of that crime to have
with themfoure of their friends," &c. Acts of Parliament of Scotland.

t Letter of Drury, without date
;
Record Office.
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seen that Murray was on very friendly terms with

them at this time. We shall find more conclusive

proofs of this as our narrative proceeds.

Before leaving Scotland Murray made his will.*

He had an only child ; and by this deed, which is still

extant, he appointed the queen to be, in the language
of the day,

"
overswoman, to see all things be handled

and ruled for the wellbeing of my said daughter."

For weeks before this time the queen had been charged

by anonymous libellers as the murderess of her hus-

band. Did Murray believe those slanders to be true,

or did he know them to be false, when he left the

queen chief guardian of his only child, and that child

a daughter ? It is impossible to answer the first ques-

tion in the affirmative ; the second the reader must

answer for himself.

Before applying to his daughter-in-law to put off

the trial, Lennox had written to Queen Elizabeth en-

treating her to interfere on his behalf. In accordance

with his wishes, Elizabeth wrote to her sister queen,

urging her in the strongest terms to accede to Len-

nox's request. Whether she wrote from friendly mo-

tives, or merely from a desire to embarrass Mary, it

is impossible to say. We do not even know whether

she received the Queen of England's letter before the

trial of Bothwell ; but we have, from the messenger
who carried it, a very graphic account of the state of

Edinburgh on the day when that remarkable event

took place.

We learn from Drury that he received the Queen of

England's letter on the day before the trial, and that

* It is dated 3d April 1567; Morton Papers, printed by the Banna-

tyne Club, i. 19.
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he forwarded it immediately to Edinburgh by the

Provost-Marshal of Berwick. The latter arrived at

Holyrood at six o'clock on the following morning, but

he was told that the queen could not be disturbed at

that early hour. He returned again between nine and

ten, when Bothwell, who, as well as Huntly and other

of -the great nobles, had apartments in the palace,

was about to proceed to his trial. Numbers of his

retainers were assembled in front of the building,

and various opprobrious epithets were applied to the

English messenger, who had come, as they believed,
"
to procure the stay of the assize." At length Mait-

land and Bothwell made their appearance, "at the

which," says Drury, continuing the description of his

informant,
"

all the lords and gentlemen mounted on

horseback, till that Lethington came to him demand-

ing him the letter, which he delivered. The Earl

Bothwell and he returned to the queen, and stayed
there within half an hour, the whole troop of lords

and gentlemen still on horseback attending for his

coming. Lethington seemed willing to have passed

by the provost without any speech, but he pressed
towards him and asked him if the queen's majesty had

perused the letter, and what service it would please

her majesty to command him back again. He an-

red that as yet the queen was sleeping, and there-

fore had not delivered the letter, and that there would

not be any meet time for it till after the assize, where-

fore he willed him to attend. So, giving place to the

throng of people that passed, which was great, and,

by the estimation of men of good judgment, above

four thousand gentlemen besides others, the Earl Both-

well passed with a merry and lusty cheer, attended on

T
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with all the soldiers, being two hundred, all harke-

busiers, to the Tolbooth," &c.*

In describing from Drury's letter this animated

scene, Mr Froude adds two incidents reflecting

strongly on the character of the queen. He says, in

the first place, that as Bothwell rode off to the Tol-

booth, she was seen to give him a friendly nod from

a window of the palace ; and, secondly, that the earl

was mounted on a horse which had belonged to her

murdered husband. But in Drury's letter describing

the events of this day neither of these circumstances

is mentioned. It is in a subsequent letter, without

date, and containing a variety of disjointed scraps of

scandal, that the incident of the queen's appearance
at the palace window is described. We may probably

place it, therefore, in the same category with the

many groundless calumnies circulated against her at

this time. If the incident had been really witnessed

by the provost-marshal, it was too significant to have

been omitted from the very circumstantial narrative

which he furnished of his visit to Holyrood.
The still more striking incident of Bothwell riding

the horse of his murdered victim to the Tolbooth is

mentioned in another of these undated fragments sup-

plied by Drury. If it had been true, we may rest

assured that it would not have been lost sight of by
the queen's enemies. It was so essentially dramatic

in character that it could not have escaped the notice

of Buchanan; yet both his History and his
f

Detection'

are silent on the subject. Equally silent is the ' Book

of Articles
'

produced at Westminster, in which are to

* See Chalmers, iii. 70.
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be found every calumny which the industry or the in-

vention of her enemies could furnish against the queen.

A more solemn farce than the trial of Bothwell was

never acted in a court of justice. One of his accom-

plices in the murder, Maitland, rode by his side to the

Tolbooth. Another accomplice, the Earl of Argyll,

hereditary lord-justice, presided at the trial ; and the

Earl of Caithness, a near connection of Bothwell's

by marriage, was chancellor or foreman of the jury.*

But although sufficiently certain of an acquittal, the

Border chief was dispirited and downcast. Although
a stranger to fear, it seems he was not proof against

remorse. Ormiston, who stood by, plucked him by
the sleeve, and urged him in a whisper to hold up
his head and look more cheerful.

"
I would not yet

it were to do," was the expressive reply of the guilty

man,t alluding to the murder of the king. He added,
"

I have one outgait from it, come what may, and that

you shall know belyve."

After the indictment had been read, a retainer of the

Earl of Lennox named Eobert Cunningham formally

protested against the trial being proceeded with. The

protest was in writing, and it alleged as the grounds
for delay the shortness of the time, and also that

Lennox was " denied J of his friends and servants, who

*
Keith, ii. 540.

t Ormiston's Confession
; State Trials, i. 944. It is impossible that

Mignet could have read this, or he would not have described Bothwell's
demeanour at his trial as follows: "L'accuse", le Comte de Bothwell,
se pre/enta d'un air assure et confiant devant la cour de justice." Tome
i. 230.

J In quoting the protest, Mr Froude takes the liberty of altering this
word. He makes Cunningham say that his master was " denuded "

of
his friends, &c.; implying, no doubt, that they had been prevented
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should have accompanied him to his honour and the

surety of his life." To this it was replied by Both-

well's counsel, that Lennox had himself desired
"
short

and summary process
"
in the matter

;
and they pro-

duced his letters to the queen, and the order of the

Privy Council for a speedy trial made in accordance

with his wishes. After hearing both parties, the

judges decided that the trial should proceed
" conform

to the laws of the realm." It does not appear how,
under the circumstances, they could have come to any
other conclusion. Lennox made no complaint as to

the shortness of the time until the very day of the

trial. To have then postponed it upon grounds directly

the reverse of those which he had previously urged,
and without the consent of the accused, would have

been manifestly absurd.

As no witnesses appeared at the trial, Bothwell was

necessarily acquitted. Immediately afterwards, accord-

ing to the custom of the age, he published a notice

challenging to single combat "
any one, whether noble

or commoner, rich or poor," who
* ventured to affirm

that he was guilty of the king's murder. No one re-

sponded to his challenge, so that he might appeal to

the laws of chivalry, as well as to those of his country,
in proof of his innocence.

The queen has been generally held responsible by
her enemies for the acquittal of Bothwell. That result

may, with far more justice, be attributed to the capri-

cious conduct of Lennox. To have imprisoned, in

terms of his demand, so powerful a subject as Both-

attending him by the interference of the queen. The term actually

used,
" denied" of his friends, clearly meant that his friends had refused

to accompany him. Froude, ix. 47; Keith, ii. 543.
* Les Affaires du Comte de Boduel; Bannatyne Club, 15.
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well, without a particle of evidence as yet produced

against him, would have been a stretch of authority

which no sovereign of Scotland could have ventured

to attempt. After Lennox had so rashly made his

charge, Bothwell had an obvious right of insisting

upon a trial. He knew that the two chief ministers

of justice, as well as the secretary, were accomplices

in his crime ; and with their assistance he could count

securely on the result. The intervention of the queen,

even assuming her to be guilty, was altogether unneces-

sary ;
and there is not, in fact, the smallest proof that

she interfered in the matter in any way beyond pre-

siding at the Privy Council at which the trial was

ordered to take place.

The Parliament met two days afterwards, and an

Act was passed confirming Bothwell, on account of

his great services to the Crown, in his grant of the

Castle of Dunbar, and of certain adjoining lands.

Another important statute was passed, exempting
from all pains and penalties the professors of that

religion which her "
majesty had found standing,"

and against which she "had attempted nothing"
since her arrival in Scotland. This statute is memor-
able as being the first Act of Toleration passed in any
Christian country. It simply recognised the legal

existence of the new religion without abolishing the

old. The adoption of the latter measure was strongly

urged upon the queen
*
by her advisers, all of whom,

including Bothwell, were, or professed to be, ardent

Keformers. The policy of toleration, to which she had

consistently adhered since her arrival in Scotland, was
abhorrent to the spirit of the age ; and we need not be

*
Spottiswoode, ii. 51.
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surprised that she is violently assailed by Buchanan *

for yielding so little to the demands of the Eeformers.

It is more surprising that she should be assailed by
Eobertsont for yielding so much ; because he assumes,

without any kind of proof, that the concessions which

she now made were solely due to the influence of

Bothwell.

But if we are to judge of the number and the length

of the statutes that were passed, the real business of

this Parliament was not to establish the new religion,

but to secure the murderers of Darnley in their titles

and estates. No Parliament had been held since his

marriage with the queen ; and, as we have already

stated, she had not yet attained the full age prescribed

by law. Unless, therefore, the grants she had pre-

viously made were confirmed by statute, she was

still at liberty to revoke them.J An opportunity was

now afforded to the enemies of Darnley to protect
themselves against any such contingency, and they
did not fail to make the most of it. Huntly was at

length formally restored to his title and estates. Val-

uable grants of land were made to Sir Eichard Mait-

land, the father of the secretary. Argyll did not share

any of the royal bounty ; but as he had plundered the

Lennox country in the most ruthless manner during

Murray's rebellion, there might have been a serious

question of restitution if the king had lived. Morton
was confirmed, in an elaborate statute, in his titles and
estates ; and the earldom of Angus, with its vast pos-

*
History, book xviii. f History, ii. 205.

t Until she attained twenty-five namely, in December 1567.
" Le Comte d'Argueil est entre" en armes les terres du Comte du

Lenox, ou il a pille et brusl tout ce qu'il a trouve." Paul de Foix
to Catherine de Medici, London, 18th September 1565; Teulet,i. 225.
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sessions to which, as we have already stated, Darnley
had claims in right of his mother was secured to the

nephew of Morton, at this time a boy of twelve. Al-

though Murray was absent, he left friends behind him

who were sufficiently attentive to his interests, for his

earldom was confirmed in a statute eight columns

long. Had Darnley remained alive, there might have

been a difficulty as to this confirmation ; for he had

made significant remarks upon the subject on his

arrival in Scotland, and since that time Murray and

he had never been on friendly terms. As it is, these

statutes throw the clearest light on the motives of the

conspirators of Craigmillar ; and they explain, besides,

the inducement which Morton had to join them."*

We have additional proof that Murray's interests

were carefully attended to, notwithstanding his ab-

sence from Scotland. Not content with a special Act

of Parliament in his favour, his friends obtained a

ratification of the
" earldom of Murray and lordship of

Abernethy" from the Earl of Huntly, by which that

nobleman renounced all right thereto on the part of

himself and his family.t There is a further provi-

sion in this deed highly illustrative of the manners of

the age. On the attainder of the preceding Earl of

Huntly in 1563, Murray had shared largely in the

plunder of Strathbogie, which was of very great value ;

but he now obtained from his successor an obligation
" in his own name, and for his mother, brethren, and

sisters, to warrant and keep scaithless the said Earl

of Murray, and Mr John Wood, John Stuart, and his

* Acts of Parliament of Scotland, 1567.

t See Laing, ii .98. This deed is dated the 18th April, the day before

the Parliament rose.
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other servants, for whatever goods, jewels, or other

things belonging to his father were intromitted with

by them."

On the evening of the day upon which Parliament

rose namely, the 19th of April Bothwell gave an

entertainment at a tavern in Edinburgh to a large

party of the nobility. After the wine had circulated

freely for some time, he laid before his guests a bond,

which he asked them to subscribe. This deed stated

that it was prejudicial to the realm that the queen
should remain a widow; and it recommended him, a

married man, as the fittest husband she could obtain

among her subjects. With the solitary exception of

the Earl of Eglinton, who contrived, in the language
of Cecil,

"
to slip away," all who were present signed

this infamous bond, and thereby bound themselves to
"
further advance and set forward the said marriage,"

and to risk their lives and goods against all who
should seek to hinder or oppose it.

It is a question whether Murray signed this cele-

brated bond
; and as the point is one of obvious

interest, we are induced to suspend our narrative

while we examine the evidence upon which the charge
has been made by his opponents and disputed by his

friends.

It appears that, during the conferences at Westmin-
ster in December 1568, a copy of the bond was sent to

Cecil; but it was sent and the circumstance is sus-

picious without the names of those who had signed
it. The person who carried the bond to Cecil was one
John Eead, a clerk or secretary of Buchanan, and
Read supplied from memory the missing names to the

English minister. Cecil was no doubt curious to
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ascertain them, and probably the more so from the

attempt at concealment on the part of Murray and his

associates. On the copy of the bond still preserved in

the Cotton Library, we find, accordingly, in Cecil's own

handwriting, the following memorandum: "The names

of such of the nobility as subscribed the band, so far

as John Read might remember, of whom I had this

copy, being in his own hand, being commonly called

in Scotland Aynslie's supper." The names are then

written down in Cecil's hand as follows :

"
Earls of

Murray, Argyll, Huntly, Cassilis, Morton, Sutherland,

Rothes, Glencairn, and Caithness; Lords Boyd, Seton,

Sinclair, Semple, Oliphant, Ogilvy, Rosse Hacat, Car-

lyle, Herries, Hume, and Innermeith." On the same

page is added, also in Cecil's hand,
"
Eglinton sub-

scribed not, but slipped away.""*

The name of Murray is the very first set down by
Cecil; but it is contended that this must be a mistake,

first, because Murray was not in Scotland at the time
;

and, secondly, because in another copy of the bond

contained in the Scots College at Paris, and authen-

ticated by Sir James Balfour, Murray's name does not

appear.

But to these objections it may be answered that

Murray might have signed the bond before he quitted

Scotland, or that he might have authorised some one

to sign it for him. We know that he was on friendly

terms with Bothwell's supporters Huntly, Morton,

and the rest ; and his consent to the marriage may
have been the price which he paid for the confirmation

of his earldom and the renunciations of Huntly. No

argument in Murray's favour can be drawn from the

*
Caligula, book i. 1.
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nature of the bond; for we know that he had been the

first to sign the bond for the murder of Eiccio, a more

nefarious act, when its ulterior objects are considered,

than even his consent to his sister's marriage with

Bothwell. As to the Paris bond, the very fact of its

verification by Balfour is sufficient to raise the strong-

est doubts as to its authenticity.

It is hardly necessary to observe that the copy of

the bond preserved in the Cotton Library comes from

Murray's own friends, of whom Cecil was ever one of

the most constant. Buchanan, too, was at the time a

dependant of Murray, and Eead was a dependant of

Buchanan. We may fairly infer, therefore, that Eead
made his copy from the original bond ; and if so, it

is incredible that he should have made a mistake as

to the very first name in the list namely, that of

Murray, the then Eegent of Scotland. It is equally

incredible, had the original been withheld from him,
that he would have run the risk of making the regent
his enemy, by putting down his name at haphazard
without any intelligible motive for so doing.

Admitting that the evidence is not conclusive, it is

impossible to deny, considering the sources whence it

comes, that the balance is strong against Murray.
Mr Froude * denies that Morton was a party to the

bond. He says that that nobleman " can be proved

distinctly not to have signed it," and he quotes a let-

ter of Drury in proof of this assertion. But we have
better evidence than that of Drury on the subject

namely, that of Morton himself. In the confession

which he made before his execution he said :

"
After

the Earl Bothwell was cleansed by an assize, sundry of

* Vol. ix. 53, note.
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the nobility and I subscribed also a bond with the Earl

Bothwell, that if any should lay the king's murder to

his charge, we should assist him in the contrary ; and

thereafter I subscribed to the queen's marriage
* with

the Earl Bothwell," &c. "We find, accordingly, that

Morton's name appears both in Cecil's copy of the

bond and in that preserved in Paris.

No sooner was the bond signed for the marriage of

the queen than the curtain rises upon a fresh scene of

iniquity.
"
Although," says Tytler,t

"
the names of

Morton and Argyll were affixed to the bond, these

two personages, in conjunction with the Earl of Atholl

and Kirkaldy of Grange," were at the very time organ-

ising a party for the overthrow of Bothwell. Avarice

was the ruling passion of Morton ; and having recov-

ered his estates, and the great Angus succession for

his nephew, he had nothing more to look for either

from Bothwell or from the queen. Argyll, through
the death of Darnley, had secured himself against any
claim of restitution on the part of the Lennoxes. As
for Atholl, he had been no party to the bond ; and, as

a rigid Catholic, he was no doubt opposed to the

queen's marriage with a Protestant. Kirkaldy of

Grange was a mixture of fanaticism and chivalry, by
no means rare at the era of the Eeformation. Twenty

years before he had taken an active part in the murder

of Cardinal Beaton, and six years later he cheerfully

laid down his life in the then desperate cause of Mary
Stewart. For his share in Beaton's death he had been

rewarded with an English pension ; and he was em-

ployed at this time by the chiefs of the new coalition

to prepare the English Government for the coming
* State Trials, i. 951. f History, vii. 104.
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revolution, and to seek its aid in bringing it about.

Kirkaldy was not present at "Ainslie's supper;" but

on the day immediately following we find him writing

to the Earl of Bedford, assuring him that if the Queen

of England would pursue for the revenge of
" the late

murder, she shall win thereby all the hearts of all the

best in Scotland." Kirkaldy then informs Bedford of

the bond signed at Ainslie's supper on the previous

night, and adds that the Queen of Scots was so
"
shamefully enamoured of Bothwell that she had been

heard to say she cared not to lose France, England,
and her own country for him, and shall go with him

to the world's end in a white petticoat," &c.'* This is

quite in keeping with the slanders that were so in-

dustriously circulated by the queen's enemies at this

time. These slanders, it will be observed, are never

given on the authority of eyewitnesses. They are

always reported upon hearsay, and the names of the

actual informants are carefully concealed. If Kirkaldy
had said that he himself had heard this notable speech
of the queen, we should have believed him, for he

appears to have been a man incapable of wilful false-

hood. As it is, we place it in the same category as

the stories supplied to Drury by his nameless Edin-

burgh correspondents.

On the 21st of April the queen set out for Stirling
to visit the infant prince. She was accompanied by
her chancellor, Huntly; her secretary, Maitland; and
Sir James Melvill. If we are to believe her enemies,
she undertook this journey for the express purpose of

poisoning her son. What conceivable motive she
could have had for such an act they have not ex-

*
Quoted by Tytler, vii. 104.
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plained ; but having begun the work of calumny,

they were resolved, apparently, to shrink from nothing.

The particulars of this alleged attempt on the life

of the infant prince we learn from Sir William

Drury.
"At the queen's last being at Stirling," he says,

" the prince being brought unto her, she offered to kiss

him, but the prince would not, but put her face away
with his hand, and did to his strength scratch her.

She took an apple out of her pocket and offered it,

but it would not be received by him ; but the nurse

took it, and to a greyhound bitch having whelps the

apple was thrown. She ate it, and she and her whelps
died presently. A sugar-loaf also for the prince

was brought thither at the same time, and left there

for the prince, but the Earl of Mar keeps the same.

It is judged to be very evil compounded."
*

It is to be observed that Drury does not upon this

occasion speak of rumours. He narrates as facts

the incidents which he describes ; and the determi-

nation of the queen to destroy her child is evinced

by the circumstance of her carrying to Stirling a

poisoned cake as well as a poisoned apple. One

thing, however, is clear, that, even according to the

testimony of her enemies, Mary Stewart, whatever

may have been her accomplishments or her crimes,

was no adept in the art of poisoning. Buchanan says

that she twice gave poison to her husband without

the desired effect, and her attempts upon her son,

according to Drury, were equally unsuccessful.

The whole story is too ludicrous for serious com-

ment, nor can we for a moment suppose that it was

* Quoted in Froude, ix. 63.
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received as genuine by Elizabeth and her sagacious

minister. They knew that raw apples were a kind of

food not likely to tempt an infant at the breast, and

still less likely to be devoured by a greyhound. But

in an age of bigotry and ignorance, the details fur-

nished by Drury were well calculated to prejudice the

multitude against the queen; and it was with this

object, no doubt, that the story was invented and put
in circulation.

The queen left Stirling on the 23d of April, and

spent that night at her birthplace, the Palace of

Linlithgow. On the following day, when on the road

to Edinburgh, she was stopped by Bothwell, who sud-

denly made his appearance at the head of 1000 horse.

Mr Froude says that her guard flew to her side to

defend her ; but that,
" with singular composure, she

said she would have no bloodshed : her people were

outnumbered, and rather than any of them should lose

their lives she would go wherever the Earl of Bothwell

wished." *

-" But this is the speech, not of the Queen of Scots,

but of Mr Froude, who has put it into her mouth
for the obvious purpose of leading his readers to con-

clude that she was an accomplice in the designs of

Bothwell.

We have, in fact, no account of what was said on
this occasion except from the queen herself. She

says that when the earl rode up, he assured her, with
all respect, that "she was in the greatest possible

danger/' t and that he forthwith escorted her to one

* Vol. ix. 64.

t See the memorial addressed by her to the princes of Christendom
from Carlisle. Labanoff, vii. 318.
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of her own castles. Assuming that she was ignorant

of the plot, nothing would have been easier for Both-

well than to induce her to believe that it was unsafe

at that time for her to enter Edinburgh. She had

been warned a very short time before by her ambassa-

dor in Paris that some fresh danger threatened her,

and it was the duty of Bothwell, as sheriff of the

county, to find the means of providing for her safety.

A pretended plot of the Lennoxes, or an apprehended
tumult of the people, might in that turbulent age have

afforded a ready and a very plausible pretext for his

interference.*

The enemies of the queen seem to have been them-

selves of opinion that further evidence of her com-

plicity in the seizure was wanting, and they produced,

accordingly, at Westminster, three letters, which they

allege were written by her to Bothwell immediately
before that event. If we admit these letters to be

genuine, the fact is proved beyond dispute.

The first of the letters, alleged to have been writ-

ten from Stirling, is to the following effect :

* A question has arisen as to the place where the seizure took

place. In an Act passed by the queen's enemies on the 15th of Decem-
ber following it is stated that the queen was intercepted by Bothwell at
"
Foulbriggs ;

" and Miss Strickland maintains with much ability that

this was "
Fountainbridge," a spot which is within a few hundred yards

of the " West Port," or western gate of Edinburgh. See Lives of the

Queens of Scotland. Mr Robert Chambers, on the other hand, indicates

a spot near the river Almond, some six or seven miles distant from

Edinburgh, as the place of the seizure, and the evidence which he
adduces in support of his view seems to be all but conclusive. See

Domestic Annals of Scotland, i. 42, note. He says :
" It is, perhaps, of

all places on the road from Linlithgow to Edinburgh, that which Both-

well might be expected to choose, if he had been in no collusion with

the queen and anxious to take her at advantage." The place seems to

lie between two bridges, one of which crosses the Almond and the other

the Gogar Burn. See Appendix G.
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LETTER No. 6.

Alas ! my lord, why is your trust put in a person so un-

worthy, to mistrust that which is wholly yours ? I am mad.

You had promised me that you would resolve all, and that

you would send me word every day what I should do. You
have done nothing thereof. I advertised you well to take

heed of your false brother-in-law. He came to me, and without

shewing me anything from you, told me that you had willed

him to write to you that I should say where and when you
should come to me, and that that you should do touching him,
and thereupon hath preached unto me that it was a foolish

enterprize ;
and that with mine honour I could never marry

you, seeing that, being married, you did carry me away ;
and

that his folks would not suffer it, and that the lords would

unsay themselves, and would deny that they had said. To
le short, he is all contrary. I told him that, seeing I was
come so far, if you did not withdraw yourself of yourself,
that no persuasion, nor death itself, should make me fail of

my promise. As touching the place, you are too negligent

(pardon me) to remit yourself thereof unto me. Choose it

yourself, and send me word of it. And in the mean time I

am sick, I will differ, as touching the matter it is too late. It

was not long of me that you have not thought thereupon in

time; and if you had not more changed your mind since

mine absence than I have, you should not be now to ask
such resolving. Well there wanteth nothing of my part; and

seeing that your negligence doth put us both in the danger of
a false brother, if it succeed not well, I will never rise again.
I send this bearer unto you, for I dare not trust your brother
with these letters, nor with the business. He shall tell you
in what state I am, and judge you what amendment these
new ceremonies have brought unto me. I would I were dead,

'

for I see all goeth ill. You promised other manner of matter
of your foreseeing ;

but absence hath power over you, who have
two strings to your bow. Despatch the answer that I fail not,
and put no trust in your brother for this enterprize, for he
hath told it, and is also quite against it. God give you good-
night.*

*
Detection, 147.
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I have marked several passages in italics, to which

the reader's attention is invited.

In the first place, it is remarkable that Huntly, who
had taken so active a part in promoting the queen's

marriage with Bothwell, who, as is alleged, drew up the

contract of the 5th of April with his own hand, and

who afterwards was one of the first to sign the bond

at Ainslie's supper, should now, as the queen expresses

it, be "
all contrary." It is still more remarkable, if,

as the queen's enemies allege, the plan of the seizure

was preconcerted, she should have left Edinburgh
without knowing where, when, and how the plot was

to be executed. This letter is alleged to have been

written on the very day upon which she left Holyrood,
where Bothwell then was, and who probably witnessed

her departure in the morning; yet it would appear
that nothing had been settled. Bothwell requests her

to arrange the matter with Huntly who, it is to be

observed, is said to be entirely opposed to the scheme

and then Huntly is to communicate with him. It

is inexplicable why the matter should have been left

in this state of perilous uncertainty when Bothwell

had ample opportunity of arranging everything per-

sonally with the queen before she quitted Edinburgh.

Finally, it is to be observed that the queen's letter still

leaves everything unsettled ; for instead of complying
with Bothwell's request of fixing the time and place

of seizure, she desires him to do so instead. There is

a want of settled purpose exhibited in all this, which

the queen's enemies themselves, upon due considera-

tion, appear to have thought improbable. Accord-

ingly, Buchanan in his History does not hesitate to give
a flat contradiction to this and the succeeding letters ;

u
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for he expressly states, as common-sense would sug-

gest, that before leaving Edinburgh she had fully

arranged with Bothwell the plan and the place of the

seizure.'*

The next letter, also said to have been written from

Stirling, is to the following effect :

LETTER No. 7.

Of the place and the time I remit myself to your brother

and to you. I will follow him, and will fail in nothing of my
part. He findeth many difficulties. I think he doth adver-

tise you thereof; and what he doth advertise you for the

handling of himself. As for the handling of myself, I heard

it once well devised. Methinks that your services, and the

long amity having the goodwill of the lords, do well deserve

a pardon, if above the duty of a subject you advance yourself

not to constrain me, but to assure yourself of such place nigh
unto me, that other admonitions or foreign persuasions may
not let me from consenting to that that you hope your ser-

vice shall make you one day to attain
;
and to be short, to

make yourself sure of the lords, and free to marry ;
and that

you are constrained for your surety, and to be able to serve

me faithfully, to use an humble request, joined to an impor-
tune action. And to be short, excuse yourself, and persuade
them the most you can that you are constrained to make

pursuit against your enemies. You shall say enough if the

matter or ground do like you, and many fair words to Lething-
ton. If you like not the deed, send me word, and leave not

the blame of all unto me.
)

This letter is almost a repetition of the former one.

Everything is still unsettled, and Huntly as averse to

the project as ever. But there is one passage in it

* "
Antequam Edinburgo discessisset, cum eo transegerat, ut ipse re-

vertentem ad Almonis pontem earn raperet, ac secum quo vellet, velut

per vim abduceret." Hist., lib. xviii.

t Detection, 148.
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deserving of especial attention. Bothwell, it will be

seen, is desired to give "many fair words to Lething-
ton." If the letter is genuine, this passage is un-

accountable ; for Lethington was at this time not with

Bothwell in Edinburgh, but with the queen herself in

Stirling. He accompanied her thither along with

Huntly and Sir James Melvill, and with her they
were all three carried off by Bothwell to Dunbar.* It

may be said, on the supposition that the letter is

forged, that the forger could not have committed so

palpable an absurdity. But this is not the only

example of carelessness which these letters exhibit ;

and it is to be observed, with reference to this point,

that they were never subjected to any judicial exami-

nation in Scotland, where such discrepancies might
have been easily detected. They were only exhibited

to Queen Elizabeth's commissioners in England, who
were necessarily ill informed upon matters of detail,

and who naturally
- confined their attention to the

leading circumstances before them.

The last letter of the series, also alleged to have been

written from Stirling, is as follows :t

LETTER No. 8.

My Lord, Since my letter written, your brother-in-law

that was came to me very sad, and hath asked me my counsel

what he should do after to-morrow, because there be many
folks here, and among others the Earl of Sutherland, who would
rather die, considering the good they have so lately received of

* See Melvill's Memoirs, 80
;
and with this the Journal of Murray

agrees :

"
April 24, he," meaning Bothwell,

" met hir upon the way,
seemit to ravish her, and tuik Huntly and the secretarie prisoneris,"
&c. Appendix D.

t Detection, 149.
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me, than suffer me to be carried away, they conducting me ;
and

that he feared there should some trouble happen of it
;
of the

other side, that it should be said that he were unthankful to

have betrayed me. I told him that he should have resolved

with you upon all that, and that he should avoid, if he could,

those that were most mistrusted. He hath resolved to write

thereof to you of my opinion, for he hath abashed me to

see him so unresolved at the need. I assure myself he will

play the part of an honest man
;
but I have thought good to

advertise you of the fear he hath that he should be charged

and accused of treason, to the end that, without mistrusting

him, you may be the more circumspect, and that you may
have the more power ;

for we had yesterday more than three

hundred horse of his and of Livingston. For the honour of

God be accompanied rather with more than less, for that is

the principal of my care. I go to write my despatch, and

pray God to send us an happy interview shortly. I write in

haste, to the end you may be advised in time.

In the first sentence of this letter, the queen, speak-

ing of Huntly, calls him Bothwell's " brother-in-law

that was." The obvious inference is, that it was

written after Huntly had ceased to be brother-in-law

to Bothwell that is, after Bothwell had been divorced

from his wife. But Bothwell and Huntly's sister were

still man and wife at this time. No steps had yet

been taken for the divorce ; and it is impossible to

explain how the queen, writing at this time, should

have committed so palpable an anachronism. But it

is quite conceivable that a forger, writing after the

event, might have made a slip of this kind, which, like

the reference to Lethington, might not have been

noticed at the time.

Some other portions of this letter are quite unintel-

ligible. The queen speaks of the Earl of Sutherland,

whose attainder had just been reversed by Parliament,
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and of Lord Livingstone, being with her at this time.

But the only persons of rank mentioned either by
Melvill or by Murray*"" as being in attendance upon
the queen at this time were Huntly and Maitland,

both of whom, we know, were carried off to Dunbar

along with her. We hear nothing of the Earl of

Sutherland ; but if a nobleman of his consequence had

been present at the seizure, it could hardly have

failed to have been mentioned by some contemporary
writer.

This letter is the third alleged to have been written

from Stirling by the queen to Bothwell in the space
of four-and-twenty hours. There is nothing to show

that in the interval Bothwell wrote once to her. The

Stirling letters, therefore, like the Glasgow letters,

indicate upon his part an amount of indifference

utterly inconsistent with the dangerous and criminal

schemes in which we know he had embarked. There

is another point of resemblance between the Stirling

and the Glasgow letters which is deserving of atten-

tion. Of the versions which we possess of both sets

of letters, the Scotch is unquestionably the original.

As this is a point upon which two such bitter dis-

putants as Whitaker and Laing are both agreed, it is

unnecessary to trouble the reader with a repetition of

the proofs adduced by both these able but passionate

partisans.t

We have now laid before the reader the whole of

the letters produced against the Queen of Scots ; and

* See the Journal, Appendix D. The ' Historic of King James the

Sext' says (p. 14) that the queen, when intercepted by Bothwell, was

accompanied with " the noble Earle of Huntlie and Secretar Maitland of

Lethington."

f Whitaker, ii. 315 et seq.; Laing, i. 311.
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the conclusion at which we arrive is, that as those

from Glasgow were forged to prove her complicity

in the murder, so those from Stirling were forged to

prove that she was a party to Bothwell's plot for

carrying her away. The three intermediate letters

contain no proofs of guilt ; and the originals being in

French, there are strong reasons for believing that they

are genuine productions addressed to Darnley, and

that they were, for obvious reasons, mixed up with the

spurious French versions of the Scotch letters exhibited

at Westminster.

It is to be observed that, while the Glasgow and the

Stirling letters contained the precise evidence which

was necessary to criminate the queen, it also furnished

the best justification of her accusers in depriving her

subsequently of her crown. How they became pos-

sessed of this important correspondence we shall hear

from themselves as our narrative proceeds ; but we
need hardly say that the testimony of such men upon
such a subject is to be received with the utmost

caution. We know that they had been previously

guilty both of treason and murder ; we can therefore

readily believe them to be capable of the lesser crime

of forgery, in case they deemed it essential to the

success of their designs.
Mr Burton, in his recent excellent

'

History of Scot-

land/ has made some remarks upon this point which

are deserving of notice. He says :

"
If Queen Mary is

entitled to the benefit of all doubts, the confederate

lords who brought the charges and evidence against
her are entitled to the benefit of all doubts to protect
their character from the stigma of conspiracy.""""

* Vol. iv. 444.
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The position of Mr Burton, therefore, is, that the

accusers and the accused stood towards each other on a

footing of moral equality; but this cannot be admitted.

The reputation of Mary, as we know, both from the

letters of the foreign ambassadors and from the proceed-

ings of the English Parliament, was certainly unblem-

ished down to the period of Darnley's death. But what

was the character at this time of the confederates, or

rather of their acknowledged chiefs, Maitland and Mor-

ton ? To the first, political intrigue was a necessity of

existence. He was a conspirator from the time when
he abandoned and betrayed Mary of Lorraine until he

finished his career by a voluntary death, to avoid the

ignominy of the gallows, to which his former con-

federate Morton would certainly have consigned him.

With regard to Morton, we know he had been leagued
with the assassins both of Eiccio and Darnley, and

we know that he was universally believed to be

capable of any crime.* If a person possessing an un-

blemished character were accused before any tribunal

in the world upon written evidence only produced by
such men, could there be a doubt as to the result ?

* Of all the crimes of Morton, his delivering up the Earl of Northum-

berland, who had fled to Scotland after the northern rebellion of 1569,

seems to have made the deepest impression on his countrymen. The
account of this transaction is thus related in the contemporary

' Historic

of King James the Sext:'
" In the moneth of May the Earle of Northumberland was randerit

to the Queene of Ingland, furth of the Castell of Lochlevin, be a certain

condition maid betwix hir and the Earle of Mortoun for gold ; quilk was

thankfullie payit to Mortoun befoir that the prisoner was enterit within

Inglish grand, and he was beheidit at hame like a traitor. This was

unthankfullie rememberit
;
for quhen Mortoun was banisht from Scot-

land, he fand na sic kynd man in Ingland unto him as this earle was.

Bot how God payit him for his unthankfulness shall be reported there-

after." P. 175.



CHAPTEE VIII.

THE MARRIAGE OF THE QUEEN OF SCOTS TO BOTHWELL.

IT may be readily perceived that, notwithstanding her

fine intellect and high spirit, Mary Stewart possessed

none of that deep knowledge of her fellow-creatures

which is requisite for those who would tread success-

fully the slippery paths of ambition. Her frank and

open temper led her, for the most part, to
" think men

honest that but seem to be so ;

" and she thus at times

evinced a certain facility of disposition which seems

at first sight irreconcilable with the intelligence and

firmness which she displayed on every great emergency.

But nature is rarely uniform. In the presence of open
enemies her resolution and her ready wit never failed

her. Throgmorton, Knox, Cecil himself she was a

match, and more than a match, for them all. But

against treacherous friends she was defenceless. Ever

too readily won by professions of attachment, it was

her bitter lot through life to be again and again de-

ceived by those to whom she was most lavish of her

confidence. Her brother first, and then her husband,

repaid her bounty and her affection by conspiring

against her crown. And she was destined to be still

more fatally deceived. The great services of Bothwell
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induced her to rely upon his loyalty, but it was with

serious injury to her reputation. The fair words of

Elizabeth induced her to trust to the friendship of her

sister queen, but it was at the cost of her life.

Is the irreparable error which Mary now committed

to be attributed to this inherent and obvious defect of

character, which induced her to place such unbounded

faith in others ? or was it the result, upon her part, of

deep-laid, long-planned wickedness ? Of the latter we

have shown that there is no proof. But it cannot be

denied that the conduct of the Queen of Scots at this

critical period of her history is open to grave suspicion.

It cannot be denied that she resided for upwards of a

week at the Castle of Dunbar, under the same roof

with Bothwell, and that in the interval she consented

to become his wife.

If such an occurrence were to happen at the present

day, we should naturally conclude that the whole affair

had been preconcerted ; but in Scotland, in the six-

teenth century, the exorbitant power of the great

nobles rendered any enterprise hopeful which was con-

ducted with sufficient daring. It is but fair, therefore,

before we condemn her, to listen to her defence. We
may add, that her ablest advocates have failed to

improve upon the simple narrative which she herself

has given of her fatal visit to Dunbar.

After referring to the great services and unshaken

loyalty of Bothwell, she says that previous to her visit

to Stirling he had made certain advances,
"
to which

her answer was in no degree correspondent to his de-

sire ;

"
but that, having previously obtained the consent

of the nobility to the marriage, he did not hesitate to

carry her off to the Castle of Dunbar ; that when she
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reproached him for his audacity, he implored her to

attribute his conduct to the ardour of his affection, and

to condescend to accept him as her husband, in accord-

ance with the wishes of his brother nobles; that he

then, to her amazement, laid before her the bond of the

nobility, declaring that it was essential to the peace
and welfare of the kingdom that she should choose

another husband, and that of all her subjects Bothwell

was the best deserving of that honour ; that she still,

notwithstanding, refused to listen to his proposals, be-

lieving that, as on her former visit to Dunbar, an army
of loyal subjects would speedily appear for her deliver-

ance, but that, as day after day passed without a sword

being drawn in her defence, she was forced to conclude

that the bond was genuine, and that her chief nobility

were all in league with Bothwell; and finally, that,

finding her a helpless captive, he assumed a bolder

tone, and "
so ceased he never till by persuasion and

importunate suit, accompanied not the less by force,

he has finally driven us to end the work begun.""*

Such was in substance the apology made by the

Queen of Scots to her relations in France for her

hasty marriage with Bothwell ; and if she was not a

party to the plot, it is not easy to see how she could

have extricated herself from the snare thus artfully

prepared for her. That she was a prisoner at Dunbar
we learn from Melvill, the only one of her attendants

who was not in the plot. He was sent away on the

day following the capture ; and he says that Bothwell

*
Keith, ii. 599. This obscure expression has given rise to much con-

jecture, and it has been supposed, not without reason, that the queen was
induced by actual violence to consent to become the wife of Bothwell. It

must be admitted that her subsequent conduct, as described by Du Croc
and Melvill, is quite consistent with this fact.
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boasted that he would marry the queen, even " whether

she would herself or not." There remained in the

castle, after Melvill left, Huntly, Maitland, and Lady

Coldingham, a sister of Bothwell's, all devoted to his

interest at the time, and who all, no doubt, seconded

his suit to the utmost of their powers. To whom, then,

could the queen look for assistance ? All the leaders

of Murray's faction, and most probably Murray him-

self, were parties to the bond. The Archbishop of St

Andrews,"* the real chief of the house of Hamilton,
had also signed it

; and it was rumoured at the time

that the Hamiltons had their own motives for encourag-

ing a marriage which promised to ruin both Bothwell

and the queen. The one was their ancient enemy; and

the other, with her infant son, alone stood between them

and the Scottish crown. "The Hamiltons," says Drury,
in a letter to Cecil,

"
are furtherers of the divorce

"

(between Bothwell and his wife),
"
hoping," he adds,

"
to attain the sooner to their desired end. t

All the most powerful families in Scotland, there-

fore, were, from one motive or another, abetting Both-

well in his criminal enterprise. Many of the lesser

nobles and gentry would no doubt have readily inter-

fered to avert the disgrace which was about to befall

their queen, but without the leadership of one or

other of the great houses they did not dare to stir.

From the inhabitants of the towns least of all, could

the queen hope for sympathy. They had heard her

denounced by their preachers as an idolatress ever

since her return to Scotland ; and the calumnies of the

last three months, so industriously circulated by her

* John Hamilton, "brother of the Duke of Chatelherault.

t May 2
; Record Office.
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enemies, had led them to suspect that she was some-

thing worse. It is acutely remarked by Lord Hailes,

who was no partisan of the Queen of Scots, that at

Dunbar "
she was reduced to this horrid alternative

either to remain in a friendless and most hazardous

celibacy, or to yield her hand to Bothwell.""*

If she was innocent, never was woman placed in

a more cruel situation : if she was guilty, it is im-

possible to explain the reason for the forcible abduc-

tion. Laing says that it was intended to furnish an

excuse for her precipitate marriage; but if, as her

enemies assert, she was already the mistress of Both-

well, where was the motive for such extraordinary
haste ? If it is said that the violence of her attach-

ment to Bothwell rendered her blind to all conse-

quences, we may remark that all such allegations
came from her enemies. We have no independent

testimony on the subject; but we have undoubted

proof that on the day of her marriage, within three

weeks of her abduction, Mary Stewart was the most

miserable of women. Such a state of things was

utterly inconsistent with any real attachment. It is

entirely consistent with her own account of the matter

namely, that she was forced by uncontrollable cir-

cumstances to assent to this fatal marriage.
Amid these scenes of unfathomable villany we

are inexpressibly relieved by the appearance of an

honest man. After Bothwell had in the space of a

few days obtained a divorce from his wife from the

Archbishop of St Andrews on the ground of con-

sanguinity,! and from the Protestant consistorial

* Remarks on the History of Scotland, 204.

t They were cousins in the fourth degree. See Keith, ii. 574, note.
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court on the ground of adultery upon his part, he

applied to John Craig, one of the ministers of Edin-

burgh, to proclaim the banns of marriage between him

and the queen ; but Craig positively refused to do so.

In consequence of his refusal, Bothwell, who had by
this time conducted the queen from Dunbar to Edin-

burgh, caused him to be summoned before the Privy
Council. But Craig had the courage to justify his

conduct in the presence of Bothwell himself; nor

would he consent to proclaim the banns until he re-

ceived an express mandate from the lord justice-

clerk to that effect. He did at length proclaim them,

but under the most public and solemn protest.
"
I

took heaven and earth to witness," he says,
"
that I

abhorred and detested that marriage as odious and

scandalous to the world
;
and seeing the best part of

the realm did approve it either by flattery or by
their silence, I desired the faithful to pray earnestly

that God would turn to the comfort of the realm that

which was done against reason and good conscience.""*

The testimony of this witness confirms the important
fact that Bothwell had contrived to obtain the express

or tacit assent to his marriage of all the leading men
in Scotland. It is further to be observed that not one

of the nobles who afterwards took part against the

queen ever asserted that they had in any way ex-

pressed their disapproval of her marriage with Both-

well. If they had done so, we cannot believe that

they would have remained silent on a point which

would have reflected additional discredit on the

queen.

It is indeed stated by Melvill in his Memoirs that

*
Anderson, ii. 280.
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Lord Herries, upon hearing that the queen intended

to marry Bothwell, hastened to Edinburgh with a

number of followers, and implored her upon his knees

not to take this fatal step ; but this story is incon-

sistent with the fact that Herries was in Edinburgh
at the time, and signed the bond at Ainslie's supper.

We learn, indeed, from the public records,
4

'

5
"

that

Herries was at this time so steadfast an adherent of

Bothwell that no credit can be attached to the inci-

dent so dramatically described by Melvill.

Another circumstance described by Melvill is more

worthy of attention, as he professes to speak on the

subject from personal knowledge. He says that a

partisan of the Queen of Scots named Thomas Bishop,

who resided in England, wrote to him in the strongest

terms against the projected marriage, and that he

showed the letter to the queen. He adds that after

reading it she spoke both to Maitland and Bothwell

on the subject, but that it produced no effect except
to irritate the latter to such a degree that he threat-

ened Melvill's life. Melvill describes this incident as

having happened before the queen's visit to Dunbar ;

but we know that he wrote his Memoirs in his old

age, long after the events which he describes, and that

he makes numerous mistakes both as to dates and cir-

cumstances, but particularly as to the former.t Now

* He was a witness to the contract of marriage between the queen
and Bothwell on the 14th of May, and on the 17th he attended a Privy
Council at which Bothwell presided. Goodall, ii. 61.

t For example, he represents Mary's visit to Jedburgh as having
taken place after the baptism of the prince. Memoirs, 77. He says
that Dalgleish was taken prisoner in Orkney in the autumn of 1567,
whereas we know that he was arrested in Edinburgh in June. P. 85.

These and similar mistakes have led some writers to reject the authority
of these Memoirs altogether. See Guthrie's History of Scotland. My
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the project of the marriage could not have been known

in England before the receipt of Kirkaldy's letter com-

municating the fact of the signing of the bond at

Ainslie's. No letter written in consequence of that

information from England could have reached Edin-

burgh until after the queen's visit to Dunbar, when

any remonstrance was of course too late.

In the midst of the preparations for the marriage,

we find that the very men who had done their utmost

to promote it were earnestly begging assistance from

the Queen of England, not to enable them to prevent

it, but to enable them to rebel against their sovereign

as speedily as possible after its celebration. On the

7th of May, Sir Eobert Melvill, the brother of Sir

James, who was at this time implicitly trusted by
the Queen of Scots, writes secretly to Cecil, request-

ing him to burn the letter, that France had offered to

assist
"
the honest sort

"
of his countrymen with men

and money, but that they should much prefer relying

on the friendship of the English queen/""

On the following day, the 8th of May, Kirkaldy of

Grange writes in more explicit terms to the Earl of

Bedford. The letter is a very remarkable one.

Kirkaldy commences by stating that " the most

part of the nobility, for fear of their lives/' had con-

sented to sundry things both against their honour and

conscience alluding to their approval of the queen's

marriage. The absurdity of this excuse is proved by
the fact that those who made it afterwards thought fit

own impression is, to give credit to Melvill when he relates matters

within the scope of his own knowledge and observation.
*

Tytler, v. 407. This alleged offer of assistance on the part of

France was altogether untrue, as we learn from Du Croc's subsequent

despatches.
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to put forward another in its place; but it is quite pos-

sible that it may have imposed upon Kirkaldy at the

time. He then goes on to say that these same nobles

who had given their assent to the marriage had met

at Stirling, where they had made a fresh "band to

defend each other in all things that shall concern the

glory of God and commonweal of their country. The

heads that presently they agreed upon is first to seek

the liberty of the queen, who is ravished and detained

by the Earl of Bothwell. The next head is the pre-

servation and keeping of the prince. The third is to

pursue them that murdered the king." This formal

declaration of the objects of the confederates is worthy
of note ; for we find that when the queen fell into

their hands a very short time afterwards, they not

only did not set her at liberty, but they treated her

as no prisoner of her rank had ever before been

treated. We find, further, that when they might have

easily taken Bothwell they allowed him to escape.

Kirkaldy then goes on as follows :

" For the pur-
suit of these three heads they [the confederate lords]
have promised to bestow their lives, lands, and goods.
And to that effect their lordships have desired me to

write unto your lordship, to the end they might have

your sovereign's aid and support for suppressing of

the cruel murtherer Bothwell." He then gives the

names of nine earls as the leaders of the coalition, of

whom five namely, Argyll, Morton, Glencairn, Cas-

silis, and Caithness had signed the bond for the mar-

riage of the queen with Bothwell some three weeks
before.

There is a postscript to Kirkaldy's letter showing
that Murray, although absent from Scotland, was in
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active correspondence with the leaders of his faction,

who were prepared to send him notice whenever his

presence should be required.
"

It will please your

lordship/' says Kirkaldy in this significant passage,
"
to haste the other letters to my Lord of Murray; and

write unto him to come back into Normandy, that he

may be in readiness against my lords write unto him."*

Elizabeth, although no doubt gratified at the pros-

pect of her rival's ruin, peremptorily refused to give

any countenance to the new confederacy. She had

lost both credit and money by her last interference in

Scottish affairs, and she was determined to be more

careful for the future. She even expressed herself in

terms of the severest reprobation respecting the tone of

Kirkaldy's letters, and the language which he applied

to the Queen of Scots. If Elizabeth had believed,

which is very probable, that her sister queen was the

innocent victim of the most groundless accusations,

she could hardly have expressed herself in terms more

just.

On her marriage with Darnley, Mary had bestowed

on him the title of king. If her attachment to Both-

well had been as extravagant as her enemies assert,

we should have expected that an honour equally great
would have been conferred upon him

; but to Both-

well the title of king was never accorded, although it

cannot be doubted that it was to obtain a crown that

that daring man had embarked in his career of crime.

It was further provided in their marriage
-
contract,

that he should undertake no public business, and be-

stow no gift, privilege, or place, without her concur-

rence.!

*
Tytler, v. 409. t See Appendix E.
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The marriage took place on the 15th of May,

Bothwell having been previously created Duke of

Orkney.
There were present at the ceremony the Primate of

Scotland ;
his nephew, Lord John Hamilton, Abbot of

Aberbrothwick; the Bishops of Dunblane and Koss, and

the following noblemen namely, the Earls of Craw-

ford, Huntly, and Sutherland; the Lords Oliphant,

Fleming, Livingstone, Glammis, and Boyd; together

with "
certain small gentlemen" to quote the words

of the contemporary chronicler
" who waited upon

the Duke of Orkney."""' Mr Froude, notwithstanding

this testimony, asserts upon his own authority, for he

gives no other, that not a single nobleman attended

the marriage, t

There was one important personage who resolutely

refused to attend the marriage, and that was Du Croc,

the French ambassador ; but he waited on the queen
the same day, and his testimony as to her demeanour

at this time is of the highest value. He found her

in. a state of deep dejection, and she told him with

the utmost earnestness that she only longed for death.!

The testimony of Du Croc is confirmed by Melvill in

language still more emphatic. What was the cause

of her unhappiness \ She could not have been aware

at this time of the atmosphere of treachery in which

* Diurnal of Occurrents, 111, 112.

t
" Not a single nobleman was present. Huntly, Crawford, Fleming,

Boyd, Herries, were all in Edinburgh, but they all held resolutely
aloof." History, ix. 74.

$
" I perceived," says Du Croc,

" a strange formality between her and
her husband, which she begged me to excuse, saying that if I saw her

sad, it was because she did not wish to be happy, as she said she never
could be, wishing only for death." Keith, ii. 588, note.

Memoirs, 81.
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she was living. She did not know that her most

trusted servant, Eobert Melvill, was in correspond-

ence with her worst enemies in England. She did

not know that Maitland, who had done his utmost to

promote her marriage, was now secretly playing the

game of the Stirling confederates. She had saved his

worthless life at Dunbar,"* where Bothwell would have

slain him on the spot, doubtless, on the discovery of

his treachery ;
and she thus preserved for her enemies

by far their ablest leader. But none of these things

will account for the wretchedness of the queen upon
her wedding-day.
How can we reconcile the despair which she then

exhibited with her alleged passionate love for Both-

well ? The mother of Hamlet had committed the very
crimes which are charged against Mary Stewart. She

had been an accomplice in the murder of her husband,

and she had married the murderer. What should we
have thought if Shakespeare had represented her as a

miserable broken-hearted woman upon her wedding-

day ? But the great master of human emotion has

left us no picture so revolting to common - sense.

Gertrude of Denmark, the slave of guilty passion,

betrays not a symptom of uneasiness until, amid scenes

the most appalling, her slumbering conscience is at

length awakened by the fierce reproaches of her son.

If these immortal pictures are true to nature, how
can we reconcile them with the demeanour of Mary
Stewart, who had just, according to her enemies, at-

tained the object of all her wishes and all her crimes ?

How can we reconcile her conduct with the eager

passion attempted to be painted in the Stirling letters ?

* Letter of Drury ;
Record Office.
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These questions admit but of one reply. The behaviour

of the Queen of Scots at this crisis of her history can

only be explained by her rooted aversion to a marriage
which was forced upon her by the daring ambition of

Bothwell and the matchless perfidy of his brother

nobles.



CHAPTEK IX.

FROM THE MARRIAGE OF THE QUEEN OF SCOTS TO BOTHWELL

UNTIL HER IMPRISONMENT AT LOCHLEVEN.

THE conduct of the leading nobility of Scotland

during the reign of Mary Stewart has no parallel

in the history even of that turbulent country. We
have seen that during her residence in France they
assumed the right of disposing of her crown. We find

them afterwards rising in rebellion against her because

she married Darnley ; and yet a few months later we
find the very same men conspiring to dethrone her

and to bestow her crown upon her husband. Failing

in this, they next resolve to murder him ; and after

they effect their purpose, they first recommend their

chief accomplice as a new husband for their queen,
and they then combine to punish him for the murder.

But it is easy to perceive that the conduct of the

great nobles, which at first sight appears so incon-

sistent, and even inexplicable, was guided throughout

by a fixed determination to depress the authority of

the Crown. From the time that James IV., the most

vigorous monarch of the house of Stewart, fell at

Flodden, they had virtually governed Scotland ; and

they were prepared at any sacrifice to maintain their
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power. James V. had during his brief reign strug-

gled manfully against the common oppressors of the

people and the Crown, but he perished in the unequal

struggle. The duty of reducing the nobles to obedi-

ence next devolved upon his daughter ; and although

possessing many qualities for the task, she too found

at last that it was one beyond her strength. So long

as she suffered the dominant faction to exercise the

whole powers of the Government, she was allowed

to reign in peace;* but as soon as she adopted an

independent course by determining to marry, they
turned immediately against her, under the pretence

that their religion was in danger ;
and we find them

engaging in one desperate conspiracy after another,

until they finally succeeded in depriving her of her

crown. We have no example, in ancient or in modern

times, of men so utterly unscrupulous as those by
whom this revolution was accomplished. Combining
as they did all the energy of the north with more than

the perfidy of the south, and courted at the crisis of

the Reformation as well by England as by France,

they were equally ready to clutch the bribes and be-

tray the interests of both. At home the circumstance

of two minorities following in succession had greatly
added to their power, and they now had every pros-

pect of a third. It was only necessary to destroy the

reputation of the queen in order to secure the triumph
of the ruling faction for many years to come.

To accomplish these objects the Stirling confederates

* This circumstance is referred to in very pointed terms in a paper
signed by a large number of the nobility and clergy favourable to the

queen in September 1568. They say expressly that the queen was kept
in a state of pupilage by Murray and his faction. Goodall, ii. 358.
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were now busily at work. We have seen that they
were preparing to recall the Earl of Murray, their real

leader, as soon as his services might be required.

Maitland, too, had been secured. But it was necessary
to proceed with caution, for Bothwell was a man of

a very different stamp from his predecessor ; and in

addition to his numerous vassals, he was master of

the two strongest fortresses in Scotland Edinburgh
and Dunbar.

For three weeks after her marriage the queen re-

mained at Holyrood, the prisoner, to all appearance,

rather than the wife, of Bothwell. She was continu-

ally surrounded with guards ; and the description of

her given by Melvill, who was at Court at the time,

agrees entirely with that of Du Croc. Not a day

passed, he says, in which she did not shed tears ; and

he adds that many even of Bothwell's followers
"
be-

lieved that her majesty would fain have been quit of

him.""* This suspicion was amply confirmed by what

took place very shortly afterwards.

In consequence of various alarming rumours, the

queen and Bothwell left Holyrood on the 7th of June,

and took up their residence at Borthwick Castle, a

place of great strength some ten miles south of Edin-

burgh. The insurgent nobles were in fact already in

the field, and such was their secrecy and expedition,

that the Earl of Morton and Lord Hume appeared at

Borthwick at the head of 1200 horse before it was

known to the inmates that they had quitted Stirling.

It is hardly necessary to remind the reader that the

two insurgent leaders, Morton and Hume, had both

signed the bond for the marriage of the queen and

* P. 82.
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Bothwell, whose ruin they now were bent upon accom-

plishing The latter with much difficulty made their

escape to Dunbar, where a proclamation was issued

summoning the Crown vassals of the adjoining counties

to assemble without delay.

The insurgents now determined to take possession

of Edinburgh ; but the castle was in the hands of Sir

James Balfour, at this time a professed adherent of

Bothwell, and to attain their object it was necessary

to bring him over to their side. For this purpose a

fitter instrument could not be found than Maitland ;

and after a protracted interview, for the secretary had

to deal with a man quite as unscrupulous as himself,

they at length came to terms,
* the exact purport of

which is unknown, but by which, if we may judge

by subsequent events, Balfour agreed to take no part

against the insurgents. Encouraged by their success,

the latter did not hesitate to assume all the functions

of government. They issued proclamations, enlisted

soldiers, to whom they offered a large bounty, and

seized upon the mint. They even had the audacity

partly, perhaps, from pique at the peremptory refusal of

the Queen of England to help them in any way to lay
their hands on the rich gold font which she had sent

to the Queen of Scots at the christening of the prince.t

Meanwhile the queen and Bothwell were not

idle. In the course of a week they had assembled a

small army of between 2000 and 3000 men, with

* " My lord secretary came to the castle at two in the afternoon, and

spoke with the captain the space of three hours." Letter ofJames Beton
to the Archbishop of Glasgow, quoted in Laing, ii. 110.

t Ibid., ii. 108. Kirkaldy wrote to Bedford on the 8th of May that
Bothwell had seized the font. See Keith, ii. 588, note. But it is not

probable that before his marriage Bothwell would have ventured to do so.
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which they ventured to take the field ;
and on the

15th of June, exactly one month after their marriage,

the opposing forces met at Carberry Hill, about six

miles from Edinburgh. Du Croc, with the laudable

desire of preventing bloodshed, repaired early in the

day to the headquarters of the insurgents, and from

him we learn the professed object of their enterprise.

They received him, he said, with all respect ; but they
assured him that there were only two possible modes

of preventing a collision. The first was, that the

queen should separate herself from Bothwell, in which

case they were ready
"
to serve her upon their knees

as her most humble and obedient subjects and ser-

vants." The second was, that Bothwell, in the presence
of both armies, should fight with some one who should

proclaim him to be the true murderer of the king;
" and if he wished a second antagonist," they signi-

ficantly added,
"
or even a dozen, they would find

them." It is clear, therefore, that for obvious reasons

they did not wish to make a prisoner of Bothwell. To

dispose of him by single combat would serve their

purpose better ; and knowing his rash temper, they

rightly judged that he would not decline the challenge.

The French ambassador disapproved of both proposals,

believing, on the one hand, that the queen would

refuse to part with Bothwell, and on the other, that

she would not suffer him to engage in single combat.

With inconceivable effrontery the insurgent lords then

declared that their sole desire was to punish the

murder of the king, and that they would rather be

buried alive than allow it to remain unavenged. Little

did Du Croc know, when he repeated these brave

words, that the two leading spirits of the confederacy,
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Morton and Maitland, had both been accomplices of

Bothwell in the crime which they now laid solely to

his charge.

Still in hopes of effecting some arrangement, the

French ambassador next repaired to the headquarters

of the queen. She complained loudly, as well she

might, of the insurgent lords, who had first recom-

mended her to marry Bothwell, and were now in arms

against her because she had complied with their

request. While she was speaking Bothwell rode up.

He too complained to Du Croc of the envy and malice

of his enemies ; but he declared his readiness at once,

to save the effusion of blood, to meet in single combat

any one of the confederate lords. The queen here

interposed, and said she could not allow any such

meeting to take place ; and eventually the French

ambassador, finding that his friendly efforts for the

maintenance of peace were of no avail, took his leave

and returned to Edinburgh.*
The subsequent incidents of this eventful day are

described by less trustworthy witnesses. A French

retainer of Bothwell, known by the name of the Cap-
tain of Inchkeith, who was present, tells us that after

the departure of Du Croc the proposal of deciding the

matter by single combat was renewed, and that the

queen was persuaded, though with much difficulty, to

give her consent to a fight between Bothwell and Lord

Lindsay, but that she eventually forbade it. The
same witness says that she wished instead to attack

the insurgents with her whole forces without delay,
and that she several times urged Bothwell to give the

order to advance. But this conduct is inconsistent
*

Despatch of Du Croc to the King of France ; Teulet, ii. 312 et seq.
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with the fact that she was in hourly expectation of

reinforcements, which would have turned the scale

completely in her favour. She knew that Huntly
and Lord John Hamilton had passed the previous

night at Linlithgow, and were hastening to join her

with a considerable force. She knew also that two

of her most devoted adherents, Lord Herries and the

Laird of Lochinvar, were approaching from the south ;

and a contemporary narrator * of great credit informs

us that, knowing of these movements, she was induced

to spin out her negotiations with the rebel lords as

long as possible. It is more probable that, being dis-

appointed in her expectations of assistance, and shrink-

ing from the prospect of much bloodshed, for the

numbers upon each side were nearly equal, she rashly

resolved to place herself in the hands of the confede-

rates ; but before taking this fatal step she made

terms as well for Bothwell as for every one of her

followers. She stipulated that all should be allowed

to leave the field in safety, t Kirkaldy of Grange, in

whose honour she placed more reliance than in that of

any of his friends, agreed to these terms, in their name

and in his own. Bothwell was reluctant to take his

departure ; but finally embracing the queen, and en-

treating her to remain faithful to her promise, he gal-

loped off, accompanied by a dozen of his followers, in

the direction of Dunbar.

* Letter of James Beton
; Laing, ii. 112.

t The Captain of Inclikeith says that the queen agreed to surrender
"
pourven que monsieur le due fust seur et sans etre poursuivy

"
(Teu-

let, ii. 307) ; and James Beton says, in addition, that she made them
"
promiss to do no harm to hir companie, but licens thame to retire

thairselfs without ony skaith" (Laing, ii. 113). The reader will learn

with surprise that both these stipulations appear to have been kept.
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We have seen that the confederates informed the

Earl of Bedford a few weeks before that one of their

chief objects was the punishment of Bothwell for the

murder of the king. We now see that when they

had him in their power they allowed him to escape.

Though their motives could not have been known at

the time, they are perfectly apparent now. They
never could have ventured to put upon his trial the

man who could have proved that their two chiefs,

Morton and Maitland, were equally guilty with

himself.

It is hardly necessary to add that the readiness

with which the queen parted with Bothwell is wholly

incompatible with the existence of that infatuated

passion with which her enemies assert she was pos-

sessed. For him, they assure us that she had not

only sacrificed her honour and risked her crown, but

that she was ready to follow him to the ends of the

earth although deprived of both ; yet we find that

within a month of her marriage she is ready to leave,

most probably for ever, the god of her idolatry. Such
conduct at such a time is irreconcilable with the

existence of any real affection. It is perfectly consist-

ent with the supposition that the marriage had been

forced upon her, and with the undoubted fact that she

had been a miserable woman ever since it took place.
After the departure of Bothwell the queen was con-

ducted by Kirkaldy to the insurgent camp, where she

was received by the Earl of Morton with the most ardent

expressions of loyalty and attachment ; but she very
soon discovered that she was a prisoner, and a prisoner
in the hands of implacable enemies. On the road to

Edinburgh, whither she was now conducted by the
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insurgents, she was not only assailed by the most

opprobrious epithets by many of the common soldiers,

but a standard was borne before her, on which was

painted the figure of her dead husband, with the prince

kneeling by his side, and uttering the words,
"
Judge

and revenge my cause, Lord !

"
The queen did not

submit in silence to this outrageous treatment; and for

some reason unexplained, but probably because she

believed him to be the instigator of the insults to

which she was exposed, she was especially incensed

against Lord Lindsay, declaring that she would one

day have his head. The enemies of Mary have not

failed to point to this incident as a proof of her

violent and vindictive temper. They forget that she

had made similar threats both during Murray's rebel-

lion and after Kiccio's murder, but that her promises
of vengeance were the only promises she never kept.

On her arrival in Edinburgh she was conducted to

the house of the lord provost, where for twenty-four
hours she was kept a close prisoner, her keepers reso-

lutely refusing to allow any one to speak to her.* In

this interval, too, they neglected no means of exciting

the people against her. On looking from the window

in the morning, the flag on which the dead body of

her husband was painted was the first object which

caught her eye. The refinement of insult could go
no further, and for the first and last time in her

eventful life Mary Stewart abandoned herself to de-

spair. She called wildly to the people assembled in

the street to rescue her from the traitors who had

* "
They sufferit na man to speik to hir yesterday, or to cum quhair

sche was yea, noucht hir awin maiddenis." Letter of J. Beton ; Laing,
ii. 114.
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betrayed her, and the confederates found at last that

they had somewhat overshot their mark. The sight

of their sovereign in such extreme distress began to

rouse the sympathies of the citizens, and it was re-

solved to remove her from Edinburgh without delay.

She was accordingly conducted to Holyrood under a

powerful escort, accompanied by the Earls of Morton

and Atholl, and still preceded by the banner, which

was intended to inform the people of her crimes.

Under cover of night she was then carried off a

prisoner to Lochleven, in utter defiance of the terms

upon which she had surrendered. It appears, how-

ever, that notwithstanding the unknown perils which

threatened her, she soon recovered her wonted self-

possession. Beton tells us that before she left the

provost's house she contrived to send a verbal message
to Sir James Balfour, desiring him, whatever might
become of her, upon no account to surrender the

castle to the rebels. She was not aware that the

traitor had already agreed to join them.

Kirkaldy w^as indignant that the terms upon which

the queen surrendered had been thus shamefully

violated; but to his remonstrances the confederates

had a ready answer. It was they who were the ag-

grieved parties ; for the queen had broken faith with

them by writing a letter to Bothwell, which they had

intercepted, and in which she called him " her dear

heart, whom she should never forget nor abandon." *

If any such letter had existed, we should naturally
have concluded that they would have preserved it as

a justification of their conduct. But if it was pro-

*
Melvill, 84. Grange," he says,

" was so angry that but for the
letter he had instantly left them."
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duced at all for Melvill, who tells the story, does not

say that it was shown even to Kirkaldy it certainly

never was produced again.

Even Kobertson* discredits the story altogether;

and when we consider that the queen was kept a

close prisoner in her chamber in the provost's house,

without one of her servants to attend her, it seems

incredible that she should have found the means of

writing and sending away a letter. But the incident

detailed by Melvill is instructive, as showing the

readiness with which, in this age of falsehood and

forgery, the enemies of the queen were prepared at

all times and in all places to furnish the precise evi-

dence that was necessary for the accomplishment of

their designs.

* Vol. iii., Dissertation. See also Hume, chap, xxxix.



CHAPTER X.

PROM THE IMPRISONMENT OF THE QUEEN AT LOCHLEVEN

UNTIL THE BATTLE OF LANGS1DE.

THE revolution which consigned Mary Stewart to a

prison had been brought about by a section only of

the Protestant nobility of Scotland. The order under

which she was conveyed to Lochleven was signed by
four earls namely, Morton, Glencairn, Atholl, and

Mar ; and by six lords namely, Lindsay, Kuthven,

Hume, Sempill, Ochiltree, and Graham. Of the earls,

Morton and Glencairn had long been enemies of the

queen and active partisans of Murray's faction ;

Atholl, who was a relative of Darnley, and a Catholic,

was probably actuated by a sincere desire to avenge
his kinsman's death ; and Mar, as the guardian of the

infant prince, may have been induced to join the

confederacy from fear of the designs of Bothwell.

Among the lords, Euthven and Lindsay were noto-

rious enemies of the queen ;
the same may be said of

Ochiltree, the father-in-law of Knox; and Graham was
a minor."5'" The most powerful families in Scotland

were therefore unrepresented in the confederacy.

Kirkaldy had informed the Earl of Bedford that

Argyll had joined it, but the great West Highland
*

Keith, ii. 648, and note.
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chief stood aloof. In the north, Huntly and Suther-

land were all-powerful, and they were both in the

interest of the queen. The Hamiltons,"* by far the

most powerful family in the south, were strongly op-

posed to the confederacy, and the same may be said

of the most formidable of the Border clans. The

position of the men who had imprisoned their queen
and usurped her authority was therefore full of peril ;

but the abilities of their leaders were equal to their

ambition. Having once embarked in the path of re-

bellion, they allowed nothing to turn them from their

purpose ; and while the friends of the queen, numer-

ous though they were, remained irresolute and inac-

tive, the dominant faction made the most strenuous

efforts to consolidate its power. In the towns, where

its strength chiefly lay, and especially in Edinburgh,
the Protestant preachers rendered the most valuable

aid. By indulging in furious invectives against the

queen, and charging her directly with the murder,

they prepared their hearers for the prospect of her

speedy deposition, and the establishment of a regency
in the name of the infant prince.

On the day upon which the queen was sent a

prisoner to Lochleven, the associated lords signed a

bond, in which they declared, among other things,

that they had taken up arms to relieve her from
" thraldom and bondage ;

"
and further, that they had

done so
"
in lawful obedience to our sovereign" as if

the queen herself had given orders for her own impri-
sonment. They asserted that Bothwell was the mur-

derer of the king, and that by his own contrivance

his trial had been "
impeded and delayed," when all

* The Duke of Chatelherault was at this time in France.

Y
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the world knew that Lennox, and not Bothwell, had

asked for the delay. But the chief point of interest

in this singular document is the charge against Both-

well, that
" he beset her majesty's way, took and rav-

ished hir most noble persoun, and led the same with

him to Dunbar Castle, there detaining her prisoner

and captive."
* If this was true, what became of the

alleged complicity of the queen in the designs of Both-

well ? But when we consider that their two leading

spirits, Morton and Maitland, had been concerned

both in the murder of the king, and in afterwards

promoting the marriage of the queen, we need not be

surprised at the difficulty which they found in giving

any intelligible explanation of their conduct.

As the Queen of England had refused to recognise
or assist the confederates in any way, they turned

their eyes to France ; and on the night upon which

Mary was sent to Lochleven, Maitland had a long inter-

view with Du Croc. The ambassador expressed strong
doubts as to the success of their enterprise, stating at

the same time his belief that the King of France

would take the part of his sister-in-law. Upon this

Maitland assured him, on his sacred word of honour

and it was easier for him to lie than to speak the

truth that they had had no communication whatever

with the English Government ;t and adding that they
desired above all things that the king his master would

take Scotland and the prince under his protection.

We thus find that on the 7th of May Eobert Melvill

*
Keith, ii. 649.

f " II me jura sur son Dieu que jusque ici ils n'avoient aucune in-

telligence avec la Royne d'Angleterre." Letter of Du Croc to Catherine
de Medici; Teulet, ii. 311.
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applied, on the part of the confederates, for assistance

from England, on the ground that they had rejected

the proffered aid of France; while on the 16th of June

they earnestly sought the protection of the French

king, on the ground that up to that moment they had

not asked for help from England. Maitland next

proceeded to justify the conduct of the confederates

in imprisoning the queen. He assured Du Croc that

although, as the French ambassador well knew, she

had been miserable since her marriage with Bothwell,

her passion for him was still as violent as ever. He
further stated that he had had a conversation with

her before she left the provost's house, and that, so far

from concealing her attachment, she declared that she

wished only to live and die with Bothwell nay

more, that she would most willingly embark in

a vessel with him, to be carried wherever fortune

might bear them. It is to be observed that Du Croc

addresses the letter containing these details not to

Charles IX., but to his mother. The discreet diplo-

matist knew that they would be more acceptable to

Catherine de Medici than to her son.

There are good reasons for believing not only that

the stories told by Maitland as to the queen's attach-

ment to Bothwell were not true, but that he had no

conversation with her at all previous to her depart-
ure for Lochleven. James Beton, who was in Edin-

burgh at the time, and who has left us by far the most

minute account of the occurrences which took place
between her arrival and her departure, is silent on the

subject ; and it is not probable that he would have

omitted a circumstance so material as an interview

between the queen and the secretary. Beton further
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gives us a piece of information which is inconsistent

with the fact that any such interview took place. He
tells us that before she quitted the provost's house she

sent by
" ane of hir maiddens

" * a message to Mait-

land, entreating him to use his influence with the con-

federate lords on her behalf. It is obvious that there

would have been no occasion for such a message if she

had herself beforehand seen and conversed with the

secretary.

It clearly appears from Du Croc's letter that the first

plea put forward by the insurgents was the extrava-

gant affection of the queen for Bothwell ; but admit-

ting all their allegations upon this point to have been

true, nothing could be more absurd than that they
should have deposed and imprisoned their sovereign
on account of her unconquerable attachment to the

man whom they themselves had recommended her to

marry. It must speedily have occurred to them that

it was necessary to find some other ground upon which

to justify their rebellion. The most obvious expe-
dient was to charge her as an accomplice with Both-

well in the murder, and upon this course they finally

decided.

But their intentions were not disclosed for some five

or six weeks after the queen's imprisonment. It was

not until the 25th of July that Sir Nicolas Throgmor-
ton wrote from Edinburgh to Queen Elizabeth that the

confederate lords intended to charge their sovereign
with "

the murder of her husband, whereof (they say)

they have as apparent proof against her as may be,

as well by the testimony of her own handwriting,

* The same probably whom she sent to Balfour, telling him to hold

out the castle to the last. Laing, ii., Appendix, 114.
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which they have recovered, as also by sufficient wit-

nesses.
"* This is the first intimation which we have

of the existence of any such evidence.

Many months after this namely, on the 16th of

September 1568 when the Queen of Scots was no

longer in Scotland, her enemies assigned the 20th

June 1567 as the'day upon which this important evi-

dence fell into their hands. In September 1568 the

Earl of Murray was about to proceed to the conference

at York for the purpose of accusing his sister of the

murder, and it was therefore necessary to make some

statement as to the time and manner of the alleged

discovery. Murray accordingly gave a receipt for a

silver box containing letters and other papers said to

have been written by the queen to Bothwell ;

" which

box, with the whole of its contents, was taken and

found upon George Dalgleish, now deceased, servant

to the said Earl of Bothwell, on the 20th of June

1567."t Paris, we have seen, was dead before his

deposition was sent to England. We find now that

another most important witness, the person upon
whom the queen's letters were said to have been

found, was also dead before his name was ever men-

tioned in connection with these celebrated documents.

A more detailed account of the discovery of the

letters is contained in the 'Detection/ which was

published in 1571 ; it is as follows : "Memorandum,
that in the Castle of Edinburgh there was left by the

Earl Bothwell, before his fleeing away, and was sent

for by one George Dalgleish, his servant, who was

taken by the Earl of Morton, one small gilt coffer,

not fully a foot long, being garnished in sundry places
*

Keith, ii. 699. f Goodall, ii. 90.
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with the Koman letter F under a king's crown, wherein

were certain letters and writings well known and by

oaths affirmed to have been written with the Queen

of Scots' own hand to the Earl of Bothwell."*

But the circumstances attending the discovery of

the letters were not fully detailed by the queen's

enemies until the publication of Buchanan's History

some years afterwards. According to that author,

"Balfourt delivered this cabinet" (meaning the casket

containing the letters) "to Bothwell's servant; but

withal he informed the chiefs of the adverse party
what he had sent, whither, and by whom; upon which

they took him, and found great and mighty matters

contained in the letters, which though before shrewdly

suspected, yet could never so clearly be made out, but

here the whole wicked plot was plainly exposed to

view." The letters, therefore, were intended to prove
that "the whole wicked plot" was the joint work of

the queen and Bothwell, and thus to avert suspicion
from the men who produced them.

Such is the account given, long after the event, of

the discovery of these famous letters.

If Buchanan had told us that Balfour discovered

these letters, and forthwith gave them up to the con-

federate lords, the story would have been at least con-

sistent ; but why he should have taken the trouble

and run the risk of appearing to comply with Both-

well's wishes, while he secretly took measures to de-

feat them, it is impossible to explain. Balfour had by
this time abandoned his former patron and come to

terms with the confederates, and if the queen's letters

had fallen into his hands, he must have at once per-
*

Detection, 91. f History, book xviii.
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ceived their paramount importance. Buchanan says

that he gave them up to Bothwell's messenger after

sending word to the confederates to intercept him.

Can we believe that Balfour, an experienced lawyer,

accustomed to deal with evidence of every kind, would

have thus risked the loss of documents so precious ?

BothwelTs servant, to whom they were intrusted,

might have lost them; he might have destroyed them;

he might have made his escape. In any such case

the confederates would have lost their only evidence

against the queen their only hope of justifying their

rebellion. That a man like Balfour should, without

any conceivable object, run such a risk, is hardly
within the bounds of belief.

Another objection to the truth of Buchanan's nar-

rative is the absolute silence of the queen's enemies

at the time of the alleged discovery. We have not a

scrap of contemporary correspondence on the subject.

Although Drury continued to transmit to Cecil every

piece of political gossip he could collect, he never

gives the faintest hint as to the all-important letters.

The despatches of Du Croc, who was in Edinburgh at

the time, are equally and significantly silent. Still

more significant is the examination of Dalgleish,

the alleged bearer of the letters, who was brought
before the confederate Privy Council on the 26th of

June,* five days after they were said to have been

recovered. Neither upon that nor upon any other

occasion was Dalgleish asked any question, nor did he

make any statement,t as to the letters said to have

been found upon him. Nor, as we have already stated,

* See his examination in Anderson's Collections.

f See his confessions ; State Trials, i. 919.
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was his name ever mentioned in connection with them

until after he was dead.

The Privy Council failed to examine a still more

important witness. Not a question was put to Sir

James Balfour, the alleged finder of the letters ; nor,

although he acted with the confederates for some time

afterwards, did he ever furnish any confirmation of

their story. The only witness of its truth, therefore,

was the Earl of Morton, who finally produced the

letters at Westminster, and who was afterwards him-

self convicted of the crime with which he charged the

queen.

Mr Laing has suggested an extraordinary reason for

the silence of the confederates respecting their dis-

covery. He says
"
they were careful not to exaspe-

rate the queen's friends by divulging the letters."
*

If the letters were forged, that would no doubt have

been the result ; but if they were genuine, however

they might have exasperated her enemies, they must

have seriously discouraged her friends, a point at this

time of the utmost consequence to the insurgents.

They were, in fact, after the imprisonment of the queen,

in a position of extreme danger. Not only had they
in vain sought assistance both from England and from

France, but a large number of their fellow-nobles,

under the leadership of the Archbishop of St Andrews

and the Earls of Huntly and Argyll, had assembled at

Hamilton to concert measures for the liberation of

their sovereign. They even refused to receive a mes-

senger from the confederates who had been sent to

treat with them upon the subject.t The insurgents,

therefore, had before them the immediate prospect of

*
Laing, i. 114. t Spottiswoode, ii. 63.
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a civil war, in which they could count only on the

extreme section of the Protestant population ;
for the

great majority of the nobles, Protestant as well as

Catholic, was arrayed against them. There was only
one way by which they could hope to disarm their

opponents and justify their conduct to foreign states,

and that was by furnishing decisive proof of the

queen's guilt. Can we believe that, in the perilous

position in which they stood, if such evidence had

been in their possession they would have failed to

produce it ?

Mr Froude suggests another reason for the silence

of the confederates. "They might," he says, "have

experienced, too, some fear as well as some compunc-

tion, if, as Lord Herries said, the casket contained the

Craigmillar bond, to which their names remained af-

fixed. This, at least, it was necessary to keep secret."

As this reference to Lord Herries must be unintelli-

gible to the general reader, we may explain that that

nobleman states in his Memoirs, that instead of finding

among Bothwell's repositories in Edinburgh Castle the

alleged letters of the queen, Balfour found the bond for

Darnley's murder. This latter circumstance is so ex-

tremely probable that Mr Froude does not seem to

doubt it. Lord Herries adds, what Mr Froude does not

inform his readers, that if the queen's letters had been

genuine, her enemies would only have been too glad
of such an opportunity for bringing her to trial and

putting her to death.* Mr Froude tells us instead,

*
Memoirs, 100. This statement of Lord Herries as to the finding

of the Craigmillar bond is confirmed by one of his bitterest enemies,
Thomas Randolph, who, in a letter to Cecil of 15th October 1570, ex-

presses himself as follows :

" To name such as are yet here living, most

notoriously known to have been chief consenters to the Icing's death, I
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without a vestige of authority,
"
that the discovery of

the letters acted on the heated passions of the lords

like oil on fire."* And he finally adds that,
" uncer-

tain what to do, they sent one of their number in haste

to Paris to the Earl of Murray, to inform him of the

discovery of the letters, and to entreat him to return

immediately." For the circumstances here so graphi-

cally detailed the excitement and indignation of the

rebel lords at the discovery, and the instantaneous

despatch of one of their number to Paris with the

intelligence Mr Froude is indebted entirely to his

imagination. As we have already stated, there is not

a particle of contemporary evidence showing, or tend-

ing to show, that any discovery had been made, or

that anybody was sent to Paris at this time on the

part of the confederates,t

mind not, only I will say that the universal bruit cometh upon three or

four persons which subscribed ' a band '

promising to concur and assist

each other in doing the same. This band was kept in the castle in a

little coffer or desk covered with green ; and after the apprehension of

the Scottish queen at Carberry Hill, was taken out of the place where it

lay by the Laird of Lethington in presence of Mr James Balfour." Re-

cord Office. It is impossible to reject the concurring testimony of two

such political opponents as Herries and Randolph respecting the finding
of this bond.
* Vol. ix. 118.

f Although we have no proof that the insurgent lords sent one of

their number to Murray, we know that Murray about this time sent an

emissary named Nicolas Elphinstone to Scotland, apparently to remon-

strate with them respecting their harsh treatment of the queen. Whe-
ther he was sincere in the disapproval he now expressed of the conduct

of his associates, or whether he only affected sympathy for his sister in

deference to the known sentiments of his ally the Queen of England, we
cannot tell. The confederates, at all events, showed more deference to

Elphinstone than they had to either the English or the French ambassa-

dors. They allowed him to visit Lochleven. See Throgmorton's letter

of 19th July; Keith, ii. 691. It was at this time, in all probability, that

the alleged "letter" of the queen to Bothwell was shown to Elphinstone,
and that he communicated its contents forthwith to Murray. It is pro-
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The meeting of the General Assembly of the Re-

formed Kirk on the 25th of June was a fortunate

occurrence for the insurgent lords. The assemblage
of a large body of ecclesiastics, who all regarded the

queen as the chief enemy of their faith, led necessarily

to much discussion as to her alleged guilt and the

punishment due to her crimes. Buchanan, though a

layman, was chosen moderator or president of the

Assembly, and from this time forward he dedicated

himself to the service of her enemies with an assi-

duity quite equal to that with which, so long as for-

tune smiled upon her, he had sought and obtained the

favour of his sovereign. Knox, too, now ventured to

return from the west, where he had lived in retirement

since Eiccio's murder; and the confederates deter-

mined through him to make a second attempt to gain
over the lords who had assembled at Hamilton * on

behalf of the queen.
As a large number of these were Protestants, it was

impossible to find a fitter person for such a mission.

But even the influence of Knox failed to induce

bable, too, that this was done in writing, as we do not hear of Elphin-
stone leaving Scotland at this time

;
and this would account for the de-

tails being furnished in so complete a manner by Murray to the Spanish
ambassador. See ante, 210. As Murray arrived in England on the 23d

of July, and gave the information to the Spanish ambassador on the

31st, there was ample time for him to have heard in the interval from

Elphinstone.
* The following nobles were at this time assembled at Hamilton :

The Duke of Chatelherault, being in Paris, was represented by the

Archbishop of St Andrews and Lord John Hamilton. There were also

present the Earls of Argyll, Huntly, Caithness, Kothes, Crawford, and
Menteith ; the Lords Boyd, Drummond, Herries, Cathcart, Tester,

Fleming, Livingstone, Seton, Glammis, Ogilvie, Gray, Oliphant, Meth-

ven, Innermeith, and Somerville ;
besides the lay abbots of Kilwinning,

Dunfermline, Newbattle, Holyrood, and St Colm. Keith, ii. 658,
note.
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Argyll and his associates to join the confederate lords,

who, thus repudiated by England, France, and the

great majority of their fellow-nobles, were compelled

to fall back upon the Reformed clergy as their only

possible allies. The latter perceived their advantage,

and did not fail to turn it to the best account. They

exacted, among other things, a promise from the con-

federates that the patrimony of the Church now held

by the temporal lords should be restored.
" How-

beit," observes the historian of the Church of Scot-

land, "having once attained their ends, they did

forget all, and turned adversaries to the Church in

the same things whereunto they had consented." *

About the time of this alliance the Earl of Glen-

cairn broke into the queen's chapel at Holyrood,

accompanied by a number of his servants, and de-

molished the altar-piece, the pictures, and other

ornaments of the place. This act of fanaticism or

hypocrisy was censured by the other confederate

chiefs, but highly commended by the clergy, t The

confederates shortly afterwards took possession of the

queen's jewels, which, from the inventory recently

published, J must have been of very great value.

On the 27th of June four persons, named William

Blackadder, John Blackadder, James Edmonston, and

Mynart Fraser, were brought before a council of the

confederate lords, who had now assumed the desig-
nation of the

" Lords of the Secret Council," charged
with the murder of the king. These four men, after

*
Spottiswoode, ii. 65. Knox also, speaking of his noble allies,

bitterly remarks,
" How they performed their promises God knows al-

ways." History, 410.

t Lord Herries's Memoirs, 97
;
Knox's History, 410.

t By Mr Joseph Robertson.
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being put to the torture, were all executed. We are

not informed upon what evidence, if any, they were

convicted.*

But where was Bothwell all this time ? It was to

seize and punish him that the confederates had pro-

fessedly taken up arms. Yet he was allowed to remain

unmolested at Dunbar, within twenty-seven miles of

Edinburgh, for at least ten days after the queen had

been sent a prisoner to Lochleven. At length, on the

26th of June, after he had abundant time to take

measures for his escape, the confederate lords issued

a proclamation offering a reward of 1000 crowns for

his apprehension. They also, in the name of the

queen, who was their prisoner, issued an order to

the keeper of the Castle of Dunbar "to surrender the

same, because the Earl of Bothwell was reset and

received within the said castle." We can only regard
these tardy and ineffectual measures in the light of

a friendly warning to the earl from his former associ-

ates that he must quit his present hiding-place. As
such he no doubt received it, for a few days after

the date of the proclamation he sailed for the north

of Scotland.

It seems probable that the queen's adherents at

Hamilton were prevented at this time from measuring
their strength with the confederates by the presence of

the General Assembly in Edinburgh, and the influence

of the clergy. The arrival of an English ambassador,

who attempted to mediate between the rival factions,

also tended to prevent a collision. The indignation of

Elizabeth on hearing of the harsh treatment of the

Queen of Scots had been extreme. At no period of

*
Keith, ii. 653.
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her history, indeed, does she appear to more advan-

tage, either as a woman or a queen. She abandoned

for a time that studied ambiguity of language under

which it was her custom to cloak her real sentiments,

and spoke in tones that all could understand. She

forgot that Mary Stewart had once worn the arms

and aspired to the crown of England. She only saw

her sister queen and nearest kinswoman a helpless

captive in the hands of men whose characters and

aims she knew too well, and she would at any cost

obtain her deliverance. Her ministers, unaccustomed

to the exhibition of such genuine feeling, were in sore

perplexity. The chiefs of the Protestant party Cecil,

Leicester, arid Bedford rejoicing in secret at the suc-

cess of the Scottish insurgents, in vain entreated their

mistress to allow events to run their natural course.

Elizabeth's advisers knew that the death of princes

commonly followed fast on their captivity, and in the

absence of foreign interference on her behalf, they cal-

culated that the Queen of Scots would prove no ex-

ception to the rule. It was only necessary to abstain,

probably for a very short time, from meddling in the

affairs of the northern kingdom, and the mortal ene-

my of England and of the Protestant faith would be

for ever removed out of the way without an effort

on their part. But Elizabeth was in no humour to

listen to these cold-blooded calculations. Eight or

wrong, she would not stand tamely by and see her

cousin murdered. She would remonstrate with these

rebellious Scots, and if remonstrances proved ineffec-

tual, she would send an army to chastise and reduce

them to obedience. Elizabeth, like her tyrant father,
was capable at times of generous emotions; and there
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can be no doubt that her conduct at this time, and

more especially the many loving messages which she

caused to be delivered to the Queen of Scots at Loch-

leven, induced the latter in the following year to seek

a refuge from her enemies in England."*

But Elizabeth's reputation for duplicity was now so

well established that no one except her immediate

advisers believed she was sincere. Both in Scotland

and in France her professions of sympathy for her sister

queen were received with a degree of incredulity which

there was no attempt to conceal. On the arrival of

Sir Nicolas Throgmorton in Edinburgh, he was dis-

tinctly informed by Maitland, the mouthpiece of the

confederates, that after what had occurred in times past,

they could place no reliance upon his mistress.
"
They

assure themselves," says Throgmorton,
"
that she will

leave them on the briars if they run her fortune."t To

the English ambassador in Paris the young King of

France was still more explicit.
"
Although," he said

to Sir Henry Norris,
" the Queen of England makes

fair semblance in this matter, yet do I not greatly trust

her; for I have discovered of late that she doth secretly

practise with the lords to work her own commodity,

* Sir Kobert Melvill personally assured her on the 29th July
" that

at all times she might count on a sure friend in the Queen of England."
Record Office.

On 6th August Leicester writes to Throgmorton that their mistress
" will spend anything to redeem the Queen of Scots out of captivity ;

"

and further, "to take care that the Queen of Scots may know her

majesty's great grief for her, and what care she taketh for her relief."

Record Office.

On the 14th of August Mary writes to Throgmorton, warmly thanking
him for the efforts which by his mistress's orders he has made on her

behalf. The letter is dated " De ma prison, en la Tour de Lokleven."

Record Office. How she obtained means to send it we do not know.

f Letter to Cecil of 12th July ; Wright, i. 252.
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as the sending thither of Sir Nicolas Throgmorton and

certain money* doth well declare. But," added Charles

who always entertained the strongest affection for

his sister-in-law, Mary Stewart
"

it shall cost her

dear as anything that ever she took in hand."

Norris further says that a gentleman present, M. de

Martigues, who had so greatly distinguished himself at

the siege of Leith, offered, if the king would furnish

him with 3000 troops, paid for three months, that he

would undertake to set the Queen of Scots at liberty in

spite of her own subjects, or any one else who might
take their part, adding, that if he failed he should

never more return to France. The young king thanked

Martigues for his offer; but the queen -mother, who

was present, and who, Norris observes,
"

I know loves

not the Queen of Scotland," promptly interposed by

reminding her son that
" he had irons enough in the

fire," alluding to the religious wars at home.t The

Constable Montmorency,J the ancient rival of the house

of Guise, warmly seconded the advice of the queen-

mother by expressing his strong disapprobation of any
such expedition. It is curious to find that the Catholic

queen-mother of France was equally desirous with the

Protestant lords of England of leaving the Queen of

* This was a mistake Although the lords were continually begging

money from Elizabeth at this time, she sent them none. Sir Nicolas

Throgmorton, writing to his mistress on the 19th of July from Edin-

burgh, says that Maitland had represented
" that your majesty might

consider how unable they were, without some aid of money, either to

maintain their proceedings to defend the prince, to preserve themselves,

and be in case to gratify your majesty and your realm, with anything
which they had declared both by writing and message ;

and yet your

majesty would not give ear thereunto." Keith, ii. 689.

t Sir H. Norris to Queen Elizabeth, 23d July 1567 ; Wright, i. 259.

$ He was killed in the following winter (10th November 1567) at the

battle of Saint Denis.
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Scots to her fate. Was she, then, more cordially hated

by Catherine de Medici than even by Elizabeth ? The

utter indifference of the one, and the warm partisan-

ship exhibited at this critical time by the other, would

certainly lead us to this conclusion.

But whatever opinions may have been entertained

at the time respecting the motives of the English

queen, no doubt can now exist as to her sincere desire

to protect Mary from the violence of her subjects. It

seemed as if, when her rival ceased to be formidable,

the ties of blood, and even some twinges of remorse,

induced Elizabeth to turn a deaf ear to her ordinary

advisers. On the 8th of July Murray's emissary,

Nicolas Elphinstone, passed through London on his

journey from France to Scotland. He had an interview

on that day with Elizabeth ; and after he had taken

his leave, she desired Thomas Heneage, a gentleman
in attendance, to go and tell Cecil that he must write

instantly to the queen
" her sister

"
in her name, for

she could not do so herself,
"
as she had not used her

well and faithfully in these broken matters that be

past.""* These remarkable words exhibit in a new light

the character of Elizabeth. We should hardly have

expected, from her policy and conduct, that she would

have had either the conscience to feel or the candour to

express regret for her past dealings with the Queen of

Scots. But her instructions to Throgmorton at this

time are couched in the most friendly terms. She does

not shut her eyes to the errors of Mary, and especially

to her hasty marriage with Bothwell ; but the English
ambassador is to assure her, notwithstanding, that his

mistress will do as much for her (the circumstances of

*
Heneage to Cecil, 8th July ; Record Office.

Z
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the case considered) as she
" was our very sister or only

daughter.
"

Throgmorton is then to inform the Queen

of Scots that his mistress has three principal objects

in view : the first is to obtain her liberty even "
by

force," if force is necessary ; the second is to procure

the punishment of the king's murderers ; and the third

is to provide for the safety of the infant prince. With

the latter object Throgmorton is to recommend that he

should in the mean time be sent to England, to reside

with his grandmother, the Countess of Lennox,
" and

that with all security that can be devised." * The

most odious imputations have been cast upon Elizabeth

for thus desiring that the prince should be sent to

England ; but these seem to be altogether groundless.

Elizabeth had probably by this time determined never

to marry ; and notwithstanding the question of the

succession was still unsettled, there is nothing to show

that she ever at any time desired, in terms of her

father's will, to deprive the house of Stewart of its

rights. If, therefore, she regarded Mary and her son

as the true heirs of her crown, the proposal that the

prince should, in the then disturbed state of Scotland,

be transferred to the care of the Countess of Lennox,
was unreasonable only in the jealous eyes of the Scot-

tish lords, who had determined, for their own ambi-

tious purposes, to keep possession of the infant.

On his arrival in Scotland, Throgmorton was at once

informed that he could not be admitted to the presence
of the queen. The "

lords
" had refused an audience

to M. de Villeroy, an envoy of the King of France,

who had since quitted Scotland ; and they could not

accord to Elizabeth's ambassador a privilege which had

* See the instructions in Keith, ii. 671.
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been refused to the representative of their ancient ally.

They placed, at the same time, in the hands of Throg-

morton, a written justification of their conduct, in

which Bothwell was accused of making a prisoner of

the queen,
" and by fear, force, and other extraordinary

and more unlawful means, compelled her to become

bedfellow to another wife's husband/' They add that

after her marriage he kept her continually surrounded

with a guard of 200 soldiers,
"
as well by day as

night, so that no one could approach her except

through the ranks of armed men ; and yet, notwith-

standing the violence and tyranny with which she had

been treated, such was her infatuated attachment for

the murderer of her husband, that they had thought fit

"
to sequestrate her person for a season from his com-

pany, to the end they might have a breathing-time and

leisure to go forward in the prosecution of the murder."*

In this document, which was dated the llth of

July, the confederates repeated what they had previ-

ously asserted on the 16th of June namely, that the

queen had been forcibly carried off by Bothwell to

Dunbar; but in the interval, as they afterwards al-

leged, they had ascertained, by the clearest evidence,

that all had been arranged beforehand, and that she

accompanied Bothwell of her own free will. The

letters said to have been discovered on the 20th June

proved this beyond all doubt, and they had now for

three weeks been in their possession, if the story they
afterwards told was true. Why did they assert to the

English ambassador that which, if the letters were

genuine, they knew to be false namely, that the queen
was forcibly carried off by Bothwell, and by force and

*
Keith, ii. 682.
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fraud compelled to become his wife ? Tenderness for

the reputation of the queen is the only reason which

can possibly be suggested; but that the insurgents

were restrained by no such motives we learn from the

fact that within a fortnight afterwards they informed

Throgmorton that they had conclusive evidence of their

sovereign's guilt. That evidence, if it existed at all,

was equally in their possession on the llth of July,

and why they were then silent on the subject admits

of only one explanation.

While Throgmorton was attempting in vain to ob-

tain an audience of the royal captive, the clergy daily

denounced her as a murderess in their sermons, and

demanded that she should be brought to justice like

any ordinary criminal. Throgmorton, writing on the

19th of July, particularly mentions the violence of

Knox, whom nothing but the blood of the queen would

satisfy. The English ambassador tried to induce the

confederate lords to restrain the savage licence of the

preachers; but we cannot doubt that they were secretly

encouraged by their noble patrons to prepare the minds

of the people for the deposition, if not for the murder,
of the queen. Her life, indeed, was in extreme peril

at this time ; and it seems to be highly probable that,

but for the presence of Throgmorton in Scotland, she

would have been sacrificed to the ambition and the

bigotry of her subjects. Such, at all events, was the

opinion of that able minister himself.*

Elizabeth was naturally indignant at the refusal of

the lords to admit her ambassador to an interview

* On the 31st of July lie writes to Leicester that " he had certainly
saved the queen's life, but to what continuance is uncertain." Record
Office.
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with their prisoner. A moderate bribe would no

doubt have opened the gates of Lochleven to Throg-
morton

; but she was in no humour to spend her money
upon these perverse rebels, and she threatened them

with signal punishment if they ventured to take any
further steps against their sovereign.

" You shall

plainly declare to them," she says to Throgmorton,
"
that if they shall determine anything to the depri-

vation of the queen their sovereign lady of her royal

estate, we are well assured of our own determination,

and we have some just and probable cause to think

the like of other princes of Christendom, that we will

make ourselves a plain party against them to the re-

venge of their sovereign, for example to all posterity."*

A few days later, she reminds Maitland, the only one

of the confederates at all likely to be moved by any
such appeal, of the heavy debt of gratitude which he

owed his queen.
" Where is my Lord of Lethington's

natural bond towards her who hath tied him so largely

and so bountifully ? Fie upon ingratitude ! "t

Elizabeth deserves the more credit for the expres-

sion of these generous sentiments, inasmuch as the

whole of her advisers, including Throgmorton, J were

opposed to any active intervention in Scotland at this

time. If she had had her own way, we cannot doubt

that she would have attempted to liberate her sister

queen by force. But Cecil was not more anxious,

during the regency of Mary of Lorraine, to induce his

mistress to send an army into Scotland, than he now

* Dated 27th July ; Keith, ii. 704.

t Leicester to Throgmorton, 6th August ;
Record Office.

t In a letter of the 15th of July to Cecil he says,
" I fear the end,

both for God's displeasure and for some unaptness among ourselves to

enter and prosecute the war." Wright, i. 256.
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was to prevent her taking such a step; and he was

equally successful on both occasions. On the 10th

of August she sent for her minister, and asked in her

own imperious fashion* why nothing had yet been

done to liberate the Queen of Scots, and even spoke of

declaring war forthwith against the rebel lords. The

secretary did his utmost to dissuade her ; but she turned

a deaf ear to his arguments, until he had recourse to

one which at length induced her to pause.
" In the

end/' says Cecil, for it is from himself that we learn

the particulars of the interview,
"
I said that perchance,

in running this course, the Queen of Scots might fall

into more peril, by bringing the lords into desperation ;

and if the worst should happen, then her majesty
would be very sorry, and yet the malice of her enemies

would say that the queen's majesty used severity towards

the lords to urge them to rid away the queen "^ This

view of the matter had not occurred to Elizabeth, and,

in the words of the secretary,
" she began to pause."

She felt, and the feeling must have been a painful one,

that whatever steps she might now take for the relief

of the Queen of Scots, the world would give her no

credit for sincerity nay more, as Cecil so artfully sug-

gested, that her interference would be attributed to

motives the most treacherous and deadly. The wily
minister triumphed, and Mary Stewart was left to the

mercy of her rebellious subjects.

The latter, freed from all apprehension of interfer-

ence on the part either of France or England, had by
this time compelled their sovereign, by threats of per-

" The queen sent for me hastily, and entered into a great offensive

speech." Cecil to Throgmortojn, llth August ; Record Office.

t Ibid.
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sonal violence, to resign her crown. In entire accord-

ance with their previous conduct, they employed for

this purpose two of her bitterest enemies, Lindsay and

Euthven. If the former of these lords had possessed
a spark of manly feeling, he would have declined the

task in consequence of what had passed so recently
between him and the queen.* But, on the contrary,
he must have hailed the opportunity of retaliation,

for tradition has painted in the most vivid colours

his barbarous conduct at Lochleven. Mary having
been privately advised by Throgmorton that a re-

nunciation of her crown, extorted by threats, was

altogether invalid, finally signed the papers which her

jailers placed before her.

. On the same day on which her renunciation was

signed namely, the 25th of July we at length hear

through Throgmorton that the confederates are in pos-
session of evidence,

"
in her own handwriting,"t impli-

cating the queen in the murder of her husband. It is

a significant circumstance that they announced this

fact on the very day on which they forced the queen
to resign her crown. Four days after the queen's re-

nunciation namely, on the 29th of July the infant

prince was crowned at Stirling. The nobles of

Scotland were very inadequately represented on this

important occasion. The chiefs of the great houses of

Hamilton, Gordon, and Campbell having all refused

to attend, the confederates could only muster five

earls J and six lords at the coronation of the infant

* On her surrender at Carberry.
t See letter of Throgmorton, quoted ante, 340.

t These were Morton, Atholl, Glencairn, Mar, and Menteith
;
and

Lords Hume, Lindsay, Sanquhar, Sempill, Innermeith, and Ochiltree.

Keith, ii. 719.
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king, and no representative of any foreign prince was

present. The ceremony of anointing was performed

by Adam Bothwell, the Protestant Bishop of Orkney,
to the intense disgust of Knox, who regarded it as a

wicked Popish superstition. After the newly-made

king had been carried back to his cradle, the Eeformer

preached a sermon, in which he denounced the queen
as a tyrant and a murderess with all that power of

fierce invective to which he owed so much of his in-

fluence and fame.

A charge of peculiar atrocity has been made at this

time against the Hamiltons. We have seen that the

archbishop was suspected of having promoted the

marriage of the queen and Bothwell with the object of

ruining both. It is farther said that the primate and

his kinsman the Abbot of Kilwinning, although pro-

fessedly acting as the chiefs of the queen's party, now

proposed to the confederate lords that she should be

put to death. The truth of this monstrous charge has

been admitted by Mr Tytler,* but apparently upon
insufficient grounds.

It rests on the authority of two notorious enemies

of the Hamiltons namely, Murray of Tullibardine

and Secretary Maitland. From a letter of Throg-
mortont to Queen Elizabeth, we learn that the pro-

ject was announced to him by Tullibardine shortly
after the coronation of the infant prince. The English
ambassador naturally expressed his disbelief of the

story. He could not think, he said,
"
that noblemen

could have such double faces, and such traitorous

minds." To this Tullibardine replied that the Hamil-

*
History of Scotland, v. 459.

t Of the 9th August ;
Record Office.
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tons had a powerful motive in desiring the queen's

death ; for that
"
she being taken away, they account

but the little king between them and home, which/'

he significantly added,
"
may die." He then assured

Throgmorton that the matter had been proposed to

the confederate lords by the archbishop and the Abbot

of Kilwinning within the la,st eight-and-forty hours.

Shortly after Tullibardine had taken his leave,

Maitland waited on the English ambassador and told

him in substance the same story; but he made an

important addition to the information communicated

by his colleague.
"

I say unto you, as I am a Chris-

tian man," continued Maitland and such an assevera-

tion from a noted scoffer was in itself suspicious
"

if

we would consent to take the life from her
"

(i. e., the

queen),
"
all the lords which hold out would join us

within two days. The bishop and abbot have sent a

gentleman unto us for that purpose ; and likewise the

Earl of Huntly hath sent Duncan Forbes within this

hour to conclude with us upon the same ground.""*

The latter allegations of Maitland lead us to dis-

believe the whole story. The Hamiltons, it is true,

had an obvious interest in getting rid of the queen ;

but when we are told that the whole of the nobles,

without exception, who had espoused her cause, were

ready at this moment to sacrifice her to the ambition

of a family at that time by no means popular in Scot-

land, we look in vain for any motive for an act of

such consummate perfidy. The notion of such a com-

bination is inconsistent not only with the jealousy

always entertained by the great houses of each other,

but it is irreconcilable with the energy and zeal

* Letter of Throgmorton ; Record Office.
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which Huntly, Argyll, and their adherents so soon

afterwards exhibited in the service of the queen.

If it is asked, "What could be Maitland's object for

accusing the Hamiltons of these atrocious designs ?

the answer is obvious. They were at this time, as

we learn from Throgmorton, in daily expectation of

assistance, in the shape of money and arms, from Eliz-

abeth, who, Maitland well knew, was straining every
nerve for the liberation of the Scottish queen ; and it

was of the utmost consequence to the insurgent lords

to prevent them receiving any such supplies. We can

much more readily believe that Maitland told a false-

hood for so obvious a purpose, than that the whole

of the queen's adherents were ready at this time to

sacrifice her to the ambition of the Hamiltons.'*

Bothwell was at this time at Spynie Castle, near

Elgin, the seat of his granduncle, the Bishop of Moray.
Another guest of the bishop was Christopher Eokesby,
the English spy, who now proposed to serve his patrons
in another fashion. He offered to undertake the murder

of Bothwell, with the aid of the captain of the castle,

and one of the earl's retainers, provided the English
ambassador would sanction the project. The proposal
was made by Anthony Eokesby, a brother of the volun-

teer assassin, to Throgmorton, who at once rejected it

on the part of his mistress. But he says, with perfect

* Mr Fronde, who believes the story, in quoting the words of Tulli-

bardine to Throgmorton, makes the former say,
" The Archbishop of St

Andrews and the Abbot of Kilwinning have proposed this much to me
within these forty-eight hours." Vol. ix. 149. This would imply that

Tullibardine spoke from personal knowledge. But in the original MSS.
in the Record Office the words are "

to ws," so that all that Tullibardine
told he might have learned from Maitland.
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diplomatic composure,
"
I advised the said Eokesby to

repair to Lethington, to declare unto him the state of

the whole matter, inasmuch as he and the lords had

more interest in the cause than your majesty had."'* It

was well known, therefore, to the English ambassador,

that Maitland and his associates were anxious at this

time to get rid of Bothwell ;
and he knew that they

would not be over-scrupulous as to the means.

Whether, in consequence of Throgmorton's advice,

any overture was made to Maitland on the subject,

we are not informed ; but shortly afterwards rigorous

measures were taken for the apprehension of Bothwell.

On the llth of August a commission was issued to

Murray of Tullibardine and Kirkaldy of Grange to

pursue the earl and his accomplices
"
by sea or land,

with fire, sword, and all kind of hostility, and fence
and hold courts ofjustice wheresoever they shall think

Neither Tullibardine nor the Laird of Grange had

been concerned in Darnley's murder ; and they may
have been induced to believe that which the con-

federates now at length ventured to assert, that it was

the joint work of Bothwell and the queen. We can

well understand why none of Bothwell's fellow-con-

spirators joined the expedition. We can understand,

moreover, why Tullibardine and Grange were em-

powered
"
to fence and hold courts" wherever they

might think fit. The object, doubtless, was to enable

them to put to death the outlawed duke as soon as he

was caught, without the formality of a public trial,

* Letter to Queen Elizabeth of 31st July; Record Office.

t Keith, ii. 730.
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where disclosures fatal to the confederates must of

necessity have been made. The notorious Bishop of

Orkney, who was also a Lord of Session, accompanied
the expedition, to act, no doubt, as assessor, in case of

the capture of the fugitive.

Bothwell in the mean time had manned several small

vessels, with which he put to sea. He sailed first for

Orkney and thence to Shetland, plundering by the way
such shipping as frequented those remote regions in

the sixteenth century. Kirkaldy and Tullibardine fol-

lowed on his track with five well-armed vessels, and

at length descried the object of their search on the

eastern coast of Shetland. Bothwell, who was at this

time master of only two small cruisers, fled on the

approach of his pursuers, and an exciting chase ensued,

in which his light vessels, filled with desperate men,
who were thoroughly acquainted with the navigation
of those dangerous seas, had the decided advantage.
At length, to lure their enemies to their destruction,

they dashed through the narrow and intricate channel

of Bressa Sound. The manoeuvre was successful.

Kirkaldy, who led the pursuit in the largest ship be-

longing to the expedition, crowded all sail and followed

the fugitives ; but striking on a sunken rock, his vessel

filled so rapidly that he and his companions had barely
time to save their lives/"" The leap which the Bishop
of Orkney in particular made from the deck of the

sinking ship was long remembered as a feat of singu-
lar agility. Bothwell, thus freed from his pursuers,
was soon afterwards made a prisoner on the coast of

Norway, and delivered up to the King of Denmark,
*

Spottiswoode, ii. 75, note by Mr Mark Napier.
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in whose dominions he continued to reside during the

remainder of his life. He died ten years after the

events described namely, in 1577.*""

The Earl of Murray was in London at the time of

the deposition of his sister and the coronation of the in-

fant prince. The friends of the future regent, in Eng-
land t as well as in Scotland, had been for some time

anxious for his return; and he reappeared, accordingly,

just when his presence was required. While he was in

France, we have already stated that, like Elizabeth, he

expressed his disapproval of the proceedings of the

insurgent lords towards his sister ; but we find that

on his arrival in Scotland he had entirely altered his

tone. He reached Edinburgh on the llth of August,
and on the following day Throgmorton expresses his

belief that
"
the Earl of Murray will run the course

that these men do, and be partaker of their fortune."

Throgmorton adds,
"

I hear no man speak more bit-

terly against the tragedy and the players therein than

he."J How are we to account for this change \ The

most charitable explanation is, that from the letter,

the contents of which he had described to De Silva,

he now believed in the queen's guilt. Yet he did not

on that account cancel his will appointing her the

guardian of his daughter, for the deed still exists.

We may further observe, that before he quitted France,

the Archbishop of Glasgow had warned the Spanish

*
Burton, iv. 456. The story that he died mad in prison, which has

been adopted by so many historians, appears to be a fiction of Melvill.

f Leicester, writing to Throgmorton on 23d July, says,
" For my Lord

of Murray, I thank God we have at this instant word he is arrived."

Record Office.

% Throgmorton to Cecil ; Wright, i. 264.
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ambassador in Paris that, notwithstanding Murray's

professions of friendship for his sister, he was in reality

her mortal enemy,"* and that he would show himself

to be so on his return to Scotland a prediction amply
verified by the event. According to Mr Froude, the

conduct of this celebrated personage in France was

marked by the same incorruptible integrity and dis-

interestedness which distinguished him through life.

He would lead his readers to infer that Murray

steadily refused all the proffered favours of Catherine

de Medici.
" She had offered him," he says,

"
rank,

pension, power, the Scottish regency even the Scot-

tish crown she would have offered him if he would

lend himself to French interests. He had answered

simply that he could agree to nothing prejudicial to his

sister and his nephew." t Mr Froude omits to state that

Murray added that he would accept with gratitude

such favours from the King of France as were con-

sistent with the ancient treaties between the two

countries ; J and that he received, doubtless in conse-

quence of this gentle hint, a present of plate of the

value of 3000 crowns. Yet he had assured the

English ambassador, Sir Henry Norris, that he had

refused all the proffered favours of the French Court,

.

"
lest by taking gifts he should be bound where he is

now free."
||

And this was not all. On his return to

Scotland a few weeks later, Murray received from the

French ambassador there, M. de Lignerolles, another

splendid present of plate, besides a pension of 4000

* "
Enemigo capital de su reyna y hermana." Alava to Philip II. ;

Teulet, v. 29.

t Vol. ix. 133.

t Alava to Philip II., 13th July ; Teulet, v. 28.

Ibid., 24th July ; ibid., v. 30. || Norris to Cecil, 16th July.
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francs a-year.~* Murray's Continental trip had there-

fore proved by no means unprofitable ;
and we cannot

but admire the address with which, without commit-

ting himself in any way to the policy of France, he

contrived to obtain such favours from the most un-

scrupulous politician in Europe.

Sir James Melvill was deputed by the lords to offer

the regency to Murray on his arrival at Berwick ; and

he at first positively declined it. But notwithstanding
his refusal, Melvill tells us that he was informed by
some of his company "that he was right glad "t when

he understood he was to be regent. On conferring

with his friends in Edinburgh, Murray's scruples, if he

ever entertained any, were speedily removed ; but he

made it a condition, that previous to his accepting the

office designed for him, he should have an interview

with his sister at Lochleven. He knew, whatever they

might assure him to the contrary, that she could not

have renounced her crown of her own free will ; and

he knew that in that case the whole of their proceed-

ings, including his election as regent, would be null

and void in the eyes of all Christendom. It was only

by obtaining his sister's sanction to his appointment
that he could hope to be permanently recognised as

her legal representative either at home or abroad ; and

he seems to have accomplished his purpose with his

accustomed dexterity.

He was accompanied to Lochleven by Morton,

*
Throgmorton to Elizabeth, 12th August :

" Your Majesty is adver-

tised of the present my Lord of Murray had given him at his coming
forth of France, which was valued at 1500 crowns, and of the pension
that Lignerolles hath brought him, of 4000 franks yearly." Record

Office.

t Memoirs, 87.

fr'
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Atholl, and Lindsay ; but the queen earnestly desired

to see her brother alone, and her request was eventu-

ally complied with. This was the second time that

Murray on his return to Scotland had found his sister

a prisoner in the hands of her rebellious nobles ; and

it is worthy of note that on both occasions the same

man, the Earl of Morton, was chief of the confederacy.

After Kiccio's murder, Murray had felt, or at least had

expressed, commiseration for the queen's sufferings ;

but in the present instance she looked in vain for any

symptom of affection. His manner was at first distant

and reserved, and he finally reproached her in the

harshest terms with her misconduct. The eyes of the

unhappy queen were now opened to the perils of her

situation. The brother whom she had loved and

trusted, whose treasons she had pardoned, and on

whom she had lavished wealth and honours, had

joined her mortal enemies, and she had nothing to

look for but a speedy death. After a lengthened in-

terview, which lasted long after midnight, this was in

substance the message which Murray delivered to the

captive queen :

" He left her that night," says Throg-
morton,

"
in hope of nothing but God's mercy."

*

Was it for this that Murray had insisted on visiting
Lochleven to tell his sister that her doom was fixed,

and that she must prepare to die it might be on the

scaffold, it might be by the hand of an assassin ? The

sequel will inform us. Next morning, after a sleepless

night, Mary again met her brother. To her surprise,

his stern manner had disappeared, and he even

dropped some words of sympathy and hope. He
could not undertake to obtain her liberty, but he

* Letter of the 20th August.
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would at all events assure her of her life. The poor

queen, ever too ready to act on the impulse of the

moment, and in her utter friendlessness overjoyed to

find that she had not wholly lost the affection of her

brother, immediately embraced him and entreated him

to accept the regency. The purpose of his visit was

now accomplished, but he still professed reluctance to

accede to her request. At length, in compliance with

her wishes, he promised, as if he were conferring the

highest possible favour upon his sister, to accept the

regency. It is from information supplied, no doubt,

by Murray himself * that we learn these particulars,

and nothing can exhibit in a clearer light the coarse

and crafty nature of the man. First to terrify his

sister with the prospect of immediate death, then to

soothe her with false promises of safety, and finally,

with well-feigned reluctance, to accept the dignity he

was longing to grasp, displayed a mixture of brutality

and cunning of which he alone was capable.

Before Murray left Lochleven, the queen requested
him to take into his custody her jewels and other

articles of value ; but he was apparently still more

averse to receive them than to accept the regency.
" He showed himself very unwilling," says Throg-

morton,
"
to have the custody of the jewels/'t But

Mary was not wont to give her confidence by halves ;

and after her brother left Lochleven, she wrote a letter

to him, giving into his hands not only her jewels, but

*
Throgmorton to Queen Elizabeth, 20th Aug.; Keith, ii. 737. This

is Murray's own story ; but it is to be observed that the queen after-

wards stated, that when he came to Lochleven, he informed her, with

a " downcast countenance," that he had already accepted the regency.

Labanoff, vii. 323. Italian memorial in the Florentine archives.

t Throgmorton's letter ; Ibid.

2 A
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"
all she had of value." How he performed his trust

we shall learn hereafter.

There was now no obstacle to Murray's elevation,

and he was proclaimed regent on the 22d of August.

His first object was to obtain possession of Edinburgh

Castle, the most important fortress in the kingdom,
which was still held by Sir James Balfour. For an

immense bribe of 5000, besides a valuable grant

of Church lands, and an annuity to his son, Balfour

consented to surrender the castle. He has been de-

scribed by Eobertson as the most "
corrupt man of

the age;" but this description is hardly just. His

claim to pre-eminence in wickedness might have been

fairly disputed, not by one, but by many, of his

contemporaries.

Dunbar soon afterwards surrendered to the regent;

and Stirling, where the infant king resided, was in

the possession of Murray's uncle, the Earl of Mar.

Dumbarton Castle was the only place of strength

which, under the command of Lord Fleming, still

held out for the queen.

John Hay of Talla, one of BothwelFs accomplices,

was apprehended in the beginning of September ;
and

we have already stated, on the authority of the Earl of

Bedford, that at first Hay accused various persons of

distinction as accessories to the king's murder. Briny*
at the same time informs Cecil that Hay was spared

for a little only until some of the great personages

whom he accused should be arrested. But in the con-

fession of Hay, afterwards published by the regent, all

such charges are suppressed, and no person of rank is

accused except Bothwell. Bedford and Drury, who
*
Drury to Cecil

;
Record Office.
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were both at Berwick at this time, were both friends

of the regent ;
and if they have described the true

nature of Hay's confession, it follows that that which

the regent afterwards published is absolutely worth-

less. Bedford on the 5th of September speaks of the

deposition of Hay as having been already made ; but

that afterwards produced by Murray is dated eight

days later namely, the 13th of the same month. We
may infer that in the interval the accusations against

the regent's friends and supporters were suppressed.
John Hepburn of Bolton, another of Bothwell's ac-

complices, was taken about the same time as Hay ;

but Hepburn's deposition, for some reason unexplained,
was not taken for some months afterwards. It is

dated the 8th December 1567.

The regent had summoned a Parliament to meet in

December, but before it assembled we learn that the

bond for the murder of Darnley was committed to

the flames by Maitland.* It -had now been determined

by the regent and his Council publicly to accuse the

queen of the murder of her husband ; and if, as they

asserted, they had the proofs of her guilt in their

hands, there was but one proper course for them to

pursue. They were bound in common justice to give
the queen notice of their intention, and they were

bound to give her an opportunity of appearing to

answer the charge.! If their proofs had been suffi-

*
Drury to Cecil, November 28 ; Record Office.

t This circumstance is referred to in the most pointed manner by the

lords assembled at Dumbarton on the side of Queen Mary in the month
of September following. They declared that " there was nothing done

in their [the regent's] Parliament that could prejudge the queen's honour

in any sort, her grace never being called nor accused." And they add

that "
it is against all law and reason to condemn any living creature

without first hearing them in their defence." Goodall, ii. 360.
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cient, no reason can be suggested why privileges

accorded to the meanest criminal should have been

denied to her. But the proceedings which her ene-

mies adopted were very different. On the 4th of

December, without any previous communication with

the queen, they framed, as they say, an Act of Coun-

cil, in which she was charged not only with the murder

of her husband, but with a crime more atrocious still

an intent to murder her child of which they never

at any time ventured to produce a particle of proof.

We have seen that the documents previously pub-
lished by the insurgent lords abound with falsehood

and contradiction, and the same may be truly said of

this famous Act of Council. It states, among other

matters, "that the cause and occasion of the taking
of the queen's person upon the 15th day of June last

was in the said queen's own default, in as far as by
divers her previe letters written and subscrivit with

her awin hand, and sent by her to James Earl Both-

well, chief executor of the said horrible murder, it

is most certain that she was privy, art and part, and

of the actual devise and deed, of the forementioned

murder of the king, her lawful husband."*

This Act was signed by at least three of Bothwell's

accomplices in the murder namely, Morton, Maitland,

and Balfour ; and these men justify the capture and

imprisonment of the queen by the proofs of her guilt

contained in her alleged letters to Bothwell. But these

same men afterwards declared in the most solemn

manner that the letters of the queen did not fall into

their hands until she had been a prisoner for several

days ;t so that the effect thus preceded the pretended
*

Goodall, ii. 64. f On the 20th of June.
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cause. We can only account for this remarkable dis-

crepancy by the fact, that at the date of this Act of

Council they had made no declaration as to the time

when and the place where the letters were discov-

ered. No such declaration was made until after the

queen had made her escape to England, when the

contradiction was probably overlooked.

We have seen that Murray, when he first mentioned

the matter to the Spanish ambassador in London,

spoke only of
" a letter

"
addressed by the queen to

Bothwell ; but in the Act of Council they are men-

tioned in the plural number. There is no mention

as yet, however, of the contracts of marriage or the

sonnets. No mention, in short, is made of anything

excepting the queen's private letters ; and these are

said to have been not only written, but signed (sub-

scrivit) by her own hand.

A few days after the Act of Council was framed,

Parliament met, and in the statute which was passed

confirming Murray in the regency we have a fresh

description of these all-important letters. They are no

longer described as bearing the queen's subscription,

but as being
"
hailly written with her awin hand;"*

and we know that the letters afterwards exhibited by

Murray at Westminster were without any signature

attached to them.

Hume t can suggest no explanation of this material

variance between the Act of Council and the Act of

Parliament, except that
"

it was a blunder of the

clerk ;

"
and Malcolm Laing accuses of "

despicable

quibbling"^ those who point to it as a proof of fraud.

But the mere assertion of the one, and the contemp-
*

Goodall, ii. 67. f Chap, xxxix. J Vol. i. 124.
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tuous denunciations of the other, afford no satisfactory

solution of the difficulty. Equally unsatisfactory is

the elaborate attempt of Laing to show that the

term "previe letters" included also not only the

sonnets, but the contracts of marriage. The term

"letters," he assures us, has in Scotch a very ex-

tensive signification, and comprises many writings in

addition to epistolary correspondence ; but he has

failed to show that, either in Scotch or in any other

language, the term "previe letters" ever meant any-

thing except private letters or epistles.

A fact connected with this
" Act of Council," which

has hitherto apparently escaped notice, may probably
afford the real explanation of the variance between it

and the Act of Parliament. Our knowledge of the

contents of the Act of Council is derived from a copy,

or a professed copy, which was transmitted to Cecil,

and was afterwards published by Haynes."" But it

is a most suspicious circumstance that, although the

original record of the proceedings of Murray's Privy
Council is still preserved,t the Act of Council is not

only not to be found there, but no mention whatever

is made of that important document. There is only
one entry in the record dated the 4th December 1567,

and that relates to a totally different subject.

This remarkable omission may enable us to account

for the different wording of the two Acts. As no

record was kept of the Act of Council, there would

be no opportunity, at least in Scotland, of contrasting
it with the Act of Parliament; and in the copy, or

* See also Goodall, ii. 62.

t In the Register House, Edinburgh. I have examined this record,
but no trace of the Act of Council is to be found in it.
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alleged copy, of the former which was sent to Eng-

land, it might be deemed advisable to state the case

as strongly as possible against the queen. There were

at the time no means there of disproving the allega-

tion that the letters to Bothwell were actually signed

by her ; but in Scotland the case was different. Those

who produced the letters must have known that they
did not bear the queen's signature, and therefore the

Act of Parliament did not declare that they were

signed, but only that they were written, by her.

Some writers, indeed, have denied that the queen's

letters were laid before the Scottish Parliament at all.*

The Act itself is silent on the subject, and we have

no contemporary evidence of the fact; but there is

a passage in a declaration drawn up by the queen's

adherents some months afterwards t which refers to

"writings produced in Parliament/' and alleged* to be

in her handwriting,
"
as it is not." This could hardly

refer to anything except the letters ; but whether they
were signed or unsigned, whether they were in French

or Scotch, or whether they were produced as originals

or copies, we are nowhere informed.

Several of the queen's best friends, and in par-

ticular Huntly and Herries,^ attended this Parlia-

ment ; and it has been argued that their silence may
be taken as an admission of her guilt. But nothing
can be more erroneous than to assume that the pro-

*
Chalmers, i. 419.

f On 12th September 1568. Goodall, ii. 361.

We learn, however, that both these noblemen, as well as Argyll,

formally protested on this occasion, that if it should afterwards appear
that the queen did not resign her crown of her own free will, they should

not be bound by the decision of the regent's Parliament. See their de-

claration ; Goodall, ii. 362.
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ceedings of a Scottish Parliament of the sixteenth

century bore any resemblance to those of modern

legislative assemblies. It is not too much to say

that in the former freedom of discussion was a thing

unknown. The dominant faction of the day ap-

pointed the committee, named the Lords of the Articles,

and the only real business of the Parliament was to

assent to the measures which they proposed. In

proof of what is here stated we have only to remind

the reader that in the year 1560 the ancient religion

of the country was abolished and a new form of

worship established in its place without discussion or

debate, although many Catholic peers and prelates

were present on that memorable occasion.

The conduct of the regent in thus accusing his

sister, without a hearing, of the most atrocious crimes,

and the unprecedented severities which he inflicted

throughout the Border country, where the inhabitants

were known to be favourable to the queen, tended

much to dimmish his popularity. Great dissatisfac-

tion also continued to be expressed that the murderers

of the king still remained unpunished ;
and in order,

apparently, to silence the murmurs of the people,

Murray, shortly after the Parliament had risen, caused

Hay, Hepburn, and Powrie, as well as Dalgleish, the

man upon whom the queen's letters were said to have

been found, to be put to death. The proceedings were

conducted with extraordinary and indecent haste, for

they were all tried, convicted, and executed on the

same day.
r? We learn from a source decidedly friendly

to the regent,t that Hepburn, while he was on the scaf-

* On the 3d January 1568.

t Drury to Cecil, 4th January ;
Record Office.
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fold, declared that Maitland, Huntly, and Argyll had

all subscribed the bond for the king's murder. John

Hay* is said to have named as guilty of the deed a

still larger number of persons.

The declarations of Hay and Hepburn, and the uni-

versal belief that while the subordinates suffered the

principals had escaped, still further shook public con-

fidence in the government of the regent ; and, accord-

ing to the fashion of the day, the discontent of the

people was expressed in satirical ballads. Murray was

well aware that other perils threatened him. Mait-

land, so long accustomed to lead and sway the minds

of those around him, soon wearied of playing a second

part ; and the regent knew that at any moment in-

terest or caprice might induce the secretary to turn

against him. Lord Fleming, assured of the friendship

of the King of France,t still held Dumbarton Castle

for the queen. Huntly, Argyll, and her other parti-

sans, had acknowledged the regent's authority with

notorious reluctance ; and he was detested by the

Hamiltons, who suspected his designs upon the crown.

Murray was too clear-sighted a politician not to per-

ceive the hostile elements which might on any day be

arrayed against him, and we need not be surprised

* The l Diurnal of Occurrents
'

states that John Hay confessed before

the whole people that Bothwell, Huntly, Argyll, Maitland, and Balfour,
" with divers other nobles of this realm," made a bond for the king's

murder, "and that Balfour and Maitland were notoriously known as the

principal advisers and counsellors." As to Morton, Hay said he had

not seen his subscription, but that Bothwell told him he had subscribed

it. The chronicler adds that all the nobles named, except Bothwell,

were in Edinburgh at the time, but that after this confession of Hay
"
incontinently they departed therefrom, which makes the charge against

them the more probable."

t See his letter to Lord Fleming, March 1568 j Teulet, ii. 343.
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that under the circumstances he resolved to seek the

aid of his old ally the Queen of England.
He accordingly despatched Nicolas Elphinstone to

London with a copy of his Act of Parliament, which

declared that his sister had murdered her husband, and

intended to murder her child. But another object of

Elphinstone's mission was to obtain money, of which

it appears the regent then stood much in need. He
therefore sent to London a considerable portion of

the queen's jewels, and in particular a valuable set of

pearls, which he instructed his emissary to offer for

sale to Elizabeth. We have seen that on the occa-

sion of her interview with her brother at Lochleven,

Mary had given them into his charge, and that he,

with much professed reluctance, had accepted the

trust. Yet he now offered to dispose of some of the

best of them to Elizabeth, who eventually agreed to

purchase what he had no right to sell at the very

inadequate price of 12,000 crowns/"' Murray was in

general so careful of appearances t that we can only
account for this flagrant breach of trust partly from

his desire to obtain a sum of ready money, but chiefly

from his anxiety at this time to propitiate the Queen
of England. But it is satisfactory to know that in

the latter object he was disappointed. She took his

bribe in the shape of an unlooked-for bargain of the

* De la Forest to Catherine de Medici ; Teulet, ii. 364. A Genevese

jeweller had valued them at 16,000 crowns. De la Forest to Cather-

ine de Medici
; Labanoff, vii. 132.

+ When his Parliament met in the following August, he obtained an
Act of Indemnity for "his intromissions" with his sister's jewels.
Kecord Office. But his " intromissions

"
did not end here, for some of

the most valuable of the queen's jewels were in the possession of his

wife after his death. Robertson, Inventories (preface.)
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finest pearls in Europe, but she wisely declined to

meddle in the affairs of Scotland.

In sure anticipation of the coming storm, Murray
next applied to France, and entreated Charles IX.

to take the infant king under his protection/* but

with no better success. The French ambassador in

London, M. de la Forest, was, in fact, fully informed

as to the precarious position of the regent. Two-

thirds of the people of Scotland, the ambassador had

reason to believe, were ready to rise against their

present ruler. He adds, and the information is re-

markable, that the enemies of the regent had two

objects in view : the first, to liberate the queen ; and

the second, "that the said regent and his chief sup-

porters [namely, Lethington and three or four others]

should clear themselves of the murder of the late

King of Scotland a thing much to be desired, for for

a long time it has been confidently asserted that these

men were accomplices in the said murder."t It is

instructive to observe, that notwithstanding all their

efforts at concealment, and their numerous devices to

throw the whole blame upon the queen and Bothwell,

the truth could not be suppressed.

The statement of the French ambassador, that the

majority of the people of Scotland were ready to rise

in favour of the queen, was speedily confirmed. She

had spent the winter in close confinement at Loch-

leven ; but three of her ladies Mary Seton, Jane Ken-

nedy, and Marie Courcelles had been allowed to share

her prison, and to these devoted friends she was finally

* See memorandum d'un agent de Murray envoye vers le Roi de

France ; Teulet, ii. 349.

t Teulet, ii. 345.
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indebted for her deliverance. The plan of the escape

appears to have been arranged by Marie Courcelles,

with the aid of George and William Douglas, two

youths, both under twenty the one being the son

and the other the page""" of the lady of Lochleven. On

Sunday evening the 2d of May, while the household

were at supper, the younger Douglas contrived to ob-

tain possession of the keys of the castle, and opening
a postern gate which was close to the water, he was

joined by the queen, who had exchanged dresses with

Mary Seton, and by two of her attendants. Stepping
into a boat which lay in readiness, they were quickly
rowed to the western shore of the lake, where Lord

Seton, with a small body of horse, was anxiously await-

ing their arrival. That faithful adherent of Mary
through all her changing fortunes, escorted her with

the utmost speed to his Castle of Niddry, in West

Lothian, where she arrived at a late hour in the night.

Early next morning she proceeded to Hamilton, where

in the course of a very few days she found herself at

the head of an army of 6000 men. It is worthy of

note, that on her escape from Lochleven she found

that, with the exception of Lord Seton, her most pro-
minent supporters were Protestants. Among the latter

we find Huntly and Argyll; Lord Claud Hamilton,
chief of the name then in Scotland ; the Earls of

Cassilis, Eglinton, and Eothes ; and the Lords Herries,

Livingstone, and Fleming.t

No circumstance in the life of Mary Stewart is more

remarkable than this. That in spite of all the efforts

*
Commonly called Willie Douglas. He was said to have been a

foundling who was brought up at Lochleven, and adopted the name of

the family.

t Keith, ii. 798.
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of Murray and his faction, and in spite of all the

violence of the preachers, she the Catholic Queen of

Scotland, the daughter of the hated house of Guise,

the reputed mortal enemy of their religion should

now, after being maligned as the most abandoned of

her sex, find her best friends among her own Pro-

testant subjects, appears at first sight inexplicable. A
phenomenon so strange admits of only one explana-

tion. If throughout her reign she had not loyally

kept her promises of security and toleration to her

Protestant subjects, they assuredly would not in her

hour of need have risked their lives and fortunes in

her defence.

Although the regent was in possession of the gov-

ernment, he could only by the most strenuous efforts

muster 4000 men to oppose to the forces of the queen.
'*

He knew, moreover, that one of her principal support-

ers, the Earl of Huntly, was marching from the north

with numerous reinforcements, to join the royal army
at Hamilton. Yet he refused all offers of accommoda-

tion from his sister, who, ever averse to bloodshed, was

anxious to come to terms with her opponents. Having
tasted the sweets of power, Murray was resolved not

to abandon it without a struggle. The Hamiltons,

confiding in their superior numbers, and eager to crush

the man whom they regarded as the great enemy of

their house, were equally desirous to come to blows

without awaiting the arrival of Huntly and his

numerous train of vassals. The queen was thus,

* All contemporary authorities seem to agree that the queen's forces

outnumbered by a third those of the regent at Langside ; yet Mr Froude

does not hesitate to assert, upon his own authority, for he gives no

other, that Murray was " at the head of a force, better armed, better ap-

pointed, and outnumbering hers." Vol. ix. 222.
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against her better judgment, induced to fight the

fatal battle of Langside, where the military skill of

the regent and of the Laird of Grange obtained a

complete triumph over the unavailing gallantry of

the Hamiltons.

After witnessing the defeat of her army, the queen
fled* first to the seat of Lord Herries, near Dumfries,

and thence to the Abbey of Dundrennan. Although
she had lost a battle, her position was by no means des-

perate. Her troops still held Dumbarton Castle, and

in the north Huntly, Sutherland, and Ogilvie were in

command of. a considerable force. Throughout the

Border country the most powerful families the Scotts

of Buccleuch, the Kerrs, the Maxwells, and the Gor-

dons of Lochinvar were all devoted to her service ;

and in many a stronghold of those hardy barons

she might for months have set the regent at defi-

ance. But instead of trusting to the loyalty of the

Borderers, she determined to throw herself on the

hospitality of the Queen of England. It was in vain

that her most trusty counsellors sought to dissuade her

from this hazardous step. She relied with absolute

confidence on the warm professions of friendship and

attachment which during her captivity at Lochleven

she had received from Elizabeth
;
and leaving the Scot-

tish coast in an open boat, she landed the same day,

* De Beaumont, a French envoy, who was at Hamilton, was astonished

at the rapidity with which a royal army was assembled after the queen's
arrival

;
and everything shows that her popularity at this time far

exceeded that of the regent. Melvill, 90. Mr Froude, however, informs

his readers, still without any authority, that she was an object of such

detestation that "
peasants, as she struggled along the bylanes, cut at her

with their reaping-hooks." Vol. ix. 227. But there must be some strange
mistake here, for never within human memory did reaping commence
in Scotland in May, and Langside was fought on the 13th of that month.
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being the 16th of May, at Workington, on the oppo-
site side of the Solway. Three of her nobles the

Lords Herries, Livingstone, and Fleming accom-

panied her to England. These stanch adherents of

the royal fugitive, we have already stated, were all

Protestants.

Lord Scrope, the Warden of the Western Marches,

was at this time in London; but Mary was received by
the deputy-warden, Mr Lowther, with all the respect

due to her rank and her misfortunes. Attended by
a number of the gentlemen of Cumberland, he accom-

panied her to Carlisle ; and thinking, no doubt, to

recommend him to the favour of his sovereign, she

addressed a letter to Elizabeth, expressing her lively

sense of the attention and courtesy with which she had

been treated by her representative. But Mary little

knew the jealous nature of her kinswoman. The

deputy-warden had been too attentive to the Scottish

queen, and to prevent his example being followed by
her other subjects, she imposed upon him a fine which

obliged him to part with two of his estates.*

There was one point, however, upon which Mary
was not mistaken. We learn from a source by no

means friendly to Elizabeth, that on hearing of Mary's
arrival in England, her first impulse was to give a

cordial welcome to the royal exile.
"

I am assured,"

writes the French ambassador to his master,
" that

this queen has in her Council, with all her might, taken

the part of the Queen of Scots, giving all who heard

her to understand that she desired to receive and to

* This circumstance was recently communicated to the writer by the

present Earl of Lonsdale, the descendant and representative of the

deputy-warden.
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honour her in a manner suitable to her former dignity

and greatness, and not to her present fortune."""" We
have here a further proof that Elizabeth was at this

time sincere in her professions of sympathy for her

sister queen. But De la Forest adds that the great

majority of her Council were opposed to her wishes
;

and we know that she eventually allowed herself to be

overruled by Cecil and his supporters.

But Cecil had not yet made up his own mind as to

the disposal of the Scottish queen. Although accus-

tomed steadily to adhere to any line of conduct he

had once adopted, the process by which he arrived

at a decision was slow and laborious. Upon one point

only he made up his mind without loss of time. In a

paper still extant, in his own handwriting, and pro-

bably composed immediately after the news of Mary's
arrival had reached London, he says,

" The surety
of the Queen of Scots is first to be considered, that

by no practice she should be conveyed out of the

realm,"t In his opinion, therefore, she was a prisoner,

and that the utmost precautions should be forthwith

taken to prevent her escape.^

It was not until the 20th of June that a final deci-

sion was taken. On that day the council of ministers

resolved that the Queen of Scots should be removed
from Carlisle, lest, from its vicinity to the Border, she

should escape. It was further resolved, notwithstand-

ing any objections she might urge to the contrary,
that the Queen of England

" should proceed to be

* De la Forest au roy ; Teulet, ii. 369. f Caligula, c. 1.

The eagerness with which Cecil pounced upon his prey strengthens
our belief that he had counselled his mistress to intercept Mary on her
return from France to Scotland.
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informed of the cause betwixt the Queen of Scots and

her subjects. In the hearing whereof it is thought

good, for avoiding of all mistaking, that no prince's

ambassadors to be named by the Queen of Scots shall

be excluded." After next alluding to the danger of

permitting her to proceed to France, to her refusal in

times past to confirm the treaty of Edinburgh, and to

her unauthorised marriage with her late husband, who

was a subject of the Queen of England, the paper con-

taining these resolutions concludes as follows :

" That

neither the queen's majesty, with honour or surety to

herself, nor yet with quietness of the realm, give her

[the Queen of Scots] aid, nor permit her to come to

her presence, nor to be restored, nor to depart this

realm, before her cause be honourably tried.
"*

The iniquity of these resolutions was transparent

even to their authors. In a paper in Cecil's hand, still

extant, and entitled
' Pro Regina Scotorum,' he de-

molishes at a blow the whole of the arguments upon
which they are based. He says :

" She is to be helped,

because she came willingly into the realm upon trust

of the queen's majesty. She trusted upon the queen's

majesty's help because she had in her troubles received

many messages to that effect. She is not lawfully

condemned, because she was first taken by her subjects,

by force kept in prison, put in fear of her life, charged
with the murder of her husband, and not admitted to

answer thereto, neither in her own person nor by ad-

vocate, before them which in Parliament did condemn

her."t

But the final step was now taken, and after a month
of anxious deliberation, Elizabeth allowed her inclina-

*
Caligula, c. 104. f Ibid.

2 B
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tions to be overruled. Yet who now can doubt that in

her first intentions she was wiser than the wisest of

her ministers ? Who now can doubt that, setting aside

all considerations of morality and justice, the forcible

detention of the Queen of Scots was a political blunder

of the first magnitude ? It were idle to speculate on

the consequences which might have ensued had she

been allowed, as she so earnestly desired, to proceed
to France. But of this we have abundant proof, that

as the inmate of an English prison, she proved a

far more formidable enemy to Elizabeth than when

she wore the crowns both of France and Scotland.

Little, indeed, did Cecil foresee, when he was busily

framing one hollow pretext after another for detaining
the royal fugitive, what a future he was preparing for

his mistress. Nineteen years of successive insurrec-

tions and conspiracies and plots, all to be quenched in

blood the best and bravest in the land. Nineteen

years of incessant remonstrance and recrimination, of

incessant anxiety and danger, as well from foreign as

domestic foes, to be followed by an eternity of infamy
at last. It is well for mankind that acts of national

injustice should rarely pass unpunished; and never

did a political crime entail a heavier measure of retri-

bution than the captivity and murder of the Queen
of Scots.



CHAPTEK XL

THE CONFERENCE AT YORK.

Two days after the meeting of the Council, Lord Her-

ries, who had arrived in London as the representative

of the Queen of Scots, had a long interview with Queen
Elizabeth. She explained, in the most friendly terms,

why, in the present state of affairs, his mistress could

not be received at Court. She said that his mistress

well knew the scandalous reports which her subjects

had spread throughout the world respecting her, and

that the honour of both queens required that the matter

should be investigated : that, being the friend of the

Queen of Scots, she had no desire to constitute herself

an arbitress between her and her subjects; but that
" the men who had deprived her of her crown, and of

everything else besides, should be made to explain by
what authority they had exercised such extraordinary

powers." She added, that she wished the Queen of

Scots to come to some place within fifty or sixty miles

of London, where the inquiry might take place before

certain members of her Council to be subsequently
named.'*

Lord Herries, like the French ambassador, t appears

* Lord Herries a Marie Stuart, 23d June 1568; Teulet, ii. 386.

t De la Forest au roy, llth July ; ibid., ii. 389. Speaking of Eliza-
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to have entertained no doubt of the friendly intentions

of Elizabeth at this time, and he raised no serious

objection to the proposed inquiry. He only suggested,

that as he understood James Macgill,
"
a subtle chicaner

and imbroiler of the laws," was on his way to London

with certain pretended Acts of Parliament declaring

that the Queen of Scots had voluntarily resigned her

crown, he ought not to be permitted to come to Court.
"

It is true," replied Elizabeth ;

"
I will not suffer

Mackgill to come into my presence, or any one of those

who has taken part against your mistress." * We shall

find that Mary had reason subsequently to complain of

the violation of this promise.

It was obviously a serious error on the part of Mary
to listen to any such proposal as now was made. It

was impossible to expect that any inquiry suggested

by Cecil should be impartially conducted ; and had she

simply stood upon her rights as a sovereign princess,

and refused to take part in any such proceeding, she

would have placed that minister and his supporters in

a very serious dilemma. They would have been com-

pelled either to allow her to proceed to France, as she

desired, or to detain her a prisoner in defiance of all

law and reason. But Mary still clung to the belief,

and not without some reason, that Elizabeth was her

friend ; and in this belief she finally consented to the

conference. In so far as her reputation is concerned,

it is not to be regretted that she did so, as otherwise

the evidence upon which the charges made against her

were founded would never have seen the light of day.

beth, he says,
" Comme elle dit, j'estime qu'elle n'endurera point qu'il

luy soit faict aucun deshonneur."
*

Teulet, ii. 387.
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Murray, having been duly apprised of the projected

conference, had in the interval addressed a most sin-

gular request to Elizabeth. It will be best explained

in his own words.
"

It may be," he says in his letter

to the English queen,
"
that such letters as we have of

the queen our sovereign lord's mother that sufficiently,

in our opinion, prove her consenting to the murder of

the king her lawful husband, shall be called in doubt

by the judges to be constituted for the examination

and trial of the cause, whether they may stand or fall,

prove or not. Therefore, since our servant Mr John

Wood has the copies of the same letters translated in

our language, we would earnestly desire that the said

copies may be considered by the judges that shall have

the examination and commission of the matter, that

they may resolve us thus far in case the principal agree

with the copy, that then we prove the cause indeed ;

for when we have manifested and shown all, and yet

shall have no assurance that what we send shall satisfy

for probation, for what purpose shall we either accuse

or seek to prove, when we are not assured what to

prove, or when we have proved, what shall succeed?"*

We shall say nothing of the extraordinary nature of

these demands ; but we would call the reader's atten-

tion to the manifest anxiety betrayed by the regent
and his friends as to the sufficiency of the proofs which,

as they alleged, they held against their sovereign.

How is this to be explained ? If her letters to Both-

well were genuine, no rational being could entertain a

doubt of her guilt. Why, then, take the unheard-of

precaution of requesting the Queen of England to obtain

beforehand from the judges not an opinion merely, but

*
Goodall, ii. 75.
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a positive assurance that their proofs were sufficient ?

These questions admit but of one reply. If the letters

had been genuine, no possible uneasiness could have

been entertained as to the result. But guilt makes

cowards of the wisest and the bravest ; and the natural

fears and hesitation of the forger are visible in every
line of Murray's letter. We are not aware what reply,

if any, was returned to it by Elizabeth.

Each fresh appearance of these famous letters gives

rise to fresh suspicions. Murray does not send copies

to Elizabeth, but translations
"
in our language

"
that

is, in the Scotch. But Elizabeth was better acquainted
with French than with Scotch. We know this from

the fact that when Murray himself appeared at Court

to exonerate her from the charge of stirring up the

rebellion in Scotland at the time of Darnley's marriage,
and he began to speak in his native tongue, she told him

to speak in French.""" The circumstance of the letters

being sent up in Scotch leads us to suspect that no French

version of the most important of them as yet existed.

Mary in the mean time remained a prisoner in the

Castle of Carlisle, where she had been visited shortly

after her arrival by the warden of the marches, Lord

Scrope, and Sir Francis Knollys, vice-chamberlain to

Elizabeth. Their letters, written on the spot, are highly

interesting, and it is worthy of note that they seem

less impressed with the external graces of the Scottish

queen than with her mental and moral qualities. They
describe her, after their first interview, as possessing
" an eloquent tongue and a discreet head, with stout

courage and a liberal heart." t And in a subsequent
letter Knollys says, "Surely she is a rare woman; for

*
Ante, chap. iii. f Goodall, ii. 70.
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as no flattery can abuse her, so no plain speech seems

to offend her if she thinks the speaker an honest

man." * We may add that Scrope and Knollys gave
much better advice to their mistress than she had

received from Cecil. They ask whether t "it were

not honourable for you, in the sight of your own

subjects and of all foreign princes, to put her grace to

the choice, whether she will depart freely back into

her country without your highness impeachment, or

whether she wr
ill remain at your highness devotion

within your realm here, with her necessary servants

only to attend her ?
"

Scrope and Knollys expressed
themselves exactly as English gentlemen might under

similar circumstances at the present day; but their

advice was far too sound and simple to be followed

in an age when policy was synonymous with fraud.

On the occasion of their first interview, Mary ex-

pressly charged Morton and Maitland with the murder

of her husband,
"
although now they would seem to

persecute the same."! We mention the circumstance

here because Hume says that she only accused these

men by way of recrimination after she herself had been

charged with the crime. The fact is, that she did so

on her very first meeting with an accredited represen-

tative of Elizabeth in England, and before any kind

of inquiry or conference had been proposed. We
learn, further, that no time was lost in communicating
the result of this conversation to the parties interested.

On the 12th of June John Wood wrote to Maitland,

*
Chalmers, i. 442. This agrees exactly with what Melvill says, that

she asked him to tell her of her faults. Memoirs, 53.

f Goodall, ii. 72. J Ibid., ii. 71.

From Chiswick. The original is at Hamilton Palace. See Miscel-

lany of the Maitland Club, iv. 120.
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informing him that the queen had declared that both

he and Morton were guilty of the king's murder;
"
which," he says,

"
I am willed to signify unto you,

that he [Morton] may consider thereof." Wood con-

cludes his letter with the following significant words :

" Mr Secretary here, and also Sir Nicholas, your friends,

are both direct against your coming here to this trial,

and that James Macgill must come up, as I have written

to my lord his grace."

Macgill was not, so far as we know, implicated in

the murder ; but the English ministers, Cecil and the

lord keeper, seem to have thought that the charge

made against "their friends" Morton and Maitland

might be true, and they could not fail to perceive the

danger of allowing the Queen of Scots a public oppor-

tunity of turning the tables upon her accusers.

On the 1 6th of July Mary was removed, for further

security, to Bolton Castle, in the North Eiding of York-

shire. It is surprising that even this suspicious step

did not open her eyes to the real designs of her ene-

mies ; but she still trusted in her sister queen, and,

with her habitual forgetfulness of injuries, she even

began to dream of coming to some terms with her

rebellious subjects. Strange that, with all her powers
of intellect, she could not foresee that men who had

already so deeply wronged her would necessarily seek

their own security in her destruction.

It was arranged that the proposed conference should

be held at York, and in the beginning of October

the representatives of the Queen of England and of

the Queen of Scots met in that city. Elizabeth

appointed as her commissioners the Duke of Norfolk,

the only peer in the realm who then enjoyed the
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highest title of nobility; the Earl of Sussex, Presi-

dent of the Council of the north ;
and Sir Ealph

Sadler, Chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster. The

Queen of Scots appointed as her commissioners John

Leslie, the Bishop of Koss ; the Lords Herries, Living-

stone, and Boyd ; the Abbot of Kilwinning ; Sir John

Gordon of Lochinvar; and Sir James Cockburn of

Skirling. The Eegent Murray attended in person,

as representing the infant King of Scots ; and the

Earl of Morton, Adam Bothwell, the Protestant Bishop
of Orkney, the Abbot of Dunfermline, and Lord

Lindsay accompanied him as commissioners. The

regent was also accompanied by several assistant-com-

missioners, among whom were Maitland, the secre-

tary, and George Buchanan, whose literary services had

now been purchased by the confederate lords. James

Macgill and Henry Balnaves, both lawyers, and well-

known enemies of the Queen of Scots, also accom-

panied the regent as assistant-commissioners."*

Mary's instructions to her commissioners were

drawn up at considerable length, and they contained

one article namely, the 7th which is especially

deserving of attention ; it runs as follows : "In case

they allege they have any writings of mine which

may infer presumptions against me, ye shall desire

that the principals to be produced, and that I myself

may have inspection thereof and make answer thereto ;

for ye shall affirm in my name I never wrote anything

concerning that matter to any creature : and if any
such writings there be, they are false and feigned,

forged and invented by themselves to my dishonour

and slander ; and there are persons in Scotland, both

*
Goodall, ii. 109.
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men and women, who can counterfeit my handwriting,
and write the like manner of writing which I use as

well as myself, and principally such as are in company
with themselves ;

* and I doubt not, if I had remained

in my own realm, I should before now have discovered

the inventors and writers of such writings, to the

declaration of my innocence and the confusion of their

falsehood."

It appears, therefore, that Mary fully expected that

her alleged letters to Bothwell would be produced at

York, and that she was prepared to answer them.

We know, further, from the many statutes passed

against it, that the crime of forgery was very
common at this time in Scotland, and that the

queen's handwriting, which was large and round,

might have been easily imitated by any one versed

in that art.

It had been agreed, in terms of Elizabeth's proposal
to Lord Herries, that Mary should be the plaintiff in

the extraordinary suit which was now about to be

tried
; or, as Elizabeth expressed it, that the men who

had deprived her sister queen of her crown should

be called upon to justify their conduct. Accordingly,
after one or two preliminary meetings in the course

of which the commissioners of the Queen of England
took a solemn oath that they would proceed

"
sin-

cerely and uprightly/' and should not,
"
for affection,

malice, or any other worldly respect, lean or adhere to

the one party or the other more than reason, equity,
and truth will bear

"
t the proceedings were com-

menced on the 8th of October, by the presentation of

* This is supposed to refer to Maitland.

t Goodall, ii. 121.
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a complaint on the part of the Queen of Scots against

the regent and his associates.

This paper stated shortly that the Earl of Morton

and his confederates had taken the Queen of Scots

prisoner, and confined her in the Castle of Lochleven ;

that the Earl of Murray had thereafter usurped the

regency ; and that, in consequence of his unlawful

proceedings, she had been compelled to seek a refuge

in England.
4
'
7

The obvious and indeed the only answer to this

complaint was, the accusation of the Queen of Scots

of the murder of her husband ;
and if the evidence in

the regent's hands would have borne examination, it

is impossible to explain why it was not forthwith pro-

duced,t The complaint of the queen was a challenge

to her enemies to justify their conduct as they best

might ; and that they should have shrunk at the

critical moment from bringing forward their long-

threatened accusation is a circumstance entirely in

accordance with the suspicious character of their whole

proceedings. It is idle to assert, as Murray after-

wards pretended, that he was loath to accuse his

sister of the murder ; he had already done so in the

most public manner by a public Act of Parliament, a

copy of which he had sent to the Queen of England :

nor is it possible to suggest a motive for his silence

*
Goodall, ii. 128.

f Robertson attempts to explain the suspicious silence of Murray by
stating that he was at this time in communication with the Duke of

Norfolk respecting his marriage with the Queen of Scots. Vol. ii. 279.

But this is a mistake, for no such communication took place between

them for some time afterwards. The real reason of Murray's reluctance

to produce his proofs is stated in the letter of the Earl of Sussex, to

which we shall presently refer, and which Robertson never saw.
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except a well-grounded conviction of the insufficiency

of his proofs.

The answer of Murray to the queen's complaint was

in effect as follows : After referring to the death of

Darnley, the captivity and marriage of the queen, and

the resolution of the confederate lords to punish
Bothwell for his crimes, it went on to state that at

Carberry Hill, although challenged to meet in single

combat several of the lords,
" he utterly refused," and

escaped by flight; that the queen thereafter, instead

of consenting to a divorce, rigorously menaced all who
had taken part against him ; that her obstinacy in-

duced them to imprison her for a season, until justice

should be done upon the murderer ; that in the in-

terval, finding herself oppressed and wearied with the

cares of government, she voluntarily resigned her

crown to her dear son, and, in respect of his tender

years,
"
constituted me, the Lord of Murray, being

then absent furth of the realm, and without my know-

ledge, regent," and that such appointment was after-

wards ratified in Parliament; that, notwithstanding,
certain of the nobility who had approved by their

votes of these proceedings, instigated and aided the

queen to escape from Lochleven, but that their enter-

prise, as all the world knew, had miscarried in respect
of the iniquity of their cause.*

It is instructive to observe that the regent and his

friends never attempted any justification of their con-

duct without involving themselves in transparent
falsehood. In this answer to the queen's complaint
there are two allegations in particular so notoriously

untrue, and so easy to be refuted, that we feel sur-

*
Goodall, ii.
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prised that a politician so astute as Murray should

have made them. The first of these was, that the

queen, wearied with the cares of government, had

voluntarily resigned her crown ; the second, that she

had appointed him regent before his return to Scot-

land, and even without his knowledge. The only

explanation which can be suggested for these extra-

ordinary allegations is, that although their falsehood

would have been at once detected by any man in Scot-

land, to whichever party he belonged, they were ad-

dressed to English commissioners in England, whose

information on the subject was necessarily imperfect.

It was an easy task for the Queen of Scots to reply
to the feeble defence of the regent. First, with regard
to Bothwell, her commissioners stated that if he was

the murderer of the king, that circumstance was not

only unknown to her, but that the men who now ac-

cused him of that crime had themselves recommended

him as the fittest husband she could find
"
in all the

realm of Scotland ;

"
that the same men who had

recommended Bothwell for her husband, immediately
after her marriage rose in arms against her; that,

desiring to spare the blood of her subjects, and believ-

ing in the protestations of the Laird of Grange, she

had passed over to the camp of the confederates at

Carberry Hill, and that instead of making Bothwell a

prisoner, which they might then have done, they not

only allowed him to ride unmolested off the field, but

they never made any serious attempts to apprehend
him until he had quitted Scotland ; that, misled by the

fair words of Grange and the Earl of Morton, she had

trusted to the honour and loyalty of the confederate

lords, and when she found that she had been so miser-
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ably deceived,
"

it was no wonder that her majesty

had given them quick and sharp answers ;

"
that in-

stead of voluntarily resigning her crown, as her enemies

alleged, she had done so only at the earnest solicita-

tion of the Earl of Atholl, the Lairds of Tullibardine

and Grange, Robert Melvill, and the English ambas-

sador, Sir Nicolas Throgmorton, all of whom assured

her at the time that by no other means could she hope

to save her life ; that not one-tenth part of the nobil-

ity and clergy entitled to vote in Parliament took

part in the pretended coronation of her son ; that even

if she had nominated the Earl of Murray to the

regency after resigning her crown, which she had not,

such nomination would have been absolutely void, as

there were others who by the law of Scotland were

entitled to that office in preference to him; finally,

that at the pretended Parliament summoned by the

Earl of Murray, several of the principal nobility for-

mally protested against all proceedings affecting her

rights and privileges as Queen of Scotland, but that

all such protestations had been carefully suppressed

by her enemies.'""

The reply of the Queen of Scots was presented to

Elizabeth's commissioners on the 1 6th of October ; but

they had previously received certain clandestine com-

munications from the Earl of Murray, to which it is

necessary to refer.

On the 9th of October, the day after the queen's

complaint had been given in, Murray privately sub-

mitted the following four queries to the English com-

missioners : first, Whether they had authority from

*
Goodall, ii. 162. She alludes to Huntly, Argyll, and Herries.

Ante, 375.
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their sovereign to pronounce sentence against Mary ,
in

case she should be proved guilty ? secondly, Whether,

having such authority, they would promise to the

regent and his friends to pronounce such sentence

without delay \ thirdly, Whether, in the event of her

being found guilty, she should be delivered into the

hands of the regent, or at least be so secured in Eng-
land that she never should have the means of disturb-

ing the government of the king and the regent in

Scotland? and, fourthly, Whether, in that case, the

Queen of England would approve of their proceedings
in times past, and protect the king and the regent in

the exercise of their authority \
*

It is clear that all such points ought to have been

settled before the proceedings commenced. It is

equally clear that if Elizabeth's commissioners had

acted fairly between the parties, they would have

communicated the demands of Murray to the Queen
of Scots. But they received them in secret, and they
transmitted them in secret to Elizabeth for further

instructions ; and before they could receive a reply,

the regent had taken another step of a still more

remarkable kind.

On the llth of October, the day after his answer to

the complaint of the Queen of Scots had been given in,

he sent four of his assistant-commissioners namely,

Maitland, Buchanan, Macgill, and Balnaves to the

lodgings of Elizabeth's commissioners. Murray had at-

tempted, as we have seen, some months before, to obtain

an ex parte opinion of the commissioners as to the suf-

ficiency of his proofs ;
and before venturing to accuse

the Queen of Scots of the murder, he now carried out

*
Goodall, ii. 130.
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his intention by submitting them,
"
in private and

secret conference/
7 * to the Duke of Norfolk and his

colleagues. It is hardly necessary to say, that to

examine these proofs in the absence and without the

knowledge of the opposite party, was an undoubted

breach of that neutrality which Elizabeth's commis-

sioners had sworn to observe.

The despatch addressed by the latter to Elizabeth

after this interview is still extant, and it is important,

as containing the first accurate description which we

possess of the famous letters of the queen to Bothwell.

In addition to the two contracts of marriage and the

sonnets, there were produced five of the eight letters

which have already been laid before the reader. Of

these five letters we find, from the extracts and refer-

ences made by the commissioners, that two were the

Glasgow letters, produced to prove, no doubt, that the

queen was guilty of the murder ; two were from Stir-

ling, to prove that she was carried off by Bothwell with

her own consent; and the fifth was the one in which she

speaks of Jason and Medea, and which we have stated

our belief to be a genuine production of the Scottish

queen, but addressed not to Bothwell but to Darnley.
The only apparent reason for exhibiting this last

letter was an expression contained in it to which

reference has been already made. Among the extracts

made by the commissioners, and which they trans-

mitted to Elizabeth, they say that the queen specially

charged Bothwell "
to make good watch that the bird

escaped not out of the cage."t "We have already
shown J that the words " make good watch

"
are not

* Letter of the commissioners ; Goodall, ii. 140.

t Goodall, ii. 150. % Ante, chap. v. 224.
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to be found in the original French of this letter, and

that they have been plainly introduced into the Scotch

version to give a criminal colouring to a sentiment

perfectly innocent in itself.

It has been already stated, that from the extracts

given by the commissioners, as well of this as of the

other letters, we know that they were all produced in

Scotch ; and further, that they were exhibited neither

as copies nor translations, but as the actual letters of

Queen Mary. Yet we shall find that the same men
who produced these letters privately at York after-

wards produced the same letters publicly at West-

minster in French, and affirmed no less solemnly that

the latter were the originals.

There was also produced at this time a letter of

which no mention was ever made before, and of which

we never hear again. It is thus described by the com-

missioners in their letter to Elizabeth :

" After the

devise of the murder was determined, as it seemed by
the sequel, they inferred, upon a letter of her own

hand, that there was another meane of a more cleanly

conveyance devised to kill the king ; for there was a

quarrel made betwixt him and the Lord Eobert by

carrying of false tales betwixt them, the queen being
the instrument, as they said, to bring it to pass ;

which

purpose, if it had taken effect, as it was very likely

(for the one giving the lie to the other, they were at

daggers-drawing), it had eased them of the prosecution
of the devilish fact which, this taking none effect, was

afterwards most tirannously
*
executed."

We have seen that Darnley, a few days before his

death,f had a violent altercation with Lord Eobert

*
Goodall, ii. 142. t Ante, 237.
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Stewart ; but that the queen, instead of fomenting it,

as Buchanan in his
' Detection

'

asserts, prevented mis-

chief taking place by bringing Murray to the spot,

with whose aid she was enabled to preserve the peace.

Murray himself was therefore well acquainted with

the circumstances to which this letter referred, and he

probably, on consideration, perceived that it was too

absurd to assert that the queen had first instigated

the quarrel between her husband and the Lord Kobert,

and then taken means to prevent the catastrophe she

so earnestly desired. This circumstance, at all events,

sufficiently accounts for the disappearance of this letter,

which was not produced at Westminster, and, so far

as we know, was never produced again.

But there was a still more important piece of evi-

dence produced in private at York, of which we never

hear more. This was a warrant, signed, as Maitland

and his associates declared, by the queen's own hand,

authorising the nobility assembled at Ainslie's supper

to sign the bond approving of her marriage with Both-

well ;

" and that before they had such warrant there

was none of them that did or would set to their hands

saving only the Earl of Huntly."
* The importance

of this document, in connecting the queen so directly

with the schemes of Bothwell, is manifest ; and if it

had been genuine, we cannot for a moment doubt

that it would have been produced at Westminster.

But there was an excellent reason why this pre-

tended warrant should only have been exhibited in

private. Two at least of Mary's commissioners the

Lords Boyd and Herries had been present at Ainslie's

supper, and both had signed the bond. They could,

*
Gooclall, ii. 140.
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of course, have readily confirmed or contradicted the

story of the warrant ; but no such opportunity was

ever afforded them.

The Queen of Scots was speedily informed, through
the treachery of Maitland, of the clandestine proceed-

ings which had taken place at York ; and she com-

plained immediately on the subject to Sir Francis

Knollys, who had accompanied her to Bolton Castle.

Knollys pleaded ignorance, although he well knew
that the English commissioners had examined in pri-

vate all the evidence her enemies had to produce

against her. Mary, on her first interview with Knollys,
had charged Morton and Maitland with the murder ;

and referring to what had taken place at York, she

said,
"
If they will fall to extremity, they shall be

answered roundly and to the full, and then we are

past all reconciliation."'3''' We may infer from this

remark that Mary was credulous enough still to look

for justice, even after what had passed, at the hands

of Elizabeth's commissioners.

Elizabeth, too, had been duly acquainted with the

proceedings of her commissioners ; but instead of re-

plying directly to the queries submitted by Murray,
she desired that Sir Ealph Sadler should come up to

London, and should there consult with Maitland on the

part of the regent, and with Lord Herries upon the

part of the Queen of Scots, as to their future proceed-

ings, t She further proposed that her commissioners,

instead of pursuing their labours at York, should

remove to London, in order that any difficulties that

* Sir F. Knollys to the Duke of Norfolk, 15th October 1568 ; Good-

all, ii. 159.

t Goodall, ii. 170.
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might arise might be solved without delay. Mary,

with characteristic facility, agreed at once to this fresh

arrangement, without stipulating that, as had been

first suggested,'* she should reside during the inquiry

within a moderate distance of the capital. She thus

consented to remain a prisoner in a remote part of

the kingdom, while the conference was in future to

proceed under the immediate eye of Elizabeth and

her ministers.

Mary would hardly have agreed so readily to this

fresh arrangement, if she had been aware of the con-

tents of the concluding paragraph of Elizabeth's letter

of instructions to her commissioners. It runs as fol-

lows : "In the dealing herein, you shall do well to

have good regard that none of the Queen of Scots
7

commissioners may gather any doubt of any evil suc-

cess of her cause, but that they may imagine this confer-

ence of ours was principally to be meant how her resti-

tution may be devised with surety of the prince her

son, and the nobility that have adhered to him," &c.t

Before proceeding with our narrative, it is important

to ascertain as far as possible what opinion was formed

by Elizabeth's commissioners respecting the evidence

against the Queen of Scots which they had privately

examined.

It is said that the Duke of Norfolk at first believed

the letters to be genuine, and this is very probable.

The fact that he imparted the secret to his servant

Bannister \ at once, and thus made up his mind on a

mere ex parte statement of Mary's enemies, is suffi-

ciently indicative of his weak and credulous character.

* By Elizabeth to Lord Herries
; ante, 387.

t Goodall, ii. 172. J How ell's State Trials, i. ;
trial of the duke.
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On the 12tli of October, the day after he had seen the

letters, he writes to the Earl of Pembroke, still full of

the subject, and still apparently believing in Mary's

guilt ;

* but three days later namely, on the 15th he

writes to Cecil in a different strain. He says that this

affair is the most perilous and perplexing he ever

engaged in ; and that the affirming and denying upon
both sides surpasses belief. The Queen of Scots, he

thinks, has better friends on the regent's side than on

her own alluding, no doubt, to the intrigues of Mait-

land
;
and he further informs Cecil that if she is for-

mally accused, she will desire to be present in person
" a thing," he adds,

"
that, in my opinion, hath need

of good consideration."! We shall find that, upon
this point at least, Norfolk was correctly informed.

Sir Kalph Sadler had been intimately acquainted
with the affairs of Scotland before Mary was born

;

but he expressed individually, so far as we are aware,

no opinion respecting the evidence produced against

her ; and the silence of the veteran diplomatist is more

significant than the loquacity of Norfolk.

But a letter from the third commissioner gives us a

complete insight into his views of the proceedings at

York. The Earl of Sussex was a politician as well as

a soldier ; and Cecil wrote confidentially to him, ask-

ing both for information and advice as to the future

proceedings of the conference. The reply of Sussex is

dated the 22d of October, eleven days after he had

examined the evidence produced against the Queen of

Scots, so that he had ample time to consider the ques-

tion at issue in all its bearings.

After stating that it is in full reliance of Cecil's

*
Goodall, ii. 153. t Ibid., ii. 157.
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promise of secrecy that he imparts to him " what by

any means I conceive in this great matter," he goes

on to say that he thinks the accusation of the Queen

of Scots will hardly be attempted ;

"
for that if her

adverse party accuse her of the murder by producing

of her letters, she will deny them, and accuse the most

of them of manifest consent to the murder, hardly to

be denied, so as upon the trial on both sides HER PROOFS

WILL JUDICIALLY FALL BEST OUT, as it is thought!'
*

It was impossible that Sussex could have used this

language if he had believed the letters to be genuine;

for in that case he could not have doubted the queen's

guilt. But having seen all that her enemies could

produce against her, and more than they ever after-

wards ventured to produce, he was not only uncon-

vinced, but he obviously believed that she could make

out a stronger case against them than they could

against her, and that for that reason they would not

venture to proceed with their charge. It is hardly

necessary to add, that these expressions of Sussex fully

explain the nervous anxiety displayed by Murray, and

the clandestine production of his pretended proofs.

Sussex then goes on to say that Murray and his

colleagues are in the mean time "
to avoid these great

perils," labouring, through the instrumentality of

Maitland, to effect some kind of compromise; that

he believed, if the queen would consent to confirm

Murray in the regency, they would not only forbear

to accuse her, but would obtain a repeal of the Scotch

Acts of Parliament declaring her to be guilty; that,

while these were the views of Murray's faction, the

Hamiltons desired to see the queen restored, not be-

*
Lodge's Illustrations of British History, i. 458.
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cause they loved her, but because they hated Murray.
"
Thus," he says,

" do you see how these two factions,

for their private causes, toss between them the crown

and public affairs of Scotland, and care neither for

the mother nor child (as I think before God), but to

serve their own turns." A question, he adds, had

already arisen as to the succession in the event of the

death both of the queen and her son the Hamiltons

insisting that they were the next heirs, and Lennox

contending that the younger brother of Darnley, the

uncle of the infant king, was entitled to succeed.
" And now, touching my opinion of the matter," con-

tinues Sussex,
"

I think surely no end can be made

good for England except the person of the Scotch queen
be detained by one means or other in England." The

most effectual plan of accomplishing this object would

be, in his opinion, to prove the Queen of Scots guilty

of the murder, and thereafter to detain her in England
"
at the charges of Scotland."

"
If," he adds,

"
this

will not fall out sufficiently (as I doubt it will not)

to determine judicially, if she deny her letters," he

then recommends that some method may be devised

to induce her, without a trial, to resign her crown.

The concluding recommendation of Sussex is given
in the following words :

"
And, lastly, to foresee that

these Scots on both sides pack not together, so as to

unwrap (under colour of this composition) their mis-

tress out of all present slanders,* purge her openly,

* This appears to have been the policy upon which Elizabeth's advisers

had now decided. Two days before the date of Sussex's letter namely,
on the 20th of October Knollys writes to Cecil :

" I see not how her

majesty can with honour and safety detain this queen, unless she be

utterly disgraced to the world, and the contrary party be thereby main-

tained" Goodall, ii. 161.
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show themselves satisfied with her abode here, and

within short time after, either by reconcilement or the

death of the child, join together to demand of the

queen the delivery home of their queen to govern her

own realm, she also making the like request ; and then

the queen, having no just cause to detain her, be bound

in honour to return her into her realm, and for matters

that in this time shall pass, shall have her for a mortal

enemy ever after."

This letter is of the utmost value, as well from the

strong doubts expressed by Sussex as to the sufficiency

of the evidence produced against the Queen of Scots,

as from the clear view which it exhibits of the political

morality of Elizabeth's ministers. In the concluding
sentence of her letter to her commissioners written

only a few days before,""' they are instructed to lead

the Queen of Scots to believe that a reconciliation

between her and her subjects was the main object

which the Queen of England had in view in proposing
the conference. From the concluding sentence of Sus-

sex's letter we perceive that the real object was to

render any such reconciliation impossible. It was for

the interest of England, according to him, that the

Queen of Scots should be detained
"
by one means or

other
"
in England ; and it was expedient, with this

view, to widen, instead of healing up, the breach be-

tween her and her subjects. Even if, for the reasons

he has stated, they cannot be induced to accuse her

openly, the "
slanders

"
they have uttered against her

must, true or false, be kept alive as a means of pre-

venting such a reconciliation as would deprive Eliza-

beth of any pretext for detaining her a prisoner.
* On the 16th of October. A nte, 404.
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This letter is further interesting, as furnishing a

complete key to the future proceedings of Elizabeth

and her ministers
; for we shall find in the sequel that

they followed as closely as practicable the advice it

contained. We shall find, as Sussex perceived, that

Murray betrayed the utmost reluctance to produce his

proofs, but that he was finally forced to do so by a

dexterous device of Cecil. We shall find, as Sussex

foresaw, that by this decisive step all possibility of a

reconciliation between the Queen of Scots and the

regent was destroyed; and that from this time forward

he and his supporters had a common interest with the

English ministers in preventing her restoration. We
shall find, as Sussex suggested, that an attempt was

next made to induce her to resign her crown. And,

lastly, we shall find, and doubtless for the reasons

he has stated, that at Westminster, as at York, the

alleged proofs of her guilt, notwithstanding the ur-

gent and repeated applications of her commissioners,

were carefully withheld from her inspection."*

* The Bishop of Eoss, on his examination in the Tower on the 6th

of November 1571, is stated to have said that Maitland sent word to

the Queen of Scots that Murray
" was wholly bent to ntter all he could

against her," and that she wished Maitland to use all his influence " to

stay these rigorous accusations." Murdin, 53. We have two reasons for

disbelieving this statement. In the first place, if made at all, it was
made under threats of torture

;
and the bishop might have been induced,

to save himself, to utter something to the discredit of his mistress. But
our chief reason for disbelieving the story is the direct contradiction of

Sussex, who states that Murray and his friends, instead of being eager to

bring forward their charges against the queen, were most reluctant, and
for most sufficient reasons, to proceed. We must further bear in mind
that Sussex wrote his letter on the spot, while the bishop spoke of events

and conversations which had taken place three years before.



CHAPTEK XII.

THE CONFERENCE AT WESTMINSTER.

WE have seen that Elizabeth was persuaded by her

ministers, apparently against her own inclinations, to

treat the Queen of Scots as a prisoner from the time of

her arrival in England. But the sympathy displayed

by the English queen for her kinswoman was but of

short duration. Before the conference at York had

terminated, the restless spirit of Maitland had formed

the project of a marriage between the Queen of Scots

and the Duke of Norfolk ;

* and that nobleman, not-

withstanding his alleged belief in Mary's guilt, listened

with satisfaction to the proposal. Setting aside the

awkward fact that Bothwell still lived, there was

much to be said in favour of Maitland's project. The

Protestant politicians both of Scotland and England
could not fail to perceive that a close alliance between

the two kingdoms was, during the crisis through
which Europe then was passing, essential to their mu-

tual security. Maitland knew that the Duke of Nor-

folk was the first subject in England, and that he was

also a Protestant; so that no objection could be raised

to the match on the score of his rank or his religion,

* See the duke's trial
; Howell, it 978.
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while the dangers of a foreign marriage, to which Eliza-

beth was so strenuously opposed, would be avoided.

But the news of this intrigue, which soon reached the

ears of Elizabeth, and the secret sympathy entertained

for the Queen of Scots by the leading nobility and

gentry of the northern counties, and which could not

be concealed from the vigilance of Cecil, reawakened,

no doubt much to his satisfaction, all the ancient

enmity of his mistress against her rival. From this

time forward, at least during the subsequent proceed-

ings at Westminster and Hampton Court, we perceive

no symptoms of disagreement between her and her

ministers as to the policy to be pursued respecting the

Queen of Scots.

On the 30th of October a Council was held at

Hampton Court, at which the future course of pro-

ceedings was determined.

It was decided on this occasion that the representa-

tives of the Queen of Scots should first have access to

Elizabeth, and that she should inform them " how
desirous she was to have some good end, and there-

fore meant to have conference with them, to resolve

her of certain difficulties which did arise betwixt both

parties upon the sight of their complaint, and the

others' answer and their reply."
* What "

difficulties"

are here referred to it is impossible to say; for nothing-

could be simpler and plainer than the complaint of

the Queen of Scots, the answer of the regent, and the

replication which followed.

It was determined that an audience should next be

given to the representatives of the regent, and that

they should be asked " how they can answer such

*
Goodall, ii. 180.
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matters as are contained in the replication of the

queen's party? and, next, why they do forbear in their

answer to charge the queen with the guilt of the

murder, considering their party have always given it

out to the world that she is guilty?"
"
If they will in the end be content to show suf-

ficient matter to prove her guilty," they are to be

assured that the Queen of England will protect them

from the vengeance of their sovereign, and will never

allow her to be restored except upon such conditions

as shall be agreeable to them.""*

We perceive, therefore, that there was to be an

exact repetition of the double-dealing practised at

York. On the one hand, the Queen of Scots was

to be induced to believe that Elizabeth was most de-

sirous of bringing the conference "
to a good end"

that is, of bringing about some amicable arrange-
ment between the parties. On the other hand, the

regent was to be induced, by the most ample promises
of protection and security, to accuse his sister of the

murder, and thus to render all reconciliation impos-
sible. The advice of Sussex was to be followed to

the letter.

But Elizabeth's counsellors obviously feared that

their duplicity would be discovered. "And," they

continue,
"
because this manner of proceeding can-

not be so secretly used, but the knowledge thereof will

by some means come to the Queen of Scots, it is

thought most necessary before all things that she be

circumspectly looked unto for doubt of escaping ; and

therefore it is thought good that all preparation be

hastened for her removing to Tutbury."t We may
*

Gooclall, ii. 180. f Ibid.
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infer from this passage, that whatever might be the

result of the conference, the liberation of the captive

queen was a contingency which did not enter into

the calculations of the Council. Bolton Castle was

still too near the Border, and it was situated, more-

over, in a county where the partisans of Mary were

numerous and powerful. It had therefore been re-

solved to remove her to Tutbury, in Staffordshire, a

place of great strength, and situated in a well-affected

district.

It was further determined at this Council that

various peers and ministers of the Crown should be

added to the commissioners who had represented

Elizabeth at York ; but nothing was said as to the

presence of any foreign ambassadors. The omission

was remarkable; for we have seen that at the meet-

ing of Elizabeth's ministers on the 20th of June,

when the subject of the inquiry was first discussed,

it was resolved that any foreign ambassadors to be

named by the Queen of Scots should be allowed to

be present. How are we to account for the omission

of this condition, so obviously essential to a fair in-

vestigation, in the resolution of the Council of the

30th of October ? The letter of Sussex sufficiently

explains it. Cecil could not hope that the French

and Spanish ambassadors would be so easily satisfied

with the proofs of Mary's guilt as his colleagues ; and

if the documents produced by Murray were proved to

be forgeries, consequences of the most serious kind

were certain to ensue.

There were two questions raised at this Council :

the first was, What was to be done if the Queen of

Scots refused to grant a commission to have her cause
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fully heard \ The second was, Whether any of the

Estates of the realm which might take part in the

trial desired that she should be present in person,

their request should be complied with ? But both

these questions were left undetermined.*

Mary had hitherto, with unaccountable credulity,

acceded to everything proposed by Elizabeth. She had

consented to the conference at York, and had after-

wards as readily agreed that the inquiry should be trans-

ferred to Westminster. But circumstances now came

to her knowledge which filled her with suspicion and

alarm. It had been stipulated, as we have seen, that

Sir Ralph Sadler should proceed to London, accom-

panied by Lord Herries and the Bishop of Eoss on

the part of the Queen of Scots, and by Maitland and

Macgill on the part of the regent; but she now
learned that Murray himself was also at the English

Court, and had been graciously received by Eliza-

beth,t When we consider the political intimacy
which had so long subsisted between the regent and

his powerful ally, and the many plots in which they
had been jointly engaged against the Scottish queen,
we need not be astonished at her uneasiness.

She also learned at the same time, most probably

through the Duke of Norfolk, that it was the inten-

tion of the English ministers, without awaiting the

result of the conference, to remove her to a prison still

more distant from her native kingdom than that which

she now occupied. She had hitherto passed her time

not unpleasantly at Bolton Castle under the guardian-

ship of Lady Scrope, wife of the warden of the

marches, and sister of Norfolk ; but she was now to

*
Goodall, ii. 182. t Ibid., ii. 185.
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be subjected to more rigorous treatment "* at the hands

of strangers. For the first time since her arrival in

England, Mary now began to comprehend her true

position. Elizabeth had not only deceived her by false

promises of help, but had allied herself, to all appear-

ance, once more with Murray, under circumstances

the most suspicious and provoking. But in the pre-

sence of real danger Mary was never wanting in deci-

sion. She forthwith commanded her commissioners

to remonstrate with Elizabeth on the manifest injus-

tice of her conduct in admitting the regent to her

presence, in violation of the promise she had made

to Lord Herries, and which she had subsequently re-

peated in writing, t Mary further desired them to

demand in her name that she should be permitted to

appear in person in presence of the Queen of England,
the whole of her nobility, and the whole of the foreign

ambassadors in London, to answer all that
"
may or

can be alleged against us by the calumnies of our

rebels."J In case her request was refused, she com-

manded her commissioners to break off the conference.

Nothing could be more prudent and more becoming
than the challenge thus thrown down by Mary to her

enemies. She had trusted hitherto to the friendship and

good faith of her sister queen ; she had been deceived,

and she would trust her no longer. She did not shrink

from any accusation that might be made against her,

but she was aware of the clandestine proceedings that

* " Instead of the good treatment and support we hoped for, we have

found us prisoner, ever straiter and straiter kept from liberty, and yet

intending to transport us herefrom in more strait keeping, where we
shall be under the protection of our enemies." Mary to her commis-

sioners, 22d November 1568; Goodall, ii. 185.

t Goodall, ii. 186. J Ibid., ii. 185..
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had taken place at York, and she was determined that

they should not be repeated. If she was to be charged
with the murder of her husband, she would meet her

accusers face to face at Westminster in a manner be-

coming her rank as a sovereign princess, and the next

heir to the English crown.

If Elizabeth had been satisfied with the proofs pro-

duced at York, nothing could have been more grati-

fying to her vanity and her ambition than to have

accepted Mary's challenge.'* But after the warning of

Sussex, a trial of so public a kind was an expedient

too hazardous to be attempted. The proposal of

Mary, however, was in itself too reasonable and just

to be summarily rejected. It was presented by her

commissioners on the 3d of December ;
and Elizabeth

replied, that as
" the matter was weighty," and they

desired that the queen her sister should appear in

person, she would advise thereon, and give them an

answer on the following day.

On the following day, accordingly, she returned an

answer which, while admitting the justice of their

demands, left them entirely in the dark as to her real

intentions. She thought it "very reasonable that she"

(the Queen of Scots) "should be heard in her own

cause, being so weighty, but to determine whom before,

when and where, any time before I understand how

* Cecil himself had a motive equally strong with that of his mistress

for acceding to Mary's demand. We find, from various of his private

papers in the Cotton Library, that the notion of reviving the ancient

claim of the kings of England to the feudal superiority of Scotland had
on various occasions passed through his mind with reference to the

treatment of the Queen of Scots
;
and Mary's offer, if accepted, would

have been a quasi-recognition of the right he seemed at this time anxi-

ous to establish. See Caligula, c. i. ; Goodall, ii. 277.
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they
"
(the queen's accusers)

"
will verify their allega-

tions, I am not as yet resolved ; but after conferring

with them, shall give you an answer on every point in

form reasonable." *

On the same day, the 4th of December, there was a

meeting of the Privy Council, at which both Elizabeth

and Mary's commissioners were
^present.

She then

informed them that, as to their mistress appearing in

person, she would not have the queen's
" honour and

estate in that manner endangered, without this their

accusation might first appear to have more liklehood of

just cause than she didfind therein. In other words,

she did not think that the honour of her sister queen
was sufficiently endangered to justify the necessity of

her appearing in person to answer the accusation of

her enemies. Thus on the same day Elizabeth first

informed Mary's commissioners that the cause of their

mistress was weighty, and that her demand to be

heard in person was reasonable ; and she afterwards

insinuated, as an inducement to them to withdraw

that demand, that the case of Mary's accusers was too

weak to justify the necessity of her appearance.t

Mary's commissioners saw through the shallow-

artifice, and insisted on a specific answer to the pro-

posal of their mistress
;
but Elizabeth dissembled and

equivocated to the last. As for the Queen of Scots
"
coming up hither in person, they should know her

pleasure if she should find any further cause requisite

for the same ;
and for making of her answer, which

they
"

(her commissioners)
" much pressed, her ma-

*
Goodall, ii. 222.

f Ibid., ii. 226. The minutes are corrected and interlined by Cecil's

hand.

2 D
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jesty meant never to deny the same, if cause so re-

quired, either before herself, or before other meet per-

sons, or any other ways that she might find convenient

and honourable." ~*
It is important to observe that

amid all this ambiguous talk, which amounted literally

to nothing, Elizabeth never ventured to dispute the

justice of Mary's demand to be heard in person.t

While Mary's commissioners were in vain endeav-

ouring to obtain an explicit answer to the demands

of their mistress, the regent received a full and satis-

factory reply to the queries he had transmitted from

York.J On the 26th of November, accordingly, after

making the most fulsome protestations of affection for

the sister whom he had already accused of the most

horrible crimes, he laid before the English commis-

sioners an eik or addition to his answer at York, in

which he expressly charged her both with the murder

of .her husband and with an intent to murder her

child. He further stated, that in consequence of her

crimes she had been deposed by the Scottish Parlia-

ment ; whereas we have seen that at York he asserted

that, wearied with the cares of government, she had

voluntarily resigned her crown.

A new actor, but an 'old enemy of the Queen of

Scots, next appeared upon the scene. Three days

*
Goodall, ii. 227.

t Modern historians have found excuses for Elizabeth which she did

not think of putting forward for herself. Hume says that Mary's de-

mand was one which " she was sensible could not be granted" (chap,

xxxix.) ;
but he gives no reason for his assertion. Laing says

" the de-

mand was absurd"
(i. 186). Von Raumer says (p. 161) that it would have

placed
" the affair in a situation where no answer was possible or neces-

sary." By what mental process the Prussian professor arrived at this

conclusion he does not explain.

t Goodall, ii. 199. Ibid., ii. 206.
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after Murray had given in his charge namely, on

the 29th of November the Earl of Lennox came

before Elizabeth's commissioners, also charging the

Queen of Scots with the murder of his son, who was a

natural-born subject of the Queen of England.'* The

appearance of Lennox at this juncture could only
have been intended' to prejudice the minds of the

commissioners, for Elizabeth expressly declared that

they were not to proceed judicially in the matters

referred to them ; and for this reason their sittings

were appointed to be held in the Painted Chamber

at Westminster, a place where judicial proceedings
were never heard.!

In addition to the three original commissioners

who had sat at York, there had now been appointed
Sir Nicholas Bacon, Keeper of the Great Seal ; the

Marquis of Northampton; the Earls of Arundel, Pem-

broke, Essex, Leicester, and Bedford; Lord Clinton,

High Admiral
; Sir William Cecil, Principal Secretary

of State ; and Sir Walter Mildmay. On receiving

the charge given in by the regent, it was duly trans-

mitted to the commissioners of the Queen of Scots.

The latter now acted with extreme imprudence. In-

stead of adhering simply to the positive commands of

their mistress namely, to insist upon a personal hear-

ing, or to break off the conference they first alleged
that some of the queen's accusers were themselves

guilty J of Darnley's murder, and they afterwards

suggested to Elizabeth the expediency of their coming
to some terms with their opponents. Upon Elizabeth

replying, and replying truly, that after the charge had

been given in by the regent, such a proposal was
*

Goodall, ii. 208. f Ibid., ii. 189. J Ibid., ii. 212.
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inconsistent with the honour of their mistress, they
stated

"
that this last motion for an appointment came

not from the queen since the accusation given in by
the Earl of Murray, but of their own consideration,

partly gathered of the desire they had to have things

quietly ended, partly also upon the queen their mis-

tress's disposition, known unto tKem at the beginning
of this treaty, and also before, that this whole cause

should be ended by the queen's majesty by some

appointment."
* It is true that both before and dur-

ing the conference at York Mary had believed a recon-

ciliation with her rebellious subjects to be possible ;

but she well knew, and she distinctly told Sir Francis

Knollys, that if they once accused her of the murder,
"
they were past all reconciliation." t This, in fact,

was so very evident that it is difficult to account for

the false step now made by her commissioners, but for

which they stated to Elizabeth that they were alone

responsible.

Two days afterwards namely, on the 6th of De-

cember the Bishop of Eoss and Lord Herries again

repaired to the Painted Chamber at Westminster, and

informed Elizabeth's commissioners that they would

proceed no further in the conference until they had

received
" a resolute and direct answer

"
to the de-

mands of their mistress. They at the same time pre-

sented a formal protest, that "
in case your lordships

proceed in the contrary, that whatever has been, or

shall be done hereafter, shall not prejudge in any
manner of way our mistress and sovereign's honour,

person, crown, and estate ; and we for our part dissolve

and discharge this present conference, having special

*
Goodall, ii. 226. t Ante, 403.
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command thereto by our said sovereign in case afore-

said."*

This decisive step on the part of Mary's commis-

sioners threatened entirely to disconcert the plans of

Cecil, for it followed, if the conference was dissolved,

that the accusation against the Queen of Scots must

fall to the ground; but the wily secretary devised the

means, such as they were, of preventing this result.

He objected to the form of the protest presented by

Mary's commissioners, and before it could be amended

he had induced Murray to produce his proofs in sup-

port of his accusation. This expedient was resorted

to in entire accordance with the advice he had re-

ceived from Sussex namely, to prevent by some

means or other the possibility of a reconciliation be-

tween the Queen of Scots and the regent.

The passage in the protest of Mary's commissioners

to which Cecil took exception was the following :

"
Because we could not obtain a direct answer to our

petition and supplication, the desire thereof being so

reasonable, and that her majesty declared she would

receive probation upon their said eik [charge], and
consider the same before our said sovereign should

be sent for to be heard ; ivherefore, we, thinking the

same a preposterous order, which never has been ob-

served in any treaty or conference yea, if it were

the most extreme form ofjudgment, to receive pro-
bation before the party was heard to answer to the

alledgeance, and especially in so weighty a cause." t

Cecil and his colleagues insisted that the passage in

italics should be struck out of the protest before they
received it, as it misrepresented the true meaning of

*
Goodall, ii. 230. t Ibid., ii. 229.
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their mistress, though what she really meant neither

they nor probably she herself could tell.

Although, therefore, Mary's commissioners presented
their protest and retired from the conference on the

6th of December, it was not received in its amended

form by Cecil and his colleagues until the 9th. They
took care, in short, not to receive it until Murray had

exhibited before them all the evidence against his sister

which he had in his possession.

Not a moment was lost in proceeding with the

business of the conference after Mary's commission-

ers had retired from it. On the very same day Mur-

ray was summoned before Elizabeth's commissioners ;

and the lord keeper, in the name of his mistress,

informed him that she thought it very strange that

he and his confederates, being native subjects of the

Queen of Scots, should accuse her of such atrocious

crimes. He added that his mistress "hath wished

us to say unto you, that although you in this doing
have forgot your duties of allegiance towards your

sovereign, yet her majesty meaneth not to forget the

love of a good sister and of a good neighbour and

friend. What you are to answer to this we are here

ready to hear."* Encouraged by the promises he had

received from Elizabeth, and still more by the absence

of Mary's commissioners, the regent, after protesting

for the twentieth time that it was with the utmost

reluctance that he made any accusation against his

sovereign, produced, by way of reply, a Book of

Articles, which he described to be "a collection made
in writing of the presumptions and circumstances by
the which it should evidently appear that, as the Earl

*
Goodall, ii. 233.
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of Bothwell was the chief murderer of the king, so was

the queen a deviser and maintainer thereof/'""" The

Book of Articles was then read over to Elizabeth's

commissioners. It is obvious, from the fact of Murray

having produced his book upon the spot, that the

whole scene had been arranged beforehand. Murray
also produced at the same time a copy of the Act of

his Parliament deposing the Queen of Scots, which he

left with the commissioners. But he supplied them

with no copy of his Book of Articles; and it is not,

therefore, to be found either in the Public Eecord

Office or in the Cotton Library.

Before examining these articles, t let us shortly turn

to the narrative which Hume has given of the fore-

going proceedings.

He says that when the charge of Murray was given

in, Mary's commissioners refused to give any answer;
" and they required that she should previously be

admitted to Elizabeth's presence, to whom and to

whom alone she was determined to justify her inno-

cence." Further on he says
"
the Queen of Scots had

no other subterfuge than to demand a personal inter-

view with Elizabeth a concession which she was

sensible would never be granted,"f He thus makes

it appear that Mary merely repeated at this time the

request she had made on her first arrival in England.
He conceals the important fact, that the Queen of

Scots demanded now, not a private interview, but a

public inquiry,
"
in presence of the whole nobility of

England and the whole of the foreign ambassadors/''

*
Goodall, ii. 234.

f In the Hopetoun MSS., General Register House, Edinburgh.

Appendix B. J History, chap, xxxix.
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He is equally silent as to the reasons assigned by

Mary for making these demands namely, the viola-

tion of the promise which had been made to her before

the conference at York, and the secret preparations

which she ascertained were being made to remove her

from Bolton to Tutbury. Hume is, lastly, silent as

to a fact, of which he was probably ignorant, that

the demands which he and other historians have

pronounced to be inadmissible were approved at the

time by eminent civilians in London, who were of

opinion that, under the peculiar circumstances of the

case, the Queen of Scots was entitled to appear at

Westminster in person.""

The conclusion which Hume draws from his own
misstatement of the facts is, that Mary

" did in effect

ratify the evidence against her by recoiling from the

inquiry at the very critical moment, and refusing to

give an answer to the accusation of her enemies." t

Mary's refusal to answer is here represented as a

consequence of the accusation presented by the regent.

But the fact is, she had instructed her commissioners

to break off the conference, unless she was allowed to

appear in person, some eight or ten days before she

could have known that any charge had been or was

intended to be made. Her instructions are dated on

the 22d of November, and
^
the charge was not pre-

sented at Westminster until the 26th ; and in the

* This opinion was probably obtained by the French ambassador, La
Mothe Fenelon, who arrived in London on the 10th of November, and
who from the first regarded the proceedings at Westminster with just

suspicion. See his despatch of the 22d November to the queen-mother.
The opinion of the civilians is given at length in the Collection of his

Despatches, i. 51-54.

t History, chap, xxxix.
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middle of winter the best part of a week must have

elapsed before the news could have reached Bolton

Castle.

The remark, therefore, that Mary recoiled from the

inquiry at the critical moment, may with far greater

justice be applied to Elizabeth. After the manifest

partiality which 'she had displayed, Mary was certainly

justified in refusing to submit her cause to a secret

tribunal, of which Cecil and his colleagues formed

a large majority. But no reason can be given why
Elizabeth and her Scottish allies should have shrunk

from a public inquiry except that stated by the Earl

of Sussex at York, whose letter, we may add, Hume
never saw.*

* The letter of Sussex is not mentioned by Hume, Kobertson, or

Laing. It was first published by Lodge, from the valuable collection of

Cecil papers in his possession. See the preface to the first edition of his

Illustrations.



CHAPTEK XIII.

THE CONFERENCE AT WESTMINSTER (continued) THE BOOK OF

ARTICLES, AND THE PRODUCTION OF THE PROOFS.

THE Book of Articles produced by Murray consisted

of five parts. The first of these was said to contain
" the alteration of the queen's affection from the late

King Henry, her lawful husband, in converting her

ancient love towards him into extreme disdain and

deadly hatred.*

After stating that her vehement love for her hus-

band subsided within three months of her marriage,
after which time she treated him with systematic

indignity and neglect, it was alleged that she had

granted a pardon to the Duke of Chatelherault for

his rebellion, against the wishes of her husband, solely

because the Hamiltons were hereditary enemies of

the house of Lennox.

That she not only showed this special and extra-

ordinary favour to her husband's known enemy, but

began to display her hostility to the king's friend and

kinsman,
"
the Earl of Morton, chancellor of the realm,

from whom she caused the great seal to be taken, the

* See Appendix B.
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keeping whereof properly belongeth to his office, and

having committed no offence that could be imputed
to him."

These allegations respecting Morton are very re-

markable. All the world knew that he had been

deprived of the great seal in consequence of his share

in the murder of Eiccio and the conspiracy to dethrone

the queen, of which crimes he was in all probability

the chief promoter. One at least of Elizabeth's

commissioners, the Earl of Bedford, was well ac-

quainted with the whole circumstances; for he had

apprised the Queen of England beforehand of the

intended plot ; he had subsequently received Morton

at Berwick, after his flight from Edinburgh ; and it

was through his intercession at the baptism of the

prince at Stirling that that nobleman finally received

his pardon. Murray, Morton, and their associates

must have had boundless confidence in the friendly

disposition of the Westminster tribunal to induce them

to put forward allegations such as these.

They further alleged that, previous to the birth of

the prince, the queen made a will excluding her hus-

band from all share in the government in case of her

death ; and that she also bequeathed
" her whole

movables [personal estate] to others beside her hus-

band." And, further, that she bound the nobility by
a solemn oath to carry her will into effect, without

allowing them even to see it.

Murray knew at the time, and we know now, that

these a]legations were utterly untrue. The queen's will

is lost ; but we find, from the inventory recently dis-

covered, that she bequeathed to Darnley, on what she

believed might be her deathbed, a much larger share
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of her jewels than to any one besides.* This frail me-

morial of the past proclaims, with mute, resistless elo-

quence, at once her unconquerable affection for her

erring husband, and brands her accusers through all

time as wilful and malicious liars.

After the birth of the prince it is stated that the

queen sailed up the Forth to Alloa,
" conducted with

certain notorious pirates, avowed men and dependers
on Bothwell, to the great admiration of all honest

persons, seeing her take the sea without any one honest

man to accompany her."t Yet we know from the

public records that Murray himself accompanied the

queen J on this occasion. The king is next said to

have followed the queen to Alloa; but his reception

was so cold and contemptuous that he speedily left

the place. He afterwards, in September, repaired to

Holyrood, where "he was rejected and rebuked openly
in presence of divers lords of her Privy Council." Du
Croc, who was present on the occasion, gives us a very
different version of this interview. S

tj

It is then stated that in the following month of

October, when the queen was lying sick at Jedburgh,
" the king in haste came from Stirling to visit her ;

"

but the queen, in the
"
extremity of her sickness, con-

tinued in her disdain." Buchanan, in his
'

Detection/

tells the same story in nearly the same words, although
he had some months afterwards at Stirling sung the

praises of the queen as the most virtuous of her sex

and race. As to the real conduct of the king when his

* See ante, 148.

t This account of the queen's trip to Alloa agrees with that in the
( Detection

'

almost word for word. See p. 6.

J Chalmers, i. 278, 279. Ante, 153.
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wife lay hopelessly ill at Jedburgh, the reader will

probably place more reliance on the letters of Du
Croc,* written on the spot, than on the subsequently-
invented slanders of her enemies.

The second part of the Articles is said to contain
"
the said queen's inordinate affection borne to

James, some time Earl Bothwell, in the lifetime of

the king her husband yea, both before and after

his murder."

This part commences by stating that the queen
created Bothwell Lieutenant-General of the Borders,

and gave him, in addition, various grants of land ;

but it was not Mary, but her mother, who, as regent,

had appointed Bothwell Warden of the Marches as the

reward of his loyalty,t As to the alleged grants of

Crown and Church lands, it has been already shown

that he profited much less by the bounty of the queen
than her accusers Murray, Morton, and their asso-

ciates.;];

It is next stated that after the queen returned to

Edinburgh, she lived in notorious adultery with Both-

well ; and an incident is related in which her alleged

confidant Lady Eeres acts a very remarkable part,

and which Buchanan has transferred, with character-

istic exaggeration, to his
c Detection/

" In October following," the narrative continues,
"
being in Borthwick, as she was intending to pass to

Jedburgh, she heard of Bothwell's hurting to the death

in Liddesdale, whereat she was so 'astunsyed' that,

uttering her inordinate affection, she departed in haste

first to Melrose, then to Jedburgh, never taking kindly

*
Ante, 157. t Chalmers, iii. 77.

I Ante, 294, 295. P. 9.
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rest until she came to the Hermitage, in Liddesdale,

and saw him, without respect of the intemperance of

the weather, the length of the way," &c.

This celebrated visit of the queen to Hermitage was

a most fortunate occurrence for her enemies, and they
never failed on every occasion to distort in the most

extravagant manner every incident connected with it;

but Murray, who presented, and probably read over,

these Articles to Elizabeth's commissioners, knew of

his own knowledge that the account which he thus

rendered of his sister's visit to Liddesdale . was one

tissue of falsehood. We learn from Du Croc and Lord

Scrope that Murray not only accompanied the queen
to Jedburgh, but that he accompanied her to Hermit-

age on the visit she paid to Bothwell, and that that

did not take place until after the business of the assize

had been brought to a close, some eight days after

Bothwell had received his wound.*

What are we to think of the man who could thus,

before a foreign, and certainly not a friendly tribunal,

deliberately slander the sister who had loaded him

with benefits ? And what are we to think of the his-

torian who invariably represents him to his readers

as the purest of patriots and the most unselfish of

men ? The prejudices and the profession of Eobertson

as a minister of the Church of Scotland naturally
induced him to take the most favourable view of the

character of Murray ; yet he does not hesitate to

condemn, with just severity, his ingratitude to his

sister, his servility to Elizabeth, and his treachery to

the Duke of Norfolk.t Of modern historians, Mr
*

Ante, 155. f Vol. ii. 316.
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Fronde alone regards the Scottish regent with nnmixed

admiration/""

The remainder of the second part of the Articles

consists of allegations of the queen's guilty intercourse

with Bothwell, of which no proof was ever attempted
to be given.

The third part is described as containing the "
con-

spiracy, device, and execution of the said King Hen-

ry's horrible murder by the said queen his wife and

Bothwell."

In this it is alleged that in November 1566 she

openly informed Murray, Morton, and Maitland,
"
that

unless, by one means or another, she got rid of the

king, she could never have a good day in her life; and

that, rather than fail, she would put an end to her own
existence." But we have seen from the declaration of

Huntly and Argyll, which was not denied by Murray,
that the proposal of a divorce was in fact made by
Maitland in the presence of these three noblemen, and

was, on due consideration, absolutely rejected by the

queen. It is farther alleged in this article, that from

this time she determined to kill the king ; whereas we
know from the fact of the Craigmillar bond that they
themselves arrived at this resolution from motives

which are abundantly apparent.

It is further alleged that an attempt was made to

poison the king before he left Stirling for Glasgow.
At the former place it is said "that he was served with

meat from the queen's kitchen by her officers and

* "A noble gentleman of stainless honour" (viii. 211); 'Murray's
noble nature had no taint of self in it

"
(223) ;

"
Murray had a free and

generous nature
"

(260) ;

" the stainless noble Murray
"

(266) ; the
"
supreme and commanding integrity

"
of the regent (ix. 550), &c. &c.
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servants. What he received there, God knows; but

immediately after his departure out of Stirling, before

he had ridden half a mile, he was seized with such a

grievous sickness that his life was despaired of. But

yet," continues the narrative,
" he rode homeward to

Glasgow;" so that, although in this apparently dying

state, he kept his saddle during a ride of thirty miles.

If an incident of so suspicious a character had taken

place, the Earl of Bedford, who was in Stirling at the

time, would probably have mentioned it
; but he only

mentions the fact of the king's illness at Glasgow a

fortnight afterwards. The insinuation here made as

to the poisoning of Darnley, assumes, as we have seen

in the '

Detection/ the form of a positive charge, in

proof of which we have the formidable testimony of

Cato the Censor.

Another passage furnishes a curious example of the

progress of calumny. We have seen that the Earl of

Bedford, who, as one of Elizabeth's commissioners,

heard it read, wrote to Cecil at the time, that on

hearing of her husband's illness at Glasgow, the

queen sent her own physician to attend him. It is

stated, however, in this article, that
" such was her

cruelty that she refused to send her medicinar, or

apothecary, to visit him ;

"
while Buchanan positively

asserts that she prohibited him* from receiving any
medical assistance whatever.

After describing the queen's visit to Glasgow, and

her arrival with her husband at the Kirk-of-Field, the

article states that, on the Saturday before the murder,

she contrived to provoke a quarrel between him and

the Lord Robert,
"
nothing caring who should be the

*
Detection, 16.
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victor." But the essential fact of her bringing Murray
to the spot to preserve the peace, for which Buchanan

suggests so ludicrous a motive, is omitted.

It is further stated that, on the Friday before the

murder, she caused the king's bed to be removed
" and another worse set up in its place, which she

thought good enough to be put to such a use." We
have seen that Nelson says that the bed was removed

on the day of their arrival at the Kirk-of-Field. But

the recently-discovered inventory of the house effectu-

ally disposes of this most absurd of all the calumnies

against the Queen of Scots.

The fourth part of the Articles is said to contain
"
the sequel of the said murder from the committing

thereof to the accomplishing of the pretended and un-

lawful marriage betwixt the queen and Bothwell."

After describing the indifference exhibited by the

queen on hearing of her husband's death, her cor-

respondence with Lennox, and the collusive trial of

Bothwell, it is stated that "a few days after the

murder she passed to Seton, exercising her one day

right openly at the fields with the pall-mall
~* and golf."

Here is a new version of Drury's scandal as to her

shooting at the butts with Bothwell. But neither of

these amusements were likely to prove attractive in

winter ; and golf is not, and we believe never was, a

lady's game in Scotland. During the whole time of

her residence at Seton it was further alleged that she

was living in scandalous intimacy with Bothwell,

although we have shown that, according to a contem-

* This game seems to have been identical with "croquet." The

players had to drive a ball with a mallet through certain iron hoops.
See Cotgrave.
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porary chronicle of great credit,* he did not accompany
the queen to that place, but remained at Holyrood
with Huntly in charge of the prince.

That after the rising of the Parliament on the 19th

of April 1567, Bothwell invited the lords to supper
"
within the Palace of Holyrood House," and that

after supper he proposed to them to sign a bond.

The scene of this famous supper is thus changed from

"AinslieV tavern, where it undoubtedly was given, to

the Palace of Holyrood, with the obvious intention of

implicating the queen. It is further stated that she

subscribed a letter
"
in token of her consent and good-

will/' This letter was called a warrant at York, but

at Westminster neither the one nor the other was

produced.
That while the queen was by her own contrivance

and consent detained a prisoner at Dunbar,
"
divers

noblemen wrote to her, offering to convene her forces

and relieve her majesty ; but she plainly mocked at

them, and showed no signs of discontent." Not one

of these loyal persons is named by the queen's ac-

cusers ; and the allegation is in direct contradiction

to the statement of the queen, that while she was at

Dunbar she looked in vain for some of her subjects to

come to her relief. If there had been any truth in the

allegation contained in the Articles, can we believe

that the queen's assertion would have remained unan-

swered, and that the names of the
" noblemen" who

offered their services at this critical time would have

been withheld ?

The fourth part of the Articles concludes by declar-

ing that the case against the Queen of Scots was much
* The Diurnal of Occiirrents, ante, 276.
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stronger than that against Queen Joanna of Naples,

who was declared guilty of the same crime. A portion

of the letter addressed by the King of Hungary to his

sister-in-law, the Queen of Naples, on the occasion of

his brother's death, follows in these words :

" Inor-

dinata vita precedens, retentio potestatis in regno,

neglecta vindicta, vir alter susceptus et excusatio sub-

sequens, necis viri tui te probant fuisse participem et

consortem."*

The fifth and last part was said to contain
"
how,

by the occasion of the punishment of the said murder

neglected, the noblemen and others good subjects

took arms, detained and sequestrated the said queen's

person for a time
;
and of the coronation of our

sovereign lord, and establishing of the government of

the realm in the person of the regent during his

highnesses minority.
' '

That after having been induced, "at the sight of the

queen's consent," to sign the bond for her marriage
with Bothwell, they were finally induced to take up
arms on the sudden,

"
thinking nothing more godly

nor more honourable in the sight of the world than,

by punishing Bothwell, chief author of the murder, to

relieve others innocently calumniated therefor, and to

put the queen at liberty and freedom forth of the

bondage of that tyrant." The allegation that they
had taken up arms against Bothwell to remove the

imputation of the murder from themselves, was no

doubt true ; but they now represented the queen as

having been detained a prisoner against her will, while

* Even this passage has been misquoted to serve the purpose of the

queen's enemies. The words "inordinata vita precedens" are not in the

original. See Giannone, Istoria di Napoli, lib. xxiii.
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in the preceding article they asserted that she had

been carried off by her own consent. They added

that when the opposing armies met at Carberry Hill,

Bothwell, instead of accepting the challenge of Murray
of Tullibardine and of Lord Lindsay, made his escape

to Dunbar
; but they do not say that they made any

attempt to follow him, although Dunbar was fifteen

miles distant.

That on the day following her surrender at Carberry,

while the queen was in Edinburgh, the "noblemen"

repaired to her, and humbly requested that she would
"
see the murderers punished," and allow the pretended

marriage to be dissolved ; but that instead she only

threatened to be revenged on every one of them. Of

this alleged interview we now hear for the first time.

James Beton, who was in Edinburgh at the time, says
she was not allowed to see even one of "her own
maidens ;

"
and as he gives a detailed account of all

that passed on this eventful day, we cannot believe, if

a meeting had taken place between her and the rebel

leaders, he would have omitted a circumstance of

such importance. Du Croc, who was also in Edin-

burgh at the time, is equally silent on the subject, and

he could not have been kept in ignorance of the inter-

view if any such had taken place. It is further

stated, in proof of her "inordinate affection" for Both-

well, that she sent him on this day a present of money.

They told Kirkaldy at the time, as we learn from

Melvill,'* that she had written Bothwell a letter on

this day ; but at Westminster the letter is transformed

into a purse of gold. How she could have found the

means, closely guarded as she was during the whole

*
Ante, 334.
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of the dismal four-and-twenty hours she was detained

in Edinburgh, of sending either the one or the other, is

not explained.

That before leaving Dunbar for the north of Scot-

land, Bothwell sent to the Castle of Edinburgh for a

box of letters, but that his messenger, the deceased

George Dalgleish, was intercepted, and that the letters

were found to be from the queen, and fully proved her

complicity in the murder of her husband. Lastly,

the allegation which had been made at York was now

repeated namely, that the queen, being weary of the

cares of government, voluntarily resigned her crown

in favour of her son, and nominated the Earl of

Murray regent,
" without his knowledge or desire/'

he being then abroad ; and all this was done volun-

tarily on the part of the queen
" no compulsion,

violence, or force, in word or deed," being employed
to obtain her " consent thereto." On the absurdity of

these allegations it is unnecessary to dwell.

These Articles, which no doubt furnished Buchanan

with the materials for his 'Detection/ for in various

passages they are identical, were left by Murray with

Elizabeth's commissioners during the night. This

appears from the proceedings of the following day, the

7th of December,
* when we find that they were again

read by the commissioners in the absence of Murray
and his colleagues. What opinion was entertained or

expressed concerning them we are not informed.

While Elizabeth's commissioners were busy perus-

* It has been assumed that the minutes of this day's proceedings are

lost. See Laing, i. 219. They are not to be found in the Cotton Library,
and they do not appear in Anderson or Goodall

; but I have found them
in the Kecord Office, and from the copy there preserved they are now

printed for the first time. See Appendix C.
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ing the Articles for the second time, and had finished

the three first chapters, Murray and his colleagues

again appeared before them, and said "they trusted

that after the reading of the said Book of Articles, and

especially upon the sight of the Act of Parliament,

wherein the whole cause wherewith their adversaries

did charge them was found, declared, and concluded

to be lawful," their lordships would be satisfied that

they had not been guilty of the crimes with which

they had been charged. They further
"
required to

know whether their lordships were not now satisfied

with such things as they had seen ; and if they were

not, that it would please them to show if in any part

of those Articles exhibited they conceived any doubt, or

would hear any other proof, ivhich they trusted needed

not,* considering the circumstances thereof were for

the most notorious to the world," &c.

Here was a last attempt made to evade the produc-
tion of the proofs. Murray had at first, as we have

seen, endeavoured to obtain from the commissioners a

private assurance that these were sufficient. Failing
in this, he now had the effrontery to ask them to dis-

pense with his proofs altogether, and to receive the

monstrous catalogue of unverified accusations con-

tained in his Book of Articles, and "specially" his

Act of Parliament, as conclusive evidence of his sister's

guilt. Yet not a single allegation contained in either

was ever attempted to be proved, with the exception
of the finding of the box of letters, and that on the

sole testimony of Morton. And, we ask once more,
if these letters were genuine, where was the necessity
for the elaborate slanders contained in the Book of

* See Appendix C.
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Articles, and afterwards transferred to the 'Detec-

tion'? Why did they make accusations which they
knew to be false, if they had in their possession abun-

dant evidence which they knew to be true \

But this fresh attempt of Murray did not at all suit

the views of Cecil and his friends. Their real design,

as clearly appears from the letter of Sussex, was to

render the breach between the Queen of Scots and her

subjects irreparable ; and this could only be done by

obliging Murray to produce his proofs. They replied,

accordingly,
"
that it was well known what place they

held in this conference that was, to be only hearers,

and with all indifference to make report to her majesty
of such things as should be on either part produced."
From a subsequent passage it appears that they were

strongly urged to receive the Act of the Scotch Par-

liament as a complete justification of the conduct of

the regent ; but the commissioners replied that
"
they

knew not how the States of Scotland were thereto

moved ;
and as for themselves, how they were there-

with moved they meant not to declare."
*

They thus

informed Murray in effect, that unless he produced his

proofs he was not to expect them to pronounce any

opinion either upon his own conduct or his sister's guilt.

It was now too late to recede, yet Murray still hesi-

tated. "The said earl and his colleagues," continues the

journal,
"
pausing a while, did withdraw themselves

"

from the presence of the commissioners. After consult-

ing together in private, they returned to the council

chamber, and with fresh protestations of loyalty and

affection towards the sovereign whom they had accused

of nearly every crime, they produced, according to the

* See Appendix C.
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journal,
" a small gilt coffer, not fully one foot long,

being garnished in many places with the Roman letter

F * under a crown, wherein were certain letters and

writings, which they said and affirmed to have been

written with her own hand to the Earl of Bothwell ;

which coffer, as they said, having been left in the

Castle of Edinburgh by the said Earl Bothwell be-

fore his flying away, was sent for by one George

Dalgleish, his servant, who was taken by the Earl of

Morton, who also there sitting presently as one of the

commissioners, avowed upon his oath the same to be

true, and the writings to be the very same, without

any manner of change/'

They then produced, first of all, the two contracts of

marriage said to have been entered into between the

queen and Bothwell ; the one without date, the other

dated at Seton on the 5th of April 1567.t They also

produced the record of Bothwell's trial, and the sen-

tence of divorce pronounced by the ecclesiastical courts

between him and his former wife, the Lady Jane

Gordon.

"After this," continues the journal, "the said earl

and his colleagues offered to show certain proofs, not

only of the queen's hate towards the king her husband,
but also of inordinate love towards Bothwell ; for

which purpose they first produced a letter written in

French, and in Eoman hand, which they avowed to be

a letter of the queen's own hand sent to Bothwell when
she was at Glasgow." They then produced the short

Glasgow letter (No. 1)| already laid before the reader.

* The box was said to have belonged to Mary's first husband, Fran-

cis, and to have borne the initial letter of his name,

t See Appendix E. *
Ante, 184.
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They next produced
" one other long letter

"
(No.

2),*
"
written also with the like hand in French/' which

they also declared to be in the queen's own handwrit-

ing. They further stated that this letter contained

certain details namely, those relating to Hiegate and

the Laird of Minto which of their own knowledge

they knew to be true. With the production of this

letter the proceedings of the day closed ; but it is to

be observed, that although the journal states that these

two letters were /'produced," it does not state that

they were left for examination in the hands of Eliza-

beth's commissioners. From the proceedings of the

following day we may conclude that they were not.

On the next day, the 8th of December, Murray

again appeared before the commissioners, and after

referring to the evidence he had produced on the pre-

vious day, he stated
"
that they were ready to produce

and show a great number of other letters written by
the said queen, wherein, as they said, might appear

very evidently her inordinate love towards the said

Earl Bothwell," &c. And so, thereupon,
"
they pro-

duced seven several writings written in French, in the

like Roman hand, as others her letters which were

showed yesternight, and avowed by them to be written

by the said queen." What became of these letters we
learn from what follows :

" Which seven writings be-

ing copied, were read in French, and a due collation

made thereof, as near as could be, by reading and

inspection, and made to accord with the originals,

which the said Earl Murray required to be redelivered,

and did thereupon deliver the copies being colla-

tioned."t The sonnets are here enumerated as one

*
Ante, 186. t Goodall, ii. 235.
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letter, and the first line of the first of them is given in

the original French/" The remaining six letters have

already been laid before the reader.

It is to observed, and the fact speaks for itself, that

Murray did not leave the alleged originals of the

queen's letters in the hands of the commissioners, that

they might be examined with that minute attention

which is essential to the detection of forgery. He
exhibited them along with copies, and he left only

copies behind him
; nor does the journal of the com-

missioners, which is corrected by Cecil's own hand,
state that at this time any examination was made

beyond the fact that the copies accorded with the

originals. On a subsequent occasion they were sub-

jected to an examination, the nature of which will be

duly described.

After the letters and sonnets had been produced,
the depositions and confessions of Hay, Hepburn,
Powrie, and Dalgleish were laid before the commis-

sioners.t The examination of Dalgleish before the

so-called Secret Council of the Insurgent lords on the

26th of June 1567 was also produced, although it is

absolutely silent on the subject of the queen's letters,

which they afterwards alleged were found upon this

man on the 20th of the same month.

There was also produced the formal recognition by
Mary's friends, Huntly, Argyll, and Herries, of the

government of the regent, dated the 29th December

1567. But it is to be observed that this paper con-

tains no allegation against the queen ; J and these

noblemen subsequently declared in the most public
manner that they had protested against all the pro-
* See the sonnets, Appendix F. f Goodall, ii. 236. J Ibid., ii. 237.
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ceedings taken against her in the regent's Parliament,

in case it should afterwards appear that she did not

resign her crown of her own free will.*

This was the whole of the written evidence pro-

duced against the Queen of Scots at Westminster.

Two important documents produced at York never

saw the light again : the one was the warrant of the

queen said to have been shown to the nobles at

"Ainslie's" supper to induce them to sign the bond

in favour of her marriage with Bothwell ; the second

was the letter which was said to have contained some

reference to the quarrel alleged to have been provoked

by the queen between her husband and her brother,

the Lord Eobert, a day or two before the murder.

We have already suggested the probable reasons why
these documents, though exhibited at York, were with-

held at Westminster, t

By objecting to the form of the protest presented

by Mary's commissioners a proceeding which Hume

designates as
" a judicious artifice," but which much

resembles the trick of a pettifogging attorney Cecil

thus contrived to force the regent to produce his

proofs. On the day following, the 9th of December,

the Bishop of Eoss and his colleagues returned to the

conference with their protest amended in accordance

with Cecil's wishes, and it thus bears both that date

and that of the day when it was originally presented.^

But although it was at last received, and the Bishop
of Ross and his colleagues finally retired from the

conference, Elizabeth's commissioners continued their

labours as if nothing of the kind had occurred a clear

proof that if the form of the protest had not been

*
Goodall, ii. 363. f Ante, 401, 402. J Ibid., ii. 238.
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objected to, some other pretext would have been

devised by Cecil to enable him to accomplish his pur-

pose. On the same day on which the protest was

received we find that the commissioners were busily

employed in reading over the queen's letters and

sonnets
;
but these were neither French originals nor

French copies, nor Scotch translations, but they had

by this time been "
duly translated into English," so

that we have here another transformation of these

ever-varying letters. The English versions of the two

Glasgow letters which are still to be found in the

Eecord Office, marked with Cecil's hand, and which

have already been laid before the reader, were in all

probability among those that were used at this time ;

but of the Scotch copies of which Malcolm Laing

speaks, we hear neither upon this nor upon any other

occasion.

After Mary's commissioners had finally retired, two

witnesses were produced by the regent : the one was
Thomas Nelson, Darnley's servant, who had escaped
from the ruins of the Kirk-of-Field, and whose depo-
sition already referred to was now produced; the

second was Thomas Crawford, described as "a gen-
tleman of the Earl of Lennox," who produced a paper

purporting to give a detailed account of the conver-

sation * which took place between Darnley and the

queen on her arrival in Glasgow, and which agrees
in so miraculous a manner with the account she her-

self gives in the long letter from that city.

After Crawford's paper had been given in, he stated

to the commissioners, that when the queen was at

Glasgow
" he was secretly informed by the king of all

*
Ante, 192.
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things which had passed between the said queen and

the king," and "
that he did, immediately at the same

time, write the same word by word, as near as he pos-

sibly could carry the same away."'* Such is the

statement of Crawford; but the reader may perhaps
think it more probable that he wrote down from

recollection his conversations with the king after he

had heard from Lennox and John Wood,t than that

he should have committed them to paper at the

time without any adequate motive for so doing.

Nelson and Crawford were the only two witnesses

produced at Westminster ; and it is to be observed

that no question was put to either of them by the

commissioners, nor was any attempt made in any way
to test the accuracy of their evidence. No servant of

the Queen of Scots, male or female, French or Scotch

and her dowry enabled her to maintain a very large

household J could be induced to come forward and

defame their mistress. We may confidently conclude,

from the letters of Lennox and Wood sent to Scotland

in the previous summer, that every effort had been

made to obtain evidence of this description ; yet the

only result was the deposition of Nelson, which we
have already shown to contain at least one wilful

falsehood, and the deposition of Crawford, which, when

carefully compared with the corresponding portion of

the alleged letter of the queen, affords perhaps the

strongest proof of the forgery which we possess.

After Nelson and Crawford had withdrawn, Murray

produced a copy of his Act of Parliament deposing the

queen. He also produced, probably on the same day,

*
Goodall, ii. 246. t Ante, 196.

See Teulet, ii. 268, and twelve following pages.
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a journal"" or diary of events in Scotland from the

birth of the prince till the battle of Langside. It is

this journal, which is still preserved in the Cotton

Library, which so fatally contradicts the subsequent

deposition of Paris, and which perhaps prevented that

document from being produced, or even referred to,

during the lifetime of the Queen of Scots.

* See Appendix D.



CHAPTEK XIV.

PROCEEDINGS AT HAMPTON COURT, AND THEIR RESULTS.

AFTER the regent had produced the whole of his proofs,

there was a pause in the proceedings of the conference

for several days. As the circumstances of the inquiry

were unprecedented, every fresh step seems to have

been anxiously considered by the laborious secretary.

The question had been debated in the Council, as we

have seen, whether or not the whole matter should be

brought before Parliament ; but this notion, for rea-

sons which it is not difficult to divine, was eventually

abandoned ;
and it was at length determined that the

results of the conference should be communicated, not

to the representatives of the nation, but to six of the

most distinguished of the nobility, who were specially

summoned to Hampton Court for this purpose. These

were the Earls of Northumberland, Westmoreland,

Shrewsbury, Worcester, Huntingdon, and Warwick.

On the 1 4th of December, accordingly, these noble-

men attended a meeting of the Privy Council, at which

they were made acquainted with the course of the pro-

ceedings which had taken place at York and West-

minster. The whole of the papers produced by Murray
were then laid before them, including the Book of
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Articles, the alleged letters of the queen to Bothwell,

the contracts of marriage, and the various confessions

and depositions already referred to. Two days were

spent in hearing the explanations of Elizabeth's com-

missioners, and in reading and examining the numer-

ous papers produced. The alleged letters of the queen
to Bothwell were produced once more by Murray; and

on this occasion they were, according to Cecil's jour-

nal, "duly conferred and compared, for the manner

of writing and fashion of orthography, with sundry
other letters long since heretofore written and sent

by the said Queen of Scots to the queen's majesty,
in collation of which," it is added,

" no difference was

found."*

This is the only evidence we possess that these let-

ters ever underwent any examination. It is nowhere

stated that they were ever examined in Scotland,

although it was there they were alleged to have been

written, and hundreds of persons in that country were

intimately acquainted with the queen's handwriting.
But in presence of the six earls who had been sum-

moned to meet Elizabeth's commissioners on this

occasion, it is stated that Mary's letters were compared
with genuine letters which she had formerly addressed

to the Queen of England. It is important to ascertain

in what way this examination was made, and it is

described in the following graphic terms by Cecil him-

self : "It is to be noted that at the time of the pro-

ducing, showing, and reading of all these foresaid

writings, there was no special choice nor regard had

to the order of the producing thereof; but the whole

writings lying altogether upon the council table, the

*
Goodall, ii. 256.
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same were one after another showed rather by hap, as

the same did lie upon the table, than with any choice

made, as by the natures thereof, if time had so served,

might have been."'* What is meant by the expression
"

if time had so served
" we can only guess ; and it is

remarkable that the secretary, usually so calm, patient,

and methodical, should have allowed an investigation

of this kind to be conducted in the confused and

hurried manner he has himself described. When we

consider that the whole question at issue depended on

the genuineness of these letters,t the bitterest enemy of

the Scottish queen will hardly maintain that this kind

of haphazard inspection, in the absence of the accused

or of any one on her behalf, was satisfactory.

And we have evidence that this was the opinion of

some at least of the noblemen who were present. We
may assume that Cecil was eager at this time to obtain

some decided expression of opinion against the Queen
of Scots ; but we learn from the Spanish ambassador

that unanimity did not prevail at the last meeting of

the conference, and that some of the members present

had had the courage to check the unseemly violence

of the secretary. J This statement is corroborated by

*
Goodall, ii. 258.

f The Bishop of Ross, in his defence of Queen Mary's honour, asks :

" But who conferred these letters ? You will peradventure answer

that there was due collation by you made. perfect and worthy colla-

tion ! meet and apt men for such a purpose ! as though it is

not notoriously known throughout the world that ye are her most
mortal enemies." In spite of Cecil's description, Mr Froude says that

the queen's letters "were examined long and minutely by each and

every of the lords who were present." Vol. ix. 347.

$
" Dichos senores havian mostrado algun valor y contrastado un

poco la furia terribile con que el secretario Cecil queria perder aquella
senora." MSS., Simancas, quoted by Lingard, vi. 94.

2 F
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Camden,* who asserts that Norfolk, Arundel, Clinton

the lord admiral, and even Sussex, maintained that

the Queen of Scots had a right to be heard in person.

That Sussex should on this occasion have sided with

the opponents of Cecil may create surprise ; but we

can well imagine that, although as a colleague he

had given the secretary his best advice, he could not

so far forget his manhood as to condemn without a

hearing a woman and a queen. The result of the

two days' deliberations at Hampton Court appears to

have been a compromise. No opinion was expressed

as to the guilt or innocence of the Queen of Scots ;

but the six earls who had been summoned to the

Council tendered their thanks to Queen Elizabeth for

imparting to them the state of
"
this great cause in

so plain a manner as they did perceive it; wherein

they had seen such foul matters as they thought truly

in their consciences that her majesty had just cause

herein given to make to the said commissioners such

an answer, being as reasonable as the case might bear ;

and the rather for that they could not allow it as meet

for her majesty's honour to admit the said queen to

her majesty's presence as the case now did stand/'t

The only opinion, therefore, which Cecil could obtain

from the six earls was, that their mistress was justified

in refusing to receive the Queen of Scots as her case

then " did stand." But Mary did not now seek to be

received as a guest by the Queen of England. She

demanded as a matter of right that she should be con-

fronted with her accusers in presence of the English

nobility and the foreign ambassadors ; and the advice

of the six earls, as recorded in Cecil's narrative, would
* Book i. f Goodall, ii. 260.
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lead us to suspect that the fact of this demand had

been concealed from them. It is difficult to account

in any other way for the very peculiar terms in which

they are said to have expressed themselves.

Thus terminated these famous conferences, the his-

tory of which we derive entirely from Mary's enemies ;

and if it does not convince us of her guilt, it convinces

us, at least, of the utterly unscrupulous character of

her accusers, and of the gross partiality of Elizabeth's

ministers. On the day following, the 1 6th of December,
the Bishop of Eoss " had an interview with the English

queen, in the course of which she proposed, with many
expressions of sympathy for his mistress, that she might
answer the charges made against her by the regent,

either personally to commissioners to be named for the

purpose, or by a writing under her own hand.* In his

reply, the bishop reminded her majesty,t that in con-

sequence of the regent and his friends having been

permitted to come to Westminster, his mistress too had

demanded to be heard in person in presence of the

English nobility and of the foreign ambassadors, and

that because of the refusal of this just request she

had broken off the conference. But instead of simply

undertaking to transmit Elizabeth's new proposals to

Bolton Castle, he made a rambling statement, in which,

after reminding her of the example of Trajan, who
would never allow any prince to be calumniated in

his presence, he concluded by recommending that his

mistress should be allowed either to return to Scotland

or to proceed to France. Here was another injudicious

step on the part of Mary's principal adviser, and of

which Elizabeth did not fail to take advantage, by
*

Gooclall, ii. 264. t Ibid., ii. 267.
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observing in reply,
"
that she could not think them

good or trusty servants to her good sister who would

seek in the present circumstances to bring about an

accommodation between her and the subjects who had

accused her of such crimes." *

But in the midst of difficulties Mary was ever her

own best counsellor ;
and before she could have received

the proposals of Elizabeth, she had anticipated them

by a fresh challenge to her accusers. The winter had

been unusually severe,t and while her enemies were

busy at Westminster, heavy snowstorms had blocked

up the roads in Yorkshire. But when she at length

received intelligence of the proceedings of her accusers,

she at once acquainted her commissioners with her

resolution, and commanded them forthwith to charge
the Earl of Murray

" and his accomplices
"
with the

murder of her husband ; for that whereas they had

alleged that she was guilty of this crime,
"
they had

falsely, traitorously, and wickedly lied," imputing

maliciously to her the crime whereof they were them-

selves the authors, promoters, and gome of them the

actual perpetrators. J

Eeferring then to the accusation which they had

made against her of an intent to destroy her child,

she exclaimed, with a burst of genuine feeling, and yet
with queenly dignity,

" The natural love which the

mother bears to her only bairn is sufficient to confound

them, and needs no other answer." She added, that

all the world knew that the very men who now charged
her with this atrocious crime had wronged her son even

*
Goodall, ii. 268.

f Letter of Knollys of 15th December; Record Office.

$ See the Protestation of Huntly and Argyll ; Appendix H.
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before his birth ; for they would have slain him in her

womb, although they now pretended in his name to

exercise their usurped authority."""

Finally, she directed her commissioners to obtain

copies of all the writings produced,
" and that we may

see," she added,
"
the alleged principal writings, if they

have any produced; and with God's grace we shall

make such answer thereto that our innocence shall be

known to our good sister and to all other princes." In

conclusion, she commands her commissioners expressly

to charge her accusers with the crime they had imputed
to her, and to demand a reasonable time and opportu-

nity for the production of her proofs.

Mary's letter is dated on the 19th of December, at

Bolton Castle, and on the 25th her commissioners

repaired to Elizabeth, and informed her that they had

received the special commands of their mistress to

accuse the regent and his associates of the crime they

imputed to her.
"
They further desired the queen's

majesty to cause them to have such writings as were

produced against their mistress." This request Eliza-

beth declared to be "
very reasonable," and was very

glad to hear that
" her good sister would make answer

in that manner for the defence of her honour,"t

But nothing was farther from her intention, or rather

from that of Cecil, than to comply with this most just

demand. The precise state of things which Sussex had

foretold at York, had now arisen. Mary had been

charged with the murder. She replied by demanding
*

Goodall, ii. 288. This appears to be the only notice that Mary ever

took of the most atrocious of all the accusations made against her, and
of which, it has already been observed, not the smallest proof was ever

attempted to be offered.

f Goodall, ii. 281.
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a personal inspection of the evidence, and by accusing
her accusers of the crime ; and Sussex believed that on

a trial of proofs she would have the advantage. Some
fresh expedient, therefore, must be devised to prevent
a result which might have cost Elizabeth her throne ;

and we find, accordingly, a variety of notes, in Cecil's

handwriting, as to the disposal of the Queen of Scots.

In one of these it is suggested that she should be

induced, if possible, to resign her crown, through the

persuasion of Sir Francis Knollys and the Bishop of

Eoss;
"* and upon this course Cecil finally determined.

He knew that Knollys had acquired considerable in-

fluence over Mary ; but by what means the secretary
and his mistress contrived on this occasion to gain over

the Bishop of Ross to their views we do not know.

In the prosecution of this new scheme, a letter was

addressed by Elizabeth to Knollys, directing him to

suggest to his prisoner, "as if from yourself," that,

all things considered, her wisest course would be to

acknowledge the government of the regent,
" and this

whole cause of hers, whereof she hath been charged,
to be committed to perpetual silence." Knollys was
to take especial care that he should make it appear
that the advice proceeded from himself, and that he

gave it as her friend. He was further to inform Lord

Scrope,
" with great secrecy," of the matter, so that, in

case the Queen of Scots should refer to him, he might

agree with Knollys in opinion. Knollys is further

apprised that the Bishop of Eoss is about to proceed
to Bolton Castle, but that

" he has been stayed a day
or two upon another pretence," as it was intended to

* "To have the queen persuaded hereunto either by Sir Francis

Knollys or the B. of Ross." Cotton MSS., Caligula, c. 1.
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break the matter to him, so that
" he shall have cause

to deal with that queen
"
on his arrival.'

5
'"

The scheme was well contrived. Knollys, as the

pretended friend of his prisoner, was to suggest that,

as a means of "committing to perpetual silence" the

accusations of her enemies, she should resign her crown.

If she appealed to Scrope, he was to second the advice

of his colleague ; and, finally, her own chief adviser,

the Bishop of Ross, who had been won over for the

occasion by her enemies, was intended to appear and

overcome any scruples she might entertain upon the

subject.

Another letter was addressed, in furtherance of the

plan, by Elizabeth to the Queen of Scots herself, in

which the utmost sympathy was expressed for her

misfortunes, and in which she was earnestly entreated,

for the sake of her own honour, to make answer to

the charges which had been made against her. But

we know, from her instructions to Knollys, that Eliza-

beth desired exactly the reverse. Her letter winds up
with an extraordinary commendation of the Bishop of

Ross, the object of which we can be at no loss to dis-

cover.
" She desires," she says,

"
specially to note to

you your good choice of this bearer, the Bishop of Ross,

who hath not only faithfully and wisely, but also so

carefully and dutifully, for your honour and weal, be-

haved himself, and that both privately and publicly,

as we cannot but in this sort commend him unto you,

as we wish you had many such devoted servants ; for,

in our judgment, we think ye have not any in loyalty

and faithfulness can overmatch him."t By such in-

*
Goodall, ii. 278. The letter to Knollys is dated the 22d December,

f Goodall, ii. 270.
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sidious phrases did Cecil for the letter is entirely in

his handwriting seek to throw Mary off her guard,

and to tempt her to take a step which must for ever

have proved fatal to her reputation. We may add

that it clearly appears from Cecil's notes, that even

if Mary had been weak enough to fall into the snare

so artfully prepared for her, there was no intention

of restoring her to liberty. She was still, in his own

language, "to remain in the realm, and not depart;"""

and although it was the depth of winter, secret prepa-
rations were being made to remove her as speedily as

possible to Tutbury. t

The manner in which Knollys performed the ignoble

task thus imposed upon him, we learn very clearly from

himself. On the 26th of December, before Elizabeth's

letter reached him, he had a conversation with the

Scottish queen, in which he recommended her to an-

swer the accusations of her enemies, and reminding
her that before the conference at York she had in-

structed her commissioners to reply to any charges
that might be made against her honour. Mary re-

plied that it was true that she had done so, but that

since that time Elizabeth had broken her promise by

allowing Murray to appear at Westminster, while she

was detained a prisoner at Bolton Castle. She added,

if she was not allowed to answer in person,
"
she would

* Cotton Library, Caligula, c. 1.

t
" The Queen of Scots

"
that is, after her resignation

" would also

be removed to Tutbury, and no such free access of persons allowed to her

as hath been. There would be a general restraint that none should

come or send to her but by the queen's majesty's knowledge." Caligula,
c. 1. There was, therefore, a predetermined plan to detain her a pri-

soner in any event, and also to curtail the degree of liberty which she

enjoyed at Bolton Castle.
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only answer her adversaries by open publication in

writing, to make all princes generally, and all the

world, judges between her and them." *
Knollys says

that after he had written thus far, he had received

Elizabeth's letter of the 22d,
" with a memorial of cer-

tain reasons to induce this queen to resign her crown

to her son." He proceeded forthwith to carry out his

instructions by endeavouring first to intimidate his

prisoner, and then by fair words to persuade her to

resign her crown as the only means of avoiding the

dangers which threatened her.

" As soon as she came abroad," he says,
"
I entered

into conference with her, and said,
'
If you shall deny to

answer, thereby you shall provoke the queen my mis-

tress to take you as condemned, and to publish the

same to your utter disgrace and infamy, especially in

England of all other places ;

'

and after this sort I began
to strike as great terror into her as I could." Knollys

ought by this time to have known his prisoner better

than to attempt to work upon her fears. Instead of

being intimidated by his threats, he says,
" She an-

swered stoutly, as she would make all other princes

know how evil she was handled, coming upon trust

into this realm
;
and saith she,

*

I am sure the queen
will not condemn me, hearing only mine adversaries,

and not me.'
'

Yes/ said I ;

( she will condemn you,
if you condemn yourself by not answering/

" At this

point Knollys artfully suggested, in obedience to his

instructions, that the best way of saving her honour,

and causing all charges made against her to be buried

in oblivion, was by offering to resign her crown to her

son, and she herself "to remain in England a con-

*
Knollys to Queen Elizabeth, 26th December

;
Record Office.
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venient time." After using all the arguments he could

devise to induce her to accede to this proposal, Mary
observed that

" the judgment of the world would in

such a case condemn her." Knollys immediately re-

joined, "I spake this only of goodwill, and I desired

her not to utter this my speech to my prejudice, and

for this matter she might think better upon it at her

pleasure ;
and thus I left her."

It is a proof, among numerous others, of the fatal

facility with which Mary became the dupe of pretended

friends, that she received as genuine the professions of

goodwill with which Knollys made this treacherous

proposal.
" In the afternoon," he says,

" she began to

speak with my Lord Scrope, and she told him what

advice I had given her herein.
' And surely,' saith she,

'
I think he doth not thus advise me to the intent

I should be entrapped and abused/ And my Lord

Scrope," continues Knollys, "being made privy by
me beforehand, did also very secretly persuade her

in friendly manner accordingly ; and although she is

too wise hastily to be persuaded in such a case as this

is, yet Lord Scrope and I are in some hopes that if

the Bishop of Eoss at his coming will secretly per-

suade her hereunto, that she will yield herein." It is

due to Knollys to state that, although he had obeyed
his orders, he had no relish for the degrading work

imposed upon him, and earnestly desired to be re-

lieved from his post.*

Although it was the intention of Cecil, as we per-

ceive from this letter, that the Bishop of Eoss should

proceed in person to Bolton Castle, this design was not

carried out. It was probably, on reflection, deemed a

* See his letter to Cecil of 15th December ;
Record Office.
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safer course that the bishop should communicate his

advice in writing to his mistress, and this accordingly
was done. On the 30th of December a messenger
arrived from London with letters from him to the

Queen of Scots
;.
and on the following day she had

another conversation with Knollys on the subject of

her proposed resignation. Knollys seems to have

allowed Mary on this occasion to speak without ex-

pressing any opinion.
" Shall I resign," she at length

exclaimed,
"
for these rebels who have so foully belied

me ?
" "

No," said Lord Scrope, who was also present ;

"your grace may do it in respect of her majesty's

advice and goodwill towards you." Knollys now
seconded the opinion of his colleague ; and after hear-

ing all they had to say upon the subject, Mary re-

plied that in two days she would give them a final

answer, and then retired for the night*
It was probably because she listened to them with

her accustomed courtesy t that Knollys and Scrope
believed that she would accede to their advice, backed

as it was by that of the Bishop of Boss and of their

mistress. But they were grievously mistaken. Their

prisoner was indeed at this time, to all appearance,

absolutely friendless. Her most powerful Continental

allies the Pope and his vicegerent, Philip of Spain
had not yet forgiven her for refusing to sign the

*
Caligula, c. 1.

f Mary left Bolton Castle in the belief, apparently, tliat Knollya and

Scrope had acted a* her friends throughout. On her arrival at Tutbury
a few weeks afterward*, she wrote to Elizabeth in terms of hearty com-

mendation of " Maister Knolis et my-lor Scrap de me louer de leur

honqfai deportemens vers moy." Fnlon, \. 200. She spells Lord

Scrope's name as it was no doubt pronounced; and we cannot L

that she would have spoken in this manner of her keepers if she had

known tluit they had been acting in complicity with Cecil
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Catholic league. Her uncles in France were unable

to aid her, and Catherine de Medici regarded her mis-

fortunes with probably as much complacency as Cecil

himself. The friendship of the Queen of England,

upon which she had so confidently relied, had proved
both a delusion and a snare

;
and last, and worst of

all, Leslie, the most zealous of her advocates, the most

trusted of her advisers, had to all appearance sided

with her enemies. Deprived of all external aid and

counsel, Mary had nothing now to guide and to

sustain her but her own noble instincts and the he-

reditary courage of her race. But she was at length
awakened to the real designs of her enemies. Upon
reflection, she saw and felt that if she resigned her

crown at this critical time, her reputation was gone
for ever. She saw that such a step must be held, not

by her enemies alone, but by all the world, as an

avowal of guilt. Such were the thoughts which led,

no doubt, to her final resolution. She had promised

Knollys that he should have an answer in two days,
and she did not fail to keep her word. She informed

him at the expiration of that time that her resolution was

unalterably fixed, and that she would prefer death it-

self to the ignominious terms proposed by her enemies.*

Cecil had been led to believe that his scheme would

prove successful, and that with his pack of treacherous

Scots and servile colleagues he had fairly hunted

down his quarry. But she stood gallantly at bay, and

* "
Quant & la demission de ma couronne, comm'avez escript, je vous

prie de ne me plus, empescher ; car je suis resolue et deliberee plustost

mourir, que de faire
; et le derniere parole que je ferai en ma vie sera

d'une Royne d'Escosse," &c. Record Office. It would be interesting to

know whether, before returning her final reply, she consulted those faith-

ful companions of her exile, Lady Livingstone and Mary Seton, who
were both with her at this time. It is very probable that, deprived of

all other counsel, she had recourse to them.
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bade him do his worst. It is impossible to question

the wisdom of Mary in thus decisively rejecting the

insidious proposals of her enemies. But how are we

to account for the conduct of the Bishop of Ross in

thus promoting the designs of Cecil? Leslie has always
been held up by the advocates of Queen Mary as one

of her most faithful and devoted servants, but his

behaviour upon this occasion leads us to suspect either

his honesty or his discretion. He had far too much

ability not to foresee the inevitable consequences of the

step which he urged upon his mistress ; and even if he

believed that it was her only chance of regaining her

liberty nay, of preserving her life it is impossible to

justify his conduct. We need not, therefore, be sur-

prised that it was the subject of serious complaint by

Mary ;

* and all the zeal which he subsequently dis-

played in her service cannot efface from our minds the

impression left by his suspicious interference on this

occasion.

A characteristic letter written by Mary at this time

shows that amidst all her perplexities she did not lose

sight of those who had claims upon her attention. It

seems that Willie Douglas, the foundling boy who had

aided the queen in making her escape from Lochleven,

had been sent on some mission by his mistress ; but

although furnished with a passport by the Queen of

England, he had mysteriously disappeared. Mary
immediately desired her commissioners in London to

* " Bien vous supplie je d'une chose qui est de ne permectre plus qu'il

soit mis en avant de si deshonestes et desavantaigeuses ouvertures pour

moy que celles a quoy 1'Evesque de Rosse a este conseille prester 1'oreille
;

car comme j'ay prie le diet Maister Knolis vous tesmoigner, j'ay faict

VO3U a Dieu solemnel de jamais ne me demettre de la place ou Dieu m'a

appellee," &c. Mary to Elizabeth, from Tutbury, 10th February 1569
;

F^nelon, i. 208.
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represent the matter to Elizabeth, and to entreat her

not to allow one who was under her protection, and

who "
set us at liberty and saved our life/'*" to fall into

the hands of his enemies one of whom, a servant! of

the laird of Lochleven, had threatened, if he ever met

him, to
"
put his hands in his heart's blood." Mary

also applied to the French ambassadorJ on the subject,

and through her exertions Douglas was at length dis-

covered in a prison in the north of England, and set at

liberty. It is from incidents like these that we can

readily comprehend the extraordinary degree of attach-

ment with which Mary was regarded by her dependants
of every degree.

Cecil and his mistress had received an unexpected
check by the resolute refusal of Mary to resign her

crown, and their embarrassment was increased by the

incessant demands which the Scottish queen continued

to make for an inspection of the evidence produced

against her. On the 7th of January the Bishop of

Ross, who appears by this time to have seen the im-

prudence of his conduct in allowing himself to become

the tool of Cecil, along with Lord Herries and the

Abbot of Kilwinning, made a fresh attempt to obtain

a sight of the papers exhibited by Murray. On that

day they had an interview with Elizabeth, and they in-

formed her that they had received fresh instructions

from their mistress to answer to
"
the calumnious accu-

sations of her subjects," and also to accuse them as the

authors, promoters, and perpetrators of the crime of

which she was falsely accused by them ; and therefore

*
Goodall, ii. 299.

f James Drysdale by name. This amiable individual has been intro-

duced by Sir Walter Scott in his admirable romance of
' The Abbot.'

J Fe"ne"lon, i. 133.
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she
"
desired the writings produced by her rebellious

subjects, or at the least the copies thereof, to be

delivered unto them, that their mistress might fully

answer thereto, as was desired.""*

In her letter of the 19th December, Mary had de-

manded an inspection of the writings actually produced

against her ; but she now instructed her commissioners

to obtain even copies of these documents. It was a

bold challenge to offer to prove the forgery even from

copies of her pretended letters ; but even copies were

not to be obtained. Elizabeth, as usual, desired time

for consideration, and promised an answer to the de-

mands of her sister queen in
" two or three days."

Before Mary's commissioners took their leave, Eliz-

abeth, acting no doubt by the advice of Cecil, made

a last attempt to effect a compromise, by once more

suggesting that the Scottish queen should resign her

crown in favour of her son. But the Bishop of Koss

replied that his mistress could listen to no proposal

involving the resignation of her crown, and he was

expressly commanded to declare that this was her final

resolution, in case any fresh suggestion was made to

that effect. Notwithstanding the explicit answer of

the bishop, Elizabeth still continued to urge himt and

his two colleagues to write once more to the Queen of

Scots on the subject ; but they one and all refused on

the spot to comply with this most unreasonable request.

When Cecil had once made up his mind as to the

line of conduct he should follow, he adhered to it with

singular pertinacity. In the present instance he had

arrived at the conclusion that the Queen of Scots must

by some means or other be induced to resign her crown,

*
Goodall, ii. 297.

t
" Her majesty did earnestly press him," &c. Ibid., ii. 300.
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as the best and only means of rendering her powerless
for the future. He did not comprehend as yet the

lofty spirit of his antagonist, but thought apparently
that he would overcome her, as he usually overcame

his mistress, by persistently adhering to his point. On
the 9th of January, accordingly only two days after

Elizabeth had been assured in the most positive terms

that Mary would not upon any consideration resign

her crown he made a fresh attempt, in his own dog-

ged fashion, to accomplish his much-cherished project.

On that day, which happened to be a Sunday, Mary's
commissioners were summoned to Hampton Court,

where they were received by the Duke of Norfolk, the

Earls of Arundel, Pembroke, and Leicester, and the

secretary. The question of the resignation of the

Scottish queen was again discussed, and her commis-

sioners once more declared, in terms more peremptory
than ever, that their mistress

" would never consent to

resign her crown in any way, nor upon any conditions

which were or could be proposed, but was determined

during her lifetime to retain the same." "*

Cecil must have been at length convinced that the

scheme for the ruin of the Queen of Scots, on which

he had set his heart, and the notion of which he had

derived from Sussex, was absolutely hopeless. It was

therefore necessary to determine, and to determine

quickly, what was next to be done. The proceedings
of the conference had been regarded from first to last

with extreme suspicion, as well by the foreign ambas-

sadors as by the friends of the Queen of Scots through-
out Britain. Cecil knew that in Yorkshire, as well as

in the adjoining counties, her partisans were numerous

*
Goodall, ii. 304.
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and active ; and it is probable that the inquiry could

not have been prolonged without the risk of civil war.

The secretary found, in short, that he had placed his

mistress in a false and very perilous position, from

which he must attempt to extricate her at any cost.

She had promised in
" two or three days

"
an answer

to Mary's most reasonable demand, that she should be

famished with even "
copies

"
of the papers produced

against her, and two days had already passed ; but on

the third day, instead of fulfilling her promise, the

matter was brought to a termination in a manner as

extraordinary as it was unexpected.
On Monday the 10th of January Murray and his

associates were summoned to Hampton Court, where,

by the mouth of Cecil, they were informed that,
"
for-

asmuch as there has been nothing produced against

them, as yet, that may impair their honour or allegi-

ance; and, on the other part, there had been nothing

sufficiently produced nor shown by them against the

queen their sovereign, whereby the Queen of England
should conceive or take any evil opinion of the queen
her good sister for anything yet seen ; and there

being alleged by the Earl of Murray the unquiet state

and disorder of the realm of Scotland, now in his

absence, her majesty thinketh meet not to restrain

any further the said earl and his adherents' liberty,

but suffer him and them at their pleasure to depart/'

&c*
Cecil must have been, indeed, hard pressed when he

was forced to close the inquiry by this astounding
announcement. He and his mistress had first urged
the Queen of Scots to reply to the charges made

*
Goodall, ii. 305.

2 G
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against her ; they had then endeavoured, by the most

treacherous means, to induce her to resign her crown ;

and finding that she not only saw through their

schemes, but persisted in her demand for the produc-
tion of the papers exhibited against her, they suddenly

declared, in effect, that this was wholly unnecessary,
for that the charges made against her were disproved

by the evidence adduced in their support.

Two things are to be specially noted in this remark-

able declaration. The first is, that the Queen of Scots

was pronounced to be innocent; and the second, that

Murray obtained leave to return to Scotland with his

pretended proofs at the very time when he and his

associates were themselves charged with the crime of

which they had accused their sovereign. These points

mutually explain each other. If Mary had been de-

clared guilty, it would have been impossible to refuse

her 'a sight of the writings produced against her,

and this was obviously deemed too hazardous to be

attempted. If Murray was allowed to remain in

England, the Queen of Scots, according to Sussex,

would probably succeed in turning the tables on her

accusers,"* a consummation which at the time might
have proved fatal not only to Elizabeth, but to Pro-

testantism in Britain. The expedient to which Cecil

resorted to avoid the dangerous alternatives before him

was at the best a clumsy one, but it served his pur-

pose for the time. Mary's commissioners were assured

that the reputation of their mistress was unblemished ;

* She had already obtained from her lieutenants in Scotland, Huntly
and Argyll, a "

protestation
"
or statement of what took place in their

presence, and in the presence of Murray, at Craigmillar, when Maitland

proposed to get rid of Darnley. See Appendix H.
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and the regent was hurried back to Scotland with his

box of papers, where they never more saw the light of

day."* Before his departure for the north, he received

the sum of 5000 from the English treasury! for

attempting to destroy his sister's character by means

of proofs which Elizabeth, by the mouth of her secre-

tary, declared to be absolutely worthless.

On the following day, the llth of January, there

was another meeting at Hampton Court, which was

attended both by Murray and his colleagues, and by

Mary's commissioners, and Cecil inquired of the latter

if they would accuse Murray and his adherents of the

* What eventually became of the famous silver casket and its contents

is one of the unsolved mysteries of Scottish history ;
but it is nowhere

stated that they were ever exhibited except on the two occasions at

Westminster and Hampton Court already described. It is nowhere

stated that they ever underwent any examination in Scotland, either

before or after the Westminster conference.

Laing asserts that the very disappearance of the alleged letters of the

queen
" demonstrates that they were genuine

"
(i. 330). To maintain

that the disappearance of documents alleged to be forged affords con-

clusive proof of their authenticity, is an argument of a very novel kind
;

but Laing endeavours to support it by suggesting that the pretended

proofs of Mary's guilt were destroyed by her son James when he reached

manhood, as he would be anxious to obliterate all traces of his mother's

guilt. But if this were so, it is difficult to explain the preservation

of the contemporary copies of the queen's letters in the State Paper
Office. It is still more difficult to explain the preservation of the deposi-

tions of Paris, which accuse the queen directly of the murder, and con-

tain, in fact, the only positive evidence on the subject that ever existed.

Although Laing throughout his History expresses himself with extreme

confidence respecting the authenticity of the queen's letters, he seems in

private to have used language of a very different kind. I have now be-

fore me a letter of his dated 19th March 1800, and addressed to George
Chalmers in London, and thanking that gentleman for having sent him
from the State Paper Office a copy of the long Glasgow letter (No. 2).

Laing had then for some time been engaged on his work, and he says,
" I have hitherto been inclined rather to consider the letter as genuine."
The letter of Laing was kindly lent to me by his namesake David Laing,

Esq., of Edinburgh.
f See Murray's receipt for the money ; Foedera, xv. 677.
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murder of Darnley. They immediately replied that

they had the express commands of their mistress to

that effect, as well as to answer all calumnies which

had been uttered against her, provided they might
have "

the copies of the pretended writings given in

against their mistress, which they have divers times

required of the queen's majesty and her Council, but

they have not as yet obtained the same ; and how soon

they received the copies thereof, she would answer

thereto in defence of her innocence." *

To this fresh demand Cecil had no reply to make,
and on the very next day namely, the 12th of Janu-

ary Murray and his associates obtained formal leave

to return to Scotland.

On the 13th Mary's commissioners again repaired

to Hampton Court, and repeated once more in pre-

sence of the Council the demand of their mistress to

be furnished with copies of the papers produced against

her ; but by this time Cecil had invented a new pre-

text for delay. He said that Elizabeth would comply
with their request only on condition that the Queen
of Scots sent a special writing, signed with her hand,
"
promising that she would answer to the said writ-

ings and articles laid to her charge without any excep-
tion." We thus find that Cecil changed his tone as

soon as Murray and his friends had turned their backs.

He had distinctly declared that nothing had been

proved against the Queen of Scots, and he now re-

quired a written undertaking that she would answer

the charges made against her, which only two days
before he had pronounced to be groundless. But

Mary's commissioners reminded him on the spot that

*
Goodall, ii. 308.
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she had already, by two several writings under her own

hand, and shown to the Queen of England, offered to

make answer whenever she was furnished with the

papers produced against her, or even with copies.

They further complained that Murray and his associ-

ates were allowed to return to Scotland after they had

been expressly charged by their mistress with the

murder of her husband.

To the first point Cecil made for he could make
no answer; to the last he replied that the Earl of

Murray had promised to return if the Queen of Eng-
land should require his presence at any future time ;

" but in the mean time," Cecil added,
"
the Queen of

Scotland could not be suffered to depart, for divers

respects."
* No further explanation was or could be

made of the determination of the ruling faction to

detain the Queen of Scots a prisoner in England, which

was obviously the intention of Cecil and his supporters

from the time of her arrival. To attempt to give

any reasons for their decision would have been

hopeless. They had examined the charges made

against her by her rebellious subjects ; they had pro-

nounced those charges to be groundless ; and they
treated her, nevertheless, as if they had been proved.

Mary's commissioners made a notarial protest against

the decision of the Council in thus detaining their

mistress a prisoner, while her rebellious subjects were

allowed to return to Scotland ; and this brought the

day's proceedings to a close.

Foiled in every attempt to obtain a sight of the

writings produced against her, Mary had recourse to

a fresh expedient. She applied to the French ambas-

*
Goodall, ii, 312.
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sador, La Mothe Fenelon, on the subject. On the 20th

of January, accordingly, he had a long interview

with Elizabeth, in the course of which he expressed

his hope and his belief that she would not allow a

princess who had sought an asylum in her dominions

to be oppressed by her rebellious subjects ; and that

she would cause the papers which they had produced
at Westminster to be furnished to the commissioners

of the Scottish queen.

Elizabeth's better feelings seemed to be touched by
the ambassador's appeal, for he says that she listened

to him with visible emotion. She even rashly pro-

mised, for Cecil was not by her side, that on the

following day* the writings should be placed in the

hands of Mary's commissioners.

It has been generally assumed by the enemies of

the Queen of Scots, that notwithstanding her repeated

applications for a sight of the papers produced against

her, she did not in reality wish to obtain them. But
this proceeding of the French ambassador, which has

not, so far as I know, been hitherto noticed by any
writer, affords the clearest proof of her sincerity; and

the succession of devices by which Cecil and his

mistress sought to evade her just demands, furnishes

proof no less decisive that they were resolved, at the

expense of any amount of equivocation, that the

evidence produced should be withheld from her in-

spection. It is hardly necessary, therefore, to inform

the reader that Elizabeth did not keep her promise.
We find that ten days later namely, on the 30th of

the month Fenelon took occasion in person to remind

* "
Que le lendemain elle accorderoit aux deppntez de la dicte dame

la dicte communication." Fenelon, i. 133.
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her* of it ; but having been no doubt duly tutored in

the interval, she flew into a passion real or feigned

it matters not to inquire and complained that Mary
had written a letter to one of her partisans in Scot-

land complaining of her gross partiality at the con-

ferences, and also charging Murray with designs on

the Scottish crown. This was the last and the

weakest of all the artifices devised by Cecil and his

mistress. Because, as they alleged, the Queen of

Scots had complained of their notorious partiality,

and because she had expressed suspicions of her bro-

ther's real designs, she was denied a privilege accorded

to the meanest of criminals.- Some days before this

interview took place namely, on the 26th of Janu-

ary Mary had been forced against her wishes to quit

Bolton Castle, and to set out in the midst of most

inclement weather for her new prison of Tutbury.
It had no doubt been determined from the first that

she should not be allowed a sight of the evidence

produced against her at Westminster; and if there

was no other proof of fraud, the persistent refusal of

her enemies to allow her to inspect it would be held

alone sufficient, by any tribunal in the civilised world,

to deprive it of all credit.

Although Murray was extremely desirous at this

time to return to Scotland, he had received informa-

*
Fenelon, i. 162. There is a letter of the description referred to by

Elizabeth in the Cotton Library (see Goodall, ii. 325), but it is not in

Mary's hand, and she declared that, although she had written a letter at

this time to one of her partisans in Scotland, she had made no un-

friendly allusions in it to the Queen of England. See letter of Knollys
to Cecil, 28th January; Record Office. It is admitted that the letter was

intercepted by Mary's enemies. It may easily have been interpolated

by the same hands. But assuming it to be perfectly genuine, it had

nothing to do with the question at issue between the two queens.
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tion which induced him, for very sufficient reasons, to

delay his departure. His whole conduct towards his

sister had created the utmost indignation among her

friends in the northern counties, and some of the

leading gentry of Yorkshire and Durham had deter-

mined to attack him and his followers on their return

to Scotland. The enterprise, he had discovered, was

heartily approved by the Earl of Westmoreland, the

most powerful and zealous of the partisans of the

Scottish queen in that part of the kingdom, and

whose zeal in her cause, it thus appears, had been

in nowise abated by the alleged proofs of her guilt

which 'had been exhibited before him at Hampton
Court. Elizabeth herself at this time could not have

protected the regent against the threatened danger ;

but he was never wanting in dexterity and cunning,
and he was indebted for his safety on this occasion to

a device which probably no one but himself could

have practised with success.

The project of his sister's marriage with Norfolk

had been privately discussed, before the termination

of the conference at York, between the regent and the

duke ; but at "Westminster, in consequence of the

accusation of the Scottish queen, the matter had been

entirely dropped. Murray now revived it in a manner
which he has himself described, and with an object

which he does not seek to conceal.
"
It being whis-

pered and showed to me," he says,
"
that if I departed,

he [the duke] standing discontented and not satisfied,

I might peradventure find such trouble in my way as

my throat might be cut before I came to Berwick ;

and therefore, since it might well enough appear that

he aspired to her marriage, I should not put him in
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utter despair that my goodwill cannot be had therein.

So, few days before my departing, I came to the park
at Hampton Court, where the duke and I met toge-

ther, and there I declared that it was come to my ears

how some misreport should be made of me to him, as

that I should speak irreverently and rashly of the said

queen my sovereign's mother." Continuing in the same

strain, the regent declared that if his sister was once

"separate from that ungodly and unlawful marriage
that she was entered in, and then after were joined
with such a godly and honourable personage as were

affectioned to the true religion, and whom we might

trust, I could find in my heart to love her, and to

show her as great pleasure, favour, and goodwill as

ver I did in my life. And in case he should be

that personage, there was none I should better like

of," &c. We know not whether to be most aston-

ished at the hypocrisy of Murray in thus profess-

ing the sincerest affection for the sister he had just

accused of the most horrid crimes, or at the singular

credulity of Norfolk, who was induced to give faith to

such professions. But the regent was an excellent

judge of human character, and he completely suc-

ceeded in persuading the duke that he was his friend,

although when they parted some lurking suspicion did

cross his mind. " Earl of Murray," he said,
" thou hast

Norfolk's life in thy hands."* These ominous words

* Trial of the Duke of Norfolk
; State Trials, i. The account given

by Murray of his interview with the duke agrees substantially with that

of the Bishop of Ross, who no doubt received his information from

Norfolk. According to the bishop, Murray told the duke that his sister

the queen "was the creature upon earth he wished most good and
honour unto." Leslie's Negotiations ; Anderson, iii. 35. He also told

the duke that she "had been troubled in times past with children,
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must liave made a deep impression on the mind of the

regent, for he repeated them some months afterwards

to Queen Elizabeth, when it became necessary to pre-

serve her favour by bearing witness against the duke.

This interview is one of the most remarkable inci-

dents in the history of these proceedings. Murray
had just accused his sister of the murder of her hus-

band and of other crimes besides, and Norfolk had

seen, both at Westminster and at Hampton Court, the

proofs that were produced in support of the charge.
Yet the project of the marriage was once more revived

by Murray and entertained by Norfolk, as if the silver

casket and its contents had never been heard of.

Human nature must have undergone a wonderful

change during the last three centuries, if Murray,

believing in the genuineness of his proofs, could have

made such an overture at such a time to Norfolk ; or

if Norfolk, believing them to be genuine, could have

lent a willing ear, which he unquestionably did, to the

proposals of the regent.

It is certain, at all events, that they parted friends ;

and in consequence of the interview, Sir Eobert Melvill

was immediately despatched to Eipon, where the Queen
of Scots then was on her journey from Bolton Castle to

Tutbury, and obtained from her a letter or writing of

some kind, enjoining Westmoreland and his adherents

not to offer any violence to the regent or his followers

young proud fools, and furious men" (alluding to Francis II., Darn-

ley, and Bothwell),
" and that her subjects would be glad to see her

joined to a wise man," &c. Anderson, iii. 38.

In relating the circumstances, Mr Froude says that Murray
" con-

sented to an interview with Norfolk" (ix. 423). But it is obvious from

Murray's own words that the interview was sought by him, and with

the object he very clearly explains.
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on their return to Scotland."* Murray lost no time in

availing himself of the opportunity now afforded for

his safe retreat, and travelling with all expedition, he

reached Berwick on the last day of January. From
this place he addressed a letter to Cecil, which plainly

betrays his duplicity to Norfolk. The regent says that,

from all he can learn, his sister is by no means destitute

of friends,
" and so methinks there was never greater

occasion to be careful of her surety." t A few days

before, he had led Norfolk to believe that he cordially

approved of his marriage with his sister ; and when

entirely through Norfolk's intervention he reached

Scotland in safety, he immediately recommended Cecil

to keep her in closer custody than ever. Notwith-

standing his flattering language to the duke, there

cannot be a doubt that from first to last Murray was

decidedly opposed to the marriage, and for the obvious

reason that it must have proved fatal to his own

political influence and power.

Murray had acquainted Cecil, on his arrival in Scot-

land, that the queen was by no means destitute of

friends. Her lieutenants, Huntly and Argyll, were in

fact at the head of a much larger force than the regent
could have mustered to oppose them

; but he had the

address to induce his sister, through the influence of

Norfolk, to command her friends to abstain for the

present from all hostilities. In obedience to their

mistress, they reluctantly allowed Murray to resume

the reins of government ; and he proceeded with

remarkable energy to consolidate the power which, had

they known the truth, they might very probably at

this time have succeeded in wresting from his hands.

* Leslie's Negotiations, ubi supra. f Goodall, ii. 333.

t Tytler, vi. 6.
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While the regent was availing himself of the oppor-

tunity thus afforded him of collecting his scattered

strength, the Duke of Chatelherault and Lord Herries

arrived in Scotland. The former had resided for some

time in France, but he had been in London during the

conference at Westminster, and he now bore the com-

mission of the Queen of Scots as her lieutenant-general.

Lord Herries, by whom he was accompanied, was one

of the ablest and most faithful of Mary's adherents,

and the regent had no alternative but to disarm these

new and formidable enemies, or to resign his power.
In the hope of winning them over to his side, he invited

them to an interview, and they met at Glasgow on the

13th of March. It was in vain that he endeavoured

on this occasion to induce them to acknowledge the

authority of the infant king ; but it was agreed that

another meeting should take place on the 14th of April
at Edinburgh. Surrounded on this occasion by his

friends, the regent now dropped the mask, and on the

appearance of Chatelherault and Herries, he produced
a paper, and called upon them to subscribe it on the

spot as an acknowledgment of the king's authority.

Taken completely by surprise, they hesitated, pro-

tested, and finally refused to comply with this arbitrary

requisition. The regent was prepared for this contin-

gency. The two noblemen were immediately arrested.

Lord Herries, the more formidable of the two, was sent

forthwith to Edinburgh Castle : the duke followed on

the next day; and they were both detained as prisoners

during the remainder of the regent's life.*

* This flagrant breach of faith on the part of- the regent was con-

demned even by many of his friends. The duke and Lord Herries had
come to Edinburgh on the express agreement that their persons were
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Murray now no longer pretended to keep terms with

the queen's friends, and shortly after the imprisonment
of Chatelherault and Herries, he published a proclama-
tion accusing her afresh of the murder of her husband.

It was but a few weeks before that he had assured the

Duke of Norfolk, and had even induced that nobleman

to believe, that he regarded his sister with the sincerest

affection, and he now publicly branded her as the most

infamous of her sex.""

Argyll and Huntly were still in arms for the queen ;

but on the first of these nobles small reliance could be

placed, and as the tide seemed to turn in favour of

the regent, he was soon brought to terms. From the

time that the queen had generously restored to Huntly
his title and estates, he had acted the part of a loyal

subject ; but he now stood alone, and in the begin-

ning of the summer he was reluctantly compelled to

acknowledge the authority of her mortal enemy. We
learn from a contemporary source that about this time

four priests were condemned to death at Stirling for

celebrating the mass. The extreme penalty of the

law, prescribed by the Act of 1560, was remitted by
the regent ; but the unfortunate victims of Calvinistic

zeal were exposed on the pillory, and subjected to every

species of indignity by the populace, t

secure. " And for security of the cuming of the nobility foirsaid, my
lord regent promeiss on his honour that they shall be skaithless and

without danger in their cuming, remaining, and returning." See the

Articles drawn up at Glasgow ;
Historie of James the Sext, 61.

* Proclamation of 13th May ;
Record Office. Fenelon, i. 342.

f They were " bund to the mercat-croce, with thair vestmentis and

challices in dirisioun, quhair the people caist eggis and uther villany at

thair faces be the space of an hor, and thairefter thair vestmentis and

challices were brunt to ashes." Historie of King James the Sext, 66.
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. STATE OF FEELING IN ENGLAND REBELLION IN THE NORTHERN

COUNTIES DEATH OF THE REGENT MURRAY.

WHILE the regent was thus making the most strenuous

efforts to re-establish his authority in Scotland, the

prospects of his sister in England had assumed a much
more favourable aspect than ever.

Although Cecil had succeeded in forcing the regent
to accuse the Scottish queen, and had thereby, as was

intended, created an irreparable breach between them,

the results of the conference had by no means ful-

filled the anticipations of the secretary. At York

Mary had won an easy victory over her opponents.

At Westminster, her triumph, although less speedy,

was still more decisive, for they retired in haste from

the field rather than submit their papers to her in-

spection ; while, to cover their retreat and silence

her complaints, Elizabeth declared that there had

been nothing proved against her sister queen. To

detain her as a prisoner after this declaration was an

outrage too gross, even in that age, to be committed

with impunity ; and Cecil soon discovered that his

tortuous policy, instead of destroying the reputation
of the captive queen, had created in her favour a
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dangerous amount of sympathy among all classes of

society. A variety of incidents convinced him that

in spite of all his efforts her friends were increasing

in number and importance every day. Her commis-

sioners, before their departure for the north, were in-

vited, along with Lord John Hamilton, to a banquet

by the Lord Mayor of London.* The most zealous

and faithful of her friends, Lord Herries, was enter-

tained at supper by a party of members of the Inns of

Court, an incident as to which the indefatigable minis-

ter at once set on foot the most searching inquiries.t

A discovery of a far more alarming kind which he

made shortly afterwards could not fail at length to

convince him that the line of conduct which he had

forced upon his mistress was fraught with the utmost

danger both to her and to himself.

The secretary had ever been regarded with distrust

and jealousy by the ancient nobility, Protestant as

well as Catholic, who, from political as well as religious

prejudices, were generally opposed to the levelling

doctrine of the Eeformers. His conduct during the

conference J at Westminster furnished his enemies

with fresh grounds of dissatisfaction, and shortly

afterwards events in France tended greatly to stimu-

late the hopes of the English Catholics. On the 1 6th

of March the Huguenots sustained a crushing defeat

at Jarnac, and they lost, besides, on that occasion,

* Miss Strickland, vi. 291.

f
" What time was ye supper at ye King's Head in Fleet Street,

when 16 of ye Inns of Court made the Lord Herries a supper ? How
many do you know of them, and what are their names and places

of abode ?
" Examination of Thomas Bishop, note in Cecil's hand ;

Caligula, c. i. 296.

$ It appears that the project of overthrowing him was formed during
the conferences. Fenelon, i. 59 ; letter of 28th December.
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their commander, the gallant Conde, who perished, after

making the most heroic efforts to retrieve the fortunes

of the day,* at the early age of thirty-two.

The chief opponents of Cecil in the Council were

the Duke of Norfolk and the Earls of Arundel and

Pembroke, and they not only contrived to gain over

Leicester to their side, but they employed the queen's

favourite to shake her confidence in the secretary by

artfully insinuating that his policy of supporting in

secret the rebellious subjects of foreign princes was

alike discreditable and dangerous. But Elizabeth

listened with impatience upon this point even to

Leicester. With all her weaknesses, she never failed

to appreciate those who faithfully served her; and

she took the part of Cecil with so much warmth and

spiritt that his opponents in the Council were forced

to seek the accomplishment of their purpose by
other means. The intrigue soon reached his ears ;

but no one could better accommodate himself to cir-

cumstances than the supple secretary, and instead of

presuming too confidently on the queen's support, he

endeavoured, by his conciliatory bearing towards the

discontented lords, to disarm their hostility ; and to

some extent he was successful.

The enemies of Cecil were soon engaged in a new

intrigue, suggested, it is said, by Leicester. This was

the fulfilment of the project of the marriage between

Norfolk and the Scottish queen. The matter was

secretly communicated by the above-named nobles to

the Bishop of Eoss, and a letter was drawn up in

*
Lacraetelle, Guerres de Religion, ii. 222. He led the last charge, al-

though he had an arm disabled and a leg broken in the battle,

f F^nelon, i. 235, 236.
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the names of Norfolk, Arundel, Pembroke, and Lei-

cester, proposing that the Queen of Scots should be

restored to her throne, and receive a confirmation of

her claim as next in succession to the crown of

England, on the following conditions : That she

should never impugn the rights of Elizabeth or of the

heirs of her body; should conclude a perpetual league,

offensive and defensive, with England ; should allow

the establishment of the Eeformed religion in Scot-

land ; should pardon her disobedient subjects ; should

procure from the Duke of Anjou a renunciation of

any claims she might have made to him ; and, lastly,

should consent to a marriage with the Duke of

Norfolk. It is plain that the whole of these proposals
were made in a spirit of perfect loyalty to Elizabeth;

and this could hardly be otherwise when we bear in

mind that the four noblemen in whose names they
were to be presented to the Scottish queen were all

Protestants."""

This letter was carried to Tutbury by a retainer

of the Earl of Leicester, and the reply of Mary was

satisfactory. With regard to the last and the most

important point her proposed marriage with Norfolk

she said that her sorrowful experience would lead

her to prefer a single life, but that she was willing to

defer to the judgment of others in a matter which con-

cerned the welfare of both realms, provided and this

she specially required that they should first obtain

the consent of her sister the Queen of England.t

The project of the marriage was afterwards com-

*
Lingard, vi. 98.

f Even Mr Froude admits that her reply was "
graceful, dignified,

self-respectful." Vol. ix. 456.

2 H
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municated to the Earl of Bedford,"* another zealous

Protestant ; to the Earl of Shrewsbury, whose ortho-

doxy was doubtful
;
and to the two Catholic Earls of

Northumberland and Westmoreland; and by all it was

warmly approved. Throgmorton, who always seems

to have entertained a friendly feeling towards the

Queen of Scots, supported it with all his influence ;

and even Cecil himself, perceiving that he must

either swim with the tide or sink, gave a tacit, though
no doubt a most reluctant, consent to the scheme.

We find, therefore, that at the very time when

Murray, notwithstanding the professions of affection

for his sister which he had so recently made to Nor-

folk, was once more proclaiming her a murderess and

a tyrant in Scotland, the leading nobility and states-

men of England were not only bent on her restora-

tion, but were ready to acknowledge her as the heir-

presumptive of the English crown. It is obvious that

their conduct at this time can admit of only two

explanations. Every one of the men who gave his

assent to the proposal made to the Scottish queen,

had, with the exception of Throgmorton, a very short

time before seen, either at Westminster or at Hampton
Court, the whole of the evidence produced against

her ; and if they believed it to be genuine, they
were so utterly lost to all sense of honour and shame

as to recommend that a murderess of the worst de-

* The Earl of Bedford had had much Letter opportunities of judging
of the character of the Queen of Scots than any of the other noblemen,
for he had been in Scotland very shortly before Darnley's murder.

He was, moreover, a constant supporter of the regent's faction ;
and that

he should so soon after the accusation of Mary at Westminster have

approved of the project of Norfolk and his friends, is a circumstance

which seems to admit of only one interpretation.
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scription should be acknowledged as the successor of

their sovereign. If, on the other hand, they gave,

like Elizabeth, no credit to the unverified accusations

of Mary's enemies, their conduct is sufficiently ex-

plained. On which side the probability lies the reader

will determine for himself.'""

The assent of all the leading men in England, both

Protestant and Catholic, having been secured, it only
remained to impart the matter to Elizabeth

;
and it

was determined that Maitland, in whose busy brain

the project had originated, and who for diplomatic

audacity and readiness of resource stood unrivalled,

was the fittest person for the purpose. But events in

the mean time took place in Scotland which prevented
this intention being carried out.

Mary informed her friends in the north of the pro-

posal she had received, and requested that at a con-

vention of the nobles which was to take place on

the 25th of July, it should be considered whether her

marriage with Bothwell could be annulled. In con-

sequence of the rigorous measures adopted by the

regent against the queen's friends since his return to

Scotland, a coldness had arisen between him and

Maitland, who was now devoting himself entirely to

* We need not be surprised that, when the leading Protestant

nobles both of England and Scotland were thus in effect proclaim-

ing the queen's innocence, the Catholics went further, and declared that

her accusers were the real murderers of her husband. In a letter

addressed from London to Cosmo de Medici immediately after the

conference at Westminster, it is stated,
" Che da tutti fu conoscinto

senza dubio alcuno, che ella era innocentissima, et che li accusatori

erano colpevole di questo delitto." To Cosmo de Medici, February 1569
;

Labanoff, vii. 147. Even the King of Spain and his representatives forgot
that she had refused to sign the Catholic league, and no longer insinuated

that, being a heretic, she might also be a murderess.
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the service of his mistress. This was only a prelude

to a more serious breach between these celebrated men,

who had so long acted together as the most active

leaders of the Scottish Eeformation.

At the convention, which was appointed to meet at

Perth, it was a matter of general surprise that the

regent did not appear ; but his principal adherents

including Morton, Euthven, Lindsay, and other well-

known enemies of the queen were present ;
and when

Maitland read her letters calling their attention to the

subject of a divorce from Bothwell, a violent debate

arose. Maitland suggested that the matter should

be referred to the judges for their opinion ; but this

proposal was vehemently opposed by Macgill, the clerk-

register, who denounced even as impious the motion

of the secretary.* Maitland, no longer doubting the

treachery of the regent, calmly retorted that it was

very strange that those who had so lately taken up
arms expressly for the purpose of separating the queen
from Bothwell should have now so entirely changed
their minds. This taunt, the bitterness and truth of

which was felt by every one in the assembly, only

aggravated the hostility of the rival factions. It was

even asserted by one of Maitland's opponents that

his proposal amounted to an act of treason against

the king's authority, a sentiment which was received

with acclamation by the queen's enemies. A scene

of utter confusion followed, and the convention broke

up without coming to any decision.t

We have seen that Murray, only a few months

* The Earl of Sussex had observed at York in the previous autumn
that Macgill and Maitland were not friends. See his letter, Ap-
pendix A.

t Tytler, vii. 235.
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before, when he pretended, for very sufficient reasons,

to favour the project of the Duke of Norfolk's mar-

riage with his sister, had expressed the strongest
wish to see her separated from Bothwell.* We now
see that after his purpose had been served he took

the most effective means of preventing a divorce.

Shortly after the Perth convention Maitland was ac-

cused of the murder of the king. The charge was no

doubt preferred at this time with the double object

of detaining him in Scotland, and of destroying his

credit with the supporters of the Norfolk marriage
in England. It was now, and not till now, that the

regent and his friends referred to the depositions or

confessions of Paris in proof of Maitland's guilt. But

we have seen that Paris was delivered up to an

emissary of the regent ten months before,t and that

not a word was said in the interval of this most im-

portant witness. The fact of the depositions being
drawn up at this timej can only be explained by the

determination of the queen's enemies in Scotland to

defeat if possible the project of the Norfolk mar-

riage. The fact of their subsequent concealment, as

well from her enemies as from her friends, has already
been sufficiently accounted for.

Maitland was arrested at Stirling in the beginning ||

of September, and it was intended to confine him in

Tantallon Castle, a place of immense strength at that

time, under the control of Morton
; but before the

secretary had reached that gloomy fortress he was

rescued by his friend the Laird of Grange, and car-

*
Ante, 473. t On the 30th October 1568; ante, 245, note.

J They are dated the 9th and 10th August 1569
; Goodall, ii. 76.

Ante, 252.
|| Tytler, vii. 239.
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ried off in triumph to Edinburgh Castle, of which

Kirkaldy was the governor. Both of these men had

now joined the party of the queen, to which they

steadily adhered during the remainder of their lives,

and their desertion proved a serious and perhaps a

fatal blow to the authority of the regent. There was

no man in Scotland who for political knowledge and

experience could compare with Maitland ;
there was

none who for military skill and personal integrity

could compare with Grange. Although youthful fana-

ticism had led him to take part in the murder of

Cardinal Beaton, he seems in his maturer years to

have formed a juster estimate of the men who ren-

dered their religion a pretext for the gratification of

every evil passion. John Wood, the regent's secre-

tary, was employed to bring back if possible so im-

portant a personage to the ranks of the queen's

enemies ; but after listening to all he had to say,

Kirkaldy curtly replied that he saw nothing among
them but "

envy, greediness, and ambition," whereby,
he added, they would wreck the regent and ruin the

country.""" Murray himself made a last attempt to win

back the redoubtable Laird of Grange by paying him

a visit in Edinburgh Castle. That the regent should

in this age of treachery and violence have put him-

self in the power of a declared enemy, furnishes a

striking proof of the universal belief in the chivalrous

character of Kirkaldy. But the regent, as has been

well remarked, could trust him although he could not

trust the regent, t We may add that the latter suc-

ceeded no better than his secretary in his attempt to

regain the valuable services of Grange.
*

Melvill, Memoirs, 101. t Ibid.
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Another important member of Murray's faction, Sir

James Balfour, went over at this time to the party
of the queen ; and it is a suspicious coincidence, as we

have already remarked,*' that he as well as Maitknd

is, according to the depositions of Paris, implicated
in the king's murder. It is another suspicious cir-

cumstance that Huntly and Argyll, who had accused

the regent at Westminster t some months before, were

also implicated in these depositions, which were by
common consent consigned to oblivion at the time,

but which modern writers have invested with a degree
of importance utterly denied to them three centuries

ago.

The defection of Maitland may be taken as con-

clusive proof at this time of the growing strength of

the party of the queen. Throughout his busy and

erratic career there was one guiding principle which

the secretary kept steadily in view, and that was, amid

the strife of parties ever to choose the strongest side.

So unpopular, indeed, at this time had the regent

become, that Maitland assured the queen that not one

even of the clergy would oppose her return to Scot-

land, with the solitary exception of Knox.J "We shall

find that upon the latter point his opinion was speedily
confirmed.

In the mean time events had taken place in Eng-
land which seriously altered the position and the

prospects of the Scottish queen. The project of her

marriage with the Duke of Norfo]k had been care-

fully concealed from Elizabeth, in the belief that Mait-

*
Ante, 244. f See Appendix H.

J Maitland to Queen Mary. He says if she can come to Scotland she

will not have a man against her. September 20
; Record Office.
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land, on his arrival in London, might be able to

overcome her opposition ;
but the arrest of the secre-

tary in Scotland, an expedient to which Murray had

no doubt resorted to defeat the scheme, caused an

inevitable delay; and while its promoters were hesitat-

ing how to proceed, their secret was betrayed to the

English queen by Wood,* the regent's secretary, and

very probably by the orders of the regent. Elizabeth,

who already entertained strong suspicions of Norfolk,

was furious at the discovery, and after some hesita-

tion she sent the duke to the Tower, and forbade

his friends, Leicester, Arundel, and Pembroke, to

appear at Court. The Bishop of Eoss, Throgmorton,
and Lord Lumley, another promoter of the marriage,

were placed under arrest, and the most stringent

means were taken to prevent the escape of the Queen
of Scots. The Earl of Huntingdon was joined in the

commission with the Earl of Shrewsbury, and a most

rigorous search was made in her private repositories

at Tutbury for any letters or papers relating to the

marriage. None were found, and she complained
with justice of the invasion of her apartments by the

armed retainers of her two keepers. She was not

aware that she had at this time a juster subject of

complaint. Although no evidence of her assent even

to the marriage had been found, a secret order had

been sent down to the two earls, that in the event

of any rising on the part of Norfolk's adherents, she

should immediately be put to death, t

*
Anderson, iii. 50-55.

t See letter of the Earl of Leicester, printed in Tytler, vii. 383.

Leicester says that the great seal was sent down to the two earls at this

time as their warrant, in case of need, for the immediate execution

of their prisoner.
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The proceedings of Norfolk and his friends had been

watched with deep interest in the northern counties,

where the most powerful of the nobility and the great

body of the gentry favoured the claims of the Queen

of Scots. The two Earls of Northumberland and

Westmoreland had been summoned to Hampton Court,

with other of their peers, to examine the alleged proofs

of her guilt. What opinion they entertained upon the

matter we do not know; but it is certain that their

ardour in the cause of the captive queen was in no

wise diminished by a sight of the papers produced by
the regent. They conferred while in London with the

Bishop of Ross, with the Spanish ambassador, and

with Ridolphi, a Florentine merchant and an agent of

the Papal Court, regarding the means of liberating

Mary; and both being zealous Catholics, the two earls

were prepared, with the view of restoring the old

religion, to entertain much more dangerous schemes

than their confederates in the Council. They applied,

through the Spanish ambassador, to the Duke of Alva,

to send over a body of troops from the Netherlands ;

they looked with confidence for a supply of money
f:\;m the Vatican;"" and on their return home they

secretly communicated their designs to their numerous

Catholic friends. Leonard Dacre, the male represen-

tative at this time of the
" Dacre of the North," and

a man of a restless intriguing spirit, heartily approved
of the enterprise. Egremont Ratcliffe, a brother of

the Earl of Sussex, agreed to join them
; and a

number of the northern gentry including the Nor-

tons, Markenfields, Swinburnes, Tempests, and other

families of note were equally ready for a march to

*
Gonzalez, Apuntamientos, 88.
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Tutbury whenever the Duke of Norfolk should give

the word.

But the duke had neither the ability, the courage,

nor the inclination for an enterprise of this description.

Although ambition had tempted him to seek the hand

of the Queen of Scots, there is no proof that at this

period of his career he meditated any treason against

Elizabeth ; nor can we believe that as a Protestant,

and supported in his scheme by the leading Protestant

nobility, he could have approved of the design of the

northern lords to bring a Spanish force into England.
While he was only seeking to marry the next heir

of the crown with the consent of his sovereign, his

confederates aimed at a revolution both political and

religious; and to the want of concord between him

and them on a point so essential to success Elizabeth

was eventually indebted for her safety.

While Norfolk was in the Tower, and his best friends

were in disgrace, Elizabeth applied to the regent for

any evidence in his possession respecting the projects

of the duke
;
and to retain the favour of the English

queen, Murray at once, with characteristic baseness,

betrayed the confidence of the man who had assured

him a few months before that "his life was in his

hands." Murray not only disclosed all* that had

passed between him and the duke at Hampton Court,

* On the 13th October Elizabeth wrote to Murray desiring him to

send up any proofs against the duke respecting the marriage ;
and she

adds,
" The more evident the proofs shall be, the better shall we allow of

you and your actions." In Cecil's hand ; Record Office. On the 22d of

October Murray replies from Hawick, that no diligence shall be want-

ing on his part to procure the desired information. On the 29th he

sends up his narrative and the letter of the Duke of Norfolk of 31st

July, afterwards produced at the trial. Record Office.
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but he delivered up a letter which he had received

from Norfolk some time afterwards, which clearly dis-

closed his intention of marrying the Scottish queen,

and which abounded in expressions of goodwill to the

regent. Mr Froude * points confidently to this letter

as
"
a singular tribute to the good faith with which

Murray was acting and had acted throughout/'
From these expressions Mr Froude would lead his

readers to conclude not only that Murray had acted a

most honourable part throughout, but that the loyalty

of his conduct had been expressly and gratefully ac-

knowledged by the duke. But the date of Norfolk's

letter at once proves the fallacy of this assertion. It

was written in July, but it was not sent up by Murray
till October. We have further to remark, that on the

trial of the Duke of Norfolk, some fifteen months t

afterwards, this very letter was produced as evidence

against him, and before it was read he exclaimed,

"The Earl Murray sought my life.
w
j Mr Froude,

who describes at considerable length the trial of

Norfolk, is not only silent as to this damning fact,

but he does not even so much as mention Murray's
name in connection with that event; and he thus

leaves his readers under the impression that from

first to last the conduct of his immaculate hero to

the duke was irreproachable. ||

Norfolk appears to have clearly foreseen that any
premature movement on the part of the northern lords

* Vol. ix. 460. t In January 1571.

t State Trials, i. 985. Vol. x. 322.

||
Even Maitland peremptorily refused to betray the duke's confidence,

although urged by Elizabeth and Murray to do so.
" He has flatly

denied to me to being in any sort the accuser of the Duke of Norfolk."

Murray to Cecil; Chalmers, ii. 483.
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would prove fatal both to them and to himself.
* But

the hopes of the English Catholics were at this time

extremely high. They looked with the utmost con-

fidence for help from Spain ;
and in the month of

October another great royalist victory at Moncontour,

where Coligni was totally defeated by the Duke of

Anjou, encouraged the belief that in France the

Huguenot rebellion was drawing to a close. Through-
out Northumberland, Durham, and a great part of

Yorkshire, secret preparations had been going on for

some time, and in the beginning of November the

leaders found that they could no longer recede with

safety. Joining their forces, which consisted, ap-

parently, of from 6000 to 8000 men, the two earls

advanced rapidly upon Durham, which they entered

without opposition on the 1 4th of that month. In the

proclamations which they issued, they declared that

they had taken up arms against the oppressors of the

ancient nobility and of the true religion ; but no allu-

sion was made to the Queen of Scots, whose unjusti-

fiable captivity furnished the immediate motive for

the rebellion, and whose title to the English crown it

was the undoubted object of the insurgent lords to

assert,t

From their conduct in this emergency it would

appear that Cecil and his mistress were better skilled

in stirring up insurrections abroad than in putting
them down at home. Sussex was in command at

York, but the force at his disposal was so far inferior

in numbers to the rebel army that he could not ven-

ture to act on the offensive. Instead, however, of

* See the evidence of Richard Cavendish on the duke's trial.

t See Sir Cuthhert Sharpe's Memorials of the Northern Rebellion.
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sending northwards without loss of time every avail-

able man, the queen, to save expense, despatched the

Earl of Eutland, a boy of thirteen, to call out his

tenantry in the midland counties. Sir Kalph Sadler,

who accompanied him, was instructed by Cecil, who
had taken to his bed on the occasion, to be " tender

and careful
"
with the young commander, and espe-

cially to admonish him if he was "
negligent of resort

to common prayer.""* But Elizabeth had a kinsman

in the north who, fortunately for her, could both ad-

vise and act in the face of danger. Lord Hunsdon,
whose sterling qualities were never sufficiently appre-
ciated by his jealous cousin, wrote in the most urgent
terms that the Queen of Scots must be instantly moved
from Tutbury.t His advice was followed, and she

was hurried off under a strong escort to Coventry.
The insurgents, a body of whom were by this time

within a day's ride of Tutbury,J came to a sudden

halt on learning this unwelcome news. The removal

of the Scottish queen proved, in fact, a fatal blow to

the rebellion. Disappointed in their hopes of effecting

her release, the leaders determined to retrace their

steps, and in their situation retreat was ruin. They
had seized upon Hartlepool with the intention of

opening up a communication with the Netherlands ;

and they made themselves masters of Barnard Castle

on their march northwards. But by this time the

* Cecil to Sadler,
" From Windsor in my bed," 20th November

; Sad-

ler, ii. 34.

t
" For God's sake let her not remain where she is, for their greatest

force are horsemen." Hunsdon to Cecil, 20th November
; Border MSS.

J It had been determined that Northumberland, Lord Wharton, and
two of the Lowthers should advance with a strong body of horse and carry
off the Scottish queen. Border MSS.
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Council was fairly alarmed. The queen at length con-

sented that the levies of the southern counties should

be called out
;
and the Earl of Warwick and the Lord

Admiral were appointed to lead them against the

rebels. Threatened thus in front, while Sussex and

Hunsdon were daily gathering recruits at York, the

insurgent chiefs did not venture to risk an engagement,
but on the approach of the queen's forces from the

south, made the best of their way to Scotland.

This unfortunate rebellion proved disastrous alike

to its authors and to her whose wrongs it was under-

taken to redress. Few Englishmen could regard with

satisfaction the prospect of a Spanish invasion ; and

while the negotiations of the insurgent leaders with

the butcher of the Netherlands prevented many of the

Catholics from joining their ranks, the Protestants of

every class were united in their detestation of the

treason meditated by their enemies. It was not with-

out truth that Cecil could boast at this time that his

mistress had been supported by her subjects "of all

sorts without respect of religion ;

" * and although we
have no proof that Mary encouraged the rebellion,

although she would have been abundantly justified in

so doing, it enabled her enemies to assert that she was

ready to engage in the most desperate schemes for the

restoration of her religion and the ruin of her rival.

On their arrival in Scotland, Westmoreland and his

attendants, after some strange adventures among the

outlaws of the debatable land, were hospitably received

by the Laird of Fernihirst, near Jedburgh. Northum-
* Cecil to Norris

; Cabala, 180. The Earl of Cumberland, with the

Earl of Derby and his sons, were expected to join in the rebellion ; but

they, as well as other noblemen, drew back, very probably in conse-

quence of the dealing of the leaders with foreign powers.
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berland was less fortunate. He became the guest of

Hector Armstrong of Harlaw, in Liddesdale ; and the

scoundrel, whose infamy has been immortalised in

Border song, betrayed him for a sum of money to the

regent. Elizabeth was eager to obtain possession of

the great northern earl, and Murray would gladly have

complied with her request, but to deliver up a fugitive

to certain death was a crime which even the thieves

of Liddesdale regarded with horror ; and the regent,

finding that he dared not outrage the universal feeling

of the country,"* confined his noble prisoner in Loch-

leven. Soon afterwards the regent summoned Fer-

nihirst to give up his guest, but the Border chief

treated his message with defiance and contempt ;
and

such was the strong feeling in favour of the English

fugitives, that Murray did not dare to risk an attack

on the stronghold of the Kerrs.

In this rebellion no blood was shed except upon
the scaffold. But although the insurgents had never

ventured to meet the queen's forces in the field, Eliza-

beth, either through policy or panic, was impatient to

inflict the most signal retribution on the disturbers

of the peace. The granddaughter of Henry VII.

and the daughter of Henry VIII. exhibited on this

occasion all the rapacity of the one and all the

remorseless spirit of the other. Her orders were,

that such of the rebels as possessed lands should be

reserved for trial, that upon their conviction for

treason their estates might be forfeited to the Crown ;

but that
"
those who had no freeholds, copyholds, nor

* No one spoke more loudly against the proposed surrender than

Morton, yet it was he himself who afterwards gave up Northumberland
for a large bribe. Hunsdon to Cecil, llth January ; Record Office.
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any substance of lands, were to be immediately hanged

by martial law." She further ordered that "the

bodies were not to be removed, but to remain till they
fell to pieces where they hung."* She scolded Sussex

because at York the w^ork of the executioner did not

keep pace with her thirst of vengeance ; and as the

loyalty of that nobleman was suspected, in consequence
of his brother's share in the rebellion, he was induced

to obey her murderous orders to the letter. During
the succession of rebellions which occurred in Scot-

land in the reign of Mary, only three persons perished

on the scaffold.t On the present occasion there were

three hundred executions in the county of Durham

alone,! and it was not the fault of Elizabeth that the

adjoining counties did not suffer in proportion. But

the High Sheriff of Yorkshire had the courage to repre-

sent to his mistress that
"
many places would be left

naked of inhabitants" if he continued to obey her

orders. The Bishop of Durham had a month before

addressed a remonstrance to the queen of a similar

kind, but without effect.
||

* Record Office, notes by Cecil.

f These were, Sir John Gordon at Aberdeen in 1562, and two persons
for the murder of Riccio in 1566.

1 Memorials of the Northern Rebellion, by Sir C. Sharpe, 140.

Sir T. Gargrave to Cecil, 6th February ;
Border MSS. We learn

from Fenelon that the Earl of Warwick, who commanded in Northum-

berland, also interceded with the queen on behalf of the rebels. After

describing the severities of Sussex, the French ambassador says :

" Au
contraire le Comte de Varwick, s'y porte fort modestment, lequel a

envoye supplier la royne d'octroyer remission a ces pouvres gens."

Vol. iii. 22.

|| Sadler, ii. 95. Sussex estimated the total number of executions to

be " six or seven hundred at the least of the common sort, besides the

prisoners taken in the field." Sharpe, Memorials, 121. The Bishop of

Ross estimates the total number at eight hundred, which does not appear
to be exaggerated. See his Negotiations, in Anderson, iii.
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The leading rebels were in the mean time beyond
her reach. She had expected, or pretended to expect,

that Murray would at once surrender them ; but Nor-

thumberland alone was in his power, and to give him

up to certain death was a step upon which, in the

excited state of feeling in Scotland, he dared not

venture. Under these circumstances, an attempt was

made by Cecil and his colleagues to attain the object

on which their mistress had set her heart by other

means. A cousin of Westmoreland, named Eobert

Constable, was induced to play the part of traitor to

his countrymen. This man repaired to Fernihirst as

the pretended friend of the earl and his followers, and

strongly advised them to return to England and trust

to the queen's clemency. He attempted, to use his

own words,
"
to trap them that trust in me, as Judas

did Christ."'"" Westmoreland and his friends enter-

tained not the slightest doubt of his fidelity, and they

inquired if he could provide them guides. Constable

replied that he could give them two Border outlaws

who would rob anything or anybody,
" but would not

betray any man that trusts them for all the gold in

Scotland or France." The contrast between the mor-

ality of these humble brigands and that of the well-

born traitor who described it, must, if he was not dead

to all sense of shame, have filled him with at least a

momentary consciousness of humiliation. But no

suspicion crossed the minds of the fugitives, and he

*
Sadler, ii. 114. It appears from Constable's letter that the fugitives

were received into various houses along the Border. Westmoreland

was at Fernihirst. At Branksome, with the Laird of Buccleuch, there

were Egremont Katcliffe, Sir John Nevil, Swynburne, and Markenfield.

The Nortons were guests of Douglas of Cavers
; others were with Lord

Hume, &c.

2 I
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left them in the belief that they would speedily follow

his advice. To that effect he wrote to Sir Ealph
Sadler. His letter was sent to Elizabeth, and through
Cecil the spy was promised a large reward if he suc-

ceeded in enticing the rebels to his house in Yorkshire,

or to some other place in England ;

" and for the

better covering and colour of the enterprise," says

Sadler in his instructions, "it is thought good that

the matter be so handled as you also may be taken

with them, and be outwardly charged as an offender

with them against her majesty. If you can work this

matter to effect, you shall win favour and liberal

rewards at her majesty's hands." * If he fails to

induce his friends to return to England, he is then to

try if he cannot, by means of bribes judiciously ad-

ministered in Scotland, obtain possession of them ;

but before concluding any bargain he is to communi-

cate with Sadler, and the better terms he can make

the larger will be his reward. Elizabeth was eager

beyond measure to make prisoners of the rebel lead-

ers, that she might try them for treason and con-

fiscate their estates ; but parsimonious in the price she

paid even for blood, she wanted to obtain them at as

cheap a rate as possible. Fortunately for all con-

cerned, the English fugitives eventually declined the

perfidious advice of their countryman ;
and from what

he saw in Scotland, he did not venture, as Sadler had

suggested, to try and find a second Hector Armstrong.
Constable had had an opportunity of witnessing under

peculiar circumstances the strong feeling of the country
with respect to the surrender of the fugitives. In

order to disarm suspicion, he spent a night at Jed-

*
Sadler, ii. 143.
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burgh at a house which was the resort of the most

desperate characters on the Border. They were drink-

ing and gambling, and the spy sat down and joined

them. A notion, it appears, had got abroad at this

time that the regent intended to give up Northumber-

land in exchange for the Scottish queen, and the pro-

ject was denounced by the whole company in terms

the most emphatic. They declared that if the regent
made any such attempt, "the Borderers would start up
and rive both the queen and the lords from him, for

the like shame was never done in Scotland ; and that

he durst better eat his own luggs than come again to

Fernihirst ; if he did, he should be focht with ere he

crossed Soutra edge.* As for Hector of Harlaw, they
wished they had his head, that it might be eaten for

supper." The spy could not have listened to the dis-

course of that lawless company without a profound,
and a very uncomfortable conviction, that if they had

known, or even suspected, his true character, he would

have speedily met at their hands the only kind of

justice that was proverbially known in Jedburgh.
Amid the monotonous scenes of violence and treach-

ery which followed the suppression of the rebellion,

the chivalrous spirit displayed by the Borderers, and

their hearty , determination to protect their unex-

pected guests against all comers, stand out in pleas-

ing relief. Constable appears to have heard with

surprise the strong suspicions expressed as to the

intentions of the regent, but they were speedily con-

firmed. The position of Murray was in fact more

insecure at this time than at any period since his ele-

vation. In addition to the desertion of so many of his

* A high hill on the road between Edinburgh and Jedburgh.
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friends, he was well aware that the Hamiltons, as well

as Huntly and Argyll, were prepared on the first

opportunity to turn against him ; and the significant

fact that the Laird of Fernihirst openly set his autho-

rity at defiance, was a sufficient proof that he had lost

much of that influence over his countrymen which he

at one time undoubtedly possessed. Morton, Euthven,

Lindsay, and a few of his old partisans, still stood by
him ; but none of these men could supply the place of

the friends he had lost, and he clearly saw that with-

out extraneous aid he could not hold his ground.
There was but one quarter to which he could look for

help, and he turned to his old but fickle friend the

Queen of England with an earnestness which suffi-

ciently betrayed his sense of the perils by which he

was beset.

On the 2d of January a remarkable letter was ad-

dressed by Knox to Cecil, in which he warns the

secretary that "if ye strike not at the root, the

branches that appear to be broken will bud again, and

that more quickly than men can believe, with greater

force than we could wish." * On the same day the

regent also addressed a letter to Cecil, informing him

that Nicolas Elphinstone was about to proceed to

London with certain important instructions to be laid

before the queen. The nature of these we only know
at second hand, for, unlike his confederate Cecil, the

regent was not in the habit of committing his secrets

to paper.

From Cecil's notes we learn that the first point to

which the regent called his attention was the service

* Record Office. The letter is signed
" John Knox, with his one foote

in the grave."
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he had rendered in making a prisoner of Northumber-

land. Upon hearing that the earl was in Liddesdale,

Murray says that he marched an army to Peebles, and

paid a reward for the delivery of the fugitive. After

he was given up, an attempt was made to rescue him

by a number of Scots arid some Englishmen of the

west Border, who killed one of the regent's captains

and wounded various of his soldiers. The regent adds

that he is using all diligence to apprehend the rest of

the rebels.

He then recounts at length the events of the last

two years namely, the deposition of his sister, her.

imprisonment, and her flight to England, where she

had been sowing sedition, pretending title to the

crown, and seeking a marriage with the Duke of

Norfolk."* That her friends in Scotland, the Hamil-

tons, Huntly, and Argyll, would ever be hostile to the

party of the young king ; and that he had now to

sustain the government
" almost alone :

"
if, therefore,

he was to continue in alliance with the Queen of Eng-
land, he must have a sum of 2000 yearly, in addition

to a supply of arms and ammunition. Lastly, he

"remembereth to the queen's majesty the head of all

these troubles to be at her commission; he also admon-

isheth her that this late rebellion is not now ended,

but that it hath more dangerous branches, and if now
it be not remedied, the fault will be in her majesty."t

The latter sentiment agrees so entirely with that of

Knox, that, bearing in mind that he and the regent
both addressed Cecil on the same day, we cannot

* It was not a twelvemonth before that Murray had expressed himself

to the duke as strongly in favour of the marriage,

f Notes in Cecil's hand
;
Record Office.
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doubt that they wrote with a common purpose, and

that the source of danger to which both pointed was

the Queen of Scots.

Nor can there be any doubt that the real object of

the mission of Elphinstone was to obtain the surrender

of the Scottish queen,"* and that the scheme which

Constable had heard so fiercely denounced by the men
of Teviotdale was at the very time under the consider-

ation of Elizabeth.t Upon what terms the surrender

was to be made we do not know ;
but we know that

after some deliberation and delay the proposals of the

regent were accepted. On the 24th of January she

addressed a letter to him, stating that she had deter-

mined to send down to Scotland
" some trusty friend,"

who would explain her wishes ;

" and in such sort,"

she adds,
"
as you shall have very reasonable conten-

tation and satisfaction as to the several matters thereof

doth belong. And finding your servant desires to

return, we would not detain him ; but in the mean time

we hope you will, according to our expectation, pro-

cure that our rebels remaining within that realm be

apprehended and delivered, being such as manifestly

are known as well to you and the States of Scotland as

* There is in the Record Office a paper entitled an " Instrument by
the Earl of Murray," which represents the Queen of Scots as the source

of constant danger to the kingdom ; that the danger is increased by her

remaining in England ;

" and that it is fit that the Queen of JSngland be

moved to send her back into Scotland," &c. The paper is without date,

but preserved among the documents of December 1569. See also in

Fenelon his letter of 15th January 1570, iii. 15; and Leslie's Negotia-
tions in Anderson, iii.

+ Constable's letter is dated the 12th of January, by which time El-

phinstone was in London. But the matter required serious considera-

tion, and on the 18th Cecil writes to Sadler,
" The regent's servant, Mr

Elphinstone, is not answered, nor now shall not be until the next week
at our coming to Hampton Court." Sadler, ii. 139.
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to us, to have, beside their high treason intended

against us and our crown, purposed the alteration of

the religion professed""" and established in both realms/'

It clearly appears, therefore, that the surrender of the

fugitives was an essential condition of the mysterious

bargain that was about to be concluded. But before

he learned that Elizabeth had listened with approval

to his proposals, the regent t had gone to his account ;

* Record Office, 24th January 1570. The "trusty friend" was Ran-

dolph, a very fit person for such an errand.

f He was killed at Linlithgow on the 23d of January, the day before

her letter was written. It is difficult to understand the motives of the

regent in desiring at this time so earnestly the surrender of the queen.
Her presence in Scotland could not have failed to strengthen her parti-

sans, who were already sufficiently formidable
;
and to put her to death

was a desperate expedient, upon which, dependent on the Queen of

England, as by his own confession he had become, he could hardly have

ventured. But whatever may have been the real motives or intentions

of Murray, we can have no difficulty in ascertaining those of Knox, who
was clearly acting at this time in concert with the regent. The hostility

of the Reformer to the queen seemed to acquire increased intensity with

his increasing infirmities. A few months before he had bitterly com-

plained that " foolish Scotland would not obey the mouth of God when
He had delivered that vile adulteress and cruel murtherer of her own
husband in their own hands, to have suffered as her iniquitie deserved."

Letter dated 19th August 1569
;
Works of Knox, by David Laing, vi.

566. In his letter to Cecil of the 2d January he exhorts him " to strike

at the root
;

" and in his prayer on the occasion of Murray's death, a few

weeks afterwards, he calls the queen
" that wretched woman, the mother

of all mischief
;

" and he adds,
"

Lord, if Thy mercie prevent us not,

we cannot escape just condemnation, for that Scotland hath spared and

England hath maintained the life of that most wicked woman. Oppose

Thy power, Lord, to the pride of that cruel murtherer," &c. Knox,

Works, vi. 579. But we need not be surprised at this language when
we know that he had prayed for her death long before any charge had

been brought against her, except that of being a Catholic.

There is extant a remarkable letter of Sussex to Maitland on this

subject, written about this time, from which we learn that the regent
and his faction, during the conferences in England, had urged Elizabeth

to put their queen to death. "
This," says Sussex,

" I know well, that if

her majesty would have digested that which was openly delivered unto

her by the general assent of your whole company, in such sort as you
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and it is more than probable that the bullet which

cut short his career on the streets of Linlithgow pre-

vented the consummation of even a darker deed than

any that had yet disgraced the age.

In the Regent Murray we have the example of a

man sincere in his religion and irreproachable in his

private morals, who yet was goaded on by his ambition

to the commission of the worst of crimes. It is easy,

therefore, to understand that while his friends should

have denominated him " the Good Kegent," his enemies

denounced him as a forger and a murderer. There

were, indeed, substantial grounds for this wide differ-

ence of opinion. It cannot be denied that he possessed

great abilities, and that, although unscrupulous in the

exercise of his power, he was neither cruel nor vindic-

tive. Nor can it be denied that while the lives of

Arran, Bothwell, Morton, and other of the reforming

nobles, strangely belied their professions, the house-

hold of the regent was a model of propriety. But the

early part of his public career is open to much suspi-

cion, and the latter part is deeply stained with crime.

That he was the first to sign the bond for the murder

all desired, and earnestly (I will not say passionately) persuaded her at

that time to do for her own surety, the benefit of Scotland, and the con-

tinuing of the amity between both the realms, there had been worse

done to your queen than either her majesty or any subject of England
that I know whomsoever you take to be the least free from passions,

could be induced to think meet to be done." Sussex to Maitland, 29th

July 1570; Record Office : quoted by Tytler, vi. 138. This letter opens

up a new scene of villany. Both Maitland and Sussex knew all that had

passed at the conferences, and it clearly appears that at the very time

when the regent and his friends were seeking by means of their forged

papers to destroy the reputation of their queen, they were secretly urg-

ing Elizabeth to take her life. When so many implacable enemies were

bent on her destruction, the wonder is not that Mary eventually fell a

sacrifice, but that the catastrophe was so long delayed.
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of Kiccio is not disputed ; that he signed the bond for

the marriage of the queen with Bothwell, although he

afterwards rebelled against her on that account, was

believed even by his friend and confederate Cecil.*

His subsequent conduct to his sister, his dealings with

Elizabeth, and his base betrayal of the Duke of Nor-

folk, display throughout a nature essentially treacher-

ous and sordid ; and although he inherited, and could

inherit, riothing,t his assiduous devotion to his private

interests enabled him to accumulate, during his short

career, wealth and possessions more ample than those

of any nobleman in Scotland. It was to the bounty
of his sister that he owed his worldly prosperity ; and

she discovered, shortly after his death, that he had

betrayed her confidence in a matter which, after her

experience of his conduct, ought hardly to have caused

the surprise and annoyance she expressed. She ascer-

tained that a number of her most valuable jewels were

in the possession of his widow. Mary immediately
wrote to her, and after expressing her sorrow for the

death of her husband,
"
although he had so unnaturally

and unthankfully offended us," J she desired her "in-

continent after the sight hereof" to hand over the

royal jewels to her lieutenants, Huntly and Lord

Seton. There was one diamond in particular, the

finest she possessed, and called, from its former owner,
"
the Great Harry/' which the queen was extremely

*
Ante, 297, and Appendix K.

f Murray was born in 1531, and he was appointed Prior of St

Andrews by his father when only seven years old. As to his subsequent

acquisitions, see Chalmers, iii. 386.

J 28th March, from Tutbury; Kobertson's Inventories, preface, 132.

It had been a present from Mary's father-in-law, Henry of France,
and she had bequeathed it, in her testamentary inventory, to the crown

of Scotland. See the Inventory, ibid.
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anxious to recover; but the regent's widow, who

possessed apparently all the acquisitiveness of her

husband, not only refused to part with the gem, but

she retained it in spite of all the efforts of Lennox,
who succeeded Murray in the regency, and who de-

sired, as he alleged, to obtain possession of it for his

grandson.*
Another circumstance connected with the regent's

death requires notice. Although Mary declared that

she knew nothing of the plot against him, it is alleged
that she nevertheless allowed a pension out of her

French dowry to the assassin, who was a Hamilton

and a nephew of the archbishop. This is the only
material charge against Mary which her enemies have

verified,t and it is one which cannot be justified.

But it is to be stated in extenuation that Bothwell-

haugh had been utterly ruined through his loyalty to

the queen. He had fought at Langside, and had been

taken prisoner ; and although his life had been spared,
he had been stripped of everything he had in the

world, including a small estate belonging to his wife,
+

* Robertson's Inventories, ubi supra. It appears that, some time

before, Murray had intended to sell the whole of his sister's jewels ; but

Mary, having heard of his purpose, represented the matter to Elizabeth,
and she earnestly

" advised the regent to forbear the sale or other dis-

posal of the same, for otherwise it shall be judged that the ground and
occasion of all your actions proceedeth of a mind to spoil her of her

riches, and greatly to benefit yourself and your friends." Record Office,
2d October 1568, Elizabeth to Murray. When, in the previous month
of May, Elizabeth had bargained with the regent for Mary's pearls, and
had obtained them far below their value, these considerations do not
seem to have occurred to her. Ante, 378. The sale of the pearls must
have been kept a secret from Mary, for she does not refer to it in any of

her letters.

+ See Mary's letter
; Labanoff, iii. 346.

$ According to the contemporary author of the 'Historic of King
James the Sext' (75), she was turned out of her house under circum-
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the loss of which, it is said, impelled him to take

vengeance on the author of his ruin.

In his last letter to Cecil, the regent had warned

him that the late rebellion was not yet ended, and the

prediction was speedily fulfilled. No one had been

more deep in the secrets of the rebel leaders than

Leonard Dacre; but he remained in London during
the insurrection, and although an object of strong

distrust to Cecil, he succeeded by his insinuating ad-

dress in lulling the suspicions of the queen. After

his confederates had fled to Scotland, he returned to

his Castle of Naworth
; and in consequence of some

discoveries that were made after he left London, Lord

Scrope, the warden at Carlisle, was ordered to arrest

him."* Upon learning the intention of his enemies,

Dacre resolved to strike a fresh blow for the Scottish

queen. The influence of his name and family was

hardly inferior to that of the two great Catholic lords

who had headed the late rebellion, and he possessed

talents far superior to either. Dacre had calculated

his chances well before deciding on another struggle.

He knew that throughout the northern counties there

was an immense amount of disaffection among the

gentry,t and he knew that the people were burning

stances of such extreme barbarity that she lost her reason. Her husband

thereupon "was deliberat to putt his lyfe to fortoun, and avowit in divers

oppin cumpanies to be avengit on the bastard regent, for these were his

ordinar wordis," &c.
* " We find daily more matter against Leonard Dacre to charge him

with high treason." Cecil to Sadler, 18th January ; Sadler, ii. 139.

t Sadler, writing a short time before from York, says :

" There be not

in all this country ten gentlemen that do favour and allow her majesty's

proceedings in the cause of religion, and that the hearts of the common

people for the most part be with the rebels." Sadler to Cecil; Sad-

ler, ii. 55.
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with indignation at the barbarous treatment they had

so recently received. In Scotland, Elizabeth had lost

in the regent her best friend, and the whole of the

Border country from east to west was ready to rise for

Queen Mary. Lord Hunsdon, like Murray, had

warned Cecil that the danger was not over, and he

added that if the sore broke out afresh, he* feared it

would be past all cure. The French ambassador t

expressed himself in language equally strong ;
and

when 3000 English and Scottish Borderers assem-

bled with incredible rapidity under the well-known

banner of the Dacres, Elizabeth, although she did

not seem to know it, was never in her life in greater

peril. Buccleuch and Fernihirst sent word to Naworth

that they were ready to march with 5000 men, and

Leonard Dacre was in active correspondence with the

Catholics in the south of England. But the singular

good fortune of the English queen once more pre-

vailed. Lord Hunsdon saw at a glance that if Dacre

was allowed to form a junction with his Scottish

allies and their English guests, the northern counties

must be lost. But he was just the man for the emer-

gency. He had only under his command at the time

about 1500 men
; but they were mostly trained

soldiers, and he resolved to surprise the rebel leader

before he could communicate with his allies in the

north. Moving rapidly from Hexham up the Tyne,
he came suddenly upon Dacre's force on the little river

Gelt, near Naworth. Being far superior in numbers,
Dacre forthwith attacked the royal troops, and the

first onslaught of the Border men proved all but irre-

* Hunsdon to Cecil, 13th January; Record Office,

t Fenelon, iii. 35.
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sistible. "It was/' says Hunsdon, "the proudest

charge I ever saw."* The fate of his mistress and of

British Protestantism was trembling in the balance,

while he thus eyed with honest admiration the

prowess of his enemies ; but the steady discipline of

his veteran troops, who plied their firearms with deadly

effect, at length prevailed, and won a complete, though

by no means a bloodless, victory. Dacre himself made
his escape with difficulty! from the field, and fled

across the Border, which was but a few miles distant.

The enterprise and courage of Lord Hunsdon had

nipped in the bud this dangerous rebellion, and it is

pleasing to find that this brave soldier interceded suc-

cessfully on behalf of the rebels who were taken or

wounded in the fight. The disgraceful scenes which

followed the suppression of the former insurrection

were not repeated ; and during the remainder of the

long reign of Elizabeth the tranquillity of the northern

counties was not again disturbed. To the philosophi-

cal student of history it is not a pleasing matter for

reflection, that while the unexampled forbearance and

humanity exhibited towards her rebellious subjects by

Mary only encouraged them to fresh attacks upon
her authority, the ruthless policy of her sister queen

proved eventually successful.

* Hunsdon to Cecil, 20th February ; Kecord Office,

f He was taken prisoner, but rescued by some Scots. Hunsdon' s

letter, ubi supra.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS.

THE history of Mary Stewart has left so indelible a

stain on that both of England and Scotland, that we

need not be surprised to find a majority, and probably
a large majority, of the writers of both countries

agreed in representing her as the victim of her own
misconduct. Although it is natural to sympathise
with misfortune, national pride and religious prejudice

are sentiments far stronger; and nothing could be more

humiliating to both than the reflection that an inno-

cent woman had undergone a course of persecution to

which all similar examples of State iniquity are but

as dust in the balance. But there are three English
historians of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nine-

teenth centuries respectively, who have arrived at this

conclusion, and who, in point of research and accuracy,

are certainly unequalled by any of their contempo-
raries. These are Camden, Carte, and Lingard,"* whose

* We may add that the late Mr Markham J. Thorpe, of St Edmund's

Hall, Oxford, in his preface to the calendar of the Scottish series of papers

published by the authority of the Master of the Rolls, after examining
and arranging all the original documents relating to the Queen of Scots,

expresses himself as follows :

" The evidence they contain is all- im-

portant ;
there is abundance of insinuation, there is much assertion of
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works have hardly been referred to in this volume, as

it has been my intention throughout to investigate the

charges against the Queen of Scots as they have been

presented by her enemies, and to test them chiefly by
the evidence which they have supplied.

Those historians who maintain that the Scottish

queen was the victim, like so many of her ancestors,

of her turbulent and treacherous nobility, have an

easy task to perform ; but those who have adopted
what may be called the popular view of the question,

have an obvious difficulty in presenting to their

readers an intelligible notion of her character and

conduct. The caricatures of Knox and Buchanan

have at least the merit of consistency. They deny
her the possession of a single virtue, and they accuse

her of every crime. But these extravagant creations

have given place to others still more extravagant.
The favourite fashion at present seems to be to paint
her at once as the worst of criminals and the most

estimable of her sex. Kindly, yet cruel constant in

her attachments, yet treacherous and fickle generous
and confiding, yet perfidious alike in planning and

remorseless in executing her schemes of vengeance,

Mary Stewart has been presented to modern readers

as a paragon of contradiction, resembling nothing else

in history or even in fiction.

In this estimate of the character of the Scottish

queen, Hume, the ablest and the most indulgent, and

Mr Froude, the most recent and most reckless of her

guilt, but proof nowhere, so far as the compiler has been able to seek it."

Preface, 26. The testimony of this gentleman is most valuable, as it

was his duty to examine in detail every original document, including
what he justly calls

" the monstrous letters" said to have been written

by the queen to Bothwell.
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modern adversaries, seem to agree.
" The most ami-

able of women " "*
is an expression which slips, as it

were, involuntarily from the pen of Hume when sum-

ming up the qualities of Mary. Mr Froude, although
he denounces her as the worst and most abandoned of

her sex, and in language unprecedented among his-

torians of any age,t nevertheless informs his readers

that she was " warm } and true in her friendships ;

"

that she had " a noble nature ;

"
and that she was

"
generous

"
in the extreme. It is difficult to see

what more could be said even by the most devoted of

her admirers.

But there seems to be an unaccountable confusion

of ideas in the notion thus presented of the character

and qualities of this celebrated queen. We can well

understand that a person of an amiable, constant,

noble, and generous nature, might, under the impulse
of some strong and sudden provocation, be induced

to commit a great crime. But that is not the charge

against Mary Stewart. She is accused of a murder

requiring in its execution not only the greatest de-

liberation, but the most consummate deceit, practised

not on one occasion, but for a considerable length of

time. She is accused of feigning the tenderest affec-

tion for the husband she abhorred, that she might lure

him to the snare prepared for him by his assassins.

To assert that any human being, possessed of the high
moral qualities attributed by her modern adversaries

to Mary Stewart, could have been guilty of such

*
Chap. xlii.

t See vol. ix. 44, where he compares her to " a brute." Yet in the

very next sentence he speaks of " her noble nature."

J Vol. viii. 191, note. Vol. ix. 250.
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monstrous wickedness, is an absurdity which refutes

itself.

Yet Mr Froude seeks, apparently, to reconcile the

existence of all these virtues with all this depravity.

By quoting two or three unfriendly remarks from

Spanish envoys, the motive for which has been suffi-

ciently explained
*

by accepting as authentic the

letters produced at Westminster by accepting as

genuine the "
depositions

"
of Paris, which even

Buchanan rejected, although they bear his name as

an attesting witness by accepting as genuine the

fictions of the
f

Detection/ and even, when it serves

his purpose, by inventing fictions of his own,t Mr
Froude has made out, to all appearance, a very strong
case against the Queen of Scots. But how to reconcile

all this wickedness with the noble and amiable quali-

ties which he attributes to the royal criminal is a

problem which he leaves his readers to solve for

themselves.

* The refusal of the Queen of Scots to sign the Catholic league.

t Of this, one notable instance has been given. It is well known to

every one acquainted with the history of the controversy, that one of the

most suspicious circumstances connected with the alleged letters of the

queen to Bothwell is the absolute silence of her enemies at the time of

the pretended discovery. Mr Froude gets over the difficulty by boldly

asserting not only that the confederate lords were surprised and indignant

beyond measure at the finding of the letters, but that they forthwith sent

off one of their number to acquaint Murray, who was then in Paris, with

the fact, and to urge him to return to Scotland. For all these details,

so circumstantially narrated, not a vestige of authority is given (ante, 346).

See also the speech put into the queen's mouth at the time when she

was intercepted by Bothwell, for which no authority is given (ante, 302).

With respect to Mr Froude's general treatment of the subject, the

reader is referred to three very able articles by Professor Wiesener of

Paris, in the 'Revue des Questions historiques' for April, July, and

October 1868
;
and also to the preface to the second edition of the recent

work of Mr Alexander M'Neel Caird,
'

Mary Stuart, her Guilt or Inno-

cence.'

2 K
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Mr Burton lias another theory as to the supposed

guilt of the Scottish queen.
"
Mary," he says,

" was

evidently one of those to whom at that time a great

affair of the heart was a necessity of life."
* But why

at that time ? Mary had lived for upwards of four

years of widowhood in France and Scotland, and,

although constantly surrounded by watchful and hos-

tile eyes, without reproach of any kind.t This is a

most important fact to be considered in estimating

her character and disposition, and one which is too

generally lost sight of. It may be admitted, notwith-

standing, that if her marriage with Bothwell was a

purely voluntary act, the presumption of guilt would

be strong against her; but we have shown that the

stories circulated at the time respecting her infatuated

attachment to that personageJ rest either upon hearsay
or on the authority of notorious enemies. We have

shown that they are contradicted by the indisputable
evidence which we possess of her actual conduct both

before and after her marriage. Her earnest desire to

return to France after Darnley's death, a fact which

we learn from the Spanish ambassador in Paris, at

* Vol. iv. 324.

t The insinuations regarding Chatelar to be found in Knox were cir-

culated long after the event.

$ We have no contemporary description of Bothwell except from

Brantome, who describes him as "
le plus laid homme et d'aussi mau-

vaise grace qui se put voir" (Des Dames illustres, disc, iii.) Lord
Hailes observes upon this picture,

" As far as I can judge, Brantome
never saw Bothwell "

(Remarks on the History of Scotland, 167). It

is surprising that a writer so careful as Lord Hailes should have thus

attempted to impugn the testimony of Brantome. It is well known that

that lively writer accompanied Mary to Scotland, and Bothwell was

present at the first Privy Council which she held in Edinburgh namely,
on the 13th October 1561 (see Keith, ii. 104). But it is most probable
that Brantome had seen Bothwell in France long before that time.
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that time an unfriendly witness ; the precarious state

of her health as described by Drury, another hostile

witness ; her miserable condition on her wedding-day,
as witnessed by Du Croc; and the still more con-

clusive fact that she parted from Bothwell within a

month afterwards, and against his wish, are circum-

stances wholly incompatible with that absorbing pas-

sion with which her enemies assert she was possessed.

And when we consider who these enemies were, and

the overwhelming interest they had in transferring

the suspicion of the king's murder from themselves

to Bothwell and to her when we consider the un-

fathomable craft of Murray, the unrivalled subtlety of

Maitland, and the cynical contempt of all morality

and justice habitually displayed by Morton we need

not be surprised at their success. That the true object

of the marriage namely, the ruin of Bothwell and the

queen was suspected even before it took place, we

know from Drury ;

* and when we look at the formi-

dable array of names appended to the "
Ainslie

"
bond,t

it is impossible to see how she could have avoided the

snare prepared with such consummate art for her

destruction. A temporary retreat to France, to which

she instinctively lookedJ amid the unknown perils to

which she was exposed, could alone have saved her ;

but the implacable jealousy of the queen-mother cut

off her only chance of safety.

The same lawless oligarchy which had sought,

while she was in France, to deprive her of her crown

which had done its utmost to prevent her return to

Scotland which had risen in rebellion against her

*
Ante, 315. f Appendix K.

Letter of Frances de Alava, 15th March 1567; Teulet, v. 22.
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after her marriage with Darnley which had plotted

her destruction at the time of Kiccio's murder, at

length accomplished her ruin by forcing her to marry
Bothwell. And when we look back at the singular

forbearance which she displayed on all occasions, we

are tempted to conclude that, like the foremost man of

all the ancient world, whom in the magnanimity of

her nature she certainly resembled, she fell at last,

through her extreme indulgence to her vanquished
enemies. If Elizabeth had been in her place, can we
for a moment doubt what would have been the fate of

Murray and Chatelherault, of Morton and Grlencairn ?

Yet in the darkest hours of her existence, even

when she hailed the prospect of a scaffold as a blessed

relief from her protracted sufferings, she never once

expressed a doubt as to the verdict that would be

finally pronounced between her and her enemies.

"The theatre of the world," she calmly reminded

her judges at Fotheringay,
"

is wider than the realm

of England."
* She appealed from the tyranny of her

persecutors to the whole human race; and she has

not appealed in vain. The history of no woman that

ever lived approaches in interest to that of Mary
Stewart ; and so long as beauty and intellect, a kindly

spirit in prosperity and matchless heroism in misfor-

tune, attract the sympathies of men, this illustrious

victim of sectarian violence and barbarous statecraft

will ever occupy the most prominent place in the

annals of her sex.

* Howell's State Trials, i.
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APPENDIX A.

The EARL OF SUSSEX to SIR WILLIAM CECIL. See Lodge,
Illustrations of British History, i. 458.

Upon your request and promise made in your letters of the

16th, I will write to you fully what by any means I conceive

in this great matter, although the greatness of the cause, in

respect of the person whose it is, the inconstancy and subtle-

ness of the people with whom we deal, and the little account

made always of my simple judgment, give me good occasion

of silence. And, therefore (except it be to the queen's

majesty, from whom I would not wish any thought of my
heart to be liidden), I look for performance of your promise.

This matter must at length take end, either by finding the

Scotch queen guilty of the crimes that are objected against

her, or by some manner of composition with a show of saving
her honour. The first, I think, will hardly be attempted, for

two causes : the one, for that if her adverse party accuse her

of the murder by producing of her letters, she will deny them,
and accuse the most of them of manifest consent to the mur-

der, hardly to be denied
;

so as, upon the trial on both sides,

her proofs will judicially fall best out, as it is thought. The

other, for that their young king is of tender and weak years
and state of body; and if God should call him, and their

queen were judicially defaced and dishonoured, and her son,

in respect of her wickedness, admitted to the crown, Hamil-

2 L
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ton, upon his death, should succeed
; which, as Murray's

faction utterly detest, so, after her public defamation, they
dare not (to avoid Hamilton) receive her again for fear of

revenge. And, therefore, to avoid these great perils, they

surely intend (so far as by any means I can discover) to

labour a composition ;
wherein Lydington was a dealer here

;

hath by means dealt with the Scottish queen, and will also, I

think, deal there
;
and to that end I believe you shall shortly

hear of Melvil* there, who, I think, is the instrument be-

tween Murray, Lydington, and their queen, to work this

composition; whereunto I think surely both parties do in-

cline, although diversely affected for private respects.

The Earl of Murray and his faction work that their queen
would now willingly surrender to her son, after the example
of Navarre, and procure the confirming of the regency in

Murray ;
and therewith admit Hamilton and his faction to

place of council according to their states
;
and to remain

in England herself, with her dowry of France, whereunto I

think they would also add a portion out of Scotland. And
if she would agree to this, I think they would not only for-

bear to touch her in honour, but also deliver to her all matters

that they have to charge her, and denounce her clear by Par-

liament
;
and therewith put her in hope, not only to receive

her again to her royal estate if her son die, but also, upon
some proof of the forgetting of her displeasure, to procure in

short time that she may be restored in her son's life, and he

to give place to her for her life
;
and if she will not surrender,

it is thought Murray will allow of her restitution and abode

in England, so as he may continue regent. The Hamiltons

seek that the young king's authority should be disannulled
;

the hurts done on either side recompensed; and the queen
restored to her crown, and to remain in Scotland. And yet,

in respect of her misgovernment, they are contented that she

should be governed by a council of the nobility of that realm,

to be appointed here
;
in which council there should be no

superior in authority or place appointed, but that every
nobleman should hold his place according to his state

;
and

that the queen's majesty should compound all differences

* Sir Robert, brother of the author of the Memoirs.
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from time to time amongst them. And, to avoid difference

and peril, their queen should have certain houses of no force,

and a portion to maintain her estate. And the castles of

Edinburgh, Stirling, and Dunbar, and other principal forts of

the realm, to be delivered into the hands of upright noblemen

that leaned to no faction
;
to be sworn to hold them in sort to

be prescribed ;
and that the whole nobility of Scotland should

swear amity, and should testify the same under their hands

and seals. And that the queen's majesty should take assur-

ance for performance ;
and have the bringing up of the young

prince in England, by nobility of England or Scotland, at her

appointment. And so as this might take effect, I think they

might easily be induced to consent their queen should also

remain in England, and have her dowry of France, and a

portion out of Scotland, to maintain her state and her son's,

in places to be appointed by the queen's majesty.
Thus do you see how these two factions, for their private

causes, toss between them the crown and public affairs of

Scotland, and how near they are to agree if their private

causes were not
;
and care neither for the mother nor the

child (as I think before God), but to serve their own turns.

Neither will Murray like of any order whereby he should not

be regent styled ;
nor Hamilton of any order whereby he

should not be as great, or greater, in government than Murray.
So as the government is presently the matter, whatsoever they

say was heretofore the cause
; and, therefore, it will be good

that we forget not our part in this tragedy.

The opinion for the title to the crown, after the death of

their queen and her son, is diversely carried, as the parties

are affected to these two factions. The Hamiltons affirm that

the Duke of Chatelherault to be the next heir by the laws.

The other faction say that the young king, by his coronation

and mother's surrender, is rightfully invested of the crown of

Scotland
; whereby his next heir in blood is, by the laws, next

heir also to the crown; and thereby the duke avoided. The
fear of this device makes Hamilton to withstand the king's

title for the surety of his own, and the regency of Murray in

respect of his claim to be governor, as next heir to the crown
;

for which causes it is likely Hamilton will hardly yield to the
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one or the other
;
and yet James Macgill, an assured man to

Morton, talks with me secretly of this matter, and (defending
the right of the Earl of Lenox's son, as next heir in blood to

the young king) confessed to me that he thought, because it

came by the mother, it must return, by the law, to the mother's

side, which was Hamilton
;
but it would put many men on

horseback before it were performed ; whereby you may see

what leadeth in Scotland. There is some secret envy between

Lydington and Macgill ; and, as I think, if they agree not by
the way, you will find Lydington wholly bent to composition,
and Macgill, of himself, otherwise inclined. If the queen's

majesty would assure their defence, you may deal with them
both as you see cause.

Thus far of that I have gathered by them ; wherein, if they
do not alter, I am sure I do not err. And now, touching my
opinion of the matter (not by way of advice, but as impart-

ing to you what I conceive), I think surely no end can be

made good for England except the person of the Scotch queen
be detained, by one means or other, in England. Of the two
ends before written, I think the first to be best in all respects
for the queen's majesty, if Murray will produce such matter

as the queen's majesty may, by virtue of her superiority over

Scotland, find judicially the Scotch queen guilty of the murder
of her husband, and therewith detain her in England at the

charges of Scotland, and allow of the crowning of the young
king, and regency of Murray. Whereunto, if Hamilton will

submit himself, it were well done, for avoiding his dependency

upon France, to receive him, with provision for indemnity of

his title
;
and if he will not, then to assist Murray to prose-

cute him and his adherents by confiscation, &c. If this will

not fall out sufficiently (as I doubt it will not) to determine

judicially, if she denies her letters
;
then surely I think it

best to proceed by composition, without show of any mean-

ing to proceed to trial
;
and herein as it shall be the surest

way for the queen's majesty to procure the Scotch queen to

surrender, &c., if that may be brought to pass, so, if she will

by no means be induced to surrender, and will not end except
she may be in some degree restored, then I think it fit to

consider therein these matters following :
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First, To provide for her and her son to remain in England
at the charges of Scotland.

Secondly, To maintain in strength and authority Murray's

faction, as much as may be, so as they oppress not unjustly

Hamilton.

Thirdly, To compound the causes between Murray and

Hamilton, and their adherents
;
and to provide for Hamilton's

indemnity in the matter of the title, to avoid his dependency
on France.

Fourthly, That the queen's majesty order all differences

that shall arise in Scotland
;
and to that end have security of

both sides.

Fifthly, If Hamilton will wilfully dissent from order, it is

better to assist Murray in the prosecuting of Hamilton by
confiscation, although he fly therefore to France, than to put

Murray anyways in peril of weakening.

And, lastly, To foresee that these Scots on both sides pack
not together, so as to unwarp (under colour of this compo-

sition) their mistress out of all present slanders, purge her

openly, show themselves satisfied with her abode here, and,

within short time after, either by reconcilement or the death

of the child, join together to demand of the queen the delivery

home of their queen to govern her own realm, she also making
the like request ;

and then the queen, having no just cause to

detain her, be bound in honour to return her into her realm,

and for matters that in this time shall pass, have her a mortal

enemy for ever after. And thus, ceasing to trouble you any
further, I wish to you as to myself.

From York, the 22d October 1568. Yours most assured,

T. SUSSEX.
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APPENDIX B.

The BOOK OF ARTICLES presented to the COMMISSIONERS of

QUEEN ELIZABETH at Westminster by the EARL OF

MURRAY on the 6th of December 1568.

(From the Hopetoun MS., theproperty of the Earl ofHopetoun.)

Articles contenying certane coniectouris presumptionis liklie-

hoodis and circumstances, be the quhilkis it sail eui-

dentlie appeare That as James sumtyme erle boithuile

wes the cheif executour of the horrible and vnworthy mur-

ther perpetrat in the persoun of vmquhile king henry of

gude memory father to our said souerane lord, and the

quenis lauchfull husband Sa wes she of the foirknawlege
counsell devise persuader and commander of the said

murther to be done and mantenar and fortefear of the

executoures thereof diuidit in five partes.

The first part contenis the alteratioun of the said quenis
affectioun fra vmquhile king henrie our souerane lordes father

hir lauchfull husband of gude memory In converting Mr
ardent lufe towardis him in extreme disdayn and deidlie

hatrent.

The secund part contenis the said quenis inordinat affec-

tioun borne to James sumtyme erle boithuile in the liftyme
of the king hir husband zea baith before and efter his

murther.

The thrid part contenis the conspiracy devise and execu-

tioun of the said vmquhile king henryes horrible murther be

the said quene his wiff and boithuile.

The fourt part contenis the sequele of the said murther fra

the committing thairof to the accompleshyng of the pretendit

and vnlawfull mariage betuix the said quene and boithuile.

The fyft and last part contenis how be occasioun of the

pvnishement of the said murther neglected The noblemen

and others gude subiectis tuke armes and detenit and seques-
trat the said quenis persoun for a tyme and of thair proced-

ingis thaireftir.
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The first part contenyng the alteratioun of the quenis mynd
and affectioun fra vmquhile the king our souerane Lordes

father hir lauchfull husband be converting hir ardent

luif towardes him in extreme disdayn in deidlie hatrent.

Efter hir vehement luif borne towardes the king quhair-

vpoun followit the mariage solemnizat betuix thame the xxix

day of Julij 1565, she suddanlie alterit the same about

november nixt thaireftir, for she removit and secludit him
fra the counsale and knawlege of all counsale affairis, quhairby
it apperit the luif lasted not aboue thre monethis betuix

thame.

About the begynnyng of Januar in the same zeir a new
cunze of syluer wes diuisit to be sett furth, quhairon baith

thair faces wes ordanit to be imprentit and in the circum-

scriptioun his name preferrit, as it wes in all letters and patentis

continewalie efter there mariage and quhill his death, zit

in euident takin of hir disdayne towardes him she causit the

forme of that cunzie be suddanlie alterit and in the circum-

scriptioun placit first hir awin name as maria et henricus dei

gratia Regina et Rex scotorum contrar the ordour of nature

and observance of all princes in the like cais.

Continewing in hir disdayn she determinat to seclude him
fra all knawlege of the publict effairis and to the end that

be subscriving with hir (to quhilk honour she wilfullie

accepted him) he suld not vnderstand quhat lettres past, she

caused mak a printing Irne and vsed the same in all thingis
in place of his subscriptioun.

Off all the noblemen then exilit she granted remissioun

onely to the duke of Chastellerhault, knawin Inemy to the

king hir husband his fader and haill hous, in his and thair

dispite. And knawing the king had opponit him thairto gif

he had bene maid previe to the same She causit signe the

remissioun with the printing Irne as the kingis subscriptioun,
vtterlie refusand the like fauour to the remanent noblemen of

hir awin and the kingis surname and vtheris ancient freindis

to the hous of lennox Notwithstanding the king hir hus-

bandis ernest desire and speciall requeistis of the quenis
Maiestie of england and king of france send to that effect.

Throw this hir disdayn continewit aganis the king hir hus-
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band not onely schew she this speciall and extraordinar fauour

to his knawin enemy Bot begouth to be rigorous and extreme

to his freindis and kinsmen namelie to the erle of Mortoun

chancellar of the realme fra quhome she causit the greit seill

be takin The keiping quhairbf propirlie belangeth to his

office And put the same seill in the custody of vtheris aganis
the lovable ordour and custume of the cuntre he haifand the

office of chancellary and keping of the greit seill for his lif-

tyme and having committit na offence that culd be impute to

him.

Althocht the printing Irne of the kingis counterfut subscrip-

tioun wes tint zit continewing in hir disdayne she wald not

permit the king to subscriue lettres and signatures with

hir passing in the names of thame baith Bot Inuentis a new
devise And in place of his subscriptioun writt Fiat efter hir

awin name for warrand to the signet and seales Secludand him

thairby vtterlie fra the knawlege of the state of the realme.

This hir ruitit disdayn still continewing a litle before hir

deliuerance of hir byrth In Maij or Junij 1566 In making
of hir later will and testament She named and appointed
boithuile amangis vtheris to the tutele of hir birth and yssue
and governament of the realme Incais of hir deceis, And

vnnaturaly secludit the father from all kind of cure and regi-

ment ower his awin childe avancing boithuile aboue all vthers

to be lieutenent generall, gif warres suld happin In the princes
less aige. She disponit also her haill movables to vthers

beside hir husband. And least reasoun suld haue owerthrawin

this hir later will amangis the nobilitie eftir hir deceis, she

caused thame gif thair solempnit aith for observance of the

haill contentis thairof without inspectioun of ony thing con-

tenit thairin.

Being deliuerit of hir byrth and thaireftir convalescit of hir

infirmety The king hir husband suiting to be admittit to bed
with hir wes reiected And she disdanyng him and fleing his

cumpany suddantlie past out of the castell of Edinburgh be
watter to alloway conducted with certane notorious pyratis
Sic as william blacatar, edmond blacater Leonard Eobertsoun
Thomas Diksoun and thair felowis avowit men and dependers
on boithuile To the greit admiratioun of all honest personis
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Seing hir tak the sea without ony ane honest man to accum-

pany hir, quhilk william blacater thaireftir wes at the murther

of the king hir husband and wes iustefeit to the deid for the

same.

In alloway quhat wes the forme of hir 'behaviour anew

persauit litle to thair contentatioun Seing it mair wantonlie

then honestlie and far exceding the modestie requisite in sic

a personaige. Alwayis the king hir husband hearing of hir

suddane departing quicklie followit, and be streuiling come

to Alloway Off purpose to attend vpoun hir according to his

dewetie Bot at his cuming he nother ressauit gude coun-

tenance nor hertlie intertenyment of hir And scarslie had

reposed him his servandis and horsses with meit quhen it

behuvit him to depart Sa greit wes hir disdayne that she culd

not suffer him reinane in hir cumpany nor zit wald she

declair ony glaid cheare in his presence.

Heireftir in September 1566 She ludgit in the chekkerhous

in Edinburgh, and the king lying at streuiling thoght gude
to assay agayne gif sche wald accept him to familiaritie,

quhilk she hering purposelie fled out of the chekkerhous and

past to the palace of halyrudehous, quhair the king cuming,
he wes reiected and rebuked opinlie in presence of diuerse

lordes then of hir previe counsale quhill he wes constrenit to

returne to streuiling. By the way out of corstorphin he wreit

to hir lamentand his evill intreatment and fremit vsaige.

About the iniddes of October she lying extreme seke in

Jedburgh, the king in haist come fra streuiling to visite hir,

quhair of hir nor na vther he ressauit nother gude wordes nor

gude countenance, nather meit drink nor ludging wes preparit
or appoyntit for him Bot the quene in the extremitie of hir

seknes continewit in hir disdayne In sic sort that nane of the

lordes or officiaris there attending durst anys luke to him or

do him reverence and humanitie. And specialie sche fearing
that my lord erle of Murray now Eegent suld schaw him that

beneuolence to gif him his chalmer She sent my Lordes wiff

spedelie to the chalmer, willing hir to counterfute hir self to

be seik To the end the king suld not sute the ludging. Or in

case he socht it my lady Murrayis seiknes mycht be a suffi-

cient excuse quhy he suld not haue it. Swa compellit to bor-
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row the Beschope of orknayis bed for that nicht, he returned

agane to streuiling Being willit zea and commandit not to

resort to Monsr. le counte de birau the king of frances ambas-

sadour quhill the tyme of the babtisme that his apparell mycht
be prepaired, fearing he suld haue discoverit his hard and

vnnaturall intreatment Bot quhen all this difficulty wes maid

to gett him ludging rneit and drink for a nycht She wes sa

cairfull for boithuile evin in the extremitie of her seiknes

That she causit him be transportit fra his ludging in the toun

quhilk was nathing inferiour to ony vther noble mannis

aisiament and placit him in hir hous in the chalmer directlie

under hir awin.

In the moneth of november 1566 she come to craigmillair.

The king her husband not ceassing his affectionat lufe and

fauour towardis hir come thider Offering him self as become

the husband to the wiff. Bot quhen he had thair continewit

a certane space, he nowther fand hir passioun and cholear

mitigat nor be ony his gude behaviour culd procure her luifing

countenance and permissioun to pas to bed with hir Bot

partlie persaudit and partlie minassed to returne to Streuiling,

as the place appointed for his exile and purgatory, he was
willit as afore na wayis to haue intelligence or resort to the

foreyne ambassadouris, quhill the tyme of the babtysme,
vnder pretext and colour that his garmentis wer not prepairit.

Quhen in december the appointed tyme of the babtysme

approchit, the quene past to streuiling agane quhilk solemp-
nitie she prepaired and gaif to boithuile out of hir awin

coffers and coft be hir -proper money diuerse riche habulzea-

mentis, at-the devise and fassoning quhairof hir self wes Mr
of work, And tuke nales cair to haue the samin decorit aboue

the state of the remanent noblemen nor gif she had bene his

bound servand. And on the vther part not onely wes the

king her lauchfull husband left desolat without ony kind of

preparatioun diuisit or maid for him to the aduancement of

his honour in the time of sic a triumphe Bot he was propoislie
restranit fra access to the foreyne ambassadouris and thay willit

to forbeare societie with him being all day within the castell

of streuiling As alswa the noblemen of Scotland and sum
officiaris that be hir awin appointment wer directed of before
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to attend on his service at the tyme of the said babtysme wer
inhibite ayther to accumpany him or schaw him gude visaige
or courtesy.

This hir vnnaturall dealing in the sicht and audience of

foreyin princess ambassadouris sa far deiectit him in curage
That disperatlie he departit furth of streuiling to glasgow

quhair his father than maid residence. Bot afore his depart-
ure to augment his greif in euident declaratioun of hir indurit

disdayn, she causit hir Mr houshald and vthers hir omciaris

Tak fra him all the plaitt and siluer veschell that wes ap-

pointed for him the tyme of there mariage and quhilk had

bene occupyit for his vse and service continewalie thaireftir

And in place thairof gart deliuer pewder platis and veschell,

and causit the servandis appointed be hir ordour to await on

him, leif his service and cumpany.

During this quhilk haill tyme, bot specialie eftir the de-

liuerie of hir byrth she sa procedit and continewit in hir

disdayn that she culd not be content ony nobleman or gen-
tleman or familiar servand of hir hous suld do honour to the

king hir husband vse familiaritie or cumpany with him or

convoy him on the hie gait And gif ony did Incontinent she

conceavet sic suspitioun of thame That thay taisted of hir

evill will and bitter Indignatioun. And because hir cheif

study and travell wes to retene him fra hir cumpany and

furth of hir presence Sche committit him as it wer to ward

first, during hir keping bed in dalkeith eftir hir byrth And
thaireftir in streuiling contiiiewaly quhill the babtysme, fra

quhilkis places quhen sumtyme he repairit towartis hir as

particularly is before expressit, she dischargit hir omciaris to

furneis him ony kynd of expenssis Concluding he suld haue

nathing bot in the rowme quhair she willit him to abyd and

remane. Quhilk deiectioun and solitar state Joynit with his

povertie and necessitie of neidfull thingis, may be compted
not onelie exile and frernmit banyshement from the court Bot

als a strait and miserable ward to ane personage of his byrth

aige and calling In all this tyme boithuile. governit baith

the court and publict effaires Sa that without his moyen na

noblemen or vther subiect had place of fre speiche with the

quene, or credite or exped the leist sute they culd mak.
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The secund parte concernyng the said quenis inordinat affec-

tiouii borne to James sumtyme erle boithuile in the

liftyme of the king hir husband baith before and eftir

his murthure.

As hir disdayne begouth aganis the king her lauchfull

husband quhome be godis ordinance she aucht to haue pre-

ferrit in honour and governament before all vtheris She pro-

movit boithule to the office of lieutenent generall ower all the

bordouris And maid him generall of hir men of weir Causand

thair captaynis of futemen to gif thair aith to him and mak
thair haill dependence vpoun him.

Quhairas na prouision wes deuisit for the support and sus-

tentatioun of the king hir husbandis honorable estait (a sober

pensioun furth of the bishoprik of Eoss except) she gratefeit

boithuile with the rentis of the abbayis of melross hadingtoun
and northberwik with promise of the abbay of scone, how
sone tha same sail vaik and becum in hir handis be consent

of the dimissioner or deceis of the possessor thairof his kins-

man.

In Marche j
m vc thre scoir five zeris She gaif and disponit

heritablie to Boithuile The landis and lordschip of Dumbar
with the heritable keping thairof quhilk than wes deliuerit In

his handis with the haill polder and ane great part of the

mvnitioun of the Eealme of Scotland The same landis and

lordschip being of the proper patrimony annext to the Croun

and specialie assignit to the susteiitatioun of hir hous.

In September the zeir of god j
ra v thre scoir sex zeris She

being at Maister Johnne balfouris hous in the cannonegait
and the chekkerhous within Edinburgh Boithwell had con-

tinewall access to hir baith nycht and day, quhen as the king
hir husband wes fremmitlie removit and secludit from hir so-

cietie not sufferit to remane with hir ane houre. Hir beha-

viour in the said Chekkerhous furthschew how at that tyme
sche abvsit hir body with him, he resorting through Maister

David chalmeris ludging quhair she lay convoyit to hir be the

lady Eires* Mpyeii quhilk hir self hes confessit to diuerse

* That this lady was a confidant of Queen Mary appears only from

the writings of Buchanan, from the alleged letters to Bothwell, and from

these Articles . Mary bequeathed to her none of her jewels, as appears from
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And specialie lie braking the appointed tryst at ane tyme And
she impatient of his tary and delay, send the said Lady Hires

to his chalmer for him Quhilk lady passing ower the dyke at

the nearest Tuik him out of the bed fra his wiff and brocht

him to the Quene.
In October following The zeir of god Jaj vc thre scoir sex

zeris Being in Borthuik As she wes Intendit to pas to Jed-

burgh She hard of boithuillis hurting to the death in Liddis-

dale, quhairat she wes sa astunysed That vtterand hir Inor-

dinat affectioun She departed in haist first to Melross syne to

Jedburgh nevir taking kyndlie rest quhill she come to the

armitaige in liddisdaill, and saw him, without respect of the

Intemperance of the wether and tempestuus air The lenth

and difficulty of the way Or the danger of hir persoun amangis
the handis of notorious theifis and traitouris. Throw quhilk
excess returnyng to Jedburgh, she fell in ane havie and

grevous seiknes, quhairin to all manis apperance she wes deid,

And aduertisement thairof past be poist in france.

Quhat Inordinat cair she tuik to prepair all thingis for his

transporting fra the armitage to Jedburgh and for his ease-

ment thair, bot cheiflie how befoir he wes convalescit of his

hurtis She causit him be transportit furth of the Ludging

appoynted for him and be placit within hir hous directlie

vnder hir awin chalmer, quhair she spairit not to visie him evin

before hir convalescing, and how familiarly they had cumpany
togidder at that tyme in very suspitious maner Thay that wer

present persauit, and the warld in thay same dayis begouth to

speik of it Compairing boithuillis Intertenyment with that

quhilk the king hir husband ressauit at hir handis quhen he

come fra streuiling to visite hir.

Era Jedburgh as she Jornait throw the Merss the nycht she

lay in coldinghame The lady Eires wes intercepted cumand

the Inventory lately published, nor did Lady Keres hold any appoint-
ment in the queen's household (see Teulet, ii.) ; and the list there

given was made put in February 1567, at the very time when they were
asserted to be on the most intimate terms. The fact of Lady Reres being
a niece of Cardinal Beaton may account for her being made an object of

calumny in the libellous publications of the day. See on this subject

Queen Mary's Inventories, preface, 93, note.
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throw the watche quha was In cumpany with hir and quhair
she intendit to pas, they knew weill that met with hir And
the propois wes not altogether unknawin to sic as at that tyine

attendit in the quenis cumpany.
At the baptisme of the king now oure souerane lord and

before the samin It wes mervelous to behald the quenis cair

and solicitude taken for preparatioun of apparell and riche

garmentis to Boithuile, of hir awin stuff be hir awin devise

and commanding of the craftismen, quhen as na kynd of thing
wes appointed for the king in apparell furniture or vtherwise

Bot he fremmitlie sequestrat fra all societie of the foreyne am-

bassadors being all within streuiling castell at on[es].

The tyme of the said baptysme she causit begin to mak a

passaige betuix hir chalmer in the new work or palace within

the castell of streuiling and the great hall thairof Thinking to

haue had access at all tymes be that meane to Boithuile,

quhome purpoislie she causit be ludgit at the north end of

the said greit hall, as evidentlie apperit to all that wer present
for the tyme, and as the vnperfected work this day testifeis,

quhilk wes left of be ressoun it culd not be endit and serve to

thair commoditie, for that thay departed furth of streuiling

before it culd be perfect.

The same tyme becaus syndre gentlemen of the lenox and

vtheris the kingis freindis resortit to streuiling during the

solempnytie of the baptysme Boithuile tuik sic feare that he

causit xii or xiiii servandis ly round about his bed in armes,

and she movit be the gruge of hir gyltie conscience consav-

ing the like feare and suspitioun for the said erle commandit

gilbert balfour hir Mr houshald for the tyme to bring within

the castell fiftie harquebusies for boithuillis gaird, quhilkis

cuming to the castell zett without knawlege of the erle of

Mar capitane thairof he refusit to gif thame entre.

Quhen she vnderstude that the erle of Murray intendit to

convoy the erle of bedfurde ambassadour for the Quenis
Maiestie of england throw fyff to his hous at sanctandrois

She willit the said erle of Murray to desire Boithuile to

accumpany thame to Sanctandrois That it mycht appeare they
wer guid freindis, quhilk according to hir desire my said erle

of Murray now Eegent did, and boithuile condiscendit, bot
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nather he nor the quene mynding sic thing Thay departit

togidder towart Drymmen the lord drummondis hous, abyding
there five or sex dayis And fra that come to tullybardin. In

quhat ordour they wer chalmerit during thair remaining in

thay twa houssis mony fand fault with it that durst not

reprove it. How lasciuius alsua thair behaviour was It wes

verie strange to behald notwithstanding of the newis of the

kingis grevous Infirmety, quha wes departed to glasgow and

thair fallin in deidlie seiknes.

Keturnyng to Streuiling and still continewing in hir inor-

dinat affectioun to boithuile, She thocht she culd not suffi-

ciently persuade him of hir fauour without she deliuerit hir

sone alswa in his handis as a plege thairof. And for that

purpois she begoud to find fault with the princes ludging as

lacking gude air, and in the extremitie of the cauld wynter
causit him to be transportit out of the castell of streuiling to

the palice of halyrudehous quhair he wes vnder the gard of

boithuile and the suddartis quhilkis wer euir at his command-

ment, and specialie the tyme that the quene raid toward

glasgow to convoy the king to Edinburgh.
Finalie this hir inordinat affectioun to Boithuile begynnyng

as she enterit in dysdayne with the king hir husband Con-

tinewit not onely to his murthure Bot the said boithuellis place
credite and auctoritie wes in sic estimatioun with hir That

onelie he had the mvnyment of all the publict effaires and

without his knawlege nathing wes exped at the quenis handis.

And fra September. 1566. he become sa familiar with hir baith

nycht and day that at his pleasour he abusit hir body to the

consummatioun of the king hir husbandis murthure, quha in

all that tyme wes neuir permittit to remane paciently the

space of xlviii houris togidder in hir cumpany Bot quhen he

ingyrit him self to remane and attend vpoun hir according the

husbandis dewtie, quha be excusis persuasionis or scharp

minassings he wes compellit to retier to sic places as she

appointed Boithuile in the meantyme remaning in cumpany
with hir and vsand all thingis at his pleasoure.

Off the quhilkis disdayne and extreme hatrent consauit

aganis hir husband, and inordinat affectioun borne to boithuile

with quhome she abusit hir body in hir said husbandis ]if-

R
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tyme in manner aboue expremit, Necessary followith the

compassing and deliberatioun takin of his death and distruc-

tioun and coiisequentlie the executioun of his rnurthure.

The thrid part contenyng the conspiracy deuisit and execu-

tioun of the said kingis horrible murther be the Quene
his wiff and Boithuile.

Eftir hir lang disdayn continewit aganis the king hir hus-

band and Inordinat affectioun borne to boifchuile, Increscit

hir indurit and deidlie hatrent aganis the king in sic sort

That she impacient langar to be abstractit fra abusing hir

body in publict maner with boithuile At the occasioun of a

lettre writing to hir be the king quhilk she ressauit being at

kelso in hir progres as she returnit fra Jedburgh about the

begynnyng of november. 1566. she burstit furth in direct

wordis to my lord now Eegent the erle of huntley and the

secretar, sair gretand and tormentand hir selff miserablie as

she wald haue fallin in hir seiknes and said without she war

quyt of the king be ane meane or vther, she culd neuir haue

a gude day in hir lyff, And rather or she fallit thairin, To be

the Instrument of hir awin death.

In the samin moneth at hir cuming to craigmillar quhair
she reposit a quhile before hir passing to Streuiling for the

baptysme, she renewit the same purpois quhilk she spak of

before at kelso In the audience of the said erle of Murray now

regent the erles of huntley ergile and the secretair proponing
that the best way to be quyt of the king hir husband wes be

diuorce, quhilk rnycht easalie be brocht to pas throw the

consanguinitie standing betuix thame, the dispensatioun being

abstracted, quhilk she causit be socht and brocht afoir pur-

poislie to that end Bot seing it anserit how that culd not be

gudelie done, without hazard that the prince hir sone suld be

declarit bastard, Sen nather the king hir husband nor she

contractit that mariage as ignorant of the degres of consan-

guinitie quhairin thay stude, She vtteiiie left that consait and

opinioun of diuorce And evir from that day furth Imaginit and

deuisit how to cut him away by death.

And first in the begynnyng of december. 1566. at hir cum-

ing to streuiling for the baptysme, She causit the king hir
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husband remove furth of William bellis ludging to the castell,

And thair placit him in ane obscuir and narrow rowme at na

better estait nor a presoner, during all the tyme that the am-

bassadouris remanit thair to quhome he had neuir access, bot

remanit coveritlie quhill his departing to glasgow, being all

tyme seruit of his meit furth of the quenis kitchene be hir

officiaris and servandis. Quhat he resauit thair god knawis

Bot Immediatlie efter his departing out of streuiling before

he had riddin half a myle, he fell in sa grevous and sa un-

couth seiknes as he wes dispairit of his lyff Bot zit raid ford-

wart to glasgow And lay thair all the tyme thaireftir, quhill

she drew him to Edinburgh. That it was poysoun that grevit

him apperit be the breking out of his body and mony vther

circumstances quhilk alswa James abirnethy chyrurgian at

the sycht of -him playnelie jugeit and spak In this alswa

apperit hir cruelty That she refusit to send hir medicinar

or ypothicar to visite him.

Bot this his marvelous seiknes (in all mennis jugementis

seamyng rather artificiall then naturall) wes zit owercum be

zouthheid and nature And she hering of his convalescing
Tuke propois with Boithuile in Edinburgh To pas to glasgow
and bring the king to Edinburgh And she being at glasgow

traveling to bring the king with hir She wrait to boithuile to

see gif he mycht fynd out a mair secrete be medicine to cut him
of nor that way quhilk betuix thame thay had conspyrit and

deuisit of*his distructioun before hir cuming from Edinburgh.
For it apperis weill thay had diuisit the fatall hous for him

before she raid to glasgow, with whome past boithuile and
the erle of huntley quhill she come to callander And thair re-

maning with hir a nycht they returnit to Edinburgh and she

raid furthwart to glasgow. Bot boithuell at his cuming to

Edinburgh ludgit in the toun, quhair custumably he vsit to

ly at the abbay And rising in the morning tymous he past
directlie to the kirk of feild, to visite and consider the hous

prepairit for the king quhair he wes fund be diuerse quhilks
for sindre effairis socht him that morning And he was richt

sair offendit that ony suld haue fund him thair And from

glasgow be hir lettres and vtherwise, she held him contine-

waly in rememberance of the said hous.

2 M
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Being in glasgow suddanely she alterit hir fraward counte-

nance and disdayne lang continewit aganis hir husband In

dissemblit reconsiliatioun and hertlie intertenyment And
howbeit he was not throughlie convalescit and notwithstand-

ing that he fearit his liff (as she hir self writtis) and wes

myndit to pas furth of Scotland, zit vpoun hir promise and

treasonable dealing, she entystit and perswadit him to cum to

Edinburgh with hir quhair his death and distructioun wes

concludit and eftir execute betuix hir and boithuile.

And in declaratioun that it was onelie hir craft and subtile

persuasioun that drew him furth of glasgow As thay.wer

ryding furth the way by kilsyth she past afoir desyrand him
to follow hir eftir in the litter Bot he evin than suspectand
his liff, Said he wald returne to glasgow gif sche tareit not

with him, And she not willing to'spill the propois that wes sa

far broght to pas [not] onely returnit to him bot lichtit and

gaif him meit furth of hir awin handis.

Zit she had na will to pas in Edinburgh, quhill she knew
assuredlie that the hous quhair the kingis ludging and all

vther thingis neidfull for the murthure wer prepairit Quhair-
fore she remanit at linlythgow quhill hob ormistoun ane of

the murtherars quha is condempnit thairfore come to hir

declarand that boithuill wes returnit Edinburgh and had

prepairit all thingis.

At hir cuming to Edinburgh she convoyit the king to the

appoynted ludging Bot he of accident ryding a litle afore hir

lichtit in the kirkzard of the kirk of feild, and past directlie

to the duik of chastellerhaultis ludging becaus it wes the

maist gudelie hous he saw ewest the kirk, thinkand it thair-

foir to be preparit for him. Bot the beschop of Sanctandrois

purpoislie ludgit in it at that tyme onely to debar the king
fra it, and the quene finding him standing at the zett of the

duikis hous, desirit him and causit him cum to the vther vn-

worthy hous prepairit for his distructioun, quhilk was vnmeit

in all respectis for ony honest man to luge in, situat in a

solitar place at the outmest parte of the towne, ruynous waist

and not inhabite be ony of a long tyme before, and subiect on

all sydes to euident perrell, having foure seuerall intresses, at

every ane quhairof his evilwillairis mycht easalie have access,
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ane of thame throw the townewall, ane other eistward toward

the blak freir zaird, The thrid throw the chaiplanis chalmer,

and the fourt the foir entre.

To the effect that the horrible murther thus conspirit mycht
the mair easalie be done Thair wes double keyis maid of the

haill durris of the said hous and deliuerit in the handis of

Johnne of boltoun servand to boithuile quha wes ane of the

cheif executoures of the murthure with his handis. Bot the

keyis of the dur betuix the kingis chalmer and the hous

vnder it quhair the quene lay and quhair the pulder wes put
in wer deliuerit to Archibald betoun and parice frenscheman

the quenis awin cubicularis.

Bot to abuse the warld be apperance of that new reconsi-

liatioun betuix hir and [hir husbjand to the end the having
of certane keyis of the ludging suld not be fund suspitious
in hir servandis handis, she lay in the hous vnder the king,

quhair also thaireftir the pulder wes placit, being ane vnmeit

place for a prince to ludge in, twa nychtis viz. the wedinsday
and fryday before his murther, quhilk wes than concludit

to haue been execute on the fryday at nycht, bot zit stayit

partlie becaus the preparationes wer not all ready and partlie

in respect of ane other moyen, quhilk she practized vpoun

settirday at eftirnone betuix the king and my lord of haly-
rudehous Thinking it mair semelie to haue hir husband cuttit

of be sic ane accident preceding in contentioun then be the

pulder and raising of the hous.

For on settirday she spak the king anent sum comunica-

tioun that had bene betuix him and the said lord Eobert

And the same denyit be him she brocht thame togidder in

the kingis chalmer the same day at eftirnone And thair con-

fronting thame neuir left to provoke the ane aganis the other

quhill in hir awin presence fra wordes she causit thame offer

straikis And in hir it stude not bot they had maid end of the

mater evin thair, nathing caring quha suld be victour Bot

thinking the ane being slane, the vthe suld schortlie follow,

Juging the same the maist commodious moyen to colour the

murther interprisit, quhilk in hir lettres to boithuill she

termes oure effaires.

Vpoun the sonday at nycht she and boithuill soupit in Mr
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Johnne balfouris hous in the canongait quhair the beshop of

His maid banquet fra the quhilk boithuill past directlie to the

laird of ormistonis chalrner aboue the bow in Edinburgh, and

thair with the said laird hob ormistoun his father brother

Johnne hepburne of bowtoun and Johnne hay youngar of

talo, devisit and concludit vpoun the convoying of the pulder
towardes the kingis hous The quene past vp the way to

that same hous and gaif the king all maner of Intertene-

ment to colour the act, quhairof the executioun followit sa

neare for she said she wald ly thair all nycht: howbeit in

the meanetyme Parice hir familiar servand in hir chalmer,
was in the laich hous quhair she lay the nychtis preced-

ing and oppynnit the dur thairof Takand in the pulder and
the murtherars thairat, for he kepit the key that oppynnyt
to that entres of the garding And becaus thair wes a bed and
some tapestrie of valour in that ludging sett vp for the king
befoir his cuming thairto She causit remove the samin be the

kepaires of hir gardrop to Halyrudhous on the fryday preced-

ing the murther, and ane vther wors wes sett up in the place
thairof quhilk she thocht guid anewch to be wairit in sic vse,

seing it was destinat for the same.

The pulder being laid in the laich hous quhairat boithuile

in proper persoun was present, he come thairfra in to the

kingis chalmer And eftir he had plaid at the dice a quhile
with the vtheris lordes quhilkis attendit thair on the quene
Parice come up out of hir chalmer and gaif ane signe that all

wes prepairit, Quhilk sa sone as she persauit (being kissand

and familiarlie Intertenand the king, at quhilk tyme she pat
ane ring on his fingar) she said, I haue faillit to bastian, that

this nycht of his mariage promisit him the mask And swa
Incontinent cryit for hors and departit toward halyrudehous
boithuile being in hir cumpany.

All the way quhill hir cuming to the palice, and eftir hir

lichting In hir awin chalmer she hell purpois with boithuile

alanerlie quhill eftir xii houris in the nycht, For the laird of

tracquair captane of the gaird being the last man that tareit

in the chalmer that nycht left thame togidder and past to

his bed Eftir quhilk boithuile departit as it had bene to his
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bed in the lord Kuthvennis hous, quhilk had passaige baith

within and without the palace, and Incontinent changit his

hois and doublet, and past without delay to the execution

of the murther, quhilk being done he returnit directlie to

his said chalmer at the palice, passing and repassing by hir

watche.

The fourt part contenyng the sequele of the said murther fra

the committing thairof to the accompleshing of the pre-

tendit and vnlawfull mariage betuix the quene and

boithuile.

The murther thus continewit in a strange and vncouth

maner Notwithstanding the horrible crak of the pulder in the

owerthraw and raising of the hous, quhilk astonysed and

walkynnet the maist part of the inhabitantis of the toun, zit

it nowther fearit nor movit the quene na mair nor evir sic

thing had bene.

Thaireftir boithuile being raisit furth of his bed be Mais-

ter george halket his man cuming furth .... * befoir his

Maister slepit The said boithuile and certane vtheris lordis

and ladyes lying in the palice past to the quenis chalmer and

declarit the king was deid, zit she wes litle alterit or abaysit
of thay strange newis Bot desirit thame to pas to the towne

and se the maner And thaireftir slepit soundlie, dureis and

wondois all closit, vnsperand farther newis quhill twelf houris

at none.

The same monnonnday quhilk wes the xii of februar. 1566.

at eftimone the mater being wonderit at, and great execra-

tioun in the mouthis of the multitude aganis the authors of

that myschevous fact, for the maners saik a counsale wes

convenit in the erle of ergilis chalmer To mak sum schaw of

Inquisitioun, quhair Thomas Nilsoun and sum otheris that

lay in the kingis hous wer inquirit amangis vther thingis

quha preparit and ordainit that hous for the king, vtheris

sperit quha had the keyis To quhome the said Nilsoun

answerit that there wes certane keyis namelie they that wer

in the handis of the quenis servandis Archibald betonis and
*

Margin of MS. frayed. One or two words gone.
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Parice, quhilkis he nor na vther servand of the kingis evir

ressauit, quhilk the laird of tullibardin comptrollar hering,

said thair is a grand. Bot boithuile and vtheris of the conn-

sale persaving the perrell neuir dippit farther in the triall

and inquisitioun, bot gradgit at the erle of Athole and comp-
trollar In sic sort, that it behvuit thame for feare of thair

lyffis to leave the court, quhairvnto thay neuir returnit during

the said erle boithuillis bearing of rule.

Vpoun the morne eftir the murther quhilk wes twysday the

ellevint day Margret Carwod the quenis familiar and secrete

servand (quhais gret credite in all thingis is not unknawin to

our aduersaires) was mareit within the quenis palace, and the

banket maid on the quenis charges quhilk declarit that the

dule schortlie for the king decayit, and thair wes the dayis

following mair travell for the inquisitioun of certane money
stowin fra the said Margret nor for the kingis murther re-

cently committit preparit.

The kingis persoun wes left Hand in the zaird quhair it

wes apprehendit the space of thre houris na man anes preas-

ing to carey the same away, quhill the Irascall people trans-

portit him to a vile hous neir that rowme quhair befoir he

was ludgit quhair he remanit xlviij houris as a gasing stok

without ony cair takin of him saulffing certane .... *
pur-

poselie sat to keip the entre That his corps suld not be sene

be the multitude, fearing that they movit be the sicht suld

haue bene induced suddanelie to mak vproare.

Thair was purpois haldin in counsale of his honorable

buriall and conclusioun takin that his cors suld be takin and

brocht to the chapell within the palace of halyrudehous and

thair remane quhill preparatioun mycht be maid for his

buriall and honorable intertenement quhilk suld not haif

bene accomplesit quhill the end of fourty dayis. Notwith-

standing in manyfest declaratioun of hir continewit hatrent

aganis his deid body, she causit the same be brocht fra the

kirk of feild to the said chapell of halyrudehous be certane sol-

diours pynouris and vtheris vile personis vpoun ane auld blok

of forme of tre. And eftir that the corps had lyne certane

dayis in the chapell quhair alswa she beheld it The same
*

Margin of MS. frayed. One word gone.
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corps without ony decent ordour wes cast in the erth on the

nycht without ony ceremony or cumpany of honest men.

This vnworthy vsaige of the kingis body and the oversicht

and neglecting of triall and Inquisitioun for his murther

movit the commoun people to affix placardis secretlie in all

publict places naming and declaring the murtherars cheiflie

boithuile quha wes ay the bettir fauourit, and had place to call,

and trouble all payntouris and vtheris suspectit for working or

affixing of the saidis placardis Swa that all the inquisitioun
that dewly aucht to haue bene takin for the kingis murther

wes turnyt and vsed aganis the vpputtaires of the saidis

placardis Quhilk notwithstanding fra tyme to tyme continewit

zit least it suld appeare that nathing at all wer done for the

murther, Thair wes a proclamatioun sett furth promitting a

thousand pund to ony that wald reveill the murtherars quhilk
wes not lang vnanserit, for be a new placard It was offerit

That the money being consignit in ane equale hand The mur-

therars suld be revelit and the avower suld vtter his name,
zit nathing followit. Bot in the parliament she set furth ane

act agatiis the affixers of the saidis placardis Making the

doing thairof cryme of lese maiestie. And at the pronuncia-
tioun of the act in the parliament hous, Said gif she war that

woman quhilk the placardis namet She wes not onely vn-

worthy to Eeigne aboue sa ancient a people, bot wes alswa

vnworthy to leif on the face of the earth.

Howbeit the erle of [Lennox the] kingis father mony tymes
writt to hir not onelie Eequirand the murther to be tryit Bot

alswa namand boithuile in special! and certane vtheris of the

murtherars, and craving that they mycht be put in ward

quhill the end of the triall, zit she vtterlie neglectit schiftit

and delayit the same, And wilfullie retenit the nominat and
knawin murtherair of hir husband in hir cumpany in cheifest

honour and familiaritie Kewardand his servandis and com-

plices at all occasionis.

Bot seing the incessant crying of my lord erle of lennox

for Justice Sa directlie tweching the erle boithuile hir cheif

mynioun, with quhome she had now oblissit hir self to marie,

ze, as weill apperis before the murther of hir husband, vnto

the quhilk manage without sum forme of purgatioun of boith-
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uile Thinking it decent for hir to proceid Sum of the coun-

sall wer thairfore commandit to convene in seytoun, And
consultatioun takin how and in quhat fassoun he mycht be

quytt of the murther, quhairvpoun lettres wer direct, sum-

monding the erle of lennox and all vtheris haifing intres to

persew boithuile on fourty dayis warning aganis the order of

law in sic caissis observit, for the cryme being tressoun as

they that ar callit aucht to be summondit on xl dayis warning.

Sa gif the suspect traitour sute his awin purgatioun as boith-

uile than did, The father mother wiff barnis king and freindis

of the murtherit king aucht to haue bene summondit To

persew on the like space of xl dayis, as the murtherar mycht
haue cleamit Incais he had bene directlie persewit at thair

Instance And farther becaus Lady Margret the kingis mother

wes furth of the Eealme, hir premonitioun aucht to haue

bene on Ix dayis according to the lawes of Scotland.

Zit impatient of the delay of that vnlauchfull mariage,

quhairvnto she Intendit with the murtherar of hir husband,
Eftir the summondis direct, and before the day that the mur-

therar tholit law, he being cled with a lauchfull wiff of his

awin The quene maid the secund contract of mariage with

him daitit at Seytoun the v day of Aprile and writtin be the

erle of huntley 1567 subscriuit with baith thair handis as a

reward and recompence of the murther quhilk be hir advise

he had committit.

Vpoun the xii day of Aprile. 1567. appoynted to try for

the fassoun the murtherar be the law, diuerse noblemen and

vtheris, knawing quhat wes intendit and suitin[g to] eschew

the strait Ernistlie travellit that thay sould not be on his

assyse or inqueist Notwithstanding thay war compellit be

the quene extraordinarlie to be present at the actioun and to

be of the nowmer of the samyn Inqueist.

Quhair of dewetie she aucht to haue takin speciall cair and

vtter diligence for the persute of hir husbandis murther, be the

contrar hir soldiouris wer appoynted to attend on boithuillis

persoun as a gaird for his defence quhen he past and returnit

to and fra the tolbuith, hir aduocattis also wer expreslie
defendit to persew him, And to the end the mater suld haue

past furthwart without stop or contradictioun They accusit
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him of ane murther committit on the nynt day The kingis

murther indeid being committit on the tent day. The dictay

wes alsua presentit aganis him vnsworne. And notwith-

standing of the ernist solistatioun of my lord erle of lennox,

hot als of the quenis maiestie of englandis request send for

differring of that day, In consideration!! of that Inordinat

and partiall preceding intendit, quhill a tyme mair oportune
All wes vtterlie refusit, hecaus nathing wes regardit, hot anys
to haue clemgit be ane meane or vther, that the mariage

mycht follow.

Befoir this tyme thair wes a counterfuted dule, quhilk
albeit it lastit scars aucht dayis of fourtie That according to

the custume of princes ar dew, zit the seremony was sa evill

observit evin in the aucht and ten dayis nixt eftir the murther

That hary killegrew the quenis Maiestie of englandis servant

deprehendit the ordour of the hous all perturbit as he come to

the quenis presence (Then for the maner saik keping the bed)
howbeit in his access he wes not suddane nor indiscreit Sa

difficill it is to feingze dule out of a joyus heart.

Few dayes eftir the murther remaning at halyrudehous, she

past to seytoun, exercing hir one day richt oppinlie at the

feildis with the palmall and goif, And on the nycht planelie

abusing hir body with boithuell, quha in that hous wes placit

in a derne and obscure chalmer directlie vnder hirs, hairing a

secrete passaige betuix, be the quhilk he had access to hir at

his appetite The said chalmer being altogether vnmeit for a

nobleman of sic state and credite as he bure at that tyme,
And thair being mony ma sufficient housses beside the samyn
occupyit be meane men, Gif that the chalmer had not bene

vsit purpoislie to the effect abouespecifeit. And albeit

Monsr. de Crocq ambassadour for the king of france drew

hir out of seytoun to Edinburgh, zit sche thocht the place of

seytoun sa proper for thair vsaige, that schort quhile tarey-

ing at Edinburgh returuit agane to seytoun.

Eftir the murther of the king hir husband be advise of

boithuile and vtheris then hir cheif counsalouris she thocht

not onely that the erledome of lennox wes fallin in hir handis

be ressoun of waird throw deceis of the king hir husband, hir

sone the prince now our souerane lord being lauchfull and
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richtuous air thairof Bot als she causit diuers of the fre tenentis

of the said erldome fyne for the waird of thair proper landis

And disponit a part of ye propirtie thairof to the lord boyd.
Alswa she disponit hir said vmquhile husbandis horss

clething armour and quhatsoeuir wes his to boithuell his cheif

murtherar and vtheris his knawin vnfreindis in manifest prufe
of hir continewit hatrent aganis his deid body and of hir

fauour born to his murtherars.

And to the end she mycht the mair easalie attene to the

mariage of the murtherair, quhilk culd not be quhill diuorce

wer maid and led betuix him and his lauchfull wiff the erle

of huntleyis sister, The quene restorit the said erle of huntlie

be parliament to his leving, for the quhilk he perswadit his

sister to subscriue a procuratorie that the diuorce mycht be

persewit in hir name.

The quene neuir ceassit eftir the murther of hir husband

quhill she had the erle of Mar displacit out of the castell of

Edinburgh quha and his father had trewly kepit the same

of a lang continewance And schortlie placit the murtherair

thairin and pat the haill mvnitionis of the realme in . . .
*

The parliament of the erle of huntleyes restitutioun being
endit vpoun the xix day of aprile 1567 The lordis being callit

to suppar be boithuile at his hous than kepit within the palace
of halyrudehous, quhilk was Invironed with his gaird of men
of weir, Eftir suppar he proponit a band to them to subscriue

for avanceing of him to the quenis Mariage, quhilk they refus-

ing to subscriue without hir awin advise and knawlege of hir

opinioun, She subscriuit a lettir at the first motioun in takin

of hir consent and guidwill, he then being cled with a wyff, and

the king hir husband murtherit litle attour twa monethis of

befoir. In quhilk space she had past twa contractis to marie

him ane without a dait, the vther of the fyft of Aprile, And
she desirit the said lettre of hir consent to be kepit secrete.

Mxt for coverture of thair vngodlie and filthye vsaige con-

tinewit a lang tyme, thay devysit a counterfuted revising of

hir persoun And for that purpois she raid to streuiling as it

war to visite hir sone on monnonday the xxi of Aprile and 011

*
Margin of MS. worn. One or two words gone, probably

" his
hands."
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the wednisday returnit at nycht to linlythgow, he on the vther

part feingzeing him to ryde in liddisdale convenit a cumpany
of armit men and according as had bene afore deuisit and as

she writt to him furth of linlythgow, he mett hir and revisit

hir, conveyand hir in haist to Dumbar castell, quhair he plane-

lie past to bed with hir, abvsand hir body at his pleasour,

quhilk forme of revising he practized alswa to his awin

advantaige Thinking it being a cryme a lesemaiestie to tak

a remissioun thairfore as he did, And vnder the same cryme
to comprehend the kingis nmrther Incais it inycht be tryit

thaireftir.

Being thus led and detenit as apperit captiue in Dumbar
diuers noblemen writt to hir, Kequiring to knaw the trewth of

hir strange and Irreverent handilling, and offering to convene

hir forces and releif hir Maiestie, she planelie mockit at and

schew na signes of discontentatioun.

In the tyme of hir remaning at dumbar be the space of viij

or ix dayis a diuorce wes led in twa formes betuix boithuile

and his lauchfull wiff not without the quenis ernist solista-

tioun to the Jugeis and vtheris that mycht further the same

she notwithstanding professing hir self captiue, quhilkis di-

uorcementis weill considerit ar null, That quhilk is groundit
on adulterie vpoun his parte for lak of pruif and insufficiency

of the witnes. The vther for consanguinitie standing betuix

him and his wiff procedit onelie becaus the dispensatioun wes

abstracted, the pure man nominat Juge being diuerss tymes
miiiascit of his liff.

Sentence being pronuncit in this vnlawfull diuorce, she and

boithuell removit frome Dumbar to the castell of Edinburgh,
haistit be all meanis to accompleis the pretendit mariage be-

tuix thame, And thair maid the thrid contract of mariage, gaif
him the erledome of orknayand lordschip of Zetland heretablie,

quhilk of befoir she had disponit to hir brother my lord

Eobert of halyrudehous The redar alswa of the kirk of Edin-

burgh Eefusand to cry hir bandis she writt commanding the

same expreslie to be done, abiding than in Edinburgh castell.

And vpoun monnonday the xij of Maij eftir hir bannis

wer cryit, she come furth of the castell to the tolbuith of

Edinburgh And thair in presence of the lordis of counsale and
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sessioun and diuerse noblemen declarit that albeit she wes

commovit for the present of hir takin be boithuile zit for his

guid behaving towardis hir she stude content with him, declar-

and that she forgaif him and his complices, and declarit hir

self at liberty quharin hir deip assinmlatioun may easalie be

espyit.

In all this tyme she neuir requirit the avise and opinioun of

hircounsale and nobiletie towardes hirmariage norneuir enterit

propois thairof quhill the eftirnone afoir it wes accompliced,
And then the samin being proponit The lordes that wer present

thoght greit evill of that forme of preceding and spak in plane
termes they culd not approve the manage Onles the band

quhilk was subscriuit on the xix of Aprile wer destroyit for

satisfactioun of quhome the quenis consent to that band wes

written vpoun the same paper and she subscriuit it.

And vpoun thurisday the fyftene day of Maij.1567. wes the

said pretendit and vnlauchfull mariage endit and accumplesit
in twa fassions quhilkMonsr.duGrog the frenche ambassadoure

sa greitlie disdaynit That being ludgit within a very schort

space to the palace of halyrudehous, he wald not at the quenis
desire pas to banket.

Swa, Apperandlie to oure jugement les presumptionis nor

heir ar expresit suld serue for the full probatioun of this

mater Considering that queue Jane of napillis being of the

like cryme accusit was adiugit culpable of the same, far feuar

presumptionis being laid to hir charge, as it apperis be the

exemple of lowis king of ungarie, Ansuerand the said queue
claris in thir wordis.

Inordinata vita precedens, retentio potestatis in regno,

neglecta vindicta vir alter susceptus, et excusatio subsequens :

necis viri tui te probant fuisse participem et consortem.

The fyft and last part Contenyng how be occasioun of the

pvnyschement of the said murther neglected, The noble-

men and vtheris guid subiectis tuke armes detenit and

sequestrat the said Quenis persoun for a tyme, And of the

coronatioun of our soueraine lord and estableshing of the

governament of the realm in the persoun of the Eegent

during his hienes minoritie.
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At the accomplesing of this suddane and vnprouisit manage
and counsale haldin the eftirnone preceding, few of the noble-

men wer present as ane act of sic solempnitie and Importance
had bene requisite, for mony of thame finding thame selffis sa

trappit be cuniing to suppar, and consequentlie be subscriving

the band the xix day of Aprile fearing to be burdynnit with

mair vngodlie and vnlefull thingis departit quietlie and come

not agane to court bot withdrew thame to thair housses

secreitlie, to se quhat end that strange and marvelous con-

fusioun wald draw vnto, juging it rather better sa to do than

to offer trew counsale quhair it was wilfullie reiectit and

mockit at, As thay traistit at the sicht of the quenis consent

to subscriue ye said band on ye said nyntene day, and be hir

mocking quhen as the noblemen send to dumbar offerand to

releif hir.

Heireftir diuers meanes wer maid to draw 'the noblemen

(that she and he fearit myslikit that state) to the court,

quhair gif they had cumin Outher thay suld haue gane ford-

wart in all vngodlie thingis with thame or ellis haue bene

wardit or as weill apperit destroyed and put to death The

hard conditionis proponit to the noblemen that desirit to pas

out of the realme wes a forwarning of the ordour deuisit for

thame.

Swa the circumstances of this haill tragedie gravelie con-

siderit be diuerse noblemen how that wicked and godles man
had fund sic hap In sa vngodlie a mater as be the murther

of the king, To obtene the quenis mariage and governament
of the realme, beside the cair of there awin lyfns, quhilkis

euidentlie they saw subiect to euident perrell and destruc-

tioun. Bot maist of all takand regard to the preservatioun of

the Innocent person of the natiue prince quhais liff had not

indurit, his fatheris murtherair having sic authoritie, seing it

that is aspirit to and gotten be wicked meanys, be the same

meanys custumably it is inantenit. Thairfoir the saidis noble-

men and vtheris gude subiectis drevin to the vttermaist poynt
of iust necessitie behuiffit to tak armes on the suddane, Think-

ing nathing mair godlie nor rnair honorable in the sicht of the

warld, then be pvnysing of boithuile cheif author of the mur-

ther To releif vtheris saikleslie calumpinat thairof To put the
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queue to libertie and fredome furtli of the bondaige of that

tyran quha sa presumptuouslie had interprisit to revels and

marie hir, quhais lauchfull husband he culd not be nether

she his lauchfull wiff And to preserve the Innocent persoun of

thair native prince furth of the handis of him that murtherit

his father as weill apperit be thair procedingis at thair cum-

ing neir borthuik Out of the quhilk how sone they knew
boithuile to be escapit they schew na kynd of persute aganis

the queue Bot past bak to Edinburgh Thair to advise on

thair greit and wechtie purpose, and to gif warnyng to the

remanent noblemen of thair occasioun of their taking of

armes and Intentioun to proceid to the pvnisment of the

murther.

And boithuile knawing the noblemen and thair cumpany to

be departit towardis Edinburgh Send the lard of ormistoun

in teviotdaill Ane that wes present in persoun at the kingis

murthure. with his other freindis And be thame causit the

quene be convoyit fra borthuik to the castell of dumbar arrayit

in sic forme, that it wes marvelous to the behalders at that

tyme and vnworthy presentlie to be rehersit, evir thinking be

hir and hir auctoritie to cover him fra pvnisment.
Sone eftir hir cuming to dumbar quhilk wes weddinsday

at nycht the xj day of Junij. 1567. strait proclamationis past
furth Commanding all men to repair in weirlike maner
towardes the quene, and boithuile then termed duik of

orknay hir husband, quhilkis convening he marchit from

dumbar on settirday the xiiij day, having in his cumpany
beside the power of the cuntre cartit ordinance and wageit
men of weir. Quhairfore the noblemen convenit for persute
of the murtherar being to lait aduertesit, removit furth of

Edinburgh And vpoun sonday the xv day approchit to the

said erles cumpany, quhilk then was at Carbarryhill xv

mylis from dumbar and five mylis onelie from Edinburgh,
Quhair being inquirit of the caus of there takin of armes

Declarit the occasioun to be the persute of the murthur of

the king vpoun the erle boithuile cheif author thairof, For
indeid the querrell wes than onelie intentit aganis him and
the remanent knawin murtherars without the bludesched of

ony Innocent man and in takin thairof it wes offerit to try
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the mater with him in singular battell betuix the cumpanyes,

according to the law of armes be a gentleman nndefamit

quhais name being inquirit The lard of tullibardin declarit

him reddie thairto. Bot the murtherar boithuile schifting

(aganis the tennour of his cartele quhilk of before he had

proclamit) said he wald fecht with ony eiie or lord on the

other party. The lord lindesay acceptand the conditioun,

preparit him Immediatelie for the same, and the maist part

of baith the cumpanyes louked assuredlie to haue sene the

mater then instantlie tryit Bot the murtherar dispairit of his

querrell and movit be the gruge of his gyltie conscience not

without the quenis perswasioun refusand all Escapit be flicht

to Dumbar castell, Incurrand thairby the ignominy dew vnto

the vincust be the law of armes. And she preferrand his Im-

pvnitie to hir awin honpure wald se him convoyit away, And
to the end he suld not be followit nor persewit come hir self

to the noblemen assemblit aganis the murtherar, quhilkis

convoyit hir to Edinburgh.
And being in Edinburgh vpoun the xvj day of the said

moneth of Junij. 1567. Albeit hir inordinat fauour schawiu to

the said boithuile hir husbandis murtherair, wes ower greit a

presumptioun to convince hir as gyltie of the murthure, zit

the noblemen past to hir humlie requiring hir that she wald

se the murtherars pvnised and be content that the pretendit

and vnlawfull mariage quhairin she wes Improuisitlie enterit

to be dissoluit for hir awin honour, the saulfgard of hir sone

and the quietnes of hir realme and subiectis To the quhilk
na vther ansuer culd be obtenit bot rigorous minassing on

the ane part avowand to be revengit on all thame that had

schawin thame selffis in that cause And on the vther part
offerand to gif ower the realme and all, swa she mycht be

sufferit to posses the murtherar of hir husband And in farther

pruif of hir indurat affectioun towardes him She convoyit a

purs with gold to him be dauid kintor the same xvj day,

quhilk hir inflexible mynd and extremitie of necessitie com-

pellit the noblemen to sequestrat hir persoun for a seasoun

fra the cumpany and having intelligence with the said boith-

uile and his fautoures quhill farther triall mycht be takin and

executioun maid for the murther Seing it had bene impossible
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to mak ony pvnisement thairfoir, she remaning at liberty and

hir passioun sufferit to wirk the awin effect.

The noblemen remaning at Edinburgh ernistlie travilling

be Inquisitioun and vtherwise to haue the said murther tryit

and pvnised, Boithuile then admirall of the realme abiding
certane space at dumbar Repairit to the Northland, and thair

prepairit to pas to the sea in pyracie as the last tred that

wickit and dispairit personis commounlie frequentis And zit

send to the castell of Edinburgh for a box with letters quhilk
he left thair Thinking gif he culd haue the samin the grund
of the caus suld neuir cum to lycht Bot as god wald the

box wes intercepted and takin fra vmquhile george dalgleishe

his servand and being viseit thair wes fund in the samin sic

lettres of quenis awin handwritt direct to the said erle and

vtheris writingis as cleirlie testifeit That as he wes the cheif

executour of the murther sa was she of the foirknawlege coun-

saler deuisar and mantenar of the authors thairof, and that

hir revesing preceiding hir pretendit mariage with the said

erle, wes nathing ellis but a colourit mask inuented and com-

mandit be hir selff, as a cloik of the abusing of hir body and

fylthie lyff frequentit with him of a ]ang continewance, baith

before and eftir the murther of hir husband.

Quhilk strange and vnnaturall crueltie befoir suspectit

being now euidentlie knawin be mony infallible pruiffis and

argumentis was oppinlie spokin of amangis the people and

swa the fame thairof at last come to the quenis awin earis,

Quhairvpoun considering hir former vngodlie lyff and wickit

behaviour and how iust occasioun she had gevin to hir

subiectis to myslike and werie of hir governament she wes

content to dimit and resigne the same with hir royall croun

and all pertinentis thairof In the fauores of hir sone now
our souerane lord And during his minoritie to establishe the

regiment of the realme in the persoun of the erle of Mur-

ray without his knawledge or desire, he being then absent

furth of the realme, and that voluntarlie na compulsioun
violence or force in word or deid vsit or practized to move
hir thairto.
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APPENDIX C *

COMICONS OF SR W. CECYLLS HAND.

(State Papers (Mary Queen of Scots), 1568, vol. ii. No. 61.)

Apud Westm. die Martis, 7 Decembr hora 9th ate Meridie,

1568. The Queens Matys Commissioners having heard the

foresaid Book of Articles thoroughly red unto them the night

before, and not the other writings containing the Act of

Parlemt and the names of y
e Estats assembled for the same

Parlemt did hear the same ij writings red unto them And
after that entred into a new hearing of the Book of Articles,

whereof having heard
iij

of the Chapters or heads the Earl

of Murray and his Collegues according to the Appointmt came
to the said Commissioners, and said, They trusted that after

the reading of the said book of Articles, and specially upon
the sight of the Act of Parlemt wherein the whole cause where-

with theire Adversaries did charge them, were found declared,

and concluded to be lawfull
;

their Lt would not onely be

satisfied to thinke them clear and void of such crime as her

Ma*y did charge them with all, but also would so satisfye her

Ma^, for they had no manner of meaning from the beginning
of this Conference to have dealt anything to the prejudice of

the Q. of Scottes their Soveraigns Mother, but that upon her

request made to the Q. Maty they were commanded to come

into this Eealm to answer to such things, as they should be

charged withall. And so being charged by their Adversaries

they had made such Answer as their Lt. had seen, and the

same charge being continued against them, their Maty aiso as

it seemeth charging them, @ as it were, condemning them,

they required to know whether their Lt were not now satis-

fied with such things as they had seen, and if they were not,

and that it would please them to shew if in any part of those

Articles exhibited they conceived any doubt, or would have

* The minutes supposed to be lost. See Laing, i. 219
; Goodall, ii.

235.

2 N
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any other proofe, which they trusted, needed not, considering
the circumstances thereof were for the most part notorious to

the world, they would willingly'shew matter therein to satis-

fye them. Whereunto her Ma^8 Commissioners answered,

that it was well known, what place they held in this Confer-

ence, that was, to be only hearers, and with all indifferency

to make report unto her Maly of such things as should be

on either part produced without requiring or procuring any
other matter, than they themselves should find convenient to

utter or exhibite, and therefore they could not with good in-

differency declare what they thought sufficient or insufficient

in these matters last produced, for that were now proper to

their Adversaries to shew what they thought to be insuffi-

cient, and where also they seemed to move her Ma^8 said

Commissioners to allow hereof in like sort as the iij
Estats in

Scotland had, the said Commissioners answered they knew

not, how the States in Scotland wer thereto moved, and as

for themselves, how they were herewith moved they need not

to declare. Whereupon the said Earle and his Collegues

pausing a while did withdraw themselves, and at their re-

turn they repeated their former unwillingnes in like manner

(though in diversity of Speech) and requiring that they might
utter, and declare that, which they might utter and shew
under the benefit of their former protestacon, adding sundry
times, that their Adversaries in this matter had been the cause

of the utterance of any thing spoken to the infamy of the

Queen whom they knew well had more particular respect to

themselves, than to the honour and weal of the Q. And so

they produced a small gilded coffer of not fully one foot

long, being garnished in many places with the Eoman Letter

F set under a E. Crown, wherein were certain letters, and

writings, and as they said and affirmed to have been written

with the Q. of Scottes own hand, to the Earl Bothwell, which

coffer, as they said, being left in the Castle of Edenborough
by the said Earl Bothwell before his flying away, was sent

for by one Georg Dalglish his servant, who was taken by
the Earle of Morton, who also thereto sitting presently as

one of the Commissioners avowed upon his oath the same to

be true, and the writings to be the very same, without any
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manner of change, and before they would exhibit the sight

of any of those letters, they exhibited a writing written in a

Romain hand in French, as they said, and would avow by the

Q. of Scottes herself, being a promise of Marriage to the Earl

Bothwell; which writing being without date, and although
some words therein seem to the contrary, they did suppose
so to have been made and written by her before the death of

her husband, the tenour whereof thus folioweth : Nous Marie

par la Grace de Dieu &c.

They also exhibited an other writing in Scottish which

they avowed to be wholly written by the Earle of Huntley
dated the vth of Aprill containing a form of a contract for mar-

riage betwixt the said Queen and Earle Bothwell subscribed

Mary which they avowed to be the proper hand of the said

Queen, and underneath it James Earle Bothwell, which they
also avowed to be the proper hand of the said Earl Bothwell.

At which time he was commonly defamed, and not cleansed

(as they termed it) which is not acquited before the xiith of

Aprill following, the tenour of which contract thus ensueth :

At Seton the vth day of Aprill.

After this they shewed the Acts or Eecords of the Justice

Court held at Edenborough the said xij
th of Aprill, signed by

John Bollenden Justice Clerk among which followed dictaye /\
otherwise called the Inditem* in this sort following. James ' \

Erie Bothwell Lord Hayles and Crighton &c. And in another

place amongst the said Acts and Eecords the names of the

Lord of Hiassises* with their Answere to the said dictay as

hereafter followeth. Assise /\
Andrew Erie of Rothes &c. To which they added this in / \

defence of the said verdict, besides the matters contained in the

later part of protestation made by George Erie of Catnes Chan-

celour of the said Assise that the said dictay was not in this

point true alledging the murder to be committed the ixth day
of February which was .... for that in deed the mur-

der was committed on the next day being the xth in the morn-

ing before at ij houres after the midnight preceding, which
in law was and ought to be truly accompted the xth day, and

so the acquitall not in that point untrue They also required
*
Sic in original.
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that consideration might be had of certain words in divers

places of the contract made at Seto the vth of Aprill 1567.

Whereof the tenour is above inserted, whereby is by express

words mentioned that before the vth of Aprill a process of

Divorce betwext the Earle Bothwell, and Dame Jane Gour-

day
* his Wife was intented, that is to say, begon, for that they

alleged that at the same time ye proces of the said Divorce

was not begon but the said contract was made not only when

the said Earle wTas undivorced but before any such proces or

suite was intented
;
for which purpose the said Earle and his

Collegues produced forth before ij several! ordinary Ecclesi-

asticall Judges 2 Acts of the whole Judgem* of the Divorce

wherein appeared that the process of the one begon the xxvth

of Aprill and the other the xxvij
th as further may appeare by

the tenour of the said Process hereafter following.

After this the said Earle, and his Collegues offred to shew

certain prooves not onely of the Queens hate towards the

King her husband but also of unordinate love towards Both-

well, for which purpose they first produced a letter written

in French and in Eomain hand which they avowed to be a

letter of the said Queens own hand stet* to Bothwell when she

was at Glasco with her husband at the time she went to bring

/\ him to Edenborough, the tenour of which letter hereafter

\ folioweth : II Semble que avecques vre absence &c.f
After this they produced for the same purpose one other

long lettre written also with the like hand, and in French,

which they also avowed to be a letter written with the said

Queens own hand to Bothwell from Glasco. Upon the read-

ing whereof they did expresse their own knowledg of certain

matters concerning doubtfull speeches in the same letter con-

tained, of one Willin Higate, and .... and also of

the Lord of Mynte, by which they intended to make it plain
that otherwise was doubtfull, the Tenour of all which letter

followeth hereafter. Estant party du lieu &c. {

* Sic in original.

f Letter No. 1, in French, ante, 184.

J Letter No. 2, in French, ante, 186.
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[Indorsed]

vij
th of Decemb. 1568.

The 6 Session at the Parlem* Chamber the vij
th of Decembr

6 Sessen.

Mr Windebanke

A
/y

A
Scotia

I certify that the foregoing is a true and authentic copy,

H. J. SHARPS,

Assistant-Keeper of Public Records.

February 5, 1869.
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APPENDIX D*

(From a copy marked ly Cecil Cot. Libr., CaL, B. ix. fol. 247.)

January 21, 1566. The Quene tuik hir journay towards

Glascow, and was accompanyit with the Earlis of Huntly and

Bothwell to the Kalendar, my Lord Levistoun's Place.

23. The Quene came to Glascow, and on the rode met hir

Thomas Crauford from the Erie of Lennux, and Sir James

Hamilton, with the rest mentionit in hir letter. Erie Huntly
and Bothwell returnit that same nycht to Edynbrough, and

Bothwell lay in the town.

24. The Quene remaynit at Glascow, lyck as she did the 25th

and the 26th, and hayd the conference with the King whereof

she wryttis ;
and in this tyme wrayt hir bylle and uther

letteris to Bothwell. And Bothwell this 24th day wes found

verray tymus westing the Kyng's ludging that wes in prepar-

ing for him, and the same nycht tuik journay towards Lyddis-
daill.

27. The Quene (conforme to hir commission, as she wryttis)

broucht the King from Glascow to the Kalendar towards

Edynbrough.
28. The Quene broucht the King to Linlythquow, and there

remained all morn, quhill she gat word of my Lord Bothwell

his returning towards Edynbrough, be Hob Ormistoun, ane of

the murtheraris. The same day the Erie Bothwell came back

from Lyddisdaill towards Edynbrough.

* This is the portion of Murray's Journal relating to the queen's

journey to Glasgow.
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APPENDIX E.

The FIKST CONTRACT produced by JAMES STEWART,
EARL OF MURRAY, at London.*

Nous Marie, par la grace de Dieu, Royne d'Escosse, douar-

yere de France, &c. promettons fidellement, & de bonne foy,

& sans contraynte, a Jaques Hepburn Conte de Boduel, de

n'avoir jaraays autre espoulx & mary que luy, & de le prendre

pour tel toute & quant fois qu'il m'en requerira, quoy que

parents, amys ou autres, y soient contrayres. Et puis que
Dieu a pris mon feu mary Henry Stuart dit Darnlay, & que

par ce moien je sois libre, n'estant soubs obeissance de pere,

ni de mere, des mayntenant je proteste que, lui estant en

mesme liberte, je seray preste, & d'accomplir les ceremonies

requises au mariage : que je lui promets devant Dieu, que

j'en prantz a tesmoignasge, & la presente, signe'e de ma mayn :

ecrit ce . . .

MARIE R

The SECOND CONTRACT produced by the EARL OF

MURRAY at London.

At Setoun, the V. day of April, the zeir of God 1567, the

richt excellent, richt heich and michtie Princes, Marie, be the

grace of God, Quene of Scottis, considering the place and
estait quhairin Almightie God hes constitute hir heichnes,
and how, be the deceis of the King hir husband, hir Majestie
is now destitute of ane Husband, leving solitarie in the stait

of wedowheid : In the quhilk kynde of lyfe hir Majestie
maist willingly wald continew, gif ye weill of hir realme and

subjectis wald permit : Bot on the uther part, considdering
the inconveniencis may follow, and the necessitie quhilk the

realme hes, yat hir Majestie be couplit with ane husband, hir

* From the original, Cotton Library, Caligula, c. i. This is probably
the paper actually produced ; but the signature is certainly not that of

the queen, although there is an obvious attempt at imitation.
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Heichness hes inclynit to mary. And seing quhat incom-

moditie may cum to this realme, in cace hir Majestie suld

joyne in mariage with ony forane Prince of ane strange

natioun, hir Heichnes hes thocht rather better to zeild unto

ane of hir awin subjectis : Amangis quhome hir Majestie findis

nane niair abill, nor indewit with better qualiteis, then the

richt nobill, and hir deir cousin, James Erie Bothwell, &c. of

quhais thankfull and trew service hir Heichnes, in all tymes

bypast, hes had large prufe and infallibill experience. And

seing not only the same gude mynd constantly persevering
in him, bot with that ane inward affection and hartly lufe

towardis hir Majestie, hir Heichness, amangis the rest, hes

maid hir chose of him : And thairfoir, in the presence of the

eternall God, faithfully, and in the word of ane Prince, be

thir presentis, takis the said James Erie Bothwell as hir law-

full husband, and promittis and oblissis hir Heichnes, that

how sone the proces of divorce, intentit betwixt ye said Erie

Bothwell and Dame Jane Gordoun, now his pretensit spous,

beis endit be the ordour of ye lawis, hir Majestie sail, God

willing, thairefter schortly mary and tak the said Erie to hir

husband, and compleit the band of matrimonie with him, in

face of haly kirk, and sail never mary nane uther husband

bot he only, during his lyfetyme. And as hir Majestie, of hir

gratious humanitie and proper motive, without deserving of

the said Erie, hes thus inclynit hir favour and affection to-

wardis him, he humblie and reverentlie acknawledging the

same, according to his bound dewtie, and being als fre and

abill to mak promeis of mariage, in respect of the said proces
of divorce, intentit for divers ressonabill causis, and that his

said pretensit spous hes thairunto consentit, he presentlie

takis hir Majestie as his lauchfull spous in the presence of

God, and promittis and oblissis him, as he will answer to

God, and upon his fidelitie and honour, that, in all diligence

possibill, he sail prosecute and set fordward the said proces
of divorce alreddy begunne and intentit betwix him and the

said Dame Jane Gordoun his pretensit spous, unto the fynal
end of ane decreit and declarator thairin. And incontinent

thairefter, at hir Majesteis gude will and plesure, and quhen
hir Heichness thinkis convenient, sail compleit and solem-
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nizat, in face of haly kirk, ye said band of matrimony with

hir Majestie, and lufe, honour and serve Mr Heichness,

according to the place and honour that it hes pleisit hir

Majestie to accept him unto, and never to have ony uther for

his wyfe, during hir Majesteis lyfetime : In faith and witness-

ing quhairof, hir Heichness and the said Erie hes subscrivit

this present faithfull promeis with yair handis, as followis,

day, zeir and place foirsaidis, befoir thir witnessis, George
Erie of Huntly, and maister Thomas Hepburne Persoun of

Aulhamstock, &c. Sic subscribitur,

MARIE R
JAMES ERLE BOTHWELL.

Heir note, that this contract was maid the V. of Apryll,
within VIII. oulkis efter the murther of the King, quhilk was

slane the X. of Februar befoir
;
also it was maid VII. dayis

befoir that Bothwell was acquyitit, be corrupt judgement, of

the said murther.

Alswa it appeiris be the wordis of the contract itself, that

it was maid befoir sentence of divorce betwix Bothwell and

his former wife, and alswa in verray treuth was maid be-

foir ony Sute of divorce intentit or begune betwene him and

his former wyfe, thocht sum wordis in this contract seme to

say utherwyse. Quhilk is thus provit ;
for this contract is

daitit ye V. of Apryll, and it planely appeiris, be the judiciall

actis befoir the twa severall Ecclesiastical ordinarie judges,

quhairin is contenit the haill proces of the divorce betwene

the said Erie and Dame Jane Gordoun his wyfe, that the ane

of the same processis was intentit and begun the XXVI. day
of Apryll, and the uther the XXVII. Buchanan's ' Detection/

The TRUE CONTRACT OF MARRIAGE between Q. MARY and

JAMES DUKE OF ORKNAY, EARL BOITHVILE, &c.*

At Edinburgh, the xiiii. day of Maii, the zeir of God MD.
thrie scoir sevin zeris. It is appointit, agreit, contractit,

and finalie accordit betwix the richt excellent, richt heich,

* From the original in the Royal Archives. See Goodall, ii. 57.
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and michtie Princesse Marie, be the grace of God, Quene of

Scottis, dowarrier of France, on the ane part, and the richt

noble and potent Prince James Duke of Orknay, Erie Boith-

vile, Lord Halis, Creichtoun and Liddisdaill, greit Admirall

of this realme of Scotland, on the uther part, in manner,

forme, and effect as efter followis
;
that is to say : Forsamekle

as hir Majestie, considering with hirself how almichtie God
hes not onlie placit and constitute hir Heines to regnne owir

this realme, and during hir lyvetyme to governe the people
and inhabitants thairof, hir native subjectis ;

bot als that of

hir royall persoun successioun mycht be producit, to enjoy
and posses this kingdome and dominionis thairof, quhen God
sail call hir Hienes to his mercy out of this mortall lyff; and

how graciouslie it hes plesit him alreddy to respect hir Hienes,

and this hir realme, in geving unto hir Majestie of hir maist

deare and onlie sone the Prince, baith hir Hienes self and hir

haill subjectis ar detbund to rander unto God immortal prayse
and thankes. And now hir Majestie being destitute of an

husband, levand solitary in the state of wedoheid, and zit

zoung and of flurishing aige, apt and able to procreate and

bring forth ma children, hes bene preissit and humbly requirit

to zeild unto sum mariage. Quhilk petitioun hir Grace wey-

ing, and taking in gude part, bot cheiflie regarding the pre-

servatioun and continewance of hir posteritie hes condescendit

thairto. And mature deliberatioun being had towert the per-

sonaige of him with quhome hir Hienes suld joyne in mariage,
the maist part of hir Nobilitie, be way of advise, hes humbly
prayit hir Majestie, and thocht bettir that she suld sa far

humble hirself, as to accept ane of hir awin borne subjectis

on that state and place, that wer accustomat with the man-

eris, lawis and consuetude of this countre, rather nor ony

foreyne Prince: And hir Majestie preferrand thair advyse
and prayers, with the weilfair of hir realme, to the avance-

ment and promotioun quhilk hir Hienes in particular mycht
have be foreyne mariage, hes in that poynt likewise inclynit

to the sute of hir said Nobilitie. And thay namand the said

noble Prince, now Duke of Orknay, for the special personaige,
hir Majestie well avysit, hes allowit thair motioun and nomi-

natioun, and graciouslie accordit thairunto, having recent me-
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morie of the notable and worthie actis, and gude service done

and performit be him to hir Majestie, alswell sen hir return-

ing and arrivall in this realme, as of befoir in hir Hienes's

minoritie, and during the time of governament of umquhile
hir dearest moder of gude memorie, in the furthsetting of hir

Majestie's auctoritie aganis all impugnaris and ganestand-
eris thairof: Quhais magnanimitie, courage, and constant

trewth towert hir Majestic, in preservatioun of hir awin per-

soun from mony evident and greit dangeris, and in conduct-

ing of heich and profitable purposes, tending to hir Hienes's

avancement, and establissing of this countrie to hir perfite

and universal obedience, hes sa far movit hir, and procurit

hir favour and affectioun, that abuif the commoun and accus-

tomat gude grace and benevolence quhilk Princes usis to

bestow on noble men, thair subjectis weill deserving, hir

majestie wil be content to ressave and tak to hir husband

the said noble Prince, for satisfactioun of the hartis of hir

Nobilitie and people. And to the effect that hir Majestie

may be the mair able to governe and rewill hir realme in

time to cum during hir lyfetime, and that yssue and suc-

cessioun, at Godis plessour, may be producit of hir maist

noble persoun, quhilkis, being sa deir and tender to hir

said dearest sone, eftir hir Majestie's deceis, may befoir all

utheris serve, ayd and comfort him. Quhairfore the said

excellent and michtie Princesse and Quene, and the said

noble and potent Prince James Duke of Orknay sail, God

willing, solemnizat and compleit the band of matrimony,
ather of thame with uther, in face of haly kirk with all

guidlie diligence. And als hir Majestie, in respect of the

same matrimony, and of the successioun, at Goddis plesour
to be procreat betwix thame, and producit of hir body, sail in

hir nixt parliament grant a ratificatioun, with avise of hir thrie

estatis, (quhilk hir Majestie sail obtene) of the Infeftment

maid be hir to the said noble Prince, than Erie Boithvile,

and his airis maill to be gottin of his body, quhilkis failzeing,

to hir Hienes and hir crown to return, of all and haill the

erldome, landis, and ilis of Orknay and Lordship of Zetland^
with the holmis, skerreis, quylandis, outbrekkis, castellis,

touris, fortalices, manor-places, milnis, multuris, woddis,
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cunyngharis, fisheingis, alsweill in freshe watteris as salt,

havynnis, portis, raidis, outseittis, partis, peiidiclis, tenentis,

tenendries, service of fre* tenentis, advocatioun, donatioun, and

richt of patronage of kirkis, benefices and chapellanries of

the samyn, liand within the sheriffdom of Orknay and fowdry
of Zetland, respectivb, with the toll and custumis within the

saidis boundis, togidder with the offices of sheriffship of

Orknay and fowdry of Zetland, and office of Justiciarie within

all the boundis als weill of Orknay, as Zetland
;
with all the

privilegis, feis, liberteis and dewteis perteining and belanging

thairto, and all thair pertinentis, erectit in aiie haill and fre

Dukry, to be callit the Dukry of Orknay for evir : And, gif

neid be, sail mak him new infeftment thairupon in compe-
tent and dew forme : Quhilk hir Majestie promittis in verbo

principis. And in cais, as God forbid, thair beis na airis

maill procreat betwix hir Majestie and the said Prince, he

oblissis his utheris airis maill, to be gottin of his body, to

renounce the halding of blanche ferme contenit in the said

infeftment, takand alwayes and ressavand new infeftment of

the saidis landis, Erldome, Lordship, ills, toll, custumis, and

offices above writtin, and all thair pertinentis erectit -in ane

Dukry, as said is : Quhilk name and titill it sail alwayes
retene notwithstanding the alteratioun of the halding ;

his

saidis airis maill to be gottin of his body payand zerlie thair-

foir to our said soverane Ladyis successoris, or thair comp-
trollaris in thair name, the soum of twa thousand poundis

money of this realme, like as the samyn was sett in the tyme
of the Kingis grace hir gracious fader, of maist worthy
memorie. Mairover, the said noble and potent Prince and

Duke oblissis him, that he sail nawyse dispone nor put away
ony of his landis, heritaigis, possessiounis and offices present,

nor quhilkis he sail happin to obtene and conquess herefter

during the mariage, fra the airis maill to be gottin betwix

him and hir Majestie ;
bot thay to succeid to the same, als

weill as to the said Dukry of Orknay. Furthermair, it is

concluded and accordit be hir Majestie, that all signatours,
lettres and writtingis to be subscrivit be hir Majestie in tyme
to cum, efter the completing and solemnizatioun of the said

mariage, othir of giftis, dispositionis, graces, privilegis, or
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utheris sic thingis quhatsumevir, sal be alsua subscrivit be

the said noble Prince and Duke for his interesse, in signe and

takin of his consent and assent thairto, as hir Majestie's hus-

band. Likeas it is alsua agreit and accordit be the said no-

ble Prince and Duke, that na signatours, lettres or writingis,

other of giftis, dispositions, graces, privilegis, or uthir sic

thingis concerning the affaires of the realme, sal be subscrivit

be him onlie, and without hir Majesteis avise and subscrip-

tioun : And gif ony sic thing happin, the sainyn to be of nane

avale. And for observing, keping and fulfilling of the pre-

missis, and every point and article thairof, the said noble and

mychtie Princesse, and the said noble Prince and Duke hes

boundin and oblissit thame faithfullie to utheris
;
and ar con-

tent and consentis that this present contract be actit and

registrat in the buikis of counsell and sessioun, ad perpetuam
rei memoriam : And for acting and registering heirof in the

said buikis, hir Majestie ordanis hir advocattis, and the said

noble Prince and Duke hes maid and constitute Maister

David Borthwick, Alexander Skene his procuratoris con-

junctlie and severalie, promittand de rato. In witness of

the quhilk thing hir Majestie and the said noble Prince and

Duke hes subscrivit this present contract with thair handis,

day, zeir and place foirsaidis, befoir thir witnessis, ane maist

reverend fader in God Johnne Archiebishop of Saintandrewis,

Commendatar of Paisly, &c. George Eiil of Huntlie, Lord

Gordoun and Badzenach, Chancellar of Scotland, &c. David
Erll of Crawfurd, Lord Lindsay, &c. George Erll of Eothes,
Lord Leslie, Alexander Bishop of Galloway, Commendatar of

Inchaffray, Johnne Bishop of Eoss, Johnne Lord Fleming,
Johnne Lord Hereis, William Maitland of Lethington younger,
Secretar to our Soverane Lady, Sir Johnne Bellenden of

Auchnoule, Knight, Justice-Clerk, and Mr. Robert Creychton
of Eliok, Advocate to hir Hienes, with utheris divers.

MARIE R
JAMES DUKE OF ORKNAY.
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On the lack,

xiiii. Mali, 1567.

Comperit personalie the Quenis Majestie, and James Duke
of Orknay, &c. and desyrit this contract to be registrat, &c.

in presens of the Clerk of Eegister &c. of quhais command
I haif registrat the samin.

J. SCOTT.

APPENDIX F.

LOVE-SONNETS.

O Dieux, ayez de moy compassion,
Et m'enseignez quelle preuve certaine

Je puis donner, qui ne luy semble vaine,

De mon amour & ferme affection.

Las n'est-il pas ja en possession
Du corps, du cceur, qui ne refuse peine,

Ny deshonneur en la vie incertaine,

Offence de parens, ne pire affliction ?

Pour luy tons mes amis, j'estime moins que rien,

Et de mes ennemis je veux esperer Men.

J'ay hazarde pour luy & nom & conscience.

Je veux pour luy au monde renoncer,

Je veux mourir pour le faire avancer :

Que reste plus pour prouver ma Constance ?

Entre ses mains, & en son plain pouvoir,

Je mets mon fils, mon honneur, & ma vie,

Mon pai's, mes subjets, mon ame assubjettie.

Est toute a luy, & n'ay autre vouloir

Pour mon objet, que sans le decevoir

Suivre je veux, malgre' toute 1'envie

Qu'issir en peut. Car je n'ay autre envie,

Que de ma foy luy faire appercevoir :
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Que pour tempeste, ou "bonasse qu'il face,

Jamais ne veut changer demeure on place.

Bref, je feray de ma foy telle preuve,

Qu'il cognoistra, sans faute, ma Constance
;

Non par mes pleurs, ou feinte obei'ssance,

Comme autres sont, mais par diverse espreuve.

Elle, pour son honneur, vous doit obei'ssance :

Moy vous obeissant, j'en puis recevoir blasme,

N'estant, a mon regret, comme elle, vostre femme
;

Et si n'aura pourtant en ce point prominence.
Pour son' proufit elle use de Constance,

Car ce n'est peu d'honneur d'estre de vos biens dame :

Et moy, pour vous aimer, j'en puis recevoir blasme,

Et ne luy veux ceder en toute 1'observance.

Elle de vostre mal n'a 1'apprehension,

Moy je n'ay nul repos, tant je crain 1'apparence.
Par 1'advis des parens elle eust vostre accointance

;

Moy, malgre tous les miens, vous porte affection,

Et de sa loyaute prenez ferme asseurance.

Par vous, mon coeur, & par vostre alliance,

Elle a remis sa maison en honneur,
Elle a joiiy par vous de la grandeur,
Dont tous les siens n'avoient nulle asseurance.

De vous, mon bien, elle a eu la Constance,

Et a gaigne* pour un temps vostre coeur,

Par vous elle a eu plaisir en bon lieur,

Et pour vous a honneur & reverence,

Et n'a perdu sinon la joiiissance,

D'un fascheux sot qu'elle avoit cherement.

Je ne la plain d'aimer done ardement

Celuy qui n'a en sens, n'y en vaillance,

Ny en beaute*, en bonte, ny Constance,

Point de second. Je vy en ceste foy.

Quant vous 1'aimiez, elle usoit de froideur,

Si vous souffriez pour s'amour passion,

Qui vient d'aimer de trop d'affection,
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Son doigt monstroit la tristesse du coeur.

N'aiant plaisir en vostre grand ardeur.

En ses habits monstroit sans fiction,

Qu'elle n'avoit paour, qu'imperfectioii

Petist 1'effacer hors de ce loyal coeur.

De vostre mort je ne vis la peaur,

Que meritoit tel inary & seigneur.

Somme de vous elle a eu tout son bien,

Et n'a prise, n'y jamais estime*,

Une si grand heur, sinon puis qu'il n'est sien,

Et maintenant dit 1'avoir tant aime.

Et maintenant elle commence a voir,

Qu'elle estoit bien de mauvais jugement,
De n'estimer 1'amour d'un tel amant,
Et voudroit bien mon amy decevoir

Par les escrits tous fardez de sc,avoir,

Qui pourtant n'est en son esprit croissant,

Ains emprunte de quelque auteur luisant,

A faint tresbien un envoy sans 1'avoir.

Et toutesfois ses paroles fardeez,

Ses pleurs, ses plaincts remplis de fictions,

Et ses hautz cris & lamentations,

Ont tant gaigne, que par vous sont gardeez
Ses lettres, escrites, ausquels vous donnez foy,

Et si 1'aimez, & croiez plus que moy.

Vous la croyez, las ! trop je 1'apperc.oy,

Et vous doutez de ma ferme Constance,

mon seul bien, & ma seule esperance,
Et ne vous puis asseurer de ma foy.

Vous m'estimez legiere, qui je voy,
Et si n'avez en moy nulle asseurance,

Et soup9onnez mon coeur sans apparence,
Vous rnemant a trop grand tort de moy.
Vous ignorez 1'amour que je vous porte.

Vous soup^onnez qu'autre amour me transports.

Vous estimez mes paroles du vent.

Vous despeignez de cire mon las coeur.
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Vous me pensez femme sans jugement ;

Et tout cela angmente mon ardeur.

Mon amour croist, & plus en plus croistra,

Tant que vivray, & tiendray a grandheur
Tant settlement d'avoir part en ce cceur,

Vers qui enfin mon amour paroistra

Si tresclair, que jamais n'en doutera.

Pour luy je veux recercher la grandeur,
Et feray tant que de vray congnoistra

Que je n'ay bien, heur, ne contentement,

Qu'a 1'obeir & servir loyaument.
Pour luy j'attendz toute bonne fortune,

Pour luy je veux garder saute* & vie,

Pour luy tout vertu de suivre j'ay envie,

Et sans changer me trouvera tout'une.

Pour luy aussi j'ay jette* mainte larine,

Premier qu'il fust de ce corps possesseur,

Duquel alors il n'avoit pas le coeur.

Puis me donna un autre dur alarme,

Quand il versade son sang mainte dragme,
Dont de grief me vint laisser douleur,

Qui m'en pensa oster la vie & frayeur,

De perdre, las ! le seul rampart qui m'arme.

Pour luy depuis j'ay meprise 1'honneur,

Ce qui nous peult seul pourvoir de bonheur.

Pour luy j'ay hazarde grandeur & conscience,

Pour luy tous mes parens j'ay quitte & amis,

Et tous autres respectz sont a part mis,

Brief, de vous seul je cherche 1'alliance.

De vous, je dis, seul soustien de ma vie,

Tant seulement je cerche m'asseurer
;

Et si ose de moy tant presumer,
De vous gaigner maugre" toute 1'envie :

Car c'est le seul desir de vostre chere amie,

De vous servir, & loyaument aimer,

Et tous malheurs moins que rien estimer,

20
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Et vostre volonte* de la mienne suivre

Vous congnoistrez aveques obeissance,

De mon loyal devoir n'obmettant la science,

A quoy j'estudiray pour tousjours vous complaire,

Sans aimer rien que vous, soubs la subjection

De qui je veux sans nulle fiction,

Vivre & mourir
;
& a ce j'obtempere.

Mon cceur, mon sang, mon ame, & mon soucy,

Las ! vous m'avez promis qu'aurons ce plaisir

De deviser aveques vous a loisir,

Toute la nuict, ou je languis icy,

Ayant le cceur d'extreme paour transy,

Pour voir absent le but de mon desir.

Crainte d'oublir un coup me vient saisir,

Et 1'autre fois je crains que endurci

Soit contre moy vostre aimable cceur,

Par quelque dit d'un meschant rapporteur :

Une autre fois je crain quelque aventure,

Qui par chemin destourne mon amant,
Par un fascheux, & nouveau accident :

Dieu destourne tout malheureux augure.

Ne vous voyant selon qu'avez promis,

J'ay mis la main au papier pour escrire,

D'un different que j'ay voulu transcrire.

Je ne S9ay pas quel sera vostre advis
;

Mais je s$ay bien qui mieux aimer saura,
Vous diriez bien qui plus y gaignera.*

* On the subject of these sonnets the reader may consult Whitaker,
iii. ; Lord Hailes's Remarks on the History of Scotland, cap. xi. ; and

Tytler's Inquiry.
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APPENDIX G.

As to the place where the queen was intercepted by Both-

well, the following
" remission" appears to furnish the best

evidence :

Preceptum remissionis Andree reidpeth in deringtoun pro
arte et parte proditorie vemencie in comitiua cum Jacobo

comite de boithuile et insidiationis vie regine S. D. N. regis

charissime matris Ipsa reuertente a burgo de Striuiling ad

burgum de Edinburcht prope aquam de Awniond Et pro

captione et raptu eius nobilissime persone et ductione eius-

dem cum eis ad castrum de dunbar ipsam ibidem captiuam
detinendo et pro arte et parte proditorie fortificationis et de-

tentionis dicti castri domus et fortalicij de dunbar contra

regem et suam auctoritatem mensibus aprilis Maij augusti
et septembris ultimo elapsis commissis Et pro omnibus

actione et criminibus etc. Necnon pro omnibus aliis actioni-

bus etc. murthuro quondam henrici regis charissimi patris

dicti S. D. N. regis duntaxat excepto etc. Apud dunbar

primo die mensis Octobris Anno domini etc. lxvij
to

Per signetum

(Kegistrum Secreti Sigilli, lib. xxxvij. foL 21
;

MS., Gen. Kegister House, Edinburgh.)

Another " remission
"
for the same offence :

Preceptum remissionis Adami portuous in halkschaw et

Johannis melros in finglen pro arte et parte in comitiua cum
Jacobo comite de boithuile domino hailis creichtoun etc. mag-
no admirallo regni Scotie proditorij raptus nobilissime per-

sone S. D. N. regine Ipsa proficiscente iter suum a burgo de

linlithgw ad burgum de Edinburcht et portationis et deduc-

tionis dicte regine ad castrum de dunbar suamque personam
in eodem in carcere et captiuitate ad eorum libidinem de-

tinendi et restringendi in mense aprili ultimo elapso conimis-

sorum Et pro omnibus actione et crimine etc. Necnon

pro omnibus aliis actionibus criminibus proditionibus trans-
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gressionibus et offensis quibuscunque per ipsos aut eorum
alterum aliquibus temporibus retroactis diem date presentium

precedentibus commissis seu quomodolibet perpetratis etc.

Apud Edinburcht decimo die mensis Maij Anno etc. lxvij
to

Per signetum

(Eeg. Seer. Sig., lib. xxxvj. fol. 97.)

The summons of treason against Bothwell and his associates

(Thomson's edition of the Acts of the Parliaments of Scot-

land, iii. 5 et seqf), after charging them with the murder of

Daruley, proceeds thus :

Ac etiam pro eorum proditoria interceptione nobilissime

persone clarissime matris nostre Marie Scotorum regine in

via sua inter linlythgow et oppidum Edinburgi prope pontes

vulgo vocatos foull briggis earn adoriendo cum mille equitibus
armatis more bellico instructis mense aprilis ultime elapso ac

proditoria et violenta incarceratione nobilissime persone dicte

charissime matris nostre in castro nostro de dunbar et deten-

tione eiusdem in dicto castro ad spatium duodecim dierum.

APPENDIX H.

The PROTESTATIOUN of the ERLIS of HUNTLEY and ARGYLL,

touching the Murthour of the KING OF SCOTTIS.

(A copy Cot. Libr., CaL, C. i. fol. 282.)

We George Erie of Huntley, Lord Gordoun, and great
Chancellour of Scotland, and we Archibald Erie of Ergile,
Lord Campbell and Lome, and greit Justiciar of the said

realme
;

It mott be kend till all and sindrie [to] quhais

knawledge thir presentis sail cum, how we (being informit

that sum disobedient subjectis to the Quene's Majestic our

soverane Lady, for excuse and covering of thair taking armour

aganis hir Hienes, imprisoning of hir maist nobill persoun,
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usurping of hir Grace's auctoritie, practising the keiparis of

the principal places and fortressis of hir realme, invading

thairof, reiving and spuilzeing hir Majestie's pretious mov-

abillis, jewellis, and stanes of greit valour, durst, in lying

falsly and calumniously, accuse hir Hienes to have bene of

the foirknawledge, counsallit, devysit, perswadit, and com-

mandit the murthour committit in the persoun of umquhile

Henry Stewart, hir Majestie's husband) will, for the dewtie of

guid and faithful subjectis, and discharge of our consciences

afoir God and the warld, declair that quhilk we knaw of the

said murthour. That is to say,

In the zeir of God 1566 zeiris, in the moneth of December,
or thairby, efter hir Hienes's greit and extreme seiknes, and

retourning from Jedwart, hir Grace being in the castel of

Craigmillar, accompanyit be us abone written, and be the

Erlis of Bothwell, Murray, and Secretaire Lethingtoun ;
the

said Erie of Murray and Lethingtoun came in the chamber of

us the Erie of Ergile in the morning, we being in our bed
;

quha "lamenting the banishment of the Erie of Mortoun,
Lordis Lyndsay and Rowen, with the rest of thair factioun,

said, That the occasioun of the murthour of David, slane be

thame in presence of the Queue's Majestie, was for to troubill

and impesche the parliament ; quhairin the Erie of Murray
and utheris sould have bene foirfaltit, and declarit rebellis.

And se'ing that the samin was cheiflie for the weilfare of the

Erie of Murray, it sould be estemit ingratitude gif he and his

freindis, in reciproque manner, did not interpryse all that wer

[in thair] puissance for releif of the saidis banishit
; quhair-

foir thay thocht, that we, of our part, sould have bene as

desyrous thairto as thay wer."

And we agreing to the same, to do all that was in us for

thair releif, provyding that the Queue's Majestie sould not be

offendit thairat: On this Lethingtoun proponit and said,
" That the narrest and best way till obtene the said Erie of

Mortoun's pardoun, was, to promise to the Queue's Majestie
to find ane moyen to mak divorcement betwix hir Grace and

the King hir husband, quha had offendit hir Hienes sa hielie

in mony wayis."

Quhairunto we answering, That we knew not how that
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myght be done
; Lethingtoun said, the Erie of Murray being

ever present,
" My Lord, Cair zou not thairof. We sail fynd

the meane weill aneuch to mak hir quite of him, swa that ze

and my Lord of Huntlie will onlie behald the matter, and not

be offendit thairat."

And then thay send to my Lord of Huntlie, praying him

to cum to our chalmer.

This is as thay dealit with us particularlie. Now lat us

schaw quhat followit efter that we wer assemblit.

We Erie of Huntlie being in the said chalmer, the saidis

Erie of Murray and Lethingtoun oppinit the matter lykwise
to us in manner foirsaid, promising, if we wald consent to

the samin, that thay sould fynd the mean to restoir us in

our awin landis and offices, and thay to stand guid freindis

unto us, and cause the said Erie of Mortoun, Rowen, and all

the rest of that cumpanie, to do the like in time cuming.
Our answer was, it sould not stop be us, that the matter cum
not to effect, in all myght be proffitfull and honorabill baith

for thame and us, and speciallie quhair the pleasour, weill

and contentment of the Quene's Majestie consistit. And
thairon we four, viz. Erlis of Huntlie, Ergile, Murray, and

Secretaire Lethingtoun, past all to the Erie of BothwelTs

chalmer, to understand his advise on thir thingis proponit ;

quhairin he ganesaid not mair than we.

Swa thairefter we past altogidder towardis the Quene's

Grace; quhair Lethingtoun, efter he had rememberit hir

Majestie of ane greit nombre of grievous and intollerabill

offences, that the King, as he said, ingrait of the honour

ressavit of hir Hienes, had done to hir Grace, and continew-

ing everie day from evil to worse
; proponit,

" That gif it

pleisit hir Majestie to pardoun the Erie of Mortoun, Lordis

Rowen and Lyndsay, with thair cumpanie, thay sould fynd
the meanis with the rest of the Nobilitie, to mak divorcement

betwix hir Hienes and the King hir husband, quhilk sould not

neid hir Grace to mell thairwith. To the quhilk it was neces-

sare, that hir Majestie tak heid to mak resolutioun thairin,

als weill for hir awin easement als weill of the realme
;
for

he troublit hir Grace and us all
;
and remaining with hir

Majestie, wald not ceis till he did hir sum uther evil turn,
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quhen that hir Hienes wald be mekil impeschit to put remeid

thairto."

Efter thir persuasiounis, and utheris divers, quhilk the said

Lethingtoun usit, by
* these that everie ane of us schew par-

ticularlie to hir Majestie to bring hir to the said purpois, hir

Grace answerit, "That under twa conditiounis scho myght
understand the samin

;
the ane, that the divorcement wer

maid lauchfullie
;
the uthir, that it war not prejudice to hir

sone
; utherwayis hir Hienes wald rather endure all tormentis,

and abyde the perrellis that myght chaunce hir in hir Grace's

lyftyme." The Erie of Bothwell answerit,
" That he doutit

not bot the divorcement myght be maid but prejudice in

ony wayis of my Lord Prince;" alledging the exampill of

himself, that he ceissit not to succeid to his father's heritage
without ony difficultie, albeit thair was divorce betwixt him
and his mother.

It was alswa proponit, that efter thair divorcement the

King sould be him allane in ane part of the countrey, and the

Queue's Majestie in ane uther, or ellis he sould reteir him in

ane uther realme
;
and heiron hir Majestie said,

" That per-

adventure he wald change opinioun, and that it wer better

that scho hirself for ane tyme passit in France, abyding till

he acknawledgit himself." Then Lethingtoun taking the

speache, said,
"
Madame, Fancie ze not we ar heir of the

principal of zour Grace's nobilitie and counsal, that sail fynd
the moyen, that zour Majestie sail be quyte of him without

prejudice of zour sone. And albeit that my Lord of Murray
heir present be lyttill les scrupulous for ane Protestant, nor

zour Grace is for ane Papist, I am assurit he will luik throw

his fingeris thairto, and will behald our doingis, saying nath-

ing to the samin." The Quene's Majestie answerit,
"
I will

that ze do nathing quhairthro ony spot may be layit to my
honor or conscience, and thairfoir I pray zou rather lat the

matter be in the estait as it is, abyding till God of his guidnes

put remeid thairto
;
that ze beleifing to do me service may

possibill turn to my hurt and displeasour."
"
Madame, (said

Lethingtoun) lat us guyde the matter amangis us, and zour

Grace sail se nathing bot guid, and approvit be parliament."
* Besides.
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Swa efter the premissis, the rnurthour of the said Henry-

Stewart following, we judge in our consciences, and haldis for

certane and treuth, that the saidis Erie of Murray and Secre-

tarie Lethingtoun wer auctoris, inventaris, devyseris, counsal-

louris, and causeris of the said murthour, in quhat maner, or

be quhatsumever persounis the samin was execute.

And quhair the saidis Erie of Murray and Lethingtoun, or

ony of thame, will deny and ganesay to the foirsaid, we ar

deliberat to defend the samin be law of armis, as our awin

proper honour, in quhatsumever place thay will cheise in

Scotland, afoir the estaitis thairof
;
out of the quhilk realme

we cannot pass, be ressoun of the troubillis ar thairintill.

And gif the Queue's Majestie of Ingland pleisis to send ony
in hir name, to heir and se the premissis defendit, the samin

sail be put to executioun in thair presence. And albeit that

Lethingtoun be nouther of qualitie nor blude equal unto us,

notwithstanding we will admit and ressave him in combat

with the said Erie of Murray, gif thay will baith present
thameselfis thairto. And quhair ane of thame onlie wald

deny and ganesay it that is afoir rehersit, and accept the said

combat, outher the ane or the uther of us sail ressave the

samin
; protesting that gif thay answer not directlie to this

our present attestatioun, declaratioun, accusatioun and cartell,

thay sail be repute guiltie and vainquissit of the said murthour.

In witness of the quhilk we have subscrivit thir presentis

with our handis, and seillis of our armis affixit thairto, at

the day of and at

the day of the said moneth, the zeir of God ane

thousand, fyve hundred, threscoir aucht zeiris, and of our

soverane Lady's Kegime the xxvij. zeir.

Ane ANSWER by the EARL OF MURRAY, Regent, to the Protes-

tation of the EARLS of HUNTLY and ARGYLL.

(An original pasted on the back of the Protestation.}

Because the custume of my adversaris is, and has bene,

rather to calumpniat and backbite me in my absence, than

befoir my face
;
and that it may happen thame, quhen I am

departit furth of this realme, sclanderouslie and untrewlie to
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report untreuthis of me, and namelie, towardis sum spechis
haldin in my hearing at Craigmillar, in the moneth of Novem-

ber, 1566. I have alreddie declarit to the Quene's Majestic
the effect of the haill purposis spokin in my audience at the

samin tyme, sincerelie and trewlie, as I will answer to Al-

mychtie God, unconceilling ony part to my remembrance, as

hir Hienes I traist will report. And farther, in cais ony man
will say and affirm that ever I was present quhen ony pur-

posis wer haldin at Craigmillar in my audience, tending to

ony unlauchful or dishonorabill end, or that ever I subscrivit

ony band there, or that ony purpois was haldin anent the

subscriving of ony band be me, to my knawledgo ;
I avow

thay speik wickitlie and untrewlie, quhilk I will mantene

aganis thame, as becumis ane honest man, to the end of my
lyfe ;

onlie this far the subscriptioun of bandis by me is

trew, That indeed I subscrivit ane band with the Erlis of

Huntlie, Ergile, and Bothwell, in Edinburgh, at the beginning
of October the samin zeir 1566, quhilk wes devysit in signe
of our reconciliation, in respect of the former grudges and

despleasouris that had bene amangis us
; quhairunto I was

constranit to mak promise befoir I could be admittit to the

Quene's presence, or have ony schew of hir favour
;
and thair

wes never na uther band ather maid or subscrivit, nor zit

proponit to me in ony wayis, befoir the murthour of umquhile
the King, father to the King, now my Soverane : Nouther zit,

efter the murthour, wald I ever, for ony persuasioun, agre to

the subscriptioun of ony band, howbeit I was earnestlie urgit

and pressit thairto be the Quene's commandment.

This far I thocht guid to put in write, and leif behind me,
in cais (as I have befoir said) my adversaris, in my absence,

hald speche, and report untrew matteris of me, to my dis-

honour or disadvantage.
Subscrivit with my hand at London the nyntene day of

Januar, 1568.

JAMES KEGENT.

Below is written in Secretary Cecil's hand, thus :

19 Januar, 1568.

An answer of the Erie of Murray, to a wryting of the

Erie of Huntly and Argyll.
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APPENDIX I.

The NAMES of such as are to be entertayned in Scotland by
Pencions out of England.

(From original in British Museum, Caligula, c. v.)

The Eegent .

'
*

"

Thearle of Angush
Thearle of Atholl $|
Thearle of Argile

"

Thearle of Montrosse .

"

Thearle of Rothosse .

^ X Thearle of Clinkarn

(Glencairn) .

""

X The CountesseofMarre

The Mr of Askyn

(Erskine)
TheL. Glames . .

The L. Ruthin .

The L. Lindsay .

The L. Boyd .

TheL. Harris (Herries)
^ X The L. Maxwell

77 X The L. Loughleuin
The L. Boldukell

The L. of Domwrassell

(Drumwhassel)
The L. of Ormeston .

James M'gell
Buckannon

Nicholas Eluiston

Peter Younge scholem1

Alexander Hay .

Carmichell ,

500

100

200

200

100

100

100

200

150

100

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

100

50

100

100

50

30

40

C Moreton.

C E. Rothos daughter.

A Fleminge Grand Prieurs Sister.

The E. Marshalls daughter.

A Dromond daug.

C Ruthis sister. Mefens wife.

Tilliburnes sister.

Humes sister.

C

A L. Mefens sister.

L. Lochleuins sister.

Mr

Mr

Mr E. of Anguish sister.

L. Cawdens daughter.

M*
Mr

2653 li
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APPENDIX K

BAND made by a number of the nobility in favour of the

EARL OF BOTHWELL, 19th April 1567.

(A copy -from the Cotton Library, Caligula, C. i.fol. 1.)

Wee undersubscryveand understanding, that altho' the

nobill and mightie Lord James Erie Bothwell, Lord Halis,

Creightoun, and Liddesdaile, Great Admirall of Scotland, and

Lievetennent to our Soverane Lady ouer all the marches thair-

of, being not onlie bruitit and calumniat be Placartes privilie

affixit on the publick Places of the Kirk of Edinburgh, and

utherwayes sklanderit be his evill willaris, and privie Eny-
meis, as airt and pairt of the haynous murthour of the King,
the Quene's Majesteis lait husband, but also be special! let-

.teris sent to her Hienes be the Erie of Lennox, and delaitit of

the samyne Cryme, quha in his Letteris earnestlie desyrit and

requyreit the said Erie Bothwell to be tryit of the said Mur-

thour, he be condigne Inqueist and Assise of certane nobill-

men his Peares and utheris Baronnes of gud reputation, is

fund guiltles and innocent of the odious Cryme objectit to

him, and acquite thairof, conforme to the Lawes of this

Eealme, quha also for farder Tryell of his Part, has offerit

him reddie to defend and mantane his innocencie, contrair all

that will impugne the samyne, be the Law of Armes, and sua

hes omittit nothing for the perfyte Tryell of his accusatioune,

that any Eobillman of Honor or be the Lawes ought to under-

lye and accomplishe, and wee, considering the Anciencie and

Nobillnes off his Houis, the honorable and guid Service done

be his predecessoris, and speciallie himselffe to our Soverane,
and for the defence of this her Hienes Eealme againis the

Enymeis thairof, and the Amitie and Friendshipe quhilk sa

lang hes perseverit betwix his Houis and everie ane of us, and

utheris our Predecessoris in particular, and therwithall seing
how all nobillmen being in [Reputation, Honor and Credite
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with their Soverane, are commonlie subject to sustene asweill

the vaine Bruites of the common People inconstant, as the

Accusatiouns and Calumnies of thare adversers, invyfull of

our place and vocation, quhilk we of our dewtie and Friend-

ship are astricht and debtbund to repress and withstand :

THAIRFORE oblies us, and ilk ane of us, upon our Faith and

Honors, and Treuth in our Bodies, as we are Nobillmen, and

will answer to God, that in caice heirefter anie maner of

Person or Persones, in quhatsumever manner sail happin to

insist farder to the sklander and Calumniatioun of the said

Erie of Bothwell, as participant airt or pairt of the said

hyneous murthor, quhairof ordinarie Justice hes acquite him,

and for the quhilk he hes offerit to do his Devoire be the Law
of Armes, in manner above rehersit

; we, and every ane of us,

be our selffes, our Kyn, Friendis, Assistaris, Partakeris, and

all that will doe for us, sail tak trew effauld,* plane, and

upricht Pairt with him, to the defence and mantenance of his

Quarrell, with our Bodies, Heretage, and Guids, agains his

privie or publick Calumnyatoris, bypast or to come, or onie

utheris presumeand onie Thing in word or deid to his Ee-

proach, Dishonour or Infamie. MAIROVIR, weying and con-

siddering the Tyme present, and how our Soverane the Quenes

Majestic is now destitute of a Husband, in the quhilk solitarie

state the Commonweale of this Kealme may not permit her

Hienes to continew and indure, but at sum Tyme her Hienes

may be inclynet to yield unto a Mariage ;
and thairfore in

caice the former affectionate and hartlie Service of the said

Erie done to her Majestic from tyme to tyme, and his uther

gude Qualities and Behaviour, may move her Majestic so farr

to humble her selff, as preferring ane of her native-born sub-

jectis unto all forrane Princis, to tak to husband the said

Erie, wee, and everie ane of us undersubscryveand, upon our

Honors and Fidelitie, oblies us and promitts, not onlie to

forder, advaunce, and set fordwart the Mariage, to be solem-

nizat and compleitit betwix her Hienes and the said nobill

Lord, with our Yoatis, Counsell, Fortificatioun, and Assistance

in word and deid at sic Tyme as it sail pleis her Majestie to

think it convenient, and how sone the Lawes sail leave it to

* Honest.
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be done;* but in caice onie wald presume directlie or in-

directlie, openlie or under quhatsumevir Colour or Pretence,

to hinder, hald back, or disturb the same Mariage, we sail in

that behalfe esteime, hald and repute the Hinderaris, Adver-

seris, or Disturbaris thairof, as our comoune Enemyis and

evill willeris
;
and notwithstanding the samyne, tak Pairt and

fortifie the said Erie to the said Mariage, so farr as it may
pleise our said Soverane Lady to allow; and thairin sail spend
and bestow our Lyves and Guidis againes all that leive or die

may, as we sail anser to God, and upon our awin Fidelities

and Conscience
;
and in caice we doe in the contrare, nevir

to have Eeputation or Credite in na Tyme heirefter, but to

be accounted unworthie and faithles Traytors. In witnes

of the quhilk we have subscryveit thir Presents, as follows,

at Edinburgh, the 19 day of Aprile, the Zeire of God 1567

Zeires.

To this the Queene gave her consent the night befoir the

Mariage, quhilk was the 14 Day of May, the Zeir of God for-

said, in this Forme.

The Queenes Majestic haveing sene and considderit the

Band above writtine, promittis in the word of a Princesse, that

she, nor her Successoris, sail nevir impute a Cryme or Offence

to onie of the Personis subscryveris thairof, thaire consent

and subscriptioun to the matter above written, thairin con-

tenit
;
nor that thai, nor thair Heires, sail nevir be callit nor

accusit thairfoir
;
nor zit sail the said consent or subscryving

be onie Derogatioun or Spott to thair Honor, or thai esteemit

undewtifull subjectis for doing thairof, notwithstanding quhat-
sumevir thing can tend or be allegeit in the contrare. In

witnes quhairof her Majestie hes subscryveit the samyne with

her awin Hand.

At the end of the bond there is added, in the handwriting
of Cecil :

The names of such of the Nobilitie as subscribed the Band
so far as John Read might remember, of whome I had this

* That is to say, when Bothwell shall have been divorced from his

wife.
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copie, beeing his owne hand beeing commonly termed in Scot-

land Aynslies Supper.

The Earls of

MURRAY.
ARGYLL.

HUNTLY.

CASSILTS.

MORTON.

SUTHERLAND.

EOTHES.

GLENCAIRN.

CAITHNESS.

Lords

BOYD.

SEYTON.

SINCLAIR.

SEMPLE.

OLIPHANT.

OGILVIE.

ROSSE-HACAT.

CARLEILE.

HERRIES.

HUME.
INNERMEITH.

Eglinton subscribed not, but slipped away. See p. 297.

APPENDIX L.

Opinion of English civilians, advising that the Queen of

Scots ought to be allowed to appear in person to answer the

charges preferred against her. It is attached to a despatch of

Fe'nelon, dated 15th December 1568
(i. 51).

This opinion was given in reply to the following questions :

1. Que la Eoyne d'Escoce demande estre ouye personelle-

ment en sa cause
;

2. N'advouant toutefois q'autre que Dieu ayt jurisdiction

sur elle
;

3. Et qu'elle puysse desduyre son faict devant la Eoyne
d'Angleterre sa bonne sceur,

4 En presence de la noblesse du diet pays d'Angleterre,
5. A ce assistans les ambassadeurs de France et d'Espaigne,
6. En ceste ville de Londres.
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To some of these points the civilians took exception, but

the conclusion at which they arrived was the following :

" Nous estimons ceste volontaire offre d'estre ouye si irn-

portante que sommes d'advis qu'on luy concede tout ce

qu'elle demande, ne contrevenant en rien a la Koyne d'An-

gleterre et ne prejudiciant a sa majeste*, affin que personne
n'ait que dire de la facon de proceder qu'on aura tenu en

cette affaire."
*

* Pension does not give the names of the persons consulted. He calls

them " advocats et gens de lettres de ceste ville."

THE END.
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, pamphlets, records
of Church Courts, <fec., illustrates the worship of the Church of Scotland from the Refor-
mation till the present time."

THE INCREASE OF FAITH,
Contents. I. Of the Nature of Faith. 2. Of the Aspirations of the Believer

for Increase of Faith. 3. That Faith is capable of Increase. 4. Of Faith's
Increase : What it is. 5. Of Faith as the Gift of God. 6. Of the Means of
Faith's Increase. 7. Of the Hindrances to Faith's Increase. 8. Of the Assur-
ance of Grace and Salvation. 9. Of Faith made Perfect.

Second Edition. Price 4s.

"A large work in a very small compass. . . . The subject is most important. It

touches many questions of practical controversy, and questions, moreover, with which a

practical ministry has constantly to deal. . . . It is scarcely possible to speak too

highly of the way in which the task has been executed." Rev. E. Garbett's Christian
Advocate.

EUCHOIOaiOT
; OR, BOOK OP PRATERS:

Being Forms of Worship issued by the Church Service Society. Price 6s. 6d.

TEE FATHERHOOD OF GOD,
CONSIDERED IN ITS GENERAL AND SPECIAL ASPECTS, AND PARTICULARLY IN
RELATION TO THE ATONEMENT

;
WITH A REVIEW OF RECENT SPECULATIONS

ON THE SUBJECT. By THOMAS J. CRAWFORD, D.D., Professor of Divinity
in the University of Edinburgh. Third Edition, revised and enlarged, with
a Reply to the Strictures of Dr Candlish. Price 9s.
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Late Captain 92d Highlanders.

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.

MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS
AND HER, ACCUSERS.

EMBRACING A NARRATIVE OF EVENTS FROM THE DEATH OF JAMES V. IN 1552,

UNTIL THE CLOSE OF THE CONFERENCE AT WESTMINSTER IN 1569.

BY JOHN HOSACK,
Barrister-at-Law.

This work will contain the Book of Articles
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produced against Queen Mary
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SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON, BART.,
PROFESSOR OF LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS IN THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.

BY PROFESSOR VEITCH,
Of the University of Glasgow.

In 1 vol. 8vo, with a -Portrait.

S Y M BO LI S M;
OR,

MIND, MATTER, AND LANGUAGE AS THE NECESSARY
ELEMENTS OF THINKING AND REASONING.

BY JAMES HAIG, M.A.

SONGS AND VERSES:
SOCIAL AND SCIENTIFIC.

BY AN OLD CONTRIBUTOR TO 'MAGA.'

Just Ready, a New Edition. Fcap. 8vo, with Music of some of the Songs, 3s. 6d.

" The productions thrown off by this eccentric muse have all the merits of originality and var-

iety. . . . He has written songs, not essays such a hotch-potch of science and humour,

jest and literature, gossip and criticism, as might have been served at the Noctes Ambrosiauae
in the blue parlour at Ambrose's." -Saturday Review.
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Crown Octavo Edition, 20 vols., 6. People's Edition, 12 vols., closely printed in

double columns, 2, 8s., and Index Volume, 3s.

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS OF THIS WORK.

Times, Sept. 7, 1850.
" An extraordinary work, which has earned for itself a lasting place in the literature of the

country, and within a few years found innumerable readers in every part of the globe. There

is no book extant that treats so well of the period to the illustration of which Mr Alison's

labours have been devoted. It exhibits great knowledge, patient research, indefatigable in-

dustry, and vast power."

Edinburgh Review.
" There is much in Mr Alison's history of the French Revolution against which we intend to
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notice with strong disapprobation. We, therefore, hasten to preface our less favourable
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"

From Preface of the German Translation by D. Ludwig Meyer.
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works which literature has produced. Years have elapsed since any historical work has created

such an epoch as that of Alison : his sources of information and authorities are of the richest

and most comprehensive description. Though his opinions are on the Conservative side, he

allows every party to speak for itself, and unfolds with a master's hand how far institutions

make nations great, and mighty, and prosperous."
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The Autobiography of the Rev, Dr Alexander Carlyle,
Minister of Inveresk. Containing Memorials of the Men and Events of his

Time. Edited by JOHN HILL BURTON. In Octavo. Third Edition, with Por-

trait, 14s.
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given to the public since the days of Sir Walter Scott. In bestowing upon it this high praise,

we make no exception, not even in favour of Lord Cockburn's Memorials the book which re-
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" A more delightful and graphic picture of the everyday life of our ancestors it has never been
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" His work is therefore learned and profound. It throws a flood of light upon an important

though obscure portion of Grecian history. ... In the essential requisites of fidelity,

accuracy, and learning, Mr Finlay bears a favourable comparison with any historical writer of

our day." North American Review.
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Quarterly Review.

The Conquest of Scinde. A Commentary. By General Sir
JAMES OUTRAM, C.B. Octavo, 18s.
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; or, the Napoleonic Policy in Europe.
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which professes to be the impressions of a Flaneur. ... It has all the liveliness and sparkle

of a work written only for amusement ; it has all the solidity and weight of a State paper ;
and

we expect for it not a little political influence as a fair, full, and masterly statement of the Im-

perial policy the first and only good account that has been given to Europe of the Napoleonic
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Times.

Memorials of the Castle of Edinburgh. By James Grant,
Esq. A New Edition? In Crown Octavo, with 12 Engravings, 3s. 6d.

Memoirs and Adventures of Sir William Kirkaldy of

Grange, Governor of the Castle of Edinburgh for Mary Queen of Scots. By JAMES

GRANT, Esq. Post Octavo, 10s. 6d.

"
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and picturesque. The author's heart is thoroughly with his subject." Blackwood's Magazine.

Memoirs and Adventures of Sir John Hepburn, Marshal of
France under Louis XIII., &c. By JAMES GRANT, Esq. Post Octavo, 8s.

Annals of the Peninsular Campaigns. By Capt. Thomas
HAMILTON. A New Edition. Edited by F. HARDMAN, Esq. Octavo, 16s.
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The Story of the Campaign of Sehastopol. Written in
the Camp. By Lieut, -Col. E. BRUCE HAM-LEY. With Illustrations drawn in

Camp by the Author. Octavo, 21s.
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Story of the Campaign

'
to all who would gain a just compre-

hension of this tremendous struggle. Of this we are perfectly sure, it is a book unlikely to be

ever superseded. Its truth is of that simple and startling character which is sure of an immortal
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nor is it paying the gallant author too high a compliment to class this masterpiece of
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leaders of the Reformation: Luther, Calvin, Latimer,
and KNOX. By the Rev. JOHN TULLOCH, D.D., Principal, and Primarius Pro-

fessor of Theology, St Mary's College, St Andrews. Second Edition, Crown

Octavo, 6s. 6d.

" We are not acquainted with any work in which so much solid information upon the leading

aspects of the great Reformation is presented in so well-packed and pleasing a form." -Witness.

"The style is admirable in force and in pathos, and the book one to be altogether recom-
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English Puritanism and its Leaders: Cromwell, Milton,
BAXTER, and BUNYAN. By the Rev. JOHN TULLOCH, D.D. Uniform with

the " Leaders of the Reformation." 7s. 6d.

"His biographic delineations are not collections of vague generalities, but well-selected

features combining to a likeness And, while always self-possessed and calm, he is never cold.

A steady glow of imaginative fire and radiance follows his pen, and it is evident that he has

legitimately acquired the right to interest and move others, by having first been moved him-

self."-Dial.
"
It is a book which, from its style firm and interesting, dispassionate and impartial, but yet

warm with admiration will be hailed for fireside reading in the families of the descendants of

those Puritan men and their times." Eclectic Review.

History of the French Protestant Refugees, By Charles

WEISS, Professor of History at the Lycee Buonaparte*. Translated by F. HARD-

MAN, Esq. Octavo, 14s.

The Eighteen Christian Centuries. By the Rev, James
WHITE. Fourth Edition, with Analytical Table of Contents, and a Copious
Index. Post Octavo, 6s.

" He goes to work upon the only true principle, and produces a picture that at once satisfies

truth, arrests the memory, and fills the imagination. When they (Index and Analytical Con-

tents) are supplied, it will be difficult to lay hands on any book of the kind more useful and

more entertaining." Times, Review of first edition.
" Mr White comes to the assistance of those who would know something of the history of the

Eighteen Christian Centuries ; and those who want to know still more than he gives them, will

find that he has perfected a plan which catches the attention, and fixes the distinctive feature

of each century in the memory.
"

Wesleyan Times.

History of France, from the Earliest Period to the Tear
1848. By the Rev. JAMES WHITE, Author of the "

Eighteen Christian Cen-

turies." Second Edition. ,?ost Octavo, 6s.

" Mr White's '

History of France,' in a single volume of some 600 pages, contains every lead-

ing incident worth the telling, and abounds in word-painting whereof a paragraph has often as

much active life in it as one of those inch-square etchings of the great Callot, in which may be

clearly seen the whole armies contending in bloody arbitrament, and as many incidents of battle

as may be gazed at in the miles of canvass in the military picture-galleries at Versailles."

Athenaeum.
" An excellent and comprehensive compendium of French history, quite above the standard

of a school-book, and particularly well adapted for the libraries of literary institutions."

National Review.
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lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, and other Poems. By
W. EDMONDSTOUNE ATTOUN, D.C.L., Professor of Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres

in the University of Edinburgh. Twentieth Edition, Foolscap Octavo, 7s. 6d.

" Mr Aytoun's 'Lays' are truly beautiful, and are perfect poems of their class, pregnant with
fire, with patriotic ardour, with loyal zeal, with exquisite pathos, with noble passion. Who can
hear the opening lines descriptive of Edinburgh after the great battle of Flodden, and not feel
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" Professor Aytoun's 'Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers 'a volume of verse which shows that
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Aytoun's lays of the Scottish Cavaliers. An Illustrated
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'
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Lays
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Standard.

Bothwell : A Poem, By "W". Edmondstoune Aytoun, D.C.L,
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Edition. Foolscap Octavo, 7s. 6d.
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Third Edition. Two Volumes, Foolscap Octavo, 12s.

" No country can boast of a richer collection of Ballads than Scotland, and no Editor for
these Ballads could be found more accomplished than Professor Aytoun. He has sent forth
two beautiful volumes which range with Percy's 'Reliques

'

which, for completeness and accuracy,
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AYTOUN and THEODORE MARTIN. Second Edition, Foolscap Octavo, 6s.
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POLLOK, A.M. Twenty-third Edition, Foolscap Octavo, 5s.

" Of deep and hallowed impress, full of noble thoughts and graphic conceptions the produc-
tion of a mind alive to the great relations of being, and the sublime simplicity of our religion.

"

Blackwood's Magazine.

An Illustrated Edition of the Course of Time, In Large
Octavo, bound in cloth, richly gilt, 21s.

" There has been no modern poem in the English language, of the class to which the ' Course

of Time '

belongs, since Milton wrote, that can be compared to it. In the present instance the

artistic talents of Messrs FOSTER, CLAYTON, TENNIEL, EVANS, DALZIEL, GREEN, and WOODS,
have been employed in giving expression to the sublimity of the language, by equally exquisite

illustrations, all of which are of the highest class.
"

Bell's Messenger.

Poems and Ballads of Schiller, Translated by Sir Edward
BULWER LYTTON, Bart. Second Edition, Octavo, 10s. 6d.

" The translations are executed with consummate ability. The technical difficulties attending
a task so great and intricate have been mastered or eluded with a power and patience quite

extraordinary ;
and the public is put in possession of perhaps the best translation of a foreign

poet which exists in our language. Indeed, we know of none so complete and faithful." Morn-

ing Chronicle.

+

St Stephens ; Or, Illustrations of Parliamentary Oratory.
A Poem. Comprising Pym Vane Strafford Halifax Shaftesbury St John

Sir R. Walpole Chesterfield Carteret Chatham Pitt Fox Burke

Sheridan Wilberforce Wyndham Conway Castlereagh William Lamb
(Lord Melbourne) Tierney Lord Grey O'Connell Plunkett Shiel Follett-

Macaulay Peel. Second Edition. Crown Octavo, 5s.

Illustrations of the Lyric Poetry and Music of Scotland,

By WILLIAM STENHOUSE. Originally compiled to accompany the " Scots Musical

Museum," and now published separately, with Additional Notes and Illustra-

tions. Octavo, 7s. Gd.

The Birthday, and other Poems. By Mrs Southey. Second
Edition, 5s.

Professor "Wilson's Poems. Containing the "Isle of

Palms," the "City of the Plague," "Unimore," and other Poems. Complete

Edition, Crown Octavo, 4s.

Poems and Songs. By David Wingate. In Fcap. Octavo,
5s.

" it contains genuine poetic ore, poems which win for their author a place among Scotland's

true sons of song, and such as any man in any country might rejoice to have written. "-London

Review.
" We are delighted to welcome into the brotherhood of real poets a countryman of Burns, and

whose verse will go far to render the rougher Border Scottish a classic dialect in our literature."

John Bull.
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Tales from "
Blackwood." Complete in Twelve Volumes,

Bound in cloth, 18s. The Volumes are sold separately, Is. 6d., and may bo had

of most Booksellers, in Six Volumes, handsomely half-bound in red morocco.

CONTENTS.
VOL. I. The Glenmutchkin Railway. Vanderdecken's Message Home. The Floating Beacon.

Colonna the Painter. Napoleon. A Legend of Gibraltar. The Iron Shroud.

VOL. II. Lazaro's Legacy. A Story without a Tail. Faustus and Queen Elizabeth. How I

became a Yeoman. Devereux Hall. The Metempsychosis. College Theatricals.

VOL. III. A Reading Party in the Long Vacation. Father Tom and the Pope. La Petite

Madelaine. Bob Burke's Duel with Ensign Brady. The Headsman: A Tale of Doom.
The Wearyful Woman.

VOL. IV. How I stood for the Dreepdaily Burghs. First and Last. The Duke's Dilemma : A
Chronicle of Niesenstein. The Old Gentleman's Teetotum. " Woe to us when we lose the

Watery Wall." My College Friends : Charles Russell, the Gentleman Commoner. The

Magic Lay of the One-Horse Chay.

VOL. V. Adventures in Texas. How we got possession of the Tuileries. Captain Paton's

Lament. The Village Doctor. A Singular Letter from Southern Africa.

VOL. VI. My Friend the Dutchman.--My College Friends No. II. : Horace Leicester. The
Emerald Studs. My College Friends No. III. : Mr W. Wellington Hurst. Christine : A
Dutch Story. The Man in the Bell.

VOL. VII. My English Acquaintance. The Murderer's Last Night. Narration of Certain

Uncommon Things that did formerly happen to Me, Herbert Willis, B.D. The Wags. The
Wet Wooing : A Narrative of '98. Ben-na-Groich.

VOL. VIII. The Surveyor's Tale. By Professor Aytoun. The Forrest-Race Romance. Di
Vasari : A Tale of Florence. Sigismund Fatello. The Boxes.

VOL. IX. Rosaura : A Tale of Madrid. Adventure in the North-West Territory. Harry Bol-

ton's Curacy. The Florida Pirate. The Pandour and his Princess. The Beauty Draught.

VOL. X. Antonio di Carara. The Fatal Repast. The Vision of Cagliostro. The First and Last

Kiss. The Smuggler's Leap. The Haunted and the Haunters. The Duellists.

VOL. XI. TheNatolian Story-Teller. The First and Last Crime. John Rintoul. Major Moss.

The Premier and his Wife.

VOL. XII. Tickler among the Thieves ! The Bridegroom of Barna. The Involuntary Experi-
mentalist Lebrun's Lawsuit. The Snowing-up of Strath Lugas. A Few Words on Social

Philosophy.

Jessie Cameron : A Highland Story, By the lady Rachel
BUTLER. Second Edition. Small Octavo, with a Frontispiece, 2s. 6d.

The Old Bachelor in the Old Scottish Tillage, By Thomas
AIRD. Foolscap Octavo, 4s.

"
It is simply a series of village sketches of character, manners, and scenery, but the book is

full of a quiet sustained, humour, genuine pathos, simple unaffected poetry, and displays not only
fine imaginative power, but a hearty sympathy with nature in all her aspects, and with the

simple tastes and pleasures of rustic life. A more delightful book we cannot imagine." Man-
chester Advertiser.

Tara : A Mahratta Tale. By Captain Meadows Taylor.
3 vols., Post Octavo, 1, 11s. 6d.

" A picture of Indian life which it is impossible not to admire. We have no hesitation in

saying, that a more perfect knowledge of India is to be acquired from an attentive perusal and
study of this work, than could be gleaned from a whole library. "Press.
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WOKKS OF FICTION

Tom Cringle's Log. A New Edition, with Illustrations,

Crown Octavo, 6s.

Cheap Editions of Popular Works :

Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life. Foolscap 8vo, 3s. cloth.

The Trials of Margaret Lyndsay. By the Author of "
Lights and Shadows of

Scottish Life." Foolscap Svo, 3s. cloth.

The Foresters. By the Author of "
Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life." Fools-

cap 8vo, 3s. cloth.

Tom Cringle's Log. Complete in One Volume, Foolscap 8vo, 4s. cloth.

The Cruise of the Midge. By the Author of "Tom Cringle's Log." In One

Volume, Foolscap 8vo, 4s. cloth.

The Life of Mansie Wauch, Tailor in Dalkeith. Foolcap 8vo, 3s. cloth.

The Subaltern. By the Author of "The Chelsea Pensioners." Foolscap 8vo, 3s.

cloth.

Peninsular Scenes and Sketches. By the Author of "The Student of Sala-

manca." Foolscap 8vo, 3s. cloth.

Nights at Mess, Sir Frizzle Pumpkin, and other Tales. Foolscap 8vo, 3s. cloth.

The Youth and Manhood of Cyril Thornton. By the Author of "Men and

Manners in America." Foolscap 8vo, 4s. cloth.

Valerius : A Roman Story. Foolscap 8vo, 3s. cloth.

Reginald Dalton. By the Author of " Valerius." Foolscap 8vo, 4s. cloth.

Some Passages in the Life of Adam Blair, and History of Matthew Wald.

By the Author of " Valerius." Foolscap 8vo, 4s. cloth.

Annals of the Parish, and Ayrshire Legatees. By John Gait. Foolscap 8vo,

4s. cloth.

Sir Andrew Wylie. By JOHN GALT. Foolscap 8vo, 4s. cloth.

The Provost, and other Tales. By JOHN GALT. Foolscap Svo, 4s. cloth.

The Entail. By JOHN GALT. Foolscap Svo, 4s. cloth.

Life in the Far West. By G. F. RUXTON. A New Edition. Foolscap 8vo, 4s.

cloth.

Works of Greorge Eliot, library Edition :

Adam Bede. Two Vols., Foolscap Octavo, 12s.

The Mill On the FlOSS. Two Vols., Foolscap Octavo, 12s.

Scenes of Clerical Life. Two Vols., Foolscap Octavo, 12s.

Silas Marner. Foolscap Octavo, 6s.

The Same, Cheap Edition,
Now publishing in Monthly Parts at Sixpence, and in Volumes at 3s. 6d.
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WOKKS OF FICTION

"Works of Professor Wilson, Edited by Ms Son-in-Law,
PROFESSOR FERRIER. In Twelve Vols., Crown Octavo, 2, 8.

Recreations of Christopher North. By Professor Wilson,
In Two Vols. New Edition, with Portrait, 8s.

' '

Welcome, right welcome, Christopher North ; we cordially greet thee in thy new dress, thou

genial and hearty old man, whose ' Ambrosian nights
' have so often, in imagination transported

us from solitude to the social circle, and whose vivid pictures of flood and fell, of loch and glen,

have carried us in thought from the smoke, din, and pent-up opulence of London, to the rushing
stream or tranquil tarn of those mountain ranges," &c. Times.

The Uoctes Ambrosianse, By Professor Wilson, With
NOTES and a GLOSSARY. In Four Vols., Crown Octavo, 16s.

Tales, By Professor Wilson, Comprising "The lights
and Shadows of Scottish Life

;

" " The Trials of Margaret Lyndsay ;

" and "The
Foresters." In One Vol., Crown Octavo, 4s., cloth.

Essays, Critical and Imaginative. By Professor Wilson.
Four Vols., Crown Octavo, 16s.

lady lee's Widowhood. By lieut.-Col, E, B. Hamley,
Crown Octavo, with 13 Illustrations by the Author. 6s.

" A quiet humour, an easy, graceful style, a deep, thoroxigh confident knowledge of human
nature in its better and more degrading aspects, a delicate and exquisite appreciation of

womanly character, an admirable faculty of description, and great tact, are the qualities that

command the reader's interest and respect from beginning to end of '

Lady Lee's Widowhood. ' "

The Time*.

Chronicles of Carlingford :

Salem Chapel. A New Edition, in one Vol., 5s.

The Rector, and The Doctor's Family. Do., 4s.

The Perpetual Curate. Do., 6s.

Miss Marjoribanks. 6s.

"We must pronounce this Carlingford series the best contribution to fiction of recent years
lively, pregnant, and rich in imagination, feeling, and eloquence. They will irresistibly

carry to the end every reader who ventures upon them." Spectator.

The Novels of John Salt viz, :

Annals of the Parish.

The Steam Boat.

Sir Andrew Wylie.

The Entail, or the Lairds of Grippy.

Four Volumes, Foolscap Octavo, 4s. each.
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Complete Library Edition of Sir Edward Bulwer lytton's
Novels. In Volumes of a convenient and handsome form. Printed from a large

and readable type. Forty-three Vols. Foolscap Octavo, 5s. each.

" It is of the handiest of sizes ; the paper is good ; and the type, which seems to be new, is

very clear and beautiful. There are no pictures. The whole charm of the presentment of the

volume consists in its handiness, and the tempting clearness and beauty of the type, which

almost converts into a pleasure the mere act of following the printer's lines, and leaves the

author's mind free to exert its unobstructed force upon the reader." Examiner.
"
Nothing could be better as to size, type, paper, and general getting-up." Athenceum.

Caxtoniana : A Series of Essays on life, literature, and
Manners. By SIR EDWARD BULWER LYTTON. Two Vols. Post Octavo, 1, Is.

"Gems of thought set upon soine of the most important subjects that can engage the atten-

tion of men. Except in one or two instances, they are so short that they will not tax the appli-

cation of even lazy readers, yet there is not one of them that does not contain a lesson worthy of

an abiding place on the handiest shelf of memory." Daily News.

Katie Stewart : A True Story. By Mrs Oliphant. Fcap.
Octavo, with Frontispiece and Vignette, 4s.

" A singularly characteristic Scottish story, most agreeable to read and pleasant to recollect.

The charm lies in the faithful and lifelike pictures it presents of Scottish character and customs,
and manners and modes of life." Tait's Magazine.

Chapters on Churchyards, By Mrs Southey, Second
Edition, Foolscap Octavo, 7s. 6d.

The Wonder Seeker, or the History of Charles Douglas.
By M. FRASER TYTLER, Author of ' Tales of the Great and Bravo/ &c. A New
Edition, Foolscap, 3s. 6d.

Works of Samuel Warren, D.C.L Uniform Edition, Five
Volumes, Crown Octavo, 24s. :

The Diary of a late Physician. One Vol., Crown Octavo, 5s. 6d.

Another Edition, in Two Vols., Foolscap, 12s. Also an Illustrated

Edition, in Crown 8vo, handsomely printed, 7s. 6d.

Ten Thousand A-Year. Two Volumes, Crown Octavo, 9s. Another

Edition, in Three Volumes, Foolscap, 18s.

NOW and Then. Crown Octavo, 2s. 6d. Another Edition, Foolscap, 6s.

Miscellanies. Crown Octavo, 5s.

The Lily and the Bee. Crown 8vo, 2s. Another Edition, Foolscap, 5s.
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TRAVELS

Journal of the Discovery of the Source of the Me, By
J. H. SPEKE, Captain H.M. Indian Army. Octavo, price 21s. With a Map of

Eastern Equatorial Africa by CAPTAIN SPEKE; numerous Illustrations, chiefly

from Drawings by CAPTAIN GRANT ;
and Portraits, engraved on Steel, of CAPTAINS

SPEKE and GRANT.
" The volume which Captain Speke has presented to the world possesses more than a geo-

graphical interest. It is a monument of perseverance, courage, and temper displayed under
difficulties which have perhaps never been equalled." Times.

11
Captain Speke has not written a noble book so much as he has done a noble deed. The

volume which records his vast achievement is but the minor fact the history of his discovery,
not the discovery itself : yet even as a literary performance it is worthy of very high praise. It

is wholly free from the traces of book manufacture. ... It is, however, a great story that
is thus plainly told ; a story of which nearly all the interest lies in the strange facts related, and,
more than all, in the crowning fact that it frees us in a large degree from a geographical puzzle
which had excited the curiosity of mankind of the most illustrious emperors and communities
from very early times." Athenceum.

Narrative of the Earl of Elgin's Mission to China and
Japan. By LAURENCE OLIPHANT, Private Secretary to Lord Elgin. Illustrated

with numerous Engravings in Chromo-Lithography, Maps, and Engravings on

Wood, from Original Drawings and Photographs. Second Edition. In Two
Volumes Octavo, 21s.

" The volumes in which Mr Oliphant has related these transactions will be read with the

strongest interest now, and deserve to retain a permanent place in the literary and historical

annals of our time." Edinburgh Review.

Russian Shores of the Black Sea in the Autumn of 1852,
with a Voyage down the Volga and a Tour through the Country of the Don
Cossacks. By LAURENCE OLIPHANT, Esq. Octavo, with Map and other Illustra-

tions. Fourth Edition, 14s.

Minnesota and the Far West, By Laurence Oliphant,
Octavo, Illustrated with Engravings, 12s. 6d.

"It affords us increased knowledge of the extraordinary resources which await the emigrant
at the head of the Great American Waters, and is a lively forecast of the prosperity of the States

just emerging into existence in the Heart of the Wilderness. Mr Oliphant has foreseen great
future events with a clear eye.

" The Times.

The Transcaucasian Campaign of the Turkish Army under
Omer Pasha : A Personal Narrative. By LAURENCE OLIPHANT, Esq. With Map
and Illustrations. Post Octavo, 10s. 6d.

Egypt, the Soudan, and Central Africa : With Explorations
from Khartoum on the White Nile to the Kegions of the Equator. By JOHN
PETHERICK, F. R.G.S., Her Britannic Majesty's Consul for the Soudan. In Octavo,
with a Map, 16s.

Three Months in the Southern States. April June 1863.
By LIEUT. -COL. FREMANTLE. With Portraits of PRESIDENT DAVIS, GENERALS
POLK, LEE, LONGSTREET, BEAUREGARD, AND JOHNSTON. Crown Octavo, 7s. 6d.

"The whole of the book is as well worth reading as that published extract. It conveys a very
fair idea of what manner of men they are who are now fighting in the South for their indepen-
dence ; and being written in a very unpretending style, it is both an agreeable and valuable
glimpse of the interior of the Confederacy." Spectator.
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TRAVELS

The Punjab and Delhi in 1857 : Being a Narrative of
the Measures by which the Punjab was saved and Delhi recovered during the

Indian Mutiny. By the Rev. J. CAVE-BROWNE, Chaplain of the Punjab Movable

Column. With Plans of the Chief Stations and of the different Engagements,
and Portraits of Sir J. Lawrence, Bart., Sir H. Edwardes, Sir R. Montgomery,
and Brig. Gen. J. Nicholson. Two Volumes, Post Octavo, 21s.

" To those who wish to possess a condensed narrative of the siege of Delhi, but especially of

the heroic doings 6'fthe handful of Englishmen scattered throughout the Punjab, these volumes

recommend themselves by their scrupulous accuracy, while to the future historian of the India

of 1857 they will prove invaluable." Allen's Indian Mail.
" This is a work which will well repay the trouble of perusal. Written by one who was him-

self present at many of the scenes he narrates, and who has had free access to the papers of Sir

J. Lawrence, Sir R. Montgomery, and Sir H. Edwardes, it comes with all the weight of official

authority, and all the vividness of personal narrative." Press.

The Campaign of &aribaldi in the Two Sicilies : A Per-

sonal Narrative. By CHARLES STUART FORBES, Commander, R.N. Post Octavo,

with Portraits, 12s.

" A volume which contains the best sketch hitherto published of the campaign which put an

end to Bourbon rule in the Two Sicilies. It is accompanied with plans of the chief battles ; and

its honest unexaggerated record contrasts very favourably with the strained and showy account

of the Garibaldians just published by M. Dumas." Examiner,

Men and Manners in America, By Capt, Thos, Hamilton,
With Portrait of the Author. Foolscap, 7s. 6cl.

Ifotes on North America : Agricultural, Economical, and
Social. By Professor J. F. W. JOHNSTON. Two Volumes, Post Octavo, 21s.

"Professor Johnston's admirable Notes. . . . The very best manual for intelligent emi-

grants, whilst to the British agriculturist and general reader it conveys a most complete con-

ception of the condition of these prosperous region than all that has hitherto been written."

Economist.

Journal of a Tour in Greece and the Ionian Islands,

By WILLIAM MURE of Caldwell. Two Volumes, Post Octavo, Maps and Plates, 24s.

A Cruise in Japanese Waters, By Capt, Sherard Oshorn, C,B,

Third Edition. Crown Octavo, 5s.

life in the Par West. By &, !\ Euxton, Esq.,
Second Edition. Foolscap Octavo, 4s.

" One of the most daring and resolute of travellers. ... A volume fuller of excitement is

seldom submitted to the public." Athenceum.

Narrative of a Journey through Syria and Palestine,

By Lieut. VAN DE VELDE. Two Volumes Octavo, with Maps, &c., 1, 10s.

" He has contributed much to knowledge of the country, and the unction with which he speaks
of the holy places which he has visited, will commend the book to the notice of all religious

readers. His illustrations of Scripture are numerous and admirable." Daily News.
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GEOGRAPHICAL WOEKS

NEW GENERAL ATLAS.

DEDICATED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION TO HER MAJESTY.

THE KOYAL ATLAS
OF

MODERN GEOGRAPHY
IN A SERIES OF ENTIRELY ORIGINAL AND AUTHENTIC MAPS.

BY A. KEITH JOHNSTON, F.R.S.E. F.R.G.S.
Author of the "

Physical Atlas," &c.

With a complete Index of easy reference to each Map, comprising nearly

150,000 Places contained in this Atlas.

Imperial Folio, half-bound in russia or morocco, 5, 15s. 6d.

Athenaeum, August 10, 1861.

Under the name of " The Royal Atlas of Modern Geography," Messrs Blackwood and Sons

have published a book of maps, which for care of drawing and beauty of execution appears to

leave nothing more to hope for or desire. Science and art have done their best upon this mag-
nificent book. Mr A. Keith Johnston answers for the engraving and printing : to those who
love clear forms and delicate bold type we need say no more. All that maps should be, these

maps are : honest, accurate, intelligible guides to narrative or description Of the

many noble atlases prepared by Mr Johnston and published by Messrs Blackwood and Sons,

this Royal Atlas will be the most useful to the public, and will deserve to be the most popular.

Saturday Review.

The completion of Mr Keith Johnston's Royal Atlas ofModern Geography claims a special notice

at our hands. While Mr Johnston's maps are certainly unsurpassed by any for legibility and

uniformity of drawing, as well as for accuracy and judicious selection, this eminent geographer's
Atlas has a distinguishing merit in the fact that each map is accompanied by a special index of

remarkable fulness. The labour and trouble of reference are in this way reduced to a minimum.
. . . . The number of places enumerated in the separate indices is enormous. We believe,

indeed, that every name which appears in the maps is registered in the tables
; and as each

place is indicated by two letters, which refer to the squares formed by the parallels of latitude

and longitude, the method of using the index is extremely easy and convenient We
know no series of maps which we can more warmly recommend. The accuracy, wherever we
have attempted to put it to the test, is really astonishing.

Morning Herald.
The culmination of all attempts to depict the face of the world appears in the Royal Atlas,

than which it is impossible to conceive anything more perfect.

Guardian.
This is, beyond question, the most splendid and luxurious, as well as the most useful and

complete of all existing atlases.

Examiner.
There has not, we believe, been produced for general public use a body of maps equal in

beauty and completeness to the Royal Atlas just issued by Mr A. K. Johnston.

Scotsman.
An almost daily reference to, and comparison of, it with others, since the publication of the

first part some two years ago until now, enables us to say, without the slightest hesitation, that

this is by far the most complete and authentic atlas that has yet been issued.

EDINBURGH AND LONDON,
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Index Geographicus : Being a list, Alphabetically ar-

RANGED, of the PRINCIPAL PLACES ON THE GLOBE, with the COUNTRIES AND
SUBDIVISIONS OF THE COUNTRIES IN WHICH THEY ARE SITUATED, and their LATI-

TUDES AND LONGITUDES. Compiled specially with reference to KEITH JOHN-
STON'S ROYAL ATLAS, but applicable to all Modern Atlases and Maps. In One
Volume Imperial Octavo, pp. 676, price 21s.

The Physical Atlas of Natural Phenomena, By Alex,
KEITH JOHNSTON, F.R.S.E., &c., Geographer to the Queen for Scotland. A New
and Enlarged Edition, consisting of 35 Folio Plates, 27 smaller ones, printed in

Colours, with 135 pages of Letterpress, and Index.

SUBJECTS TREATED OF.

Geography and Orography, 11 Plates.

Hydrography, 6

Meteorology and Magnetism, ...'.. 6

Botanical Geography, 2

Zoological Geography, 6

Ethnology and Statistics, 4

Imperial Folio, half-bound morocco, 8, 8s.

"The Physical Atlas of Mr Keith Johnston a perfect treasure of compressed information."

Sir John Herschel.
" There is no map in this noble Atlas upon which we might not be tempted to write largely.

Almost every one suggests a volume of reflection, and suggests it by presenting, in a few hours,

accurate truths which it would be the labour of a volume to enforce in words, and by imprinting

them, at the same time, upon the memory with such distinctness that their outlines are not

likely to be afterwards effaced. The '

Physical Atlas
'

is a somewhat costly work, reckoning it

only by its paper ;
but upon its paper is stamped an amount of knowledge that could scarcely be

acquired without the reading of as many books as would cost seven times the price." Examiner.

"This Atlas ought to have a place in every good library. . . . We know of no work con-

taining such copious and exact information as to all the physical circumstances of the earth on

which we live.
"

Quarterly Review.

The Physical Atlas. By Alexander Keith Johnston,
F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S., Geographer to the Queen for Scotland. Reduced from the

Imperial Folio. This Edition Contains Twenty-Five Maps, including a Pabe-

ontological and Geological Map of the British Islands, with Descriptive Letter-

press, and a very copious Index. In Imperial Quarto, half-bound morocco,

2, 12s. 6d.

"Executed with remarkable care, and is as accurate, and, for all educational purposes, as valu-

able as the splendid large work (by the same author) which has now a European reputation."

Eclectic Review.

Atlas of Scotland, 31 Maps of the Counties of Scotland,
coloured. Bound in roan, price 10s. 6d. Each County may be had separately,

in Cloth Case, Is.

A Geological Map of Europe, exhibiting the different

Systems of Rocks according to the latest researches, and from Inedited

materials. By Sir R. I. MURCHISON, D.C.L., F.R.S., &c., Director-General of

the Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland; and JAMES NICOL, F.R.S.E.,

F.G.S., Professor of Natural History in the University of Aberdeen. Constructed

by ALEX. KEITH JOHNSTON, F.R.S.E., &c., Geographer to the Queen, Author of

the '"
Physical Atlas," &c. Scale, ~^ of Nature, 76 miles to an inch. Four

Sheets Imperial, beautifully printed in 'Colours. Size, 4 feet 2 inches by 3 feet 5

inches. In Sheets, 3, 3s
;
in a Cloth Case, 4to, 3, 10s.
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Keith Johnston's School Atlases :-

i.

General and Descriptive Geography, exhibiting the Actual
and Comparative Extent of all the Countries in the World, with their

present Political Divisions. A New and Enlarged Edition. Corrected to

the present time. With a complete Index. 26 Maps. Half-bound, 12s. 6d.

II.

Physical Geography, illustrating, in a Series of Original
Designs the Elementary Facts of Geology, Hydrology, Meteorology, and

Natural History. A New and Enlarged Edition. 20 Maps, including
coloured Geological Maps of Europe and of the British Isles. Half-bound,

12s. 6d.

III.

Classical Geography: Comprising, in Twenty-three Plates,

Maps and Plans of all the important Countries and Localities referred to

by Classical Authors
; accompanied by a pronouncing Index of Places, by T.

HARVEY, M.A. Oxon. A New and Revised Edition. Halkbound, 12s. 6d.

XV-

Astronomy. An Entirely New Edition. Notes and Descrip-
tive Letterpress to each Plate, embodying all recent Discoveries in Astro-

nomy. 20 Maps. Half-bound, 12s. 6d.

v.

Elementary School Atlas of General and Descriptive Geogra-
phy for the Use of Junior Classes. A New and Cheaper Edition. 20 Maps,

including a Map of Canaan and Palestine. Half-bound, 5s.

"
They are as superior to all School Atlases within our knowledge, as were the larger works

of the same Author in advance of those that preceded them." Educational Times.
"
Decidedly the best School Atlases we have ever seen." English Journal of Education.

"... The Physical Atlas seems to us particularly well executed. . . . The last gene-

ration had no such help to learning as is afforded in these excellent elementary maps. The Class-

ical Atlas is a great improvement on what has usually gone by that name
; not only is it fuller,

but in some cases it gives the same country more than once in different periods of time. Thus it

approaches the special value of a historical atlas. . . . The General Atlas is wonderfully full

and accurate for its scale. . . . Finally, the Astronomical Atlas, in which Mr Hind is respon-
sible for the scientific accuracy of the maps, supplies an admitted educational want. No better

companion to an elementary astronomical treatise could be found than this cheap and convenient

collection of maps." Saturday Review.
" The plan ofthese Atlases is admirable, and the excellence of the plan is rivalled by the beauty

of the execution. . . . The best security for the accuracy and substantial value of a School

Atlas is to have it from the hands of a man like our Author, who has perfected his skill by the

execution of much larger works, and gained a character which he will be careful not to jeopar-

dise by attaching his name to anything that is crude, slovenly, or superficial." Scotsman.

Atlas of Plans of Countries, Battles, Sieges, & Sea-Fights,
Illustrative of the History of Europe from the Commencement of the French
Revolution to the Battle of Waterloo. Constructed by A. KEITH JOHNSTON,
F.R.S.E., &c. &c. With Vocabulary of Military and Marine Terms. 109

Plates, Demy Quarto, price 3, 3s. Another Edition, in Crown Quarto,

1, 11s. 6d.
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GEOGRAPHICAL WORKS

A New Map of Europe, By A, Keith Johnston, F.E.S.E,,

F.R.G.S., Geographer to the Queen. The Map is fully coloured, and measures

4 feet 2 inches by 3 feet 5 inches. Price, mounted on Cloth and Mahogany

Roller, Varnished, or Folded in Quarto in a handsome Cloth Case, 21s.

Geological Map of Scotland, From the most Eecent Au-
thorities and Personal Observations. By JAMES NiCOL, F.R.S.E., &c., Profes-

sor of Natural History in the University of Aberdeen. With Explanatory Notes.

The Topography by ALEXANDER KEITH JOHNSTON, F.R.S.E., &c. Scale, 10

miles to an inch. In Cloth Case, 21s.

A Small Geological Map of Europe, From Keith John-
STON'S School "

Physical Atlas." Printed in Colours, Sixpence.

A Geological Map of the British Isles, From the same,
Printed in Colours, Sixpence.

Hand Atlases : Being the Maps of Keith Johnston's School
Atlases on Large Paper, and half-bound, full size, Imperial Quarto.

Physical Geography : Illustrating, in a Series of Original
Designs, the Elementary Facts of Geology, Hydrology, Meteorology, and
Natural History. In Imperial Quarto, half-bound morocco, 25s.

Classical Geography: Comprising, in Twenty-three Plates,

Maps and Plans of all the important Countries and Localities referred to

by Classical Authors. In Imperial Quarto, half-bound morocco, 25s.

General and Descriptive Geography : Exhibiting the Actual
and Comparative extent of all the Countries in the World, with their pre-

sent political divisions. New and Enlarged Edition. In Imperial Quarto,
half-bound morocco, 25s.

Astronomy: Comprising, in Eighteen Plates, a Complete
Series of Illustrations of the Heavenly Bodies, drawn with the greatest care

from Original and Authentic Documents. By ALEX. KEITH JOHNSTON,
F.R.S.E. &c. Edited by J. K. HIND, F.R.A.S., &c. In Imperial Quarto,
half-morocco, 21s.

" The Atlas is undoubtedly the most beautiful work of its class that has ever been published
and in several respects the most instructive." The Astronomer Royal.

"To say that Mr Hind's Atlas is the best thing of the kind is not enough it has no com-

petitor." Athenaeum.

Geological and Palseontological Map of the British

Islands, including Tables of the Fossils of the different Epochs, &c. &c., from
the Sketches and Notes of Professor EDWARD FORBES. With Illustrative and

Explanatory Letterpress. 21s.
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AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL AFFAIRS

The Book of the Farm, Detailing the Labours of the

Farmer, Farm-Steward, Ploughman, Shepherd, Hedger, Cattle-man, Field-worker,

and Dairymaid, and forming a safe Monitor for Students in Practical Agriculture.

By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E. Two Volumes, Royal Octavo, 3, handsomely
bound in cloth, with upwards of 600 Illustrations.

"The best book I have ever met with." Professor Johnston.

"We have thoroughly examined these volumes ; but to give a full notice of their varied and

valuable contents would occupy a larger space than we can conveniently devote to their dis-

cussion ; we therefore, in general terms, commend them to the careful study of every young
man who wishes to become a good practical farmer. Times.

The Book of Farm Implements and Machines, By James
SLIGHT and R. SCOTT BURN. Edited by HENRY STEPHENS, F. R. S. E. Illus-

trated with 876 Engravings. Royal Octavo, uniform with the " Book of the

Farm," half-bound, 2, 2s.

The Book of Farm Buildings : their Arrangement and
Construction. By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E., and R. SCOTT BURN. Royal

Octavo, with 1045 Illustrations. Uniform with the " Book of the Farm." Half-

bound, 1, 11s. 6d.

The Book of the Garden, By Charles M'Intosh, In Two
large Volumes, Royal Octavo, embellished with 1353 Engravings.

Each Volume may be had separately viz.

I. ARCHITECTURAL and. ORNAMENTAL. On the Formation of Gardens Con-

struction, Heating, and Ventilation of Fruit and Plant Houses, Pits, Frames, and

other Garden Structures, with Practical Details. Illustrated by 1073 Engravings,

pp. 776. 2, 10s.

II. PRACTICAL GARDENING, Contains Directions for the Culture of the Kitchen

Garden, the Hardy-fruit' Garden, the Forcing Garden, and Flower Garden, includ-

ing Fruit and Plant Houses, with Select Lists of Vegetables, Fruits, and Plants.

Pp. 868, with 279 Engravings. 1, 17s. 6d.

"In the construction of every kind of building required in a garden, the 'structural' section

of the work will he found to contain a large amount of information suitable alike for buildings

and gardens. Mr M'Intosh being himself one of the most experienced garden architects of our

time, minute details are given, so that the expense of even a pit, up to a garden replete with

every necessary erection, maybe at once ascertained, a matter of no small importance to gentle-

men about either to form new gardens, or improve such as already exist. ... On the whole,
this volume on structural gardening, both in compilation and artistical execution, deserves our

wannest commendation.
" The second volume is of a cultural character, and has been got up with great care and re-

search. It embodies the opinions and practice of the older writers on Horticulture, and also,

what is of more importance, the experience of our eminent modem gardeners on the subject,

together witli the opinions of our author, who has studied and practised the art for upwards of

half a century, both in this country and on the Continent. . . . We therefore feel justified

in recommending Mr M'Intosh's two excellent volumes to the notice of the public." Gardeners'

Chronicle.
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AGKICULTUKAL AND KUKAL AFFAIRS

Practical System of Farm Book-Keeping : Being that re-

commended in the " Book of the Farm "
by H. STEPHENS. Koyal Octavo, 2s. 6d.

Also, SEVEN FOLIO ACCOUNT-BOOKS, printed and ruled in accordance with the

System, the whole being specially adapted for keeping, by an easy and accurate

method, an account of all the transactions of the Farm. A detailed Prospectus

may be had from the Publishers. Price of the complete set of Eight Books,

1, 6s. Od. Also, A LABOUR ACCOUNT OF THE ESTATE, 2s. 6d.

"We have no hesitation in saying, that of the many systems of keeping farm-accounts which

are in vogue, there is not one which will bear comparison with that just issued by Messrs Black-

Wood, according to the recommendations of Mr Stephens, in his invaluable ' Book of the Farm.'

The great characteristic of this system is its simplicity. When once the details are mastered, which
it will take very little trouble to accomplish, it will be prized as the clearest method to show
the profit and loss of business, and to prove how the soundest and surest calculations can be

arrived at. We earnestly recommend a trial of the entire series of books they must be used

as a whole to be thoroughly profitable for we are convinced the verdict of our agricultural friends

who make such a trial will speedily accord with our own." Bell's Messenger.

Agricultural Statistics of Scotland, Report by the High-
land and Agricultural Society of Scotland to the Board of Trade, for 1855, 1856,

and 1857. Is. 6d. each.

Ainslie's Treatise on land-Surveying, A new and enlarged
Edition, edited by WILLIAM GALBRAITH, M.A., F.R.A.S. One Volume, Octavo,
with a Volume of Plates in Quarto, 21s.

"The best book on surveying with which I am acquainted." W. RUTHERFORD, LL.D.,F.K.A.S.,

Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.

Reports of the Association for Promoting Improvement in
the Dwellings and Domestic Condition of Agricultural Labourers in Scotland.

Seven Reports, 1855-61. Is. each.

The Forester: A Practical Treatise on the Planting,
Rearing, and Management of Forest Trees. By JAMES BROWN, Wood Manager
to the Earl of Seafield. Third Edition, greatly enlarged, with numerous Engrav-

ings on Wood. Royal Octavo, 30s.

" What we have often stated in these columns we now repeat, that the book before us is. the

most useful guide to good Arboriculture in the English language. The Author is a man of great

experience in Scotch forestry, and, moreover, is well grounded in the science of tree cultivation ;

so that he does not fall into the mistakes which mere theorists, or mere practicals, have each

committed on so large a scale, in too many great places. We will even add, that it has been to

the advice and instruction given in two former editions of the '

Forester,' now exhausted, that

the general improvement in timber management may be fairly ascribed." Gardeners' Chronicle.

"Beyond all doubt this is the best work on the subject of Forestry extant. "Gardeners'

Journal.

Handbook of the Mechanical Arts concerned in the Con-
struction and Arrangement of Dwellings and other Buildings ; Including Car-

pentry, Smith-work, Iron-framing, Brick-making, Columns, Cements, Well-sink-

ing, Enclosing of Land, Road-making, &c. By R. SCOTT BURN. Crown Octavo,
with 504 Engravings on Wood, 6s. 6d.
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AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL AFFAIRS

The Tear-Book of Agricultural Pacts, 1859 and 1860,
Edited by R. SCOTT BURN. Foolscap Octavo, 5s. each. 1861 and 1862, 4s. each.

Practical Ventilation, as applied to Public, Domestic, and
Agricultural Structures. By R. SCOTT BURN, Engineer. 6s.

Dwellings for the Working Classes : their Construction and
Arrangement ;

with Plans, Elevations, and Specifications, suggestive of Structures

adapted to the Agricultural and Manufacturing Districts. By R. SCOTT BURN.

Quarto, with numerous Diagrams, 3s.

The West of Ireland as a Field for Investment, By James
CAIRD, Farmer, Baldoon. Octavo, with a Map, 6s.

The Practical Planter : Containing Directions for the

Planting of Waste Land and Management of Wood, with a new Method of Rear-

ing the Oak. By THOMAS CRUIKSHANK, Forester at Careston. Octavo, 12s.

Elkington's System of Draining : A Systematic Treatise

on the Theory and Practice of Draining Land, adapted to the various Situations

and Soils of England and Scotland, drawn up from the Communications of Joseph

Elkington, by J. JOHNSTONE. Quarto, 10s. 6d.

Trigonometrical Surveying, levelling, and Railway En-
gineering. By WILLIAM GALBRAITH, M.A. Octavo, 7s. 6d.

The Preparation of Cooked Pood for the Fattening of

Cattle, and the advantage of Using it along with Cut Straw, Hay, Turnips, or

other Vegetables. By THOMAS HARKNESS. 6d. ,

Journal of Agriculture, and Transactions of the Highland
AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

OLD SERIES, 1828 to 1843, 21 vols 330
NEW SERIES, 1843 to 1851, 8 vols 220

The Rural Economy of England, Scotland, and Ireland.

By LEONCE DE; LAVERGNE. Translated from the French. With Notes by a
Scottish Farmer. In Octavo, 12s.

"One of the best works on the philosophy of agriculture and of agricultural political

economy that has appeared." Spectator.

On the Management of landed Property in the Highlands
of Scotland. By GEORGE G. MACKAT, C.E. Crown Octavo, Is. 6d.
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AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL AFFAIRS

Professor Johnston's Works :

Experimental Agriculture. Being the Results of Past, and
Suggestions for Future, Experiments in Scientific and Practical Agriculture.

8s.

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. Eighth

Edition, 6s. 6d.

"Nothing hitherto published has at all equalled it, both as regards true science and souiid

common sense." Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

A Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. Fifty-
seventh Edition, Is.

"The extent to which this little Catechism has been circulated at home, its translation into

nearly every European language, and its introduction into the Schools of Germany, Holland,

Flanders, Italy, Sweden, Poland, and South and North America, while it has been gratifying to

the Author, has caused him to take additional pains in improving and adding to the amount of

useful information, in the present edition." Preface.

On the Use of Lime in Agriculture.
6s.

Instructions for the Analysis of Soils.

Fourth Edition, 2s.

An Inquiry into the Nature and Cause of the Prevailing
Disease and Present Condition of the Larch Plantations in Great Britain. By
CHARLES M'INTOSH, Associate of the Linnsean Society, &c. &c. In Crown Octavo,

5s.

View of the Salmon-Fishery of Scotland. "With Observa-
tions on the Nature, Habits, and Instincts of the Salmon, and on the Law as

affecting the Rights of Parties, &c. &c. By the Late MURDO MACKENZIE, Esq.

of Cardross and Dundonald. In Octavo, 5s.

On the Management of Bees, By Dr Mackenzie, Eileanach,

Foolscap, 4d.

The Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology, By
Dr J. G. MULDER, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Utrecht. With
an Introduction and Notes by PROFESSOR JOHNSTON. 22 Plates. Octavo, 30s.

The toasses of Britain, Illustrated by 140 Figures, Drawn
and Engraved by the Author. By R. PARNELL, M.D., F.R.S.E. This work con-

tains a Figure and full description of every Grass found in Britain, with their

Uses in Agriculture. Royal Octavo, 42s.

The Relative Value of Round and Sawn Timber, shown
by means of Tables and Diagrams. By JAMES RAIT, Land-Steward at Castle-

Forbes. Royal Octavo, 8s., hf.-bd.
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AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL AFFAIRS

Dairy Management and Feeding of Milch Cows : Being the
recorded Experience of Mrs AGNES SCOTT, Winkston, Peebles. Second Edition.

Foolscap, Is.

Italian Irrigation : A Report addressed to the Son, the
Court of Directors of the East India Company, on the Agricultural Canals of

Piedmont and Lombardy ;
with a Sketch of the Irrigation System of Northern

and Central India. By Lieut. -Col. BAIRD SMITH, C.B. Second Edition. Two

Volumes, Octavo, with Atlas in Folio, 30s.

The Architecture of the Farm : A Series of Designs for
Farm Houses, Farm Steadings, Factors' Houses, and Cottages. By JOHN STAR-

FORTH, Architect. Sixty-two Engravings. In Medium Quarto, 2, 2s.

" One of the most useful and beautiful additions to Messrs Blackwood's extensive and valuable

library of agricultural and rural economy." Morning Post.

The Tester Deep land-Culture : Being a Detailed Account
of the Method of Cultivation which has been successfully practised for several

years by the Marquess of Tweeddale at Yester. By HENRY STEPHENS, Esq.,

F.R.S.E., Author of the Book of the Farm.' In Small Octavo, with Engravings
on Wood, 4s. 6d.

A Manual of Practical Draining, By Henry Stephens,
F.R.S.E., Author of the < Book of the Farm.' Third Edition, Octavo, 5s.

A Catechism of Practical Agriculture, By Henry Stephens,
F.R.S.E., Author of the ' Book of the Farm,' &c. In Crown Octavo, with Illus-

trations, Is.

" We feel perfectly assured that this Catechism is precisely the thing which at this moment
is wanted in every rural and national school in England, more especially since the question
has arisen, How is it possible to educate skilled agricultural labourers more in the direction of

their art and occupation, and to render the school more subservient to the field and the farm-

yard?" Nottingham Guardian.

A Handy Book on Property law, By lord St Leonards.
A new Edition, enlarged, with Index, and Portrait of the Author. Crown Octavo,

3s. 6d.

" Less than 200 pages serve to arm us with the ordinary precautions to which we should at-

tend in selling, buying, mortgaging, leasing, settling, and devising estates. We are informed

of our relations to our property, to our wives and children, and of our liabilities as trustees or

executors, in a little book for the million, a book which the author tenders to the profanum vat-

gut as even capable of '

beguiling a few hours in a railway carriage.' "Times.

The Practical Irrigator and Drainer, By George Stephens.
Octavo, 8s. 6d.
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AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL AFFAIRS

The Planter's Guide. By Sir Henry Steuart, A New
Edition, with the Author's last Additions and Corrections. Octavo, with En-

gravings, 21s.

Stable Economy : A Treatise on the Management of Horses,

By JOHN STEWART, V.S. Seventh Edition, 6s. 6d.

"Will always maintain its position as a standard work upon the management of horses."

Mark Lane Express.

Advice to Purchasers of Horses, By John Stewart, Y.S,

18mo, plates, 2s. 6d.

Agricultural Labourers, as they Were, Are, and Should be,
in their Social Condition. By the Rev. HARRY STUART, A. M., Minister of Oath-

law. Octavo, Second Edition, Is.

A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the &rape
VINE. By WILLIAM THOMSON, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch,

Dalkeith Park. Fifth Edition Octavo, 5s.

The Moor and the Loch, Containing Minute Instructions
in all Highland Sports, with Wanderings over Crag and Correi, Flood and Fell.

By JOHN COLQUHOUN, Esq. Third Edition, in Octavo, with Illustrations, 12s. 6d.

Salmon-Casts and Stray Shots : Being Fly-Leaves from the
Note-Book of JOHN COLQUHOUN, Esq., Author of the " Moor and the Loch," &c.

Second Edition, Foolscap Octavo, 5s.

Coquet -Bale Fishing Songs, low first collected by a
North-Country Angler, with the Music of the Airs. Octavo, 5s.

The Angler's Companion to the Rivers and Lochs of
SCOTLAND. By T. T. STODDART. With Map of the Fishing Streams and Lakes

of Scotland. Second Edition. Crown Octavo, 3s. 6d.

"
Indispensable in all time to come, as the very strength and grace of an angler's tackle and

equipment in Scotland^ must and will be STODDART'S ANGLER'S COMPANION." Blackwood's

Magazine.

Shooter's Diary or &ame Book for recording the quantity
of Grouse Killed, and Time and Place, Number of Guns, Names of Parties, how

disposed of, &c. Octavo, bound in red leather, 4s.

Angler's Diary for recording the quantity of Pish Killed,
&c. Octavo, bound in green leather, 4s.

PUBLISHED BY W. BLACKWOOD AND SONS,



WORKS ON SCIENCE

The Chemistry of Common Life, By Professor J. F, .

JOHNSTON. A new Edition. Edited by G. H. LEWES, Author of " Sea- side

Studies," &c. With 113 Illustrations on Wood, and a Copious Index. Two

Volumes, Crown Octavo, 11s. 6d.

"
It is just one of those books which will best serve to show men how minute is the provision

which has been made for human support, and that if the laws prescribed by Nature are duly

observed, she, on her part, will see to it that her functions are performed with fidelity and suc-

cess." Durham Chronicle.

The Physiology of Common Life, By &eorge H, Lewes,
Author of" Sea-side Studies," &c. Illustrated with numerous Engravings. Two
Volumes, 12s.

CONTENTS : Hunger and Thirst. Food and Drink. Digestion and Indigestion. The Struc-

ture and Uses of the Blood. The Circulation. Respiration and Suffocation. Why we
are warm, and how we keep so. Feeling and Thinking. The Mind and the Brain. Our

Senses and Sensations. Sleep and Dreams. The Qualities we Inherit from our Parents.

Life and Death.

Sea-Side Studies at Ilfracombe, Tenby, the Scilly Isles,
and Jersey. By GEORGE H. LEWES, Author of "A Biographical History of

Philosophy," &c. Second Edition. Crown Octavo, with Illustrations, and a

Glossary of Technical Terms, 6s. 6d.

Introductory Text-Book of Physical Geography. By
DAVID PAGE, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

;
Author of '

Introductory and Advanced Text-

Books of Geology,' &c. With Illustrative Sketch-Maps and Glossarial Index.

Crown Octavo, price 2s. Second Edition.

" We believe, indeed, that many will be induced to enter on the study from a perusal of this

little work. The divisions of the subject are so clearly defined, the explanations are so lucid,

the relations of one portion of the subject to another are so satisfactorily shown, and, above all,

the bearing of the allied sciences to Physical Geography are brought out with so much precision,

that every reader will feel that difficulties have been removed, and the path of study smoothed

before him." Athenceum.

Introductory Text-Book of Greology. By David Page, P,&,S,
With Engravings on Wood and Glossarial Index. Seventh Edition, 2s.

"Of late it has not often been our good fortune to examine a text-book on science of which

we could express an opinion so entirely favourable as we are enabled to do of Mr Page's little

work."A thenceum.

Advanced Text-Book of 6-eology, Descriptive and Indus-
trial. By DAVID PAGE, F.G.S. With Engravings and Glossary of Scientific
Terms. Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 7s. 6d.

" It is therefore with unfeigned pleasure that we record our appreciation of his ' Advanced
Text-Book of Geology.' We have carefully read this truly satisfactory book, and do not hesitate

to say that it is an excellent compendium of the great facts of Geology, and written in a truth-

ful and philosophic spirit." Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.
" We know of no introduction containing a larger amount of information in the same space,

and which we could more cordially recommend to the geological student." Athenceum.

"An admirable book on Geology. It is from no invidious desire to underrate other works
it is the simple expression of justice which causes us to assign to Mr Page's

' Advanced Text-

Book ' the very first place among geological works addressed to students." Leader.
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WOKKS ON SCIENCE

The Geological Examinator : A Progressive Series of Ques-
tions adapted to the Introductory and Advanced Text-Books of Geology. Pre-

pared to assist Teachers in framing their Examinations, and Students in testing
their own Progress and Proficiency. By DAVID PAGE, F.G.S. 6d.

Handbook of Geological Terms, Geology, and Physical Geo-
graphy. By DAVID PAGE, F.G.S. Second Edition, Crown Octavo, 7s. 6d.

The Past and Present Life of the Globe : Being a Sketch
in Outline of- the World's Life-System. By DAVID PAGE, F.G.S., Author of
" Text-Books of Geology," &c. In Crown Octavo, 6s. With Fifty Illustrations,

Drawn and Engraved expressely for this Work.

A Glossary of Navigation, Containing the Definitions and

Propositions of the Science, Explanation of Terms, and Description of Instru-

ments. By the Rev. J. B. HARBORD, M.A., St John's College, Cambridge;

Chaplain and Naval Instructor, Royal Navy. Illustrated with Diagrams.

Price 6s.

A Nomenclature of Colours, applicable to the Arts and
Natural Sciences, to Manufactures, and other Purposes of General Utility. By

D. R. HAY, F.R.S.E. 228 examples of Colours, Hues, Tints, and Shades. Octavo,

3, 3s.

The Geology of Pennsylvania : A Government Survey ;

with a General View of the Geology of the United States, Essays on the Coal

Formation and its Fossils, and a Description of the Coal-Fields of North America

and Great Britain. By Professor HENRY DARWIN ROGERS, F.R.S., F.G.S., Pro-

fessor of Natural History in the University of Glasgow. With Seven large Maps,

and numerous Illustrations engraved on Copper and on Wood. In Three Volumes,

Royal Quarto, S, 8s.

Introduction to Meteorology, By David P, Thomson, M.D.
Octavo, with Engravings, 14s.

Tive Place Logarithms, Arranged by E, Sang, F.R.S.E.
6&

Fortification : For the Use of Officers in the Army, and
Readers of Military History. By Lieut. H. YULE, Bengal Engineers. Octavo,
with numerous Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

" An excellent manual : one of the best works of its class." British Army Despatch.

PUBLISHED BY W. BLACKWOOD AND SONS,



DIVINITY

Religion in Common Life : A Sermon Preached in CratMe
Church, October 14, 1855, before Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Albert.

By the Rev. JOHN CAIRO, D.D. Published by Her Majesty's Command. Bound
in cloth, 8d. Cheap Edition, 3d.

Sermons, By the Eev. John Caird, DD,, Minister of the
Park Church, Glasgow, Author of "Religion in Common Life." 12th Thousand.

Foolscap Octavo, 5s.

"
They are noble sermons ; and we are not sure but that, with the cultivated reader, they

will gain rather than lose by being read, not heard. There is a thoughtfulness and depth about

them which can hardly be appreciated, unless when they are studied at leisure ; and there

are so many sentences so felicitously expressed that we should grudge being hurried away
from them by a rapid speaker, without being allowed to enjoy them a second time.

"
Fraser's

Magazine.

The Book of Job, By the late Eev. &eorge Croly, D,D,,
Rector of St Stephen, Walbrook. Foolscap Octavo. 4s.

lectures in Divinity. By the late Rev, &eorge Hill, D,D,,
Principal of St Mary's College, St Andrews. Stereotyped Edition. Octavo, 14s.

"
I am not sure if I can recommend a more complete manual of Divinity." Dr Chalmers.

Vindication of Christian Faith,

D.D., Edinburgh. Octavo, 10s. 6d.

By the late John Inglis,

The Mother's legacie to Her TInhorne Childe. By Mrs
ELIZABETH JOCELINE. Edited by the Very Rev. Principal LEE. 32mo, 4s. 6d.

"This beautiful and touching legacie." A thenceum.
" A delightful monument of the piety and high feeling of a truly noble mother. "Morning

Advertiser.

lectures on the History of the Church of Scotland, from
the Reformation to the Revolution Settlement. By the late Very Rev. JOHN

LEE, D.D., LL.D., Principal of the University of Edinburgh. With Notes and

Appendices from the Author's Papers. Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM LEE. Two

Volumes, Octavo, 21s.

lectures on the Book of Esther,

M'CRIE, D.D. Foolscap, 4s. 6d.

By the Eev, Thomas

Sermons, By the late Eev, Thomas M'Crie, D,D. Crown
Octavo, 6s.

lectures on Scripture Characters : Addressed to the Stu-
dents of King's College at the Lecture on " Practical Religion," founded by
the late John Gordon, Esq. of Murtle. By the late Rev. DUNCAN MEARNS,
D.D., Professor of Divinity in the University and King's College of Aberdeen.

Two Volumes, Crown Octavo, 12s.
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DIVINITY

Analysis and Critical Interpretation of the Hebrew Text
of the Book of Genesis. Preceded by a Hebrew Grammar, and Dissertations on

the Genuineness of the Pentateuch, and on the Structure ofthe Hebrew Language.

By the Rev. WILLIAM PAUL, A.M. Octavo, 18s.

Prayers for Social and Family "Worship. Prepared by a
COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, and

specially designed for the use of Soldiers, Sailors, Colonists, Sojourners in India,

and other Persons, at Home or Abroad, who are deprived of the Ordinary Services

of a Christian Ministry. Published by Authority of the Committee. Third Edition.

In Crown Octavo, bound in cloth, 4s.

Prayers for Social and Family Worship, Being a Cheap
Edition of the above. Foolscap Octavo, Is. 6d.

Family Prayers : As Authorised by the General Assembly
of the Church of Scotland

;
with other Prayers by the Committee of the General

Assembly on Aids to Devotion. To which is prefixed a Pastoral Letter from the

General Assembly on Family Worship. Crown Octavo, 4s. 6d.

Diversities of Faults in Christian Believers, By the same
Author. Foolscap Octavo, 4s. 6d.

The Christian Life, in its Origin, Progress, and Perfection,

By the Very Kev. E. B. RAMSAY, LL.D., F.R.S.E., Dean of the Diocese of

Edinburgh. Crown Octavo. 9s.

On the Origin and Connection of the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke

;
With Synopsis of Parallel Passages and Critical Notes. By

JAMES SMITH, Esq. of Jordanhill, F.R.S., Author of the "Voyage and Ship-

wreck of St Paul." Medium Octavo, 16s.

Theism : The Witness of Reason and Nature to an All-
Wise and Beneficent Creator. By the Rev. JOHN TULLOCH, D.D., Principal and

Professor of Theology, St Mary's College, St Andrews
;
and one of Her Majesty's

Chaplains in Ordinary in Scotland. In One Volume, Octavo, 10s. 6d.

"Dr Tulloch's Essay, in its masterly statement of the real nature and difficulties of the sub-

ject, its logical exactness in distinguishing the illustrative from the suggestive, its lucid arrange-

ment of the argument, its simplicity of expression, is quite unequalled by any work we have

seen on the subject." Christian Remembrancer, January 1857.

Sermons on Practical Subjects, By the Rev, Samuel
WARREN, LL.D., Incumbent of All Souls, Manchester. Second Edition. Crown

Octavo, 6s. 6d.
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INTELLECTUAL PHILOSOPHY

Institutes of Metaphysie : The Theory of Knowing and
Being. By JAMES F. TERRIER, A. B. Oxon., Professor of Moral Philosophy and

Political Economy, St Andrews. Second Edition. Crown Octavo, 10s. 6d.

lectures on Metaphysics, By Sir William Hamilton, Bart,,
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh. Edited by
the Rev. H. L. MANSEL, B. D., LL. D., Waynflete Professor of Moral and Meta-

physical Philosophy, Oxford
;
and JOHN VEITCH, M. A., Professor' of Logic,

Rhetoric, and Metaphysics, St Andrews. Third Edition. Two Volumes,

Octavo, 24s.

Lectures on logic, By Sir "William Hamilton, Bart,
Edited by Professors Mansel and Veitch. Second Edition. In Two Vols., 24s.

Thorndale: or, the Conflict of Opinions, By William
SMITH, Author of " A Discourse on Ethics," &c. Second Edition. Crown

Octavo, 10s. 6d.

&ravenhurst
; or, Thoughts on &ood and Evil, By

WILLIAM SMITH, Author of '

Thorndale,' &c. In Crown Octavo, price 7s. 6d.

" One of those rare books which, being filled with noble and beautiful thoughts, deserves an

attentive and thoughtful perusal." Westminster Review.
" Our space will only allow us to mention, in passing, the charming volume of subtle thought

expressed in a graceful transparent style, which the author of < Thorndale
' has just issued under

the title of ' Gravenhurst
; or, Thoughts on Good and Evih' We will simply re-

commend every reader, fond of thoughtful writing on the moral aspects of life, to carry
' Graven-

hurst
' with him into some delightful solitude." -Cornhill Mas/azine.

A Discourse on Ethics of the School of Paley. By William
SMITH, Author of "Thorndale." Octavo, 4s.

On the Influence exerted by the Mind over the Body, in
the Production and Removal of Morbid and Anomalous Conditions of the Animal

Economy. By JOHN GLEN, M. A. Crown Octavo, 2s. 6d.

Descartes on the Method of Rightly conducting the Season,
and Seeking Truth in the Sciences. Translated from the French. 12mo, 2s.

Descartes' Meditations, and Selections from his Principles
of Philosophy. Translated from the Latin. 12mo, 3s.

Speculative Philosophy : An Introductory lecture, deliv-
ered at the opening of the Class of Logic and Rhetoric, Nov. 1, 1864, by JOHN
VEITCH, M.A., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric in the University of Glasgow. Is.
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CRITICISM

The Book-Hunter, &c, By John Hill Burton, In Crown
Octavo. Second Edition, 7s. 6d.

" We have not been more amused for a long time : and every reader who takes interest in

typography and its consequences will say the same, if he will begin to read
; beginning, he will

finish, and be sorry when it is over." Athenceum.
' Mr Burton has now given us a pleasant book, full of quaint anecdote, and of a lively bookish

talk. There is a quiet humour in it which is very taking, and there is a curious knowledge of
books which is really very sound." Examiner.

" One of the most charming volumes we have ever read, abounding in quaint anecdote, and
printed in appropriate fashion on cream-coloured paper. It is impossible anywhere to open the
book without coming upon a '

good thing.
' "

Literary Budget.

The Sketcher, By the Rev, John Eagles. Originally
published in BlackwoocCs Magazine. Octavo, 10s. 6d.

"This volume, called by the appropriate name of 'The Sketcher,' is one that ought to be
found in the studio of every English landscape-painter More instructive and sug-
gestive readings for young artists, especially landscape-painters, can scarcely be found."
The Globe.

Essays, By the Rev, John Eagles, A,M, Oxon, Originally
published in Blackwood's Magazine. Post Octavo, 10s. 6d.

CONTENTS : Church Music, and other Parochials. Medical Attendance, and other Parochials.
A few Hours at Hampton Court. Grandfathers and Grandchildren. Sitting for a

Portrait. Are there not Great Boasters among us ? Temperance and Teetotal Societies.

Thackeray's Lectures : Swift. The Crystal Palace. Civilisation : the Census. The
Beggar's Legacy.

lectures on the Poetical literature of the Past Half-Cen-
tury. By D. M. MOIR. Third Edition. Foolscap Octavo, 5s.

"
Exquisite in its taste and generous in its criticisms." Hugh Miller.

Two lectures on the Oenius of Handel, and the distinc-
tive Character of his Sacred Compositions. Delivered to the Members of the

Edinburgh Philosophical Institution. By the Very Rev. DEAN RAMSAY, Author
of ' Reminiscences of Scottish Life and Character.' In Crown Octavo, 3s. 6d.

Essays i Critical and Imaginative, By John Wilson,
Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Economy in the University of Edin-

burgh. Edited by PROFESSOR FERRIER. Four Volumes, Crown Octavo, 24s.

Homer and his Translators, and the &reek Drama, By
PROFESSOR WILSON. Crown Octavo, 4s.

Blackwood's Magazine, from Commencement in 1817 to
December 1861. Numbers 1 to 554, forming 90 Volumes. 31, 10s.

Index to the First Fifty Volumes of Blackwood's Magazine,
Octavo, 15s.

lectures on the History of literature, Ancient and
Modern. By FREDERICK SCHLEGEL. Translated by J. G. LOCKHART. Foolscap,
5s.

PUBLISHED BY W. BLACKWOOD AND SONS.
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